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I DEMOCaATIC DEVELOPMENT: 
THEORETICAL APPROACHES 



Democratic Growth or 
Gridlock? 

Geotges Berthoin 

THE DEMOCRATIC PROSPECT 
is a subject of broad and growing in-
terest. People of diverse cultures, his-
toric experiences, political conditions, 
and responsibilities come together 
with increasing frequency to under-
stand and build on their quite varied 
democratic experiences. What those 
individuals usually have in common is 
the search for freedom—as much free-
dom as possible. Whatever their 
unique background, people scck to 
find security, acquire knowledge, and 
inherit the wisdom accumulated by 
their forefathers, enjoy political and 
social accommodation, and find the 
means of self-subsistence to perpetu-
ate  the  chain of generations. 

They understand and share these 
basic human needs. Although each so-
ciety finds its inherent justification vis-
à-vis its aims and goals, in transform-
ing itself into a political framework of 
predictability and security, the task is 
to find harmony.  The raison d'être, 
the legitimacy of conferences of dem-
ocrats, is to transform into reality these 
human rights. The concept of human 
rights belongs not to one particular 
culture or to a particular political group 
but to mankind as a whole. A political 

Georges Berthoin  ho  been European chair-
man of the Trilateral Commission since 1 1)75. 
Ile was principal private secretary to Jean 
!thinner. ambassador of the European Corn - 
munities to the  united Kingdom (1971— 
1973). and international chairman of the Eu-
ropean Is lovernent 11978-1981 
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structure can only find its  truc  sense, 
its real finality, its truth in as much as 
it will meet these human rights. 

Human rights precede the state. 
They exist, whatever organizational 
form it takes. Thcy are the very ex-
pression of human nature, inalienable 
and universal. They are inherent in 
cach human being who is thcir living 
testimony, their origin, and their fi

-nality. Society is more important than 
the state. The power of the state must 
serve man. It is within this relation-
ship that any durable political regime 
finds its own legitimacy. 

Then, one faces the fundamental 
alternative. A state finds its definition 
in the free expression of society: "gov-
ernment of the people, by the people, 
for the people," that is, democracy. Or 
a state denies the free expression of 
society and puts down the people 
through confiscation of their responsi-
bilities, rights, and duties, that is, dic-
tatorship. The difference between  the  
two political systems becomes striking 
when conflicts break out between so-
ciety and the state. In a democracy, 
the people change the leaders, in a 
tlictatorship, the leaders try to change 
the people. 

It is a fact that political systems 
where the state does not accept the 
people as they arc, or wish to be, 
alxnind in history as in contemporary 
times. All have in common their insta-
bility, their defensive attitudes, and 
their fragility. It is also a fact that, in 

1141 
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the long run, the strength of society
prevails and leads to democracy as po-
litical structure, which allows the ex-
pression and realization of human
rights, as a permanent and universal
value. Today Bai 1-luan, a leading
(.hinese writer and poet, can proclaim
in Shanghai, "Democracy is a univer-
sal right." Ahmed Ben Bella, former
leader of the Algerian Revolution, ac-
knowledges likewise that "the Algeri-
ans are hungry for democracy." In
Chile, Pakistan, and Poland, the call
for democracy shows how various cir-
cumstances, cultures, and religions
cannot be an obstacle to the expres-
sion of this compclling necessity com-
mon to all mankind: political partici-
pation.

Suggesting the quasi-mechanical
power and the historical determinism
of the democratic upsurge must not
lead to ignoring the problems it has to
face. By definition, democracy is not
a fixed, ossified, form of political struc-
ture. It expresses a society in constant
movement and evolution. Its leaders
are permanently placed at the cross-
road of what is desirable for the indi-
vidual and possible for all. Always rc-
sponsible to the free and regular
judgment of the people, they must
avoid the dangers of disorganization,
helplessness, and obsolescence. They
must express both liberty and author-
ity but avoid excess in either.

I lence, democracy, as a political sys-
tcm, expresses society in its needs for
flexible change. Furthermore, it pro-
vides society with the permanent sta-
hility and sccurity that society de-
mands in order to exist. Both arc the
cause and the consequence of each
othcr. The demixratic leader has the
formidable task of culling inspiration
from the inner logic of both these re-
quirenu:nts. 1 Ic must be from one and
from the othcr. Ile jointly represents

F, Crnirci Rrrrboin

the people who delegate and control
and the state which receives a man-
date and must take action. This goes
beyond any precise science and ex-
plains why politics, when democrati-
cally practiced, is an art. The more
one departs from dictatorial forms of
government toward greater forms of
democracy, the more one distances
oneself from scientific conceptions (for
example, Marxism) to reach pragmat-
ics. Winston Churchill, Charles de
Gaullc, and Ronald Reagan, for ex-
ample, pursued such a pragmatic
course.

When information was accessible to
few people, active society was limited
to a small number. Democratic lead-
ership seemed to be fairly easy. To-
day, the nature, extent, and speed of
change involve a vast number of pco-
ple. Active society includes every-
body, everywhere. The exercise of dc-
mocracy becomes the responsibility
and the demand of the masses. Being
more fundamentally comprehensive,
democracy, to remain operative, legit-
imate, and true to its own nature, be-
comes more complex and as such more
vulnerable.

Beyond the purely political aspect,
democracy must nowadays address it-
self to culture and economy. Cultural
traditions that enable each human
being to find a reassuring and solid
answer to the challenges of life are
often disrupted. The process of assim-
ilating the new and the unknown is
cluttered. The different modes of re-
lation with others seem to become ob-
solete. What binds men is deteriorat-
ing at the very moment when material
progress is creating interdependence.
"l'his challenge, to all cultures, is
found automatically in political soci-
eties-hc they dictatorial or demo-
cratic. It is twofold: on one hand, the
masses feel able to become omnipre-

sent and demanding authors of their
own destiny; on the other hand, they
need new reassuring contexts.

Man needs bread, too. Democratic
principles, whatever their intrinsic val-
ues, do not mean much to an empty
stomach. Even those who have
reached enviable standards of living
expect that democracy will be able to
deliver. The Marshall plan recognized
this situation and organized a coherent
recovery program of economic and so-
cial means to make Western Europe
safe for democracy. A democracy
must, in order to face modern chal-
Icnges, account for the fate of the un-
derprivileged and more generally the
fairness of everybody's conditions.
From the beginnings of mankind, rc-
ligious orders have taken up this de-
mand for compassion and charity. To-
day, democracy must address itself to
the economic and social demands of
society. This point needs more exten-
sivc recognition. Such a challenge
does not lead to state interventionism
where public authorities assume func-
tions normally undergone by compo-
nents of society. An attitude of benign
neglect of economic and social facturs,
however, could jeopardize the very
structure of society and, in so doing,
the state would k ►rfcit one of its func-
tions. Britain, the United States, West
Germany, and others are impressive
examples of the way this fine-tuning
is possible and successful.

The vulnerability of democracy dc-
pends on the ways it responds to so-
ciety's demands, beyond the political
dcmands. I )cmocracy cannot durably
exist without them. It finds unique
strength in its recognition of the lib-
crty of each human being to express
them. The more people extend the
area of their own liberty, the larger the
basis and content of democracy. It ac-
companies and illustrates this move-

ment. Through it, it finds growing le-
gitimacy and increased means of
action. Automatic adaptation to the re-
quirements and needs of society takes
place through institutions that result
from free consultation of the people.
Through individuals' a priori choices
on the basis of their political programs
and afterward through their judgment
on their rccords, the state keeps in
harmony with society.

1)emocracy has other challenges
that could be opportunities: the glob-
alization of the world and the multi-
plication of actors within different cul-
tures. As a system, democracy must
demonstrate adaptability to different
societal realities. One consequence is
that various forms can exist. The only
prerequisite common to all must re-
main the respect of human rights. The
Western form of democracy is one of
many. Even within the Western world,
variations exist. For example, the way
democracy works in Canada, France,
Japan, Spain, Sweden, or the United
States is not identical. Cultural, be-
havioral, historical, climatic, religious
factors explain the differences. This
means, therefore, that when democ-
racy prevails in a given country, it is
not a victory of the West or the United
States, but a victory of the people of
that country for themselves. If one day
the Soviet Union becomes a democ-
racy, the event should be celebrated
as a victory for the people that com-
pose this entity and nobody else.

This leads to another challenge: na-
tional sovereignty. As the world bc-
contcs interdependent, man wants to
fight against his fears of boundless,
cosmopolitan new spaces. tic stresses
the identity of what he believes or to
what he wants to belong. I lc feels the
need to take refuge in and return to
fundamentals, whether national, reli-
gious, or ethnic. Demoçracy, through

('rowth or Gridt,^1^p
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its flexibility and its direct link with 
the people, represents the national 
vector for this demand of sovereignty. 
I Icrein lies a dangerous dilemma. 

On one hand, democracy represents 

and guarantees the best expression of 
national sovereignty. On the other, it 
must be capable of innovations often 

in advance of the consciousncss, tra-
ditions, even prejudices of society and 
adapt its functions to the new require-
ments of people and technological ne-
cessities. It is supposed to address it-
self altogether to the inner 
contradictions of the individuals it 
freely represents. Producers would 
like to be protectionists; consumers, 
free traders; spiritual beings, funda-
mentalists; tourists, tolerant citizens of 

the  world. 
Two main trends characterize the 

present challenges: devolution of 
power nearer to the individuals and 

internationalization of main elements 

in modern society. Being more in-
formed, better equipped, and more in-

volved in the quest for his identity, 

man wants to bring nearer to home the 

centers of power to which he will del-
egate authority. Power must move 

closer to people, no longer functioning 
at arms length from them. Democracy 
is transformed by this general trend 
through various processes of decen-

tralization, devolution, and regionali-

zation. This brings about an erosion of' 

traditional national sovereignty and 
tensions between centrifugal and cen-
tripetal forces. Forms of internal fed-
eralism become necessary, and more 
systematic use of democratic proce-
dures provides the answers. Large fed-
eral systems, such as Canada and the  
United States of America, show that 

the solution to these tensions, spread-
ing around the world, is not less de-
mocracy but more democracy. Democ-
racy provides the adaptability and 

flexibility required by the growing in- 

186 

volvement of the people and the in-
creased means that modern sciences 
put at their disposal. 

The other challenge all political so-
cieties face is the technological evo-
lution that is eroding traditional 
frontiers behind which national sov-
ereignties lived and prospered. 

Ideas, people, goods, dangers involve 
the whole of mankind. Everybody is 

awarc of them because satellites takc 
photographs of Earth from space. No-
wadays, this fact is universally recog-
nized but not yet managed. In addi-

tion to the economic, social, cultural, 

and regional dimensions, this plane-
tary dimension is the greatest chal-
lenge to democracy. 

Today, democracy must reconcile it-

self with national sovereignty which 

by nature rejects outside interference 
while it has to accept and integrate the 
necessity of international cooperation. 
Because of the principle of govern-

ment of the people, by the people, for 

the people, a government must accept 

contacts, cooperation, and integration 
with other peoples who have the same 
demands of sovereignty. This new 

type of interrelation and its practical 
consequences seem contrary to sover-
eignty. The challenge is serious be-
cause applying the democratic princi-
ple to the global level can bc 
perceived as betraying the very sov-
ereignty of the people, who arc accus-
tomed to expressing it exclusively 
within the limit of national bound-

aries. 
Often ignorcd or misunderstood as 

a purely economic and protectionist 
device, the European Community 
provides the beginning of a very ad-

vanced, daring, and practical solution. 
Building from centuries-old European 
societies, treaties since 1952 have es-

tablished a democratic process with 
constitutional delegations. The insti-
tutions thus created found their dem- 
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istencc and importance. Society exists 
by itself and cannot be prevented from 
existing. If ignored, dramatic upheav-
als become unavoidable. The  modern 
world has seen these political earth-
quakes become increasingly frequent 
and violent. Then suddenly aware, 
dictatorship becomes afraid of society, 
and tyrants pursue the people, as dem-
onstrated by thc referendum in Poland 
Or in Chile. At the very moment dem-
ocrats rejoice, a very serious challenge 
faces them: is it possible for a dicta-
torship to transform itself into a de-
mocracy without provoking grave 
tremors putting everybody at risk? 

Where it is already in existence, de-
mocracy must remain the valid exam-
ple of modernity. Its mechanisms per-
mit such an adaptation. The wisdom 
of its people, collective and individual 
ethics, and political know-how of the 
leaders will provide the answer: it 
must remain an attractive, fair, and re-
liable system of government.  The  
great challenge remains its attitude 
when and where transitions toward de-
mocracy take place. 

The tribute paid by dictatorship to 
the natural superiority of democracy 
provides an answer. In effect, almost 
all dictatorships feel the need to look 
for the formal appearances of legiti-
macy. Because dictatorship cannot rely 
for long on sheer brutal force, it rec-
ognizes and compares itself with the 
very essence of human society. 
Through more or less formal delega-
tions of power or through votes, even 
with 99.9 percent majorities, or 
through limited periods of authoritar-
ian rule, dictatorships try to borrow 
democratic clothes to woo the favors 
of the people. Examples of this pro-
cess abound nowadays. 

At this juncture, democracies meet 
their most challenging responsibilities. 
Western countries found the way to 
democracy to be long and complex. 

' 	if 1N I I NI 	• 

ocratic legitimacy through the creation 
of the European Parliament. The 12 
sovereign member states, on a univer- 
sal suffrage basis, jointly elect the 
members of this parliament. Democ-
racy was therefore introduced on a 
level where diplomacy traditionally 
prevailed. Can such an example be 
applied elsewhere in the world and for 
the whole of mankind? This question 
cannot be avoided because the world 
is engaged in such an irresistible pro-
cess of interdependence. There is no 
easy answer. Perhaps the experience 
of the European community is not ac-
ceptable elsewhere. A ccnainty pre-
vails, however: thc problem of world 
management remains and demands an 
answer. Democracy would gain a his-
torical victory if it could provide a re-
sponse to this challenge. Therefore, 
democrats around the world should 
study the theoretical and practical as-
pects of  the  European Community in 
its institutional mechanisms and polit-
ical choices. 

Some might wonder if, at this junc-
ture, dictatorship might not o ffer bet-
ter prospects than democracy. Despite 
the formidable means dictatorship can 
mobilize and master, it is becoming 
gradually ineffective vis-à-vis the 
global diffusion of information, knowl-
edge, and hopes. Dictatorship can 
prosper for a vvhile behind tight na-
tional borders. This cannot last as 
technological development relativizes 
its means of action through interna-
tionalization. The nature and speed of 
change demand constant flexibility 
and adaptability, which, by nature, 
dictatorship does not have and cannot 
sustain without risking changing itself 
into a democracy. Because dictatorship 
does not accept the free and regular 
consultation of the people, it cannot 
avoid a growing gap between itself and 
the people. Its own nature prevents it 
from being fully aware of society's ex- 



This should not be forgotten when
one looks at similar efforts in different
parts of the world. The modern way
in the samc direction could be to
evolve from a state of complete dic-
tatorship, authoritarianism, or totali-
tarianism to reach a stage when the
rule of law prevails and the formal as-
pects of constitutional or international
law become a reality. Then, within
this system, the formal democracy will
gradually transform itself into a true
democracy by involving the people
more directly. Transitions of this na-
ture are and were possible. Greece,
Portugal, and Spain are impressive cx-
amples of the successful outcome of
what so many experts thought impos-
sible.

This supposes a certain sense of re-

sponsibility on the part of existing de-
mocracies to have guidelines when
new democracies are emerging. One
should be aware that democracy sets
an example by being responsible and
should continue to do so. One should
respect the history and culture of the
countries undergoing the change to
democracy. One should respect their
national sovereignty and refrain from
state interference. One should re-
member that world public opinion has
existed for years and that, by address-
ing it with tolerance and vigor, one can
reach all corners of the earth and
therefore change the course of history.
One of the discoveries of modern
times is that, if there is determinism
in human evolution, it leads mankind
toward democracy.
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England, the United States,
and the Export of Democracu
F.nrique Krauze

NOT LONG AGO, the Mexican me-
dia announced that the U.S. govern-
ment had developed a program to pro-
more democracy in the hemisphere.
The official document recognized that
"the American people find it more ex-
peditious to work with democratic
governments than with authoritarian
regimes," and it announced a conti-
nent-wide meeting to be held in mid-
1989 to approve and "proclaim the
Magna Carta of Pan-American democ-
racy." Not one editorialist took the
trouble to criticize the news by asking
the obvious question: Since when has
the United States been so interested
in hemispheric democracy? In fact, the
editorials did not miss the point: show-
ing their natural scepticism, those who
transcribed the document simply put
the word democracy in quotes.

"l'his short anecdote reveals a long.
standing mistrust. It illustrates the
problem the world's most powerful de-
mocracy will have if it persists in ex-
porting its own political system. 'I'he
problem is not the system itself: de-
mocracy is the best system invented
by man thus far. Nor is there in al-
kged cultural resistance or incompat-
ibility that would make adopting
Westcrn-style democracy difficult in

F.nriquc I:rauze is a historian and cssayist of
Alexican Jerelopmcnt and democracy who
lIxr scrvcs as coeditur of a perirxlic review.
(irdiu. I Ic has written a numhcr of hooks and
cssays on cultural and political history of
Mexico.

countries that have lived with other-
traditions for centuries. The problem
lies in the poor track record the United
States has in the hemisphere and in
the inadequate U.S. understanding of
its misbehavior. '

Throughout history, not all the pow-
erful democracics--or, for that matter,
all democratic empires-have had the
same limitations. England provides
the clearest example of this. A cursory
inspection of a map of the former Brit-
ish empire reveals a constellation of
democracies. Let us leave aside the
most obvious ones. that is, those that
were founded directly by British im-
migrants: Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, and of course the United
States. Small Caribbean islands which
live, or have lived, under the British
flag arc democratic: the Bahamas, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent. Others, such as
Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad,
have survived the most difficult test of
democracy and-with the exception of
Grenada-have established and re-
moved quasi-totalitarian regimes in a
peaceful manner. On the mainland,
Belize is a model democracy. Further-
more, one must ask oneself if the rc-
sistance along the Misquita coast of
Nicaragua does not owe at least some-
thing to the libcral English tradition
that dominated the region until the
end of the nineteenth century.

One can rightly say that the British
were less successful in passing along
democracy to the African colonies.
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n
Remedies

In a political system as large as a country, a plurality of relatively
independent organizations is necessary not only for mutual control
but also for the democratic process. Applied on the scale of a coun-
try, the democratic process in turn makes relatively independent or-
ganizations both possible and inevitable. Yet a problem arises-

which I have called the problem of democratic pluralism-because
while necessary, desirable, and inevitable in a democratic order, or-
ganizational pluralism may also play a part in stabilizing inequal-
ities, deforming civic consciousness, distorting the public agenda,
and alienating final control over the public agenda by the citizen
body.

For reasons explored In chapter 3, the specific shape of the
problem varies in different democratic countries. Because of varia-
tions in patterns of conflict and cleavage, concrete political institu-
tions, and the inclusiveness and concentration of organizations,
remedies that may be appropriate in one country may be ►mneces-
sary or undesirable in another. In this final chapter, therefore, I
want to focus on possible remedies appropriate to the shape of the.
problem of democratic pluralism in the United States.

Limiting Factors

Certain remedies that many people find attractive must be n ► Ied
out because of limiting factors. By a limiting factor I ►uean some-
thing that is either inherent in democratic pluralism or necessary to
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its existence, so that in order to remove it we should have to destroy
democratic pluralism itself. One such limitini; f; ►ctor is ofcuurse cle-
mocracy or, more accurately, the attempt to apply the democratic
process to the government of a country. To deal with the problem of
democratic pluralism by getting rid of large-sçale democracy, as
some small-scale dennocrats seem to envision, would eliminate the
problem but not solve it. We would then face a far more formidable
difficulty. If in order to remedy the defects of organizational plural-
ism as it now exists in the United States we were simply to abandon
the effort to create large-scale democracy, we would have to adopt
one of three alternatives: abolish the state altogether; create a non-
democratic state; or break the United States into somewhere be-
tween a thousand and a hundred thousand completely autonomous
microstates. Since each of these alternatives would leave most
Americans.much worse off and would surely re-create, though in
different form, all the defects now attributed to organizational plu-
ralism. I accept as an irremovable limit-on solutions the continua-
tion of the American experiment with large-scale democracy.

Following from the first limit is a second, or rather a set of lim-
its: the democratic dilemmas described in chapter 5. When dif-
ferent groups of citizens set forth conflicting claims to autonomy and
control, principles drawn from democratic ideas, general theories of
justice, or specific constitutional principles will not necessarily yield
a solution that is either unambiguous or incontestably desirable. For
example, we cannot properly deny political autonomy and control to
certain citizens on the purely substantive ground that they are able

thereby to inflict harm on others; for it is likely that any alternative
allocation of autonomy and côntrol will also enable some people to
harm others. To propose that we resolve such issues on purely utili-
tarian grounds raises both substantive and procedural problems.

Substantively, aside from all the familiar difficulties in a utilitarian
appraisal of costs and benefits a more basic difficulty arises when a
strictly ►rtilitarian solution confronts claims based on fundamental

rights. In addition, some sort of procedure is needed for arriving at
judgments about such cases. Even if the legitimacy of the majority

.
,
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principle were granted, to propose that all jurisdictional issues 
be settled by a majority decision runs squarely into the question, 
Which majority is rightfully entitled to settle jurisdictional ques-
tions?  liane set of contestants is more numerous and more inclusive 
than another, should the more inclusive majority always prevail? To 
justify control by the more inclusive majority as invariably a matter 
of right is easily rebutted by counterexamples. And a justification 
based only on utilitarian considerations, such as "the greatest good 
of the greatest number," will once again clash with claims to auton-
omy justified by appeals to fundamental rights. 

In the same way, to justify a grant of political autonomy on the 
utilitarian ground that concentration of power and political re-
sources is dangerous, and decentralization is therefore desirable, 
fails to meet the argument that on some matters, including funda-
mental rights, uniformity is desirable; and uniformity requires cen-
tralization and concentration. And so on. I do not mean to imply 
that reasonable solutions can never be found. Moreover, certain 

constitutional and political principles would help to 'guide a country 
through its conflicts over autonomy and control. But we cannot ex-
pect any solution to the problem of democratic pluralism to escape 

scot-free from the fundamental democratic dilemmas described in 

chapter 5. For we live in a world where ideal solutions frequently 
cannot he found, even at the theoretical level. We may, nonethe-
less, sometimes arrive at satisfactory solutions. 

Closely associated with the first two limits is a third. For rea-
sons discussed in the last chapter, we must reject Type I solutions 
altogether. Yet not all Type II solutions for large-scale democracies 
are equally desirable. 

Finally, and partly as a consequence of the others, a limit is set 

by the need for some decentralization of economic decisions to rela-
tively autonomous units, including productive enterprises, and con-
sequently also for a system of market controls. The need for de-
centralization and markets limits solutions not only for economies in 
which economic enterprises are mainly owned privately but also for 

those in which the means of production are mainly owned socially 
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or publicly. For reasons explored in chapter 6, a centrally directed 
economy, whether owned privately or publicly, is likely to be in-
compatible in the long run with the existence of democratic con-
trols. For either the Guardians at the Center must be made inde-
pendent of democratic controls in order to insure that they can 
"rationally"' direct all important economic decisions from the Cen-
ter, in which case the incompatibility exists by definition; or else 
they are subject to democratic controls, in which case (as I argued 
in chapter 6) popular and legislative pressures would make a mish-
mash of the detailed, "rational," comprehensive plans of the Guard-
ians. lion these (and other) grounds we reject the solution of a cen-
trally directed economy, it follows that decentralization of important 
economic decisions is necessary. 

Decentralization means, of course, that decision makers at 
some centers Gther than the Center exercise some autonomy over 
some decisions. Like the Center in a command ec•onomy, these rela-
tively autonomous centers 'might constitute the Center of a local 
command economy. However, this solution would not only re-
create, though on a smaller scale, the problem of how the control of 
the Guardians in a centrally directed economy can be reconciled 
with deinocratic controls; it would also generate a new problem: co-
ordination. Either the decisions of the various centers would not re-
quire coordination; or the centers would (somehow) spontaneously 
coordinate their decisions without benefit of any external controls; 
or their decisions would be coordinated by some system of external 
controls that would limit, in some respects, the autonomy of the cl,e-
cision makers at the various centers. 

As solutions in a complex economy, the first two are absurd, 
and so far as I am aware, no satisfactory model exists along either 
line. External controls might be exercised by Itigher governmental 
officials, by market forces, or by both. If market controls were en-
tirely absent, an impossible burden of information and communica-
tion would be placed on higher officials responsible for coordinating 
the decisions of officials in the relatively autonomous centers. More-
over, in order to enforce their coordinating decisions, higher offi- 
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Only with the suffrage, however, have the floor and the ceiling 
been brought together. With other resources, the difference be-
tween minima and maxima allows great inequalities in social re-
sources to be converted into great inequalities in political resources. 
For example, differences in education, occupation, financial re-
sources, and access to organizations greatly affect the extent to 
which different American citizens participate in political life, the 
ways in which they participate, and their effectiveness in gaining a 
response from government officials. Education appears to have the 
greatest impact on political participation (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 
1980, 23ff.); and education is loosely correlated with other re-
sources: occupation, income, and access to organizations. Since it 
would be preposterous to reduce inequalities in political resources 
by imposing a ceiling on education, the alternative is substantially 
to increase the minimum level of education, which would require a 
far larger allocation of resources than at present to the task of re-
educating the less educated. •  • 

Or consider financial resources. Beyond a moderate level in-
come does not seem to have much effect on levels of participation. 
But access to money enables some people to participate more effec-
tively in certain ways—by campaign contributions, for example. To 
be sure, the effects of large campaign contributions are often exag-
gerated. In spite of prevailing myths, a candidate does not often be-
come the lackey of a large donor; what a contributor often does gain, 
however, is the potential influence provided by easier access to an 
elected official and a more sympathetic consideraton of the donor.% 
requests (Stonier 1979, 22). And although the legal ceilings on cam-
paign contributions are now far below the financial resources of the 
rich, they are well above the financial resources of most citizens. To 
bring the ceilings down to the level suitable to citizens of median 
incoine would still leave the limits much above the level of the most 
disadvantaged, and in addition might drastically reduce campaign-
ing. Inequalities in financial and organizational resources also gen-
erate inequalities in opportunities to influence the beliefs and ac-
tions of other citizens. Finally, differences in financial resources 
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dais  would need effective sanctions, and these would necessarily re-
duce the autonomy of the various centers. Without some system of 
market controls, then, not only would a decentralized economy be 
highly inefficient but, in order to achieve more efficient coordina-
tion, one of two developments would almost certainly mctir in the 
long run. Either the relatively decentralized system would be trans-
formed into something much closer to a centrally directed economy; 
or else some of the heavy burden of coordination would be shifted 
from higher officials of government onto the market. If for reasons 
already considered we reject the one alternative, only the other re-
mains, and our fourth limit follows. 

If we accept these limits, would it be possible to remedy the 
defects of organizational pluralism in the United States? 

Inequalities in Political Resources 

The Standard Solution: Floors and Ceilings 
If the problem of inequality in political resources is old and familiar, 
so also are many of the remedies. The classical remedy was to en-
sure that at least one crucial political resource, the vote, would be 
equally distributed among  ail  citizens. While universal and equal 
suffrage is necessary for the democratic process, however, it has 
long been knovvn to be insufficient because the vote is only one kind 
of political resource. Because social resources are unequally dis-
tributed, and because many kinds of social resources can be con-
verted into political resources, political resources other than the 
vote are unequally distributed. 

A more recent remedy is to impose minima and maxima on po-
litical resources. By putting floors under the social resources avail-
able to all citizens—for example, by universal, free, compulsory ed-
ucation and a basic incoine supplied by social security and welfare 
payments—minimal political resources are guaranteed to all cit-
izens. In addition, ceilings are placed on the extent to which certain 
social resources, mainly money, can legally be converted into politi-
cal resources—for example, by limits on campaign contributions. 
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contribute to difli:rences in education, fi^r wealthier citizens and
communities can ailùrd to spend more on the education of their
children, and do so. As a result, differences in influence are some-

what self maintaining.

The Extent ojEconomic Inequality among Americans

That gross economic inequality has persisted among Americans for
many generations is hardly an obscure or even highly contestable

fact. In the 1890s the Farmers' Alliance and the Populists publicized
data showing great inequality in the distribution of wealth and in-
come. Scholars also published estimates; in 1893 one political econ-
omist calculated that 0.33 percent of the population owned 20 per-
cent of the national wealth, while 52 percent owned only 5 percent
(Pollack 1962, 76). Since that time, and particularly during the last
twenty years or so, the data have become more reliable, more easily
accessible, and probably better known. Familiar as they may be, the

figures bear repeating.
Despite widespread views to the contrary, the net effect of

taxes and transfer payments in altering the distribution of wealth
and income bas been comparatively modest. This is not to say that

transfer payments are of trivial importance, for they are not. As in

many European countries, in the United States taxes and transfer
payments have become important instruments of public policy. As a
proportion of total personal income, transfer payments nearly dou-
bled between 1965 and 1977, increasing from 7.6 percent in 1965 to
13.8 percent in 1977. Most of this increase was in retirement bene-

fits, which constituted 6.4 percent of personal income in 1965 and
11.3 percent in 1977. However, transfers of other kinds-primarily

unemployment compensation and income maintenance programs,
including food stamps-also increased (U.S. Census Bureau 1980,
446). The main effeçt of transfer payments on incomes, then, has
been to sustain the incomes of the elderly and the bottom fifth of

households (Thurow 1980, 157-60).
After half a century of the American welfare state, however, the

after-tax distribution of wealth and income remains highly unequal.
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Because the largest share of transfer payments draws on payroll
taxes, which are progressive only in the lower range of wage and
salary income and regressive beyond that range, the main effect is to
redistribute income within the bottom half, principally from em-
ployed workers to retired and disabled persons. The bottom one-
fifth of households, which received 4.1 percent of per capita house-
hold income in 1948, still received only 5.6 percent nearly three
decades later in 1977 (Thurow, ibid.). These figures do not include
income from accrued capital gains, which more than double the in-
come share of the top 1 percent of all households (Pechman and
Okner 1974, 46; Thurow, 168). Of course capital gains reflect wealth.
Though wealth is even more unequally distributed than income,
like income the distribution of wealth has not undergone much
change. The top 1 percent of Americans owned 23.3 percent of per-
sonal wealth in 1945 and 20.7 percent in 1972. About 4 percent of
the adult population own more than a third of all financial assets.
The top 1 percent own 57 percent of all corporate stock, 60 percent

of all bonds, and 26 percent of all net worth (U.S. Census Bureau
1980, 470). It is sometimes contended that figures like these exagger-
ate inequality because people acquire wealth as they grow older, and
inequality in wealth is therefore mainly a function ofage. The fact is,
however, the wealth is distributed just as unequally within age
groups as for the adult population as a whole (Smith et al. 1973, 7).

Sometimes findings like these are thought to demonstrate the
existence of a ruling class. They do not. What they demonstrate is

the existence of great inequality in the distribution of economic IF-
sources; and insofar as economic resources are convertible to politi-
cal resources, the figures also demonstrate severe inequality in the

distribution of political resources. There is no satisfactory formula
for specifying an average rate at which economic resources can

be converted into political resources. Probably none can be con-
structed. But consider the following. In 1969, the latest year for
which good data seem to be available, the average net worth of all
adults, or 122 million persons, was $25,000. For 95.6 percent of all
adults, comprising 117 million persons, it was $17,000. At the same
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tinle, 103,000 persons comprising the wealthiest 0.1 percent of the 
adult population had a mean net worth of around $2,446,000 (calcu-
lated from Smith et al., table 1). Thus the average person in the 
wealthiest stratum had almost 100 times the economic resources or 
the average American citizen, and 144 times the economic re-
sources of most citizens. Even if the conversion rate from economic 
to political resources were low and decreasing, such 'a distribution 
would create distinctly unequal classes of citizens. 

In the election system that prevailed in Prussia from 1850 to 
1918, voters were divided into three strata liased on property, each 
of which was entitled to one-third of the popularly elected represen-
tatives. The smallest and wealthiest stratum comprised around 5 
percent of the voters, the intermediate stratum around 13 percent, 

and the largest and poorest around 82 percent. Thus 18 percent of 

the voters were guaranteed 67 percent of the representatives. Not 
surprisingly, this system engendered deep resentments that helped 
to poison political life both in Prussia and in the Reich (Sternberger 

and Vogel 1969, table A-4, p. 348; Rokkan 1962, 76-77). If such a 

system were proposed for the United States, Americans would be 

outraged and their outrage would be fully justified on democratic 

grounds; for institutionalizing voting inequality in this way violates 

the most elementary requirements for political equality in a demo-

cratic republic. But does not the institutionalization of inequalities 
in wealth and income, and thus in political resources, also violate 
these requirements? 

How Economic Inequality Ilas Been Reduced in Some Democratic 

COUntries 

In some democratic countries, the distribution of income, one of 

the prime components in economic inequality, is markedly less un-

equal than in the United States. These countries include the Neth-
erlands, Sweden, Norway, Britain, and Japan. It follows that the ex-

tent of economic inequality in the United States is not inherent 

either in a market-oriented and privately owned economy or in 

polyarchy and organizational pluralism. 
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The explanation for the difference, as David Cameron has 
shown, is primarily political. Among the twelve democratic coun-
tries he examined, the distribution of after-tax income is only 
weakly related to the level of economic production. To be sure, 
countries like Italy and Spain have lower levels of per capita gross 
domestic prnduct and greater inequality in incomes. But among all 
twelve countries the relation is so slight as to offer little hope that 
income inequality can be significantly reduced by economic growth. 
Moreover, despite plausible hypotheses to the contrary, income in-
equality is not related (either positively or negatively) to high rates 
of growth; or (positively) to the proportion of young people receiv-
ing higher education; or (negatively) to the extent of middle-class 
advantage in access to higher education. The most important factor 
by far is simply the extent to which social democratic and labor par-
ties have played a significant role in the government: income in-
equality tends to be least in cnuntries where they have. By means of 
higher levels of employment and expenditures on social security, 
health, and income maintenance, governments responsive to social 
democratic and labor parties have raised the after-tax incomes of the 
bottom fifth; and by higher marginal tax rates on incomes they have 
reduced the after-tax incomes of the top fifth (Cameron 1980). 

For all the emphasis on equality in the American public ideol-
ogy, the United States lags well behind a number of other demo-
cratic countries in reducing economic inequality. It is a striking fact 
that the presence of vast disparities in wealth and income, and so 
in political resources, has never become a highly salient issue in 

 American politics or, certainly', a persistent one. When concern has 
surfaced in mainstream politics it has not led to much more than 
rhetorical denunciation: the only lasting product of Theodore Roo-
sevelt's renowned attack on "malefactors of great wealth" was the 
phrase itself. 

Why Economic Inequality Is Not a Political Issue among Americans 
Tu  explain why economic inequality has not been an issue in Ameri- 
can politics, one must go beyond the standard respo•  nse of the Leii 
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that Americans have been brainwashed (or coerced) by  the  wealthy, 
an explanation that is sometimes also used to account for the in-
ability of a socialist movement to make headway in the United 
States. The weakness of this response, as I  pointed out in chapter 3, 
is that it fails to explain why in practically every European country 
privileged elites who stood at the top or a concentration of wealth, 
income, status, education, and authority in government that was 
generally far more acute than in the United States nevertheless 
were unable to prevent politically important socialist movements 
from developing; or why socialist movements in many of these coun-
tries succeeded in making a political issue of distributive questions; 
or why in some European countries socialist movements brought 
about considerably more redistribution than refinan movements 
have ever managed to achieve in the United States. If the United 
States is a deviant case, its deviance cannot logically be attributed to 
a historical factor common to both the United States and European 
countries. 

The United States did deviate from European countries, how-
ever, in at least one crucial respect: its ideological development. It 
is probably in this singularity that we must search for an explana-
tion. From the American Revolution onward, the ancient problem 
posed by the presence of unequal wealth in a republic was met by at 
least three different ideological perspectives. In the ideology of 
Federalist republicanism, social and economic stratification was an 
inevitable, natural, and (within limits) desirable fact of social life 
to which politics, even in a republic, must adapt. So John Adams. 
At the other extreme, an occasional radical democrat like Thomas 
Skidmore contended that inequalities in the distribution of prop-
erty were a definite threat to republican government, that property 
rights were subordinate to the fundamental right of self-govern-
ment, and that in order to prevent gross inequality and preserve a 
republican polity, the government should intervene in a systematic 
way to regulate the distribution of property. 

Aspects of both these perspectives were fused in the ideology 
of agrarian democratic republicanism that developed under the tu- 
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telage of men like Jefferson, Madison, and the writer John Taylor, 
jeilèrson's ally. These advocates of an agrarian democratic republic 
agreed that social and economic inetralities would, if allowed to go 
unchecked, undermine the political equality they assumed to be es-
sential to a democratic republic. In their view, however, the best 

guarantee of republican government was a body of citizens whose 

freedom and independence rested on individual ownership of prop-

erty in land: a body of free farmers. The agrarian democratic repub-
licans were not wildly unrealistic in believing that such a body of 
citizens could and would exist in the United States—among white 

males, at any rate. But in direct opposition to radical democrats like 
Skidmore, their solution did not seem to them to require direct 
government regulation of wealth or incomes. For the most impor-
tant element in their solution lay readily at hand; it fit neatly into 
Locke's justification for property, and therefore (unlike Slcidmore) it 
required no challenge to the primacy of property rights. 

This providential element, which existed independent of hu-
man intentions, was the seemingly limitless supply of comparative!), 

 cheap land. As in Locke's justification of private property, but quite 
unlike the actual situation in Locke's England (or in any European 
country), in America the availability of land depended much less on 
conscious civic deliberation and design than on the bounty of na-
ture. To be sure, the government might have to intervene to ensure 
that citizens would have adequate opportunities to acquire property 
In land. Opening up and protecting access to the land by (white) set-
tlers would of course require some action by the federal govein-
ment. But in contrast to Skidmore's vision of a democratic govern-
ment that would deliberately regulate the distribution of wealth in 
order to insure political equality, in the ideology of agrarian demo-
cratic republicanism political equality would be an inevitable by-
product of an equal opportunity to acquire property. 

Now a key assumption of this solution was an implied boundary 
that sharply distinguished political frwn economic life, public mat-
ters from private affairs, and a sector of social relations in which au-
thority definitely ought to be dewocratic from a Sector in which it 
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need not be. The polity, which had to do with public affairs, ought of

course to be governed democratically by its citizens. The economy,
however, constituted a sphere of private relationships in which pro-
ductivic enterprises (that is, farms) ought to be governed by their
owners; and owners were entitled to govern not only themselves
but any other adults who might choose freely to associate them-
selves in the enterprise. Naturally if the economic order had been
seen as public, not private, the entire assumption would have bro-

ken down. But in the agrarian society the distinction bctween the

public and political on the one side and the private economy of
farming was hardly a contestable matter.

While Skidmore's solution of regulating distribution won al-
most no support, the solution of equal opportunity to acquire a farm
and, as a result, to become the political equal, in a rough sense, of
other farming citizens quickly gained a wide following. A funda-
mental and lasting way of thinking about solutions to the dynamics

of inequality entered deeply into American national consciousness

(cf. Pole 1978, 117-47). To be sure, the realities of American life di-
verged, sometimes quite visibly, from what Richard Ilofstadter
called "the agrarian myth" (1955, 23ff.). Most notably, a civic equal-

ity derived from an equal opportunity to acquire property in land
offered no solution to the inequalities that prevailed both in the cit-
ies and in the slave economy of the South. If either the economy of
urban commerce and finance or the economy of slavery were to
spread, the social foundations of an agrarian democratic republic
would be destroyed. In the face of dangers like these, some who

endorsed the emerging ideology recognized that policies might be
needed to check the accumulation of wealth among the few at the

expense of general equality among the many. Thus Noah Webster
contended that "an equality of property, with a necessity of aliena-
tion, constantly operating to destroy combinations of powerful fam-
ilies, is the very soul of a republic" (Stourzh 1970 in Pocock 1975,
534). And, as Ilamilton's program came clearly into view, an alarmed
Madison proposed that laws be enacted to withhold "unnecessary
opportuuitics for the few to increase the inequality of property by
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an immoderate, and especially unmerited, accumulation of riches."
Laws should silently "reduce extreme wealth towards a state of me-
diocrity, and raise indigence towards a state of comfort" (Pole, 122).
In effect, Madison proposed that there should be both a floor and

ceiling on wealth.
Yet nothing much ever caine of these ideas. To explain why pro-

posals for directly regulating the distribution of wealth came to
nothing, we need to look beyond the fact that some of the best-
known advocates of the ideology of agrarian democratic republi-

canism were often landholders of substance and sometimes slave-
owners as well. For the socioeconomic position of the advocates fails
to account for the broad acceptance of their views and the rejection
of solutions like Skidmore's. In understanding why the agrarian
myth and its solution of equal opportunity won out over its rivals, it
is important to keep in mind that even by 1820, 92 percent of the
American people still lived in rural areas and over 70 percent of the
work force was engaged in farming; in fact, people in farming oc-
cupations remained a majority of the work force until the 1870s.

To farmers, the ideology would have made a great deal of
sense. To begin with, equal access to land was obviously a far easier
policy for state and federal governments to carry out than attempt-
ing to set limits on landholdings. The idea of equal opportunity to
acquire land was also consistent with the right to property; in con-
trast, as Skidmore himself made clear, to regulate distribution by
limiting ownership challenged the sanctity of that right. In addition,
equal opportunity appealed to the strength of acquisitive desires.
and to the social value of stimulating incentives for hard work, risk
taking, foresight, and efficiency; whereas the main appeal of regulat-
ing distribution would be either envy or the abstract moral ideal of
political equality.

Equal opportunity would also have fit better with a farmers
sense that suvcessful farming ought to be rewarded, while p6tting
floors and ceilings on wealth would have looked like rewarding

failure and penalizing success. Moreovor, if there were a large sup-
ply of chcap land accessible to those willing to make the effort to
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acquire, develop, and work it, in a society of free farmers the size of 
farms would be to some extent self-limiting anyway. Finally, while 
the policies of federal, state, and local governinents were not unim-
portant to farmers, farmers were remarkably independent of all 
governments, which by European standards had ahnost no coercive 
means they could successfully apply against any significant group of 
recalcitrant white citizens, particularly farmers. Taken all around, 
then, it must have seemed reasonable for citizens associated with 
farming—and most citizens were—to believe that if the govern-
ment were  tu do no more than provide an equal opportunity for cit-
izens to acquire land, they would all have a rough equality—at least 
would not be dangerously unequal—in their access to political 
resources. 

This perspective became so deeply rooted that by the 1890s 
when the social foundations of agrarian republicanism were visibly 
disappearing, neither the Greenback movement, the Farmers' Al-
liance, nor the Populists endorsed the idea of deliberately redis-
tributing wealth and income, even though they tu.  rned, far more 
than their predecessors had ever done, directly to the government 

for assistance. It is true that among the items in the platform of the 
Alliance and the Populists was a call for a **graduated income tax." 

But the income tax was so minor an objective that the historians of 
the agrarian revolt have virtually ignored it (Hicks 1961, Goodwyn 
1976, Pollack). The main thrust of the agrarian movement was not to 
put a ceiling on the accumulation of private wealth but to construct 

a low floor under farmers' incomes. 
Even so, the Populist challenge was decisively defeated. Farm-

ers shrank into an even smaller fraction of the population (3.3 per-
cent of all households in 1978). Farming was more and more trans-
formed into a business that became fully integrated into the new 
economic order of commercial, industrial, and financial capitalism. 
Ironically, however, with astonishing ease the older ideology was 
adapted to the radically different structure of the new economic 

order. As before, political equality would prevail among a citizen 
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body of property owners. As before, the task of government was to 
ensure fair opportunities to acquire property—in consumer goods, 
homes, business enterprises, securities, and so on. As before, radi-
cal democrats and socialists who proposed that wealth be more di-
rectly regulated in order to ensure political equality among citizens. 

 were, like Skidmore a century earlier, a minority voice outside the 
mainstream of American political lilè. 

Yet if discrepancies had already existed between ideology and 
reality during the agrarian period, by 1900 economic inequality had 
become immense, and it has remained so to the present day. 

Why Economic Inequality May Become a Political Issue 
De.spite the fact that the unequal distribution of economic re-
sources, and hence political resources, has never become a steady 
and major issue in American political life, there are reasons for 
thinks:1g that it may become so in the future. To begin with, because 
the facts will not go away it would take only a slight shift in public 
concern to bring them to the forefront of political discussion and 
public attention, in the same way that rates of inflation, changes in 
the consumer price index, unemployment figures, budget deficits, 
and so on have been given currency. If economic growth were per-
sistently low, distributive issues would probably become more ur-
gent; for when everyone's slice of pie is smaller than expected, more 
people will be inclined to wonder whether their own slice has been 
fairly apportioned. 

In addition, certain changes in the way the economy is likely  tc 
be perceived in the future would ahnost certainly help to malce dis-
tributive issues more salient. In the ideology adapted from agrarian 
democratic republicanism the economy is perceived to be a "pri-
vate" sector sharply distinct from the public sector of government 
and politics. But a distinction that no doubt seemed intuitively cor-
rect in the agrarian order now clashes much more forcefullje with 
the actualities of economic relations in the economic -order of corpo-
rate capitalism. While the distinction between public and private 
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relations not only retains its usefulness but becomes even more cru-

cial than before, it is surely a misperception to see large economic
structures as private, for, like the government of the state, in a real-
istic sense they are public.

Consider economic growth. In his monumental statistical study
of the sources of economic growth in the United Stutes from 1929-
1969, Denison found that total national income grew at an annual
rate of 3.33%. A little more than half of the annual increase Denison
accounted for by changes in inputs of labor and capital. Of these in-
puts, changes in labor inputs were considerably more important
than changes in capital inputs: 1.3% as against 0.5% for capital in-
puts. Of the labor inputs, changes in the amourit of labor employed
added about one percent annually to national income. The increased
educational levels of the employed added another 0.4%. Together,

these were more than sufficient to offset small losses resulting from
a shortening of the hours of work during this period. A little less
than half the annual increase in national income-1.5% to be ex-
act-Denison accounted for by increases in output per unit of in-
put, or what most of us would call greater productivity or increased
efficiency. Of the factors that produced greater productivity, the
largest (accounting for an annual increase in national income of 0.9
percent) is attributed to advances in knowledge (plus factors not
elsewhere classified). Economies of scale accounted for slightly un-
der 0.4 percent (calculated from Denison 1974, table 9-4, p. 127).

It is immediately obvious that little growth in the American
economy can be attributed to the actions of particular individuals.
Certainly growth is not attributable primarily to the insight, fore-

sight, savings, or skills of the owners or managers of industry. The
size of the labor force, its educational levels, increase in human

knowledge, economies of scale made possible by the size of the
country: who can make a rightful claim to having caused these

changes, who engineered them, who controlled them?
Or consider the question of allocating the fruits of economic

growth. Who ought to receive what shares? And how should the
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"decision" about shares he made? One answer is that shares in the
growth in national income ought to be allocated according to indi-

vidual or group contributions. If the contributions are traceable to
social factors, however, and not to specific individuals or even to
definite groups, how are we to make the allocations? How, for exam-
ple, ought we to allocate the growth in national income resulting
from increases in knowledge, in the magnitude and education of the
labor force, in economies of scale? If the European Common Market
provides greater economies of scale for European firms, to whom
should the increases in the national income of the Common Market
countries be allocated? Or take the broader question of an economic
"surplus." Let us suppose (without making too much depend on it)
that we think of a nation's economic surplus as a hypothetical sum
consisting of what remains, if anything, after total national income is
distributed in personal incomes sufficient for the subsistence of the
population. Needless to say, :'subsistencé' is itself in large part so-

cially defined. Whatever the prevailing social definition of "subsis-
tence" and "surplus" may be, however, a country could allocate its
surplus through different processes and in varying amounts for vari-

ous purposes. Like the surplus itself, any "decision" about how to
distribute it will be in some sense a social decision, for it is a com-
plex of innumerable individual and collective choices, Including
many by enterprises and some by governments. To what purposes
ought the surplus be put? Higher personal Incomes? Renewing the
existing stock of plant and equipment? Increasing and improving
that stock? lmproving the health or education of citizens? More lei-
sure? And how much for each purpose? Few matters should be of
greater public concern than answers to questions like these, few
choices have greater consequence for so many people, few decisions

made by governments are as important as the social decision about
the distribution of the economic surplus-or, more broadly, the dis-

tribution of the national income.
Finally, consider a larger firm. A large firm is inherently a so-

cial and political enterprise. it is inherently social tn the sense that
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its very existence and functioning depend on contributions made by
joint actions, past and current, that cannot be attributed to specific
persons: the arrow of causation is released by "social forces," his-
tory, culture, or other poorly defined agents. Without the protec-
tion of a dense network of laws enforced by public governments, the
largest American corporation could not exist for a day. Without a la-
bor force the firm would vanish. It would slowly languish if the labor
force were not suitably educated. Who then provides for the educa-
tion of its skilled workers, Its white-collar employees, its executives?
One of a firm's most critical resources is language. Language comes
free, provided by "society" and millennia of evolution. Concepts,
ideas, civic orientations like the famous Protestant ethic, the condi-
tion of science and technology: these are social. Who has made a
larger contribution to the operation of General Electric-its chief
executives or Albert Einstein or Michael Faraday or Isaac Newton?

A large firm is also inherently a political system because the

government of the firm exercises great power, including coercive
power. The government of a firm can have more impact on the lives
of more people than the government of many a town, city, province,

state. No one disputes today that the government of a city or a state
ought to be a public, not a private matter. One who supports demo-

cratic ideas would also hold that people who are compelled to obey
public governments ought to control those governments: no taxa-
tion without representation. Should this reasoning not apply also to

the government of a large economic enterprise? If not, why not?

(Dahl 1973).
If the economy and economic enterprises are social, if they are

truly public entities, if like the government of a city, state, ot nation
their governments exercise great power, if they are political sys-

tems-then how ought these "public' Institutions to be governed?
If the economic surplus is socially defined and socially created, then
by what means should it be allocated, and according to what princi-

ples of distribution?
It is unlikely that these questions can forever remain beyond
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political discussion in the United States. The ill fit between the per-

ception of economic institutions as private, and their qualities as so-

cial and public, creates a discordance that probably cannot be indef-
initely sustained.

Three Stages

1Vhile one can foresee how distributive issues might become more
important in American political life, for reasons suggested in chap-

ter 6 I'doubt whether it is possible to prescribe a specific principle
of distribution that can be shown to be superior to every alternative,
much less to predict how much and in what ways Amcri-
cans, after extensive political discussion of alternatives, would then
choose to change the prevailing distribution of wealth and income.
As I suggested in chapter 6, a number of reasonable distributive
principles can be advanced; none looks to be clearly decisive against
the rest, or still other possibilities; before any principle became
binding it would have to be plunged into the heat and turbulence of
the political cauldron; and what might finally be forged as a work-
able principle would probably he stronger politically but weaker

philosophically than the abstract principles debated by moral and
political philosophers.

It is possible, however, to foresee three stages of change. The
first would be a change in civic orientations of the kind that I have
just described. In the second stage, the United States would use
employment, income maintenance, and tax policies to reduce eco-
nomic inequality in the fashion already achieved in a number.of
other democratic countries. This would be a catch-up phase. In
time, however, the second stage would run its course, because of
electoral resistance, as it already seems to have done in the Scan-
dinavian countries, and probably also because of increasinbly dis-
advantageous tradcoffs with economic efficiencies, growth, and in-'
centives. The third stage would require structural changés in the
economic order that would simultaneously foster economic incen-
tives, efficiency, and political equality. This stage has not been
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reached in any democratic country, though new proposals along 
these lines have begun to emerge. Meanwhile, the United States 
still stands before the threshold of the first stage. 

Civic Orientations 

Insofar as American civic consciousness is deformed by individual 
and group egoism, two possible solutions might be considered. We 
might hope (somehow) to foster greater civic virtue among Ameri-
cans by strengthening cominitments to the general good. Or we 
might strengthen enlightened egoism—what Tocqueville in his de-
scription of Americans called "self-interest rightly understood." Al-
though the first seems nobler, it is less likely to succeed. In the last 
chapter I explained why neither moral nor organic civic virtue looks 
promising. I also suggested that the high coincidence of individual 
and collective interests required for individualist civic virtue is un-
likely to exist among a large aggregate of persons, no matter what 
structural alternatives one might presume them'to have adopted. 

It might be thought that if individuals and organizations were 
sufficiently enlightened in pursuing their own interests, then they 
would perceive among themselves a perfect harmony of interests. 
Although the idea of an existing or attainable harmony of interests 
sufficient to rid us of our political conflicts is perennially attractive to 
some people, it is an illusion, and like many illusions it is a dan-
gerous one. A common form of the illusion is to suppose that if 
Americans, sa); were only to acquire a better understanding of the 
interests that in some  sense "really" exist among them, they vvould 
develop a consensus as to their general good and the means to attain 
it; and, as a result, political conflict would dramatically diminish in 
intensity and frequency. The lethal defect in this view is that on 
some questions, "objective" conflicts of interest are sharp and real. 
The distribution of wealth and income is an example. Is it imagin-
able that a more equitable distribution of wealth and income mild 
ever be achieved in the United States without intense political 
conflict? 
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While this illusion is more likely to be found among liberals 

and conservatives than among radicals, another form is more corn-

muon  among Marxists and radicals of left and right. This is the belief 

that  soute  structural transformation would produce such profound 
harmony of interests that, following the appropriate changes in con-
sciousness, the identity between individual and collective interests 

would be apparent to all and political conflicts would wither away. 
Socialists, for example, often appear to believe that replacing cap-
italism by social ownership and control of the economy would do the 

trick. But even if we were to adopt the unwarranted assumption 
that all serious political conflict is grounded in economic relation-
ships, for reasons discussed in the last two chapters no unique an-

swers can be found to a number of critical questions about the spe-

cific principles, structures, and processes required to achieve social 

ownership and control of the economy. How much autonomy should 
be granted, to which economic enterprises, on what kinds of deci-
sions? How should enterpiises be governed, both internally and ex-

ternally? According to what distributive principles should the eco-

nomic surplus be allocated? By what process of decision making? 
After more than a century of dispute, socialists continue to dis-

agree radically, insofar as the)'  make any serious attempt to answer 
specific questions like these at all. It is therefore absurd to suppose 

that a single answer is likely to gain a general consensus. Conflict-

ing proposals, rooted partly in conflicting conceptions of interestà, 

would produce political conflicts. In addition, other cleavages-- 

occupations, religion, language, ideology, local and regional attach-

ments—would persist. And sometimes they would becomigen-

tangled with economic questions; for example, how much of the 

economic surplus of advantaged regions should be transferred to 
disadvantaged regions? And so on. 

One element of an enlightened civic consciousness in a demo-

cratic and pluralist system, then, would be a general acceptance of 
political conflict as an inevitable and entirely appropriate aspect of 

political life. An enlightened citizenry would understand that when-
ever the democratic process is applied to a large number of persons, 
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Type I solutions become  impossible, and consequently only Type II 
solutions fie large-scale systems are attainable. 

A second element of an enlightened civic consciousness, hovv-
ever, would be a deep concern for ways of strengthening civic virtue 

by achieving a greater convergence of interests and a corresponding 

reduction of conflicts. Within the limits of Type II solutions and 
other limits I mentioned earlier, several changes 'would help to 
bring about a greater convergence of interests among American cit-

izens. To begin with, the incentives of individuals, groups, and or
-ganizat  ions  to search for jointly beneficial solutions to public prob-

lems and their capacity to perceive their common interests and to 
cooperate in achieving them might all be made stronger. So stated, 
the proposal sounds purely anodynic. But it entails concrete con-

sequences. If the interests of all citizens were perfectly harmonious 

on all public matters, political conflict would vanish and politics 
with it; but if the interests of all citizens on all public matters were 

strictly conflicting, a democratic order, and perhaps any political 

order, would be impossible. Although a perfect identity of interests is 

likely to remain a rare phenomenon among Americans, strictly con-

flicting, exchisive, and competitive interests—zero-sum conflicts- 
! are also unlikely to predominate. The interests of different citizens 

involved in political conflicts are often neither perfectly harmonious 

nor strictly conflicting, but complementary. The interests of citizens 

would be perfectl y  complementary if, though not identical, the ac-

tions of each to achieve his or her ends would create benefits at no 
cost to the others. Perfect complementarity is no doubt rare. But 

interests are often imperfectly complementary, in the sense that for 
each actor the gains from cooperating with others outweigh the 
costs on balance. Conflicting interests make political life necessary; 

but complementary interests make it possible. 

Citizens might come to perceive greater complementarity of 
interests, and therefore be more willing to cooperate, if they were 

more alike in their objective circtunstances. A moment ago I sug-

gested that it might be possible to reduce some of the great socio-

economic di fferences among citizens that result from extreme dif- 

fercnces in wealth and income. Such a change, I suggested, is 

unlikely to be achieved without political conflict. However, some 

ways of bringing it about would probably cause less conflict than 

others. Meanwhile, the point to keep in mind is that as long as cit-

izens are vastly unequal in the resources they have at their dispos. al , 

including their political resources, they are unlikely to perceive 

great similarity in their interests, nor do they have objective 

grounds for doing so. If "the general good" conflicts with one's own 

interests, one cannot realistically expect many citizens to act al-

truistically to sacrifice their own interests for the benefit of others, 

least of all those who perceive themselves to be significantly worse 

off than others. 
In addition, certain integrative institutions might be strength-

ened, a question to which I now turn. 

• The Public Agenda 

I suggested in chapter 4 that in comparison with a number of other 

democratic countries American political and economic institutions 

are less integrative and more fragmenting. That the political institu-

tions should be vveak in their capacity for integration is hardly sur-

prising, since both the constitutional structure and extraconstitu-

tional organizations like the political parties were shaped by a 

perspective that strongly emphasized the dangers of concentrating 

power and the necessity of allocating it to relatively independent 

centers. Although the Framers believed that by granting the states 

too much autonomy and the central government too little control 

the Articles of Confederation failed to provide adequately for na-

tional integration, they had no wish to cure the defects of the Arti-

cles by a too generous concentration of power in the new constitu-

tional system. Political beliefs influenced by Hume, Montesquieu; 

and British constitutional doctrine (a doctrine swiftly outmoded by 

British practice) were reinforced by the evident political realities of 

the time, for even mithin the Constitutional Convention some dele-

gates contended that the changes under consideration were dan- 
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gerously centralizing, and a few left to join other anti-Federalists in
opposition to the proposed Constitution. Consequently, in their
search for solutions that would overcome the fragmentation of the
Articles and yet avoid a concentration so great as to cause the Con-
stitution to be rejected or, still worse, encourage tyranny if it were

accepted, the Framers gave Impetus to a stronger centripetal thrust
in American political institutions than exists in a number of other
democratic countries.

Four further consequences followed from the constitutional
system, the political theory it reflected, and civic orientations that
were to become widely diffused among Americans. The first, in-
tended by the Framers, was to impede the operation of majority
rule. In few other democratic countries are there so many obstacles
in the way of government by electo l and legislative majorities.
The second, unforeseen by the Fram^rs but consistent with their
intentions, was to ensure that when political parties developed, as
they soon did, they would be more decentralized, more frag-
mented, less cohesive. And they would be less able to organize a
majority coalition capable of uniting on and carrying out a set of pol-
icies than would the party systems that were later to develop in
many other democratic countries, including a number of countries
with multiparty systems. The third consequence, which was also
unforeseen but contradicted the intentions of the Framers, was to
make it relatively easy for pressure groups to influence decisions
in behalf of objectives that are often narrow and highly particularis-
tic. This consequence is not independent of the second. As E. E.
Schattschneider pointed out several generations ago, the strength
of parties in policy making tends to be inversely related to the
strength of pressure groups, and in the United States the joint effect
is a markedly weakened capacity for political integration (Schatt-
schneider 1942, 192 and passim). Since the 1960s, fragmentation has

been increased even further by the disintegration of the major par-
ties into loose confederations of autonomous groups organized to ad-

vance the individual political fortunes of particular candidates--a
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development, as Schattschneider forecast, that has been paralleled

by a rapid proliferation of narrow pressure groups.
The fimrth consequence, like the third, was both unforeseen

and clearly contrary to the intentions of the Framers: the develop-
ment of the presidency into the main integrative force in the politi-
cal system. From Jackson's time onward, the president has become
the exclusive claimant to a mandate from a national majority and the
only national official with some capability for forming and maintain-
ing a majority coalition in both the electorate and Congress large
and cohesive enough to carry out a program of reform against the
resistance of well-entrenched minorities. The upshot, which the
Framers failed to foresee, is an office of unstable and at times dan-
gerous power. The antimajoritarianism of the constitutional system,
the relative independence of president and Congress, the weakness
of political parties, and the correlative strength of pressure groups
have encouraged presidents to overcome the designed limits of the
office by concentrating gréat political resources in the presidency
and employing them in ways that are beyond the effective control of

Congress, the courts, and the electorate. When reaction sets in

against this excessive concentration of presidential power, the result

is presidential ine8'ectiveness (Dah) 1977, 19813a).
Even without changing the Constitution, the political system

does contain some potentialities for greater integration. The Bud-
get Reform Act of 1974 provides an excellent example. Before that
act was passed, budgetary decisions in Congress were a striking

illustration of the irrationalities of an excessively fragmented pro-
cess, for neither house of Congress had ever provided itself with

an opportunity to consider either the sum total of expenditures
that would result from piecemeal authorizations and appropriations

or the relation between total expenditures and total revenues. A

greater opportunity for Irrationality in fiscal policy can hardly be
imagined. In 1974, however, Congress transformed its fragmented

system into a deliberately integrated budgetary process. Although
fragmenting pressures persistently endanger the survival of that re-
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form, it demonstrates that the constitutional framework by no means
stands as a barrier to an increased integrative capacity.

The political parties provide another example. Their recent
disintegration-the Democratic party in particular-is partly a re-
sult of reforms that were undertaken in a deliberate effort to "de-
mocratize" control over nominations and programs, though with an
inadequate grasp of their disintegrative effects. Not only are these
reforms reversible, but additional changes could further strengthen
the integrative capacity of the party system: for example, more cam-
paign funds could be channeled through the national committees,
and campaign funding by the proliferating political action commit-
tees could be restricted. Moreover, if Americans ever had a mind
to, they could, within constitutional limits, also transform their
shambles of a two-party system into a multiparty system. Paradox-
ically, with four or five parties, each considerably more cohesive
than either of the two loose confederacies, the process of forming
legislative coalitions might be considerably more integrative than it
is at present or has generally been in the past.

Yet the relative independence of president and Congress and
the built-in conflict their independence creates cannot be remedied
without a constitutional change far more fundamental than any-
thing that Americans have until now been willing to consider. In de-
signing the presidential office, and its relations to the electorate and
the national legislature, the Framers had very little experience to go
on; they found it exceptionally difficult to decide on a design, since

every proposed solution seemed defective; and the particular de-
sign they finally settled on seems not to have been based on any

profound rationale (Dahl 1981, 581F.). Whether by accident or de-
sign, for the first century and a half the presidency, though occupied
for the most part by men of stunning mediocrity, appeared to work
satisfactorily. It no longer does. If the Framers were to assemble to-
day, a vastly richer body of American and comparative experience

would surely compel a different choice-probably something along
the lines of the design they thrice adopted (a chief executive chosen
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by the national legislature) before turning finally to their solution of
a president chosen independently by a college of electors (ibid., 66).

The weak integrative capacity of the political institutions is du-
plicated in American economic institutions. As we saw in chapter 4,
economic organizations-businesses and unions in particular-Are
neither sufficiently inclusive nor sufficiently centralized to make a
system of national bargaining either possible or desirable. Because
the economic organizations are decentralized, negotiators would

find it difficult and often impossible to bring about compliance with
the terms of a national agreement; because the organizations are far
from inclusive, in arriving at their agreements negotiators would
have little incentive for taking into account the interests of the ma-

jority of people outside their organizations.
Great risks are entailed in a system of national bargaining by

economic organiz.ations that are both centralized enough to insure
compliance with their agreements and inclusive enough to compel
negotiators to consider the short- and long-nm interests of a large
and representative share of the population. But consider the alter-
natives: (1) Maintain the present system of decentralized bargaining
by exclusive associations, which are strongly motivated to pass on
the costs of their bargains to others not involved in the bargaining
process and, like Congress before 1974, have ncither incentive nor
opportunity to consider the general and long-run consequences of
their decisions. (2) Maintain decentralized bargaining but (some-
how) make the organizations more inclusive, which would do nuth-
ing to increase the capacity for integrated decisions. (3) Eliminate

the need for negotiation and bargaining by prohibiting all economic
associations other than the individual firm, a policy that by requir-

ing the prohibition of trade unions would be impossible to carry out
today in any democratic country and, if it were possible, could be
executed only at an excessive cost to fundamental rights. Or (4) Im-
pose national economic policies without the consent of-the eco-
nomic organizations, and unions in particular, a task that has proved

to be impossible in all democratic countries.
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Alienation of Final Control 

In the United States the extraordinarily successful adaptation of the 
ideology of agrarian democratic republicanism to the economic 
order of corporate capitalism that replaced it gave powerful support 
to the belief that, like farms, corporate enterprises should be pri-
vately owned and controlled by and in the interests of their owners. 
Yet when giant corporations make decisions that have enormous 
consequences for millions of persons who do not control those deci-
sions, their legitimacy persists in uneasy tension with the demo-
cratic ideology to which most Americans also subscribe. On the 
landscape of a democratic country great corporations loom like 
mountain principalities ruled by princes whose decisions lie beyond 
reach of the democratic process. 

It would be easy to diagnose the problem simply as an obvious 
conflict between democratic criteria and the private governments of 
corporate enterprises and to prescribe as the obvious solution dem-
ocratic control over their governments. But the diagnosis risks ig-
siding the complexity of the problem and thus encourages simplis-
tic and self-defeating solutions. 

A/ienation and flights to Autonomy 
As we saw in chapter 3, it is not always a simple matter to judge 
whether a people has alienated its rightful control over public mat-
ters. For the mere fact that an organization makes certain important 
decisions independently of the central government of the state is 
clearly not sufficient to establish alienation, even if the central gov-

ernment could not exercise control over those decisions, either con-

stitutionally or de facto. • 

For we must first determine whether an organization's auton-
omy (with respect to some identifiable range of decisions and in re-
lation to certain other actors or classes of actors) is derived from a 
fundamental right of its members. In chapter 3 I argued that when-
ever autonomy derives from a fundamental right of the members of 
an organization, it would be wrong to say that the demos and its rep- 
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resentatives have irrecoverably lost, i.e., alienated, their final con-

trol ()ver the public agenda; for they cannot alienate control over de-

cisions they are not entitled to control. For example, if citizens 

possess a fundamental right to hum and support political parties 

that can act independeutly in developing programs, nominating 

candidates, running campaigns, communicating with the public, 

and so on, then the fact that the government has no authority to 

deny to parties their autonomy on these matters can hardly be taken 

as evidence that the demos has alienated its control over public 

matters. 

To be sure, determining fundamental rights in concrete in-

stances is an exceedingly difficult problem, both substantively and 

procedurally (Dahl 1980h). But that problem is inherent in both 

democratic theory and practice, whether the theory be monistic or 

pluralistic, whether democratic institutions are on the small scale of 

the city-state or the large scale of representative government in a 

nation-state, and whethe.  r the constitutional system is unitary or 

federal. It would therefore be unreasonable to insist that to remedy 

the deficiencies of democratic pluralism one must first provide a 

unique solution to the problem of fundamental rights. One possible 

solution that has been adopted in a number of democratic countries 

is a system of legislation cum judicial review, under a written consti-

tution that specifies certain fundamental rights. This is not, of 

course, the only solution, either theoretically or in practice, and  not 

 all democratic countries have adopted it. Yet in all democratic coun-

tries certain rights are held to be fundamental, in the sense that in-

fringing them is considered impermissible, and processes exist for 

determining what these rights are and for ensuring their enforce-

ment. Consequently, I shall assume that an acceptable process is 

available for determining fundamental rights and deciding whether 

an organization's claim to autonomy is derived from one or more 

fundamental rights. 

Among the rights that might justify an organization's autonomy 

on certain (natters, four are particularly relevant here. (1) Some po-

litical rights are necessary to the democratic process, in the sense 
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that infringing on these rights would constitute an impairment of 
the democratic process itself. In chapter 2, I indicated what some of 
these ai-e. (See also Dahl 1980b). (2) Arguably, in a large democratic 
order, citizens with common problems have a right to establish 
smaller democratic units for making decisions that essentially affect 
only themselves. (3) If freedom is a good, then freedom of choice 
may be in some sense a fundamental right. As everyône knows, to 
determine the zone of free choice that ought to be protected as a 
fundamental right is notoriously difficult and controversial: witness 
the question of abortion. I do not mean to confront the problem 
here. Yet it is important to recognize that whether we believe a 
claim to autonomy to be justified by freedom of choice as a value 
depends partly on where we mean to place the burden of proof. If 
we were to insist on a negative principle, autonomy would be de-
nied to an organization except on a showing that the organization's 
autonomy is derived from a fundamental right or is justified on 
grounds of social utility. But under a positive principle, autonomy 
would be permitted to an organization except on a Showing that the 
organization's autonomy (with respect to certain sets of decisions 
and in relation to certain other actors) is not, in this instance, a fun-
damental right and on balance is socially undesirable. The negative 
principle presupposes that autonomy tends to be undesirable; the 
positive principle, that it tends to be desirable. The negative princi-
ple reflects a bias toward centralizing control over decisions in the 
government of the state and against the decentralist thrust of orga-
nizational pluralism; the positive principle reflects a bias toward, 
not against, decentralization. Because of the intimate connection 
between freedom and political autonomy, the positive principle rep-
resents a commitment to freedom as both a value and a fundamental 
human right; whereas the negative principle implies that freedom is 
a danger and, at most, a privilege granted by a demos through the 
state. (9) Finally, a right to own property, and thus to use one's prop-
erty as one chooses, might be understood to he a fundamental right, 
comparable to  the  other kinds just enumerated. 

To the extent that the autonomy of various governmental, polit- 
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ical, and economic organizations in the United States is derived 
from fundamental rights like these, final control over the public 
agenda has not been alienated. 

Moreover, even when an organization's autonomy cannot be 
justified as a fundamental right, it might still be justified on grounds 
of general utility or efficiency. That is, the results of relatively inde-
pendent decision making on certain *natters by certain kinds of or-
ganizations are, on balance, beneficial to the collectivity. On these 
grounds it might be contended, for example, that business fi rms 
(whether privately or socially owned) ought to be relatively  Inde-
pendent  of one another and the governnient in their decisions about 
inputs, outputs, and prices, but subject to market controls. Con-
versely, if the results of an organization's independent decisions 
were on balance harmful to the collectivity—as decisions to dump 
chemical wastes in water supplies would be—then to prevent social 
harm an organization's autonomy could properly be restricted or 
done away with altogether. In a democratic order, judgments like 
these ought to be made by the relevant demos and its representa-
tives, acting through democratic procedures and institutions. In-
deed, conflicting judgments on such questions comprise a substan-
tial part of political controversy in democratic countries. 

Of course an organization might possess autonomy °ye m  some 
decisions as a matter of fundamental right, while its autmunny on 
other matters might be justi fied, if at all, only on grounds of social 
utility. For example, though citizens have a fundamental right to 
organize independent political parties for a variety of purposes and 
activities, the government of the state might properly regulate par-
ties in order to protect the rights of members and to ensure that 
parties perform their functions e ffectively and efficiently. 

Corporate Autonomy, Rights, ami Utility 

We can now see why in a democratic country the autonomY of pri-
vate business firms is on a rather different footing from the auton-
omy of the other kinds of organizations mentioned in chapter 2, and 
particularly their nearest analogues, political, gov.ernmental, and 
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trade-union organizations. For the political rights necessary to the

democratic process directly require a substantial measure of inde-
pendence for organizations that facilitate the exercise of these
rights, such as political parties, interest groups, lobbies, news-
papers, magazines, and so on. A certain measure of independence

over some range of matters for local elected governments might also
be derived from a right of citizens to establish smaller democratic
units for making decisions that essentially affect only themselves-
though social interdependence considerably diminishes the zone of
rightful local autonomy. Independent trade unions are more prob-
lematical; yet a strong case can be made that they are necessary
both to democratic rights and to freedom of choice.

Obviously, it would be a very complex undertaking to survey
the exact boundary between the zone of independence that organi-
zations like these rightfully possess and activities that might be reg-
ulated by the government of the state, prohibited altogether, or

transferred to government bureaucracies subject to control by the
demos and its representatives. I think, however, that for a variety of

political and governmental organizations, and probably certain
"cconomic" associations like trade unions, such a boundary would
secure a large area of autonomy derived from fundamental rights. To
conclude that the government of the state could not control organi-
zational activities within this privileged zone would not therefore
establish that the demos had alienated final control over public mat-
ters to "private" decision makers.

But privately owned and controlled economic enteiprises, par-

ticularly in the form of very large corporations, are a different story.

For a large corporation is, as I said earlier, a political system, analo-
gous in important ways to the government of the state. Yet the gov-
ernment of a large corporation differs radically from the govern-
ment of the state in a democratic country, because neither in theory
nor in practice are corporate governments democratic. Is the auton-
omy of large corporations justified, however, as necessary to funda-
mental rights?

1. It might be argued that by decentralizing decisions and polit-

ical resources, an economic order of relatively independent firms
gives support to the democratic process, and at any rate helps to

prevent the concentration of power and resources that in the long
run would probably undermiue the institutions of polyarchy. The
argument is, I believe, valid. But it is an argument for deceutraliza-

tion and not necessarily for decentralization to prhately owned
firms. In principle the argument would be met by decentralization
to socially owned or employee-owned firms (Dahl 1971, 571f.), either
of which might in principle be democratically controlled.

2. It might also be argued that corporations are like local demo-
cratic governments, except that in the corporation the citizens are
the stockholders. But "stockholder democracy" is a contradiction in
terms, since it flagrantly violates the principle of equal voting. How-
ever, the claim might be justified if all those who were most directly
affected by the decisions of a firm were, like citizens of a local gov-
ernment, ensured an equal vote in governing the firm or in voting
for a representative government of the firm. But surely those most
directly affected would include the employees; in that event, rela-
tive autonomy for firms owned socially or by employees and gov-
erned democratically might indeed be justified on grounds of funda-
mental rights.

3. It might be argued that economic decision making in a pri-
vately owned, competitive economy is reducible to private ex-
changes among individuals each of whom is free to agree or not
agree to the exchange. This, the view of classical liberal theorybe-
came an assumption of neoclassical economics. Under the positive
principle of autonomy, it would seem to follow that every person is
entitled tci freedom of choice on any matter except where the exer-
cise of free choice could be shown to he (a) socially hannful and (b)
not a fundamental right. Although, as I have already said, making

judgments of this kind is notoriously difficult, in my view this orien-
tation is nonetheless a valid one. Yet while we might imagine an
ecouumy, as neoclassical economists did, in which all transactions
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are reducible to voluntary exchanges among freely acting persons,
when we descend from that imaginary realm to the actual world we
realize how different the two are.

To begin with, as I pointed out in chapter 6, if the initial distri-

bution of resources is unjust, then the outcome of the whole net-
work of transactions that depend on that distribution is also unjust.
In a democratic country, therefore, people might reasonably choose
to remedy an unfair distribution of resources by using their govern-
ment to redistribute resources, or to regulate particular transac-
tions, or both. Moreover, because wealth, income, education, infor-

mation, access to organizations, and many other resources are
unequally distributed among different persons, in practice the per-
sons who are actually involved in exchanges are not equally "free" to
accept or reject a proposed exchange. To take a familiar and flagrant
case, in nineteenth-century mill towns, children were not "free" to
work or not to work in the mills-nor, for that matter, were their
parents. Hence people in a democratic country might also reason-
ably use the government of the state to regulate or prohibit transac-

tions marked by unequal bargaining power. Finally even among
freely acting individuals, transactions may have harmful effects on
others who are not parties to the transaction. These famous "exter-
nalities" so much discussed by economists also provide reasonable
grounds for governmental control over the decisions of actors en-

gaged in "private" exchanges.
If these and other discrepancies between our actual world and

the imaginary world of free choice were to be removed, I have no
doubt that the domain in which relatively autonomous "private" de-

cision making would be justified as an exercise of free choice would
greatly expand; and conversely, the proper domain of governmental
control would shrink correspondingly. A fair distribution of income
would itself significantly enlarge the domain of unregulated free
choice. For Innumerable choices that are now regulated in order to
offset the consequences of an unfair distribûtion of income could no
longer be justifiably regulated. Yet, as we know, the United States is
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a long way from achieving-or collectively attempting to achieve-
a fair distribution of income. And even if we did manage to bring
about a fair distribution of income, many of the other discrepancies
between the real world and the heavenly universe of neoclassical

economics cannot be eliminated, particularly, perhaps, the exter-

nalities thât are ineradicable in a highly Interdependent society.
4. It seenis to he widely believed in the United States that the

boards and managers of privately owned corporations do not actu-
ally make decisions on public matters because their control is de-
rived from a fundamental right to property; and consequently they
are merely exercising their right to decide matters in the interests of
the owners. It is true, of course, that if the control of owners and
managers is derived from a fundamental right in property, then the
autonomy exercised by managers in behalf of owners of private en-
terprises would not constitute an alienation of public matters to pri-
vate firms. For on this assumption what they do Is a private affair.

Although this defense undoubtedly has great ideological strength,
it is badly flawed theoretically. For the justification of private prop-
erty as a natural, inalienable, or fundamental right provides scant
justification for the existing ownership and control of large corpora-
tions. Insofar as a right to property is justified by the principle that
one is entitled to use the products of one's own labor as one chooses,
then surely the privileged position of stockholders is unjustified. On
this principle, indeed, the employees would have an even more fun-
damental claim to own and control the firms for which they labor.
Moreover, we saw earlier that economic production, growth, ansl a
surplus over survival requirements are attributable more to social
than to individual contributions and hardly at all to capital invest-
ment. Thus the principle would lead to the conclusion that the con-
trol and ownership of the economy rightfully belongs to "society." If

so, means must be found for "society" to exercise the control to
which it is entitled by virtue of its collective ownership. However,
the inalienable right of an individual to property might also be justi-
fied on the ground that a freedom to acquire some level of material
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resources and to use them as one chooses is essential to many other 
freedoms (and hence a right to property is essential to the effective 
exercise of many other rights). Like the other, this principle fails to 
justify an exclusive claim to ownership of corporations by stock-
holders or other investors. Again, it would provide even stronger 
support to a claim to ownership by workers. Moreover, on this prin-
ciple every person would be entitled to some' minimal supply of 
whatever resources are necessary to "life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness." Yet to say that every one is entitled to a minimum does 
not imply that anyone is entitled to more than the minimum—and 
certainly not to an unlimited supply of resources. 

Solutions 
The anomaly will not go away. Many important decisions on public 
matters are neither on the public agenda nor decided by a demo-
cratic process. Consider two possible solutions. 

1. For generations it evidently seemed altogether obvious to 
many socialists that the appropriate solution was to transfer owner-

ship and control of economic enterprises directly to the central gov-
ernment of the state. In its limited version this solution means na-
tionalizing certain key industries; as a general solution it means 
erecting a centrally directed economy. Considered abstractly—and 
for many years abstract speculation ran well ahead of experience-
the solution seemed to many socialists the very perfection of the 
democratic process. Beginning with the demos and concluding with 
a speci fic administrative decision, the entire process was to be sim-
ply an extension of popular sovereignty. Within limits set by the 
preferences of the demos, or at least a majority, the representatives 
would make laws. Within the limits set by the legislature, the exec-

utive woukl make its decisions in turn. And so down thrcnigh the 
chain of decision making through the industry chief right clown to 
the last subordinate. 

As everyone knows, however, bureaucracies are almost never 
mere agents of legislatures and executives. Officials in bureaucra- 
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ries are motivated by concerns for their own power, status, income, 
security, popularity, policies, and ideology. Consequently, their 
goals rarely coincide fully with the laws and policies determined by 
their superiors. Because bureaucratic officials generally have access 
to enough resources for them to acquire considerable autonomy vis-
à-vis their superiors, and strong incentives for doing so, they cannot 
usually be fully controlled by their superiors. As a solution for a 
small number of industries or firms, nationalization may secure a 
satisfactory measure of democratic control over bureaucratic deci-
sion making. But the more widely the bureaucratic solution is ex-
tended, the more difficult it will be for elected officials to control 
their nominal subordinates, and so the greater likelihood that the 
demos and its representatives will alienate their c•ontrol over deci-
sions on public matters to bureaucratic officials. Is a "public" bu-
reaucracy independent of democratic controls any more desirable 
than a "private" bureaucracy independent of democratic controls? 
In one sense, both are private. 

2. We return full circle to the conclusion at the beginning of 
this chapter that a limiting factor on all solutions is the need for 
some decentralization to relatively autonomous units in which deci-
sions are regulated in part by markets and competition. Outside the 
unworldly realm of neoclassical theory, however, competition and 
markets will never regulate decisions so fully as to dissolve all eco-
nomic activity into nothing more than fair exchanges among  Inde-
Pendent  persons, exercising their full freedom to choose what is 
best for themselves and affecting only themselves. A satisfactory so-
lution would therefore require at least two changes. First, the dis-
tribution of income would have to be fair. Second, decisions that 
would remain discretionary because of the inevitable looseness of 
regulation by the market would be subject to democratic control. 
But democratic control requires an appropriate demos. The solu-
tion of centralized bureauciatic administration of the economy  was 

 fatally flawed precisely because it implicitly assumed that the only 
appropriate demos for exercising final control over important eco- 
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noinic decisions was, in practice, the people of a country. But both 

fundamental rights and social utility provide adequate grounds ler 

holding that different matters should often be subject to control by 

different bodies of citizens—just as they are by the governments of 

municipalities, states, and the nation. There is no good reason, 

then, why different kinds of economic organizations and different 

kinds of decisions made by the same organization could not be sub-

ject to democratic control by different citizen bodies; and as I have 

tried to show throughout this book, there is every reason why they 

should be. 

In determining what discretionary decisions should properly 

be on the agenda of a particular demos, I do not see how the conclu-

sion can reasonably be avoided that for those decisions which most 

affect their lives all the employees of an economic enterprise must 

be included in the demos. And to satisfy democratic criteria, cit-

izens of a firm would have to possess equal votes. 

I am aware that a solution along these lines is bound to enconn-

ter many objections and many genuine difficulties. Conceivably, an 

econoinic order fully under democratic controls would be unaccep-

tably inefficient. But it is premature to adopt such a conclusion. 

Creative thought has only just begun its slow liberation from the 

intellectual hegemony of three misleading visions—the old monis-

tic vision of a democracy untroubled by a multiplicity of relatively 

autonomous organizations and two competing visions of an eco-

nomic order, one in which all the classical problems of ruling dis-

solve into voluntary transactions among free individuals, the other 

in which the economic order is democratized by means of the  hier-

archies of bureaucratic socialism. With these three great myths be-

hind us, we may stand on the threshold of a period of creativity in 

searching for solutions to the problem of the economic order. There 

are signs that this may be so: the rapidly growing interest in pos-

sibilities for workers' participation or control; plans intended not 

only to redistribute ownership and control but also to strengthen in-

centives and increase funds for investment, like the Meidner plan 

in Sweden and the "wages fund' .  of the Danish Social Democratic 
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party: American proposals for employee ownership; and many oth-
ers. Ways of achieving an economic order that is both efficient and 
democratically controlled are yet to be fully explored. 

I cannot say, of course, whether the changes in structures and 
in civic orientations necessary to remedy the defects in the Ameri; 
can system of organizational pluralism will come about. To the ex-
tent that they do not, however, the United States will surely fail to 
achieve the best potentialities of pluralist democracy. 
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Will More Countries
Become Democratic?

Samuel P. Huntington

What are the prospects for the emergence of more democratic
regimes in the world? This question has intellectual and policy
relevance for the 1980s. During the 1950s and early 1960s.

scholars concerned with this issue were generally optimistic that

decolonization and economic development would lead to the multi-

plication of democratic regimes. The history of the next decade

dealt roughly with these expectations. and people became more

pessimistically preoccupied with the reasons for the breakdown of

democratic systems. by the late 1970s and early 1980s. however.

the prospects for democracy seemed to have brightened once again.

and social scientists have responded accordingly. 'Transitions to

democracy" became the new focus of attention. The optimists of

the 1950s were rather naively optimistic; those of the 19809 have

been more cautiously optimistic, but the optimism and the hope are

still there. Coincidentally. the Reagan administration moved far

beyond the Carter administration's more limited concern with human

rights and first launched 'Rroject Democracy" and 'rhe Democracy

Program" to promote democratic institutions in other societies.

and then persuaded Congress to create a "National Endowment for

Democrac}J' to pursue this goal on a permanent basis. In the early

1980s. in short. concern with the development of new democratic

regimes has been increasing among academics and policymakers. The

purpose of this article is to use social science theory and

comparative political analysis to see to what extent this new.

more cautious optimism may be justified.

This essay is reprinted from Political Science Quarterl,j, Vol. 99, No. 2,
Summer 1984. Samuel P. Huntington is katon Professor of the Science of
Government and director of the Center for International Affairs at
Harvard University.
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Developing Demcracy: Expectations

This issue is important for at least four reasons. First, the

future of democracy is closely associated with the future of

freedom in the world. Democracies can and have abused individual

rights and liberties, and a well-regulated authoritarian state may

provide a high degree of security and order for its citizens.

Overall, however, the correlatien between the existence of democ-

racy and the existence of individual liberty is extremely high.

Indeed, some measure of the latter is an essential component of

the former. Conversely, the long-term effect of the operation of

democratic politics is probably to broaden and deepen individual

liberty. Liberty is, in a sense, the peculiar virtue of democ-

racy; hence, if one is concerned with liberty as an ultimate

social value, one should also be concerned with the fate of

democracy.

Second, the future of democracy elsewhere in the world is of

importance to the United States. The United States is the world's

premier democratic country, and the greater the extent to which

democracy prevails elsewhere in the world, the more congenial the

world environment will be to American interests generally and the

future of democracy in the United States in particular. Michael

Doyle has argued quite persuasively that no two liberal societies

have ever fought each other.1 His concept of liberalism differs

from the concept of democracy employed in this paper, but the

point may well be true of democratic regimes as well as liberal

ones. uther things being equal, non-democratic regimes are likely

to pose more serious challenges to American interests than

democratic regimes.

Third, "a house divided against itself," Abraham Lincoln said,

"cannot stand. . . . This government cannot endure permanently

half-slave and half-free." At present the world is not a single

house, but it is becoming more and more closely integrated.

Interdependence is the trend of the times. How long can an

increasingly interdependent world survive part-democratic and

part-authoritarian and totalitarian? For the Soviet bloc and the

Western World, that point may still be some distance in the

future, but tensions arising out of the growing interaction

between totally different political systems are almost inevitably

bound to increase. At some point, coexistence may require a

slowing down or halting of the trends toward interdependence.

Fourth, the extension or decline of democracy has implications

for other social values. such as economic growth, socioeconomic

equity, political stability, social justice, and national indepen-

dence. In societies at one level of development, progress toward

Developing l)emocracy: Expectations

one or more of these goals may be compatible with a high level of

democracy. At another level of socioeconomic development, con-

flicts may exist. The question of the appropriateness of democ-

racy for poor countries is, in this context, a central issue. But

even highly developed societies may achieve their democracy at

some sacrifice of other important values, such as national

security.
In addition. if it is desirable to extend the scope of democ-

racy in the world, obviously it is necessary to know what condi-

tions favor that in the late twentieth century. Empirical

analysis is necessary to answer the question: What policies

should governments, private institutions. and individuals espouse

to encourage the spread of democracy? To what extent do efforts

such as those of the Reagan administration have an impact,

positive or negative, on the state of democracy in the world, and

at what cost in terms of other social values and national goals?

The first step in evaluating the prospecta for democracy is to

define the dependent variable with which we are concerned.

Definitions of democracy are legion. The term has been àpplied to

areas and institutions far removed from politics. It has also

been defined as an ideal impossible of human achievement. For

Peter liachrach. for instance, a democratic system of government

has for its paramount objective "maximization of the self-

development of every individual." Nobert Dahl says a democratic

political system is one which is "completely or almost completely

responsible to all its citizens." 2 Such definitions may be

relevant to normative political theory. but they are not very

useful for comparative empirical analysis. First, they are often

so vague and general that it is virtually impossible to apply them

in practice. How does one judge whether a political system is

attempting to maximize the self-development of individuals or is

completely responsive to all its citizens? Second, democracy may

also be defined in such broad terms as to make it identical with

almost all civic virtues, including social justice, equality,

liberty, fulfillment, progress, and a variety of other good

things. Hence it becomes difficult if not impossible to analyze

the relationship between democracy and other social goals.

For comparative analysis a more empirical and institutional

definition is desirable, and this paper follows in the tradition

of Joseph A. Schumpeter. A political system is defined as

democratic to the extent that its most powerful collective

decision-makers are selected through periodic elections in which

candidates freely compete for votes and in which virtually all the
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adult population is eligible to vote. So defined, a democracy 
thus involves the two dimensions--contestation and participation-- 
that Dahl sees as critical to his realistic democracy or 
polyarchy. 3  

The Record of Democratic Development 

The historical emergence of modern democratic regimes falls into 
four phases.  that  could reasonably be called a democratic 
political system at the national level of government first 
appeared in the United States in the early nineteenth century. 
During the following century democratic regimes gradually emerged 

, in northern and Western Durope,  in the British dominions, and in a. 
few countries in Latin America. This trend, which Alexis de 
Tocqueville had foreseen  in  1835 and which James Bryce documented 
in 1920, appeared to be irreversible if not necessarily universal. 
Virtually all significant regime changes were from less democracy 
to more democracy. Writing at the end of this period, Bryce could 
well speculate as to whether this "trend toward democracy now 
widely visible,  is  a natural trend, due to a general law of social 
progress." 4  

The trend was reversing, however, even as he wrote. The year 
1920 waa  In  many aspects the peak of democratic development among 
the independent nations of the world> During the following two 
decades, democracy or democratic trends were snuffed out in 
Germany, Italy, Austria, Poland, the Baltic states, Spain, Itrtu-
gal, Greece, Argentina, Brazil, and Japan. The war fought to make 
the world safe for democracy seemed instead to have brought its 
progress to an abrupt halt and to have unleashed social movements 
from the Right and the Left intent on destroying it. 

The aftermath of World War II, on the other hand, marked 
another dramatic, if brief, spurt in the multiplication of 
democratic regimes. With the support of its allies, the United 
States imposed democracy on West Germany, Austria, Italy, and 
Japan (where it took root), and attempted to do so to South Korea 
(where it did  mot). Coincidentally, the process of decolonization 
got underway with newly independent countries usually adopting at 
first the political forms of the imperial powers. In at least 
some cases, such as India, Israel, Ceylon, and the Philippines, 
the forms of democracy were accompanied by the substance also. 
Other countries, such as Turkey and some Latin American states, 
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moved to emulate the political systems of the victorious Western 

powers. By the early 1950s, the proportion of.democracies among 

the world'a independent states had reached another high. 

The fourth period in the evolution of democratic regimes,  from  

the early 1950s to the 1980s, differs from the other three. In 

each  of  them, there was an overwhelmingly dominant trend, either 

toward the extension of democracy (1820-1920 and 1942-1953), or 

toward its reduction (1920-1942).. In each period there were very 

few, if any, significant regime shifts against the dominant trend. 

The thirty years from the early 1950s to the early 1980s, however, 

were not characterized by a strong move  in  either direction. The 

trends were mixed. As we have seen, the number of democratic 

regimes seemed to expand  In the 19500 and early 1960s, to shrink 

in the middle-late 1960s and early 1970s, and then to expand again 

in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Overall, however, the net 

record of change in the state of democracy in the worldwasnot 
very great. It would be difficult to argue that the world was 

more or less democratic in 1984 than it had been  in  1954. Indica-

tive of this relative stability, albeit for a much shorter period 

of time, are Freedom House's estimates of the proportion of the 

world's population living in "free" states. In the first such 

estimate, in January 1973, 32.0 percent of the world's population 

was found to live in "free" states. In the next year, the 

percentage increased to  36.0 percent.  During the following ten 

years, except for the two years India was under emergency rule 

(when it was 19.8 percent and 19.6 percent), the proportion of the 

world's population living in free states never  vent  above 37J0  

percent and never dropped below 35.0 percent. In January 1984 it 

was 36.0 percent, exactly where it had been ten years earlier. 

The overall stability  In the extent of democracy does, however, 

conceal some important developments  In  both directions. With a 

few notable exceptions, almost all colonies that achieved indepenm 

dence after World War II shifted from democratic to nondemocratic 

systems. In contrast, a few countries moved in the opposite 

direction. These include Spain, Portugal, Colombia, Venezuela, 

Greece, and the Dominican Republic. Several South American 

countries, including two with long-standing democratic systems 

(Chile, Uruguay) and two with less stable populist systems 

(Brazil, Argentina), became bureaucratic-authoritarian states, 
with military governments intent upon fairly sustained rule. By 

the end of 1983, however, Brazil had made substantial progress 

back towards a democratic system, and Argentina had a democrati- 
cally  elected government. Many other countries (including Peru. 
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cally elected government. Mâny other countries (including Peru. ' 
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Ecuador, Ghana, Nigeria, and Ibrkey) seemed to oscillate back and 

torth between democratic and undemocratic systems, in a pattern 

traditionally characteristic of praetorian societies. In East 

Asia: Korea, Singapore, Indonesia, and the Philippines became 

less democratic, Taiwan remained undemocratic; the Indochinese 

states succumbed to a ruthless Vietnamese totalitarianism; and 

Thailand and Malaysia remained partially democratic. Finally, 

efforts to move Hungary, Czechoshmmkia, and Poland toward more 

democratic politics were halted directly or indirectly by Soviet 

action. 

Any estimate of the future of democracy in the world must be 

rooted in an explanation of why these mixed trends prevailed 

between the 1950s and the 1980s, and hence whether the overall 

stability in the prevalence of democratic regimes in the world 

will continue. Ancient and modern political analysts have many 

theories to explain the rise and fall of democratic regimes. lb 

what extent do these various and cmnflicting theories explain what 

happened and did not happen after World War II and what could 

hapen in the 1980s? 

Thinking about the reasons for the emergence of democratic 

regimes has typically had two foci. One approach has focused on 

the preconditions in society that favor democratic development. A 

second approach has focused on the nature of the political 

processes by which that development has occurred. Each will be 

considered in turn. 

Preconditions of Democratization 

In 1970, Dankwart Rustow published a penetrating article on 

"transitions to democracy," in which he criticized studiea that 

focused on "preconditions" for democratization because they often 

tended to jump from the correlation between democracy and other 

factors to the conclusion that those other factors were respon-

sible for democracy. lhey aleo tended, he argued, DD look for the 

causes of democracy primarily in econmnic, social, cultural, and 

psychological, but not political, factors. 7  Rustow's criticisms 

were well taken and helped to provide a more balanced view of the 

complexities of democratization. It would, however, be a mistake 

to swing entirely to the other extreme and ignore the Environmen-

tal factors that may affect democratic development. In fact, 

plausible arguments can be and have been made for a wide variety 

of factors or preconditions that appear DJ be associated with the 
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emergence  of  democratic regimes. lb a large extent these factors 
can be grouped into four broad categories--economic, social, 
external, and cultural. 

Economic blealth and equality. 

In his critique, kustow gave special attention to an influential 
article published by Seymour Martin Lipset a decade earlier. In 
that piece, Lipset highlighted the seeming correlation betwten 
high levels of MareilliC development and the prevalence of democra-
tic political systems among European, English-speaking, and Latin 
American nations. The "more well-to-da a nation," he postulated, 
"the greater the chances that it will sustain democracy: 18  Hie 

 study stimulated a flood of further analyses that criticized, 
qualified, and refined his argument. Whatever the academic 
hairsplittinga, however, his basic point seemed to make sense. 
"There is," as another scholar put it in 1960, "a positive 
correlation between economic development and political competi-
tiveness." 9  A quarter century later, that correlation still 
seemed va exist. In 1981, for instance, a comparison of the World 
Bank's ratings of countries in terms of economic development with 
Freedom House's ratings of them in terms of liberty showed these 
results--two of thirty-six low-Lncome countries were classified 
"free" or democratic,.fourteen out  of  sixty middle-income coun-
tries were so classified, and eighteen out of twenty-four coun-

tries with industrial economies were so classified. 10  As one 
moves up the economic Ladder, the greater are the chances that a 
country will be democratic. 

The correlation between wealth and democracy is thus fairly 
strong. How can it be explained? There are three possibilities. 
First, both democracy and wealth could be caused by a third 
factor. Protestantism has, for instance, been assigned by some a 
major role in the origins of capitalism, economic development, and 
democracy. Second, democracy could give rise va economic wealth. 
ln tact, however, high levels of economic wealth require high 
rates of economic growth and high rates of economic growth do not 
correlate with the prevalence of democratic palitical systems.I 1 

 Hence, it seems unlikely that wealth depends cn democracy, and, if 
a connection exists, democracy must depend on wealth. 

The  probability of any causal connection running  trots  wealth to 
democracy is enhanced by the arguments as to why this umuld be a 
plausible  relationship. A wealthy economy, it is said, makes 
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possible higher levels of literacy, education, and mass media

exposure, all or which are conducive to democracy. A wealthy
economy also moderates the tensions of political conflict;

alternative opportunities are likely to exist for unsuccessful

political leaders and greater economic resources generally facili-

tate accommodation and compromise. In addition, a highly devel-

oped, industrialized economy and the complex society it implies

cannot be governed efficiently by authoritarian means. Decision-
making is necessarily dispersed, and hence power is shared and

rule must be based on consent. Finally, in a more highly devel-

oped economy, income and possibly wealth also tend to be more

equally distributed than in a poorer economy. Since democracy

means, in some measure, majority rule, democracy is only possible

if the majority is a relatively satisfied middle class, and not an

impoverished majority confronting an inordinately wealthy oligar-

chy. A substantial middle class, in turn, may be the product of

the relatively equal distribution of land in agrarian societies

that may otherwise be relatively poor, such as the early nine-

teenth century United States or twentieth century Costa Rica. It

may also be the result of a relatively high level of development,

which produces greater income equality in industrial as compared
to industrializing societies.

If these arguments are correct. economic development in the

Communist world and the Third World should facilitate the emer-

gence of democratic regimes. Yet one must be skeptical as to

whether such an easy conclusion is warranted. In the first place,

there is the question as to what level of economic development is

required to make possible the transition to democracy. As
Jonathan Sunshine has conclusively shown, the countries of Western

Europe generally became democratic when their per capita gross

domestic products were in the range of $300-$500 (in 1960 dol-
lars). By 1981, perhaps two-thirds of the middle-income devel-

oping countries had reached or exceeded that level of development.

Nbat of them, however, had not become democratic. It the economic

theory holds, the level of economic development necessary to

facilitate the transition to democracy must be higher in the lace

twentieth century than it was in the century prior to 1950.12 In

addition, different countries may still transit to democracy at

widely varying levels of development. Spain, after all, did grow

extremely rapidly during the 1950s and 1960s and did become

democratic after the death of Francisco Franco in the mid-1970s.

Could this have happened without the industrialization, urbaniza-
tion, and development of the middle class that wcr., -trei co

_ ..^._.^_._
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Spanish economic growth? t2uite probably not. Lopez kodo was at

least partially right when he had earlier predicted that Spain

would become democratic when its per capita income reached $2,000

per head.13 But then what about Portugal? It made a simultaneous

transition to democracy, without having experienced the massive

economic development of Spain and while still at a much lower

level of economic well-being.

In addition, what about the experience of the southern cone

states of Latin America? They too went through major processes of

economic development and yet turned away from democracy, a

phenomenon that led (,liillermo 0'Oonnell to develop his theory of

bureaucratic authoritarianism that posited just the opposite of

the Lipset wealth-democracy theory. Instead, O'Donnell argued

that economic development and particularly the strains produced by

a heavy emphasis on import substitution led to the emergence of

new, stronger, and more lasting forms of authoritarian rule.14

There is also the experience of the East Asian newly induatri-

alizing countries. In the 1960s and 1970s. these countries not

only had the highest economic growth rates in the world, but they

also achieved those rates while in most cases maintaining very

equitable systems of income distribution. Yet none became more

democratic and two of the most notable economic achievera. Korea

and Singapore, became less so.

At the same time, the economic theory may still serve a purpose

in terms of focusing attention on those countries where transi-

tions to democratic or other types of modern political systems are

most likely to occur. As countries develop ecanomically, they can

be conceived of moving into a zone of transition or choice, in

which traditional forms of rule become increasingly difficult to

maintain and new types of political institutions are required to

aggregate the demands of an increasingly complex society and to

implement public policies in such a society. In the 1981 World

Bank ordering of countries by level of economic development, the

zone of choice might be conceived as comprising the top one-third

of the middle-income countries, that is, those running from Number

77 (the Republic of Korea) up to Number 96 (Spain). To these

should be added Taiwan, which in terms df per capita income fits

in the middle of this group. Of these twenty-one countries:

7 were democracies, including 4 (Spain, Venezuela,

Portugal, Greece) that transited to democracy after World

War 11. 2 that became democratic on independence (Israel.
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Trinidad and Tobago), and I that had sustained democracy
for many years (Costa Rica);

4 were the bureaucratic-authoritarian (13-A) states

southern cone (Brazil, (bile, Argentina, Uruguay);
of the

4 were the newly industrializing countries (NICs) of East

Asia (the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong);

2 were Communist (Rumania and Yugoslavia);

and the remaining 4 (Algeria, Mexico, Iran, and South

Atrica) were resource rich, ideologically diverse, and
politically undemocratic.

Two years later, this group of countries, now labeled by the

World Bank as "upper middle income countries" had been reduced by

the graduation of Spain into the category of "industrial market

economies," but had been enlarged by the movement upward of

Malaysia, Lebanon, and Panama, and by the tsank's transfer into it

of Iraq from the categôry of "high income oil exportera:" 15

If the wealth theory of democracy were valid, one would predict

further movement toward democracy among the twenty-odd states in

this group, perhaps particularly on the part of the East Asian

NICs and the B-A states of South America. Experience suggests,

however, that what is predictable for these countries in the

transition zone is not the advent of democracy but rather the

demise of previously existing political forms. Economic develop-

ment compels the modification or abandonment of traditional

political institutions; it does not determine what political
system will replace them. That will be shaped by other factors,

such as the underlying culture of the society, the values of the
elites, and external influences.

In the late 1950s, for instance, both Cuba and Venezuela were

reaching the level of economic development where the traditional

sort of military despotism to which each had been subjected for

years (6Llgencio y Batista Zaldivar, Marcos Perez Jimenez) was no

longer adequate for the needs of the society. These military

despotisms came to their ends in 1958 and 1959. Batista collapsed

in the face of an armed revolutionary movement that rapidly seized

and consolidated power, nationalized private propertÿ, and

installed a pervasive Marxist-Leninist dictatorship. 1he Perez
Jimenez regime collapsed as a result of the withdrawal of support

by virtually all the major groups of Venezuelan society. That

collapse was accompanied, however, by the negotiation of a series

of pacts among Venezuelan leaders representing the major political

and social groups that set the framework for a democratic politi-
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cal system.16 By the late 1950s, the days of traditional person-
alistic despotism in Cuba and Venezuela were numbered; what was

not fixed was what would replace them. Fidel Castro chose to lead

Wba in one direction; liomulo Betancourt chose to lead Venezuela

in a very different one. Fifteen years later in somewhat compara-
ble circumstances King Juan Carlos and Adolfo Suarez in Spain and
Antonio Ramalho Fanes in Portugal made similar choices on behalf
of democracy. In another case, by the mid-1970s the rapid

economic development of Iran had clearly undermined the basis for

the Shah's regime. The Shah did not attempt to develop a broader,

more participatory set of democratic institutions. His inaction,

combined with the decision or lack of decision by the military

leaders and the political skill of the mullahs, opened Iran to a

religious revolution. Different and earlier decisions by Iranian

leaders in the 19609 and 1970s might have moved Iran in a more
democratic direction.

If the concept of a transition zone in valid, economic develop-

ment produces a phase in a nation's history where political elttes

and the prevailing political values can shape choices that
decisively determine the nation's future evolution. The range of
choice may be limited. In 1981, for instance, all countries with

per capita gross national products of $4,220 or more (aside from
the small oil-exporting states and Singapore) were either demo-
cratic or Communist. (;onceivably, transition zone countries could

make other choices. Iran is obviously in the fanatic pursuit of a

different course; possibly the East Asian NICs and the Latin

American 8-A regimes may find other alternatives. To date,
however, those countries that have come through the transition
zone have almost always emerged as either democracies or as
Communist dictatorships.

Social structure.

A second set of often-discussed preconditions for democracy

involves the extent to which there is a widely differentiated and

articulated social structure with relatively autonomous social

classes, regional groups, occupational groupa, and ethnic and

religious groups. Such groups, it is argued, provide the basis

for the limitation of state power, hence for the control of the

state by society, and hence for democratic political institutions

as the most effective means of exercising that control. Societies

that lack autonomous intermediate groups are, on the other hand,
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much more likely to be dominated by a centralized power appara-
tma--an absolute monarchy, an oriental despotism, or an authori-
tarian or totalitarian dictatorship. 17  This argument can be made 
on behalf of groups and pluralism in general or on behalf of 
particular groups or types of pluralistic structure which are 
singled out as playing a decisive role in making democracy 
possible. 

According to one line of argument, pluralism (even highly 
stratified pluralism) in traditional society enhances the proba-
bility of developing stable democracy in modern society. The 
caste system may be one reason why India has been able to develop 
and to maintain stable democratic institutions.. 18  More  generally, 
the argument is made that societies with a highly developed 
feudalism, including an aristocracy capable of limiting the 
development of atate power, are more likely to evolve into 
democracies than those that lack such social pluralism. The 
record of Western Europe versus Russia and of Japan versus China 
suggests that there may well be something to this theory. But the 
thecny fails to account for differences between North America and 
South America. Tocqueville, Louis Hartz, and others attribute 
democracy Ln the former to the absence of feudalism. The failure 
of democracy in South America has, conversely, often been 
attributed precisely to ite feudal heritage, although the 
feudalism that existed there was, to be sure, highly 
centralized. 19  

The theory that emphasizes traditional pluralism is, in a 
sense, the opposite of the one that emphasizes wealth as a 
precondition of democracy. The latter makes democracy dependent 
on how far the processes of economic development and modernization 
have gone. The traditional pluralism theory, in contrast, puts 
the emphasis on where the process started, on the nature of 
traditional society. Was it, in Caetano Mosca's terms, primarily 
a "feudal" or a "bureaucratic" society? If pushed to the extreme, 
of course, this theory implies societal predestination: it is all 
determined Ln advance that some societies will become democratic 
and others will not. 

The most significant manifestation of the social structure 
argument, however, concerns not the existence of a feudal aristoc-
racy, but rather the existence of an autonomous bourgeoisie. 
Democracy, the Marxists argue, is bourgeois democracy, reflecting 
the interests of that particular social class. Barrington Moore 
has restated the proposition succinctly  in  a more limited formula- 
tion: 'Itlo  bourgeois, no democracy." 20  This argument would seem 
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to have much to commend it. The  failure' of  democracy to develop 

in Third World countries despite their economic growth can, 

perhaps, be related to the nature of that growth. The leading 

roles have been played by the state and by multinational enter-
prises. As a result, economic development runs ahead of the 

development of a bourgeoisie. In those circumstances where a 

bourgeoisie has developed, however, the prospects for democracy 

have been greater. The move to democracy in Turkey in the 1940s 
coincidedmith the move away from the etatisme of Kemalism and the 

appearance of a group of independent businessmen. More signifi-

cantly, the ability of a developing country to have an autonomous, 

indigenous bourgeoisie is likely to be related to its size. 
Cbuntries with small internal markets are unlikely to be able to 

sustain such a class, but large ones can. This may be one factor 

explaining why India (with one short interlude) has sustained a 

democratic system, and why brazil, which is also developing a 

vigoroua indigenous bourgeoisie, steadily moved away from bureaur 

cratic authoritarianism in the 1970s and early 1980s. In South 

Africa, businessmen have been among those most active Ln attemp-

ting to ameliorate apartheid and broaden democracy in that 

country. 
The seemingly important role of an autonomous bourgeoisie for 

the development of democracy highlights the question of the 

relation between economic system and political system. Clearly 
political democracy is compatible with both a substantial role in 

the economy for state-owned enterprises and a substantial state 

welfare and social security system. Nonetheless, as Charles 
Lindblom has pointed out (in a volume that otherwise highlights 
the conflict between the business corporation and democracy), all 
political democracies have market-oriented economies, although 
quite clearly not all market-oriented economies are paired with 
democratic political systems. 21  Lindblom's message would seem to 

be like Moore's--a market-oriented economy, like a bourgeoisie, is 

a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of a 
democratic political system. 

Why should this be the case? At least two reasons suggest 
themselves. Politically, a market economy requires a dispersion 

ot economic power and in practice almost invariably some form of 

private property. The dispersion of economic power creates 

alternatives and counters to state power and enables those elites 

that control economic power to limit state power and to exploit 
democratic means to make it serve their interests. Economically. 
a market .COn.My mpeoora mooe lik.hely co augustailrb ....cemmweedmIe mw,emee+,em 
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than a command economy (although the latter may, as the Soviet and 
East European cases suggest, do so for a short period of time), 
and hence a market economy is more likely to give rise to the 
economic wealth and the resulting more equitable distribution of 

income that provide the infrastructure of democracy. 
A third source of autonomous social pressure in a democratic 

direction may be provided by labor unions. Historically, unions 
played this role Ln Western Europe and the United States. In the 

contemporary world, unions have also had a role in the struggles 

against the racist oligarchy in South Africa, against military 
rule in the southern ccne, and against the Communist dictatorship 
in Poland. At the same time, the experience of these cases also 

suggests the limite on the extent to which, in the absence of 

affiliated political parties, labor unions can affect political 

change. 

Under some conditions, communal (that is, ethnic, racial, or 
religious) pluralism may be conducive to the development of at 

least limited forms of democracy. In most cases of counnunal 

pluralism, democracy can operate only on a consociational rather 
than a majoritarian basis.22  And even when it is organized on a 
consociational basis, it will often break down as a result of 

social mobilization that undermines the power of elites or as a 

result of the intrusion of external political and military forces 

(as in Cyprus or Lebanon). Even in the beat of circumstances, 

consociational democracy can often only remain stable by in effect 
becoming coneociational oligarchy (as in Malaysia), that is, by 
sacrificing contestation in order  to  maintain representation. 

External environment. 

External influences may be of decisive importance in influencing 

whether a society moves in a democratic or non-democratic direc-

tion. TO the extent that such influences are more important than 
indigenous factors, democratization is the result of diffusion 

rather than development. Conceivably, democracy in the world 
could stem from a single source. Clearly it does not. Yet it 

would be wrong to ignore the extent to which much of the democracy 
in the world does have a common origin. In 1984, Freedom House 
classified fifty-two countries (many of them extremely small) as 

"free." 23  In thirty-three of those fifty-two countries, the 
presence of democratic institutions could be ascribed in large 

part to British and American influence, either through settlement, 
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colonial rule, defeat Ln war, or fairly direct imposition (such as 

in the Dominican Republic). Most of the other nineteen "free" 

countries where democracy had other sources were either in Western 

kiirope or in South America. The extension of democracy into the 

non-Western world, insofar as that has occurred, has thus been 

largely the product of Anglo-American efforts. 

Ever since the French Revolution, armies have carried political 

ideologies with them. As we have indicated, where American armies 

went in World War II, democracy followed (in four cases endur-

ingly, in one case temporarily). Where Soviet armies went, 

communism followed. Military conquest is Clearly one way of 

extending democray and other politicalsystems. Historically, 

however, Western colonialism has been the most important means of 

ditfusing democratic ideas and institutions. The enduring results 

of such colonialism have, however, been rather limited. As of 

1983, no former French, U.S., Date, Portuguese, or Belgian colony 

was rated "free" by kYeedom House. Several former British colonies 

were. Myron Weiner has, indeed, emphasized that "every single 

country In  the third world that emerged from colonial rule since 

the second  world war with a population of at least one million 

(and almost all the smaller countries as well) with a continuous 

democratic experience is a former British colony." 24  British 

rule seemingly has a significantly different impact from that of 

other colonial powers. Only six countries meet Weiner's condi-

tion, however, and a much larger number of former British colonies 

have not sustained democracy. The question then becomes how to 

distinguish among former British colonies. _One possibility is 

that the duration of democratic institutions after independence is 

a function of the duration of British rule before independence. 

The colonies where democratic institutions appear to have taken 

the firmest root are those such as India, Sri Lanka, and the West 

Indian Anglophone states, where British rule dates from the 

eighteenth century. The record of former British colonies in 

Africa, on the other hand, where British rule dates only from the 

late nineteenth century, is not all that different from that of 

the former AfriCan colonies of other Ebropean powers. 

In large measure, the rise and decline of democracy on a global 

scale is a function of the rise and decline of the most powerful 

democratic states. The spread of democracy in the nineteenth 

century went hand in hand with the Pax Britannica.  The extension 

of democracy atter World War II reflected the global power of the 

United States. The decline of democracy in East Asia and Latin 

America in the 197 0s was in part a reflection of the waning of 
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American influence.25 That influence is felt both directly. as a
result of the efforts of the American government to affect

political processes in other societies, and also indirectly by

providing a powerful and successful model to be followed.

Regional external influences can also have a significant effect

on political development within a society. The governments and

political parties of the European Community (EC) helped to

encourage the emergence of democratic institutions in Spain and

Portugal, and the desire of those two countries plus Greece to

join the community provided an additional incentive for them to

become democratic. Even beyond the confines of the gC. Western

kLrope has generally become defined as a community of democratic

nations, and any significant departure by one nation from the

democratic norm would clearly create a major crisis in intra-
Buropean relations. In some measure, a similar development may be

taking place among the countriea of the Andean Pact. The depar-

ture from the Pact of Chile and the addition of Venezuela in the

mid-1970s, plus the transitions to democracy in Ecuador and Peru,

then laid the basis for identifying pact membership with the
adherence to democratic government.

In some regions, but most notably in Latin America, regional

trends may exist. By and large, Latin American governments moved

in a democratic direction in the late 1950s and early 1960s, then

in an authoritarian direction in the late 1960s and early 1970s,

and then once again in a democratic direction in the late 19708

and early 1980s. The reasons for these regional shifts are not

entirely clear. They could be a result of four factors: simulta-

neous parallel socioeconomic development in Latin Ameri'can socie-

ties; the triggering of a trend by the impact of one "pace-

aetting" Latin American society on its neighbors; the impact on

Latin America of a common external influence (such as the United

States); or some combination of these factors.

Cultural context.

The political culture of a society has been defined by Sidney

Verbe as "the system of empirical beliefs, expressive symbols. and

values which defines the situation in which political action takes
place:' 26 Political culture is, presumably, rooted in the

broader culture of a society involving those beliefs and values,

often religiously based. concerning the nature of humanity and
Society, the .relations among hvman betnFC®. a.,d cbe r.3l+.cioo ^t
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individuals to a transcendent being. Significant differences in

their receptivity to democracy appear to exist among societies

with different cultural traditions.
Historically, as many scholara have pointed out, a high

correlation existed between Protestantism and democracy. In the

contemporary world, virtually all countries with a European

population and a Protestant majority (except East Germany) have

democratic governmenta 27 'ihe case of Catholicism, particularly

in Latin countries, on the other hand, is more ambivalent.

Historically, it was often argued that a natural opposition

existed between Catholicism and democracy. By and large, demo-

cratic institutions developed later and less surely in European

Catholic countries than in Protestant ones. . By and large,

however, these countries also developed later economically than

the Protestant eoantries, and hence it in difficult to distinguish

between the impact of economics and that of religion. Conceiv-

ably, the influence of the latter on politics could have been

mediated through its impact on economic development and the rise

of an entrepreneurial class. With economic development, however,

the role of the church changed, and in most Catholic ornntries now

the church is identified with support for democracy.

Islam, on the other hand, has not been hospitable to democracy.

Of thirty-six countries with Moslem majorities, kYeedom lbuse in

1984 rated twenty-one as "not free;' fifteen as "partially free,"

none as "free:" The one Islamic country that sustained even

intermittent democracy after world War II was 11nck,ey, which had,

under Mustapha Kemal, explicitly rejected its Islamic tradition

and defined itself as a secular republic. The one Arab country

that sustained democracy, albeit of the consociational variety,

for any time was Iebanon, 40 to 50 percent of whose population was

Christian and whose democratic institutions collapsed when the

Moslem majority asserted itself in the 1970s. Somewhat aimilarly,

both Confucianism and Buddhism have been conducive to authori-

tarian rule, even in those cases where, as in Korea, Taiwan, and

Singapore, economic preconditions for democracy have come into

being. In India and Japan, on the other hand, the traditional

Hindu and Shinto cultures at the very least did not prevent the

development of democratic institutions and may well have

encouraged it.

How can these differences be explained? Both doctrinal and

structural aspects of the religions could play a role. At the
most obvious level, those cultures that are consummatory in
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closely connected--seem to be less favorable to democracy. In 
Islam, tor instance, no distinction exists between religion and 
politics or between the spiritual and the secular, and political 
participation was historicaly an alien concept. 28  Somewhat 
similarly, Confucianism in China was generally hostile to social 
bodies  independent of the state, and the culture was conceived as 
a total entity, no part of whiéh could be changed without threat-
ening the whole. Instrumental cultures, in contrast, are "charac-
terized by a large sector of intermedia.te ends separate from and 
independent of ultimate ends" and hence "ultimate ends do not 
color every concrete act." 29  The Hindu tradition, for example, 
ia relatively tolerant of diversity. S. N. Eisenstadt has written 
that "the basic religious and cultural orientations, the specific 
cultural identity of Indian civilization were not necessarily 
associated with any particular political or imperial 
framework. . . 30  

As a whole, consummatory culture is thus more resistant to 
change, and when change comes in one significant element of the 
culture, the entire culture is thrown into question or is dis-
placed and destroyed. In the instrumental culture, on the other 
hand, change can come gradually and incrementally. Hence, less 
resistance exists to the adaptation of new political forms, such 
as democratic institutions, and the process of adaptation can be 
an extended one that in itself facilitates the development of 
stable democracy. 

With respect to the more narrowly political culture of a 
society, it seems reasonable to expect that the prevalence of some 
values and beliefs will be more conducive to the emergence of 
democracy than others. Apolitical culture that values highly 
hierarchical relationships and extreme deference to authority 
presumably is less fertile ground for democracy than one that does 
not. Similarly, a culture in which there is a high degree of 
mutual trust among members of the society is likely to be more 
favorable to democracy than one in which interpersonal relation-
ships are more generally characterized by suspicion, hostility, 
and distrust. A willingness to tolerate diversity and conflict 
among groups and to recognize the legitimacy ot compromise also 
should be helpful to democratic development. Societies in which 
great stress is put on the need to acquire power and little on the 
need to accommodate others are more likely to have authoritarian 
or totalitarian regimes. Social scientists have attempted to 
compare societies along these various dimensions, but the evidence 
remains fragmented and difficult to systematize. 31  In addition, 
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ot course, even if some beliefs and values are found to correlate 

with the presence of democratic inatitutions, the question still 

remains concerning the relationship among these in a developmental 

sense. To wtuit extent does the development of a pro-democratic 

political culture have to precede the development of democratic 

institutions? Or do the two tend to develop more simultaneously 

with the successful operation of democratic institutions, possibly 

created for other reasons, generating adherence to democratic 

values and beliefs?32  

Process of Democratization 

The classic model of democratization that has infueed much 

discussion of the subject is that of Britain, with its stately 
progression from civic rights to political rights to social 

rights, gradual development of parliamentary supremacy and cabinet 

government, and incremental expansion of the suffrage over the 

course of a century. It is basically a linear model. Dankwart  A.  

Rustow's model, based on Swedish experience--national unity, 

prolonged and inconclusive political struggle, a conscious deci-

sion to adopt democratic rules, habituation to the working of 

those rules--also involves a relatively simple linear progression. 
These "ingredients," he has argued, "must be assembled one at a 

time." 33  lliese linear models primarily reflect European experi-
ence during the century ending in 1920 and the experience of some 

Latin American countries (suéh as Argentina until 1930 and Chile 

until 1973). 
Two other models have generally been more relevant than the 

linear model to the experience of Third Werld countries. One is 

the cyclical model of alternating despotism and democracy. In 

this case, key elites normally accept, at least superficially, the 

legitimacy of democratic forms. Elections are held from time to 

time, but rarely is there any sustained succession of governments 

coming to power through the electoral process. Governments are as 

often the product of military interventions as they are of 

elections. Such interventions tend to occur either when a radical 

party wins or appears to threaten the prerogatives of the armed 

forces, or when the government appears incapable of effectively 

guiding the economy and maintaining public order. Once a military 

junta takes over, it will normally promise to return power to 

civilian rule. In due course, it does so, if only to minimize 

divisiveness within the armed forces and to escape from its own 
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inability to govern effectively. In a praetorian situation like
this, neither authoritarian nor democratic institutions are

effectively institutionalized. Once countries enter into this

cyclical pattern, it appears to be extremely difficult for them to

escape from it. In many respecte, countries that have had

relatively stable authoritarian rule (such as Spain and Portugal)

are more likely to evolve into relatively stable democracies than

countries that have regularly oscillated between despotism and

democracy (such as Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Argentina, Ghana,
Nigeria). In the latter, neither democratic nor authoritarian

norms have deep roots among the relevant political elites, while

in the former a broad consensus accepting of authoritarian norms

is displaced by a broad consensus on or acceptance of democratic
ones. In the one case, the alternation of democracy and despotism

is the political system; in the other, the shift from a stable

despotism to a stable democracy is a change in political systems.

A third model is neither linear nor cyclical but rather
dialectical. In this case, the development of a middle class

leads to increased pressures on the existing authoritarian regimes

for expanded participation and contestation. At some point, there

is then a sharp break, perhaps in the form of what I have

elsewhere called the "urban breakthrough," the overthrow of the

existing authoritarian regime, and the installation of a demo-
cratic one.34 This regime, however, finds it difficult or

impossible to govern effectively. A sharp reaction occurs with

the overthrow of the democratic system and installation of a

(usually right-wing) authoritarian regime. In due course, how-

ever, this regime collapses and a transition is made to a more

stable, more balanced, and longer-lasting democratic system. This

model is roughly applicable to the history of a number of coun-

tries, including Germany, Italy, Austria, GYeece, and Spain.

Most theories of political development in general and of

democratization in particular see these processes as involving a

number of different elements. The sequence in which those
components appear may have important implications for the overall

results of the process. Several theorists have suggested, for

instance, that the preferable overall process of development for a

country is first to define its national identity, next to develop

effective institutions of authority, and then to expand political
participation. The "probabilities of a political system's devel-

opment in a nonviolent, nonauthoritarian, and eventually demo-

cratically stable manner are maximized," Eric Nordlinger has
argued, when this eequence occurs.35 in Bomewhat varallel

1
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fashion. it has been argued that the development of broad-gauged

political institutions for political participation, such as

electoral and party systems, must coincide with or precede the

expansion of political participation if Instability and violence

are to be avoided. Similarly, Robert A. Dahl emphasizes the

greater probability of success in transitions to democracy (or

polyarchy in his terms) if the expansion of contestation precedes

the expansion of participation.36

All thèse theories thus emphasize the desirability for the

eventual development of stable democracy of the expansion of

political participation occurring relativeXy late in the sequence

of change. Ibwever, given the widely accepted desirability of

political participation (including in totalitarian regimes) and

the major increasee in social mobilization (such as urbanization,

literacy, and media consumption) produced by economic development,

the prevailing tendencies in the contemporary world are for

participation to expand early in the process of development, and

before or concurrently with contestation. This may be one reason

why economic development in the lhird World has not stimulated the

emergence of more stable democratic regimes. At present, the one

notable case where contestation has clearly developed in advance

of participation is South Africa. Hence, according to the Dahl

thesis, the prospects for democratic development should be greater

in South Africa than elsewhere in Africa.

It is often assumed that since democracy, to a greater degree

than other forma of government, involves rule by the people, the

people therefore play a greater role in bringing it into existence

than they do with other forms of government. In fact, however,

democratic regimes that last have seldom, if ever, been instituted

by mass popular action. Almost always, democracy has come as much

from the top down as from the bottom up; it is as likely to be the

product of oligarchy as of protest against oligarchy. The

passionate dissidents from authoritarian rule and the crusaders

for democratic principles. the Tom Paines of this world. do not

create democratic institutions; that requires James Madisons.

1Yase institutions come into existence through negotiations and

compromises among political elites calculating their own interests

and desires. lhey are produced when, as Kustow argued, political

leaders decide "to accept the existence of diversity in unity and,

to that end, to institutionalize some crucial aspect of democratic

procedure." The political leaders may do this because they are

convinced of the ethical and political superiority of democracy
and hence view democracy as a dealrablr goal in icselP_ More
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likely, however, they will view democracy as a means to other 
goals, such as prolonging their own rule, achieving international 
legitimacy, minimizing domestic opposition, and reducing the 
likelihood of civil violence, from which they will probably 
suffer. Hence, whatever institutions are agreed on will, in 
Ruatow's words, "seem second-best to all major parties 
involved." 37  One could paraphrase Reinhold Niebuhr: The ability 
of elites to compromise makes democracy possible; the inclination 
of elites to vengeance Mailffl democracy desirable--for the elites. 

In the decades after World War II, democratic regimes have 
usually been introduced in independent countries through one or 
some combination of two procesaes. Replacement occura when an 
authoritarian regime collapses or is overthrown as a result  of 
military defeat, economic disaster, or the withdrawal of support 
from it by substantial groups in the population.  Its  leaders are 
killed, imprisoned, flee the country, or withdraw from politics. 
The leaders of the now-dominant groups, which had not been 
actively involved with the authoritarian regime, agree among 
themselves to institute a democratic system. This agreement may 
be reached very quickly because of previous experience with 
democracy and because inauguration is seen as the "obvious" 
solution by the relevant political elites, as in Venezuela in 1958 
and Greece in 1974. Cr it may come about as a result of political 
struggle among elites with differing views as to the future of 
their country, out of which the leaders committed to democracy 
emerge successfully (as in Portugal in 1975-76). This process may 
involve, as it did in the case of Venezuela, a series of carefully 
negotiated pacts among the relevant groups that can cover economic 
policy and the role of institutions (such as the church and the 
army), as well as the procedures for choosing a government. One 
critical issue on which the constitutive elites must agree is how 
to treat those actively involved in the previous authoritarian 
regime. 38  

The alternative process for inaugurating a democratic regime 
might be termed transformation. In this case, the elites within 
an authoritarian system conclude  chat, for some reason or another, 
that system which they have led and presumably benefited from no 
longer meets their needs or those of their society. They hence 
take the lead in modifying the existing political system and 
transtorming it into a democratic one. In this case, while there 
may well be a variety of internal and external pressures favoring 
change, the initiative for such change comes from the rulers. 
Transtormation involves, as Juan Linz put it, "change through 
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reforma rather than rupture." 39  Notable examples include, of 

course, Britain in the nineteenth century, and after World War II, 

Turkey in the 1940s, Spain in the 1970s, and Brazil in the 1970s 

and 1980s. The leaders of the transformation process typically 
confront all the problems of the political reformer, having to 
maneuver skillfully between the stand-patters opposed to any 
democratization, an the one hand, and the committed dissident and 
opposition groups demanding the immediate dissolution of the 
authoritarian system, cn the other. Essential to their success is 
that they be seen as keeping control, acting from a position of 
strength and not under duress, and dictating the pace of change. 

The replacement process requires compromise and agreement among 

elitea who have not been part of the authoritarian regime. The 
transformation  process requires skilled leadership from an agree-
ment among the elites who are part of that regime. In neither 

case is agreement necessarily required between elites who are 

within the regime and those opposing the regime. This situation 

makes replacement and transformation possible, since reaching an 

agreement between out-groups and in-groupe is far more difficult 

than reaching an agreement among out-gramme or among  In-groupa. 

 bccept for Costa Rica in 1948, it is hard to think of a case where 

a democratic system of any duration was inaugurated by explicit 
agreement between the leaders of a regime and the leaders of the 

armed opposition to that regime. 
"As long as powerful vested interests oppose changes that lead 

toward a less oppressive world," Barrington Moore has argued, "no 

commitment to a free society can dispense with seme conception of 

revolutionarycoercion:. 40  th His eeis is that liberty and 
democracy can be inaugurated by bloody revolution and that such a 

course may well  impose  fewer costa than the alternative of gradual 

reform. When in world history, however, has violent revolution 
produced a stable democratic regime in an independent state? 
"Revolutionary coercion" may bring down an authoritarian regime, 
but, except again for Costa Rica in 1948, guerrilla insurgencies 
do not inaugurate democratic regimes. All revolutionary opponents 
of authoritarian regimes claim to be democrats; once they achieve 

power through violence, almost all turn out to be authoritarian 
themselves, often imposing an even more repressive regime than the 

one they overthrew. Most authoritarian regimes are thus replaced 
by new authoritarian regimes, and a democratic  succession  usually 

requires minimum violence. "In the future as in the past," as 
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Oahl concluded his study of this issue, "stable polyarchies and

near-polyarchies are more likely to result from rather slow

evolutionary overthrow of existing hegemonies." 41

The Prospects for Democracy

This brief and informal survey of the preconditions and processes

conducive to the emergence of democratic regimes argues for

caution in any effort to predict whether more countries will

become democratic. It may, however, be useful to attempt to sum

up the modest conclusions which seem to emerge from this review.

With respect to preconditions, the emergence of democracy in a

society is helped by a number of factors; higher levels of

economic well-being; the absence of extreme inequalities in wealth

and income; greater social pluralism, including particularly a

strong and autonomous bourgeoisie-, â more market-oriented economy;

greater influence vis-a-vis the society of existing democratic

states; and a culture that is less moniatic and more tolerant of

diversity and compromise. No one of these preconditions is

sufficient to lead to democratic development. With the possible

exception of a market economy, no single precondition is necessary

to produce such development. Some combination of some of these

preconditions is required for a democratic regime to emerge, but

the nature of that combination can vary greatly from one case to

another. It is also necessary, however, to iook not only at what

preconditions must be present but also at the negative strength of

any precondition that may be absent. The powerful absence of one

favorable condition, or conversely, the presence of a powerful

negative condition, that overrides the presence of otherwise

favorable conditions, may prevent democratic development. In

terms of cultural tradition, economic development, and social

structure, Czechoslovakia would certainly be a democracy today

(and probably Hungary and Poland also) if it were not for the

overriding veto of the Soviet presence. In similar fashion,

extreme poverty, extreme economic inequalities, or deeply

ingrained Islamic and Confucian cultural traditions could have

comparable effect in Africa, Central America, or the Middle Last

and East Asia.

With respect to the processes necessary to bring about demo-

cratic development, a central requirement would appear to be that

either the established elites within an authoritarian system or
the auccessor elites after an authoritarian syatem collapsea see

i

I
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their interests served by the introduction of democratic institu-

tions. The probability of stable democracy emerging will be

enhanced to the extent that the transition can be a gradual one,

that the introduction of contestation precedes the expansion of

political participation, and that the role of violence in the

transition is minimized. The probability of democratization

decreases sharply to the extent that political life in a society

becomes highly polarized and involves violent conflict between
social forces.

Pbssibility of regime changea.

In terms of these generalizations, prospects for democratic

development in the 1980a are probably greatest in the bureau-

cratic-authoritarian states of South America. Cultural tradi-

tions, levels of economic development, previous democratic experi-

ence, social pluralism (albeit with weak bourgeoisies outside

Brazil), and elite desires to emulate Eluropean and North American

models all favor movement toward democracy in these countries. On

the other hand, the polarization and violence that has occurred

(particularly in Argentina and Mile) could make such movement
difficult. The prospects for a relatively stable democratic

system should be greatest in Brazil. Beginning in the early

1970s. the leadership of the Brazilian regime began a process of

distensao, gradually relaxing the authoritarian controls that had

been imposed in the 19b0s. By the early 1980s. Brazil had

acquired many of the characteristics of a democratic system. The

principal deficiency was the absence of popular elections for the

chief executive, but those were generally viewed as certain to

come sometime in the 1980s. The gradualness of the Brazilian

process, the relative low level of violence that accompanied it,

and the general recognition among elite groups of the importance

of not disrupting it in any way, all seemed to enhance the
prospecta for democracy.

In Argentina, the economic and military failures of the

authoritarian regime led to a much more dramatic and rapid transit

to democracy in 1983. The probabilities of this replacement being

sustained would seem to depend on three factors: the ability of

the Alfonsin government to deal with the economic problems it

confronted; the extent to which Peronista, as well as Radical.

elites were willing to abide by democratic rules; and the extent
to which military leaderahLp ves oEFecei..®lv o:e1.^^. f- m.».-
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or came to identify its interests with the maintenance of a 
democratic regime. The two other southern cone countries with 
bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes, Chile and Ort4euiy. are the two 
South American countries that did have the strongest democratic 
traditions. As of 1984, however, Ln neither country had authori-
tarian rule lost its legitimacy and effectiveness to the point 
where it could no longer be maintained and a replacement process 
could occur (as in Argentina). Nor had the leaders of either 
regime embarked on a meaningful transformation process ta democra-
tize their system (as in Brazil). The Brazilian and Argentine 
changes, however, cannot fail to  have impact on political develop-
ment in the smaller countries. 

The probability of mcnnusent in a democratic direction in the 
East Asian newly induatrializing countries is considerably less 
than it is among the Latin American B-A states. The economic 
basis for democracy is clearly coming Lnto existence, and if their 
economic development continues at anything like the rates it did 

in the 1960s and 1970s, these states will soon constitute an 
authoritarian anomaly among the wealthier countries of the world. 
The East Asian countries generally have also had and maintained a 
relatively equal distribution of income. In addition, the United 
States, Britain, and Japan are the principal external  influences 
on these societies. All these factors favor democratic develop-
ment. On the other side, cultural traditions, social structure, 
and a general weakness of democratic norms among key elites all 
hnpede movement in a democratic direction. In some measure, the 
East Asian states dramatically pose the issue of whether eccnomica 
or culture has the greater influence on political development. One 
can also speculate on whether the spread of Christianity in Korea 
may create a cultural context more favorable ta democracy. 

Among other less economically developed East Asian societies, 
the prospects for democracy are undoubtedly highest but still not 
very high hl the Philippines. The Marcos government is not likely 
to attempt to transform itself, and hence efforts to create a 
democratic system must await its demise. At that time, American 
influence, previous experience with democracy, social pluralism 
(including the influence of the Catholic Church), and the general 
agreement among  opposition  political leaders on the desirability 
of a return ta democracy, should all provide support for movement 
in that direction. On the other hand, military leaders may not 

Enmaiert democratic norms, and the existence of a radical insurg-

ency committed to violence, plue a general proclivity GD the use 

of violence in the society, might make such a transition diffi- 
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cult. Conceivably, Philippine development could follow the lines 
of the dialectical model referred to earlier, in which (as in 
Venezuela) an initial experience with democracy is broken by a 
personalistic authoritarian interlude that then collapses and a 
new, more stable democratic regime is brought into existence by 
agreement among political leaders. The Philippine Betancourt, 
however, may well have been gunned down at the Manila airport. 

Among Islamic countries, particularly those in the Middle East, 
the prospects for democratic development seem low. The Islamic 
revival, and particularly the rise of Shi'ite fundamentalism, 
would seem to reduce even further the likelihood of democratic 
development, particularly since democracy is often identified with 
the very Western influences the revival strongly opposes. In 
addition, many of the Islamic states are very poor. Those that 
are rich, on the other hand,  are so because of oil, which is 
controlled by the state and hence enhances the power of the state 
Ln general and ot the bureaucracy in particular. Saudi Arabia and 
some of the smaller Arab oil-rich Gulf countries have from time Va 
time made some modest gestures toward the introduction of democra-
tic  institutions, but these have not gene far and have often been 
reversed. 

Most African countries are, by reason of their poverty or the 
violence of their politics, unlikely to move into a democratic 
direction. Those African and Latin American countries that have 
adhered to the cyclical pattern of alternating democratic and 
authoritarian systems in the past are not likely to change this 
basic pattern, as the example of Nigeria underlines, unless more 
fundamental changes occur in their economic and social infrastruc-
ture. In South Africa, on the other hand, the relatively high 
level of economic development by African  standards, the intense 
contestation  that occurs within the minority permitted to partici-
pate Ln politics, the modest  expansion of that minority to Lnclude 
the Coloureds and Asians, and the influence of Western democratic 
norms,  ail  provide a basis for moving in a more democratic 
direction. However, that basis is countered on the other side by 
the inequalities, fears, and hatreds that separate blacks and 
whites. 

In some small countries, democratic institutions may emerge as 
a result of massive foreign effort. This did happen in the 
Dominican Republic; in 1984 it was, presumably, happening in 
Grenada; it could, conceivably, happen at extremely high cost in 
El Salvador. 
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The United States and global democracy. 

The ability of the United States to affect the development of 
democracy elsewhere is limited. There is little that the United 
States or any other foreign country can do to alter the basic 
cultural tradition and social structure of another society or to 
promote compromise among groups of that aociety that have been 
killing each other. Within the restricted limits of the possible, 
however, the United States could contribute to demecratic develop-
ment in other cotmtries in tour ways. 

First, it can assist the economic development of poor countries 
and promote a more equitable distribution of im»me and wealth in 
those countries. Second, it can encourage developing countries to 
toster market economies and the development of vigorous bourgeois 
classes. Third, it can refurbish its own economic, military, and 
political power so as to be able to exercise greater influence 
than it has in world affairs. Finally, it can develop a concerted 
program designed to encourage and to help the elites of countries 
entering the "transition zone" to move their countries in a more 
democratic direction. 

Eftorts such as these could have a modest influence on the 
development of democracy in other countries. Overall, however, 
this survey of the preconditions for and processes of democratiza-
tion leads to the conclusion that, with a few exceptions, the 
prospects for the extension of democracy to other societies are 
not great. These prospects would improve significantly only if 
there were major discontinuities in current trends--such as if, 
for instance, the economic development of the Third World were to 
proceed at a much faster rate and to have a far more positive 
impact on democratic development than it has had so far, or if the 
United States reestablished a hegemonic position in the world 
comparable to that which it had in the 1940s and 1950s. In the 
absence of developments such as these, a significant increase in 
the number of democratic regimes in the world is unlikely. The 
substantial power of anti-democratic governments (particularly the 
Soviet  Union). the .nr.,,4,,rivley 	 ...... 

system is likely to ensure that economic development neither 
achieves a level nor assumes a form that will be conducive to 
democracy. 

The likelihood of democratic development in Eastern Europe is 
virtually nil. The Soviet presence is a decisive overriding 
obstacle, no matter how favorable other conditions may be in 
countries like Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland. Democratiza-
tion could occur in these societies only if either the Soviet 
Union were drastically weakened through war, domestic upheaval, or 
economic collapse (none of which seems likely), or if the Soviet 
Union came to view Eastern European democratization as not 
threatening to its interests (which seems equally unlikely). 

' The issue of Soviet intervention apart, a more general issue 
concerns the domestic pattern of evolution within Communist 
states,  for almost four decades after Wend War II, no democratic 
country, with the dubious possible exception of Czechoslovakia in 
1948, became Communist and no Communist country became democratic 
through internal causes. Authoritarian regimes, on the other 
hand, were frequently replaced by either democratic or Communist 
regimes, and democratic regimes were replaced by authoritarian 
ones. ln their early phase, Communist states usually approximated 
the totalitarian model, with ideology and the party playing 
central roles and massive efforts being made to indoctrinate and 
mobilize the population and to extend party control throughout all 
institutions in the society. Over time, however, Communist 
regimes also tend to change and otten to become less totalitarian 
and more authoritarian. The importance of ideology and mobiliza-
tion declines, bureaucratic stagnation replaces ideological 
fervor, and the party becomes less a dedicated elite and more a 
mechanism for patronage. In some cases, military influence 
increases significantly. The question thus arises: Will Commu-
nist authoritarian regimes, absent Soviet control, be more suscep-
tible to movement toward democracy than Communist totalitarian 
regimes? 

The answer to that question may well depend on the extent to 
which Communist authoritarian regimes permit the development of a 
market-oriented economy. The basic thrust of communism suggests 
that such a development is unlikely. Communism is not, as Karl 
Marx argued, a product of capitalist democracy; nor is it simply a 

"disease of the transition" to capitalist democracy, to use 

Kostow's phrase.42  It is instead an alternative to capitalist 
democracy and one whose guiding principle is the subjection of 
economic development to political control. Even if it becomes 
more authoritarian and less totalitarian, theCommunist political 
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polarizatim and violence in many societies all suggest that, with
a few exceptions, the limits of democratic development in the
world may well have been reached.
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La démocratie 
flambée 
Par IGNACIO RAMONET 

• L'amour de la démocratie 
est celui de l'égalité • 

Montesquieu. 

D ES piliers politiques fonda-
mentaux, sur lesquels repo-
sait depuis 1945 l'ordre du 
monde, se sont paisiblement 

effondrés au cours des dernières 
semaines. Les décisions adoptées lors 
des récents sommets de Londres, de 
Houston et du Caucase montrent que 
la prodigieuse accélération de l'his-
toire, commencée en novembre 1989, 
se poursuit. La plupart des certitudes 
en matière de géostratégie se brouil-
lent, remplacées par un sentiment 
dominant : l'incertitude. Avec la dis-
parition d'une perception claire de 
l'adversaire, les Etats ne parviennent 
plus à discerner l'ami de l'ennemi. 
Or l'ennemi est une entité structu-
rante, sa disparition entraine. un 
affaissement du système de défense 
et une crise d'identité. 

De la guerre froide, l'Occident 
avait fait l'alpha et l'oméga de son 
interprétation du monde ; sa • vic-
toire froide., largement inattendue, 
détruit soudain le sens de toute 
l'architecture diplomatique. Le 
surarmement, naguère indispensable, 
apparait désormais aux Etats des 
blocs comme une inutile extrava-
gance. Presque partout on réclame 
une rapide réduction des dépenses 
consacrées à la défense. 

Les récents événements de l'Est 
apparaissent, à certains, comme le 
- triomphe de la démocratie bour-
geoise apolitique . et constitueraient 
la preuve que • l'histoire n'est pas 
faite par la politique, mais par l'éco-
nomie (1) •. On en déduit que les 
problèmes économiques vont dômi-
net les relations internationales au 
cours des prochaines décennies. 

La hiérarchie des nations s'en 
trouverait modifiée. A l'ère des deux 
superpuissances, fondée sur le 
nucléaire, succéderait l'ère des trois 
superriches, • une diplomatie. selon 
M.• Jane Kirkpatrick, dominée par 
la troïka Allemagne-Japon-
Amérique. et  reposant sur la puis-
sance économique de ces trois 
nations (2) •. Déjà la RFA. princi- 

pal bénéficiairebénéficiaire de la 
nouvelle donne inter-
nationale. semble 
montrer que le mark 
est une arme terrible-
ment efficace. Une 
douce euphorie s'ins-
talle : Il semble 
clair que le monde se 
dirige vers un boom 
économique (3) », 
affirme-t-on, non sans 
imprudence ; et, à 
Houston, les Sept 
déclarent à l'adresse 
du monde, dans cette 
perspective, vouloir 
faire de ces dernières 
années du siècle, • la 
décennie de la démo-
cratie Bref, l'Occi-
dent apparaît content de soi. 

Il semble oublier que la démocra-
tie est un long cheminement, qu'elle 
demeure sans cesse perfectible, et 
qu'elle est en permanence façonnée, 
polie par les revendications des 
citoyens insatisfaits. Le régime. 
démocratique peut ainsi corriger les 
excès du capitalisme car l'objectif de 
la civilisation n'est pas la producti-
vité en soi, mais bien le bonheur des 
hommes. 

A LI lieu de plastronner, ces pays 
riches ne devraient-ils pas 
méditer %sur leur coupable 
silence levant la perma- 

nence des injustices ? Pourquoi la 
croissance économique ne "permet-
elle pas la réduction des inégalités ? 
Aux Etats-Unis, • en 1990, les 
2.5 millions d'Américains les plus 
riches vont percevoir la ment masse 
nette de revenus que les 100 millions 
de personnes qui le trouvent en bas 
de l'échelle (4) •, et en l'an 2000. 
11,9 % de la population du monde 
produira 56.7 % de sa richesse, en 
saccageant l'environnement. On sait 
qu'en France un chômeur sur deux 
ne perçoit aucune indemnité et que 
les revenus du travail progressent 
moins que ceux du patrimoine ou de 
l'épargne. 

Silence aussi des démocraties 
quand elles négligent. au  Sud, les  

3 milliards d'hommes vivant au bord 
de la famine et où une personne sur 
trois vit avec moins de 6 F par jour. 
Elles restent pratiquement ihuettes 
sur les solutions qui permettraient de 
résoudre le problème de la dette 
( I 322 milliards de dollars) princi-
pale cause de la stagnation des tiers-
mondes. Beaucoup de régimes dicta-
toriaux du Sud ont été soutenus. au  
nom de l'alliance anticommuniste. 
par l'Ouest qui a longtemps gardé le 
silence sur les nombreuses atteintes 
aux droits de l'homme. Qu'en sera-t-
il désormais ? Çà et là. de vertueux 
appels au rétablissement des libertés 
sont lancés. Mais, chacun le sait. une 
démocratie sans développement n'est 
qu'une illusion. 

A l'heure de la mondialisation. la  
démocratie demeure une aspiration 
universelle. Les citoyens peuvent-ils 
accepter que cet idéal soit dilapidé. 
gaspillé. flambé par des Etats qui en 
font un simple cadre juridique, 
rabaissant l'homme et glorifiant 
avant tout les égoïsmes et le profit ? 

(I) Time. 28 mai 1990. 

(2) La Tribtiltt de l'Expansion. 18 juil-
let 1990. 

(3) US News and World Report. 16 pail-
lei 990. 

(4) La Tribune de l'Expansion. 25 juil-
let 1990. 
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PROMOTING DEMOCRACY IN 
THE THIRD WORLD: LOST 
CAUSE OR SOUND POLICY? 

Stephen J. Solarz 

To PROMOTE DEMOCRACY ost TO ToLuzwrs TvmstsNY—that is a question 
that has perplexed and divided U.S. foreign policymakers for decades. 
The logic of realpolitik suggests that Americes security concerns are too 
great and its resources too limited to attempt to remake the world in our 
own image. The logic of idealism suggests that we betray the values on 
which our country was founded if we fail to foster democracy. Realists 
and idealists can no doubt agree on the ways the United States would 
benefit if democracy were the rule rather than the exception as the basis 
of government among the nations of the world. Politically, democratic 
governments are more likely to share our broad foreign policy objectives 
and less likely to pursue those of our adversaries. Diplomatically, the 
spread of democracy would create an international environment in which 
it would be easier for the United States to muster support for its 
initiatives. Economically, the community of market economies would be 
strengthened, since political democracy tends not to be associated with 
centrally planned economies. Ideologically, we would be less estranged 
from other members of the international community and feel greater 
confidence at home about our role in the world. And from a humanitar-
ian perspective, democracies generally show greater respect for human 
rights than other political systems. 

The disagreement occurs over whether it is possible to remove the 
obstacles to political pluralism, particularly in the countries of the Third 
World. The conventional wisdom argues pessimistically that democracy is 

Representative Stephen J. Solari is chairman of the House Subcommittee on 
Asian and Pacific Affairs and is a democrat from New York. 
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iuclear holocaust, thereby changing his policy while maintaining a 
consistent posture—courtesy of the metaphor. 

Finally, the metaphor helps us to predict Reagan's future policy. A 
serious consequence of the absence of metaphor has been anxiety over 
the direction of Reagan's Central American policy. With the proviso that 
his policy could change, an understanding of thç implicit metaphor leads 
us to conclude that an invasion of Central America is unlikely. Vigilance 
is defensive; costs are minimized; posturing is crucial. We can expect the 
threats toward the Sandinistas to continue. Invasion, however, would tilt 
vigilance toward aggression, and aggreuion is not Reagan's mandate. 

That this invasion is conceivable, however, points to the danger 
inherent in the metaphor: Aggressive posturing could necessitate action, 
if that action is believed to be crucial to our credibility. Furthermore, the 
metaphor could so frighten our enemies and allies alike that it would be 
destabilizing in itself. Making the implicit metaphor explicit should 
protect us from this danger. Reagan should be aware that the domestic 
support for his foreign policy is based on the projection of the attitude of 
vigilance, a mood that is neither passive nor aggressive. 

Reagan has concentrated on our military buildup, with its concomi-
tant psychological confidence-building. But confidence also depends in 
large part on our ability to understand and describe our role in the world. 
One analyst noted before Reagan's first term, "Much depends on 
whether a new foreign policy emerges to transform vague and inchoate 
public moods into an articulate, consistent, and conceptually rich foreign 
policy." Reagan has not yet addressed this aspect of his policy. The Great 
Communicator needs a metaphor, and the metaphor is vigilance. 

S. Richard lielanson. "A Neo-Consensus? Antetican Foreign Policy in the Eighties." in 
Cold War nor Derr*. ed. Richard Sielanaon. SOI. 
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close to impossible in nations that are poor, rife with ethnic conflicts, and
unblessed by the traditions of the Enlightenment. We should not, it is
said, ignore these underlying realities, particularly with respect to our
security partners.

It would be naive to think that we can induce in the countries of the
Third World a quick conversion to democracy. In many cases we simply
lack the leverage to do so. In other cases, the need to cooperate with
strategically important countries places limits on our ability to promote
pluralism. Yet we should not surrender to sociological determinism or
the imperatives of realpolitik. Democracy may be a rare political species
in the Third World and it may at times seem endangered, but it is not
extinct. It is important, therefore, that we understand why it is relatively
uncommon, the circumstances under which it can be encouraged, and
specifically how the United States can promote it.

For purposes of this discussion, democracy is defined as a political
system with periodic elections with mass suffrage to select the nation's
political leadership; freedom of organization for the purposes of political
competition; peaceful transfer of power by established procedures;
freedom of the press; freedom of political expression; an independent
judiciary enforcing the rule of law.

Based on the above definition, how prevalent is democracy? The
latest assessment made by Freedom House is instructive. At the end of
1983, fifty-two of the world's independent countries (31 percent) were
designated "free," fifty-eight (35 percent) were designated "not free,"
and fifty-six (34 percent) were designated "partly free." These countries
had an aggregate population of 4.647 billion, of which 35.8 percent was
in free countries, 41.2 percent in not free countries, and 23.0 percent in
partly free countries.' If the countries of the world are grouped accord-
ing to their levels of economic well-being, the frequency of democratic
government can be seen on the following table. *

On the surface, the statistics confirm the common pessimism that
democracy and poverty are as incompatible as oil and water. The usual
explanation is that poor people care too much about the struggle for
daily survival to worry about affairs of state. Because poor people are
generally uneducated, _ so the argument goes, they are incapable of
understanding the subtleties of politics and government policy. As a

1. Freedom House rates each country. on a scale of one to seven, on adherence to political
rights and civil rights. States that rate one on the political rights sale "have a fully competitive
electonl process and those elected clearly rule." Ratings of two to seven reflect a deviation from that
standard. Ratings on the civil liberties scale assess freedom of the press, freedom of expression, legal
due process, and personal freedom in nonpolitical areas. The cumulative judgment of "free," "partly
free." and "not free" is made on the basis of these two scores. Raymond D. CastH, "The Comparative
Survey of Freedom 1984," FrndoerAt Issue. 76 (January-February t984), 7.
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Number of Countries

Per Capita GNP (19811 USi) Free Partly Free Not Free

Under S400 2 10 26
S40041700 8 20 15
Cunmlalive 10 30 41

$1,7004.3.000 2 11 6
Cumulative 12 41 47

â3,000-36,01N) 5 1 2
Cumulative 17 42 49

Over $6,000 17 2 5
Cumulative 34 44 51

Source: Ilased on Raymond D. Gastil, "The Comparative Survey of Freedom
1984," Frrrdom At la.mr 76:3-24 (lan.-Feb. 1984), and The World Bank, World
DrwloPmrnt Report 1983 (New York: Oxford University Press, I983), p. 148-149.

result, they become the prey of demagogues, who place excessive
demands on the political system by seeking a fundamental redistribution
of their society's wealth. Conversely, the more developed countries are
less burdened by social conflict and their citizens are more politically
sophisticated.

Although the statistics seem to indicate that the prospects for
democracy increase as development proceeds, it should not be assumed
that some iron law of politics is at work here. The exceptions to the rule
are as provocative as the rule itself. In the first place, a country that
achieves a relatively high standard of living and education level does not
necessarily evolve in the direction of popular rule. South Korea and
Taiwan in Asia, Uruguay and Paraguay in South America, and the Soviet
Union and Eastern Bloc countries are cases in point. Moreover, that
pluralism and poverty have coexisted in some countries suggests that
such coexistence is possible elsewhere. The countries of Western Europe,
for example, generally made the transition to democracy when their per
capita gross domestic products were in the range of $300 to $500 (in 1960
dollars). India, the most populous democracy in the world today, has a
per capita gross national product of about $260.00 and a literacy rate of
36 percent. In Latin America, democracy has returned to the poorer
countries-like Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia-but not to all of the rela-
tively wealthier countries, like Paraguay. Uruguay, and Chile. In fact,
poverty and illiteracy are not necessarily barriers to good citizenship. A
full belly and the right to vote are not mutually exclusive propositions.
Literacy is not a prerequisite for distinguishing between good and bad
leaders. In the favelas of Rio, the tomas of Lima, the barrios of Manila,
and the shantytowns of Soweto, the poor have the capacity to make
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judgments about their political interests and appreciate the chance to 
participate in determining their own destiny. 

Some will argue that the impoverished, in pursuing their interests, 
frustrate sound development policy by demanding immediate benefits, to 
the detriment of longer-term capital accumulation and economic growth. 
Admirers of South Korea and Taiwan attribute their prosperity to 
restrictions on political freedoms. Democratic systems, including our 
own, have sometimes made bad economic policy choices in an effort to 
ensure "a chicken in every pot." Our own ability to substantially reduce 
the budget deficits of $200 billion hardly constitutes a persuasive argu-
ment for democracy as a sound basis for making economic policy. Yet the 
capacity for error and the propensity for misjudgment are not charac-
teristics only of democratic regimes. 

Authoritarian systems are just as capable of economic mismanage-
ment, precisely because they generally lack institutional means to foresee 
the errors of misguided policies or correct them once they occur. 
According to Indira Gandhi, that was one of the most important lessons 
she and other Indians learned during the 1975-77 Emergency. Similarly, 
Deng Xiaoping—not a democrat by anyone's definition—has concluded 
that a rigid centralization of power was a major cause of the disasters of 
the Mao period. The massive development projects of the military 
government in Brazil (which Brazilians now describe as "pharonicos"), 
Augustus Pinochet's embrace of Friedmanism, and Stalinist policies in 
communist regimes were all formulated without resorting to the litmus 
test of public opinion. All have led to serious economic dislocations. 

In addition, authoritarian systems sometimes adopt or continue 
counterproductive economic policies not because they mistakenly think 
they are correct, but for the sole purpose of preserving their narrow base 
of power. A major cause of the current food crisis in a number of African 
countries, for example, is a set of measures that fix the rural-urban terms 
of trade in favor of the cities, where the government is the leading 
employer. The price paid for social peace in urban areas has been a 
decline in agricultural productivity, exports of farm products, and 
foreign exchange earnings. Authoritarianism and bad policy can thus 
reinforce each other. Popularly elected governments, on the other hand, 
would presumably draw more support from the rural majority and be in 
a better position to balance competing interests, as is the case in India. 2  

Democratic systems do not make perfect economic policy. But they 
can place limits on the ambitious and often interventionist development 

2. Robert M. Dunn Jr., "Afrkans vs. Food." New York TilffeS, 21 July 1984. Africa's economic 
•' 	 is not solely the result of internal problems. Another cause of the African crisis is the 
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policies characteristic of Third World governments and thus restore 
some of the power that citizens have lost over their economic lives. They 
do not drain off managerial talent from the private sector, as do centrally 
planned economies. And they operate under checks and balances, 
making it easier to correct mistakes once they occur. 

A SECOND ARGUMENT AGAINST THE POSSIBILITY OF DEMOCRACY in the 
Third World concerns the social composition of many of the countries. 
According to this view, deep ethnic, racial, or tribal cleavages place 
inordinate strain on democratic institutions, which only function when 
political forces are capable of compromising their differences and re-
specting minority rights. This problem is thought to be especially serious 
in Africa, where the independent nations of the present are defined by 
the colonial Ixeders of the past. The pressures placed by ethnic diversity 
on political institutions should neither be dismissed out of hand nor 
accepted with defeatism. They are obviously a greater obstacle in some 
countries than in others. Detnocracy may be uncommon in the ethnic 
mosaic of Africa, but it thrives amid the diversity that is India while it 
languishes in socially homogeneous South Korea. The United States and 
the Soviet Union are both ethnic melting pots, yet one is a democracy and 
the other is a dictatorship. In some cases, moreover, authoritarianism is 
less the result of communal conflict than the means that one ethnic group 
uses to sustain its dominance over another. This phenomenon is most 
cotnmon in Africa but flot  unknown elsewhere. In Taiwan, for example, 
the Kuomintang—dominated by mainlander Chinese—effectively rules 
over the vast majority of indigenous Taiwanese. 

Social pluralism does not rule out political pluralism; on the contrary, 
the latter can soften the abrasive effects of the former. Observers of 
recent events in Nigeria did not blame the end of the Second Republic on 
the country's 250 ethnic groups speaking 400 mutually unintelligible 
languages. Indeed, they saw democracy as the most effective way of 
protecting the rights of a patchwork of political forces. In countries with 
secessionist impulses, the use of force may be an effective—and even 
necessary—short-term method to suppress them. But the best long-term 
solution to the problem is to give those groups a stake in the system, for 
which detnocratic institutions are eminently suited. 

A third line of argument against the possibility of democracy in the 
Third World focuses on the cultural context of the countries concerned. 
The bedrock of political pluralism, it is suggested, is a set of values 
associated with the Judeo-Christian tradition in general and with En-
lightenment liberalism in particular. Among the norms in this Western 
package are individualism. freed 	 respect for human dignity. and . 	 _ 
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groups do in our society, and have become the building blocks of political 
parties. There seems to be no logical reason why the same should not be 
true for tribally based societies in Africa. Furthermore, it should be 
recognized that Western values have become a permanent fixture in the 
intellectual marketplace of the Third World. They represent, for some at 
least, the last best hope against dictatorships of the left and right, 
particularly when indigenous ideologies have proven themselves too 
weak to blunt the power of authoritarian governments. In Thailand, for 
example, Buddhism and respect for the monarchy have not been on their 
own a sufficient counter to periods of military rule and repression. 
Moreover, the most dangerous despotisms occur where enhanced state 
power lias  cloaked itself in tradition: Nazism in Germany, fascism in Italy 
and Latin America, tribalism or apartheid in Africa, Shiite Islam in Iran. 
Shinto in Japan, and Confucianism in other parts of East Asia. In this 
context, the noted sociologist Peter Berger has asserted: 

What sort of institutional arrangements can one imagine that would reimpose 
constraints on the itnmensely powerful entity known as the modern state? What 
would be the "fundamental equivalents" of (Chinese] Imperial Censors? The 
answer is: arrangements similar to those embodied in Western democracy-
institutionalized restraints on the powers of government, provisions for orderly 
succession, guarantees for critics of government actions, independent custodians 
of law and morality, and so  on. 3  

Democracies are certainly not immune from abusing their citizens. 
The treatment of blacks in the United States is an obvious example, all 
the more regrettable because of the high-minded ideals that infused the 
American experiment from the outset. The only redeeming feature of 
our racist past is that it was the institutions of American democracy that 
brought an end to the hypocrisy. In the absence of such channels for 
change, government abuses are even more difficult to correct. It was not 
until Mao's death that China's "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" 
came to an end. Even then, existing institutions frustrated his opponente 
efforts to institute reforms. Argentina's "dirty war" was a casualty of the 
Falklands War, and not of built-in mechanisms to ensure accountability. 

A FINAL ARGUMENT AGAINST THE POSSIBILITY OF DEMOCRACY in Third 
World nations is that their need to preserve internal stability and defend 
against external threats is too pressing to allow political competition. 
According to this line of reasoning, a democratic system can function as 
long as national survival is not at stake, and only as long as all political 
forces place a higher priority on preserving the rules of the game than on 

3. Peter L. Berger. "Democracy for Everyone?" Continental ,  September I9R3, 34. 
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cannot sustain democratic institutions. And since the countries of Asia 
and Africa sprang from the soil of philosophical traditions antithetical to 
liberalism and inclined toward autocracy, it is improbable that the graft 

of democracy will survive. As for the countries of Latin America, it is 

alleged that they trace their political roots to the relatively authoritarian 
Iberian nations that could not quite fit the requirements of pluralism to 

the realities of Catholic culture. 
This is a particularly insidious argument, for it asks Westerners who 

believe in tolerance to accept political systems based on intolerance. The 
assertion might be more convincing were it not used so frequently by 
tyrants who ask that we apply our cultural relativism to their political 
absolutism. But even on its own terms the argument is unconvincing. In 

the fi rst place, it is important not to confuse the idealist description of 

liberal Western values with the reality of North Atlantic culture. Ameri-
cans of the late twentieth century are not rugged individualists, just as 

Englishmen and Frenchmen are not latter day versions of John Locke 

and Jean Jacques Rousseau. Indeed, individualism in the West is under 

siege from the dominating presence of large organizations of all sorts. In 

any case. Americans and Europeans have substantial respect for author-

ity—in the family, in the work place, and in politics--once it has 
established its legitimacy. And Western ideologies contain deep anti-

democratic strains, as the history of this century clearly illustrates. After 
all, both Marxism and fascism are Western ideologies. 

Nor should we confuse the common idealist descriptions of Third 

World traditions with the complexities of their past development and 
with contemporary belief systems. Consider the example of Confucian-
ism, which generally stresses the group over the individual, and which is 
often mentioned by those who stress the cultural obstacles to political 
democracy. Confucianism got its start and was attractive to China's 
ancient rulers precisely because of the rampant individualism of the time, 
not because people followed its precepts. In later centuries, as the 
Chinese state became stronger and more despotic. Confucian scholars 
refocused the ideology to make it a legitimate instrument for checking 
the excesses of tyrants and making them accountable for their actions. It 
should be no surprise, therefore, that the rulers of South Korea and 

Taiwan have emphasized the collectivist features of Confucianism to 
rationalize their authoritarian rule. 

Indeed, any tradition worth the name probably has had to balance 

authority and individualism, freedom and control, conflict and harmony. 
Each contains at least secondary themes which are compatible with 
democracy. Some students of Indian politics suggest that democracy has 
succeeded there because of—not in spite of—the traditional idea of caste 

and the sense of group identity. Caste groupings have acted as interest 
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their parochial interests. Regrettably, it is said, military challenges come
from without and movements emerge from within committed to absolute
goals and violent means. In either of these circumstances, the rights of
the individual must be circumscribed to defend the nation. Many
governments have been at least tempted to use the reality or threat of
aggression or subversion to stifle dissent and justify repression. The U.S.
government did so in the Civil War, in the Red Scare of the 1920s, in
World War 11, and in the McCarthy period. (There is, however, a
retrrnpective consensus that these episodes were both unwise and un-
justified.) Contemporary examples include Taiwan, South Korea, the
Philippines, Cuba, Nicaragua, South Africa, Mozambique, and Angola.
In all these cases the challenge of subversion is more the excuse for
repression than the cause of it.

To be sure, defeating insurgencies under any circumstances is no
easy matter. For a democratic government to do so is doubly difficult, as
is confirmed by the attempts of the current Pertivian government to
subdue the mindless terrorism of the Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso)
confirms. Leaders like President Belaunde who are committed to peace-
ful change must be willing to use force or risk theitt incumbency. But
other governments-like those of Thailand, Colombia, and the Philip-
pines in the 1950s-have found that insurgencies can be more effectively
dealt with when the threat of military suppression is accompanied by
political overtures that give guerrillas an alternative to perpetual resist-
ance. This suggests a broader point, that insurgencies begin when key
social groups are kept outside the political system and have no apparent
hope of entering. It is the absence of a political opening that fosters
instability. Confrontation and viblence are more likely in situations where
peaceful change is impossible. Thus political liberalization and political
stability reinforce each other. A corollary conclusion is that one-man
regimes obsessed with ensuring loyalty are ultimately fundamentally
unstable. Lacking the institutional mechanisms for sharing and transfer-
ring power, they are usually marked by intense struggles for power when
the leader passes from the scene.

In addition, the history of some Third World nations suggests that
authoritarianism can in fact cause the external threat that is used to
justify the repression. At one time, leaders in Somalia and the Sudan
promoted populism within authoritarianism and were willing to allow
some autonomy for minority groups. Their neighbors (Ethiopia and
Libya) were not able to exploit ethnic divisions for their own foreign
policy purposes. As those regimes decayed, however, populism and
autonomy disappeared and the groups that were previously tolerated felt
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alizing some measure of governmental accountability to those who are
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There are some countries, such as South Korea, where the perceived
threat is purely or primarily external. But even in cases where the threat
is real, rather than manufactured for political effect, long-term restric-
tions on political freedoms are not always justified and are perhaps
counterproductive. For every country that has used the fear of aggres-
sion to justify the absence of democracy, there are others that have
successfully faced the challenge to their own security and simultaneously
maintained their commitment to an open political system. In Western
Europe, countries in the NATO alliance have faced for three decades the
overwhelming might of the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies. With
the partial exceptions of Greece and Turkey, they have never compro-
mised the democratic principles that bind them together. In the Middle
East, Israel, a country of three million people, faces the continuing
enmity of 130 million Arabs. It has fought five wars in thirty-five years,
but its democratic institutions continue to flourish. In South Asia, India
has fought three wars with Pakistan and one with China. Yet with one
two-year exception, it has maintained its commitment to democratic
government.

These examples demonstrate that democracy, far from undermining
the security of a country, can actually strengthen it-internally by giving
its people a greater stake in the preservation of their way of life, and
externally by increasing the sympathy of other democratically inclined
governments. One of the considerations that led the United States to
support Britain in its war against Argentina over the Falkland Islands was
that Britain is a democracy and Argentina was a dictatorship. American
support of Israel is clearly related to Israel's position as the only country
in the Middle East that completely shares our commitment to democracy.

IT IS THUS CLEAR that economic and social realities, cultural traditions,
and the threats of subversion and invasion are not in and of themselves
adequate justifications for the absence of democratic government. Estab-
lished democracies such as India, Botswana, and Venezuela demonstrate
that political pluralism can be compatible with Third World conditions.
Yet in the final analysis, there are other factors that can be critical in
determining the political character of these nations. Most important of.
these is the choice of political leaders. Charismatic strongmen often
measure the prospects for their country by the degree of political loyalty
that they evoke. Many military juntas and civilian bureaucrats are
tempted to rely on authoritarian mechanisms to facilitate the work of
their institutions and to protect their own careers. These inclinations are
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alizing some measure of governmental accountability to those who are
governed.

Whether or not a ruling group reaches this conclusion appears to be
particularly important when a country has reached a certain stage of
economic and social progress, such as Taiwan and South Korea in the
1970s. At that point, a leadership choice for continued autocracy be-
comes locked in because the power of the state exceeds the power of its
citizens. A choice for democracy, on the other hand, is likely to impart a
legacy for generations.

A commitment by the elite to a pluralistic future is not all that is
necessary, however. It must be accompanied by the development of
institutions, such as political parties and an independent judiciary, to
channel the flood of demands that occur when the sluice gates of
participation are opened. Furthermore, a democratic government is only
as good as its opposition, both in enforcing accountability on those in
power and in developing a capacity to govern when. the opportunity
arises.

The predominance of national military establishments over civilian
institutions has been a serious obstacle to an enduring transition to
democracy in many countries. Possessing the tools of violence and an
ideology that sometimes borders on paranoia, the armed forces come to
regard themselves as guardians of the nation and arbiters of all signifi-
cant issues. In the great majority of cases, the option of having no army
.at all, as in Costa Rica and Botswana, is impossible or unlikely. The
generals and colonels lack a commitment to democratic rule, and must
come to realize that democracy may not be a model of administrative or
military efficiency, but it is, in the words of Winston Churchill, better
than "all those other systems that have been tried and failed."

THAT THIRD WORLD LEADERS may have a democratic alternative gives the
United States and other established democracies an opportunity to
pursue that goal. We also have a strong interest in doing so.

First, if our political values are truly worthwhile, we should not
apologize for promoting and fostering them. The Soviet Union does not
shy away from making the case for its brand of communism. Similarly, it
is important for the United States to say what it favors, not just what it
opposes. Our young people in particular must have something to inspire
them if they are to make the sacrifices that will be required to defend the
cause of freedom in an extended geopolitical struggle. The advocacy of
democracy, to dictatorships of both the left and the right, will infuse our
foreign policy with a moral dimension, making it more than a reactive
effort to stop communism.
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Second, the spread of democracy contributes to peace. Not one of the
fifty-plus interstate conflicts since 1816 have actively involved an estab-
lished liberal democracy on both sides. Moreover, democratic countries
are less likely to have violent interactions with nondemocratic states.
Much more likely are conflicts in which authoritarian regimes fight each
other or attack democratic ones.-t Why? The answer appears to lie in the
diversity of contending interests that a democracy evokes plus institu-
tional mechanisms like elections and a free press. Thus constrained,
leaders in democratic societies cannot go to war unless they have
convinced the people that the sacrifice of money, lives, and prestige
serves a vital interest. During the Vietnam conflict, for example, an open
American political system permitted a national reevaluation of whether
U.S. security interests warranted a continued American combat role.
Much less beholden to public opinion, the Soviet government will be less
likely to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan. It is similarly doubtful
that Vietnam will feel serious internal pressure to end its occupation of
Cambodia.

Third, our own security interests can hinge on the internal political
arrangements of our allies. Realistically, we may always have to rely on
the support of some authoritarian governments in containing the ad-
vances of our adversaries. During World War 11 wejoined with the Soviet
Union-despite all its inhumanities-to defeat the greater threat of Nazi
Germany. Since then, we have had as partners regimes whose systems
were the very antithesis of ours. Even the Carter administration was
unable to square completely its principled comttiitment to human rights
with the pragmatic necessity of containing Soviet expansionism.

On the other hand, we should recognize that over the long term our
security interests are best served when our allies have democratic systems
of government. Justifying the American contribution to NATO and Japan
would be far more ditFcttlt if those countries did not share our values.-
Our more authoritarian partners, because of built-in tendencies toward
instability or decay, can become weak pillars on which to lean. Thus,
rather than eschewing pressure for reform in countries like South Korea,
the Philippines, Pakistan, or El Salvador, as the conventional wisdom
suggests, the U.S. government should use its leverage to encourage
pluralism precisely because their contribution to our defense is so vital.

South Korea is essential to peace in Northeast Asia and to the security
of ou r ally japan. Yet Seoul's repression of peaceful opposition increases
the chances of instability and stimulates anti-Americanism. The growth
of the Philippine Communist Party's New People's Army (NPA) seriously
threatens long-tet•m U.S. access to Subic Naval Base and Clark Air Field,

4. R. J. Rummel. "The firedom Faaor;' Rirunn, 15 (July 1983),32-36,38.
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upon which our forward defense strategy in the Western Pacific depends. 

The only way to stop the spread of the NPA cancer is for the Marcos 

regime to institute political, economic, and military reform, and tinte is 

running out. Pakistan will be in jeopardy should the Soviet Union choose 

to expand beyond Afghanistan. No matter how much military aid we 
send, however, it will be ultimately ineffective if President Zia ul-Haq fails 

to find political mechanisms to give all ethnic groups a stake in the • 

system. Even if El Salvador has one-half the strategic importance Presi-

dent Reagan ascribes to it, it will not be a steady bulwark against the 

forces of hemispheric revolution unless the recent progress toward a 

more democratic system is accelerated and consolidated. Through the 

death squads and the indiscriminate slaughter of civilians, the Salvadoran 

armed forces did more to fuel the rebellion than to extinguish it. A lot 

will depend on the success of President Duarte's efforts to bring the 

security forces under control. 
Some have warned that the United States should not push for 

political reforms in situations where our security interests are at stake 
because "the cure is worse than the disease." Iran and Nicaragua are the 
usual examples cited in support of this view. What those specific cases 

show, however, is that the cure was tried too late--after political reforms 

might have had a chance of heading off the Ayatollah Khomeini and the 

Sandinistas. By the time the Carter administration tried to direct atten-

tion to the political rot that had set in under Shah Reza Pahlavi and 

General Anastasio Somoza, the middle classes had deserted to the forces 

of revolution. And the governments that succeed authoritarian regimes 

are not invariably worse. Who would trade Raul Alfonsin for General 

Galtieri in Argentina, Felipe Gonzales for Francisco Franco in Spain, or 

Mario Suarez for Antonio Salazar in Portugal? We cannot be sure that 

the cure will invariably be better than the disease, but we should be aware 
that American interests generally are best served by promoting the cause 

of democracy in a timely fashion. 
Fourth, there are countries in the Third World where domestic 

instability would significantly affect our security and political interests, 

although not as vitally as in South Korea or the Philippines. Chile, 

Indonesia, Taiwan, and Zaire all face complex leadership transitions as 

leaders who have long dominated the political scene near the ends of 
their careers. That these successions occur smoothly is in U.S. interests. 

Finally, the pursuit of democracy reinforces other policy goals. 
Human rights abuses occur far less frequently in systems that are 
fundamentally accountable to the people and have institutionalized due 
tErC.cçss of law. in addition, past experience suggests that political  
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FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF TOE UNITED STATES to promote democracy-
supporting it where it exists and pressing for it where it does not—is 
neither naive nor irrelevant. it complements, or at least does not 
contradict, other interests, including security. But complex questions 
persist as to how we should pursue it and what expectations we should 
have for success. Should we, for example, rely on quiet diplomacy or 
engage in public criticism vis-à-vis authoritarian regimes? Obviously, 
there is no hard and fast rule. Authoritarian leaders generally prefer 
private overtures. No one likes to be publidy criticized. Yet opposition 
groups, especially those who are partisans of democracy, take heart from 
public statements by the United States. It is clear, however, that the 
effectiveness of private pressure increases when the possibility of public 
criticism exists. Also, private pressure and public praise are suitable in 
situations of gradual yet sustained progress; public criticism is more 
appropriate where stagnation prevails or when retrogression occurs. 

Human rights statements, public or private, are not designed just to 
press for change in the abstract or to allow us to display our own virtue. There are people all over the world today who are alive who would 
otherwise be dead, who are free who would otherwise be in prison, 
because of U.S. efforts. President Alfonsin, for example, has paid tribute 
to Jimmy Carter for his human rights policy, saying that American efforts 
contributed to the restoration of democracy in Argentina and to saving the lives of hundreds. Alive, these courageous individuals can become the core of the loyal yet effective opposition on which democracy depends; 
dead, they are but a tragic memory. 

Should we encourage similar changes in nondemocratic countries, or 
modulate our efforts and expectations according to the specific situations of different nations? No dictatorship should be immune from criticism or be vague as to where the United States stands. On the other hand, we 
need to take into account the points at which different systems start. 
American policy should be based on a given country's reasonable 
potential for political reform. Thus our effectiveness can be great in 
countries where a vital movement for democracy is already at work, such 
as in the Philippines, but weak where none exists, as in Saudi Arabia. 
When our security interests are involved, we cannot ignore either 
short-term exigencies or long-term needs for allies whose governments 
have the support of their own people. Some inconsistencies may result in 
what we ask of others, but we need not apologize. Sensible policy 
responds to different problems in different ways. 

Should we use our foreign assistance to Third World countries as an 
instrument to encourage denmeracy> in manY cf,tieleries.  
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the regime that receives the assistance. If, for example, North Korea
expands its military forces, we have an obligation to help South Korea
counter that threat. But the degree to which our levels of aid rise above

that minimum should take into account the particular political system.
This rightfully implies that countries that attempt to establish and sustain
democracy should expect exceptional treatment. Within the aid frame-
work, the United States should place greater emphasis on assistance that
contributes specifically to political development. Reform of judicial
systems also helps lay the foundation for democracy. Similarly, the
limited attention currently given to political and human rights subjects in
the International Military Education and Training program should be
expanded and made more sophisticated.

Should the United States establish explicit conditions on the assist-
ance it provides? The threat of cutting off aid to a particular country
should be included as an option, since that may be the only leverage we
have to achieve our goals. Legislated conditions are not the preferred
course of action, for they deprive the executive branch of flexibility. But
situations arise in which Congress, convinced that administration policy
runs counter to the national interest, must impose conditions or else
abdicate its proper role in the formulation of foreign policy. Recent
experience suggests that legislation is generally effective when the
objectives are stated clearly and their achievement easily verified.

What other steps should the United States take to promote democ-
racy? Continued opportunities for students from Third World countries
to study in this country, enhanced by ample scholarship programs like
Fulbright-Hays, remain an important vehicle for conveying the virtues,
and limitations, of democracy and for strengthening constituencies for

•political pluralism in home countries. Fellowship programs that have
suffered budget cuts in recent years should be replenished without delay.
Also very worthwhile are new departures like the National Endowment
for Democracy (NED), which seeks to foster the institutional building

bloc of political pluralism-political parties, a free press, a private
busitl ss sector, and a free labor movement-in other countries. Modest
amounts of external help can make a great difference, as West German
political foundations showed in providing support for the forces of
democracy in Spain and Portugal.

A more fundamental question, which can only be answered by
experience, is how to mesh the activities of the Democracy Program in
nondemocratic countries with other U.S. government bilateral relations.
As noted above, the primary factor in bringing about political change in
such situations are the choices made by incumbent political leaders. The
American government has the access and the influence to convince those
leaders of the paramount importance of democracy to their own national
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interest. The private organizations that are to receive funding from NED
can follow the U.S. government's advocacy in a coordinated and sup-
portive way, but certainly not replace it.

Pursuit of a political objective in American foreign policy-through
diplomatic pressure, through foreign aid, through foreign student pro-
grams, and through the Democracy Program-will be more likely to
succeed if it takes place in the context of appropriate security and
economic policies. We should not and cannot serve as the gendarme of
the world, and should not take at face value apologies for authoritarian-
ism on the grounds of security. Nonetheless, our global defense posture
and policies do create a context for domestic politics around the world.
If, for example, the countries of Asia believe that we do not take the
growing Soviet military threat seriously, they will be less likely to listen to
our entreaties about the virtues of democracy. On the other hand, if we
seek to preserve the peace through arms control where possible and force
buildups when necessary, the soil of democracy will be more fertile.

Similarly, our global economic policies should be designed to ensure
that temporary economic crises do not grow so severe that democratic
governments are placed in jeopardy. A case in point is the current
international debt crisis, which primarily affects the new democracies of
Latin America. The involved countries will have to contribute to solving
the crisis, particularly by dealing with the causes of inflation. But the U.S.
government has critical influence over the degree of sacrifice that is
imposed on the peoples of the debtor countries, and thus on the political
fallout of austerity. Our banking regulations dictate the point at which
outstanding loans become serious problems. Our position in the IMF
influences debt reschedulings and interest rates, and thus_the debt service
burden borne by these countries. Our trade policies affect how much
debtor countries can export, and thus the overall balance of payments.
We cannot stop the clash of interests over who should bear which
sacrifices, but we can make such sacrifices less severe.

U.S. policy toward Third World countries should tread a careful yet
purposeful path between well-intentioned moralism and callous indiffer-
ence. If it is counterproductive to try to reshape the world in our own
image, it would be equally inappropriate to ignore people who are
struggling for a better political existence. Where democracy exists, we
should work to sustain and support it. Where it does not, we should offer
encouragement, especially when circumstances suggest that substantial
progress is possible. The world will always have a plethora of political
systems, but it will ultimately be a safer and more stable world if other
countries share our cherished political values.



II- DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT FROM THE TOP DOWN: 
CAN DEMOCRACY BE SUCCESSFULLY IMPOSED ? 
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apparent with the stepped-up activity of the leftist Democratic Popular 
Movement (min»). Pinochet reminded US policymakers and the domestic 
opposition of the immediate threat to stability. The MDP, a 
reconstitution of the traditional leftist block of socialists ,  communists. 
and independent leftists, gave concrete expressions to General 
Pinochet's threat of a `return to the past' and made credible his claim 
that the alternative to continuity or the authoritarian project would be 
'chaos'. It also made US policymakers uneasy about the alternatives to 
General Pinochet: Pinochet might well be independent and unwilling to 
compromise the essence of his political project, but US policy was 
unlikely to be able to direct any regime change in Chile. Indeed, while the 
US under the Reagan Administration might well be pleased to support a 
Chilean version of the Philippines' Corazon Aquino—with the exclusion 
of the political left and continued influence of the military which that 
implied—it would be up to the Chilean opposition to bring down 

, Pinochet and fashion a military-civilian agreement that would make 
that outcome possible. 

Conclusion 

In the short term only a military-civilian accord would allow 
government transition in Chile—and such an accord would be likely to 
locus  initially upon a successor to General Pinochet rather than upon 
more basic constitutional issues. If the question of succession were 
resolved by selection and ratification of a civilian (or retired military) 
replacement for General Pinochet for the presidential term 1989-97, 
then serious political negotiations could begin conce rning regime change 
through constitutional reform or adoption of a new Constitution. While 
the 1980 Constitution will eventually be replaced, it is impossible to 
predict with any specificity the provisions of the new fundamental 
charter which will follow—except to expect its accommodation to the 
reality of the re-emergence of social, political and economic pluralism. 

In a sense the ultimate failure of the military dictatorship and its 
policies since 1973 was the survival of all the major political movements 
and groups entrenched in Chilean politics since the 1930s, and the 
creation of new groups in the face of state terrorism and institutionalised 
repression. This failure also represents a great challenge to a new 
generation of Chilean political leaders who will be required to forge a 
new political regime drawing upon the country's democratic past while 
reconciling it with the legacy and lessons of 'authoritarian democracy'. 

280 

Epilogue: political succession in 
the Third World 

The literature on political succession in the Third W'orld. in its broadeq 
sense as the process by which one leader gives way to another, has 
overwhelmingly focused on the violent and unconstitutional overthrow 
of Third World governments—usually by military coups (taut, though 
also on occasion by revolution or urban upheaval. In concentrating on 
'regular' succession, the replacement of one leader by another without 
violence, and within a generally controlled political environment ,  this 
volume not only breaks new ground, but also draws attention to 
important changes which have been taking place within Third World 
states themselves. Especially perhaps in the formerly colonial states 
which have become independent since 1945, this reflects the end of the 
post-independence era, during which `newness' and artificiality were 
important ingredients in political instability, and a process of 'settling 
down' into political routines which reflect their own internal balance of 
power and the growth of an indigenous political tradition. The 
increasing salience of regular political succession in the newest and most 
artificial of all Third World states, those of sub-Saharan Africa 
examined in this volume by Arnold Hughes and Roy May. is the most 
striking evidence of a phenomenon apparent throughout the Third 
World. 

Two immediate reservations must be made. The first is that violence is 
a vastly more important mechanism for leadership change in the Third 
World than in the industrial states, and is likely to remain so. Despite the 
growing role of regular succession ,  most leadership changes in 
sub-Saharan Africa, and many of those elsewhere, still take 'place by 
force. Among the states considered here, the constitutional accession to 
power of General Momoh in Sierra Leone, leap-frogging over senior 
politicians from the ruling party, must have at least partly reflected a 
calculation by the outgoing President that bringing in the army legally 
might be the only way to prevent it taking over by coup (ril ifil; and even 
in African states where no coup has yet taken place, such as Kenya and 
Zambia, it must at least be an open question whether the succession to 

Presidents Moi and Kaunda will actually be decided within the present 
civilian political structure. Even constitutional successions. çoch as t hose 
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of Rajiv Gandhi in India and Joachim Chissano in Mozambique. have
taken place under the shadow of violent death, in at least one of these
cases (and possibly both) by assassination. The South Korean
succession. even if it should come about peacefully, will do so (as in
Argentina and the Philippines) amidst the ruins of a collapsing
dictatorship.

The second is that even regular succession is not necessarily to he

welcomed, if its effect is simply to entrench and perpetuate a regime
which itself is regarded as bad. The increasing stability of Third World
regimes is due not only to their ability to reach some acceptable
accommodation with the major political forces within the societies which
they govern, but also to the growing sophistication and often ruthless
application of the means of repression at the state's disposal-much of
which is in turn supplied for the purpose by the regime's external allies.
Many readers will, 1 suggest, be disconcerted and indeed dismayed by
the extent to which both Brian Loveman and Andrew Nickson see the
likely succession in Chile and Paraguay as taking place within the
parameters established by the Pinochet and Stroessner dictatorships;
and the one thing about which one can be certain in the succession issue
in China and North Korea, is that the people of those two states will
have no direct input into it whatsoever. Among all the cases of actual
succession examined in this volume, it is only in India that the new ruler
has had to confirm himself in power through an election offering the
voters any effective choice; and among the cases of putative future
succession, it is only in South Korea that there seems any prospect that
such a choice will be available. Succession, in the great majority of cases
examined here, is a process by which groups of people already in power
seek to perpetuate that power, by no means always necessarily to their
peoples' advantage. But none the less, other things being equal, stability
is to be welcomed. Not only is violent political conflict destructive in
itself, but a regime which is thinking of succession in the long term, will
be able to order its resources more constructively than one which is
thinking only of survival in the near future. While short-term survival
often emphasises the role of force, long-term strategies arc more likely to
involve some attempt to meet the economic and welfare needs of the

people.
The more stable a political system, however, the less succession will be

an issue. Succession matters so much in many Third World states.

I I

SUCCESSION IN f1IG TItIRD WORLD

itsell'. This is no[ to say that Third VYorld political systems are merl
personalist regimes, to be governed at their rulers' w-him; there have hem
such regimes. of course, under a Bokassa or an Idi Amin. bill they ha<<
been disastrous not only for their leaders, but also for the state itself
Most rulers are-all too aware of the constraints imposed on thcnt 1-
domestic fragmentation and external dependence. and thcir task is t(
hold together the different elements of the political system through a^-cl
of relati(mships which, because of the weakness of institutio^n:, are often
essentially personal connections with the leader himself. Once the leader
changes, his successor will then in turn have to build up his o%% n nemurk
of power relationships, establishing his credentials with the saine or a
dilTerent coalition of interests, and seeking to build his per-zonal strength
through it direct appeal to the aspirations of his people. But bec;tuse this
process has to be gone through anew by each new leader, the period rt
succession is bound to be one of Jilficulty, and potentially ol' crisis.

It is a process which varies, obviously enough. with the nature and
scale of the state concerned. In small states such as Tunisia and Sierra
Leone, it may literally be a matter of dealing with inlli%idual.
Bourguiba's superbly arrogant 'System? What system? I am the -^y,;ICm%
exaggerated perhaps. is none the less not entirely ludicrous. In Sierra
Leone, an extraordinary amount turned on the relationship bctwren the
two successive Presidents and a single Lebanese businessman. The
politics of India or China is on in altogether dillerent scale. l'oGtiri;(nc
must in some sense represent the interests, or control the power. not cvrn
of millions but of hundreds of millions. Yet at the top, all power is
personal, and all politics turn on the decisions and capacities o r a ver..
small number of people-a point made particularly clearly by It,, iiv
Gandhi's attempts to grapple with the legacies of his mother's r(11o mer
India.

What ultimately makes stable succession possible is the shared int r: ^t
of a wide range of key social sectors in the continuity of the state a ► l I ► h-
economy. Though some people, at some times, have an intcrt: i in
violence and upheaval, most people for most of the time do not. Viv :cv!
Khapoya wisely points out that Kenyans looking across their hor(I:1: to
Uganda or Ethiopia, or even to Tanzania, are likely to shy away from
radical change or personalist military rule. But at the saine time. stnh0it (
does not happen just because most people want it: there are rlt'tm rl'
war-torn areas in hoth Uganda and Ethioria which tetitik, to that i Lr
we:.kn^^^ c.f nad:t:cal inxtautionc in n.:.ns' TI,:rJ \VorIJ a,.rc. .... ... _
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economic interests into political power, and thereby capitalising on a 

common interest in peace. It is then left to the leader to do what the 

institutions are unavailable to do, and either the capture of power by an 

unrepresentative leader, or its misuse by an unskilful one, can put the 

whole system at risk. 
This need to assure stability by bridging the potentially dangerous 

chasm between one personal ruler and the next, must at least in part 

account for the fact that in no fewer than four of the fifteen countries 

considered in detail in this volume, the successor either has been, or is 

envisaged to be, a close relative of the incumbent ruler. One of these. 

Morocco, may as a monarchy be reckoned a special case, but it is not to 

be discounted for that reason. The durability of the Alawite sultanate, 

and Hassan 11's ability to establish himself in power on his father's 

death, suggest that there may well be advantages in restricting the 

highest office to the members of a dynasty who bear a special symbolic 

status. But the most striking example is India. Subrata Mitra is 

undoubtedly right to dismiss the simplistic myth of dynastic rule, and to 

emphasise the institutional complexity of the exercise of power in India. 

But al the same time, Rajiv Gandhi was not just any airline pilot. Both 

the role of his brother Sanjay, and the speed with which Rajiv was called 

into politics on Sanjay's death, indicate a strong familial element in 

Indira Gandhi's style of rule; while the almost automatic turning to 

Rajiv Gandhi on his mother's death, in which as Mitra shows, India's 

politicians accurately reflected the feelings of her people, testifies to the 

place of the Nehru/Gandhi family as a powerful symbol of national 

unity and popular identification with government, across a very large 

part of a vast and diverse nation. In the moment of crisis prompted by 

Indira Gandhi's assassination, it was the family that was felt essential to 

provide reassurance and continuity. The other two examples of family 

succession considered here, North Korea and Cuba, are both, perhaps 

surprisingly, in Marxist–Leninist states. The Cuban case reflects the very 

small size of the original leadership cadre in the revolutionary wae, and 

Raul Castro's status as, literally, a brother-in-arms, reinforced though 

this has been by his management of the military in post-revolutionary 

Cuba. North Korea is by contrast the most extreme and extraordinary 

example of deliberate dynastic succession, lacking the traditional 

legitimation of the Moroccan, the popular acclamation of the Indian, or 

the proved experience of the Cuban heir apparent. 
One point which James Cotton's analysis brings out very clearly is thé 

difference in perspective in looking at the succession, before and after the 
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great leap in the dark has taken place. Here is a leader who, unlike so 
many (Bourguiba in Tunisia, for exampla•has foreseen the need for 
deliberate measures to meet the crisis presented by his own death, and 
has provided for the succession as carefully as any politician can 
reasonably be expected to do. The problem is that a North Korea with 
Kim II Sung in unfettered control is a very different place front a North 
Korea from which the Great Leader has been removed. What will 
happen then, only the future will show; but Cotton's analysis suggests 
that Kim Il  Jong's fingers are simply not on the keyboard that is likely to 
be playing the tune after his father dies. Underlying this is a more general 
problem: that the leader in place will see the succession largely in terms 
of continuity, whereas for almost everyone else in the system. it 
represents the promise or threat of change. No matter how effectively the 
ruler has governed, he must have left unsatisfied the ambitions of at least 
some people who look to his departure for a chance to make their mark. 
He is likely, too, to have left debts which will be collected once the new 
regime takes over. Members of his entourage, perhaps of his family, will 
have used their power in ways that are held against them when their 
protector is removed. Policies associated with the old man, sacred if 
unsuccessful when he was in office, will have to be reversed—a process 
which is often most dramatic in the succession to communist leaders 
such as Stalin and Mao, and may be so again with Kim Il Sung. In the 
immediate aftermath of take-over, the new leader will often, like Moi in 
Kenya, be wise to proclaim that he walks in the `footprints' of the 
departed great one. Quite apart from anything else, his predecessor's 
nominees will still be in all the positions of power to which he appointed 
them, and any step which instantly threatens them would be foolhardy. 
Over a period, however, he will need to broaden his constituency, meet 
at least some of the expectations aroused by his coming to power, move 
his own men into the posts that matter. One often very effective 'way of 
managing the transition is through a period of liberalisation. popular in 
itself, which at the same time helps the new leader to identify new people 
and policies associated with the national mood, while using popular 
reaction to single out the hangovers from the old regime which (or 
whom) he can safely dispose of. Once the new leader's men and measures 
are in place, and begin to attract adverse criticism of their own, then the 
repressive apparatus of the state may once again have to be used,  as in 
Kenya, to protect them. Staying in the old leader's footprints is a 
confession of weakness, which at best leaves the successor a prisoner of 
the past, at worst leads to his downfall when he fails to find room (or iiew 
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people and ideas. The only way in which he can make room, however, is
to repudiate at lcast some of the people and policies which he has
inherited. The politics of survival has little place for gratitude. ('residcnt
Moi in Kenya turned out Charles Njonjo, the kingmaker who brought
him to power. David Fasholé Luke shows. how President Momoh in
Si^crra Leone has moved out many of ex-President Stevens' ihtimates,
prompting in the process an attempted coup. President Ahidjo in
Cameroon picked his own successor in President Biya, yet sohn found
himself condemned to death, in ahsetNia, in the wake of a bloody
attempted coup, behind which his hand was detected. Small wonder that
President Kaunda of Zambia, in the impasse which Kenneth Good so
starkly analyses, apparently finds it impossible to leave office at all.

Succession is often a matter of changing not just men, but generations.
Stevens in Sierra Leone, like Senghor in Senegal and Nyerere in
Tanzania, was a leader of the decolonising generation, who handed over
power to a man brought up, politically speaking, within the independent
state. Generational change is especially difficult when it involves the
transfer of power from a group of elderly men who are held together by
some vital shared experience, to younger (even if late middle-aged)
colleagues who lack this vital link with the heroic past. The Soviet Union
in the last years of the Great Patriotic War generation of Brezhnev,
followed in quick succession by Andropov and Chernenko, provides
perhaps the least edifying example. In China, by contrast, as David
Goodman shows, the twilight of the old Long March revolutionaries has
been accompanied not by sclerosis, but by an extraordinary willingness
to experiment, which may indeed be slowed once a new generation of
technocrats raised in post-revolutionary China comes to power.
Indonesia is another country where generational change is in the ofl9ng,
due to the peculiar age structure of the officer corps, from which the
successor to Suharto is almost certain to come. So too, despite the short
life of its current regime, is Iran, where the Islamic revolution brought to
power one of the most elderly groups of incoming leaders that the world
can ever have seen. Revolutionaries usually reach power young, so that
even after nearly thirty years in power, a sixty-year-old Castro and his
colleagues still seem to have some time to go.

These are all cases in which the incumbent leaders face little threat to
their rule, and in which the successor inherits a system which has at least
the appearance of stability. The problems are greatly increased when the
new leader takes over because the system through which the old one

.,er-ed is atreedy ralling apart. One of the most critical groups of
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Third World states, only partly represented among the case studies
included in this collection, arc those whera ^ high level of political

"demand, especially in the urban areas, threatens or destroys the
authoritarian basis of the existing government, and where a new leader
faces both the high expectations of the masses who have brought him (or
her) to olTice, and the continued power of the agencies of control
inherited from the old regime. Only in Iran has a new regime brought to
power by urban upheaval been able to destroy the institutions through
which its predecessor governed. In the Philippines -currently the salient
example of succession politics anywhere in the Third World - President
Aquino by contrast ultimately depended on the defection of the military
from the Marcos regime before she could claim the fruits of her election
victory; and the construction of a stable governing coalition from her
own volatile supporters and the remaiding institutions of authoritarian
rule presents an all but impossible task. Argentina and E3razil appear to
have managed an equivalent transition rather more successfully. though
in neither could a stable succession yet be said to have been fully secured.
Among the states considered here, South Korea is currently undergoint ►
the equivalent crisis of authoritarian succession, the outcome of which
remains uncertain-though the combination of a homogencous
population and a rapidly growing economy must increase the chances
that it can be managed successfully. There must be important difTerences
for the prospects of peaceful succession to authoritarian rule hett'.ren
countries such as South Korea, Indonesia and Brazil, where dictatorship
has been accompanied by rapid economic growth, and countries like
Chile and Argentina where it has been accompanied by stagnation.
Chile, Paraguay and Indonesia are the other states analysed in (hi,
volume where the prospects for stable succession to authoritarian rule
must (especially in the two South American cases) be most open to
doubt.

These cases of succession to authoritarian rule provide the only
examples among the countries examined here where the succession is
influenced to any appreciable extent by external pressures. The pattern i.
always the same. Dictatorial regimes which are supported by the US,1,
and which serve it well so long as dictatorship excites no very evident
domestic opposition, become an acute embarrassment once it becumcs
clear that severe repression is needed to maintain them. The Ameririn
perspective then abruptly switches. Whereas dictatorship was previouçl}
regarded ana stahilising factor, it is viewed as a destabilising one as sc,nn
as the levef of opposition threatens to lead to its overthrow by a radical
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regime, which will associate the USA with the ousted dictator. At this 

point, the USA looks for a centrist political leader who will be able to 

take over with popular support, thus associating Washington with the 

restoration of democracy. The Philippines, South Korea, Paraguay and 

Chile all provide examples of this poliFy at different stages of its 

development. The Soviet Union may similarly intervene in the 

succession politics of its client states, though it does not face the problem 

of justifying its support for dictatorial regimes to a critical domestic 

audience. In Afghanistan, just like the USA in South Vietnam, it has had 

to install a new leader who would protect its military and diplomatic 

investment, without arousing the same domestic hostility as his 

predecessor. In some states, such as South Yemen (PDRY) at the time of 

the civil war in January 1986, the USSR had become embroiled in 

factional conflict within the ruling party. In the communist 'states 

considered here, however—Cuba and North Korea, not to mention 

China—the domestic political structure has been resilient enough to 

avoid any evident Soviet involvement. Nor is there any indication of 

Soviet influence over the succession to President Machel in 

Mozambique, though some sources ascribe an important advisory role 

to Prime Minister Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe. On the whole, 

however, the evidence presented in this volume suggests that succession 

is overwhelmingly a matter for domestic political management; and that 

even when foreign powers have a high interest in the outcome, they 

usually do not have the leverage needed to influence it, and are obliged to 

work with whoever is thrown up by the domestic political process. 
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Facing up to the Other: Carlos Fuentes and the 
Mexican identity 

Steven Boldy 

While occasionally described, especially in his home country Mexico ,  as a cosmopolitan and somewhat élitist writer. Carlos Fuentes has ot cr some thirty 
years conducted with his country and culture a passionate ,  lucid and disturbing 
dialogue. Through his texts, Mexican  culture  has confronted, questioned, and in 
turn been questioned by, elements which differ from it. yet uhich in many ways 
constitute it, forming ,  deforming, alienating and renewing it: Spain and Europe; its big northern neighbour, about which President Diaz once exclaimed, 'Poor 
Mexico! So far from God and so near the USA'; and the cerebrated, ignored, 
founding yet absent presence of the Indian culture within Mexico. 

Carlos Fuentes, the Mexican novelist, essayist ,  dramatist, short-story writer , 
 teacher, lecturer,  ambassador and journalist was born in Panama City in 1 028. 

The son of a diplomat, he was brought up in various foreign parts: Panama. Rio 
de Janeiro, Santiago de Chile, Buenos Aires. In Washington DC where he lived 
between the ages of eight and twelve ,  he nearly lost his Spanish language ,  began a combative, difficult and fertile relationship with Anglo-Saxon culture, and 
discovered, symbolically, how Mexican and how utterly foreign he was when 
faced with the hostility created by President Làzaro Cérdenas's nationalisation 
of foreign oil companies. From the mid-1940s  to the mid-1960s, Fuentes lived in Mexico City, where he graduated as a lawyer. He later studied international law 
at Geneva. 

With the frantit energy and utter dedication to life in its social. intellectual 
and political diménsions which has characterised him throughout his career. 
Fuentes was pctive as a cultural promoter. He helped, for example, to found the Important  Revissa Mexicana de Literatura. It was during this period, in 1958, 
that he published what is o ften considered to be the novel par excellence of 
Mexico City: Where the Air is Clear, a vast fresco of the types and issues of the emerging modern city of the 1950s which formed a landmark in contemporary 
Mexican literature. His hostile fidelity to the city, and the subterranean 
continuity of his work, were demonstrated in 1987 when he published his novel 

4 of the asphyxiated, crumbling and nightmarish Mexican megalopolis of the 
1980s (hyperbolically projected to the I990s): the equally vast, bitterly 
grotesque and satirical Cristribal Nonato (Christopher Unborn). 

Since the late  1960s, Fuentes has mainly resided abroad. in Europe and North 
America. From 1975 to 1977, he was Mexico's Ambassador in France. a post 
ftom which he resigned in protest against the election as President of Dia ,  
two tot it January 1988/ISSN OW 6597/88 11I.25 	 289 



Beyond Authoritarianism and
Totalitarianism: Strategies for
Democratization

Inrq Munlond

THE WORI.I) of.- the 1980s is a
world of democratic ferment' struggle,
and promise. The breakdown of West-
ern Europe's last three dictatorships in
the mid-1970s appears to demarcate a
new and important phase in what
many view as a global evolution bc-
yond authoritarianism and totalitari-
mism. Since the transitions to dcmtx-
racy in Greece, Portugal, and Spain in
the 1970s, most of the bureattcratic-
authoritarian states of Latin America
have followed with transitions of their
own (back) to civilian, constitutional
government. More recently, the dem-
ocratic tide has begun to sweep
through Asia, unraveling authoritarian
rcgimes of long standing in the l'hil-
ippines and South Korca, and bringing
significant (and perhaps inadequately
>tppreciated) democratic progress in
Taiwan and Pakistan. I:ven in insular
Burma, a rigid and long-standing one-
Party dictatorship is reeling.

(arry Diamond is a senior research fellow at
the Ilarver Institution, Stanford I lnivcrsity.
He is the author of 6%2cc, F.tdnirrh onil /krnor-
rrrq in NiRnia and numerous articles on dc-
mocracy and prrlitical dcvclopmcnt in Ni-
Reria, Africa, and the 'I*hirJ \l'urlJ. 'l'hix
dsay is revixcd from a papcr prcparcJ for the
mnfcrencc on "l'lur•rlism, l'articiparinn •rnJ
t)emocracy^ hrorapccrx u.J r4 rip.i..nw :a.- a.. _ . .. ................ ... . ^.^ .___..

In the Caribbean, the corrupt and
brutal dictatorship of the Uuvaliers in
Flaiti was finally terminated in 1986,
and now one of Latin America's most
venal and wily autocrats, General
Manuel Noriega of Panama, is under
pressure. Less progress has been visi-
ble in Africa; however, ruthless dicta-
torships have been displaced in recent
years in URanda and Guinea, Sudan
now has an elected civilian govern-
ment, and an imaginatively planned
transition to a third democratic rcpub-
lic is now well underway in Nigeria.
Even among the communist states,
pluralist thinking and mobilization in
civil society are increasing, and so are
the constraints on the ability of the
communist parties to resort to the to-
talitarian formulas of the past in order
to maintain their hegemony.

Viewed in this way, there appears
to be a kind of global zeitgcist for de-
mocracy, even an inevitable trend to-
ward democratic growth in the world.
After all, democracy is the only form
of guvcrnment that commands wide-
spread and deep legitimacy in the
world today. The great competing
ideologies of the twentieth century
have largely been discredited. Fascism
was dcstroycd as a vital force in Wortd
W-rr It. _rnd dre_annrnl. of Ma_ ....._ _

/ifion among individuals and or-
ganir.cd Rroups (esncciallv noliti-
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nornic failures, and loss of revolution-
ary idealism of the existing communist 
regimes. In addition, international at-
tention to human rights conditions has 
increased dramatically within  the  past 
two decades, gradually compelling 
communist and authoritarian regimes 
to become more accountable before a 

growing nenvork of international trea-

ties. institutions, and public opinion 

forums. Incremental improvements, 
however small, in respect for elemen-

tary rights of conscience, expression, 

and organization create space in which 

citizens can mobilize for further lib-

eralization of their regimes. 
Yet if this picture is bright, it is also 

partly illusory. Most of the indepen-
dent states of the world today are gov-
erned less than democratically, and a 
great many allow virtually no space at 

all for opposition and dissent. Ray-
mond Gastil's invaluable survey, 
"Freedom in the  World," counted lit-

tle more than a third of the indepen-
dent states of the world as "free" 
(which can be toughly interpreted as 

democratic) in 1987.' A disproportion-

ate share of these were microstates of 

less than one million, and mostly less 

than a quarter million, people. Fur-

thermore, the total number of demo-

cracies in the world has not changed 
much since the survey began in 1973. 2 

 This is not because political regimes 
have hccn stagnant since then; as 
noted above, there has been a good 

deal of movement. The problem is 
that movement has been in both di-
rections. Although 15 countries that 
were under authoritarian rule at somc 
point in the past 15 years arc demo-
cratic today, 12 countries that had 
democratic government in that period 
do not have it today. 

The frequency of democratic break-
downs in this century—and the diffi-
culty of consolidating new democra- 

cies —must give serious pause to those 
who would argue teleologically for the 
inevitability of global democratization. 
There is nothing inevitable about the 

progress, or the stability, of democracy 

in the world. The intrinsic openness 
and competitiveness of democracies 

imply a certain element of fragility, 

and, outside the deeply institutional-
ized politics of the industrialized 
West, this fragility has been acute. As 

a result, those concerned about how 
countries can niove "beyond authori-
tarianism and totalitarianism" must 

also ponder the conditions that permit 
such movement to endure. To rid a 

country of an authoritarian regime or 

dictator is not necessarily to move it 
fundamentally beyond authoritarian-
ism. 

Some Conceptual Starting Points. lt is 

symptomatic of the international mo-
mentum of democracy in the world 
that so many different kinds of re-

gimes strive (and strain) to define 

themselves as democracies and that 
democracy is the term used to signify 
so many different visions of the 

"good" society. This is one source of 

conceptual confusion. Another is that 

many people conceive of democracy 

as not only a political but also a social 

and economic system, while others be-
lieve that a free, open, and competi-

tive form of government is a valued 

goal in and of itself. 
For various normative and scientific 

reasons, it is important to conceive of 

democracy purely as a political form of 

government, however much it may be 
enhanced by, or even to some degree 

dependent on, particular social and 
economic structures. 3  Thus, democ-
racy is defined as 

a system of government that 
meets three essential conditions: 
meaningful and extensive annpe- 

titinn among individuals and or-
ganized groups (especially politi-
cal parties) for all effective 
positions of government power, at 
regular intemls and excluding 
the use of force; a highly inclusive 
level of political partiripation in 
the  selection of leaders and poli-
cies, at least thmtigh regular and 
fair elections, such that no major 
(adult) social group is excluded; 
and a level of tivi/ ant/ political 
liberties—freedom of expression, 
freedom of the press, freedom to 
form and join organizations—suf-
ficient to ensure the integrity of 
political competition and partici-
pation. 4  

Between totalitarian and authoritar-
ian regimes—which allow little or no 
meaningful political competition, par-
ticipation, and freedom—and democ-
racies, a large number of regimes fall 
somewhere in the  middle. I lence, 
semidemocratie are 

those countries where the effec-
tive power of elected officials is 
so limited, or political party com-
petition is so restricted, or the 
freedom and fairness of elections 
so compromised that electoral 
outcomes, while competitive, still 
deviate signficantly from popular 
preferences; and/or where civil 
and political liberties arc so lim-
ited that some political orienta-
tions and interests arc unable to 
organize and express themselves. 

At the most extreme end of the con-
tinuum opposite democracy  lies  total-
itarianism. These regimes are distinct 
in the degree to which thcy control 
the lives of their citizens and eliminate 
all potentially competing sources of 
thinking and action in civil society. 
Building on the  work of Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, Carl Friedrich, and others, 
ban Linz defined totalitarian regimes  

by the following components: a highly 
centralized, monistic structure of 
power, in which the ruling group "is 
not accountable to any large consti-
tuency and cannot be dislodged from 
power by institutionalized, peaceful 
means"; an exclusive, elaborate (total-
ist) ideology that legitimizes  the  re-
gime and infuses it with a sense of 
historical purpose; the active mobili-
zation of the citizenry for political and 
social tasks through a set of monopo-
listic institutions, including a single, 
mass mobilizational party, which to-
gether crowd out virtually all autono-
mous forms of social and political or-
ganization.s Thus, society becomes 
totally politicized, and the boundary 
between the state and civil socicty dis-
integrates. 

Authoritarian regimes may have 
some of the above elements. Gener-
ally, however, they do not have an 
elaborate and guiding ideology. They 
allow some but still very limited and 
controlled pluraliSm of political think-
ing, expression, organization, and ac-
tion, even scmiopposition. They oth-
erwise do not so totally dominate the 
lives of their Citizens, nor so thor-
ottghly and organically control the so-
cial and economic infrastructures of 
civil society, such as productive estab-
lishments, labor unions, schools, vol-
untary associations, the mass media, 
and the church. Totalitarian regimes 
demand active demonstrations of loy-
alty to the party and state; authoritar-
ian regimes are content to have their 
citizens not actively oppose them. At 
the same time, however, authoritarian 
regimes do not permit effective com-
petition for political power, nor mean-
ingful and widespread popular partic-
ipation in the formulation of public 
policies, through elections or other 
means. Nor do thcy allow substantial 
levels of civil liberties. 6  
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Sources and Facilitators of
Democracy

To determinc how societies can move
beyond authoritarianism and totalitar-
ianism, one must undcrstand the va-
riety of social, cultural, economic, and
political factors that encourage, faciti-
tate, and sustain democratic govern-
ment. 'l'horough consideration of
these factors is well beyond the scope
of this essay, but a brief review may
highlight some issues particularly sa-
licnt to the problem of regime transi-
tions.,

Nistorira/ Stqueners and Democratic
7ransitions. The historical develop-
ment of democracy in the advanced
industrializcd democracies and the
transitions to democracy of the past
decade or so have many unique and
distinctive features, but most of these
cases also share some common char-
actcristics. These follow from the na-
ture of dcmocracy as a system of in-
stitutionalized competition for power.
For such competition to become sta-
ble, some measure of mutual trust and
confidence is necessary among the var-
ious contenders for power, a settled
respect for the rules of the game, what
Robert Dahl called a "system of mu-
tual security."

Ilistorically, this type of mutual
confidence and tolerance among
power contenders was most likely to
develop gradually, at first within a re-
stricted political arcna. Hence, the
most successful path of democratic ev-
olution was a sequence in which polit-
ical competition first developed within
a relatively small circle of opposing
elitcs, then gradually expanded to in-
corporate an increasing proportion of
the population as legitimate partici-
pants.'

Although legal limits on the extent
of the franchise and other participatory
riR,hts are no longer feasible in a com-

mit, or implement a carefully staged
- - • ° - ^

petitive polity (as 1)ahl noted), the
role of gradualism and sequencing in
the development of democracy re-
mains a salient lesson. Widespread po-
litical freedom, participation, and
competition for power involve risks for
the contcnding actors and for other es-
tablishcd forces in society. T o the cx-
tent this competition can be phased in
gradually so that contending parties
and candidates can learn to tolerate
and work with one another-and so to
trust that defeat will not mean elimi-
nation, that victory will be limited by
accountability, and that power will be
wielded responsibty-these risks and
uncertaintics can be diminished, and
the prospects for a stable, nonviolent
democracy increased.

This is not an argument for extend-
ing the lives of authoritarian regimes
that have lost all legitimacy and are
ripe for replacement. Quite often, the
only way to arrive at-or return to-
democracy is to rid the country of the
authoritarian rulers and institutions
quickly and decisively. This casting
off occurs either because internal and
perhaps external factors have con-
verged to present a unique moment of
democratic opportunity, or because
the authoritarian regime has no sincere
intention of relinquishing any degree
of effective power and would use the
promise of a democratic opening to
frustrate the movement for democratic
change and perhaps to identify then
destroy its democratic opposition. "l'he
latter game is one that Mobutu Sese
Seko has played repeatedly in Zaire.

The typical situation, however, is
one in which the authoritarian regime
more or less determines the timing,
pace, and structure of its own exit, and
in which a puritanical insistence by
democratic forces on immediate and
humiliating abdication will likely abort
the prospective transition. As Linz
wrote. -The stratery of a clean break

degree of civil libcrty-freedoms of
.6- .....ee ecenri.rinn aC4Prn-

is only viable in a revolutionary or pu-
tentiaFiy revolutionary situation.""'
"l'hus, a recent study of transitions to
democracy in southcrn Europe and
Latin America pointed to "a sequcncc
of piecemeal reforms" as the most
likely path of successful transition and
emphasized the need for democratic
oppositions to be willing to play within
the initially very restricted games al-
lowed them by authoritarian regimes
early in the sequence, white seeking
a negotiated solution and avoiding
"widespread and recurrent vio-
lence."11

The frequent necessity of such a
gradualist, sequential approach is il-
lustrated not only by recent European
and Latin American transitions but by
the one now unfolding in Nigeria. The
Nigerian transition may be seen as a
model of how power can be gradually
transferred from authoritarian to dem-
ocratic, elected figures at successively
higher levels of authority. The elabo-
rately sequenced, 5-year program be-
gan in 1987-1988 with the election of
(nonpartisan) local governments and
the formation of a constituent assem-
bty to draft a new constitution. In 1989
the ban on political parties will be
lifted, then new local governments
will be etected on a partisan basis. In
1990 state Iegislatures and governors
will be elected. In 1991 a national cen-
:us is to be conducted (for the first
time in 20 years), then in the fourth
quarter local government elections are
to be held once more. Scheduled for
the the first half of 1992 is the election
and convening of a national assembly,
to be followed later that year by the
election and inauguration of a civilian
president, marking the final stage in
military withdrawal from power.

The value of this approach is that it
gives competinR political forces some
time to gain expcricnce with the risks
and requircn,ents of Jcrnocr-,dc ^Ic-^--

notes of authoritarian rule is its frc-

tions and the responsibilitics of dem-
ocratic governance before the entire
state structure is opened to political
competition. Thus parties have a
chance to form and mobilize in the
open before they have to contest, and
civilian politicians have some time to
govern and compete at the state and
local level before national power is
contested. This more closely approxi-
mates the gradual opening of mon-
archical and other autocracies in Eu-
rope (and also the development of
democratic mass parties and self-rule
in such colonies as India and Sri
Lanka). However, those democratic
openings occurred over decades and
generations, whereas this will take
place within five years.

The issue of time represents one of
the great dilemmas of the transition
from authoritarianism. Democratic
parties need time to develop their
identities, Icaderships, principles, and
organizations, free from the pressures
of an imminent election in which
everything will be at stake. As men-
tioned above, they also need time to
develop among them the relationships
of mutual tolerance and trust and re-
spect for law that can only emerge
gradually, through years of competi-
tion and cooperation and repeated
elections. The less the previous ex-
pcricnce with democratic parties and
elections and the less favorable the so-
cial and economic conditions that pro-
mote democratic tolerance and re-
straint (see below), the greater the
need for time.

Some countries cannot afford the
luxury of time; the democratic open-
ing appears as a brief moment of im-
perative that must be seized. In other
instances, there may be no particular
moment of authoritarian vulnerability
or breakdown, but neither is there any
inclination or capacity on the part of

.HIJlL^0.Y IUI IICnHR:rauZanun

democracy can serve as a way station
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mit, or implement a carefully staged 
transition to democracy. Even when 

such a democratizing or liberalizing vi-
sion does exist, it may sour whcn  the 
authoritarian regime realizes the full 
implications of what it has begun and 

tires of having to tolerate dissent and 
be held accountable by democratic 
forces in society and at lower levels of 

power. In still other instances, those 
authoritarian regimes that might in 

principle be willing to manage a grad-
ual, phased institutionalization of de-
mocracy cannot sustain popular con-
sent for such a lengthy period of 
continued rule at the top echelons of 

power. Moreover, once they have con-
ceded that democratic rule is the pre-
ferred outcome of political evolution, 
ultimately the most legitimate form of 
government for the country, authori-
tarian rulers have undermined a major 

basis of their own legitimacy. 
In the contemporary world of mass 

communications and rapid interna-
tional diffusion, no highly mobilized 

and politically aware population seems 
willing to wait several decades for a 

regime to implement a long-term plan 

of democratization. Probably one rea-
son why Nigeria's military regime has 
compressed so many phases of demo-
cratic transfer into so few years (five 
elections in three years) is that the 
country would not have stood for a 
significantly longer transition. 

There are several steps that can be 
taken to attenuate these problems. An 
important one is to introduce, even 
into  the  authoritarian regime, institu-
tions of democratic accountability and 
restraint of power. Particularly funda-
mental in this regard is the rule of law, 
which requires a professional, inde-
pendent judiciary and police and au-
tonomous institutions to monitor, 

check,  and punish political corruption 
at any level. Associated with this but 
going beyond it is a relatively high  

degree of civil liberty—freedoms of 

speech, the press, association, assem-
bly, movement, and religion; freedom 
from tcrror, torture, degrading punish-
ment, unjustified imprisonment, and 
unreasonable search and seizure. As 
O'Donnell and Schmitter noted, such 

individual and group liberties can exist 
alongside fairly authoritarian struc-
tures of power, and the process of lib-
eralization seems almost invariably to 
precede or lead the democratization of 

power." 
An initial focus on liberalization may 

be a compelling strategy for three rea-
sons. First, it is inherently desirable 
in its own right and often involves the 
tcrmination of the most repugnant and 

appalling aspects of authoritarian rule. 
Second, it does not directly and im-
mediately involve the transfer or sur-

render of power; hence, the risks to 
established interests of liberalization 
are significantly less than of democra-
tization. Third, liberalization provides 
the citizenry with the legal space and 

mcans to push  the  process of transition 
fonvard to the transfer of power as 

well. In some situations, 

the opcning of certain avenues for 
autonomy of the society—like 
some forms of collective bar-
gaining, lower level trade union 
elections, free elections in profes-
sional associations, political activ-
ity in the universities, protest by 
neighborhood associations, the 
support by the churches of certain 
forms of protest, a relatively au-
tonomous cultural life, etc.—cre-
ate . . . opportunities for opposi-
tion leaders and sometimes illegal 
parties to achieve a certain pres-
ence and basis of support." 

Two other principles can also atten-
uate  the  politically unpalatable nature 
of an extended transition to democ-
racy. One is rotation of leadership. 
Among the most objectionable fea- 

turcs of authoritarian rule is its fre-
quent personalization. The more per-
sonalized is a regime, the more it 
tends to be abusive, corrupt ,  and un-
accountable. l'he longer a political 
leader remains in executive power, the 
more personalized, intolerant, unan-
swerable, lawless, and self-sening 
does his or her rule tend to become. 
To the extent that power rotates in a 
predictable and orderly fashion, even 
in an authoritarian regime, it will tend 
to be less abusive and more subject to 
checks and constraints, as the recent 
experience of Brazilian military rule 
suggests. Rotation of leadership can 
thus represent the first step on the 
road to constitutional government, 
while also setting a precedent for sub-
sequent civilian heads of government. 

A final principle that might increase 
the acceptability of a lengthy transi-
tion from authoritarianism, and in any 
case enhance  the  likelihood of even-
tual democratic success, is decentrali-
zation of power. The more people 
have control over their own immediate 
institutions and resources,  the more 
inherently democratic is the society. 
In addition, decentralization of power 
promotes government responsiveness, 
ethnic tranquility, civil peace, and po-
litical system legitimacy. Ilence, to 
the extent that the transition from au-
thoritarianism begins not simply with 
a formal transfer of power at the local 
kvel but also with a meaningful and 
effective one,  people may be more 
willing to abide the persistence for a 
time of undemocratic or semidemo-
cratic rule at the center, and local gov-
ernment officials and politicians will 
pin more substantial experience with 
democracy. 

All of this suggests that in many 
countries, a lengthy transition to de-
mocracy might well be more condu-
cive to long-term democratic stability 
snd success than a rapid one. Seini- 

democracy can serve as a way station 
on the road to the full democratization 
of power at every level of government. 
Expansion or restoration of civil lib-
erties and the rule of law and creation 
of powerful, elected local government 
structures can be early steps. Creation 
of effective arenas of elective power at 
the provincial, regional, or state level 
can be a later step, requiring in some 
countries significant devolution of 
power from the center. An elected na-
tional legislature can serve for some 
time alongside an executive still effec-
tively controlled by the military, as in 
Indonesia or to a great extent Thai-
land. 

Where the military remains firmly 
in control, openly or behind the 
scenes, negotiating with it a plan for 
gradual democratization of political in-
stitutions may offer the best hope for 
committed democrats. The situation 
may bc more delicate and intractable 
in countries likc Mexico or, to a more 
extreme degree, the Soviet Union, 
where the hegcmonic party has spun 
a vast network of patrons, bosses, and 
bureaucrats whosc statuses, careers, 
and livelihoods (and not infrequently 
huge fortunes) would be threatened 
by democratization and who would 
therefore fight it desperately. 

Whatever the type of authoritarian 
regime, a crucial issue is what will 
press it to continue the transition. As 
in Turkey, the driving force may be a 
talented leader firmly committed to 
the process, such as Mustafa Kemal 
Ataturk or, after World War II, presi-
dent Ismet lnonu." Such visionary 
leadership is rare, however, and rarely 
is it enough. Typically, the ruling 
structure in an authoritarian or semi-
democratic regime includes many ele-
ments and interests firmly opposed to 
a transfer of effective power—"hard-
liners" in the language of O'Donnell 
and Schmitter." Their resistance will 



not be overcome, and often a transi-
tion may not even be launched, with-
out the convergence of enormous pres-
sure from below,  in civil society and 
perhaps from outside, in other coun-
tries. 

Soria, Pluralism and Assoriational 
Life. One of the most striking findings 
to emerge from  the  Diamond, Linz. 
and I.ipset study and othcr recent 
studies is the vital importance for de-
mocracy of a pluralistic, vigorously or-
ganized civil society, featuring a dense 
network of intermediate groups and 

voluntary associations independent of 
the state. This pluralism may take 
many forms: business and producer 
groups, trade unions, peasant leagues, 
cooperatives, student and professional 
associations, womcn's organizations, 
self-help groups, religious institutions, 
ethnic and tribal associations. They 
may pursue economic, social, and cul-

tural goals or more explicitly political 
(though nonpartisan) ones, such as 
protecting civil liberties, guarding 
against electoral fraud, and educating 
and turning out voters. 

Voluntary associations perform 
many functions in a democracy. They 
constitute, in addition to political par-
ties, an alternative channel for articu-
lating interests and making demands 
upon the government. Through their 
internal  structure and functioning, 
they may serve as training grounds in 
democracy, increasing the political ef-
ficacy and capacities of citizens, re-
cruiting new political leaders, stimu-
lating participation in the  larger 
political system and enhancing citizen 
commitment to democracy. Perhaps 
most important, such autonomous as-
sociations check the relentless ten-
dency of the statc to centralize and 
expand its power and to evade civic 
accountability and control. In this 

sense, they may constitute (as the 
t.tetot  and  Flew...des.. t meda. th.e  flnrat - 

ism and autonomy of which are 
equally important to democracy) an in-

formal branch of government in their 
capacity to provide alternative chan-
nels for political expression and addi-

tional checks on executive or legisla-

five power. 
Not surprisingly, then, virtually 

everywhere movements for democra-
tization exist, there is an explosion of 
interest group organization and mobi-

lization, what O'Donnell and Schmit-
ter tcrm the resurrection (although in 
some instances it is really a fresh ev-
olution) of civil society. The forms this 
may take include: 

the resurgence of previous politi-
cal parties or the formation of new 
ones to press for more explicit de-
mocratization or even revolution; 
the sudden appearance of books 
and magazines on themes long 
suppressed by censorship; the 
conversion of older institutions, 
such as trade unions, professional. 
associations, and universities, 
from agents of governmental con-
trol into  instruments for the ex-
pression of interests, ideals, and 
rage  against the regime; the 
emergence of grass-roots organi-
zations articulating demands  long 

 repressed or ignored by authori-
tarian rule; the expression of eth-
ical concerns by religious and 
spiritual groups previously noted 
for their prudent accommodation 
to the authorities; 

as well as a testing early on of the 
limits of cultural dissent by artists and 
intellectuals; and the defection, much 
later, of economically powerful and 
privileged groups.' 6  

The catalyst for this efflorescence of 

associational life may be a decision on 
the part of the authoritarian regime to 
expand civil liberties or a more subtle 
process of gradual liberalization. As 
na.c.ma abo, 	 reason why  

zation is such an important first step 
in the transition beyond authoritarian-
ism is that it enhances the capacity of 
social groups to organize for their tnvn 
interests and in opposition to political 
repression and injustice. Even more is 
this so with a transition from totalitar-
ianism, where the establishment of 
even very limited freedoms of expres-
sion, association, assembly, and pri-
vacy of the  person and home enable 
nascent democratic groups to take the 
first tentative steps toward the recon-
struction of a boundary between the 
state and civil society. Once this line 
begins to be redrawn, the struggle for 
independent, mass-based interest 
groups, such as the l'olish trade union, 
Solidarity, becomes the driving wedge 
of the  quest not only for freedom but 
for democracy. 

Nevertheless, a political initiative 
by the authoritarian regime is not the 
only possible source of this invigora-
tion of civil society. It may also be 
spawned, and more lastingly, by eco-
nomic and social changes that give rise 
to new interests which demand voice 
and recognition. 

1«itimmy and .S'ariorronomir change. 
Authoritarian regimes, particularly 
military regimes, face intrinsic diffi-
culties in legitimating themselves. If 
the source of their legitimacy is the 
traditional nature of their authority, 
the customary ties of obeisance to the 
king—and to various lower order pa-
trimonial authorities--dissolve with 
the spread of education, communica-
tions, foreign contact, and modern 
doctrines of popular sovereignty. If au-
thority is legitimate only by virtue of 
its charismatic nature, it will dissolve 
when the charismatic ruler passes from 
the scene, and often long before then 
unless he or shc takes steps to ration-
alize and institutionalize personal au- 
thority. Rational-legal authority in turn 
presupp.steet rra 	 oo«,  

process, and other impersonal criteria 
that authoritarian regimes tend to con-
tradict (although Max Weber did not 
mean to equate this form of authority 
with democracy per Sc). 

To some extent, all regimes depend 
for their legitimacy on their record of 
performance, but democratic regimes 
also derive legitimacy from the dem-
ocratic character of thcir rule and the 
identification of thcir citizens with 
democratic values.  Ely contrast, au-
thoritarian regimes appear unable to 
legitimate themselves durably through 
the same intrinsic political features. 
This is because few citizens in the 
world identify with and cherish au-
thoritarianism per se. They do not 
value inherently the monopoly of 
power by a narrow party or bureau-
cratic elite. Thcy do not applaud as 
fundamentally good and just the lim-
itation and repression of basic civil and 
political liberties. Rather, they may ac-
cept these as necessary for the 
achievement of some higher good-
economic growth, socialism, commu-
nism, the Islamic society, utopia. 
When utopia does not come, but 
rather the lack of constitutional and 
social restraints leads to an increas-
ingly arbitrary, abusive, and decadent 
exercise of power, the legitimacy of 
the authoritarian or totalitarian regime 
(such as it may have existed) crum-
bles. 

To the extent that the regime may, 
in a totalitarian fashion, control all the 
means of ideological reproduction, it 
may in the short run be able to manip-
ulate its own legitimation far more 
powerfully than the supposedly my-
thicizing "bourgeois democracy" con-
demned in Marxian theory. However, 
as recent events in the Soviet Union 
and China so dramatically demon-
strate, all regimes must ultimately an- 
swer for their performance. Regimes 

social  and economic progress to the 
bulk of their citizens—or at least avoid 

•!.-- 	t!r- 

where two decades of extraordinary 
economic growth fashioned profound 

an argument against socioeconomic 
development, rather it is an appeal for 
simulranen _ 

commitment to the process on the part 
of a country's political leadership. The 
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social and economic progress to the
bulk of their citizens-or at Ieast avoid
dcterioration in the quality of life-
will encounter problems of legitimacy.
These may eventually become.so sc-
vere as to force those regimes to re-
form or risk collapsing under the
wcight of their own inertia.

The problem for authoritarian re-
gimes, especially tNose that lack some
institutional means for legitimation,
such as a ruling party and mass-mobi-
lizing idcology, is that socioeconomic
progress and reform carry their own
risks. As Samuel Huntington demon-
strated a generation ago, "modernity
breeds stability, but modernization
breeds instability."" "Social and eco-
nomic change-urbanization, in-
creases in literacy and education,
industrialization, mass media expan-
sion-extend political consciousness,
multiply political demands, broaden
political participation. "I" As the tradi-
tional ties of peasant to lord, client to
patron, and subject to ruler weaken,
new and independent interests arc
generated, and new political and or-
ganizational capacities arc acquired at
the individual and group Icvcl.19 De-
mands proliferate both for the right to
participate politically and for tangible
and symbolic benefits. Political insti-
tutions must expand and adapt to
make room for these new entrants or
risk breaking down.

Dcmocratic regimes often have
their own rigidities, but their open and
competitive political institutions pro-
vide a means and stimulus for adap-
tation to change. Authoritarian re-
gimes tend by nature to be rigid in
their scope for meaningfully incorpo-
rating new political demands for par-
ticipation and influence. In time,
these proliferating demands and ex-
pcctations may congeal into a broad
popular campaign for democratization.
A classic instance is South Korea,
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where two decades of extraordinary
economic growth fashioned profound
social changes-dramatic growth in
education and literacy and in the size
and political consciousness of the mid-
dle class; a more pluralistic, organized,
and autonomous civil society; increas-
ing circulation of people, information,
and ideas; and much denser linkages
with the industrialized democracies-
that facilitated and fueled the transi-
tion to democracy. Many of the same
processes and effects are apparent now
in Taiwan and even to some degree in
Pakistan.

These (and other) cases demon-
strate the generic vulnerability of con-
temporary authoritarian regimes, par-
ticularly military regimes. Lacking
strong legitimating principles, their
"support is based on more unstable
considerations, like the self-interest of
those sustaining or accepting them."20
Thus, they face a legitimacy contra-
diction, a kind of catch-22. If they do
not perform, they lose legitimacy be-
cause performance is their only justi-
fication for holding power. However,
like South Korea or Peru (under Ve-
lasco's reformist military rule), if they
do perform in delivering socioeco-
nomic progress, they tend to refocus
popular aspirations around political
goals for voice and participation that
they cannot satisfy without terminat-
ing their existence. Similarly, if they
succeed in meeting the critical threat
or challenge (e.g., subversion, terror-
ism, political violence) that justified
their seizure of power, they become
dispensable, just as the generation of
new challenges and interests with the
passing of time makes them, with
their inability to adapt, irrclevant.=t

For democrats, the policy implica-
tions are not as obvious as they seem,
if one recalls Huntington's warning
that the process of modernization can
be destabilizing. However, this is not
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an argument against socioeconomic
development, rather it is an appeal for
simultaneous attention to political dc-
vclopmcnt-institution building. For
socioeconomic development is not
only an end in itself, not only a means
to improve the physical quality of lifc.
'l'hcre is also considerable cvidcncc
that it fosters democratic changes in
attitudes and values. It tends to make
citizens more conccrned about politi-
cal and civil liberties, more demanding
of government, more pluralistic in
their organizational capacities and im-
pulses, more hungry for free informa-
tion, more opinionated and indepen-
dent in their thinking, and less willing
to abide atuhoritarian-not to mention
totalitarian-rulc.

Strategies for I)emocratization

Focused as it has been on the problem
of transitions, the above review has
considered only some of the factors
that may affect the possibility for sta-
blc democracy. It has treated political
culture and legitimacy as products of
social and economic change and re-
gime performance, but these also have
roots in the cultural traditions and
dccp historical experiences of a coun-
try. It has not considered such impor-
tant factors as the management of eth-
nic and religious cleavaRes, the
telationship between the state and the
economy, the constitutional structure
and party system, the international en-
vironment, or the judgment, skill, and
democratic commitment of political
leadership. 'l'he latter two factors will
come into sharper focus, however, as
more tangible measures to move coun-
tries toward democracy are consid-
crcd.

Domr.uir Poli/ira/ Ailor.r. Obviously,
the most favorable development for
democratization is a firm and forceful
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commitment to the process on the part
of a country's political leadership. The
experience of Nigeria from 1975-1979
under the leadership of generals Mur-
tala Muhammed and Olusegun Oba-
sanjo demonstrates the overriding in-
Hucncc that skillful, dedicated
leadership can exert. General Obasan-
jo's faithful execution of the military
regime's 4-ycar timetable for transi-
tion-following the tragic and poten-
tially explosive assassination of Mur-
tala Muhammcd in a failed coup
attempt only five months after the
transition had been announced-must
rank as one of the great examples of
democratic statesmanship in recent
times.

T o begin with the obvious: the au-
thoritarian. rulers themselves have
more scope than any other set of actors
to move their country toward democ-
racy. To the extent they are funda-
mentally committed to the process,
firmly in control of the regime (in any
internal conflict with hardliners or
backsliders), and far-sighted in design-
ing a realistic program and timetable
for transition, the transition is more
likely to bear fruit and to endure.

Without reviewing earlier sugges-
tions about the structure and timing of
the transition, one can note here the
importance of building a political con-
sensus around the framework of the
transition. This is inherently a political
problem; therefore, it requires skills
of which authoritarian, particularly
military, leaders may be short. Re-
spected intellectuals, scholars, and re-
ligious and interest group leaders
should be involved and consulted, and
popular participation in the design of
the new system should be encouraged.
'I i/ the extent that a democratic con-
stitution results from a broad process
of popular debate, consultation, and
participation, it is more likely to fit the
country's sociocultural context and to
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be widcly accepted from the begin-
ning as legitimate. This suggests that
the membership of any constitutional
drafting body should be openly an-
nounced, rcpresentative, and not only
technically skilled but also politically
sensitive to popular aspirations and
concerns. It also argues strongly for a
predominantly elective constituent as-
semblv and sufficient freedom of cx-
pression to permit the open airing of
individual and group views on consti-
tutional issues. These features have
characterized both Nigeria 's previous
transition to democracy and its current
onc.'^

The problem, of course, is that au-
thoritarian rulcrs are typically, at best,
reluctant democratizers and often
thoroughly unwilling ones. Thus, var-
ious groups in civil society-and,
among those countries trying to restore
democracy, in the previous party sys-
tem-must craft strategies for democ-
ratization that overcome or neutralize
resistance from the regime. This prob-
lem is far better addressed elsewhere
than here.21 From the preceding dis-
cussion, however, two Icssons arc ap-
parent. First, popular pressure is cru-
cial in inducing a reluctant or
unwilling authoritarian regime to
launch a democratic transition and to
stick to it. Second, each situation is
unique in its balance of political forces
within and between the state and the
society. Hence, the extent and forms
of popular pressure most likely to be
effective vary from country to country
and invariably (unless the regime is
about to collapse) must be balanced
by a willingness of opposition forces
to negotiate with the regime in some
coherent way. Here again the skill and
judgment of political leaders (in both
the rcKime and the opposition)
cmcrKcs as an important and, in some

be because it taints and delegitimates
the individuals and organizations that

The distinctiveness of political
alignments in each country and the
need for negotiations in. turn imply
several requirements for the demo-
cratic opposition. A crucial one is ef-
fcctivc organization. Broad and sus-
taincd popular mobilization for
democracy requires that individuals be
organized into a number of groups that
can gather resources, channel com-
munications, coordinate action, in-
spire members, and recruit support.
Another is effective leadership. Lead-
ers of democratic organizations must
be able to discern when the moment
demands forceful demonstrations of
public opposition to authoritarian
rule-protcsts, petitions, marches,
general strikes, civP disobedience,
peaceful assemblies (but never vio-
lence)-and when the moment is ripe
for negotiation or pregnant with the
risk of backlash.

This implies something of a contra-
diction. Much of the value of civil as-
sociations lies in their provision of
democratic experience, training, and
socialization. However, effective mo-
bilization for democracy requires that
organizational leaders have sufficient
command over their followers to con-
trol the level of popular action quickly
and decisively. The more precisely
democratic leaders can mobilize and
demobilize the movement for democ-
racy, the more effective they will be
in negotiating the regime's with-
drawal. The more that elements of the
movement resist such coordinated di-
rection, the weaker will be the nego-
tiating hand of the democrats and the
greater will be the risk that violence
and chaos induce a backlash against
democratization by hardliners in the
regime, with the support of many cle-
ments of society whose fear of disorder
is greatcr than their desire for democ-
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"saved many victims of indiscriminate
repression in the late 1970s, and was

or at least representative and respon-
sive, with provisions for some kind of
collective, deliberative decision mak-
ing) can in principle command this
type of loyalty from its following.
Nevertheless, the problem is very
real. In the form of militant and often
violent student protest, it came close
to derailing the transition in South Ko-
rea and remains a source of difficulty
for the democratic opposition to l'in-
txhet in Chile.="

This problem reHects as well a third
condition for democratic organization:
that it be coherent. The value of mul-
tiplc, diverse associations is that they
incorporate a broader range of society.
The more numerous and diverse they
arc, the greater are the sociopolitical
costs for the regime (not to mention
the tactical difficulties) of repression.
This diversity must have some cohcr-
ence and coordination if it is to be
effective; otherwise, competing orga-
nizations will pursue different stratc-
gics with different tactics (as in Chile),
and the regime will be able to play
one group off against another.

T o summarize, thenr democrats in
civil society must strike a balance he-
tween passion and prudence, between
militance and moderation, between
creative participation and the demands
of organizational loyalty and cohcr-
encc. Across different authoritarian
situations, as well as over time, the
balance may change. Although the im-
petus for the transition must conic
from civil society, success depends on
shrewd and able leadership and dense
and resourceful organization. The for-
met is a product of domestic culture,
politics, and chance, but much can be
donc from abroad to aid the latter.

ln/rrnn/iolral Mla;r. No aspect ofthe
stmgRlc for democracy provokes more
intcllectual and political cuntrnvcrsy
rha.. nc^ nlc ..r' intc-rnnti....ul -

desirability and the possibility of ef-
fective international assistance for dc-
mocratization. Although these norma-
tive and empirical issues are often
intertwined in argument, they arc se-
parable.

Much of the normative opposition
to international intervention begins
with the assumption that it will do
more harm than good. To be sure, of-
ficial bilatcrial aid from such estab-
lished democracies as the United
States always serves a range of motives
and interests, of which the promotion
of democracy has typically not been a
leading one, and often not one at all.
Too often the United States has been
content to support an authoritarian rc-
gime generously and uncritically (inter
alia, those of the shah of Iran, Somoza, ;
Marcos, Mobutu, Noriega) because it
seemed to serve immediate, gcopolit-
ical U.S. interests. U.S. policies (both
overt and covert) have sometimes
served to undermine democracy, per-
haps wittingly through economic sanc-
tions and political pressure in Chile
under Allcnde and at least unwittingly
by vastly strengthening military and
security establishments elsewhere in
Latin America. The latter effect does
not follow invariably from military as-
sistance, rather from a level of aid that
disproportionately inHates the rc-
sources and power of the military in.
relation to civil and political institu-
tions and from a Cold War doctrine
that disproportionatcly emphasizes the'
containment of communism and rev-
olutionary insurgencies over the pro-
motion of democracy and protection of
civil liberties.t"

These objections argue not against
international assistance but for a re-
orientation of it around democratic
objectives. I-lowever, a more sophisti-
catcd approach maintains that even
w^ll-:nr^nr:oncJ Jcm..a-rwric nc<aranco

all democratic nations to have as many he distorted by the particular eco-
democracies in the world as possible nomic and geostrategic interests, be-
anlt h- nn..^r...... .1.... __ _._- f._^I_- . . _
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be because it taints and delegitimates 
the individuals and organizations that 
receive it or because the dependence 
on such aid undermines the necessary 
process of citizens empowering them-
selves and defining and waging their 
own struggle for democracy, without 
which no resulting democratic regime 
can be authentic and enduring. 

Embedded in this argument are cer-
tain value assumptions that cannot bc 
refuted, but empirically it is difficult 
to reconcile with historical or contem-
porary realities. 

One consideration is that economic 
assistance can make a difference to 

new and struggling democracies. In-
ternational assistance, especially gen-
erous U.S. support under the Alliance 
for Pmgress, helped keep the Colom-
bian economy afloat during the diffi-
cult early years of the new regime in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s. Eco-
nomic assistance also helped Costa 
Rica consolidate economic growth and 

democracy in the decades after 1946." 
Democratic Botswana's vibrant eco-
nomic development has been boosted 
by the highest level of per capita de-
velopment assistance in sub-Saharan 
Africa. To be sure, unending aid de-
pendence has serious long-term costs 
for the recipient country, but aid that 
is structured specifically to nurture a 
country through difficult straits or to 
help lay the foundation for self-sus-
taining growth can benefit both devel-
opment and democracy. 

Similarly, external political initia-
tives and diplomatic pressures can 
have a democratic impact. Given the 
importance of improving civil liberties 
as a first step toward democratization 
and an end in itself, one can certainly 
applaud the human rights initiatives of 
the U.S. government undcr prcsidcnt 
Jimmy Carter. In Argentina, for ex-
ample, suCh pressure did not force  the 
withdrawal of the military, but it 
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"saved many victims of indiscriminate 
repression in the late 1970s, and was 
a factor in the international isolation 
of the military regime." 2" In the 1978 
elections in the Dominican Republic, 
political pressure from the Carter ad-
ministration blocked a blatantly fraud-
ulent attempt by the right-wing party 
to remain in power." During  the  Rea-

gan administration, shrewd and force-

ful, if decidedly tardy, diplomatic ini-
tiatives also helped to hasten the 
departures of Ferdinand Marcos from 
the Philippines and Jean Claude Du-
valier from Haiti with a minimum of 
bloodshed and may have helped dis-
suade president Chun Doo Ilwan from 
unleashing a possibly bloody and di-

sastrous wave of repression against the 
recent popular mobilization for de-
mocracy in South Korea. In Europe, 
the democratic condition for member-
ship in the European Economic Com-
munity (EEC) provided substantial 
long-term pressure for democratic 
transition and consolidation in the less 
developed south European countries 
(Greece, Spain, and Portugal), which 
had been "suffering a sense of exclu-
sion" under authoritarian rule." More 
recently, pressure from  the  EEC has 
helped to persuade Turkcy to lift mar-

tial law and institute stronger protec-
tions for human rights.m 

Thus, external efforts can aid the 
process of democratization, but they 
can also frustrate, retard, or subvert it 
It matters greatly what type of entity. 
the external actor is, what its real ob-. 
jectivcs arc, how they are perceived 
within the recipient country, what 
form the aid takes, and to whom in' 
the recipient country it is directed. 

From decades of mixed experience 
and certain  elements of an emerging 
normative consensus in the world, the 
following principles for international 
action may be advanced: 

1. It is in the  legitimate interest of 
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all democratic nations to have as many 
democracies in the world as possible 
and to have countries that are not fully 
democratic he governed as democrat-
ically as possible. This is so because 
freedom is more secure in one  country 
when it is firmly planted in others (po-
litical regime trends and ideologies do 
diffuse across borders) and because 
"no two liberal societies have ever 
fought each other."" 

2. It is the legitimate business of all 
nations to be concerned about the sta-
tus of human rights in any of them. 
The experience of genocide and other 
massive human rights violations in 
modern times compels a reconcep-
tualization of the notion of sover-
eignty. At a minimum, a Hitler or Pol 
Pot or [di Amin should be morally un-
acceptable to the community of na-
tions, and another nation (such as Tan-
zania in the case of Amin) should be 
morally justified in aiding the citizens 
of a victimized country to resist and 
overthrow barbarous oppression. 

3. True sovereignty resides not with 
the regime in control of the state of a 
country but with its people. When the 
people clearly indicate their rejection 
of the ruling regime, democratic gov-
ernments and organizations are justi-
fied in offering them assistance to re-
alize their political aspirations. This is 
not carte blanche for democracies to 
overthrow regimes they fear or dislike. 
Rather it is an argument for popular 
kgitimacy as the fount of sovereignty 
and for reading unambiguous signals 
of the illegitimacy or &legitimation of 
M  authoritarian regime as due cause 
for no longer according it the full re-
spect and privileges of sovereignty. 

4. Official external efforts to move 
country toward popular sovereignty 

Md  democracy should place increasing 
emphasis on coordinated, multilateral 
efforts for at least two reasons. Multi-
literal initiatives will be less likely to 
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be distorted by the particular eco-
nomic and geostrategic interests, be-
yond democratization, of any single 
powerful country. Because of this, 
multilateral projects will be less sus-
pect as self-serving and neoimperialist 
within the recipient country. Where a 
democratic superpower has long been 
suspected and resented for its actions 
in the region—as with the United 
States in Latin America and Japan in 
East Asia—the advantages of multilat-
cralism arc particularly obvious and 
compelling. This may argue for crea-
tion of a new joint institution of the 
industrialized democracies to func-
tion, alongside the existing aid-giving 
organs of individual governments, to 
dispense economic and political de-
velopment assistance. Certainly, it 
emphasizes the value of coordinating 
democratic assistance between the 
U.S. Agency for International Devel-
opment (USAID) and its counterparts 
in Australia, Canada, Europe, and Ja-
pan. 

5. For many of the same reasons, 
more politically autonomous and non-
governmental efforts arc needed to aid 
democratic organizations and move-
ments in authoritarian or newly de-
mocratizing countries. Aid that comes 
from nongovernmental organizations is 
less likely to be politically tainted or 
suspect and more likely to create en-
during bonds of democratic coopera-
tion across countries along functional 
lines: among journalists, intellectuals, 
bar associations, human rights organi-
zations, women's organizations, stu-
dent and youth groups, independent 
trade unions, business associations, 
and political parties of broadly similar 
orientation. In its brief five years of 
existence, the National Endowment 
for Democracy (NED) has donc an 
outstanding job of fostering such link-
ages and supporting creative and often 
valiant efforts to strengthen demo- 
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crane pluralism and to open closed so-
cieties. Other examples of important 
nongovernmental efforts, on very dif-
ferent scales, include the work of the 
Socialist International and the Com-
mittee to Protect Journalists." 

6. There is an urgent need for a new 
form of international organization rep-
resenting exclusively thc democratic 
governments of the world. Such a club 
of democracies would not supplant the 
United Nations or various regional or-
ganizations but would provide an in-
stitutional mechanism for the provi-
sion of multilateral assistance and the 
fashioning and coordination of multi-
lateral strategies to foster democrati-
zation around the world. Funher, it 
would provide a forum for democracies 
to study and discuss their common 
problems of consolidating, maintain-
ing, and deepening democracy; ex-
tending it to othcr realms of society, 
such as the workplace; and improving 
democratic accountability, responsive-
ness, and openness. Finally, it would 
provide, through an increasingly dense 
network of cultural and political ex-
changes, a framework of mutual sup-
port and a medium of international sta-
tus from which countries might regret 
to be excluded. Although there are 
reasons to be cautious in tying mem-
bership to economic benefits, such as 
freer trade and more generous aid, the 
more tangible the benefits of mem-
bership, the greater  the  incentive of 
countries to satisfy the political con-
ditions for membership. At a mini-
mum, creative means can be found to 
accentuate the special international 
status accorded to those countries with 
democratic political systems. The na-
turc and scale of this organizational 
task arc such that it could only be 
launched through the personal com-
mitment of the elected leaders of ma- 
jor democratic countries in the world." 

tireoregies  and  'Forgets of Interooti000l 

Assistance. From these diverse sources, 
international assistance may pursue 
several strategies for democratization. 
First and most important, aid efforts 
should focus on fostering pluralism 
and autonomy in organizational life 
and the flow of information. This is 
particularly important because it 
builds the social and cultural founda-
tion for democracy without dictating 
to a country what its constitutional 
structure should look like. Because it 
is one step removed from the distri-
bution of state power, it is less im-
mediately threatening, thus somewhat 
more palatable, to authoritarian rulers 
than explicit dcmands for their with-
drawal from power. Anything that is 
donc to increase the capacity and re-
sources of the people to organize 
themselves (for a diverse range of pur-
poses) independently of the state 
strengthens the democratic prospect. 
The same can be said for any initiative 
that improves access to objective in-
formation and reporting; fosters inde-
pendent ideas, scholarship, and artis-
tic expression; facilitates critical 
commentary and opinions; and en-
courages open debate between com-
peting perspectives on issues. When 
such initiatives emerge from the grass 
roots of an authoritarian society—as 
with Solidarity in Poland, Charter 77 
in Czechoslovakia, Radio Nanduti in 
Paraguay, or the black trade union 
movement in South Africa, or the 
Bangladesh Society for the Enfeace-
ment of Human Rights--they deserve 
material, technical, and moral support 
from the established democracies. 

Second, external democratic actors 
need to encourage efforts to 
strengthen the rule of law in authori-
tarian regimes, as well as in transi-
tional regimes, such as those in Cen-
tral America or the Philippines, where 
judicial systems still suffer the scars of 
anthanicarian nsin and iinc prascnss is 

not secure. This involves supporting 
human rights organizations that mon-
itor and expose abuses, aid the victims 
of torture and violence, provide them 
legal assistance, and educate the peo-
ple about their rights; training judges, 
magistrates, court clerks, lawyers, 
paralegal workers, and human rights 
educators; supporting programs for le-
gal outreach, legal aid, and various 
forms of non- or quasi-judicial conflict 
conciliation; funding legal schools, li-
braries, institutes, and professional so-
cieties; and training prosecutors and 
police in professional, democratic 
methods of law enforcement. 

Most of the aforementioned activi-
ties and organizations feature promi-
nently in the democratic assistance ef-
forts of the National Endowment for 
Democracy and the U.S. Agency for 
International Development." Indeed, 
a scholarly assessment of these two in-
stitutions' programs, in light of the 
growing accumulation of empirical ev-
idence, must concede that policymak-
ers already understand quite well what 
needs to be  donc  to encourage and 
advance  the  process of democratiza-
tion in developing and closed societ-
ies. Nevertheless, the current annual 
budget for NI:D (including its four 
core grantees) is only about $16.9 mil-
lion,e. and the 1987 (fiscal year) bud-
get for IISAID's "Section 116(e)" ac-
tivities—those specifically designated 
For the strengthening of civil and po-
litical rights—was only $6.2 million. 

This is a shamefully inadequate 
commitment of resources for the larg-
est and wealthiest industrialized de-
mocracy, especially now that it claims 
m have the promotion of democracy 
and human rights  as one of its major 
foreign-policy goals. Other U.S. gov-
ernment programs (in USAID and the 
U.S. Information Agency, among oth- 
en) also expend funds in support of 
Asmors-ratie gilinalinni and irliannc.  

the total commitment remains slight 
in relation to any mcasurc of U.S. re-
sources or national security expendi-
tures. The result is that although 
USAID and NED do many good 
works, thousands of worthy efforts 
around the world go unassisted and 
badly underfunded and others receive 
considerably less support than they 
could effectively use. 

Indiscriminate funding will not im-
prove  the  democratic prospect, but it 
is disingenuous to presume that fund-
ing does not limit what can be  donc. 

 Building the organizational, informa-
tional, and legal infrastructures of de-
mocracy—not to mention other as-
pects of democratic development, 
such as improving the technical and 
substantive capacities of legislatures, 
lo4:al governments, and electoral ad-
ministration—requires financial as 
well as human resources. Govern-
ments and organizations in the estab-
lished democracies that profess a deep 
commitment to global democratization 
must reach much more deeply into 
their budgets to support it. 

The above efforts involve method-
ically developing social pluralism and 
the rule of law. When the regime 
opens sufficiently to permit the exis-
tence of opposition parties, financial 
and technical assistance can also assist 
them in developing and mobilizing 
mass support. Reaching that point, 
however, may be difficult or treacher-
OUS, as it requires that the regime tol-
erate more explicit threats to its own 
continuation. Before that, a regime 
(again, if it is not rapidly collapsing) 
must be persuaded to permit some de-
gree of freedom for groups to organize 
and alternative sources of information 
to surface and circulate. This crucial 
liberalizing step, and others that im-
prove the human rights climate and 
the rule of law, may result largely from 
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within the reRime or the society, but
evcn in these cases prudent and some-
times forccful diplomatic and eco-
nomic pressure can help them along.

1?ven if diplomatic pressure
achieves only a grudging reduction in
human rights violations by a dictator,
such as Mobutu (whose departure
from power may be difficult to envis-
age in the near term), that is impor-
tant. When circumstances are ripc and
socictal forces are mobilizing convinc-
ingly for a transition to democracy,
diplomatic pressure can be elcvated to
a focus on full democratization. The
failurc of U.S. sanctions and pres-
sures, however, to force Noriega 's de-
parture from Panama (not to mention
the full and genuine democratization
of power in that military-dominated
country) should signal the limits of
cven superpower influence and the
complexities of trying to shape politi-
cal events in another country. To re-
turn to an tarlicr theme, diplomatic
pressure for democratization is much
more likely to be effective if it joins
with and is responsive to democratic
forces inside the country and if it is
coordinatcd with othcr democratic
cottntries (especially in the region)
that have cultural, economic, or polit-
ical influence.

A fottrth international strategy for
dcmocratization encompasscs eco-
nomic relations. Although democrats
should always be cautious about taking
stcps that would make the subjects of
an authoritarian regime suffer for the
sins of their rulcrs, there are instances
in which cconomic sanctions may con-
stitutc a potent form of pressure and
an effective component of a larger
strategy for isolating and shaming a
regime intcrnationally and for weak-
cning its base of domcstic support.
(.onstable and Valenzuela concluded
that U.S. support for multilateral loans
to (:hile, totaling $2.2 billion since

1980, helped perpetuate the Pinochet
rcgimc, in part by boosting "his claims
that he still has important friends in
Washington. ... Yet on the one oc-
casion when substantive pressure was
threatened-the 1985 mttltilateral loan
abstentions-thc dictator quickly
liftcd the state of siege.""

A more important dimension of eco-
nomic stratcgÿ, however, involves the
need for financial assistance to new
dcmocratic regimcs. Many of these re-
gimes encounter, upon assuming
power, a profound economic crisis re-
sulting from the reckless management
and even plundering of the economy
by the prcvious authoritarian rulcrs.
Although new democratic regimes
may begin with a considerable reser-
voir of popular Icgitimacy and good-
will, they must eventually improve
economic conditions if they are to sur-
vive. Indeed, economic reconstruction
is now the most urgent and important
challenge facing the new democracies
of Latin America and the Philippines,
one that seriously threatens their con-
solidation and survival. With crushing
dcbt burdens that can never be repaid,
yct that still sap the resources needed
for new investment in economic re-
covery, these cconomies are trappcd
in catastrophic dcpressions that have
seen living standards plunge back in
time 10 or 20 years or more. Govcrn•
ment policies and mismanagement
may contribute to such declines, but
huge debt service obligations Ieave the
new democratic governmcnts little
room for policy mancuver, and people
will only tolerate such depression and

,

misery for so long before they turn to $;
more radical, dcspcratc, and violent
solutions.

Nothing the industrialized democn-
cies can do to foster democracy around `i
the world would have as profound and'
immcdiate an impact as a far-reachinr
program of debt relief and develop- ;
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ment assistance. Such a program must should be no illusion that these will
permanently and suhstantially rcduce be easily undone, for a distinctive fea-
the forcikn debt burdens of ccunomi- turc of the totalitarian state is that it
cally strttgglinR democracies in the entrenches such a vast network of'l'hird World; limit debt service pay- party and government apparatchiki
mcnts to a Icvcl consistent with ccu- whose privileges and power would be
nomic growth; and mohilizc the sit')- Kravely threatened by any relaxationstantial new financial resources of centralized control. As Linz stated,necessary to rckindlc economic "'l'o be stable, posttotalitarianism can
Rro"'tlt• Slmply providing new loans to

rejcet the totalitarian heritage only se-
roll over existing debts may stave off

lectively and gradually, if it is not to
an international financial panic (and

Icad to a revolutionary outbreak that
the collapse of individual banks), but

could lead to a radical change of theit will not rencw economic growth in system, endangering the continuity in
the developing world. New dcmt ►rra- power of the elita."4"
cics need and deserve the chance to 1)emocracies can do virtually noth-
make a new economic beginning for ing to change the structure of statetheir peoples.

power and the unaccountabiliry of rul-OpeninR 7'nIa/ilarion RrAimes. 'l'ocali- ing groups in totalitarian or even post-
tarian regimes are unique in thcir com- totalitarian regimes. 'l'hey can be pre-
prehcnsivc control over individual and pared, however, to encourage politicalgroup life, but they are not unchang- reformers within those regimes when
ing or invulnerable. Indeed, an im- they emerge, and to foster an inter-
portant elcment of the demtx:ratic fer- national climate conducive to reform.
mcnt in the world today is the In the contemporary world, where in-
widening cracks in the totalitarian ternational contact and exchange are
structures of the Soviet Union and so fundamental to every dimension of
China in particular. As Rrzczinski re- national vitality and progress, the de-
cently argued, these cracks will Iikely grec of economic, cultural, and polit-
continue to widen throttghout the ica) isolation must matter to any re-commttnist world because they derive gimc concerned about nationalfrom a fundamental contradiction be, development. T o the extent that po-
tween the need for participation and litical and civil liberties in communist
individual incentives "to transccnd the countries improve, democraciesphase of industrialization" and the should be prepared to expand all man-
necd for "highly regimented, disci- net of contacts with them. 'l'hese con-
plincd and bureaucratizcd non-partic- tacts will in turn tend to furthcr en-ipation" to preserve the hierarchical, hance social pluralism and democraticcentralized control of the Marxist- pressure over time. In this sense, link-Lcninist-Stalinist state.•'"

age may be an appropriate concept:
Some would regard the changes to totalitarian regimes should know that

date as sufficient to challenge the char-
their fuller acceptance into the world'sactcrization of these countrics as total-
most dynamic orbits of economic, sci-itarian any longer.'" F ven with the rc-
entific, technical, and cultural ex-

duction of terror and repression and
change depend on their liberaliza-the modcstly improving climate for tion." 'l'here should be tangible

disscnt, critical expression, and indc- rcwards for progress, which wouldpendent organization, huwever, many
gcnerate incentives for further liber-rotalitarian features rcmain. 'l'here alization.
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Strategies for Deinocratizatio 

If one assumes, which unfortunately 
fine must, that the major totalitarian 

regimes in the  world arc not about to 

simply collapse, then  the  transition 
from totalitarianism will inevitably be 
a gradua) one, although certain phases 

of ut  may seem to (and perhaps need 
to) move with stunning boldness and 
speed. Hence, democratic nations 
must plan for a long, subtle struggle 
of engagement and stick patiently to 

a coherent strategy. Some obvious fea-
IIIMS of this strategy will seem famil-
iar: 

I.  Democratic nations must closely 
coordinate among themselves their 
various interactions with totalitarian 
states, if pressure and incentives arc 

to be effective. 
2. Human rights concerns should be 

regularly and vigorously raised in dip-

lomatic contacts, summits, and inter-

national forums. In particular, the So-

viet bloc countrics should bc 

relentlessly, creatively, and forcefully 
pressed to honor their treaty obliga-
tions with regard to human rights. 

3. Democratic countries should fo-

cus on initiatives to support the growth 
of independent associations and schol-

arship and the freer flow of informa-

tion, ideas, and opinions. Ways should 
be found to offer financial and tech-
nical support to emergent pluralism in 

associational, intellectual, and creative 

life. Institutions in the democratic na-
tions should seek to establish links and 
exchanges with such emergent groups 
when they form, and the survival and 

freedom from repression of those 

groups should be made a matter of 

highly visible international concern. 
4. The flow of decentralizing tech-

nologies should be encouraged. The 
personal computer and the photocopy 
machine are serious threats to totali-
tarian rule because, to the extent that 
wide access tn them exists, centralized 
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If one assumes, which unfortunately 
that the. major totalitarian 

undermined. More generally, because 

economic vitality in a highly devel-
oped economy requires wide, decen-
tralized access to and rapid flows of 

information, it is doubtful that a post-

industrial level of development and af-

fluence is attainable in a totalitarian for 
even highly centralized posttotalitar-
ian) society. le 

The above principles follow natu-
rally from the preceding analysis, but 

they also raise a dilemma. Restraining 

contact and exchange with the indus-
trial democracies enables those de-
mocracies to  use  their economic and 

scientific advantages as leverage to en-

courage  the  opening of totalitarian and 
posttotalitarian societies. The rapid 
development of those societies—es-
pecially their increasing exposure to 

the technologies and demands of the 
information age and the strengthening 
of autonomous forms of social and eco-
nomic organization—may prove an 

even more powerful solvent of totali-

tarian structures and restraints. Poli-

cymakers must be sensitive to the 

costs and tradc-offs involved. When a 

contradiction does arise, there is some-
thing to be said for pushing the de-
velopment of pluralism forward as fast 

as possible through the proliferation of 

contacts, as  the same time searching 
for individual and group recipients of 

contact that  are as independent as pos-
sible from the totalitarian state. 

undermined. More generally, because 

econornic vitality in a highly deyel- 

and aspirations. It is 'helping to inspire 
many courageous nuevcinents for civil 
and political liberties, just as the grow-
ing density of political and economic 
tics  may limit the options of regimes 
that would repress these movements. 

The global movement for democ-
racy today has momentum, but histor-
ically such moments of promise were 
cyclical swings and did not last. The 
challenge for committed democratic 
actors—individuals, institutions, and 
nations—is to fashion strategies for en-
gaging authoritarian and totalitarian re-
gimes that will be consistent over the 
long run and coherent and cumulative 
in their effects. The limits to inter-
national pressure for democratization 
are not only intrinsic but also self-im-
posed by democratic actors with short 
attention spans, inflated notions of 
their individual importance, divergent 
policies and priorities, and schizo-
phrenic, zigzagging strategies of influ-
ence. Established democratic institu-
tions and nations can advance the 
cause of democracy in other countries, 
but  first they must get their own act 
together. 
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Forging  a  Coherent Strategy 

The world is shrinking. As interna-
tional exchanges of goods, technolo-
gies, news, information, ideas, stu-
dents, tourists, entertainers, athletes, 
novels, plays, and movies proliferate, 

people are slowly evolving elements 
of a common global culture. This is a 
subtle and diffuse phenomenon that is 
difficult to measure. It is visible in the 
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If one assumes, which unfortunately
one must, that the major totalitarian
reRimes in the world are not about to
simply collapse, then the transition
from totalitarianism will inevitably be
a gradual one, although certain phases
of it may seem to (and perhaps need
(o) move with stunning boldness and
speed. 1 Icnce, democratic nations
must plan for a long, subtle struggle
of engagement and stick patiently to
a coherent strategy. Some obvious fea-
tures of this strategy will seem famil-
rar:

1. 1)cmocratic nations must closely
coordinate among themselves their
various interactions with totalitarian
states, if pressure and incentives are
to be effective.

2. Human rights concerns should be
regularly and vigorously raised in dip-
lomatic contacts, summits, and inter-
national fortrms. In particular, the So-
viet bloc countries should be
relentlessly, creatively, and forcefully
pressed to honor their treaty obliga-
tions with regard to human rights.

3. Democratic countries should fo-
cus on initiatives to support the growth
of independent associations and schol-
arship and the. freer flow of informa-
tion, ideas, and opinions. Ways should
be found to offer financial and tech-
nical support to emergent pluralism in
associational, intellectual, and creative
life. Institutions in the democratic na-
tions should seek to establish links and
exchanges with such emergent groups
when they form. and the survival and
freedom from repression of those
groups should be made a matter of
highly visible international concern.

4. The flow of decentralizing tech-
noingics should be encouraged. The
pcrsonal computer and the photocopy
machine arc serious threats to totali-
tarian rule because, to the extent that
wide access to them exists, centralized
control over the flow of information is
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undermined. More generally, because
economic vitality in a highly devcl-
oped economy requires wide, decen-
tralized access to and rapid flows of
information, it is doubtful that a post-
industrial level of development and af-
fluence is attainable in a totalitarian (or
even highly centralized posttotalitar-
ian) society.'2

The above principles follow natu-
rally from the preceding analysis, but
they also raise a dilemma. Restraining
contact and exchange with the indus-
trial democracies enables those de-
mocracies to use their economic and
scientific advantages as leverage to en-
courage the opening of totalitarian and
posttotalitarian societies. The rapid
development of those societics-cs-
pecially their increasing exposure to
the technologies and demands of the
information age and the strengthening
of autonomous forms of social and cco-
nomic organization-may prove an
even more powerful solvent of totali-
tarian structures and restraints. Poli-
cymakers must be sensitive to the
costs and tradc-offs involved. When a
contradiction does arise, there is some-
thing to be said for pushing the dc-
velopment of pluralism forward as fast
as possible through the proliferation of
contacts, at the same time searching
for individual and group recipients of
contact that are as independent as pos-
sible from the totalitarian state.

IF

Forging a Coherent Strategy

The world is shrinking. As interna-
tional exchanges of goods, technolo-
gies, news, information, ideas, stn-
dents, tourists, entertainers, athletes,
novels, plays, and movies proliferate, °
people arc slowly evolving elements ``.
of a common global culture. This is a
subtle and diffuse phenomenon that is
difficult to measure. It is visible in the
spread of democratic values, norms.
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and asrirations. It is helping to inspire
many courageous movcments for civil
and political lihertics, just as the Krow-
ing density of political and economic
tics may limit the options of regimcs
that would repress thcsc movements.

The global movcmcnt for dcmoc-
racy today has momentum, but histor-
ically such moments of promise were
cyclical swings and did not last. The
challenge for committed democratic
actors-individuals, institutions, and
nations-is to fashion strategies for en-
939"19 authoritarian and totalitarian rc-
gimcs that will be consistent over the
long run and coherent and cumulative
in their effects. The limits to inter-
national pressure for democratization
are not only intrinsic but also self-im-
posed by democratic actors with short
attention spans, inflated notions of
their individual importance, divergent
policics and priorities, and schizo-
phrenic, zigzagging strategies of influ-
ence. I:stablished democratic institu-
tions and nations can advance the
cause of democracy in other countries,
but first they must get their own act
together.
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11 ORGANIZING THE
DEMOCRACIES TO
PROMOTE DEMOCRACY
Ira Straus

As the United States undertakes to promote democracy and considers the
conditions of democratic success, we as a nation are entitled to some pride
in the fact that it was the United States that for the first time in history
made a real success of democracy. It was the United States that vindicated
the reputation of democracy and overcame its negative connotations.

Tribal democracy has roots going back beyond recorded history. City-
state democracy goes back more than 2,000 years, and for most of this
period democracy has been equated with its citystale version-and conse•
quently with turbulence, crudity, popular passions, and intolerance of
culture.

Democracy on a broad geographical scale was a modern innovation. It
began with British representativc sclf-government and culminated in
U.S. federalism. Its success gave democracy the new connotations of
pluralism, tolerance, and stability. It made possible the phenomenal
spread of democracy not only across the North American continent, but
in the Old World as well.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries a small number of
people, surveying the instability of democracy in continental Europe,
began to consider the broader implications of U.S. federalism for the
spread and stabilization of democracy. Their work grew in two phases.

In the first phase, the British Imperial Federalists proposed the spread-
ing of democracy throughout the British Empire and the closer uniting of
the empire in a common democratic structure in order to stabilize the
world•historical leadership of Britannic democracy in the face of the
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supposed unreliability of all continentals. Their efforts came too late to 

achieve their highest goals, but they did have a positive impact on the 

development of democratic practices in India and in the emigrant 

dominions, and in the development of dominion status itself as a reform 

of the old imperial system. 

The second phase, which still continues, was precipitated by the two 

world wars and by both the existence and the failures of the League of 

Nations. In 1939 Federal Union movements emerged in Britain and the 

United States, advocating the uniting of historically distinct nations on 

democratic federal principles. The movement had three strands: Euro-

pean Federalist, Atlantic Federalist, and World Federalist. 

The World Federalist strand aimed to build a democratic world by first 

federating all countries. It has concentrated since 1945 on strengthening 

and reforming the U.N. system. 

The European and Atlantic strands aimed to build a democratic world 

by first federating existing democracies. Their supporters inside and 

outside governments played vital roles in developing the European Com-

munities and Atlantic and Trilateral Alliance systems—systems that have 

enabled democracy to spread and stabilize throughout free Europe for 

the first time in history. They have concentrated ever since on strength-

ening, enlarging and deepening these systems. 

ORIGINS OF THE CCD PROGRAM 

In the beginning of the 1980s, people with long experience in the 

efforts to unite European and Atlantic democracies formed Committees 

for a Community of Democracies (CCDs) in London, Brussels, Washing-

ton, D.C., and Seattle. Their initial aim was to develop plans for gradu-

ally linking the developed democracies (or member nations of the Organ-

ization for Economic Cooperation and Development) more closely. After 

an initial "circle-group" phase, during which various proposals were 

floated in the several groups, an international CCD conference was held 

in London in 1982 to establish a common foundation for further work. 

A new emphasis emerged in the London conference. Whereas CCDs 

had previously concentrated exclusively on uniting the industrial democ-

racies, several participants now stressed the need to supplement this 

program by trying to bring all of the democracies of the world together in 

a loose association. This view was approved in the closing declaration in 

London. CCD-USA proceeded to develop the new idea of the London 

conference into two proposals: (1) for an intergovernmental association 

of the democracies of the world; and (2) for an international institute for 

democracy. 
That same year, President Reagan addressed the British Parliament at  
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democracy" around the world. He thereby launched what came to be 
known  is the Democracy Initiative, which was soon crystallized in the 
form of the National Endowment for Democracy ( NED). As will be seen, 
NED  lias  come to play a major (and entirely legitimate and constructive) 
role in the effort described in this chapter. 

The idea of organizing detnocratic solidarity was genuinely bipartisan 
and, indeed, international. During the 1984 presidential campaign, 
Walter Mondale proposed the establishment of an assembly of democra-
cies, thereby raising CCD proposals high in the public domain. European 
ideas and experience of promoting democracy also provided important 
background for the president's speech at Westminster, for NED, and for 
the CCD proposals. 

Unfortunately, NED was plagued from the start with funding troubles. 
in Congress. It has managed only with difficulty to stay funded on a level 
of about $18 million a year, and this is widely recognized as being far less 
than what is needed for its mission. We shall see how the constraints and 
uncertainties placed on its funding have been disruptive to those who 
have planned together with NED for the promotion of democracy. 

CCD offered a way to fulfill the promise of the Democracy Initiative. 
Indeed, a presidential letter specifically praised CCD for having "taken 
up the challenge" of his Westminster speech, adding, "I hope that the 
international meeting you are about to convene will develop practical 
measures to help build meaningful cooperation at the inter-govern-
mental level." 

In July 1984, NED granted CCD-USA $75,000 to fund the main portion 
of the first year's costs of preparing for a global association of democra-
cies. The funding was earmarked specifically for organizing and con-
ducting an international meeting in 1985 (Preparation for a Conference, 
PREFACE). 

Preparing for PREFACE 

In the initial stage a private meeting was preferred to a governmental 
initiative, because it would be freer from diplomatic commitments and 
from habitual national suspicions. The meeting had to be limited in size 
and yet include broad geographical representation, as well as expertise 
on international affairs, area and cultural matters, and democracy. To 
get broad participation, CCD-USA sought the cooperation of other asso-
ciations in the field, such as Freedom House, the Center for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions, the Atlantic Council, and CCD groups abroad. 

PREFACE was to lay plans for a further nongovernmental conference 
of all democracies  (the  "main conference"' to complete the proposals for 
mganizing de lllll cratic cactper-,  • 	and  In pre:lent [he'll In gc,vermIlerl[S 
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1. propose agenda for the subsequent main conference, which would consider
cstahlishing an association of democracies and an institule for democracy;

2. make recommendations on the participation at the main conference, and
3. consider ways to develop further private support in as many countries as

possible for closer cooperation among practicing democracies.

The subsequent main conference would still be primarily nongovern-
mental, The participants would be carefully selected from mainstream
groups in the more than 50 practicing democracies. It would consider
various areas for improved cooperation among democracies, ranging
front trade and investment to journalism and terrorism, and would
recommend permanent institutional means for such cooperation as it
would deem advisable.

Gearing Up

CCD's first task in carrying through its program was to organize its
volunteers and enlist capable, personnel who understood its task. It
engaged Charles R. Tanguy, a retired U.S. Foreign Service officer, as
prugram director. It opened an office in downtown Washington, D.C. It
established a newsletter-CCD Courier-to disseminate the substance of
draft proposals and of reactions to them, so the process of discussion and
consensus formation could be sufficiently advanced by the time PREFACE
began that it would have a chance to get through its business in the few
days its participants would be able to stay together in one place.

Samuel DePalma, an expert on international organizational affairs in
the Department of State from 1947 to 1973, became CCD-USA president,
while James Huntley, CCD's founding chairman, went on to other
duties. DePalma had served in U.N., NATO, and Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency posts until 1969, and had been assistant secretary of
state from 1969 to 1973. Bringing with him considerable experience in
international conferences and multilateral diplomacy, he assumed active
leadership of the CCD project.

A working group of volunteers, which came to be dubbed the Gang of
Six-Samuel DePalma, Robert Foulon (CCD-USA secretaryl, James

Martin (CCD-DC secretary), Thomas Stern (treasurer), Ira Straus (editor)
and Charles Tanguy-put together the plans for PREFACE in regular

weekly meetings. The six were eventually augmented to seven with
Eugene Rosenfeld Imedia relations) and continued as staff at the
PREFACE meeting proper.

SUBSTANCE OF TIIE PROPOSAIS

The proposal for an association of democracies had originated in the
observation that there was no global forum of democracies. An asso-
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cialion of democracies couW enhance the prestige of democratic ideals
and practices globally, much as the Council of Europe had done within
Europe. It could also enhance solidarity and cooperation across North.
Soulh alinnes,t both in economic matters and in the support of the develop-
mentd sabilization of domestic democratic institutions.

An association could also be the sponsoring or governing body for a
second organization: an international institute for democracy This insti-
lute, independent of any particular national identity, could support
needed academic studies on democracy, provide training and technical
assistance, and help in finding the way through obstacles to democratic
practices and to cooperation among democracies.

'l'hese two proposals were developed in some detail in the course of the
preparatory discussions.

Association of Democracies

A draft for the proposal for an association of democracies was
prepared, in consultation with the Gang of Six, by Raymond D. Gastil of
Freedom Ilouse. It took as its point of departure the consideration that
the democracies need to focus on their common values as a major con-
cern in their international relations, above and beyond special economic
and geopolitical interests. In fact, the solidarity achieved by working
together to preserve and promote democratic practices could undoubt-
edly assist in harmonizing more concrete interests and encouraging
cooperation in economic and other fields and could thereby enhance
international peace and security.

The proposed association would therefore concentrate on promoting
democratic political practices and human rights both among its members
and in countries aspiring to democracy. It would not be a direct source of
economic assistance but would help countries to perceive common inter-
ests and problems and thus facilitate economic cooperation in other
forums. It might also take up such matters as common approaches to refu-
gees from authoritarian countries and a concerted approach to terrorism.

In conjunction with an institute for democracy, the associaton would
provide a forum for assessing the needs of new and fragile democracies
and would foster mutual support for the protection and promotion of
dentocracy.

Merely by providing visible solidarity for democratic practices and a
feeling of identity with the democratic world, an association could help
stabilize new and fragile democracies. By further showing that political
and other benefits would accrue from democratic practices and member-
ship, it could draw additional countries toward democracy.

An association of democracies could eventually have a charter and an
institutional structure, but the first step toward this structure might be
an informal forum, with periodic meetings of representatives of democ-
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racies. Once formalized, the association might still be modest in size, 

with a secretariat staffed largely by seconded officials and a site placed at 

its disposal by a member government. 
A preliminary listing, based on the work of Freedom  Flouse, showed 

the existence of 54 democracies then eligible for membership in an asso-

ciation. Once established by deposit of the requisite number of instru-

ments of ratification, membership in the association would be open to 

any state that accepted the charter's principles and undertook to make its 
practices conform to them, subject to acceptance of the application by 

the existing membership. Default on these obligations could lead to 

suspension of membership. 
Regional groupings of democracies, such as already existed in Europe, 

could be promoted under the aegis of the association as a way of over-

coming the sense of powerlessness of small democracies. Such group-
ings. along with "coalitions of the willing" and functional affiliates, 

would be ways for the association to develop cooperation. A prime 

functional affiliate would be an international institute for democracy. 

Institute for Democracy 

The draft proposal for an international institute for democracy was 
prepared, again in consultation with the Gang of Six, by Ralph M. 

Goldman of San Francisco State University. It took as its point of 
departure the consideration that democracy is consistent with common 

human needs and involves forms and methods that are basically 

replicable and transferable, even though historical and cultural 
conditions may require adaptations. 

The institute would assist in the establishment and improvement of 

democratic institutions and serve as a center for the development and 

promotion of democratic ideas. It would study conditions in which 
democracies thrive, provide information and training in democratic 

studies, and offer expert consultation in techniques and procedures of 

democracy—the administration of elections, the conduct of campaigns, 

the drafting of constitutions, the adjudication of human rights, and so 

forth. 
The institute could produce studies on prospects and procedures for 

peaceful transition from authoritarian and totalitarian regimes to plural-
istic democracy. Consultation teams visiting a country could study con-
ditions relevant to democratic development and conduct seminars for 
leadership groups. An educational services division could assist in devel. 
oping democratic curricula and instructional programs. 

Research would come under five headings: democratic assessment data, 
democratic institutional development, democratic theory, relations atnong 

	

democracies. and program evaluation procedures. Publica 	• 	could 
, 	 .......  

materials to encourage prodemocracy productions in the private media. 
The proposed institute would have an international governing board, 

chosen from distinguished democratic statesmen and political experts, to 
oversee operations, finances, and formal policy statements. The Associa-
tion of Democracies might appoint this board, which in turn could select 
a small executive committee and appoint an executive director. The 
institute could in turn help the Association of Democracies in assessing a 
country's democratic qualifications or intentions and in identifying 
indigenous democratic groups. 

The institute might establish small regional centers, probably linked 
with existing academic institutions. Funding would come from govern-
ments, private sources, and international organizations, in the form of 
endowment and project grants. 

The institute could be launched with a core program that would 
inspire further development and funding. It was intended that, after 
PREFACE, a multinational group of experts would estimate prospective 
costs for launching the institute in this manner and survey potential 
sponsors, participants, and users of institute services. 

The Democracies and the U.N. 

A third proposal was prepared for PREFACE by CCD. Having spent 
most of his career in dealing with the U.N. system, De Palma found the 
continuing erosion of U.N. effectiveness a matter of deep concern. He 
had seen the division into North and South blocs grow and bring destruc-
tive confrontations. He proposed a caucus of democracies in the U.N. 
and UNESCO to ameliorate this situation. 

The caucus would enable democracies to harmonize views on U.N. 
questions where common values and interests were at stake. It could 
meet at the beginning of each U.N. and UNESCO session, and as neces-
sary thereafter, to review the U.N. agenda and try to concert approaches 
to particular items or to add its own items to the agenda. 

Such a caucus would not constitute a bloc with uniform interests, nor 
could it seek to establish monolithic voting patterns. The caucus was 
later rechristened the Consultative Group of Democracies in order to 
emphasize this caveat. Like the association, it was not aimed against any 
existing international organizations, nor at duplicating their work, but 
rather at supplementing them, filling a major gap in international 
cooperation: cooperation among all democracies. This, DePalma was 
convinced, would help the other organizations function more effectively. 

A caucus of democracies would strengthen the U.N. and UNESCO by 
drawing them back toward the democratic tenets that inspired their 
charters. It vvould advance human rights by encouraging an authentic 
IliId ha la WIC,Cli .re0rl..C11 to  al 	•• 	 el..... 
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the association, it could implement projects consistent with the U.N. and
UNESCO charters that those organizations might be unable to undertake.
The caucus could be formed on the initiative of democratic delegations
in the U.N.

PRE-PREFACE DISCUSSION OF PROPOSAIS

CCD's initial dissemination of the draft proposals led to a wide-ranging
discussion. Several matters received special attention, namely:

• Should the association begin informally, as an intergovernmental or even
private forum, or formally, as a chartered intergovernmental organization? Or
would it be best not to prejudge this, but simply to encourage the governments
to go as far as they might prove willing?

• With what functions should the association begin? What functions should it
eventually take up? What functions should it avoid?

• How could room for growth and development best be built into the charters of
the association and the institute?

• Who should fund the institute-governments or private sources?

• What were the pros and cons for various countries of participation in these
organizations? In particular, how could the program be made attractive to
democracies in both the First and Third worlds, in view of the confrontational
rhetoric that has tended to divide them in recent years?

Following are some of the highlights of this pre-PREFACE discussion.

Economic Aspects

It was generally agreed that the association should not be a source of
economic aid. One respondent added that it must "skirt the issue of
economic assistance initially" if it was to have any chance of getting off
the ground in the United States, but this need not prevent it from
discussing economic issues.

There were differing opinions on the idea of preferential trade arrange-
ments for democracies. Most respondents found this attractive in gen-
eral, but one warned that "U.S. experience with selective preferences
and embargos has been bad. MFN (Most-favored Nation) and GSP
[Generalized System of Preferences) for less developed countries have
been the best principle; the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade) and U.S. trade laws provide adequate protection against foreign
dumping, subsidies, etc.; and it would be dangerous to depart from these
agreements and principles which have developed on the basis of
exprrirnce."

Two respondents were of the view that, despite the fact that it is so
rarely mentioned-or perhaps for this very reason-there was a need for
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"explicit discussion of the economic aspects of democracy: the role of
frcc enterprise, free trade, property rights, and a strong middle class in
promnting stable denwcracy."

Passive or Active?

One respondent drew attention to the different needs of an
organization designed to agitate and press for democracy as distinct from
one designed to gather and provide knowledge about democracy: "A
propaganda organization would want a small, executive style leadership
with highly centralized authority and access to media and operational
communications links. A passive organization would want a wide
membership with an emphasis on respected academicians/educational
institutions and would invite prospective clients to come to its fountains
of knowledge at their initiative, being careful to avoid any suggestion of
funding or otherwise actively engaging itself on behalf of factious ele-
ments in potential democracies." This distinction corresponded to some
extent to the distinction between the proposals for an association and for
an institute. There were differing opinions as to the costs and benefits of
combining both functions at times within a single organization.

It was generally felt that the institute should begin with one centralized
location, where multinational contact would provide useful cross-
fertilization.

One respondent questioned whether the institute could be competent
to determine "the best methods of assisting democracy in emerging
democratic states," since "this kind of decision is not an academic
problem; it is a critical political decision." Others felt that this political
decision would on the whole benefit by being informed by the work of
an institute, and also by the moral background of solidarity provided by
an association.

Informal or lntergovernmental?

Some respondents preferred an infonnal or even nongovernmental
forum to a formal intergovernniental association, since the latter would
cost the governments money and diplomatic time, which were already in
short supply. Others suggested that the association should begin as an
informal forum-perhaps as a meeting place for transnational political
parties and other nongovernmental organizations-with the hope of later
developing into an intergovernmental institution.

Most, however, held that the term Association o/Democracies should be
reserved for a formal intergovernmental institution, and that govern-
nunas should be encouraged to go as far as possible. They anticipated
considerable symbolic value in a formal proclamation of an intergovern-
mental association and regarded an informal forum as having far less
value and slaying power than a formal association. They argued that the
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costs of staff and facilities of international organizations are practically
marginal in view of the importance of their functions, noting that there
has been gross overreaction on this point. They maintained that inter-
democratic institutions in particular, because they have a meaningful
basis in political solidarity, have been well worth their costs, and govern-
ments still regard them quite favorably.

The "informalists" and the "intergovernmentalists" shared some
immediate tactics. Intergovernmentalists anticipated a few years' more
work on the private level as preparation for official action. They also
hoped that the transnational parties would come to give vigorous support
to the establishment of an association as a means of enhancing their own
significance. And they agreed that, if the governments were not willing
to start out on a formal intergovernmental plane, an informal forum
would be a positive interim step.

However, intergovernmentalists suggested that it would only harm the
prospects of establishing an association if preparatory meetings and
informal forums were already to be named an association or to be
expected to get on with the substantive work of building solidarity
among democracies. They anticipated that this would interfere with the
preparatory work the informal meetings should be doing; and by giving
them goals far beyond their capabilities, it would set them up to have
their shortcomings cited as evidence against the value and feasibility of
forming an intergovernmental association.

Leaving Room For Institutional Growth

There was also preliminary discussion of the future development of an
association. All agreed that it would need room to grow, since there was
not at present sufficient solidarity among all democracies for it to be
given much initial authority.

Many tacitly assumed that, by beginning small, an association would
have room to grow. Others maintained that room for growth must be
consciously built into its charter. They cited the examples of the U.N.
and the Council of Europe as institutions that began with many countries
but few powers and, because they were dependent on unanimous
consent for major changes, lacked the room they needed for growth.

Gastil's draft anticipated that the association would stimulate member

countries to come together in other organizations. Examples would be a
caucus within the U.N.; new functional organizations (the institute); new
regional structures (on models like the Council of Europe, the European

Communities, and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations); and
coalitions of the willing to act during crisis situations (such as the
transition of a particular country to democracy).

One respo„denl suggested that stim,ahas to other organizalions or
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would not be easy for the association itself to gain new areas of author-
ity. Ile suggested that the charter of the association include provisions
for giving coalitions and functional organizations an affiliate status and
for collaborating actively with (hem, so that people would come to see
and speak of them as a common "world democratic system." The
preamble to the charter could be worded to establish this as an integral
part of the aims and outlook of the association. Groundwork could be
laid by encouraging existing interdemocratic institutions to give
expressions of support for the establishment of an association.

This concern was reflected in the warning by one delegate at
PREFACE that, if the Council of Europe was to be used as a model for the
association, it should be recalled that the council had proved an obstacle
as well as an aid to initiatives for real integration among some of the
European countries.

Ways of Promoting Democracy

Questions were also raised about how far the association should go in
promoting democracy. Should it, for example, limit its membership to
fully certifiable pluralistic democracies, or should it establish a category
of associate or candidate membership for countries with elements of
democracy and with an apparently sincere desire and intention to
develop toward democracy? Should it work mainly by setting an
example, improving the internal practices of existing democracies, and
certifying elections as free and new democracies as members, or should
it play an active role in transitions to democracy? Should it emphasize
condemnation of nondemocratic governments and support of democra-
tically oriented oppositions, or should it try to mediate between govern-
ment and opposition, to build trust between them and to encourage a
peaceful transition from repression to free election? Should it limit itself
to moral support of democratic oppositions and condemn military inter-
vention as an undemocratic practice, or should it overlook interventions
in favor of democracy, or even expound terms and limits within which
intervention would be legitimate?

The timeliness of these questions may be gauged by developments in
tlaiti and the Philippines. Recent strivings toward democracy remind us
of how much is at stake when a struggle for democracy nears its
climax-how frightening a tightrope may have to be walked if an
undemocratic regime is to be eased out peacefully, and also how the
tightrope may have to be abandoned and choices made rapidly and
decisively if a struggle is not to end in failure and repression.

it will be important-historically important-to be ready to give a
correct answer to these questions and to act on the answer in moments of
crisis. tt,cs\rr.izxte E^^ de...M-rnc-y iss trm
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to a crisis point. An association of democracies and international institute 
for democracy could play a valuable role in developing answers that 
would have the virtues of being firm, nuanced, consistent, and broadly 
backed. 

North/South: Divergent Interests or Common Project? 

A matter of special concern was whether First and Third World 
democracies could all agree on formulations that would enable them to 
join a single association. 

One respondent raised with particular sharpness the political and 
public relations difficulties for Third World governments in joining an 
association. The association, he observed, could "provide a political 
Forum for moderates to associate with other democracies and to endorse 
their democratic legitimacy." However, "Third World countries are 

weak and vulnerable to internal and to  externat pressures from the 
international world. What they typically want most of all are 

independence, security, and prosperity-growth-development. The G-77, 

the Non Aligned, and other groups, e.g., OPEC and commodity cartels, 

are means toward these ends. Membership in the Association could give 
the impression of selling out to the North." The association could  flot  add 
much to the existing economic and security arrangements as a way of 

inducing countries to join. On the other hand, the developed demo-
cracies might be leery of the whole thing "since there are more Less 
Developed Countries (LDCs) than developed democracies," and "the 

LDCs might be expected to turn the association into another General 
Assembly unless a system of weighted voting is used." 

In response, it was pointed out that, though both First and Third 
worlds have grown suspicious of each other, all democratic nations have 

an interest in a common political orientation, and an association of 

democracies would serve this fundamental interest. It would also help in 
allaying suspicions over the long run. It would not break up any real 
solidarity that exists in the Third World but only the facade of solidarity 
that many Third World countries like to maintain against the First 
World. This facade serves the interests of radical regimes, but far from 
representing the true interest of moderate and democratic regimes, it is 
dangerous to their health and growth. The affirmation of the common 
value of democracy, bringing with it multilateral legitimation, could in 
the long run prove necessary for the very survival of some democratic 
regimes. The benefits would not be static but dynamic; democratic 
cooperation is a great multiplier. And by allaying suspicions, bridging 
the North-South gap, and developing cooperation among detnocracies, 
an association could make for mutual economic benefit and for a more 
stable international order. 

Organizing the Democracies 

PREFACE: THE MEETING PROPER 

PREFACE convened at the Wingspread Conference Center, Racine, 
Wisconsin, on April 14, 1985 with 45 people present from 26 countries at 
all levels of economic development and representing nearly half of the 
world's practicing democracies: Argentina, Australia, Barbados, 
Belgium, Bolivia, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Fiji, France, 
Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Mauritius, the 
Netherlands, Papua New Guinea, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the United 
Kingdom, the United States, and Venezuela. 

For four days the PREFACE delegates discussed and refined the 
proposals for an association of democracies, an institute for democracy, 
and a consultative group of democracies at the U.N. and other inter-
national organizations. They concluded unanimously that such organiza-
tions not only were proper but were needed as a matter of some urgency-
except for one abstention, and (hat on the ground that the proposed 
institutions did not go far enough and would fail adequately to match 
the demands of a deeply interdependent world. 

The PREFACE delegates even went farther than was anticipated, 
constituting themselves into the International Committee for a 
Community of Democracies (ICCD) and planning to establish CCDs in 
their home countries. This took the CCD-USA organizers by surprise. 
Before PREFACE it had been proposed only that citizens' committees for 
democratic solidarity be formed in the various democracies in order to 
advance the concepts of PREFACE and strengthen links with 
governments. 

PREFACE endorsed plans to disseminate its conclusions through 
publications and seminars in several regions of the world, to develop 
them further in expert working groups, and to hold in the very near 
future the main conference, at which representatives from all of the 
democracies of the world would prepare definitive recommendations for 
official action by governments to create new mechanisms for 
cooperation among democracies. 

PREFACE considered that the proposed institutions could be 
established in any order. They would all be likely to work together, and 
whichever came first could assist in the formation of the others. 
However, it was anticipated that the association would be the 
centerpiece of the system. 

Bridging the North-South Gap 

Several participants from the South were especially insistent in 
holding that these institutions were urgently needed as a way of helping 
to consolidate their democratic systems. Though they were aware that 
some people might suspect U.S. motivations in this connection, they 
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agreed that PREFACE had built a bridge between First and Third World 
participants by concentrating on working for democracy as a common 
value and interest. 

PREFACE provided preliminary evidence against the fears expressed 
earlier by some First World commentators that Third World people 
would not want such an association; and preliminary confirmation for 
the major hypothesis underlying all of the proposed institutions: namely, 
that people from all democracies, if they meet in the context of 
considering action based on their shared concern for democracy, will be 
better able to discuss North-South differences constructively. 

This did not mean that there were no contentious questions. Differing 
views were expounded on the amount of attention the proposed 
institutions should pay to economic needs and developmental studies. 
Also, some Europeans expressed concern that the new institutions might 
impinge on their existing arrangements for cooperation with developing 
countries. It was noted that the preoccupation with economic 
development in many countries would undoubtedly become a 
complicating factor in building solidarity around the value of democracy 
as a political structure. These issues were not, as a general rule, resolved, 
but it was agreed that they would have to be faced in the follow-through 
activities. 

Refinement of the Institutional Proposals 

After considerable discussion, almost all delegates insisted on starting 
with a formal intergovernmental association among such democracies as 
would be willing, while leaving room for the gradual or step-by-step 
building of the role of the association thereafter. Concerning the pace of 
work toward establishing the association in the first place, participants 
from Southern Europe and the Third World expressed a greater sense of 
urgency than participants from Northern Europe. 

One of the most vexing questions was the structure and membership of 
the association bodies at the other levels—interparliamentary and 
private citizens—that were proposed. 

There was much discussion of how the interparliamentary body 
should be related to the intergovernmental body, and whether it should 
admit democratic parliamentarians from nondemocratic countries. In 
the end it was agreed that the interparliamentary body should have a 
consultative status and be coterminous with the intergovernmental 
body, that is, should have the same member countries. 

The purposes of the association were agreed to be the fostering of 
democracy and of cooperation among democracies by 

helping new land struggling democracies  

• promoting free and pluralistic communications media 
• furthering human rights 
• considering the impact of economic and social problems on democratic systems 
• combatting terrorism 

• providing a forum for the resolution of mutual problems. 

Also a matter of concern was the relation between the Institute and the 
association. On the one hand, it was considered essential to the 
credibility of the institute that it have full academic freedom. On the 
other hand, it was considered that the association would have to rely on 
the institute for research in order to provide background and objective 
validation for its own activities and assessments. It was concluded that 
the institute should be fully independent of the association in structure 
but should share the purposes of the association, respond of its own free 
choice to association inquiries, and operate under the association's 
general aegis. 

FOLLOW-THROUGH PLANS 

PREFACE built considerable enthusiasm for its proposals, which led, 
as has been mentioned, to an unanticipated move by the participants to 
establish the ICCD with themselves as its founding members. Several 
participants who had long experience with International conferences 
described this as one of the best they had ever attended. In an era of 
conferencing, it might be appropriate to consider the reasons for this. 

PREFACE WaS oriented toward the development of proposals for 
action. It considered the ideas for an association and institute that had 
been developed over a period of six months by CCD, offered revisions 
and corrections, fleshed out important particulars, and boiled them 
down into more concrete and feasible proposals. It then passed these 
proposals on to expert working groups for further development, with a 
view to their final correction and endorsement at a conference of citizens 
from all democracies within the next year or two. 

There have been many conferences that have sought to build solidarity 
simply by meeting, discussing, and socializing. PREFACE went farther. 
II  was carefully crafted to work out ways to act together internationally 
for common concerns—concerns that would otherwise be left latent 
because of the impracticality of initiating action on them within the 
framework of national politics. This is what enabled it to build living 
solidarity. 

PREFACE was further assisted by the procedure of semipublic 
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they had together to review the proposals as they had been developed
and set them on a clear future course.

Before disbanding, PREFACE considered the plans for following
through on the proposals. Having constituted themselves into the ICCD,
many participants gave pledges to set up CCDs back home. There were
strong statements in favor of bringing the proposals immediately to the
attention of heads of government and getting action initiated. However,
more gradual follow-through plans were also discussed and became the
main focus for implementation.

Though not in any sense excluding or discouraging the possibility that
a head of government would take the initiative on a PREFACE proposal
and run with it, ICCD plans looked toward a big conference with
participants from all practicing democracies within a few years. ICCD
called in the meantime for workshops and seminars in various regions of
the world. These interim meetings would work out specifics of the
proposals and publicize them.

The big conference would give the proposals their final shape and
promulgate them as the official ICCD proposals. Several delegates
proposed to host it in their countries. Thereaftér, it would remain only to
impress the recommendations on the governments with all of the
political weight that ICCD could bring to bear.

It was noted that funding would be essential for this program. Several
PREFACE participants remarked how much more difficult it was to raise
funds for charitable causes in their own countries than in the United
States. Fund-raising was far from easy in the United States as well.
Follow-up was slowed during the remainder of 1985 for lack of funds.
The Pew Freedom Trust did award CCD-USA a grant toward a seminar
in Africa on the PREFACE proposals. The Pew Trust also offered a
f100,000 matching challenge grant toward expenses of the All
Democracies Conference. After several delays due to its own funding
difficulties, NED awarded CCD-USA a grant toward an Asia-Pacific
seminar.

THE BROADER SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROPOSALS:
THE LINK BETWEEN UNITING AND THE FOSTERING
OF DEMOCRACY

Now that it has been recognized that the fostering of democracy is a
central aspect of the global purpose and policy of the American people, it
is necessary to develop a broad strategy that offers specific and relevant
guidance and yet is flexible and prudent.

The key to a long-range strategy for the spread and stabilization of
democracy is the building of institutions for solidarity and cooperation
among existing democracies.
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Recent developments in the Iberian peninsula underline this point. A
deecamde

ocrac
ago, Western European political foundations helped to rescue

dy in the Portugese revolution, and this was one of the original
inspirations for the Democracy Initiative. Today the Spanish gov-
ernment feels that visible solidarity with democratic Europe through
the European Communities and NATO is needed to help stabilize its own
democracy.

Institutions of cooperation among democracies are needed to establish
a bond of solidarity between new and old democracies. They avert
potential conflicts and bring out common interests among democracies.
They vindicate politicians who stake their fate on democracy. They are
an integral part of a new orientation toward democracy and can prove
essential to the stability of new democracies.

Germany has shown how important this can be. After 1919 bad
relations between Germany and older democracies pushed Germany
toward Nazism. After 1945 new European institutions made for highly
beneficial mutual relations and enabled West Germany to stabilize as a
democracy. Support of European unification was (and thus far remains)
the United States' finest hour in foreign policy, for it consolidated the
peace and liberty that had been twice won at terrible cost.

Helmut Kohl reminded the Bundestag of this in February 1985. In the
1920s, he recalled, integration with the West, attempted in the Locarno
Pact, had failed. Today the Federal Republic of Germany is based, in its
constitution and founding treaties, on a commitment to "permanent"
and "irreversible" integration with the

West through the Atlantic
Alliance and European unification. The choice of the West was a choice
of "enlightenment ... and the rule of law" as against any "special
national courses."

Everywhere-in some countries most dramatically, in other countries
more quictly--the spread and stability of democracy requires closer
arrangements for solidarity among democracies. This has a direct
bearing on the resurgence of democracy in Latin America.

Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay have joined Bolivia and Peru in
returning to democratic rule. Yet each is experiencing serious problems,
as are several other Latin democracies. They, along with the Philippines,
will need strong political and economic support to maintain democracy.
Now is the time to lay groundwork that could finally enable Latin
democracy to be consolidated pertnanenlly.

The central task of democracy in the present era is to build and
strengthen interdemocratic institutions on all levels and in all
forms-regional, functional, and global-in order to show the solidarity
of democracies worldwide, to develop cooperation among them, and to
display international democracy as a plan for world order. The
involvement of the United States in this task offers the nation a chance to
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renew its historic role in the progress of freedom in the world.
Today there is a school of thought that questions the universal

relevance of pluralistic democratic norms and regards it as a specimen
of peculiarly U.S naivetE that the United States should try to identify its
interests with democratic self-government in other lands. However,
friends of the United States abroad have never doubted the universal
significance of these norms.

There is especially strong perception of both the role of the United
States and the universal validity of democratic norms in countries where
pluralistic democracy Is new or fragile. This does not mean that they
deny the United States a special role; only that they recognize the place
of this concrete role in the growth of the universal norm. Giovanni
Spadolini, minister of defense of Italy, has repeatedly called attention to
the essential U.S. role as the "point of reference" for the spread,
unification, and stabilization of democracy in Europe. And the
universality of the norm and the struggle could hardly be expressed
better than it was by Mario Soares, formerly prime minister and now
president of Portugal, in his letter of endorsement of CCD's program.

I do not believe it possible to construct progressive and free societies without
complete adherence to the elementary rules of democratic pluralism ... To
defend Democracy Is, therefore, to safeguard the input of each of us in the
definition of the common ways leading to general welfare. When this input Is
tampered with one opens the door to despotism and totalitarianism.

The world has known, and still knows, governments that sacrifice the liberty
and justice owed every human being in order to indulge the egoistic Interests of
priviledged minorities. History, however, has taught us that, sooner or later,
freedom triumphs, since It has the strength of the ideals which are innate to
human nature. Since to contribute to an acceleration of this inevitable process is
the duty of every responsible citizen, it appears to me that the project which you
Intend to carry out deserves our full support.
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12 DEMOCRACY PROMOTION
AND GOVERNMENT-TO-
GOVERNMENT DIPLOMACY
William A. Douglas

Formal government-to•government diplomacy Is Insufficient for the
most effective conduct of U.S. foreign relations. Official relationships of
the United States are primarily with whatever regime-democratic or
totalitarian-is in power in a foreign country. A U.S. program for
promoting democracy abroad can provide a useful supplement to our
official diplomacy. Certain problems would also accompany such an
approach, although they are not as serious as some would expect. The
opportunities arise from a dual-track diplomacy whose benefits for U.S.
foreign relations would greatly exceed its costs.

DUAL-TRACK DIPLOMACY

By encouraging a division of diplomatic labor, the United States can
maintain relations with both the Incumbent governments of other

countries and their political oppositions. As is normally the case, the
Department of State and the U.S. Foreign Service can maintain official
government-to-government contacts. A well-functioning U.S. democracy

promotion program can enable.private U.S. groups-political parties,
trade unions, business associations, cooperatives, and the like-to relate
informally to comparable private groups in other nations, including
those associated with the opposition to the government in power. Thus,
when a nation's government changes hands, some segment of U.S.^.r .,..n^ -^^ -aY .,.....- ., .,:.... r..-..:.,^-. ..^e ..,.... a,- ...^.-.......- ^
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. Native Rights Movements
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that they cherish. Native peopks•everywhere insist

A 11 over the workl we are witnesaing a resurpnce
ol Native eultun, Native claims and "Ali"
pride.

The expansion of European powe n, first Spain and
Portugal, later France and England, and subsequently
the consolidation of power in many slates raised ►e^r
questions: By what right do coloiaen take the land
and subjugate indigenous peoplpl

We are struggling stin with the Implications of that
Quesrion, though It don not arise in precisely the
same Ierms as it did at the threshold of European oc-
cupation of the Native domain. Now we ask
ourselves: What measures can be used to estaMlsh a
fair and equitaMe relationship between dominant
societies and indigenous peoples?

Most Native peoples have no wish to a•similale,
and refuse to become proletarianirtd. Their lierce
desire to retain their culture intensifies as indusiry-
technoInRy and communications forge a more deeply
pervasive mass culture that esdudn diversity. Native
peoples the world over fear that, without political
autonomy and land rights, they will be ovenvhelmeal•
faced with a(uture that has no place for the avlues

that their culture is the most vital force in their lives;

n

Thomas R. Berger

'ARC Phei.

their identity as Natives Y the one fixed point in a
changing world,

When Native people talk about preserving their
culture, some people become Impatient. What, after
AN. Is cvhunl Let me suggest that culture Is knowing
our own people, out language, our customs, our
traditions. Culture I. the comprehensive summary of
standards, values, patterns of behavior, common at.
titudn, ways of lik.

Culture, however. must have a material basis. This
Rives compelling urgency to the movement for sclf•
dNermination and self-suffickncy among the workfs
Indigennus pe^+ples. In September 1961, when pnpe
kthn Paul II addressed Canada 's Native peoples, he
told thrm, 'Native People are entitled to take their
riFMful Place among the peoples of the earth' flis
message carried to Indigenous peoples everywhen:

Ynu art entitled to a Iwr and equitable mrawrt of
rll'detemrmation. with a lire and equitabte d.Rwe of
vNaovemmR. Fur you a land bar wuh aJrçuatr
n•w^urcrs is alv. nnesury hn drvelopma a viable
renn„wy

Hume Rule in Greenland. the Kativik regional govern-
ment in northern Quebec, the ides of Nun.ww, the
uses that Native people have made of home rule
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fions In the Antk and sub-Arctk of what is taking
place in many other countries.

With the Independence of so many ihlyd World na-
tlons, the condition and the clalms of Indigenous
peopks who are locked into nations they can never

ah Fourth Worldand it extendsfrom
Alaska constitute^ i

del Fuego, it encompasses the Alnu of Japan, the
Aboriginea of Australia, the Maori of New Iealand.
the Sami of Scandinavia, and the tribal peopks of the
Soviet Union, China, India, Southeast Ails and
Africa. Indigenous peoples are rarely engaged in a
struggk to separate from a central slatei for the most
part they want to nlain contro( over their Rves and
land.

The struggles of Indigenous peoples do net (il into
convenient Ideologkal or political categories. This has
made possible the attempt by the Inuit Circumpolar
Conference to transcend the Cold War, by inviting
Native dekptes from the Soviet Union to their trkn-
nial assembTies. This makes srnse, for not only are
they the same people, but also they lace many of the
same problems. In the Soviet Union, as for back as
the 1920s. the regime decided that the tribal councils
of the indigenous peoples of Siberia were inimkal to
the Communist Party's goals of Industrialintion and
assimilation. Native hunting and fishing rights were
curtailed, National Areas were established, and the in-
digenous peoples brought within them. In these Na-
tional Areas, which serve as regional governments ex.
ecuting central policy, non-Natives pndominate For
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Inuance, the ChulccMs and the Esklmoa, with a tom.
bined population of 12,000 In the Chukotsk National
Area, are outnumbend by 70,000 Russism who have
moved Into the region and control the Communist
Party and tiovern the area.

In Nkaragua, the M(skllo Indians, together with the
Sumo and Rama Indiana, are trying to establish
regional sovereignty within the state. The Sandinista
regime has described them as an ethnic minoril y , but
the Miskitos insid they are an indigenous ptople. Still
the Sandinistas have refused to acknowledge the rights
of the Miskitos. What is it the Miskitos want? It is
what Alaska Natives want. They seek recognition by
the Sandinistas of their c41m to Native soveeignly, It
Is Ironic that the United States backs a war in another
country In Part Intended to uphold the rights of the
Miskitos, but is not prepared to defend the rights of
Alaska Natives.

President Woodrow Wilson espoused the Idea of
ael(deltrmination of peop1n In the peace Inaties that
followed World War land in the League of Nations.
The Charter of the United Nalions, which has the
force of a tnay, affirma the Idea of teI(determination
of peoplss. In 1966, the Ceneral Assembly of the
United Nallons, approved the International Covenant
on Civil ard Political RJghts (which Canada ratified in
1976). The covenant aaserls the right of peoples to
self drlerminallon• The principle I. reaffirmed in the
Helsinki Aerords o(1975, to which the United States
aubsc►ibea, It la the principk on which decolonization
Of the nations of the Third World has proceeded.

Slnce 19g2, a United Nations Working Croup on
Indigenoua Populatlona has met onc: a year In
(•.eneva to formulate standards for the treatment of
Indigenous Populations. In April 1985, Madam Erica
Dan. chairperson of this working group, speaking in
Quebec City, said that the principle of the seR-
deterrn6utlon of paoples applied also to Indigenous
populations, although It did not include be right of
secesaion.

Article 2 of the United Nations International Cove-
nanl On Civil and Political Rights also reaches the
speclal situation of Native or indigenous peoples:
speciftcally, It saya that no people shall bit deprived of
their aubduence. Furtherrnoee. Section 27 upholds the
right of a mirority 'lo en)oy their own culture.- it
reads:

la thore states In which ethnk, religious or linguhtk
minorities ealrt, persona belonginry 10 such mMqrllks
$611ea1 be deNed the r1gh1. In community with the
ether memben Of their poup, to enioy their own
culture- to prdess and practke their own religion, or
to use their own language,

forms
Na tions

of economic ob
l igation

on twhwhich the the
traditional

tinugtritol Indigenous peoples depend. It is arguable
that the yprinciples reflected in the 1966 Covenant have
entered the body of customary International l+w. and
are binding even on those nations such as the United
States- that have not yet signed the Covenant.
Whether or not they have, the Covenant is ample
demonstration that indigenous propln, in their search
for selfdetermination, occupy the moral high ground.

Many states In fact, are fleshing out commitments
to protect Native lands and to increase Native
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autonomy. The new Canadian Constitution, adopted 
In 1912. has entrenched  the  existing aboriginal and 
treaty rights of Caredis indigenous peoples. and a 
series of First Ministers' Confenrnces. whkh Native 
leaders  have attended ,  have focused on Native self-
government. The Norwegian Sand Rights Committee. 
In  its 1981 report ,  has tvcommended that a Sainl 
Parfemme. similar to the Sami Parliament in Finland ,  
be established in Nonvay. The  Saint  Rights  Commit. 
tee  also ncommends that Sam' conwnittees be  let  up 
to serve in an advisory capacity in munkipalities and 
counties that have a Sami population. 

There art stirrings  In  places where these issues were 
thought to be donnant. A report in 1983 &missing 
Native Hawaiian land rights. far from quelling the 
land claims movement in that state, has fueled it. A 
government commission is now al work in northern  
/span to consider the rights of  Aine.  The coincidence 
of these several developments is striking: they will 
serve as a foundation for the continued development 
of international law on indigenous peopin. 

Native peoples are making many proposals ,  and 
some of them are far reaching. They encompass 
renewable and non-renewable resources. education. 

'health. social services, and public order and they  es' 
tend  to the shape and structure of political institu• 
tions. Proposals of this kind are no threat to estab-
lished institutions. The US and other nations should 
regard them as opportunities to  al lires  our commit-
ment to the human rights of indigenous peoples. 

Many persons are inclined to dismiss Native claims 
of every kind is so many attempts to secure ptesent  

advantages by the revival of ancient wrongs. Why 
should anyone today feel guilty because of 'ends that 
occurred long ago? Arguments of this kind are beside 
the point. The question is not one of guilt.  piment  Of 

pad. The question is one of continuing iniustice that 
Is within the power of remedy. 

If we wish to live in a world based on the rule of 
law, we must acknowledge that the claims of Native 
peoples are not ancient, half-forgotten. and specious. 
T'hey are. in fact ,  current and contemporary. 
Arguments foe the rule of law In international rela-
tions can never be soundly based until the powers 
that have dispossessed and displaced indigenous 
peoples accept the precepts of international 
law— precepts that now trquire a fair accommodation 
with indigenous peoples. 

If governments continue in their efforts to force 
Native societies into molds that they have cast ,  
believe they will continue to fail. No tidy bureaucratic 
plan of action for Native people can have any chance 
of success unless it takes into account the determina-
tion of Native peoples to remain themselves. Their 
determination to retain their own cultures and their 
own lands does not mean that they wish to nrturn to 
the pas:  rattler ,  it means that they refuse to let their 
future be dictated by °then.° 

Thomas R. Berger  was  commissioner of the 
Mar Kenzie Valley Pipeline InquIry, 1974-1977 and • 
member Of the Alaska Native Review Commtimon. 
1983-1983 
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by Jonathan Fox 

The distribution of rural power in developing countries both shapes and t.  
shaped by national politics. This volume addresses die question of mi y  
rural democratisation has proven to be so difficult across a wide range ot 
national experiences. Transitions to elected civilian rule have recent!, 
been welcomed throughout the developing world ,  largely though not 
exclusively in Latin America. However ,  the relationship between such 
initial transitions and the longer-term consolidation of democratic 
systems of govemance is far from clear. Elected civilian rulers have 
frequently failed to proinote increased governmental accountability .  10 
the rural citizenry. While the implications are  especially serious for 
countries with majority rural populations, authoritarian rural elites often 
retain significant political influence in predominantly urban developing 
countries ,  such as Brazil and Mexico. 

Rural democratisation is an on-going process which develops ,  often 
unevenly, in the realms of both society and the state. Within civil society, it 
involves the emergence and consolidation of social and political institu-
tions capable of representing rural interests  vis - d-11.1 the state. Some may 
be specifically rural, such as peasant organisations, while others may  bu  
national associations, such as political panics, which develop a rural 
presence. For the state, rural democratisation requires effective majority 
rule as well as both  formai  and informal accountability to its rural citizens. 

Rural democratisation cannot be separated from the challenge of 
democratising the state more generally. A focus on the rural political 
arena nevertheless raises a distinct set of analytical questions because the 
rural poor face particular internal and external obstacles when they 
attempt to hold the state accountable for ils  actions. In addition, the 
institutions usually thought to articulate and mediate the intere.sts of civil 
society vis-à-vis the state ,  such as parties, trade unions, civic associations 
and the media, have a superficial or highly uneven  rural  presence in many 
developing countries. 

This volume focuses on socio-political processes and institutions more 
than on specific rural development policies. Development analysts often 

°Political Science Department.  Massachusetts  Institute of Technology. Funding for this 
project wu generously provided by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Founda6on. 
together with the Joint Committee on Latin American Studies of the Atnerican Council of 
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Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Jennie Purnell provided superb research and editorial 
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Ghana and India Pease and hymn. 1989). 
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cotttlate rural dcmocratisation with equitable rural developmcnt policy,
confusing process with outcome.' To understand why so few states arc
accountable to most of their rural citizens, we need a more systematic
understanding of both the dynamics of rural collective action, and of how
rural politics affect national politics and development policy. Some
dcvelopment theorists have begun to integrate rural politics into their
explanations of economic policy-making. Bates ( 1981 1 , for example,
shows how the under-representation of food producer interests allows
urban-bascd govcrnments to offer low crop prices, leading in turn to low
production.' Nevetiheless, much of the rural-urban bias debate tends to
extrapolate rural power relations from an analysis of the distribution of
the benefits of state intervention in the economy.' To impute the balance
pf political power in the countryside from national economic policy
outcomes neglects the dynamics of political factors which may well vary
geographically, across policy areas or over time.'

The following articles explore both the limits and possibilities for rural
democratisation in six diverse developing countries. This introductory
chapter outlines the central analytical concerns which inform the volume
and briefly describes the national case studies. It then examines thrce
broad themes which emerge to varying degrees in all of the cases: the
relationship between electoral and non-electoral politics; the concept of
rural citizenship versus clientelism; and the articulation of direct and
representative democracy.

RURAL COLLECTIVE ACTION AND NATIONAL POLITICAL CHANGE

While much of the literature on the transition to civilian rule emphasises,
appropriately, the complex interaction between elite actors at key politi-
cal turning points, analysis of the consolidation of democratic regimes
requires the incorporation of a much broader array of political actors and
processes. As O'Donnell [1988: 2831 put it, 'if political democracy Is to be
consolidated, democratic practice needs to be spread throughout society,
creating a rich fabric of democratic institutions and authorities'. This
volume highlights one particularly intractable aspect of the broader
problem of political practice and institution-building: the creation and
sustenance of social and political institutions which effectively represent
both the diverse and majority interests of rural people.

Our ability to grapple with this problemalique is limited by the
gap bctween most analyses of national and rural politics. The issue of
democratisation has gcneratcd extensive literatures on botlt social move-
ments and national politics; however, the convergence between levels of
analysis, research questions and methodologies is often ad hoc at best.
Analytical frameworks appropriate for national regimes dcvote little
attention to the often more obdurate problem of 'subnational' democratic
institution-building, and few approaches to national politics incorporate
any systematic discussion of social movements.' The contemporary dis-
cussion of regime transition ut Latin Atnerica, for ex:unple, tends to
coc.c.cntra^c on political eIites and national rx-,lilical institutious, rucusing
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building efforts. Thc usual absence of mass media facilitatcs the use
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secondarily on urfian social movements and rarely at all on rural social.
movements °

Conversely, the burgeoning literature on Latin American social move-
ments gives little systematic consideration to their interaction wiUt the
state. For example, few approaches account for the ways in which
openings from above create opportunities for mobilisation from below.
Most tend to treat the state as a monolithic 'black box', rather than
disaggregating it to see how different agencies and policy currents create
both limits and possibilities for democratic change (Fox, 1986; 1989b). As
Grzybowski points out in his contribution, much of this literature focuses
on the 'newness' of these movements, and the social processes within
them, neglecting to assess their impact, if any, on the broader political and
institutional system.

The extensive literature on peasant politics is dominated by a rich and
eloquent, discussion of violent peasant rebellion and revolution. More
reccntly, researchers have turned towards 'everyday forms of peasant
resistance'. Yet the dichotomy In the theoretical literature between
grand historical cataclysms and the daily texture of local power relations
excludes a great deal of rural political activity, and in particular, the
dynamics specific to the many Intermediate social and political institu-
tions which link rural and national politics!

The articles which follow do not assume that peasant political behavior
is inhetently qualitatively different from that of other social groups.9 The
premise, rather, is that the obstacles faced by the rural poor am such that
democratic collective action is often much more difficult in rural than in
urban areas. These obstacles are of two types: those intetnal to rural social
and political movements, and those which lie in the interaction between
such movements and the state (both local and national).

First, collective action beyond the Immediate village level is often
constrained by factors largely inte►nal to the process of articulating and
defending interests: the difficulty of mass assembly. the relative dis- •
persion of communities, the diversity of economic activities, the eco-
logical context, and the daily precariousness of family survival, all of
which heighten the many costs inherent in decisions to participate.10
Collective action beyond the community level is both important and
difficult, however, because the principal state and private sector forces
which constrain opportunities for rural people frequently operate at the
regional level. Regional elites often control the electoral machitxry, the
judicial system, the economic terms of trade, the allocation of credit, and
last but certainly not least, the principal means of coercion." Rural poor
people have shown, however, that under certain circumstances they are
willing and able to overcome these constraints, mobilising for democratic
participation in the decisions which affect their lives.t2

The second set of obstacles are primarily external to rural movements:
establishing respect for basic political freedoms is often more difficult in
rural than in urban areas. The forces behind public and private sector
coercion are usually mon: entrenched in rural areas, leading to more
intense rcpression of democratic activity, especially local institutipn-

IiDITOR'S INTRODUCTION
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building efforts. The usual absence of mass media facilitates the use
of violence with impunity, and limits access to political information.
6xtcrnal intervention also frequently takes the fom) of 'divide and
conquer' strategies which combine selective material incentives with
threats of coercion. This vulnerability of formal democralic institutions
encourages much of rural political activity to remain less than public, and
therefore often invisible to outside observers. The on-going threat of
external aggression is especially noteworthy during the early stages of
national transitions to elected civilian rule, when rural democrats' hopes
arc raised but they still very much need the active support of urban allies
for the creation and defence of rural political space. In the course of such
transitions, anti-democratic national political forces usually ally with
rural autocrats. The result may even be a sharp increase in the use of
violence against the rural poor, in spite of an urban-bascd political
opening at the national level.'3

-CASE STUDIES FROM LATIN AMERICA AND THE PHILIPPINES

This collection focuses on how democratic movements and institutions
can emerge in national contexts which are often far from democratic. The
authors apply institutional approaches to their analyses of the dynamics of
political change, with an emphasis on key turning points within and across
regimes. These studies deal with Mexican, Colombian, and Nicaraguan
experiences of changes in rural political dynamics within regimes. The
analyses of Brazil, Bolivia, Nicaragua, and the Philippines highlight
continuity and change in rural politics across regime transitions.

Brazil

Much of the literature on Latin America's democratisation in the 1980s
cast Brazil's return to civilian rule as a paradigmatic case of regime
transition [O'Donnell and Schmitrer, 1986]. Analysts later recognized
that many had underestimated the continuing influence of authoritarian
power structures (O'Donnell, 19881. Grzybowski analyses the relation-
ship between rural workers' movements and national political change.
showing how dcmocratic political subjects emerged both within and
outside of the official trade union structure, eventually becoming part of a
national political alternative. While he stresses the importance of rural
movements in transforming the political identities and practices of the
workers themselves, Grzybowski also argues that tl ►c democratising
potential of these movements is limited by their fragmentation, frequent
defensive character, and inadequate links to national political institutions
such as trade unions and political panics.

the regime failed to create tx)litical institutions which could effectively
represent the majority of rural citizens. Zamosc analyses rural political
dynamics from three distinct approaches: the growing consolidation of
rural civil society; the contradictory relationships between peasants and
political elites (as well as armed guerrilla counter-elites); and the drug
mafia's growing challenge to the state's monopoly on the means of
coercion. Representative rural citizens' organisations have increasingly
attempted to hold the state accountable, while both government reformists
and guerrilla organisations have attempted to increase their responsive-
ness to peasant concerns, but all are endangered by ongoing narco-
military terrorism.

Mexico

Mexico's agrarian revolutionaries lost their war, official ideology not-
withstanding. Peasants füllght for land and liberty; what they got was land
and the state [Tutino, 1988: 8J. Paré examines the history of rural
corporatism in Mexico, focusing on how both the state and the organised
peasantry have responded to the erosion of the agricultural economy and
the regime's political legitimacy since the 196()s. She argues that the state
has lost its traditional capacity to trade material concessions, albeit
partial and selective. in exchange for political subordination. The more
autonomous and participatory organisations that have emerged over the
past two decades are both a cause and a consequence of the state's
decreasing ability to control the peasant movement from above. Paré
traces the roots of recent peasant demands for democracy and local
political and economic autonomy, catalyzed by the hotly-contested 1988
presidential elections.

Bolivia

Rivera challenges many of the underlying assumptions in the dento-
cratisation literature, including many in this volume. in her analysis of the
ayllus (indigenous communities) of northern Potosf. In the volume's only
regional case study, Rivera focuses on an area where indigenous forms
of social and democratic practice still survive, albeit threatened and
marginalised by repeated attempts to impose individualistic or class-
based Western conceptions of citizenship. Rivera argues that these
political reforms have reproduced the authoritarian and paternalistic
domination of the mestizo/creole urban elite over the indigenous rural
majority. In her analysis, rural democratisation will require a radical
Ieconceptualisation of citizenship, in accordance with Bolivia's multi-
cultural reality.

Colombia

Colombia's system of civilian political party rule often leads observers to
characterice the regime as democratic [Peeler, 1985). Nevertheless,

Nicaragua

The Sandinistas were swept to power by a largely urban-based insurrec-
tion, but their victory created the first political opening in Nicaragua's
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countryside. Ortega shows that while the rural poor quickly organised 
and gained official representation within the evolving political system, 
agrarian policy still gave priority to the state and large private farms 
until the mid-1980s. His analysis shows how different forms of political 
pressure, both inside and outside the state, combined to push for a pro-
peasant shift in agrarian policy. Ortega integrates the role of local 
pressures from empowered poor peasants, many of them war veterans, 
with a focus on the changing balance of forces within the state, stressing 
the army's push for a more pro-peasant agrarian policy. 

Philippines 

The rural Philippines has a great deal in common with Latin America. 

Centuries of Spanish rule, followed by US conquest and tutelage, left the 
Philippines with perhaps the most polarised land distribution in Asia. The 
colonial and neocolonial  concentration of large landholdings was the 
foundation for what Anderson 11988 1  terms 'cacique democracy'. More 
recently. the Philippines has experienced a pattern of populist and 
clientelist party competition, dictatorship, and return to civilian rule that 
is quite reminiscent of Latin American experiences." Lara and Morales' 
historical analysis of the Philippine peasant movement highlights the 
repeated efforts by the rural poor to gain some degree of political 
power, as well as the entrenched structural and institutional obstacles to 
rural political pluralism. They characterise the post-Marcos period as a 
'blocked transition' to political democracy, and examine how peasants 
have responded to the changing array of political opportunities and 
constraints with new approaches to coalition-building, organisational 
forms, and economic initiatives. 

COMMON TIIEMES AND QUESTIONS 

In exploring the relationship between national political institutions and 
rural citizens' effective access to democratic rights in Latin America and 
the Philippines, the articles in this volume address three distinct but 
overlapping themes: the relationship between electoral and non-electoral 
politics; the contested nature of citizenship; and the complex interaction 
between representative and direct democracy. 

Electoral and Non-Electoral Participation in the Countryside 

The relationship between social movements, electoral politics, and denio-
cratisation is central to almost all of the articles in the volume. The 
consolidation of fully open, competitive electoral systems is constrained 
by the inability of many civilian regimes to extend effective democratic 
rights to the majority of their rural citizens. In Brazil, Mexico, Colombia 
and the Philippines, mass-based democratic social organisations have 
repeatedly attempted to participate in electoral politics despite limited 
political space. In ail of these countries, coelcion by local elites, often 
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backed by state security forces, is an important factor in local electoral 
politics, and national civilian govertunents have rarely intervened force-
fully to defend the rural democratic process. ls  As a result, threats of 
violence and retribution add to the itsilience and 'competitive edge' of 
elite electoral machines. 

National electoral politics are also affected by the entrenched power of 
rural elites. Brazil's civilian New Republic, for example, gives vastly 
disproportionate representation to rural states in the federal legislature. 
The lack of effective majority rule in much of the Brazilian countryside 
leads to electoral outcomes that give rural elites significant national as well 
as regional clout [Grzybowski, this volume]. In Mexico's highly contested 
1988 presidential election, the official results showed a very strong 
correlation between opposition support and the degree of urbanisation 
[1.épez et al.,  1989:33).  However, this was more an indicator of access to 
basic political freedoms and information than of political preferences. 
The official majority depended on a crucial fraudulent margin from the 
numerous rural districts which lacked sufficient freedom of assembly, 
organisation and information to permit independent scrutiny of the 
electoral process (Par é, this volume). 16  

Historically, the political exclusion of rural opposition movements by 
deeply flawed electoral systems has often led peasant movements to 
emphasise mass direct action and/or arrned struggle as the principal mute 
to change. Repression and fraud tend to polarise debates over political 
strategy into an electoral versus non-electoral dichotomy. None the less,  
in recent years, various  rural opposition movements have developed 
political strategies that combine electoral participation, direct action and 
lobbying, along with economic, military, ethnic/nationalist and gender-
based approaches. Peasant and rural worker organisations pursue multi-
arena strategies in almost all of the countries dealt with hest, combining 
efforts to build representative and autonomous economic interest groups 
with campaigns to build local bases of electoral support for allied political 
panics. 

Participation in flawed electoral processes poses multiple challenges 
for rural democratic movements. In countries where vote-buying has long 
been widespread in rural areas, decades of fraudulent and ritualistic 
voting patterns are slowly and unevenly giving way, where alternatives 
appear increasingly viable, to more active and autonomous participation. 
Grzybowski, Lara and Morales, Paré, and Zamosc each argue this case in 
their contributions. But as Paré notes, more democradc social move-
ments are not immune from the dominant political culture, and electoral 
pressures may create and exacerbate conflicts between party-linked 
and independent grassroots organisations. Lara and Morales note the 
Philippine opposition's attempts to wealcen the traditionally clientelistic 
poliucal culture through electoral campaigns that emphasised 'issue-
oriented' politics and grassroots education. In general, however, violence 
and bribery, as well as enduring patterns of clientelism and limited 
access to information. limit the extent to which mass-bascd social and 
economic piotests translate into party identifications and issue - base_cl 

voting behaviour,  much to the frustration of party  organisera  trying i0 
)..•:1.1 	 ...shil;c•■■ inn 

often assumed than demonstrated. Rivera [this volume] argues that - 
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voting behaviour,  much to the frustration of party organisers trying to 
build on successful social mobilisation. 

Nominally pluralist electoral systems do not necessarily guarantee 
effective rural access to political rights. Fully free and fair electoral 
systems lead, by definition, to uncenain outcomes [Przeworski, 1985]. 
Even in open systems, the rural poor may not necessarily be able to 
offer their own political alternative, but their numbers offer an incentive 
to urban political panics to favour land refonn [Lehmann, 1974 1 . 
Entrenched elites therefore correctly perceive genuine rural political 
competition as a threat to highly unequal land tenure systems. Pluralist 
electoral systems combined with highly polarised social structures, as in 
Brazil, Colombia and the Philippines, therefore tum out to be among 
the most violent. In contrast, a history of land reform gives Bolivia's 
competitive electoral system a much less polarised social foundation." 

Toward Rural Citizenship 

The process of rural democratisation involves a transition from clientelism 
to shared ideas of citizenship as the dominant principle regulating access 
to public services. Citizenship entails a set of non-contingent, generalised 
political rights, while clientelism refers to  the inherently selective and 
contingent distribution of resources and power based on ties of personal 
and political loyalty [Schmidt, et al., 19771 . For the rural poor, such a 
transition involves transcending the status of 'followers', in which they are 
subordinated to their ostensible allies and vulnerable to external manipu-
lation. Effective citizenship requires the capacity to participate auto-
nomously in politics, and to take propositional action which actually 
shapes state decisions and enforces state accountability. The issue of 
clientelism versus citizenship often hinges on the balance of power within 
alliances between grassroots social movements, urban-based intellectuals 
and workers, and national political parties. The history of most such 
alliances, whether electoral or revolutionary, indicates that the rural poor 
should not expect their interests to be consistently represented by national 
elites." Few governments treat the basic material needs of the rural poor 
as fundamental citizenship rights." Even agrarian revolutionary legacies 
do not guarantee effective state commitments to the rural poor. In both 
Mexico and Nicaragua, for example, post-revolutionary state-building 
for years took priority over rural redistribution, until pressure from 
both below and within the ruling parties eventually led to the exten-
sive implementation of pro-peasant agrarian reforms [Paré; Ortega, this 
volume]. 

The promotion of the self-organisation of the rural poor by religious 
activists and non-govenunental development organisations had political 
consequences of national importance in many developing countries, 
notably Brazil, El Salvador. Guatemala, Haiti, and the Philippines. The 
emphasis of these organisations on changing political attitudes and values 
is crucial to any democratic project." h should be noted, however, that the 
democratising impact of religious and development organisations is more  

often assumed than demonstrated. Rivera [this volume] argues that 
'progressive' NGOs have imposed Western concepts of citizenship and 
participation on Bolivia's ayllus, undermined indigenous forms of politi-
cal organisation and democratic practice, and consequently reproduced 
paternalistic and authoritarian patterns of domination. Conventional 
liberal, populist and socialist conceptions of political and economic rights 
tend to exclude women and indigenous communities, underestimating 
the importance and re.silience of the ideas and structures which oppress 
them.2 ' Large numbers of rural people will continue to be excluded 
from citizenship rights until gender and ethnicity-based forms of domi-
nation, internalised as well as externally imposed, are challenged more 
consistently. 

Distinguishing between clientelism and citizenship is perhaps most 
difficult in cases where the state plays a dominant role in structuring the 
system of interest representation. This is most often the case in single or 
dominant party systems, but even states with pluralist party systems play 
highly interventionist roles in rural politics, attempting to structure the 
weave of the rural social fabric by regulating property rights, channeling 
investment and subsidy flows, and defining a narrow range of legitimate 
channels for participation. Social science still has difficulty measuring 
degrees of representation in 'official' interest gnaups. In this kind of 
institutional environment, the transition from clientelism to citizenship 
may begin when the rural poor manage to carve out their ovm autonomous 
spaces, as they have within some otherwise state-controlled, 'trans-
mission belt' type organisations. The articles on Brazil, Colombia. 
Mexico and Nicaragua deal with this phenomenon. The creation of 'grey 
areas' of semi-representative polidcal space within of ficial organisations 
is quite conunon but little understood." Such organisations are often 
treated as 'black boxes', with little attention to shifts in the balance of 
power which may turn them from organs of conuol into more representa-
tive institutions. 

The subjective character of citizenship raises the question of how 
rights  axe  defined duough political conflict. For citizenship rights to 
be effective, however they are defined, they must be generalised and 
guaranteed. This volume begins to explore the question of how and under 
what conditions the rural poor gain access to universal rights, rather than 
politically conditioned social and economic 'rewards'. 

The [Dislarticulation of Representative and Direct Democracy 
It is difficult to transcend the convendonal dichotomy between electoral 
and non-electoral political participation, or to deepen our understand-
ing of citizenship, without addressing the question of the relationship 
betvieen representative and direct democracy. The two forms are 
potentially complementary and mutually reinforcing. Representative 
forms are often seen as more appropriate for political institutions, and 
direct democracy more viable for social entities [Bobbio, 1987: 43-620 
Most of the volume's contributors conclude that the broadening and 
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deepening of democratic social organisations may be essential for funher-
ing political democracy in political systems which are flot  fully free and 
fair. Conversely, the consolidation of panicipatory democracy on any 
scale is certainly difficult in the absence of representative processes of 
governance that defend basic political freedoms. 

In the countryside in most developing countries, the limits and fragility 
of the electoral process mean that representative, accountable political 
parties would be nece,ssary but not sufficient to funher the funcdoning of 
representative democracy. In polarised environments, a dense wcb of 
othcr associative civic institutions is also needed to defend the representa-
tive political process and to hold development bureaucrats accountable. 
The contribution of rural civil society to democratisation depends on 
civic associations which include democratic interest groups, self-help 

*organisations, religious congregations, ethnic associations, and 
commtutity-oriented economic enterprises. This theme appears in all the 
contributions to this volume. 

The nature of the institutions most critical to rural democratisation 
depends on, arnong other factors, the identity and 'location' of the 
principal anti-democratic forces. In much of rural Latin America, for 
example, regional elites, embedded in both the state and the private 
sector, constitute the major obstacle (Fox, 19861.24  As a result, regional 
organisations are often likely to be the most effective countenveights to 
elite domination, potentially increasing peasant bargaining power while 
retaining autonomy and accountable leadership 11fairer, 1985: 198-91. 
Either local or national peasant gmups could arguably do the same, 
but local groups are easily isolated by their enemies, while national 
organisations are usually democratic only in so far as they are made up of 
representative regional building-blocks. 

The contributors to this volume focus much more on the problems of 
limited representative democracy than on the challenge of democratising 
the organisations of rural civil society. More generally, analysts of social 
movements often fail to document their frequent assertions that the 
organisations they describe are indee.d democratic. Representative 
democratic processes are not limited to the state; they are critical to the 
democratisation of large membership organisations as well. Regional 
peasant organisations may have the greatest potential to link direct and 
representative forms of dernocracy. 0  In this context, a regional organisa-
tion can be defined as one that brings together too many communities to 
be mn by direct democracy alone; face-to-face roans of accountability 
and decision-making are therefore insufficient, requiring some degree of 
delegation of authority. Even if formal electoral processes work, how-
ever, internal democracy remains quite vulnerable because the leadership 
is often the only link among the many dispersed and diverse member 
communities. Horizontal linkages among mcmber communities are 
therefore crucial for offsetting the concentration of power in the regional 
leadership (Fox and lierndndez, 1989)." 

The national and local levels of analysis can be linked by mapping the 
rural )olitical arena in terms of the uneven presence of relatively demo- 
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cratic countenveights. Analysts across the political spectrum agree that 
dcmocracy depends on a plurality of independent social and political 
organisations, empowering citizens vis-à-vis the state and de,centralising 
bargaining power among a range of social forces. The healthy sustenance 
of these building blocks depends in turn on their own internal power 
relations. Such organisations are most likely to be kept 'on track' by 
mutually reinforcing combinations of representative and direct demo-
cratic processes, keeping counterweights democratic with their own 
internat  counterweights. 

• CONCLUSIONS 

To what degree does the long-tenn consolidation of stable democratic 
rule in developing countries, particularly in Latin America, depend on 
overcoming the obstacles specific to the democratisation of the country-
side?" The answer varies widely across cases and depends on assumptions 
about the foundadons and nature of democracy itself. These concluding 
remarks focus on some of the many challenges which remain. 

Rural democratisation in developing countries is likely to be driven 
primarily by a shift in the balance of forces within society, but since states 
regulate rights, such a process must also be exprr-ssed in the distribution of 
power vls-d-vis the state. States may well be occasionally responsive to 
rural protest movements, which may use a broad repertoire of actions to 
resist or veto state actions, but official responsivenes does not necessarily 
imply democratisation.' 4  For example, a state may respond to the protests 
of those displaced by a dam project with some form of compensation. If 
the movements gain sufficient strength, pedutps the state might respond 
by slowing or even suspending the project But democratisation implies 
that citizens have the right, as well as the power, to participate in the policy 
process. In a democracy, those to be displaced could potentially intetvene 
beforehand in the debate over whether they should be displaced, as well as 
over who should benefit from water and energy policy more generally. 
Are these differences of degree or kind, and how do we develop better 
indicators for understanding such distinctions? 

Shifts toward effective majority rule in developing countries are likely 
lobe  highly uneven, varying widely across regions and policy arenas. Ilow 
do we 'unpack' states and rural societies, to begin to capture the diversity 
of their interactions? Rural civil societies in even the smaller countries 
under study here vary widely in their degrees of 'density', their social and 
institutional 'thickness', and are often riven with cross-cutting cleavages. 
No single type of social organisation or political structure is likely to be 
able to represent the diversity of interests and identities among the rural 
poor. 

Our capacity for generalisation and cross-national comparison remains 
extremely limited. We still lack adequate analytical tools for understand-
ing changhs 'degrees' of democratisation in both state and society. It 
remains useful, however, to understand the process of rural democratisa-
tion in the most general sense as an institutionalised shift in the  balance of 
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Power. through a wide range of possible forms, towards effective majority
rulc combined with respect for minority and individual rights. This
approach highlights many of the reasons why the transition to multi-party
civilian rule does not necessarily lead to the consolidation of demoratic
governance, particularly for rural citizens. This volume suggests that the
consolidation of democracy in developing countries depends on the rural
poor's capacity to gain both power and legitimacy in national politics.

NOTES

I. For example, about 65 per cent of the population of the Philippines is rural, and 70 per
cent of the rural population is landless. Is the government of the Philippines undemo-
cratic beuuse it has not carried out land reform, or has it failed to carry out land reform
because it is undemocratic?

2. Lipton [1977) set many of the terms of debate over rural venus urlw bias in the
development proceas, followed up by the thoughtful discussions in Harriss and Moore
[1984). See Kitching [1982J and Moore 11984aJ for historical overviewa of the debate.
Potter and Unwin (1989] offer geographers' perspectives.

3. For exceptional African discussions, in addition to Bates 1 1981). see also Bratton (1987]and Mikep (1989]. Iluiza's [1985] synthesis of the Latin American experience and
Nolan and White's (1984) analysis of China's ambiguous record are also relevant. Key
rclated works on South Asia include Ilerring [1983]; Kohli (1986] and Moore [1985].
Much of the discussion about the nature and causes of inequality, however, both within
the countryside and in relation to the urban sector, assumes rather than analyses the
dynamics of rural politics. See also Lipton 119891 for a recent exploration.4. While the most important power imbalances often prevent key political Issues from
ever reaching the agenda and becoming points of overt contention (Luktt, 1974;Moors, 1984b1, the study of observable conflict over state intervention in the country-
sidn nevertheless can contribute significantly to our understanding of the determinants
of suie action.

5. The best studies of agrarian reform come closest to synthesising rural, regional and
national politics. For useful references from the Latin American ex ce, sey
among others, Cleaves and Scurrah (1980]; de lanvey 11981 1; Lehmann 1974]; Petrasand L+Prnte 119711; Rivera (1987J; Sanderson (1981] and Zamosc [1986]. See also note3.

6. See, for example, Diamond, Linz and Upset 11989J; O'Donnell, Schmitter and
Whitehead [1986]- Baloyra (19871; Drake and Silva [1986]; Malloy and Seligson (19871;Peeler ( 1985); and Stepan (19891. Caldcrdn and dos Santos ( 1987] is a partial exception,7. Boschi 11984) offers one of the most incisive English-language formulations of the
analytical problem of the role of social movements and national democratic transitions.
The Brazilian discussion is perhaps the most sophisticated in Latin America [Reis andO'Dunnell, 1988j. In addition, sec r:ckstein [1989) for an important collection on Latin
American social movements in E.nglish. Slata 11983J is also relevant. Glcdhill (19881offers one of the most thoughtful discussions of Latin American agrarian movements in
relation to the European discussion of 'new social movements'.

8. Barrington Moore [1967) made the provocative and stillsontrovesyial argument that
rural class actors often played determinative roles in shaping national development,
even for today's industrial socictics. The research which follows in this tradition,
howeva, tends to focus either on the role of agrarian politics in specifically European
wntexts (Srephen.r, 19871, or on the role of peasants in revolutionary (and therefore
exccptional) transitions in developing countries, Wolf 119691 and Walton 119841 are
among the few to integrate multiple levels of analysis. Other theoretically signifiant
works include: Popkin (1979J; Paige 1197S]; Skocpol 11979,1982J; Scott (1976]; Wellerand Gubecnheim 119823; an.t Till) 110741. The key works in the wave of research on'eveq•day forms of ruisunce,' which has yet to 'take otfin la4n Ankrican studies, are
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Scott, ( 1986]• Scott and Kerkvliet 1 19861 and Colbum [I990], Ilart (1990j gon further,building in both state and gender.
9. Such approaches Include, for example, well-known ideas about'raistance to change',

'the IL ►ûlod good', predispositions to millenarianism, charismatic or authoritarian
teadaship, and inherently individualistic 'petty-bourgeois' aspirations for landowner-
ship. Cultural and institutional contexts shape the political behaviour of pcasants asthey do of all social groups. One can speak, for example, of political values that
are unique to indigenous peasann, where traditional communitarian governance
structures have survived [Rivera; Par[; thir ►nla,ns],10. Note that this discussion does not address the more strictly anthropological issues ofcollective action within rural communities, where kinship and face-to-face power
relations play much more important rola. The premise here is that political partici-
pation within individual villages is necessary but far from sufficient to affect power. relations vis-d-vii the state. For relevant discussions of rural collective action problems,'
in addition to referencea on peasant revolution cited above, see. Attwood and Baviskar

Tendler [198 ]g Tilly (197IÎ;r 978J and Wade [1988J.
11970). Ifu

Onooc![issic^a!
discussion of the collective action problems of tmalltalders converges with Marx's
well-known observation that their mode of production combined with poor means of
communication and poverty,'isolates them from one another Instead of bringing themInto mutual intereourse . ... In w far as there is merely a local interconnection amongthese small peasants, and the idendty of their Interests begets no unity, no national
union and no political organisatton, they ... cannot rcpresent themselves' (from 'TheEighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte', in Shanin. (1987: 3321.11. While the tnditional operation of local power structures is well understood, their
extraordinary capacity to change and adapt to 'modernization' has received lessattention. There b a signi8cant litenture on bcaU}eglonal 'bossism.' but it is rarely
Integrated into the study of contemporary national politia. Migdal [1988] is an
important exception, framing the issue in ternu of 'state weakness'. For works which
integrate levels of analysis In Latin Arnaican caxa, ace, among others, 8ama (1973];Fox (1986; 1989b]; Fox and Gordillo (1989]; Fox and Hernindez [1989); Gordillo(1979; 19881; Kern 119731; lluiza 11985J; Ronigei (1987].12. A classic article by Shanin (1987] offers a concise typology of peasant politicalaction: 'autonotrtous class action'. externally 'guided political action'. and •amorphous
political action' (eitha violent or passive).

13. In the cases of civilian governments analysed in this volume, this challenge is especially
pronounced in Columbia, Brazil, and the Philippinex, where the use of coercion againstthe rural poor and their allies has increased sin= the early 1980s. (Amnesty Inter-national, 1988a; 1988b; 1988c; 7amarc; Grsybowskl; Lora and Morales; this volrnre).
State-sanctioned rural politieal violence is also a serious problem in Mexico, although

evolution of the regime b difficult [ nrnesry latarausi^
reporting)

Fo=
th

e 1986,• Part, this
ovhune]. In Niearagua, the principal source of political violence against the rural poor is
the US-backed counta-revoludonary army (AArrricas Walc6, 1986 (and ollbcr annralnpals); Ortega, this volwne].

14. We still lack a systematic oompariaon of rural power relations in the Philippines and
Latin America. Cumings' (1989] analysis of South Korea ia the most sophisticatedAsian political comparison with Latin America. Most eross-regional comparativeresearch has focused on industrial policy.

15. In the Philippines, the peasant-based guerrilla army reportedly intervened in kvcra)areas to defend ballot boxes against Lndlord/army viokrtce, facilitapeg the election ofat least two of the most pro-land reform congressional legislators in 1987 (/irldinterviews, 1987J. It should be noted that this coordination between reform andrevolutionary forces was unusual, since most of the guerrilla forces ignored theelections. In eontrast, government arrned forces played the opposite role in the 1984
Nicaraguan eloctiotu, defending rural voters from oounter-revolutionary terroristattacks.

16. While c(krcion was clearly a factor in some arcat, official control over the mass media
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was probably most important, particularly television and radio. The viability of the 

electoral opposition was so new and unforseen that blocking access to this  Information  
was an important factor in many rural citizens' political duisions (that is. whether and 
how to mobilise. to vote or to contest fraud). One must also acknowledge the vay 
limited capacity of Mexican opposition parties to reach rural citizens, part of a more 
general gap between the development of civil society and the  lagging party system [Fax. 
19890; Part, this volume). 

17. Although the Bolivian state is responsible for perhaps the least state coercion of any of 
the cases examined here, it still manages  tu  deny effective political rights to significant 

numbers of indigenous people through cultural domination (Rivera, this  vol tune).  
18. For partial answers to the question of 'who gets what' in such alliances,  sec  de Jamey's 

1 1981 1  overview of the Latin American land reform experience and Deere's 119841  
detailed comparison of socialist land reforms. Kohli's  1 19861 analysis of the electoral 

and institutional constraints on elected leftist state governments in India is instructive, 

as is Herring and Edwards'119831 analysis of the conditions underlying an exceptional 

, Indian state employment programme for the landless. For an analysis of the classic 

Leninist conception of such alliances, see Kingston-Mann 1/9851. One of the but 
treaunents of alliances between poor and middle peasants with urban-based revo-
lutionaries is Wolf (1969 ) . 

19. The broadest, most universal access to certain key citizens' rights In Latin Arnerica is 

the case of the compsehensive social welfare righsa extended to the Cuban rural 
population [Stubbs. 1989c4 1989b). Cuban peasanu can actually retire with adequate 

pensions, for exarnple.  The  Cuban experience is based on high degrees of socialisation 

of property ,  political consensus, and foreign economic support that are unlikely to be 
reproduced. however. Orthodox socialist assumptions about necessary trade-offs 
between political and socio-economic rights are now widely questioned in Latin 

America. 
20. It remains an open question whether rural poor people 'learn' that they have rights 

through the conctentizacidn approach (Fab Borda, 19851, or whether institutionally-

based outsiders simply reduce perceived risks and create relatively free spaces that did 

not exist before. 
21. Rural women

' 
 for example, have been systematically excluded from access to land 

under most Latin American agrarian reforms, not to mention the right to autonomous 

political participation (Deere and Led'', 1987). 
22. Sec  also Fox and Gordillo (1989) on Mexico. and Purnell 1 19901 on Pero. The internal 

dynamics of rural gnus organisations in communist regimes are much leu well-

understood. On China, sec  Nolan and White [19841. and Zweig [1989], arnong others. 

Stubbs [1989b) offers an instructive analysis of Cuban rural politics. 
23. Bobbin suggests that 'democratic progress' can be measured not 'by  the  number of 

people who have the right to vote, but the number of contexts outside politics where the 
right to vote is exercised' 1 1 987: 561. His argument weakens when he assumes  that 

 democracy necessarily proceeds from the political to the social sphae, rather than in a 
more interaction process ( 1987: 54 ) . 

24. In El Salvador and Guatemala. in contrast, the national armai  forces are clearly the 
principal obstacle. 

25. This must be highly qualified where there arc deep cultural cleavages between regional 

and local leaders, as Rivera (this volume) points out in ber  analysis of the inter-
action between indigenous community governance structures and mestizo-rhnninated 
regional and national peasant unions in Bolivia. 

26. More generally, an organisation's structure and goals condition the extent to which it 
will effectively represent the interests of the rural poor,  Sec  Attwood and Baviskar 
119871; Hirschman (1984 ) ; Leonard and Marshall [1982); and Tendla [1983]  for 

 important contributions to the institutional political economy of rural membership 
organisations. Tendler's analysis of socio-economic 'spillover effects' and public goods 
is especially useful ,  showing how not-very-dernocratic leaders can act in broadly 
representative ways. One could frame many of the issues raised in this essay in terms of 
*insioutional spillover effects% to the degree that the increabed accountability of state 
and social or aarosations to the rural poor can be considered a public good. When 
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citizenship makes inroads against ameba's' ,  it becomes difficult to limit accent to the 
benefits of accouniability. 

27. Stable democratic rule must be distinguished from political stability more generally. 
Political stability and democratisation are not necessarily compatible, at least in the 
short tun. If 'more democracy' in a polarised countriside means that the state becomes 
more accountable to the rural poor than to entrenched elites ,  then conflict is certainly 
likely. Yet such an alliance between the state and the  nui)  poor can lay the foundation 
for political stability (although not necessarily accountability) in the long tern 14 in the 
clusic case of Mexico's dramatic land reform of the 1930s  (Pari,  this volume ) . 
Some analysts sec rural polidcal stability in developing countries as requiring a 
minimally equitable distribution of land, but minimise the importance of autonomous, 
representative organisations of the rural poor or the rupture of the suite's alliance with 
rural elites for the prospects of actually carrying out such reforms effectively (Hunting. 
ton, 1968; Prosterman and Reidinger. 1987). 

28. Jeffrey Rubin's comments highlighted this distinction (Page  and  Purnell, 1989).  
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Rural Workers' Movements and Democratisation 
in Brazil 

by Candido Grzybowski* 

This article analyses how rural workers constitute themselves as 
collective political subjects through their participation in social 
movements. Their role in Brazil's ongoing political transition is 
evaluated in the context of the authoritarian rural power structures 
still entrenched in the political system. Rural social movements 
contribute to democratisation in two respects: as couruenveights to 
authoritarian agrarian elites and the state at the local and regional 
levels, and as vehicles for transforming and strengthening the politi-
cal identities of rural workers themselves. Their political capacity is 
currently limited, however, by their lack of strong ties to intermediate 
institutions such as unions and political parties. 

The movement developed, arose out of its own necessity. Maybe we 
were learning through practice, in day to day life. We have stumbled a 
lot in this struggle, and we go on learning. Many times people arc 
obliged to do extra work and have to learn to strug,gle within their own 
circumstances, from the very situation in which they live. We had to 
be creative. What's interesting is that this was something created out 
of our own heads, all of us together. We discovered that this struggle 
was an alternative, the only alternative that we had in order to 
resist. 

Chico  Mendes' 
Leader of the Rubber Tappers' Movement 
assassinated 22 December 1988 

INTRODUCTION 

This article analyses the relationship between rural worker?' movements, 
entrenched authoritarian power structures, and the political transition in 
Brazil. While Brazilian rural movements are extremely diverse, the focus 
here is on their common features and dynamics, and particularly on the 
new fonns of participation and organisation employed by rural workers to 
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Introduction 

In recent years, especially since the early I 9701, there has been 
an increasing interest in participatory approaches to development.s 
This interest is manifested at both the national and the international 
level and appears to be shared by individuals and institutions of 
widely divergent ideologies and backgrounds. At the international 
level, most multilateral and bilateral agencies have recognized the 
importance of participation both as a means and as an objective of 
development. Likewise, national plans in many countries pay a great 
deal of attention to the need for a participatory pattern of develop-
ment. However, as tends to happen in situations of this sort, the 
growing  consensus  owes much to certain ambiguities in the concept 
of participation. Different authors and organizations give different 
interpretations to this concept. Often, these differences are a 
reflection of differences c,oncerning the concept of development 
itself. 

The notion of participation may be examined from different 
levels and perspectives. One distinction relates to participation in the 
public domain, the workplace and at home. The first aspect refers to 
all matters discussed and decided in public institutions—local 
organizations, national Governments, parliaments, parties etc. The 
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.ccuutl concerns factorics, ofTiccs, plantations, farms and other
t%oil.hlaics. The third dimension refers to family relations and work
at liouu-. The latter is largely neglected in most discussions on
participation. Yet, in relation to the time spent in different places,
"home democracy" is at least as important as "work democracy" and
is a crucial determinant of the welfare of some members of the
famiiy, especially the women and children.

A different but slightly overlapping distinction concerns partici-
pation at the local, national and international levels. Although there
has been a good deal of discussion of participation promotion at the
local and national levels, much less attention has been given to the
implications of a participatory approach at the global level.! In view
of the linkages and interrelationships between developments at these
diffrrent levels, a satisfactory analysis of participation should be
based on a recognition of interdependence among the different levels
of aggregation. This is, however, a complex and daunting undertak-
ing. This article has a more limited and modest purpose: to shed
some light on the participatory approach to development through a
study of selected grass-roots initiatives in a few Asian and African
countries. This is done in the belief that these experiences yield fresh
and exciting perspectives on the meaning and processes of develop-
ment and contain within them elements of a self-reliant, egalitarian
and participatory approach to development. They, therefore, offer a
rich field from which to draw lessons with a view to strengthening the
quality of development efforts in rich and poor countries alike.

In the light of the preceding remarks, the paper begins with a
discussion of some alternative concepts of development and partici-
pation. This is followed by a brief description of nine grass-roots
initiatives whose experiences are used subsequently to illustrate some
aspects of participatory approaches to development. The paper then
examines the themes of participatory processes and institutional
framework, and of self-reliance and the role of outside assistance.
There is then an analysis of these initiatives as economic enterprises,
agencies of social reform and schools for democracy. The concluding
section focuses on their strengths and limitations as alternative
development models. The gender issues are discussed in various
sections of the paper.

Atternathe concepts of development and participation

The notion of development is an ambiguous one and is subject to
different interpretations.' We may distinguish three interpretations.
First, development is often treated synonymously with economic
growth and is thus interpreted to mean increases in labour productiv-
it)^, declining share Qf• agriculture in total output, technological
progress, and industrializatiun with the conscyucnt shift of puputa-
tio.. t+ uA^an ^•^s_ Whito these structurat ctuwn8^g ^re 8^-nerally

associated with economic growth, equating them with development
shifts the focus to economic aggregates and away from living
standards and human dimensions.

The second interpretation of development seeks to remedy this
deficiency by concentrating on such indices of living standards as
poverty, income distribution, nutrition, infant mortality, life expec-
tancy, literacy, education, access to employment, housing, water
supply and similar amenities. This way of looking at development
brings it closer to the common-sense view and endows it with greater
human reality. Nevertheless, the emphasis continues to be on
economic and social indicators and individual human being and
social groups tend to be off-stage passively supplied with goods,
services and materials.

In contrast, the third view of development puts the spotlight on
human potential and capabilities in the context of relations with
other social groups. According to this view, development is seen in
such terms as greater understanding of social, economic and political
processes, enhanced competence to analyze and solve problems of
day-to-day living, expansion of manual skills and greater control over
economic resources, restoration of human dignity and self-respect,
and interaction with other social groups on a basis of mutual respect
and equality. This notion of development does not neglect material
deprivation and poverty but the focus shifts to realization of human

social
potential

eman^pati n, inand eenhancement of moral, and

technical capabilities.4
The three ways of looking at development are not, of course,

mutually exclusive. Indeed, the optimal pattern of development
should embody elements of all three: the growth of human capabili-
ties and potential must be accompanied by progressive reduction of
material deprivation and social inequalities which, in turn, should
flow from structural change and modernization of the economy. But
in practice, these aspects of development seldom evolve in a
harmonious relationship and typically emphasis on one or the other
would have different implications for organization of economic
activities, patterns of investment and design of programmes and
projects.

As with development, the concept of participation is also riddled
with ambiguities. Once again, it may be useful to distinguish between
three different interpretations. One common usage of the term refers
to "mobilization" of people to undertake social and economic
development projects. Typically, the projects are conceived and
designed from above and the people are "mobilized" to implement
them. Their participation thus consists of their contribution of labour
and matcrials, either free or paid for by the authorities. The projects,
which generally tend to be of an infrastructural nature, are meant to
henctit the rural poor. But in many cases the benet•t may accrue



mainly in the form of employment generated during the construction 
phase. The distribution of the benefits from the assets and facilities 
created would depend upon a variety or factors such as the patterns 
of ownership of productive resources, the distribution of political 
power among social groups and the nature of the project. At their 
best, such projects may result in a widespread diffusion of benefits 
both in the construction and the subsequent phase. At worst, 
"participation" may result in free provision of labour and materials 
hy the poor to create facilities that benefit primarily the affluent 
g mops. 

The second interpretation equates participation with decentrali-
zation in governmental machinery or in related organizations. 
Resources and decision-making powers may be transferred to lower 
level organs, such as local officials, elected bodies at the village or 
county level or local project committees.' While this may make 
possible local-level decisions on the choice, design and implementa-
tion of development activities ,  there is no PresumPlion that  this  need 
imply any meaningful participation by the rural or urban masses. 
Indeed, the distribution of political and economic power at local 
lc%clS in many countries is such that decentralization may well result 
in allocation of resources and choice of development activities that 
are less beneficial to the poor than when such decisions are taken at 
the central level. 

The third view of participation regards it as a process of 
empowerment of the deprived and the excluded (Gran, 1983; Oakley, 
1987: Oakley and Marsden. 1984). This view is based on the 
recognition of differences in political and economic power among 
different social groups and classes. Participation is interpreted to 
imply a strengthening of the power of the deprived masses. Its three 
main elements have been defined as "the sharing of power and scarce 
rebources. deliberate efforts by social groups to control their own 
destinies and improve their living conditions, and opening up of 
opportunities from below" (Dillon and Steifel, 1987). Participation 
in this sense necessitates the creation or organizations of the poor 
which are democratic, independent and self-reliant (Advisory Com-
mittee on Rural Development, 1979; International Labour Organisa-
tion. 1976). 

One facet of empowerment is thus the pooling of resources to 
achieve collective strength and countervailing power. Another is the 
enhancement of manual and technical skills, planning and manageri-
al competence and analytical and reflective abilities of the people. It 
is at this point that the concept of participation as empowerment 
comes close to the notion of development as fulfilment of human 
potentials and capabilitie%. This view of participation and develop-
ment may best be illustrated through the experience of some grass-
roots initiatives. to which we now turn. 
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Some grass-roots participatory initiatives 

In recent years, there has been a huge expansion of small-scalc 
development projects focusing on the rural and the urban poor and 
involving some sort of group action (Commission on the Churches' 
Participation in Development, 1981; Economic Commission for 
Latin America, 1973; Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations, 1979; Hirschman, 1984; United Nations, 1981; 
Wasserstrotn, 1985; World Ilealth Organization, 1982). These 
projects show a great deal of variation with respect to activities, 
organizational framework, financing arrangements, the sponsoring 
agencies, the role of outside assistance and the nature and extent of 
popular participation. They range from outstanding to disastrous 
judged by the criterion of participation as empowerment of the 
people. In this section we give a brief description of nine grass-roots 
experiences which, while displaying a great deal of diversity in 
respect of some aspects mentioned above, nevertheless share some 
characteristics as participatory initiatives. The nine initiatives con-
sidered here are the Grameen Bank (GB), the Small Farmers' 
Development Project (SFDP), the Self-employed Women's Associa-
tion (SEWA), the Working Women's Forum (WWF), Sarilakas, 
Participatory Institute for Development Alternatives (PIDA), Se 
servir de la saison sèche en savane et au Sahel (Six-S), the 
Organization of Rural Associations for Progress (ORAP) and Action 
pour le développement rural intégré (ADRI). 

Although they have several points in common, it is convenient to 
group them into four categories in accordance with their central 
characteristics. The first category, comprising GB and SFDP, illus-
trates innovative programmes to extend credit to the rural poor. 
SEWA and WWF represent pioneering efforts to organize poor 
women working in urban slums as vendors, home-based workers and 
casual labourers into trade-union type associations. The third 
category, illustrated by Sarilakas and PIDA, comprises initiatives to 
promote peasant groups and rural workers' organizations to struggle 
for their rights and to undertake collective initiatives to appropriate a 
larger share of the surplus generated by their economic activities. The 
fourth category, comprising Six-S, ORAP and ADRI, represents 
efforts to promote social and economic development through mobili-
zation and pooling of labour and other resources, drawing inspiration 
from traditional self-help and mutual aid groups. 

PROMOTING PARTICIPATION THROUGH CREDIT PROGRAMMES 

The Grameen Bank was started in 1976 by a professor of 
economics at Chittagong University in Thailand as an experiment to 
provide credit to poor landless men and women in rural areas 
(Fugleszing and Chandler, 1986; Chai, 1984a;  Hossain, 1984; Yunus, 
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I92).  Initially supported by funds from so nie commercial and 
nationalized banks ,  it became an independent bank in 1983. At 
pi csent. the Got ernment has 25 per cent of the initial paid-up share 
ot the capital with the remaining 75 per cent being held by borrowers 
of the bank. The G13,  lias  receit ed funds  from  a number of donor 
agencies. including the International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment (WAD). the Asian Development Bank and the Ford Founda-
tion. Membership is restricted to the poor, defined by a net-worth 
criterion. 

Members organize themselves into groups of five persons and 10 
such gioups constitute a circle. The loans, which are quite modest in 
size,.are given for a one-year period and the principal is repaid in 
meekly instalments over this period. The banking operations take 
place in meekly meetings held in the locality of the groups. The loans 
arc granted for a wide range of economic activities such as trading, 
transport, processing, handicraft, cattle raising and simple manufac-
turing. There are separate groups for men and women ,  with the latter 
nom accounting for two thirds of the total. The bank has experienced 
a rapid expansion in its activities ,  with the number of members 
int.reasing from fewer than 15.000 in 1980 to nearly 250,000 in 1988. 
.flie members have established a variety of social programmes such 
as family planning, schools, nutrition, sports and music, and have 
sought to promote social reforms. 

The SFDP in Nepal is also a credit programme for the rural poor 
but ,  unlike the GB, it extends loans to small and marginal farmers 
(Agricultural Projects Services Centre, 1979; Ghai, 1984h; Ghai and 
others, 1984; Mosley and Prasad Dahal, 1987; Rokaya, 1983). It 
evolved from a pilot project launched in 1975 by the Agricultural 
Development Bank of Nepal (ADB/N) with financial and technical 
support from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) and the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP). The basic objectives of the project were to increase the 
incomes and standard of living of the rural poor, promote participa-
tion and self-reliance and adapt local delivery mechanisms of 
government agencies to the needs of the rural poor. The approach 
adopted was to encourage the rural poor to organize themselves in 
small groups with the assistance of a group organizer to receive credit 
for individual and group activities. The credit was provided on a 
group guarantee basis without any collateral. 

Membership has expanded from about 440 in 1976 to about 
25,000 in 1984 and perhaps 50,000 in 1988. It has attracted funds 
from a number of bilateral and multilateral sources. The programme 
comprises a wide range of economic, social and community activi- 
ties. v‘hich are supporltd by an expanding training component. 
Economic activities include cultivation, livestock, horticulture, irri- 
uation. cottage and rural industries and marketing. Sucial activities 
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care and sanitation. Community projects comprise construction of 
roads, bridges, schools, meeting halls, water facilities, irrigation, 
biogas and social forestry. The bulk of economic activities are 
undertaken on an individual basis with, however, growing impor-
tance of group ownership and management in cottage industries, 
orchards and irrigation. 

ORGANIZING SELF-EMPLOYED POOR WOMEN IN URBAN SLUMS 

• SEWA represents a pioneering effort to organize self-employed 
MOT WOMen in urban slums in Gujerat, India, into a trade-union type 
organization (Self-employed Women's Association, 1984). Until they 
formed a trade union in 1972, self-employed women were not 
recognized as workers by legislation or by society. Thus, their struggle 
related as much to their desire for recognition as legitimate workers 
as to improvements in income and working conditions. The initiative 
in forming SEWA was taken by an experienced woman trade unionist 
who had previously worked with a long-established textile labour 
association. Its membership is drawn from three categories of women 
workers: petty vendors and hawkers, home-based producers, and 
providers of casual labour and services. Started primarily as a 
movement for poor urban women, it  bas  now spread to include 
women agricultural labourers and home-based workers in rural areas. 

As a trade union for self-employed women, SEWA has worked to 
secure higher wages for casual workers, for those on contract work 
such as home-based workers and for suppliers of services such as 
cleaning and laundering. There has been a gradual extension to such 
workers of the protection and benefits provided by labour legislation 
to organized workers in modern enterprises. It has also instituted a 
credit scheme for vendors, hawkers and home-based workers to 
finance working capital and to purchase raw materials and tools. 
Credit was originally arranged through nationalized commercial 
banks but soon the women decided to form their own savings and 
credit co-operative. The co-operative has expanded rapidly in terms 
of shareholders, deposits and loans. 

Funher benefits have accrued to vendors, craftswomen and 
home-based workers through the formation of producers' co-opera-
tives for vegetable and fruit vendors, bamboo workers, hand-block 
printers, spinning-wheel and handloom operators and dairy workers. 
The economic capacity of the members has also been enhanced by 
the provision of training courses in a wide range of skills such as 
bamboo work, block printing, plumbing, carpentry, radio repairs, 
simple accounting and management. Finally, SEWA has sought to 
solve some of the urgent social problems of its members through a 
inaternal protection scheme, widow's benefits, child care and training 
of midwives. 

vv.,rk.iu g  Wuruen's Forum was started in 1078  at the 



initiative of a %voman activist with considerable previous experience
in social and political work. It operates in the southern Indian States
uf "l'amil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka (Arunachalam, 1983;
Azad, 1985; Chambers, 1985; Chen, 1982). Its membership of nearly
50,000 is drawn largely from poor urban women but there is also
increasing representation from rural areas. It covers similar occupa-
tional groups as SEWA such as street hawkers, craft producers, home-
based workers, and fisherwomen and dairy workers in rural areas. It
also arranges loans for members from the commercial banks and
increasingly from the Working Women's Co-operative Society, the
savings and credit scheme set up by the members themselves. The
repayment rates are above 95 per cent.

The WWF has also initiated a wide range of training schemes. It
has organized extensive family planning and public health pro-
graintnes, group insurance schemes, night schools for working
children, campaigns against caste prejudice and discrimination, petty
harassment and bureaucratic abuse suffered by its members, and
educational sessions on workers' rights and minimum wages.

PROMOTING PEASANT GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
OF RURAL WORKERS

Sarilakas in the Philippines evolved out of an attempt by the
Rural Workers' O(ïice, Ministry of Labour, to organize rural workers.
The initial attempts to promote rural workers' organizations suffered
a series of setbacks owing to inadequate preparation, faulty approach
and excessive economic expectations engendered by the "facilitators"
(Rahman, 1983). With assistance from the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) and exposure of the organizers to participatory
initiatives in Sri Lanka, India and Bangladesh, the project adopted a
dilTerent approach, with emphasis on group discussions and analysis
of their socio-economic situation, reflection on the sources of their
imruvcrishment and identification of feasible initiatives in a self-
rcli. ► nt framework. Thé new approach proved more successful in
establishing durable participatory organizations in several villages
resulting in a series of different initiatives such as the institution of
collective savings schemes for purchase of inputs by marginal
l'anuers, joint ownership and operation of agricultural machinery and
rice mills, rehabilitation of irrigation facilities, enforcement of
Iegi.latiun on change from sharecropping tenancy to fixed-rent
liability, protection of the lishing rights of small lishermcn, land
rights of sugar-cane growers etc.

PIDA in Sri Lanka was established in 1980 as a non-governmen-
tal organization for.the promotion of grass-roots participatory
groups. It is an action research collective with a membership of 15 or
su aninlators working in 40 villages in various rural locations
( I"ilakaratna, 1985). It grew out of a UNDP-sponsored rural action

research and training project initiated in 1978. Its main objective is
to promote participatory and self-reliant organizations of the rural
poor which in turn can become the main vehicle of their economic
and social advance. The key role in this process is played by
animators who encourage villagers with similar background to come
together for informal discussion of their socio-economic situation,
the problems they face and the steps they might take to improve their
living standards and working conditions. After initiating the process
of group discussion and reflection, the animator attempts progres-
sively to reduce his or her role, leaving it to the villagers themselves
to conduct their inquiries, form groups and take initiatives to
strengthen their economic position.

The initiatives can take a variety of forms. Some groups focused
their attention on possible savings from purchases of consumer goods
in village stores. They expanded their activities to procure and
distribute a wide range of basic consumer goods and start thrift and
credit societies, thus evolving co-operatives of the rural poor. The
groups, which started from the production front, cut down their
cultivation costs through a series of collective efforts, used their spare
time to cultivate a common plot of land as a means of increasing
their collective fund, initiated action to develop irrigation facilities
and diversify crop patterns, established links with banks and
obtained bank credit by demonstrating their credit-worthiness, thus
eliminating their dependence on usurer credit, and bargained for
improved access to public services.

Some groups began activities in produce marketing. They
devised collective marketing schemes, explored and discovered new
market outlets, delinked from village traders and intermediaries and
retrieved the surpluses hitherto extracted by them, stored a part of
the crop to take advantage of better prices and increased the-value of
the produce by processing. In the case of wage labourers, attempts
were made to check leakages from their income streams by forming
informal co-operatives for consumer, credit and thrift activities, and
to obtain access to land or other productive assets, thus switching
over from the sale of labour to farming either on a part-time or full-
time basis.

MODILIZINO RESOURCES THROUGH SELF-HELP AND
CO-OPERATIVE EFFORTS

Six-S was started in 1974 in Burkina Faso at the initiative of a
local agronomist working with some foreign volunteers. The original
motive was to take advantage of the long dry period from October to
May to undertake a series of self-help social and economic activities
to improve the living standards of the rural people (Egger, 1987a;
Rahman, 1988: Sawadogo and Ouedraogo, 1987). The practice until
then had been for the young people to migrate to urban areas and to
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neighbouring countries in search of employment. One feature of this 
initialise was reliance on traditional Naam groups of mutual help 
and co-operation to promote a large-scale, self-help movement with 
numbers running into 200,000 and extension into other Sahelian 
countries such as Mali. Mauritania and Senegal. 

The groups undertake a variety of income-generating, communi-
t and social activities. The first set includes vegetable gardening, 
stock farming, handicraft, millet inills, cereal banks, and production 
and sale of horse carts. Communal activities comprise construction 
of water dams and dikes, anti-erosion works, wells, afforestation etc., 

hile social projects include rural pharmacies, primary health care, 
,cliqols. theatres etc. Six-S provides credit to partially support such 
projects. Activities of communal benefit are subsidized through 
limited cash remuneration and food for work and free supply of the 
needed equipment. In turn, Six-S gets funds from member groups' 
contributions and external donors. All Six-S groups have a savings 
fund built with member subscriptions and receipts from income-
generating activities. 

There has been a rapid multiplication of groups in the region. 
Ube established groups assist new ones in a variety of ways. Farmer-
technicians are employed by Six-S during the slack season to advise 
the grottos and assist their activities. When some members of Six-S 
gioups carry out an innovation or master a technique, they form a 
mobile school to transmit it to other groups. Thus, new ideas and 
innosations spread rapidly throughout the Six-S movement. 

()RAP was started in 1981 by a group of concerned people in 
Matabeleland, Zimbabwe, to initiate a new approach to their 
de% elopment problems. It is essentially a support organization for 
Neff-reliant development in rural areas. Its first priority is to 
encourage and support autonomous organizations among rural 
people and to enhance their capability to analyse their own situation. 
(( ha%unduka and others. 1985; Nyoni, 1986). As with Six-S, it also 
relied on traditional groups and practices of mutual help and co-
operation. The basic units are village groups which federate into 
"umbiellas" and, higher up, to associations and finally to the 
Advisory Board of ORAP. 

Alter a period of deliberation and analysis. the groups undertake 
a %aria> of econotric and social activities, combining their skills and 
!dhow with material and financial assistance from external donors 
through ORAP. The activities include carpentry. netwire making, 
sev, Mg. building. basketry. wood carving, livestock grazing, vegetable 
gardening, poultry-keeping, baking and grinding mills. 

Considerable emphasis is put on training and development 
education activities.  The  prolonged drought in the region led ORAP 
to .te.elop a food relief programme and subm:quently to gi.e priority 
to 1...>”...1 prc,duction. with etnona,is. on recourse to 'traditional seeds 
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and cereal banks in the villages and improved water storage and local 
irrigation schemes. Recently, new emphasis has been put on orga-
nizing activities at the family units—a collective  o15  to 10 families-
to meet their immediate needs such as wells for drinking water, 
sanitary latrines, improved baths, improved kitchens, as well as 
cultivation, food production, harvesting and thrashing corn. 

Another recent innovation has been the construction, on a self-
help basis, of development centres. These are multipurpose centres 
for meetings, workshops, organization of training courses ia various 
technical fields, such as bakery, building, blacksmithing and market-
ing outlets. 

ADRI is an organization of peasant groups in Rwanda. It owes 
its origin to an initiative taken in 1979 by a local agronomist to 
undertake "animation" work with peasant women in the Kabaye 
district (Action pour le développement rural intégré, 1986; Egger, 
I987b). As in Six-S and ORAP, the basis of organization was 
traditional groups of mutual help. Some other groups sprung up in 
the area leading to the formation of an inter-group organization, 
Impuzamiryango Tuzamuka Twese (ITT). Activities undertaken by 
the group include collective cultivation of cash crops, social forestry, 
grain storage, consumer stores, livestock rearing, furniture making, 
brick making, beer brewing and grain mills. 

Dissatisfaction with the Banque Populaire led the peasant groups 
to form their own savings and credit society, the Caisse de Solidarité 
(Solidarity Bank). This society plays a particularly important role in 
the management of external funds for group activities. All the groups 
assume responsibility for these funds, which serve both as a 
guarantee to donors and to generate collective interest in the 
repayment of funds by each group. Several groups have evolved into 
multipurpose co-operatives covering farming, marketing, artisan 
production and collective savings schemes. In one area, several 
groups have come together to form a fund with contributions from 
peasants particularly at harvest time, in cash or kind. The fund serves 
as a social security scheme for members covering death, fire, natural 
disasters, accident, sickness and finance of secondary education. 

A DR1 was formed to stimulate the expansion of such peasant 
groups to all parts of the country. It is a development non-govern-
mental organization which assists peasant groups and associations 
through animation work and exchange visits, promotion of a wider 
fcderation of associations and provision of direct support to base 
groups on funding and implementing collective social and economic 
projects. 

• 
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Participatory processes and inslitutional franlework

OONIR:\STIN(i (Y1NVIN11ONAI. PROJF('TS AND P:\RII('II'\rUIZY

INITIATIVES

• A conventional development project is conceived and designed
front outside by national and international experts, together with the
paraphernalia of pre-fcasibility and feasibility studies, appraisal
reports, specification of inputs and outputs, calculation of internal
rates and sophisticated cost-benefit analysis. The people for whom all
this is supposed to be done exist only in the abstract as numbers
whose output and productivity are to be enhanced and whose
"needs" are to be satisfied. Their participation in the preparatory
phase, if they are lucky, may, at best, consist of some hastily
organized meetings with the experts and bureaucrats at which they
are "briefed" about the objectives and activities of the planned
projects. In the implementation phase they are expected to carry out
their pre-assigned roles.

Participatory development is radically different in approach,
methodology and operation. As implied earlier, its central concerti is
with the development of the morai, inteltectual, technical and manual
capabilities of individuals. A development project is, therefore,
regarded as a process for the expansion of these capabilities. This
implies that the initiative in establishing the activities must be taken
by the people themselves who should also be firmly in charge of their
implementation and evolution. This in turn calls for an entirely
different methodology in initiating and sustaining development
activities.

Social activists and leaders of grass-roots initiatives worldwide
are working with many different approaches and methodologies for
participation promotion. There is no single blueprint. Indeed, such a
concept would be contradictory to the very spirit of participatory
development whose central purpose is the awakening of people's
dormant energies and the unleashing of their creative powers. The
grass-roots experiences described in the preceding section likewise
reveal the diversity of approaches to participation promotion. It may
be useful to discuss separately two dimensions of this theme, namely,
nlethodologics and institutional framework for participation promo-
tion.

Mr.1110DOL(J(7IfS JOR PARTIC•II'.\7IUN l'ROM0Y1IC1N

Whatever thoir,differences. the nine experiences considered here
have one aspect ili common: the initiation of devclopmonl activities
is precedcd by a preparatory phase involving interaction with and
anlong the people concerned. The purpose, duration and intensity of
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this interaction have tended to vary from one initiative to another. At
one extreme, the interaction phase may consist only of understanding
and accepting the basic objectives and operation of the project by the
people before their enrolment as members. At the other extreme, this
phase, extending over long periods, may involve intensive discus-
sions and dialogue, analysis and reflection and conduct of field work
and social inquiry, thus using the methodology of participation
promotion associated with "conscientization" and "participatory
action research":• Depending on its scope and intensity, the prepara-
tory phase may serve to install discipline, build confidence, indoctri-
nate or socialize members to the underlying philosophy and objec-
tives of the initiative, raise consciousness, develop critical and
analytical abilities, and promote group solidarity and democratic
practices. Furthermore, these processes of participation promotion
are not considered one-time isolated events preceding the initiation
of development activities, but rather an integral part of the style of
work within the association.

The initial phase in the establishment of peasant groups in
Rwanda consists of animation and conscientization (Action pour le
développement rural intégré, 1986). It is only after this phase that the
peasants decide to form associations. The process also generates the
array of activities to be undertaken by the group. Likewise, the Six-S
puts a great deal of emphasis on animation work and group meetings.
The emerging pattern of activities is seen as a reflection of people's
situation, knowledge, experiences, capabilities and wishes., The
WWF relies on spearhead teams and group organizers to initiate
interaction with the potential members.

In ORAP, any material development work must be preceded
and/or accompanied by continuous discussion and analysis of the
reasons for undertaking a development activity. In principle, all
groups must go through a discussion process to determine what their
problems are, where they come from and how they can solve them.
This approach is summarized graphically in the words of a member
of a local group: "Before coming to ORAP, t didn't know how
development started. Now I know that before development, there
must be thoughts in mind" (Chavunduka and others, 1985).

SFDP and GB are first and foremost credit programmes. Before
any activities are initiated, the group organizers in the former and
bank workers in the latter undertake a socio-economic survey of the
villages concerned. The target groups are then encouraged to come
together for discussions among themselves and with the development
workers. Out of this process emerge the groups which are the basic
units around which the credit programme is organized. In GB, for
example, the basic unit consists of a group of five landless persons.
Before receiving loans, the groups go through an intensive instruction
of one to two weeks on the philosophy, rules and procedures of the
bank. The group members have to pass a test before they are granted
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recognition. During this test the members must satisfy flic hank staff
tll• their integrity and seriousncss, understanding of the principles and
I/rucedures of the GB and ability to write their signatures.

'1 lie methodology of "conscientization" and "applied action
re;carch" is perhaps applied most systematicany in the activities
organized by PIDA. A brief illustration of the work of PIDA in a
t illagc may convey the flavour of its approach to participation
promotion (Tilakaratna. 1984). In 1978, a four-membcr team of
de%clopment workers .visited a village to explore the possibility of
initiating a grass-roots participatory development process. The first
, ► ep as to make a preliminary study of the socio-economic
conditions in the village. The workers visited all households and
ini(iated discussions with the people individually, as well as in small
informal groups, on the problems at the village level. The main
poverty group was identified as betel producers. The development
tlurkers continued discussions about the source of their poverty.
Suun, hotvever, they reached the stage where further progress called
loi more inl•ormation on production and marketing of betcl than they
hosscs_cd. Two village groups volunteered to undertake the invcstiga-
t ion; and collect information on the working of the betel industry-a
L.,men's group to examine production and a youth group to explore
the marketing aspects.

This investigation enabled the peasants to see for the first time
the reality of betel farming, in particular how an impoverishment
pn.ceNs had been created by the loss of a sizeable economic surplus at
the marketing stage to the village traders who in turn sold betel leaves
tt> state exporting firms. A group of betel producers then met to
explore alternative marketing possibilities. An action committee
formed by the group spent two months visiting various traders in the
I icinity and exporting firms. After a series of setbacks and negative
tcNpunscs, the committee found one exporting firm which was
prepared (o buy directly from them provided the sales were
channelled through the registered village co-operative. This imrnedi-
atel) resulted in a doubling of the prices received by peasants for
their cetcl leaves and greater price stability. The group grew in
number and the incomes of the members expanded threefold owing
to better prices and higher production. Subsequently, they formed
their own multipurpose co-operative.

The co-ordinator of PIDA has described the underlying ap-
pruach of participatory development as follows:

"The central clemcnt of a participatory process was identified as
cunscicntization which was seen as a process of liberating the
crcati%c initiatives of the people through a s^stematic process of
in%estigation, reflection and analysis, undertaken by the people
thcrosrlve.. PeoplJ.lx^in In understand the social reality through
a pruccsx uf scll'-inyuiry :uid unalytiis, and throubh suclt unalcr-

Conscientization leads to self-organization by the people as a
means of undertaking collective initiatives. Each action will be
followed by reflection and analysis generating a process of praxis
as a regular ongoing practice. These interactive elements ...
were seen as the heart and soul of a participatory process"
(Titakaratna, 1985).

A Sri Lankan peasant summed it all up in these simple words: "The
rust in our brains is now removed" (Tilakaratna, 1985).

THE 1NSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

While discussion, analysis and reflection constitute the method-
ology of participation promotion in most of the initiatives considered
here, the institutional framework provides the vehicle for the practice
of participation. As might be expected, there is a great deal of
variation in the organizational arrangements devised by them to
conduct their work. However, one common characteristic they share
is that in all cases members are organized into base or primary
groups. Participatory development is inconceivable in the absence of
such groups. The process of conscientization presupposes the exis-
tence or creation of small groups with a homogeneous socio-econom-
ic background. Beyond that the organization of small farmers, rural
workers and urban poor in groups serves a number of crucial
functions. First, it provides a forum for dialogue, analysis and
reflection, thereby contributing to the capacity of the members to
understand and find solutions to their problems. Secondly, member-
ship in a group reduces individual insecurity and dependence and
builds confidence. This is a vital function especially in societies
characterized by social oppression, economic polarization and status
hierarchies. Thirdly, the groups provide a mechanism for discussion,
choice and elaboration of social and economic activities to be
undertaken on an individual or joint basis. Fourthly, they constitute
appropriate structures for the launching, ownership, management
and operation of some projects. Fifthly, the groups serve to increase
the effectiveness of government social and economic services by
acting as receiving mechanisms. Sixthly, the formation of groups
enables the poor to transform their individual weaknesses into
collective strcngth, thus enhancing their bargaining power vis-d-ris
other economic groups and exerting countervailing pressure against
local power structures.

The group structure of some of the initiatives discussed here
illustrates these points. In the GB, groups and the centre hold weekly
meetings for banking transactions as also for discussions on other
social and economic activities. Although the loan is given to the
individual and he or she has ultimate responsibility for it, it must he
approved by the group chief and the centre chief. The groups,
therefore, assume responsibility for its repayment. The choice of



airi% if) financed by the loan is left to the individual and the group.
(inoup pressure plays an important role in ensuring the nearly perfect
loan repayment record achieved by the bank. The group fund,
tunsisting of personal savings and group tax for emergency and social
security purposes, is operated by the groups. Joint enterprises such as
stialluu and deep tubwells, weaving and rice hullers are owned and
managed at the level of individual groups, collection of groups, or
centres. Construction, management and running of schools, commu-
nit) halls and other social activities would typically be organized at
the level of individual or groups of several centres.

In the SFDP, the group plays a key role in investment decisions.
"1 he decisions on individual and joint loans are taken through group
discussion and consensus, and the group provides the guarantee for
the loan. The monthly meetings of the group also provide occasions
lôr discussion and approval of annual and longer-term plans for
social and economic activities.

In ORAP, the new emphasis is on base units comprising three to
tive families. A few of the family units come together to form
production units. The activities to be undertaken emerge from
discussions within these groups. Some of the projects are of a family
nature such as cultivation and latrine and kitchen improvement, but
others involve larger units such as irrigation, grain mills, food storage
and community buildings. Mutual help and co-operation are orga-
nized through the family units or production groups. The Naam
groups in the Six-S form the nucleus of a myriad of activities such as
water catchment and storage schemes, reforestation, soil preserva-
tion, cereal banks, artisanal production and collective farming. They
also operate credit and savings societies, provide guarantees for
individual and collective loans, and organize a variety of welfare
schemes and social activities. The peasant associations in ADRI
constitute the core of the movement. A number of family, communi-
ty and income-generating projects by peasant groups are gradually
transforming themselves into multipurpose co-operatives.

The village groups promoted by PIDA and by Sarilakas seek to
raise the living standards of their members through collective action
designed to improve wages, secure access to land, reduce the burden
of usury, and retain a larger share of surpluses through joint
purchase, elimination of middlemen in marketing etc. In SEWA also
exertion of pressure through collective power has been an important
element in the benefits derived by its members. In addition to its
function as a trade union of self-employed women workers, SEWA
has organized members in co-operatives based on occupation. Social
insurance, wctfare and training programmes have also been orga-
nized.

While SEWA and'WWF are exclusi%ely women's organizations.
GB and SFDP have separate groups for men and women, although
SFDP also has a few mixed groups. In the other initiatives, on the
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other hand, white there may be some separate groups for men and
women, the common pattern is to have mixed groups. This has
served to break down sterotypes of gender roles and has promoted
solidarity and co-operation between sexes and generations.

While participation of members in the activities of the organiza-
tion through base groups is a feature common to all these grass-roots
initiatives, there is a great deal of variation concerning higher-level
entities. Sarilakas and PIDA essentially act as promoters of self-
reliant participatory organizations of the rural poor. The organiza-
tions thus formed may co-operate in a variety of ways, including joint
projects, exchange of visits, information etc. but so far no attempts
have been made to federate them into regional or national associa-
tions, although federations have emerged at municipality levels and
across villages in Sarilakas and PIDA respectively. The parent body
of the SFDP is the Agricultural Development Bank, which does not
have any representation from the small farmers in its policy-making
organs. While the original intention was to encourage regional and
national associations of SFDPs, this has not materialized, although
individual groups co-operate in a variety of ways. Essentially, the
same remarks apply to the GB with the crucial difference that now 75
per cent of the paid-up share capital belongs to members and the 12-
member Board of Directors includes four persons, including (prefera-
bly) two women, elected by the borrower shareholders.

The other organizations have ascending layers of bodies with
representatives chosen from lower-level entities. For instance, in
ADRI, the peasant groups come together into regional associations
which federate into a national organization. Likewise, the ORAP
organizational structure moves up from village groups to "umbrellas"
to associations and the Advisory Board. WWF and SEWA have
representative or general assemblies at the apex. The higher-level
bodies consist of representatives elected from the lower ones. Some
activities and services may be carried out at higher levels, for
example, the development centres in ORAP are operated at the level
of associations and the Solidarity Bank in ADRI is run at the apex as
are the savings and credit co-operatives run by SEWA and WWF.
Thus, in all these cases the organizational structure provides for
participation in decision-making by the rank-and-file members of the
movement.

Self-reliance and the role of outsiders

These initiatives have a diversity of origins. SFDP, PIDA and
Sarilakas originated as government programmes with the support of
international agencies. But PIDA and Sarilakas moved away from
their official links to convert themselves into development non-
governmental organizations. SFDP continues to be run as an ADB
project but the bank operates in an independent manner. Although
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activities and infrastructural and service projects. This feature is 
common to all initiatives but is central to the African experiences. 

Provision of credit is the cornerstone of GB and SFDP but plays 
a role of varying importance in other initiatives as well. It should be 
noted here that in most cases funds are made available on a loan 
basis to be repayable over a specified period and at commercial rates 
of interest, although the rates are lower than those charged by private 
money- lenders. It was noted earlier that in cases where a credit 
programme is a major component of their activities such as SFDP, 
GB, SEWA and WWF, the default rate is astonishingly low by any 
standards. This is eloquent testimony to the self-reliance with which 
these initiatives are undertaken. 

Furthermore, almost all initiatives have engendered other 
schemes, which reinforces this self-reliance. The organization of 
collective savings for consumption and production loans and for 
emergency purposes is a common element in all initiatives. The Six-
S, ADRI and ORAP have initiated various types of cereal banks to 
enhance food security. Some groups in ADRI have started schemes 
which represent the beginnings of a social security system. Similar 
schemes covering childbirth, death, widowhood, etc., have been 
launched by SEWA and WWF financed completely or partly by 
members' contributions. 

The high rates of saving and accumulation achieved by many 
groups in these initiatives is further evidence of their self-reliant 
approach. In GB, for instance, together with interest payments, group 
fund and emergency fund, the members save a minimum of 25 per 
cent of the income generated by the bank loans. If to this is added 
savings for special projects and members' personal savings and 
investment, the savings rate in many cases may well amount to 50 per 
cent of the additional income. In an extremely poor community 
where meeting subsistence needs is an everyday struggle, such rates of 
saving can only be considered phenomenal. 

Initiatives such as PIDA and Sarilakas push the concept of self-
reliance to extreme limits. PIDA regards its role as assistance in the 
mobilization of efforts by the rural poor through animation work. It 
does not provide any technical assistance, extension services, grants 
or loans. The villagers themselves are expected to enhance their 
incomes and production and social welfare through collective actions 
of the type discussed earlier and through staking a claim for their 
share of resources from the commercial banks and government social 
and economic services. Even the animation and facilitation work 
done by external animators is for a limited period to be taken over at 
the earliest opportunity by internal cadres. 

Most of the initiatives discussed here have been recipients of 
assistance from national, multilateral and bilateral sources. No 
conventional type of analysis has been undertaken of the effective- 
ness of this assistance. Except for the two major credit programmes. 

Gll was started as an experiment by an academic, it has been 
converted into a bank with joint ownership  by  the Government and 
the borrowers. It is also run independently of the government 
ministries. All the other initiatives originated with concerned profes-
sionals and social activists independently of offi cial agencies. It is 
notewoithy that the key figures in the initiation and consolidation of 
these initiatives vvere nationals of these countries. This is an aspect of 
self-reliance which already  sets  them off from the great majority of 
development projects which are often conceived and designed by 
outsiders. 

A key characteristic of these initiatives, both in their establish-
ment and subsequent expansion, is the role played by development 
workers variously described as social activists, change agents, facilita-
tors,  group organizers, catalysts and animators.' The success of these 
initiatives is in no small measure due to the approach and style of 
VeOrk adopted  by  these development workers. They do not possess 
any special technical skills but their human qualities are vital to the 
success of their mission. These include a deep understanding of the 
economy and society of the impoverished groups, compassion and 
sympathy with their plight, ability to inspire trust and confidence and 
to motivate and guide them, not in a paternalistic and authoritarian 
way. but in a manner to enhance their confidence and self-reliance. 
While many initiatives, such as for instance the GB, the SFDP and 
SEWA, continue to rely on a core of professional and administrative 
staff to run their activities, others such as PIDA and Sarilakas regard 
their primary objective as being the stimulation of self-reliant 
pal ticipatory organizations. The animators who perform this role are 
expected to be gradually phased out, and internal cadres and 
animators selected from within the village population to progressive-
ly take over their functions. Likewise, it is the policy of WWF to have 
members of that organization steadily take over as group and area 
organizers. It was noted earlier that Six-S increasingly relies on ' 
peasant-technicians and advanced groups to transmit knowledge and 
inno% ations to other members and groups. 

Self-reliance has many other aspects and several of these are 
illustrated by the experiences of the participatory initiatives dis-
cussed here. In some ways, the most important element is growing 
control over economic resources and social environment resulting in 
greater confidence and reduction in insecurity and dependence, 
brought about on the one hand by the strength derived from 
membership of a group and on the other by a steady increase in 
individual intellectual, moral and technical capabilities. Indeed, it is 
this aspect of their experience that is repeatedly emphasized by 
members in discusions and evaluations of the impact of the 
ioitiattses. /Soother dimension of self-reliance ecincerns the inobiliza- 	 ..A- 	 renuurces to launch ittc.me-generating 



the assistance received has been relatively modest. It has consisted 
for the most part or funds to start loan schemes, grants for training 
programmes, financing of workshops and occasional grants for 
equipment for production or infrastructural projects. No foreign 
experts have been attached to these movements nor have they 
benefited from technical co-operation and consultancy missions. 
These initiatives thus represent truly authentic indigenous attempts 
at self-reliant development at the grass-roots level. 

Participatory initiatives as economic enterprises 

The initiatives we have been considering cannot be looked at as 
con% entional development projects. They respond to the multifarious 
needs of their members. Efforts to improve the living standards of the 
members are certainly at the core of their concerns and often provide 
the motivation for the creation of the movement but both the leaders 
and the participants also stress objectives that go beyond material 
achievements. In this section, we discuss some economic aspects-
leaving for later sections the social and political dimensions of the 
work of participatory initiatives. The pattern of economic activities 
undertaken by them has already been discussed. The intention here is 
to analyse briefly the nature of these activities and to make a rough 
assessment of their economic impact. 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO MEMBERS 

Provision of credit to individual members or to groups, directly 
or indirectly, plays an important role in all initiatives. Credit 
facilitates the purchase of stock in trade, raw materials, equipment, 
tools and agricultural inputs. Especially in densely populated poor 
countries. capital is an extremely scarce factor of production and 
carries high potential returns. Its value is further enhanced to the 
poor as institutional credit is largely unavailable to them and they 
must rel y  for urgent needs on money-lenders who impose 5 to 15 
times the rates charged by commercial banks. The provision of credit 
thus contributes to increases in the incomes of the members by 
financing a higher turnover of their stock, improvements in tools and 
equipment ,  access to raw materials and inputs, and by the substitu-
tion of institutional loans for money-lenders' loans. 

While detailed evaluation of economic activities of other initia-
tives is not available to the author, several surveys have attempted to 
quantify the economic impact of the credit programme of the GB and 
SFDP.,  There is naturally a good deal of variation in returns on 
individual activities but werall the investment programme financed 
b ■ loans generated rates of ?eturn in the region of 30 to 40 per cent. 
Apart from the factors mentioned earlier, the contributory factors in 
the GB have been that the activities undertaken are familiar to 
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members; the skills and technologies are known and are relatively 
simple; the clients are not dependent, except in a few cases, on 
extension services or inputs from the Government. Furthermore, the 
participants themselves select the activities for which they seek loans. 
It may be assumed that they select activities they are confident or 
carrying out successfully. Group dynamics, emulation, competition 
and peer pressure are additional factors which have played a positive 
role in all initiatives of the type considered here. 

Similar factors have been at work in the SFDP with the 
additional point that high yields in its projects have been possible in 
part because the credit programme has brought within reach of small 
and marginal farmers the Green Revolution package of improved 
seeds, irrigation and fertilizers. Impressive income gains to women 
vendors, hawkers and home-based workers in SEWA and WWF have 
also been made possible essentially through access to credit. As 
indicated earlier, the mere substitution of institutional credit for that 
of money-lenders—even disregarding higher turnover, better prices 
and improved technology—is a source of substantial gains in income. 
Rough estimates made for SFDP members showed that income gains 
from this source alone equalled those brought about by increased 
production. 

Another way in which these initiatives have helped increase 
incomes, production and employment is through the pooling of 
labour and other resources under collective projects such as irrigation 
and water catchment schemes, soil conservation, reforestation, 
construction of access roads, cultivation of common plots, mutual 
help in ploughing and harvesting, food storage, cereal banks, 
transport, marketing and joint purchase of agricultural inputs. The 
list of such efforts is long and impressive. In Africa especially, 
activities of this nature have contributed to stability and increases in 
income and production, reduction of food insecurity and generation 
of fuller employment through the breaking of infrastructural bottle-
necks, overcoming of labour shonages and introduction of improved 
techniques. Co-operation in pooling resources facilitated by institu-
tional innovations inspired by traditional practices has been at the 
heart of gains achieved through these initiatives. 

The third and related source of gains has accrued from the 
exertion of collective pressure and power to secure higher wages for 
jobs and contract work, enforcement of land and tenancy reform, 
fishing and forestry rights, implementation of the provisions of 
labour legislation, improved prices for raw materials and for 
processed foods. These gains have been  the  result of stronger 
bargaining, and countervailing power, as well as of institutional 
reforms such as service and production co-operatives, collective 
funds, credit and thrill societies, and consumer stores. These aspects 
have been especially important in the work of PIDA, Sarilakas, WWF 
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and SEWA. This is a reflection of deep-seated social cleavages and
c, unomic polarization prevalent in many Asian countries.

Finally, some of these initiatives, especially in South Asia, have
untributcd to increased incomes through reduction of excessive

tqpenditure on ceremonial occasions. These include dowries, birth
and death ceremonies, and festivities of various kinds. Group
t ► i^.cussions, solidarity and demonstration provide the necessary
.upport for members to make the radical break from ancient
practices. The gains accrue not only from direct reductions in
r.\t,.:nditure but, even more importantly, from the savings in
.rrt icing of loans incurred by poor people at exorbitant interest rates
from.money-lendcrs and landlords, a debt trap from which they are
unlikely to escape during their lifetime. Although no precise esti-
mates are available of gains to disposable income from these sources,
the rough estimates I made for SFDP members show that, even
disregarding the interest charged by money-lenders, the average
annual reduction in ceremonial expenditures was equivalent to 600
to 700 rupees-somewhat more than the gains realized from
increases in income owing to production loans.

WIDER ECONOMIC IMPACT OF INITIATIVES

The final theme under this heading concerns the wider economic
impact of the initiatives. It is possible for a programme to confer
significant socio-economic benefits on its members while simulta-
ncuusly generating strong negative efforts on other segments of the
socicty. Likewise a project with a mediocre rating in terms of the
direct impact on intended beneficiaries may nevertheless generate
beneficial indirect and side effects for the poor. All the initiatives
considered here are doubly blessed: they bring significant social and
economic benefits to members, while simultaneously generating
positive spill-over effects on the poorer segments of these societies.
These wider economic effects may be considered under three
headings: "macro-economic" impact of project activities, assistance
given by members to the fellow poor in their area or "technical co-
operation at the grass-roots level" and the impact on national
programmes and policies.

Although in aggregate ternis most of these programmes are of

negligible importance, they exercise significant influence at the local
and regional levels. The macro-economic effects may extcnd to
markets for labour, credit and goods and services. As far as the labour

markets are concerned, the impact of activities undertaken under
most initiatives is to intensify the utilization of family labour and
shift the tabour allocation from wage to self-employment. This may
be the result of more int(^nsive cultivation, non-farming activities,
acccss to l-d_ v.o,1: o+^ iwrrastra.c\u^a\ pcojects and parlici,^at:on in

hnical advice_ In Klionqqi anal

for labour goes up, the supply of wage labour goes down. Other things
being equal, this should contribute to an increase in wages for the
poor and the unskilled. This indeed seems to have happened in the
areas in which SFDP, GB, WWF and SEWA have been active.

Many of the activities launched under these initiatives result in
the diversion of bank credit to the rural poor, the creation of new
credit and savings schemes and the substitution of institutional credit
for money-lenders' credit. Thus, by increasing the supply of institu-
tional credit and reducing the demand for money-lenders' loans,
these initiatives exercise a downward pressure on the terms for non-
institutional credit. Since the rural and urban poor are the main
clients and victims of credit from money-lenders, traders and
landlords, this must be counted among the more important benefits
to non-members generated by these initiatives.

Productive activities associated with these initiatives result in
increased output and marketing of goods and services consumed by
the poverty groups in rural and urban areas. These include such
things as rice, maize, vegetables, fruits, meat, milk, eggs, cloth,
household utensils, bamboo products, baskets, simple agricultural
tools and services such as transport, storage, marketing and shopping.
Typically, these are the goods and services of mass consumption and
figure prominently in the expenditure patterns of the poor. Although
the rise in the incomes of the members results in increased
consumption of many of these goods and services, the net effect for
most goods is to increase their availability. This in turn, by keeping
the relative prices of such commodities lower than they might
otherwise be, contributes to an increase in the real incomes of the
poorer segments of the society.

The benefits from these initiatives also spread to other poor
people through assistance rendered to them by members in a variety
of ways. The pioneer groups must be looked upon as constituting a
social vanguard whose impact radiates through the neighbouring
communities. The members assist the fellow poor to form their own
groups. This may happen at the initiative of the members of the
established groups or at the request of the non-members who
spontaneously wish to emulate their efforts. It is possible to quote
instances from all the initiatives discussed here of the pioneer groups
and animators being besieged by requests from others in the same or
ncighbouring villages for help in starting similar activities. This is
perhaps the most important explanation of the rapid expansion of the
membership of many of these organizations. Even where the entire

set of activities is not replicated, some aspects of their valuable
experiences are quickly disseminated to the neighbouring communi-
ties. Indeed the "bush telegraph" is the most effective vehicle of
transmission of new ideas, techniques and practices among the
peasantry and rural workers. To give some examples, SFDP members
h^,nca ou,^^s wan sroun rormatG.^n. :r.a:ai:on orsoc:al activities and

should have had so little imaact on official develoament thinkinrt and



community projects ,  credit and technical advice. In Khopasi and 
1)anore s illages,  community irrigation projects were started at the 
initiati%e of the SFDP groups but non-members in the catchment 
area uere invited lo participate in the scheme through donation of 
labour and cash. The example of betel and coir yarn producers in 
establishing new marketing channels was swiftly followed by several 
neighbouring villages. 

Likewise, the pioneering efforts of Six-S, ORAP and ADRI have 
spread rapidly to other parts of the country through demonstration 
effect and emulation. For example, the Groupement Naam de 
Soiniaga in Burkina Faso helped set up  Il  groups in six other 
villages. For their part, 42 villages assisted this group in the 
construction of a dam. Six-S has developed original methods for the 
transmission of skills through peasant-technicians who are paid by 
the organization to train other members and groups in new technolo-
gies, social innovations and management techniques. The principal 
'. chicle for this is chantiers-écoles (training camps) organized on a 
regular basis during the dry season at the request of the groups. These 
range liom soil conservation techniques to management of maize 
mills, from water pump maintenance to fenced livestock, and from 
cereal banks to nutritional centres. Each group assumes the responsi-
biEty of passing its special skills to others. 

The impact of these initiatives is spreading farther afield. Six-S is 
already operating in four Sahelian countries and plans are afoot to 
extend its activities to the Niger and Chad. WWF is working in three 
States in southern India. Sister organizations to SEWA have been set 
up in about 10 other Indian cities such as Bhopal, Delhi, Lucknow, 
Mithila and Bhagalpur. Many international seminars, study tours and 
workshops have been organized around these initiatives. The South 
West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) cadres have visited 
()RAP. the GB has attracted visitors from several Asian and African 
countries and has given technical assistance for the organization of 
credit programmes for the rural poor in Malaysia, Sri Lanka and 
Malawi. Perhaps the most dramatic example of the international 
impact of these initiatives is the role played by the managing director 
of the Grameen Bank in establishing small-scale credit schemes for 
the urban poor in Chicago and Arkansas, the latter at the reqttest of 
the Governor of the State. That the leader of a credit programme for 
the impoverished niasses of  one of the poorest countries in the world 
should be advising on establishing similar programmes in the 
metropolis of one of the richest countries in the world is indeed a 
paradox of extraordinary proportions. 

Each of these initiatives contains valuable lessons for official 
development programwes, projects and policies. It is one of the 
tragedies of the develotiment efforts in our countries that these 
creative and original efforts at self-reliant development through 
mobilization of the limited resources of the impoverished groups 
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should have had so little impact on official development thinking and 
practice, at both the national and international levels. Fortunately, 
there are glimmers of hope. By way of example, we may mention that 
in Nepal the basic concept of credit for the rural poor based on group 
guarantee has been extended by the ADB/N to other villages where 
the SFDP is not operating. Likewise, many elements of the SFDP-
format ion of groups, channelling of credit for individual and group 
activities through the group, investment decisions by the groups-
have been partially incorporated in several integrated rural develop-
ment projects in the country. Several women's programmes have also 
drawn upon the experience gained in the SFDP. Its existence has 
enhanced the effectiveness of some support services and has put 
pressure on other institutions such as co-operatives and the Agricul-
tural Inputs Corporation to improve their performance. 

As another example, we may mention the success achieved by 
SEWA in projecting the problems of poor self-employed women at 
the national level. The efforts of the organization have had some 
impact on thinking and action concerning self-employed workers. 
After prolonged pressure from SEWA, the Gujarat Government set 
up the Unorganized Labour Board in 1980. The National Planning 
Commission added a chapter on the self-employed in the Sixth Five-
Year Plan and the Prime Minister has set up a Commission on Self-
employed Women, which appropriately is chaired by the originator 
and leader of SEWA. 

Participatory initiatives as agencies of social reform 

The preceding sections have already touched on the role played 
by the participatory initiatives as instruments or social change. We 
discuss here four aspects of social progress: provision of social 
services and cultural amenities, change in family relations, emancipa-
tion of women and reform of antiquated and harmful customs and 
practices. Unlike many other development projects, the initiatives 
discussed here have integrated social and economic activities in their 
programmes. In this respect as in others, the leaders and organizers of 
these associations have simply followed the wishes of their members. 
ORAP, Six -S and ADRI have a wide range of social and cultural 
activities such as literacy, schools, nutrition, child care, help for the 
aged and the handicapped, village clinics, personal hygiene, music 
and dances. WWF organizes literacy classes, night schools for 
working children, family planning and nutrition education. SEWA 
has pioneered social assistance and welfare schemes for maternity, 
death, widowhood etc. The social activities of the GB comprise 
sanitation, health care, nutrition, education and family planning. The 
performance of the SFDP members has been superior to those of 
their neighbours in terms of literacy, education, family planning, 
sanitation and access to health services. It should be remembered 
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t11at. except perhaps for SFDI'. the bulk of these social services is
urganiced by the members themselves with contributions in cash and
kind.

The second aspect relates to the effect on family solidarity. As
mentioned earlier, it is a collective of three to five families that

contributes the base units for many ORAP activities. The involve-
ment of all members of the family in projects of direct benefit to
them serves to promote family unity and harmony. In Six-S, the

traditional Naam groups have brought together the old and the
young, thus reducing generational tensions and promoting harmony
among members of different age groups.

•AII the initiatives provide for full participation by women in all
their activities either in mixed or in their own groups. This is leading
to slow but profound changes in the social status and economic
position of women, especially in South Asia. Membership in SEWA
and WWF has given women, long subjected to subordination and
oppression, a new sense of pride, dignity, personal worth and
econontic independence. All the South Asian initiatives have enabled
tkomcn to increase their incomes and acquire some organizational
and management skills in planning and implementing group activi-
ttcs. In many households, the participation of women in income-
generating activities has created a new division of labour and a new
pattern of relationships. In some of the households with women
members of the GB, it was found that the male member^ohad

cneforto perform some of the tasks traditionally done by
example, looking alter the children. It was also noted that the
economic activities undertaken by women in turn created new
opportunities for male members of the family. The women may. for
instance, husk rice, make bamboo and cane products, or look after
milch cows, while the husbands complement the household economy
by bu)ing raw materials, selling processed rice, handicrafts, milk or
mcat. This has enhanced women's economic independence and social
atatus within the extended family. The husbands and other male
members in the household have accepted the new situation willingly
and, in some cases, even enthusiastically.

I iually, participation in these organizations is leading to a
refunu of ancient but antiquated customs and practices. Reference
was made earlier to the role pla)cd by these organizations in reducing
burdenaumc ceremonial expenditures. More impressive is the pro-
gress being made by the initiatives in South Asia in combating the
age-old practice of dowry and child marriages, in caste and ethnic
prejudice and discrimination. There is also evidence of decline in
drunkenness, gambling, crime, wife-beating and similar types of anti-
social behaviour. All this casts an interesting light on the determi-
nants of social attitudes and behaviour. It may be noted that
v-o.:cnnment poticies and programmes in many countries have long
s.^utst.a t., t,rà.,g abo+,t predsclv this lype of ehange but witbo..t much
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groups
that once

apparent succcss. The experience of these initia t i ves
are

the people are organized in voluntary, co-ope Ps and

given the necessary motivation, they decide on their own to carry
through social changes of far-reaching significance.

Participatory initiatives as schools of democracy

Grass-roots participatory organizations may be regarded as

foundations of a democratic society. They promote the democratic

cause in at, least three ways. First, a representative and pluralistic

democracy presupposes that all major social and economic groups in

the country have a voice and a role in shaping national policies. For

this to be possible, such groups should be able to articulate and press

their views on vital issues of concern to them. Typically, in most poor

countries, and in many rich ones for that matter, the weaker and
more impoverished groups représented by the landless and marginal
farmers in rural areas and the unemployed, casually employed and
the poor self-employed in urban areas, have little voice and a limited
role in influencing government policies on social and economic

matters. Given their individual weaknesses, they can exercise pres-
sure and influence only by forming their own organizations.

None of the initiatives considered here has articulated its role in
political terms. But it is clear that in practice some at least have come
close to representing the interests of their groups in the political and
economic processes of their countries. SEWA and WWF have served

as pressure groups in the struggle against certain vested interests that
have opposed the reforms proposed by them. They have also sought
to influence legislation on matters of interest to their members and

have deployed their strength in relation to bureaucracy and political
parties to promote the interests of their members. Likewise, Sarilakas

and PIDA have enabled poor peasants, landless workers and
fishermen to exercise their collective strength to enforce legislatWoenr.
renegotiate contracts and generally enhance their bargaining po

In some cases the members of these organizations are beginning
to play a more direct political role. In Nepal, for instance, it is rare
for the small farmers, tenants and sharecroppers to hold offices in co-
operatives and ward panchayat (local government) bodies. It is,

however, a common sight now in all project areas for SFDP members

to participate in such organizations at the village level. To give just

one example, in Khopasi, 32 SFDP participants served as ward
members, 19 as panchayat members and 3 as members of the

executive committee of co-operatives out of a total of 9. Likewise, in

areas where the GB has opened its branches, there has been a

perceptible increase in the influence and power exerted by its

members in village affairs.
The second way in which these initiatives serve the democratic

causc is si-ply by providing an example of an embryonic democracy
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at uork. In the section on the institutional framework of grass-roots 
initiatic es, it was noted that base groups constitute the core of their 
otganizat ions. These groups are generally run in an open democratic 
manner. The style of work is through discussions and dialogue and 
decision is reached through consensus. Some of the groups have 
devised original solutions to the problems faced by organizations as 
democratic entities at all levels, namely, those of accountability of 
leadet ship, prevention of concentration of power in the hands of 
office-holders and active participation by all members in the 
management of group activities. The betel producers, for instance, 
decided to limit the size of their membership to ensure that all 
members participate actively in and effectively control the economic 
activities of the group. The requests for additional membership were 
handled by assisting them to form new groups of their own. The 
insistence on keeping the members of the group to a manageable size 
is also characteristic of other initiatives. The Six-S and ADRI groups 
seek to prevent perpetuation of hierarchical division of labour by 
rotating the tasks among members. Office-bearers are chosen by 
elect  ion  for limited periods. Some groups elect a different person to 
preside at each meeting. These organizations, therefore, promote the 
habit of group discussion, consultation, planning and implementa-
tion of group activities, and resolution of conflict through debate-
qualities that constitute the foundations or a participatory democra- 
C y. 

Thirdly, the grass-roots initiatives aid the democratic processes 
in poor countries by developing the intellectual, moral, managerial 
and technical capabilities of their members. This aspect has been 
discussed at length above. Suffice it to say here that in the last 
analysis it is these human capabilities that arc the ultimate determi-
nants of the vitality and creativity of a truly democratic society. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we have attempted to analyse the significance, 
processes and characteristics of participatory development through 
an examination of the experiences of a few grass-roots initiatives in 
Asian and African countries. In this concluding section we touch on 
the strengths and limitations of participatory grass-roots initiatives as 
models of de%elopment. But before addressing the issue, it is 
necessary to make some qualifying remarks on the initiatives 
analysed in this paper. 

The analysis presented here has been necessarily selective, 
highlighting distinctive features and notable achievements of nine 
participatory initiatives, As such it has undoubtedly given an 
optimistic. perhaps ideatiltic. picture of the functioning of such 
initiatives. It is necessaty to emphasize first that the initiatives 
considered here are among the most successful of numerous similar 
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efforts under way in third world countries. Secondly, there is a great 
deal of variation in the quality of performance between and within 
the different units of the initiatives discussed here. Thirdly, the 
account presented above has not discussed the many difficulties, 
setbacks and frustrations suffered by these initiatives. It is necessary 
to point out that these movements had to overcome a wide variety of 
problems at some stage or another and continue to face difficulties of 
organization, finance, know-how, staff and opposition or indifference 
from certain vested interests. 

Despite these difficulties, the grass-roots initiatives considered 
here have achieved a wide measure of success. It may be useful to 
summarize what appear to have been the major contributory factors 
to their success. There are three elements in the panicipatory 
character of these initiatives which probably have contributed 
strongly to their good performance: work in the preparatory phase 
prior to initiation of activities, an institutional framework that allows 
for an assertion of members' priorities in the unfolding of the 
activities undertaken and the formation of groups as a basic unit in 
the organization. These features in turn owe much to the approach 
and human qualities of the leaders of these movements and their 
band of dedicated development workers. 

Relatively quick positive results in terms of the satisfaction of 
the psychological and material needs of the members have been 
important in sustaining interest and commitment. The material 
achievements in the Asian initiatives flowed in large measure from 
the provision of credit and the wresting of a larger share of surpluses 
through enhanced bargaining power and c.o-operative activities, and 
in African experiences from co-operation in the mobilization of 
internal resources and attraction of outside funds for production 
diversification, infrastructural development and technological inno-
vations. The organizational framework adopted facilitates the mobili-
zation of labour and other resources, the institution of schemes for 
collective savings and social security, and the provision of social and 
economic services. At the same time, it allows for the initiation of 
activities of different sizes and with different modes of production 
and systems of management. Finally, these experiences demonstrate 
that a pattern of development rooted in grass-roots participatory 
organizations, while giving full play to individual and group initia-
tives, promotes a relatively egalitarian distribution of incomes and 
access to common services and facilities. 

Despite its promising potential, the participatory approach to 
development has made little headway in official programmes and 
policies at the national or international levels. Even among the non-
governmental initiatives, the success rate is relatively low. A full 
discussion of this apparent paradox cannot be undertaken here, but 
so ni e of the relevant considerations may be noted. In the first place, 
the participatory approach to development is relatively new and few 
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In the "dcrelopment establishment" have proper knowledge or full
on(ict.tanding of it. Secondly, as noted previously, many apparently
p,trtiripatory programmes provide little more titan token representa-
tlun of the beneficiaries and thus fail to arouse their interest or
rulnmiuncnt. Thirdly, the participatory approach, especially in its
.npul%crnnent version, tends to be mistakenly equated by the
dominant groups with subversive or revolutionary doctrine. As such,
luany participatory initiatives have to contend with hostility, harass-
In%:nt and attempts at suppression. Certainly, relatively few attract
I.-Nuurccs of the type and amount reserved for more conventional
d.Nelupment projects.

There are some additional difficulties which are perhaps inher-
rnl in a participatory approach. The pace and pattern of activities
may evolve slowly and haltingly and in directions different from
those envisaged initially. The initiatives are often of a limited size
and dependent for their success on the leadership of an exceptional
I-crsun and a small band of dedicated social activists. It is, therefore,
difficult to replicate them on a nation-wide basis. Furthermore, while
successful in handling simple operations, they lose their effectiveness
^%hrn confronted with large-scale complex activities. Their expansion
he% und a certain size is likely to provoke the antagonism of more

lu;%l^-rful forces. There is some validity in these charges but the
experirnce of some of the initiatives has refuted a few of them. It
I%ould, however, require a separate paper to do full justice to these

issues.
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my unJ.r,landing of the social reality of the impoverished masses in rural areas of the

third wrnlJ. For comments on an earlier draft. I am grateful to Mohiuddin Alamgir,

Urlandu Vals Borda, Philippe Egger, Keith Griffin, Albert Hirschman, John Knight,

Peler f).,Alcy. Anisur Rahman, Amarlya Sen and Frcdj Stambouli. I alone am

rc.pon.ihlc for the vicws expressed here.
At least one author has made the brave effort to explore the implications of

palti.lp:dury development at all these dilTerenl levels (sec (iran, 1983).
',\ntung numerous treatments of this suhject, three may be mentioned here: Dag

llan:malAjcild Foundation (1975), Sen (1983) and Wahidul and others (1977).
'.4 nn.rc restricted definition but along similar lines has been given by Scn (1983):

thc Pro:.s of economic development can be seen as a process of espanding the
.apabahu:S or pcople:'

' F... cwtcndcd aliscussiwt or thc rolc or Iaxal instilutlon. 1u devcloptncnr
.......,._. ^.. a,r.,...ac aa•.w<.,-

"The ciassic work on conscientizalion is Freire (1972); see also Rahman (1985)

and Fais Borda ( 1985).
'Sawadogo and Ouedraogo (1987) described this approach in these words: "C'est

ainsi que nous animons les groupes-cibles en fonction de ce qu'ils sont, de ce qû iis

savent, de ce qu'ils vivent, de ce qu'ils savent jaire, et de ce qu'ils veulent. "

'The issue of self-reliance in relation to animators is addressed in Tilakaratna

(1987).
'These have been summarized in my evaluations of GB (Ghai, 1984a) and SFDP

(Ghai, 1984b). AII subsequenl information on these initiatives is taken from these
sources.
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2 

LE CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DO» DROITE DI LA PERSONNE 
ST DU_DEVELOPPEMENT DEMOCRXTIOUI 

Nous sommes ici pour inaugurer un centre, mais aussi pour 
céldbrer une cause et réaffirmer un engagement. Cet engagement 
consiste 4 défendre et à promouvoir les droits de la personne 
ainsi que la démocratie dans le monde entier. Cette cause, c'est 
la création d'un monde où la justice et le respect des droits de 
la personne régnent partout. Cette cause et cet engagement sont 
au coeur de la politique dtrangère du Canada. Ils sont tous deux 
enracinés dans les traditions et les valeurs de notre pays. 

En ce début d'une ddcennie qui marque la tin d'un siècle, 
jamais nous n'avons eu autant de raisons d'espdrer que le respect 
des droits de la personne dans le monde entier deviendra de plus 
en plus la règle et de moins en »oins l'exception. Jamais autant 
de socidtds ne se sont converties 4 la ddmocratie ou y sont 
revenue». 

Noue devons toutefois éviter de nous reposer sur nos 
lauriers, car là processus set A peine engagé. Dans certains 
paye, les vieux murs ont dtd abattue, mais de nouvelles 
structures restent 4 bltir. Dans ces paye, l'ordre est fragile 
et l'avenir reste incertain. Par ailleurs, dans de nombreuses 
parties du monde, les barrières demeurent. Des barrières 
élevées par l'esprit et par le pouvoir. Des barrières qui 
privent les peuples de leurs droits et les empéchenede 
prospérer. Des barrières qui entravent le ddveloppement et 
confinent les membres de couches entières de la société à des 
existences incomplètes et minées par la peuvretd. Si nous avons 
gagné certaines batailles, 11 nous en reste beaucoup d'autres 4 
livrer. 

Pour gagner ces batailles, il faudra mener une action fondée 
sur une attitude qui considère les droits de la personne non pas 
comme un luxe mais comme un aspect intrinsèque de la condition 
humaine. Une attitude qui voit non pas une opposition mais une 
compldmentaritd entre ddveloppement et démocratie, entre sécurité 
et droite de la personne, entre stabilité et justice. 

Depuis un an, cette nouvelle attitude apparait très 
nettement en Europe, où en quelques mois, une structure dont nous 
craignions qu'elle ne soit permanente s'est effondrée, grlice à un 
triomphe de l'esprit humain qui nous a siddrés. Ce triomphe 
marque la tin d'un vieux système et le début d'un autre. 
Toutefois, ce nouveau système n'a pas encore pris forme, et 
détruire est plus facile que construire. La démocratie et les 
droits de la personne se sont vu donner une chance en Europe de 
l'Est. Il appartient aux peuples de ces pays - et il nous 
appartient - de ne pas la laisser passer. 



Les peuples de l'Europe de l'Est n'ont pas rejeté le
communisme parce qu'ils le jugeaient illogique ou immoral. lis
l'ont rejeté parcs qu'il ne fonctionnait pas et ne remplissait
pas ses promesses. 11 les privait de nourriture tant pour le
corps que pour l'esprit. L'effondrement du communisme représente
la victoire non pas d'une Idéologie mais du sens commun.

Cette attitude est partout en évidence. En Asie, en
Amérique latine et en Afrique, des gouvernements et des peuples
courageux épousent la cause de la démocratie parce qu'ils savent
que le système qu'ils ont ne fonctionne pas et ne remplit pas ses

promesses. Ils se rendent compte que les systèmes qui suppriment
les sociétés finissent par s'autodétruire, que les systèmes qui
empèchent un peuple de prospérer sont voués à la pauvreté, que
les systèmes qui bafouent les droits de la personne au nom de la
paix sociale sont des systèmes où la paix n'est qu'une trOve.

Las droits de la personne et la démocratie ne triompheront
jamais s'ils sont conaidards comme un luxe ou comme un da nqer.
Ils doivent étre tenue pour les fondements d'une société viable,
atable •t prospère. Cette perception se répand de plus en plus
et contribuera de façon essentielle au triomphe de notre cause.

Que pouvons-nous faire pour encourager cette attitude et
promouvoir ces concepts à l'étranger 7

Premièrement, nous devons absolument éviter d'imposer nos
modèles à ces sociétés, piège dans lequel il est facile de
tomber. Il n'existe aucun modèle de démocratie, aucun guide des
droits de la personne. La démocratie et les droits de la
personne ne peuvent pas plus itrs imposés de l'extérieur qu'ils

ne peuvent étre Imposée d'en haut. Les systèmes politiques

évoluent de l'intérieur. Ils doivent tenir compte des
traditions, de l'histoire et de la dynami que des sociétés qu'ils
régissant, sans quoi ils ne peuvent fonctionner et ne durent pas.

Deuxièmement, nous devons éviter de nous croire supdrieurs,
attitude à la fois arrogante et déplacée. Nos réalisations, qui
sont importantes, nous les devons autant à la providence qu'à

notre volonté, ♦ la façon dont nous avons su tirer parti de la
rare prospérité inhérente au Canada. En outre, nos réalisations
sont dans de nombreux cas récentes et incomplètes.

I1 a fallu attendre 1940 pour que les femmes de toutes les
provinces du Canada puissent voter aux élections provinciales.
Les Canadiens autochtones - femmes et hommes - ont été privée du

droit de vote jusqu'en 1960, année où M. Diefenbaker a modifié la

loi électorale.

De nombreux droits demeurent inexercés, incomplets. Les

fléaux de la pauvreté, de l'analphab4tisme, de la violence faite
aux faunes, des préjugés et de l'intolérancoe, de la haine et de

4

le Mord et la Sud. Ils sont désagréablementfronti^ria entre
sont

présente au Canada.

Notre propre désocrati• exige des soins constants, comme l'a
amplement démontré l'impasse constitutionnelle du printemps
dernier et comme en témoigne le fait qu'& de nombreux égards, nos
institutions ont cessé de représenter notre société- Dans

certains cas, elles sont devenues des caricaturest je pense non
seulement aux comportement* indignes auxquels nous assistons au
Sénat, main aussi à l'incivilit• croiosant • qu i règne au
Parlement et au fait que dans leurs d6clarations, les hommes
publics canadiens dénigrent de plus en plus leurs concitoyens
avec une regrettable désinvolture. Ces imperfections ne
devraient pas nous condamner à l'inaction. Elles prouvent
simplement que nous avons une tlche à accomplir au pays coma à

l'étranger.

Troisièmement, nous devons itrs prêts • passer aux actes.
Les sociétés qui se développent - tant politiquement
qu'iconomiquement - n'ont pas besoin de meneurs de claque. Elles
ont besoin d'amis compréhensifs, des gens qui leur tendent la
main au lieu de leur tourner le dos, des pays qui sont prits à
les aider à mettre en pratique ce que nous préchons depuis

longtemps.

Les nociétis qui ne sont pas démocratique* ont peu de

chances de ce développer. D'autre part, trop de sociétés
sous-dbveloppées ont peu de chances d'accéder à la démocratie.
on n'établit pas une véritable démocratie en criant des
assemblée*, en achetant des votes ou «.élaborant des lois

grandioses. La démocratie et les droits de la personne exigent
des fondements de foi et de développement. Nous ne pouvons
exiger la démocratie tout en refusant d'aider au développement.

apprenant
aider ^e établir la démocratie. ,a En lâidantiles. y^n^sA onpeut

dtre productifs, on combat la pauvreté, mais on peut aussi
favoriser la protection d'autres droits de la personne. Une aide

p et
ment

les droits
efficace decontribue vala r personne que tout serm

à
on ou toute

démocratie
remontrance servie par l'ouest ou le Nord.

Quatrièmement, nous devons étre patients et comprthansifs.
Nous ne pouvons pas exiger des autres pays qu'ils instaurent du
jour au lendemain la démocratie ni un respect impeccable des
droits de la personne alors que nous ne nous sommes jamais Imposé
une telle diligence. Nous devons étre conscients que nos
politiques d'adaptation structurelle, si elles sont mal
appliquées, peuvent elles-mines miner les fondements de la
démocratie et de la stabilité sociale. Les politiques
d'adaptation structurelle sont essentielles ^ uns croissance non
inflationniste et à un développement durable. Toutefois, il faut
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les élaborer de façon 4 préserver les fondements sociaux 
nécessaires à la croissance. 

Cinquiè 	t, nous devons examiner sans détour la question 
des liens que nous établissons entre l'aide au développement et 
le comportement des gouvernements des pays concernes. Nous 
devons reconnaitre ici qu'il n'y a paso de choix faciles. Nous 
pouvons détester certains régimes et abhorrer certains 
gouvernements. Toutefois, il ne faudrait pas punir des peuples 
pour des régimes qu'ils n'appuient pas des régimes qui les 
punissent déjà. Par ailleurs, ces régimes devraient savoir que 
notre tolérance a des limites et qu'il existe des règle. 
auxquelles nous ne dérogerons pas. 

Je crois que l'aide canadienne au développement témoigne de 
cette façon de penser. Nous tenons compte du dossier d'un pays 
en matière de droits de la personne lorsqu'il s'agit de 
déterminer quelle quantité et quel type d'aide lui accorder. 
Toutefois, nous ne demandons pas des miracles. Noue ne nous 
attendons pas à ce qu'une société qui a été un enfer jusqu'ici 
devienne un paradis du jour au lendemain. Nous cherchons donc 
des signes d'amélioration et réexaminons la situation 4 
intervalles réguliers. 

De même, au lieu de couper l'aide complètement, nous 
décidons souvent de modifier le type d'assistance fournie. 
Lorsqu'un régime en arrive 4 violer systématiquement les droits 
de la personne, nous pouvons cesser de traiter avec ce régime. 
Toutefois, noua ne cessons pas de traiter avec la population du 
pays tant que nous pouvons l'atteindre. Nous évitons de la faire 
souffrir plus qu'elle ne souffre déjà. Aussi passons-nous par 
les ONG (Organisations non gouvernementales), les Églises et les 
organisations locales lorsque cela est possible pour faire 
parvenir l'assistance à la population sans aider ces 
gouvernements. Je ne prétends pas que cette façon de procéder 
soit toujours efficace à cent pour cent ou que les choix soient 
faciles. Je crois toutefois qu'il s'agit de la seule ligne de 
conduite 4 suivre. 

Sixièmement, nous devons fournir les outils et les 
compétences nécessaires au bon fonctionnement de la démocratie 
ainsi qu'au respect des droits de la personne. Il peut s'agir 
d'observateurs chargés de surveiller les élections, d'experts 
constitutionnels, de spécialistes des droits de la personne, de 
boites de scrutin et d'ouvrages. Nous pouvons mener cette action 
bilatéralement ou multilatéralement. 

Sur le plan bilatéral, cette année seulement, le Canada a 
aidé à la tenue d'élections en Roumanie, en Bulgarie et en 
Tchécoslovaquie. Nous aidons le Bénin 4 instaurer la démocratie. 
Nous collaborons avec l'ONU en envoyant des observateurs et des 
agents de la GRC en Namibie. Nous offrons nos compétences en  

matière constitutionnelle tant aux Noirs qu'aux Blancs en Afrique 
du Sud. Nous avons envoyé des observateurs aux élections en 
Malaisie par l'intermédiaire du Commonwealth, nous avons 
participé aux efforts de l'OÉA (Organisation des États 
américains) et des Nations Unies au Nicaragua, nous collaborons 
avec ces organisations à Haiti et nous sommes prêts à aider l'ONU 
à établir la démocratie au Sahara occidental et au Cambodge. 

Sur le plan multilatéral, nous nous employons à promouvoir 
la démocratie et des droits de la personne au sein 
d'organisations régionales qui peuvent contribuer beaucoup à 
créer un climat de confiance dans de nombreuses parties du monde. 
Lors de la première assemblée annuelle de l'OEA A laquelle le 
Canada ait assisté en tant que membre, nous avons proposé la 
création d'une section du développement démocratique. Cette 
proposition a été acceptée, et noue tentons de faire établir des 
structures semblables au sein du Commonwealth et de la 
Francophonie. En Europe, nous avons pris l'initiative, à la 
conférence sur la dimension humaine de la CSCE (Conférence sur la 
sécurité et la coopération en Europe) tenue à Copenhague, 
d'appeler au renforcement des efforts en faveur de la règle du 
droit et des droits des minorités et proposé que l'OTAN mette son 
expérience de la démocratie au service de ses anciens adversaires 
de l'Est. 

Il s'agit là de mesures pratiques et non de plans 
grandioses. Elles ne transformeront pas à elles seules le 
despotisme en démocratie ni la torture en tolérance. Toutefois, 
elles nous permettent de progresser. Elles visent à éduquer, à 
établir des institutions, A créer un climat de confiance et, ce 
faisant, à consolider les fondements de la démocratie et à 
accroitre le respect des droits de la personne. 

Enfin, je tiens à souligner que la collaboration joue un 
rôle essentiel dans la promotion de la démocratie et des droits 
de la personne. La réalisation de ces objectifs passe par une 
action politique, sociale et économique, mais aussi par la 
collaboration entre les sociétés ainsi qu'entre les divers 
secteurs des sociétés. Il s'agit des gouvernenents, des milieux 
d'affaires, des syndicats, des Églises, des organisations 
internationales, des institutions indépendantes et des individus. 

C'est pourquoi le Centre que nous inaugurons aujourd'hui est 
si important. Il pourra exploiter des ressources, établir des 
liens et mettre sur pied des programmes qui complètent les 
initiatives d'autres intervenants. En outre, il pourra exécuter 
des tâches que les gouvernements ne peuvent accomplir. 

Pour agir efficacement, le Centre doit être indépendant. 
Nous avons tenté d'assurer dès le début cette indépendance qui ne 
peut être mise en question et qui procure au Centre une liberté 
et une crédibilité essentielles. Il arrivera évidemment que les 
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vues exprimées par cet établissement ne correspondent pas à 
celles du gouvernement. Toutefois, il serait étrange voire 
malsain qu'il en soit autrement. 

Bien que nos chemins divergent parfois, ils sont parallèles 
et mènent à la mémo destination. Un monde où les droits de la 
personne et la démocratie soient non pas des objectifs à 
atteindre mais des réalités à célébrer, un monde où les droits 
soient non pas l'apanage de quelque. privilégiés mais le propre 
de tous les étres humains, un monde où nos enfants - et les 
enfants du monde entier - puissent vivre sans crainte dans la 
liberté, la prospérité et la justice. 

Nous, Canadiens, dénigrons parfois nos propres réalisations. 
Il est vrai que nous avons connu des échecs. Toutefois, ce que 
noue avons construit ici est unique. Noue avons bati un pays en 
invitant le monde entier à venir partager avec nous notre chance. 
Nous avons 'Ati une démocratie avec l'aide de millions de gens 
qui ont fui la tyrannie et cherché la liberté. Nous avons 
construit une communauté par la tolérance, le compromis, la 
compréhension. 

L'engagement du Canada envers la justice et les droits de la 
personne est reconnu dans le monde entier. Nelson Mandela les 
"refuzniks* soviétiques ainsi que les gouvernements de la Chine, 
du Sri Lanka, du Nicaragua, du Kenya et d'Hatti l'ont salué. 
Nous pouvons compter sur ce Centre pour diffuser ce message  a  sa 
manière - un message canadien, un message de persévérance et 
d'insistance, mais aussi d'aide et d'espoir. Un message qui nous 
rappellera nos propres réalisations et nous poussera à nous 
attaquer à de nouveaux défis. 

Au nom du gouvernement du Canada, je vous souhaite un avenir 
des plus brillants. Je suis sûr que vous seras à la hauteur de 
la tache qui vous est confiée. 

Statement 	Déclaration 
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uDROITS DL LA PEABONNL LT DÉVEtnysystyu* nhrnneX«:

L^année dernière j la mime date, les bureaux de scrutin

ta
term

sait l'expérience
iaienten Nasibie. C'itait la première tolu que ce pays

de la démocratie. Et les résultats ont étéconcluants.
VAssesbl4l constituante élue à ce moment-1à s'est

attaquée à la rédaction de l'une des constitutions les plus
progressistes au monde.

Et la dernière colonie d*Atrique est
finalement devenue Indépendante. Cette expérience a été une
.victoire pour la Namibie, une réussit* pour les Nations Unies, •t
elle a Indiqué a> 1#Afrique australe que la démocratie pouvait
étre obtenue pacifiquement, si chacun ne donnait la main.

Ce jour-1à, les Berlinois de 1•Est et de.l#ouest célébraient
dans la rue et grimpaient par-dessus l0obstacle qui les avait
séparés. Le mur était devenu une porte. La peuple s0itait
révélé plus fort que le fil barbelé, plus puissant que les
dictateurs et la police secrète.

Et la
assisteront s4mParle pà uneiréunion au rsômmet a de

d
e la ,Cônfirence sur

la sécurité et la coopération en Europe (CSCE), qui est
directement liée i la chute du mur. Ce sommet est leexpression
d'une Europe entière et prospère, d'une Europe où la démocratii
et les droits de la personne ne sont plus des concepts qui
divisent, mais une réalité qui unit.

Ces 4vinements sont le point culminant dfune année fertile
en réalisations extraordinaires. Nous n'avons jamais eu autant
de raisons d'espérer que le respect des droits de la personne
devienne la règle plutôt que l'exception dans le sonde. Les
soci4t4s qui se rallient à la démocratie nfont jamais été n inombreuses - en Europe, en Amérique latine, en Asie et en

t
eque p

cert
arenouent
ines Il

l
d
a0d4mo

une expérience,tandis

Hais !l est trop tôt pour se reposer sur nos lauriers. L.
processus ne tait que commencer. Dans certains pays, les murs
sont tombiss les vrais murs et les murs de lfesprit. Il reste
cependant i édifier de nouvelles structures. Il est plus facile
de défaire que de construire. Si de nouveaux systèmes ne
permettent pas d#aniliorer rapidement les conditions de vie, la
démocratie risque de porter le tildes et les drdits de la personne
pourraient itre à nouveau menacée.

Et dans bien d0autres parties du monde, les aura sont
toujours debout. Les divisions criées par le pouvoir et la
pauvreté, qui privent les gens de leurs droits les plus
fondamentaux, qui partagent les sociétés entre ceux qui mènent et
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ceux qui souffrent. Des murs qui continent des pans entiers de
la société a une existence a peine digne de ce nom. La fait que
nous ayons gagn^ des batailles nous dit qu'il en reste encore
bien d'autres a livrer, encore bien des victoires a déclarer.

Les événements en Europe de l'Est, en Amérique latine et en
Asie nous ont fait réaliser que les droits de la personne et la
démocratie ne sont pas des luxes, et qu'ils ne sont pas le fait
de pays développés ou riches. Ce sont des conditions qui rendent
possible la richesse.

Il est tentant pour certains de prétendre que les peuples et
les gouvernements se sont ralliée à la ii, r^t vieux systèmes
de la personne parce qu ' ils ont jugé que
étaient Immoraux ou Incohérente. J'estime que cette façon de
voir est erronée. Ces sociétés ont rejeté d'autres systèmes et
d'autres approches parce qu'ils ne fonctionnaient pas, parce
qu'ils ne permettaient pas de .•livrer la marchandise». Ils
niaient au peuple la nourriture du corps et de l'esprit. Le défi
consiste a faire en sorte que le nouveau système fonctionne
nieux.

Les gouvernements des nouvelles démocraties admettront peut-

naltrônt peut-^ retque les systèmes quitcondamnant nla prospérité
sont vouée a la pauvreté. Ils savent peut-itre que les sociétés
qui nient les droits de la personne au noetrav^aixN^anmioins,
sont des sociétés où cette paix n ' est qu ' une
les citoyens de ces pays-la tireront d'autres conclusions si les
nouvelles expériences ne fonctionnent pas non plus. Si le peuple

est frustré, si la prospérité demeure une vaine promesse, si la
démocratie ne fonctionne pas, il y a vraiment lieu de craindre le
retour des vieilles nithodes, des vieux rigimes.

L'essentiel, c'est que les droits de la personne et la
démocratie soient perçus, non pas comme un changement de style,
mais coma las composantes indispensables des sociétés qui
fonctionnent, des sociétés qui sont stables et prospères.
Autrement, les droits de la personne et la démocratie
disparaltront aussi rapidement qu'ils auront vu le jour.

Ceux d'entre nous qui viennent de sociétés où la prospérité
repose sur la liberté et où la stabilité se fonde sur la
iEmocratie ont l'obligation de prouver que ce que nous avançons
est universel non seulement en théorie, mais aussi en pratique.
Ils ont le devoir de prêter leur assistance, non pas en qualité
de prédicateurs mai: a titre de partenaires.

C'est a la fois une question d'attitude et de gestes a
poser, en sachant quoi faire et quoi éviter.

1--
s
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Premièrement, il faut éviter le Piège facile qui consiste a
se poser en modèles. Nos sociétés se sont développées de la
façon qu'elles l'ont fait pour des raisons particulières qui ont
a voir avec l'histoire, la tradition et la culture. Nos
démocraties ne nous ont pas été livrée* sur des plateaux
d'argent. Elles ont d0 être cultivées. Et c'est pourquoi elles

ont pris racine.

Par ailleurs, elles diffèrent considérablement l'une de

l'autre. Entre la social-démocratie a la suédoise, les
traditions de Westminster et le capitalisme sans entrave des
Etats-Unis, i l n'y a pas uniformité. Et nous ne pouvons espérer
retrouver cette uniformité chez les autres.

Deuxièmement, il faut être patient et ne pas exiger tout de

suite 1a perfection. Les démocraties naissantes ne seront pas

parfaites dès le premier Jour. Las droits de 1a personne ne
seront pas respectés dès e départ aveo'la rigueur que nous

aimerions tous voir. Cela ne signifie pas qu'il faille trouver
des excuses ou ferser les yeux sur les abus. Cela signifie
simplement qu'il faut avoir des attentes et des exigences

réalistes.

Nous avons mis des siècles a arriver où nous en sommes.
Nous ne pouvons demander aux autres de faire en quelques jours ce

e nous avons réalisé au fil des décennies. Et il ne tout
lamais oublier que la démocratie fait son chemin ici aussi,
qu'aucun d'entre nous n'est parfait et que nous pouvons tous être
victimes de la pauvreté, de,l'intolirance, de la propagande et
des préjugés.

Troisièmement, il faut aller au-delà des beaux discours. Il
est facile d'encourager ou de dénigrer les autres. Il est plus
difficile d'itre un compagnon de route ou un ami. Lorsque des
pays choisissent d'adhirer a des options que nous avons
préconisées, nous devons les aider concrètement et sans lésiner
sur les moyens a mettre en pratique ce que nous prêchons depuis
si longtemps.

Un autre élément entre aussi en ligne de compte, i savoir
quel concours nous pouvons apporter a ces pays. Il est
naintenant admis, je crois, que les sociitis qui ne sont pas
démocratiques ont peu de chances de se développer. Et le
contraire s'applique également. I1 est pou probable que les
sociétés sous-développées deviennent démocratiques. Il nous faut
donc agir en conséquence.

Cela veut dire que nous ne pouvons pas exiger la démocratie
tout en ignorant le développement. Que nous ne pouvons pas nous
attendre a ce qu'un peuple affectionne le scrutin lorsque son
estomac crie famine. Une aide efficace au développement servira
davantage a promouvoir la démocratie et les droits de la personne
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que les remontrances des pays occidentaux. Ce n'est pas en 
construisant des édifices parlementaires ou en surveillant des 
élections que la démocratie s'installera. La démocratie et les 
droits de la personne doivent reposer sur la confiance et sur le 
développement. 

Les instruments du développement sont donc ceux de la 
démocratie et du respect des droits de la personne. Apprendre à 
un peuple à lire, c'est l'aider à se développer et à faire un pas 
dans la vole de la démocratie. Enseigner à un peuple à devenir 
productif, c'est lui donner les armes nécessaires pour combattre 
la pauvreté, mais c'est aussi lui faire franchir un autre pas 
dans la voie du respect des droits de la personne. Aider les 
femmes à participer au développement, c'est permettre aux 
familles de devenir plue prospères, c'est rendre les sociétés 
plus équitables, mais c'est aussi faire obstacle aux préjugés et 

l'iniquité. 

Quatrièmement, il nous faut reconnaltre que de nombreux 
facteurs interviennent dans le bon fonctionnement d'un système 
démocratique. Toutes les démocraties sont fondées sur l'autorité 
de la loi et son application juste et équitable. Le 
développement de la démocratie est tributaire de l'établissement 
d'institutions et de processus juridiques et c'est à ce niveau 
que les pays occidentaux peuvent apporter leur aide. 

Par ailleurs, les démocraties doivent bénéficier de la 
liberté de la presse. Elles doivent pouvoir compter sur une 
fonction publique professionnelle et impartiale. Elles doivent 
également jouir de la liberté de parole et de la liberté de 
réunion. Aider à établir les institutions et à réunir les 
compétences nécessaires pour garantir le respect de ces droits 
fondamentaux est un aspect de l'aide au développement qui sert à 
mettre une démocratie sur pied." 

Cinquièmement, nous devons nous pencher franchement sur les 
conditions auxquelles nous soumettons l'aide au développement. 
Ce n'est pas une question facile à traiter. Elle présente 
souvent le choix difficile à faire entre l'appui aux droits de la 
personne et la lutte contre le pauvreté. Je crois qu'un peuple 
ne devrait pas Otre puni pour un régime qu'il n'appuie pas et qui 
le punit déjà. Nous pouvons effectivement abhorrer un 
gouvernement et détester un régime en place, mais ce dégoût ne 
devrait pas nous indisposer à l'égard du peuple 

Cela ne veut pas dire qu'il n'y • pas de limites. Il doit y 
avoir des normes fondamentales è ne pas mettre de côté. Les 
régimes en place doivent se rendre compte que la tolérance n'est 
pas absolue et que s'ils ont systématiquement recours à la 
cruauté pour gouverner, le reste du monde ne pourra taire 
autrement que de réagir. 

L'aide au développement que le Canada accorde s'inscrit dans 
cette optique. Nous prenons en considération le bilan d'un pays 
en matière de droits de la personne avant de décider de l'ampleur 
et da la nature de l'aide que nous accorderons. Nais nous ne 
nous attendons pas à ce que les sociétés les plus répressives 
deviennent parfaites du jour au lendemain. Nous cherchons plutôt 
I déterminer les chances d'amélioration et nous évaluons les 
progrès faits chaque année. 

Dans certains cas, plutôt que de mettre complètement fin A 
l'aide accordée, il nous arrivera de modifier le genre 
d'assistance. Si un régime donné viole les droits de la personne 
de façon systématique, flagrante et continue, nous couperons les 
liens avec ce régime, mais nous n'abandonnerons pas le peuple 
tant et aussi longtemps qu'il nous sera possible de rester en 
contact avec lui. Nous n'ajouterons pas I ses souffrances. Nous 
choisirons plutôt d'oeuvrer par l'intermédiaire d'organismes 
locaux - les églises et les organismes non gouvernementaux 
(ONG) - afin que les secours arrivent A destination sans pour 
autant venir en aide à ces gouvernements. J'admets que cette 
façon de procéder ne fonctionne pas toujours à merveille, sais je 
crois qu'elle est tout-à-fait correcte du point de vue moral. 

Sixièmement, je pense qu'il nous faut éviter d'accorder de 
l'aide au développement comme s'il s'agissait d'une récompense. 
Ce sont pour des raisons bien tangibles que certaines sociétés 
réussissent plus rapidement que d'autres à mettre une démocratie 
en oeuvre et à assurer le respect des droits de la personne. Cela 
peut dépendre entre autres de leur niveau de développement. Si 
nous prenons la démocratie comme critère premier de l'aide au 
développement, nous pourrions nous retrouver en train de 
récompenser les riches et de punir les pauvres. 

Septièmement, nous devons reconnaltre qu'exiger la 
démocratie et préconiser un ajustement structurel peut présenter 
des contradictions. S'il est mal conçu et appliqué sans 
ménagements, l'ajustement structurel peut ébranler les bases de 
la démocratie et du respect des droits de la personne. Pour que 
les sociétés puissent vraiment s'épanouir sans connaltre pour 
autant les effets d'une inflation destructrice, il faut un 
ajustement structurel." Mais il faudrait que nos institutions 
financières joignent leurs efforts à ceux des pays en 
développement afin que l'ajustement puisse garantir le maintien 
des fondations sociales sur lesquelles viendra s'appuyer la 
croissance. 

Huitièmement, nous devons reconnaltre l'importance 
primordiale du partenariat dans l'édification de la démocratie et 
le renforcement des droits de la personne. Tout comme il est 
impossible pour les démocraties de faire leur oeuvre si elles 
sont imposées, elles ne pourront étre maintenues que si tous les 
éléments de la société sont mis à contribution. De sema, les 
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gouvernements ne détiennent pas toutes les réponses. Il existe 
des ressources, des compétences et de l'expérience partout au 
sein de la société et il faut en tirer parti. 

La solidarité au sein des sociétés peut étre encouragée par 
des partenaires à l'étranger. 

Voilà pourquoi le gouvernement du Canada a créé un organisme 
indépendant, le Centre international pour le développement de la 
démocratie et des droits de la personne A Montréal. 

C'est aussi pour cette raison que nous insistons tant sur la 
démocratie et les droits de la personne au sein des organismes 
régionaux auxquels nous siégeons. En juin dernier, nous avons 
proposa la création d'un Groupe pour le développement de la 
démocratie au sein de l'Organisation des Etats américains (OEA) 
afin de fournir des compétences et de l'aide aux pays en voie da 
démocratisation. La proposition a été acceptée. Par 
l'intermédiaire du Groupe d'évaluation de haut niveau du 
Commonwealth, nous tentons d'établir un organe analogue au sein 
du secrétariat du Commonwealth. Nous explorons de semblables 
possibilités pour La Francophonie et nous encourageons le Groupe 
d'experts sur la coopération judiciaire à promouvoir concrètement 
le respect des droits de la personne et le développement da la 
démocratie. 

Ces organes régionaux peuvent apporter de . l'aide sous une 
multitude de formes: 

- faciliter les échanges d'information et de compétences; 
- dresser un répertoire d'experts en systèmes et 

institutions démocratiques; 
▪ mettre au point des normes et des procédures régionales 

pour les élections; 
• envoyer des missions d'observateurs lors de la tenue 

d'élections; 
coopérer avec les autres organismes régionaux et 
multilatéraux; 

• et encourager le dialogue sur les principes et les 
valeurs démocratiques au sein de ces régions. 

En Europe, le Canada a pris les devants à la Conférence de 
la CSCE sur la dimension humaine à Copenhague en proposant de 
renforcer les engagements et les droits des minorités. Nous 
discutons actuellement de la création, au sein de la nouvelle 
structure de la CSCE, d'un bureau chargé de veiller à la tenue 
d'élections libres et à la présence d'institutions démocratiques. 
Nous avons également encouragé l'OTAN à mettre en place des 
programmes - y compris des bourses - qui lui permettront de 
partager ses expériences démocratiques avec ses anciens 
adversaires. 

Nous avons en outre créé un Fonds de coopération politique 
dans le cadre de notre Programme d'assistance à l'Europe centrale 
et de l'Est. Ce fonds servira à accorder des subventions et de. 
contributions visant à favoriser le dialogue et la coopération 
avec ces pays afin d'encourager les institutions démocratiques, 
le pluralisme politique, la règle de droit et le respect des 
droits de la personne. 

Au cours de la dernière année seulement, le Canada a 
contribué à la tenue d'élections en Roumanie, en Bulgarie et en 
Tchécoslovaquie. Nous avons envoyé en Namibie des observateurs et 
une centaine d'agents de la GRC pour assurer la stabilité de ce 
pays dans son cheminement vers la démocratie. Nous aidons aussi 
le Bénin qui est en train de se défaire du totalitarisme. Nous 
avons accepté en principe de participer à une mission 
d'observateurs du Commonwealth au Guyana et avons envoyé, par 
l'intermédiaire du Commonwealth, des observateurs aux élections 
qui ont eu lieu en Malaysia le mois dernier. Nous avons 
participé aux efforts de l'OÉA et des Nations Unies au Nicaragua 
et nous travaillons avec ces deux organisations en vue des 
prochaines élections en Net!. Enfin, nous sommes prfte à aider 
les Nations Unies à bitir la démocratie dans le Sahara occidental 
et au Cambodge. 

Ces activités ont trait aux élections. Nais nous dispensons 
d'autres genres d'aide à caractère moins logistique. En Afrique 
du sud, nous tentons de contribuer à l'implantation d'une 
démocratie multiraciale. Les compétences canadiennes sont 
offertes à toutes les parties mais, question d'équilibre entre 
les forces en présence, nous fournissons une aide financière I la 
majorité noire pour des travaux de recherche, de consultation et 
d'élaboration en vue d'une constitution. Nous secondons 
également un projet de recherche de deux ans sur l'élaboration 
d'une constitution dans une Afrique du sud post-apartheid; c'est 
un professeur canadien de criminologie qui dirige le projet. 

Il existe d'autres domaines el il convient de faire la 
promotion des droits de la personne et du développement 
démocratique. 

L'alphabétisation en est un. 1,4 fait de savoir lire et 
écrire permet de mieux participer à la vie politique et 
économique. L. Canada est déjà actif dans ce secteur et il 
continuera de  litre, notamment pour ce qui est des femmes et des 
enfants, qui sont les principales victimes de l'analphabétisme. 

La liberté de presse offre un autre champ d'action. Une 
presse indépendante est un facteur important dans la lutte contre 
la corruption et les violations des droits de la personne et dans 
la défense de la liberté de presse et d'association. Par le 
passé, le Canada a accueilli des journalistes en provenance de 
nombreux pays en développement. J'estime qu'il y a place pour de 
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nouvelles initiatives dans ce domaine, entre autres en ce qui
concerne les codes de déontologie, l'organisation d'une presse
libre et le droit des médias.

Un troisième domaine d'intervention pourrait 4tre la
création de postes de protecteur* du citoyen. Cette institution
offre aux citoyens un recours contre les abus juridiques.
L'expérience du Canada en la matière pourrait certes intéresser
d'autres pays.

Un quatrième domaine est celui de l'administration publique.
Il est essentiel de pouvoir compter sur une fonction publique
excellente, impartiale et bien formée qui veillera à
l'application et au respect de la règle de droit, fondement alse
de la démocratie.

Mentionnons enfin la formation de la police. L. Canada a
ais sur pied un programme unique en Namibie, où notre
contribution à l'effort des Nations Unies a débouché sur une
initiative visant à enseigner à la police namibienne des méthodes
d'auto-formation. Une police professionnelle, qui connait bien
la loi, est un gage de respect de la démocratie •t des droits de
la personne.

Ce ne sont pas 1à des idées extraordinaires en soi et elles
ne suffisent pas i transformer le despotisme en démocratie. Mais
ce sont des petits pas dans la bonne direction. C'est de cette
façon que l'on construit la démocratie et que l'on progresse.
Ces étapes sont un outil de formation; elles permettent de bAtir
des institutions et d'instaurer la confiance et, ce faisant,
elles consolidant la démocratie et garantissent davantage les
droite de la personne.

Les démocraties ne sont pas pacifiques par définition.
Cependant, les sociétés libres et développées sont soins
susceptibles d'opter pour la guerre dans le cours normal des
choses. Dans la village global où nous habitons, chacun a
intdr4t à réduire les occasions de conflit et ! promouvoir la
paix.

La guerre froide a faussé nos priorités et nous a amenée à
négliger les problèmes mondiaux. Maintenant qu'elle est
terminée, le monde peut enfin considérer la liberté et la justice
pour tous comme un facteur de sécurité, et non pas comme un
privilège réservé à quelques-uns.

La défense des droits de la personne et de la démocratie est
au coeur de la politique étrangère du Canada. C'est un
engagement qui correspond à la nature sème de notre pays. Les
Canadiens dénigrant parfois leurs propres réalisations. Mais ce
que nous avons accompli Ici est unique. Il faut le préserver et
le faire partager. Nous avons bdti une communaut4 en invitant le
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reste du monde ! partager notre chance. Nous avons construit une
démocratie avec des nillions de gens qui ont fui la tyrannie pour
choisir la liberté. Noue avons édifié une nation que
Barbara Ward a déjà qualifiés de «premier pays à vocation
internationale». Nous avons accompli cet exploit qrllce à la
tolérance, au compromis et à la compréhension. Et, sur le plan
de la démocratie et des droits de la personne, nos réalisations,
quoique imparfaites, font l'envie des autres.

La sonde extérieur reconnalt l'engagement du Canada envers
la justice et les droits de la personne qui caractérise notre
pays. Nelson Mandela le reconnait, tout cosse les «refuseniks»
soviEtiques, ainsi que les gouvernements de la Chine, du
Sri Lanka, du Nicaragua, du Kenya et de HaIti. Nous
maintiendrons et consoliderons notre détermination, car cet
engagement définit nos valeurs et conforte notre volonti. Nous
voulons un monde où la justice ne connalt pas de frontières et où
les droits de la personne ne souffrant aucune exception.
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PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNMENT

Good government isn't a luxury. for much of the world's

population. it makes the difference between life and death.

Unfortunately, many millions of people are denied it. Instead of

pursuing policies which could help relieve the burden of suffering,

their governments have followed courses which have actually

entrenched the dismal cycle of poverty, hunger and deprivation.

I believe that the prospects for breaking out of that

cycle are better now than they have ever been, for two reasons.

Pirst of all, because many countries in the old Communist bloc

and in the developing world have finally understood how misguided

and destructive their policies were.

Secondly, because we in the West have now emerged from the

moral foq which sought to excuse - and even justify - the resort to

such policies on the grounds that they were excusable for societies

which had just won their emancipation from empire. Countries at an

early stage of their economic development couldn't afford the luxury

of the political and economic freedoms enjoyed by the West - or so

the argument ran. Such double standards were, of eourse, deeply

patronisingt there is no reason why we should expect the Third World

to accept lover standards than those which apply elsewhere. Poverty

does not justify torture, tyranny or economic incompetence.

The realisation that good government goes hand in hand with

successful economic development has taken a painfully long time.

(There are still countries where it has not yet dawned.) For those

of us who saw the post-colonial era as marking a new chapter of hop*

for the developing world, the pattern of events - with some notable

exceptions, such as India - soon took on a depressing monotony. It

was not long before constitutional rule and multi-party systems were

eroded and single-minded demagogues tightened their grip on the

.DP^c^cu^ at Powftr.
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The sixties and seventies saw the consolidation of

authoritarian rule, with military juntas or one-Party reqimes

installed in most of Africa (with a few honourable exceptions such

as Senegal, Botswana and The Gambia).

Nov, though, there are some hopeful signs of change. Even the

organisation of African Unity has recently called for more democracy

in the continent. More importantly. several countries have set

reforms in hand or announced their intention to do to. Mozambique

has jettisoned Marxism and turned to free markets and Western

investment.
Benin has renounced socialism and is opening up its

economy.
In Somalia, the Government has said that it will hold

multi-party elections next February. Zambia has announced a

referendum next year on the future of its one-party system.

president Mobutu of taire has agreed multi-party elections in

principle and even President Mengistu of Ethiopia says he is

prepared to mend his ways.

Of course the proof of the pudding will be in the eating, but

there are some real grounds for optimism - not because road to

Damascus-type conversions are suddenly all the rage, but because

many governments have no alternative but to Chang* their policies in

the face of widespread popular discontent and growing demands for

better government.

In Africa in particular, the impetus for reform is becoming

more and more irresistible as living standards for the great bulk of

the population continue to fall. During the 118O8, GOP per capita

in the world's poorest continent [_^ „
11 by 24 per year on average.

That decline has fomented social unrest which governments cannot

simply ignore or suppress.

Meanwhile, the collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe has

deprived many developing countries of a model which used to lend the

one-party system a sort of credibility - albeit a spurious one. As

a result, more and more countries in the ex-Third World and among

the non-aligned nations are starting to talk the language of open

markets and more open societies. What is more, as the developing

.+orld cuse• to be an ideological battleground between East and
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west, so it  is  becoming harder  for  uncompromising regime. to count 

on support  frais one of the super-powers just because they display 

the right ideological credentials. 

Here in the West land even in the more unreconstructed outposts 

of Development Studies) - the blame for poverty and under-

development is no longer laid at the door of 'neo-colonialism'. As 

the Economist recently pointed out, some of the world's poorest 

countries, like Haiti, Nepal and Ethiopia, have not for ages been 

part of any empire - and war-torn Liberia never was. The 

enthusiasts of limitless aid ,  of so-called "self-sufficiency' 

drives, and of central planning have now fallen strangely silent. 

Hard evidence of the damage wrought by economic mismanagement 

continues to accumulate. A study by the World Bank has brought home 

the link between open trading systems and economic growth, with much 

of East and South-East Asia in the forefront. By contrast ,  those 

developing countries which had pursued "inward" or broadly 

protectionist trade policies had only achieved negligible economic 

growth over the last three decades. 

The conclusion is inescapable and is certainly not lost on the 

Soviet leadership and the new governments of Eastern Europe: 

namely, that free markets, open trade and private property are the 

best way known to mankind for improving its standard of living. 

The question now for the developed world is how beet to 

encourage the trend towards better government. 	The principle of 

conditionality  has been clearly laid down by the British Government, 

by the European Community ,  and by the USA. 

This summer's summit of the G7 in Houston reiterated the 

principle in emphatic terms: 'We and other countries should assist 

Central and Eastern European nations that are firmly committed to 

economic and political reform. Those providing help should favour 

countries that implement such reforms'. The CC, the IMP, the OECD 

and other organisations are urgently examining the form which that 

help should take. As with Eastern Europe, so with the rest of the 

world:  We  are determined to assist other peoples to achieve and 
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sustain economic prosperity and political freedom'. 

So the moral imperative is clearly understood. 	In practical 

terms, it means that we should state explicitly that we will reward 

democratic governments and any political reform which leads to 

greater accountability and democracy. The corollary is that we 

should penalise particularly bad cases of repression and abuse of 

human rights. 

Those principles should increasingly inform our aid 

programmer they will require careful scrutiny of our aid 

commitments on a case-by-case basis. Wherever possible, we should 

use aid as a lever for better government - not only because that is 
right for the developing countries, but also because we owe it to 

the British taxpayer. Without a modicum of good government, aid 

tends to be wasted. 

In fact, we do already insist on economic reform as the price 

of our aid. Amongst other things, that aaaaa recipient countries 

supporting their agricultural sector, and letting farmers earn a 

reasonable price for their produce. At the moment, food production 

in much of the world is not keeping up with population growth. 

Artificially low food prices mean that farmers get precious little 

return, and nowhere nearly enough to improve their productivity - by 

buying machinery or fertilisers, or simply building a channel to 

irrigate their crops. 

Economic reform also means ending subsidies for special 

interest groups, and for  loss making state- run industries in 

particular. It means keeping currencies competitive enough  for 

 exporters to be able to sell in world markets. 

These are the kind of reforms which international institutions 

like the IMF routinely insist upon. 	It is important that we also 

encourage that kind of structural adjustment through our own 

bilateral aid, and through programme aid  (i.e. help with balance of 

payments) in particular. 

We also have to explain that sustainable reform is not just a 
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In every 

effective way 

make sense to 

possible. In 

more amenable 

lose face. 

case, we will need to make • judgement about the most 

to achieve our objective. In certain cases, it will 

voice our concern and condemnation as publicly as 

other cases, we will find the government in question 

to private representations, so that it is not seen to 

matter of sound economic policies, but of political  retors as well. 

In the short term,  an authoritarian or corrupt government may 

achieve some economic progress. In the longer term, however, such 

governments prove inefficient, and are unable to deliver social 

goods as effectively as governments which are accountable. The 

social unrest which they engender can put the survival of the 

government itself in jeopardy - a consideration which is certainly 

concentrating many minds at present. 

Accountability must be a central plank of political reform. 

without it, there can be little real pressure for greater 

efficiency. It goes hand in hand with political pluralism and, 

above all, with more open government. Openness and accountability 

dire dessential if bad policies are to be corrected, and if the 

decision-makers are to feel the consequences. They are also needed 

to root out corruption, which is particularly insidious in 

developing countries. Whilst corruption can function as a sort of 

lubricant in some societies, it is neverthelese profoundly 

inefficient. What is more, it saps the confidence of ordinary 

people in their own institutions - as the experience of Eastern 

Europe makes all too clear. 

The other argument for more openness is that it makes it more 

difficult to conceal abuses of human rights. 	For we should be 

clear that we are not only talking about freedom from poverty and 

hunger, but freedom  trois  the fear of torture and arbitrary arrest. 

We must underline to potential aid recipients that the two are 

complementary. 

The recent World Bank report on Sub-Saharan Africa set out 

clearly the relationship between a free market economy where 

individual initiative is rewarded, and a legal system where 

individual rights are protected without fear or favour. If our 

dialogue with aid recipients is to extend to political structures as 
well as economic policy, we should find suitable opportunities to 

discuss in detail the mechanisms  for safeguarding individual rights 

• including an independent judiciary, recourse to proper defence 

lawyers. and police accountability. 

There is another powerful argument  for a proper legal 

frameworks it is the only framework within which private property 

can be entrenched and put to full productive use ..  Producers will 

respond if they are given the right incentives* they need not only 

the right to private property, but confidence in their continuing 

right to enjoy that property under a settled system of law. 

The Government Is looking closely at the levers for better 

government which we have at out disposal. We are under no 

illusions that governments will make the necessary reforms because 

they like the colour of our eyess they will do so  if  they  ses 

 clearly that it is in their Interest to do so. 

The first thing we can do is to introduce good governance and 

human right, into our regular aid dialogue, and leave recipients in 
no doubt about our concerns. We will do so without casting any 

doubt on our commitment to humanitarian relief and direct aid to 

people.  

We should make more rigorous and detailed assessments of 

recipients' overall performance. 

We should try to introduce sensible criteria into the 

deliberations of the major international donor institutions. At 
this month's UN Conference on Less Developed Countries, the British 

Government argued that there is a strong connection between economic 
performance and the quality  of  government. Our efforts were 

successful: it was agreed that that fact should in future inform 

decisions about aid. 
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Ne should look carefully at the Performance of the
Commonwealth. . A review of its

col* in the 19900 and beyond is under
vay' we welcome the fact that there is qeneral agreement on the need

for the Commonwealth to give proper attention to human rights and
good government.

The Prime Minister will underl;ne that objective

when she meets with other Commonwealth heads of qovernment In the
New Year.

W. should continue to make conditionallty a corneratone of our
Policy towards the USSR and Eastern Eucope.

We muet tailor aid tofit progres n
towards democracy and economic restructuring along

market lines.
Just handing out money would be like giving coins to

a mah who has holes In his pocket.

W. should seek to reduce the potential for corruption, and help

Governments to establish an open framework vithin which the private

sector - and small buaineises in particular - can flourish.

We should expose and condemn abuses of human rights when they

are uncovered by the wedia, by out posts abroad, and by non-

governmental organisationa, like Amnesty International.
The seC

world Service has an obvious role to play here, and in Informing the
world at large of the advance of democracy.

We should encourage good qovernment with the sort of assistance

which will strenqthen key institutions like the judiciary and public
administration.

Assistance to law enforcement agencies should
encourage reaponsibility and accountability - not the apparatus of
repression.

We should strengthen democratic
freedoat of Institutions and encourage

the press, political pluralism and the dispersal of
power.

Ne should also look out for opportunities to support

countervailing sources of power whera It makes sense to do so, along
with non-governmental organisations.

Following consultations with
all the political parties at Westminster, the Government will
shortly finalise the shape of a British

llti~`- -'-"
the consoltdation of fledqlinq democraciescal toundation to help

- e -

we should help expose opinion-formers in the developing

countries to the values and practices of liberal democracy through

visits, training programme* for lawyers and journalists, and the

exchange of information.

Above all, we need a concerted approach by all major aid donors

if we are to make a real Impact. Speaking to an African audience

recently, the French President echoed the same concerns as our own.

we must now build on the growing spirit of International

co-operation and make sure that the promotion of good government

takes its place alongside the calculations of self-interest which

help shape the foreign policy of every nation state. More often

than'not, we will find that the two are mutually reinforcing.

The developing countries are in no doubt about our commitment

to help them. Britain took the lead in reducing their burden of

overseas debt. We have written off some 1260 nillion worth of loans

to the poorest African countries alone. And we have consistently

urged an imaginative and flexible approach to debt relie[. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer's recent four-point plan could mean 18

billion US dollars being written off the debt of the world's poorest

highly indebted countries.

So our credentials are good ones. We don't vish to
proselytise and lecture. We are not so naive or presumptious as to

expect Westminster-style democracy all over the world. but we must

help along a trend which is bringing democratic refera to countries
as far apart as Chile, Namibia, Mongolia and South Africa.

We are slowly puttinq behind us a period of history when the

West was unable to express a legitimate Interest In the developing

world without being accused of •neo-colonialisw-. Now that nuch of
the world is dropping its ideological baggage, we should redouble

our efforts to improve the well-being of millions of people who have

known littie other than poverty and oppression. That means better

government - and we In the West must say so.

ENDS
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renew its historic role in the progress of freedom in the world. 
Today there is a school of thought that questions the universal 

relevance of pluralistic democratic norms and regards it as a specimen 
of peculiarly U.S naïveté that the United States should try to identify its 
interests with democratic self-government in other lands. However, 
friends of the United States abroad have never doubted the universal 
significance of these norms. 

There is especially strong perception of both the role of. the United 
States and the universal validity of democratic norms in countries where 
pluralistic democracy is new or fragile. This does not mean that they 
deny the United States a special role; only that they recognize the place 
of this concrete role in the growth of the universal norm. Giovanni 
Spadolini, minister of defense of Italy, has repeatedly called attention to 
the essential U.S. role as the "point of reference" for the spread, 
unification, and stabilization of democracy in Europe. And the 
universality of the norm and the struggle could hardly be expressed 
better than it was by Mario  Soares,  formerly prime minister and now 
president of Portugal, in his letter of endorsement of CCD's program. 

I do not believe it possible to construct progressive and free societies without 
complete adherence to the elementary rules of democratic pluralism .. . To 
defend Democracy is, therefore, to safeguard the input of each of us in the 
definition of the common ways leading to general welfare. When this input is 
tampered with one opens the door to despotism and totalitarianism. 

The world has known, and still knows, governments that sacrifice the liberty 
and justice owed every human being in order to indulge the egoistic interests of 
priviledged minorities. History, however, has taught us that, sooner or later, 
freedom triumphs, since it has the strength of the ideals which are innate to 
human nature. Since to contribute to an acceleration of this inevitable process Is 
the duty of every responsible citizen, It appears to me that the project which you 
intend to carry out deserves our full support. 
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12 DEMOCRACY PROMOTION 
AND GOVERNMENT-TO- 
GOVERNMENT DIPLOMACY 
William A. Douglas 

Formal government-to-government diplomacy is insufficient for the 
most effective conduct of U.S. foreign relations. Official relationships of 
the United States are primarily with whatever regime—democratic or 
totalitarian—is in power in a foreign country. A U.S. program for 
promoting democracy abroad can provide a useful supplement to our 
official diplomacy. Certain problems would also accompany such an 
approach, although they are not as serious as some would expect. The 
opportunities arise from a dual-track diplomacy whose benefits for U.S. 
foreign relations would greatly exceed its costs. 

DUAL-TRACK DIPLOMACY 

By encouraging a division of diplomatic labor, the United States can 
maintain relations with both the incumbent governments of other 
countries and their political oppositions. As is normally the case, the 
Department of State and the U.S. Foreign Service can maintain official 
government-to-government contacts. A well-functioning U.S. democracy 
promotion program can enable private U.S. groups—political parties, 
trade unions, business associations, cooperatives, and the like—to relate 
informally to comparable private groups in other nations, including 
those associated with the opposition to the government in power. Thus, 
when a  nations  government changes hands. ,some segment of U.S. 
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Though our embassy diplomats are expected to develop informational
contacts with opposition forces in other countries, this is sometimes
difficult if the incumbent host country regime disapproves of such
contacts. In addition, informational contacts do not provide for the depth
of understanding that develops when two democratic groups work

together on programs. It is much easier for private U.S. groups-political
parties and interest groups-to work with opposition groups than for the
U.S. government to do so. In this way a democracy promotion program
can facilitate effective U.S. foreign relations with other countries
without having to depend upon an incumbent regime remaining in
power.

This dual-track approach has been extremely useful for the conduct of
West German foreign policy since the three major West German political
foundations began their overseas activities. Together, the Social
I)emocratic, Christian Democratic, and Liberal foundations have ties
with a sizable majority of the world's democratic political movements.'
These ties are ongoing regardless of which party in a country may be in
power. The official West German diplomatic corps maintains government-
to-government relations with whatever party or group-dictatorial or
democratic-makes up the regime of the day.

Reinhard Meier, writing in the Swiss Review of World Affairs, noted that
"the foundations themselves, and apparently the Bonn regime as well,
regard this engagement abroad as a useful supplement to official
channels of international cooperation. It is likely, in fact, that some
connections and points of influence are established in this way that
would not necessarily be open to direct representatives of the
government."2

The division of labor between U.S. government diplomacy and private
sector programs to promote democracy abroad may be especially useful
in situations where the United States is allied with a particular nation but
needs to distance itself from the present government in power there.
These situations occur most often when harsh dictatorships are facing an
immediate threat from forces also hostile to the United States, usually
either from communist armies on (heir borders or Soviet-supported
insurgencies within their territory.

In circumstances of this type, the United States may need to adopt two
different postures simultaneously: 11) reaffirm U.S. commitment to the
official alliance with that nation, particularly if failure to do so might
encourage an invasion or increased Soviet support for the insurgency;
and 12) dissociate the United States from the dictatorship so as to deprive
the Soviets of the opportunity to charge the United States with collusion
with yet another "right-wing dictatorship" that is suppressing its people.
By making use of the dual-track division of labor, the U.S. government
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can dramatize the U.S. commitment to the state-to-state alliance while
U.S. political parties and other private groups engage demonstratively
with the democratic opposition, Ihereby showing that Americans are not
committed to the incumbent dictatorial regime. Since identifying the
United States with rightist autocracies is a key issue for Soviet political
warfare, the flexibility the United States can gain is of great importance.

Example of cases in which dual-track diplomacy could have served
U.S. foreign policy well were the Philippines and South Korea during the
first years of the 1980s. Given the important U.S. military interests in
each of these nations, it was strategically vital to make clear to the
communist powers that the United States could not and would not
permit a communist takeover in either country.

It was also politically vital-in the eyes of the populaces involved and
the world at large-for the United States as a society to dissociate itself
from the regimes of General Chun Doo Hwan in South Korea and
Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines. Both regimes, in different degrees
and in different ways, were liabilities to the Western bloc, even while
the countries they governed were vital to Western interests. Both
regimes permitted, under varying degrees of repression, open opposition
parties to exist. A U.S. private sector program of democratic
development could have worked publicly with these oppositions. Private
sector activities would have indicated where U.S. political sympathies
lay, while the official U.S. embassies in Seoul and Manila could have
reaffirmed U.S. strategic support for both nations rather than for the
governments of the day.

Long-term democratic institution building would be, by far, the most
important benefit for U.S. foreign policy. The private sector democracy
promoting effort would be a kind of preventive medicine-building
solidly organized democratic po:itical parties and interest groups as the
infrastructure of long-term political and economic stability. Under
present circumstances, official U.S. diplomacy is confined to observing
passively political events in other countries before it can react to them
actively. Thus, when political institutions collapse, as in Iran and
Nicaragua, U.S. policymakers must deal with the problem on a crisis
basis. Often it is easier, through patient effort over many years, to
prevent crises than to try to resolve them in a few weeks or months by
taking purely reactive measures.

The time for the United States to "do something" about Nicaragua was
in the late 1960s and early 1970s when the Somoza regime appeared
stable. A democratic alternative to that regime should have been built up
while there was still time for such long-term organizing. The same was
true for Haiti in the late 1970s and the early years of the 1980s. A
democratic opposition in the Philippines, as we have noted, could have
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similarly been strengthened. If a democracy promotion program can 
help democratic oppositions prepare to succeed the Duvaliers, Marcoses, 
Somozas, Stroessners, and Mobutus of the world, this would be a 

significant positive outcome for U.S. policy. 
Recent history has demonstrated the folly of relying on such 

strongmen to provide "stability," while regarding efforts at democratic 
institution building as "destabilizing." There will be instances when the 

U.S. government will be unhappy with the democratizing efforts of U.S. 
private groups, viewing them as merely complicating an already difficult 

situation in a given country. However, the disadvantages that such cases 

will inflict on U.S. official policy will be vastly outweighed by cases in 

which U.S. private action supplements and strengthens official policy. 
Democratic governments, after all, tend to tilt toward the Western side 

in the world balance of power. Otherwise, successor governments of the 

dictatorial Left usually align with Moscow, whereas those of the 

dictatorial Right usually create new liabilities for the Western bloc. 

PROBLEMS FOR OFFICIAL DIPLOMACY 

Every public policy and program has positive and negative features. A 
democracy promotion program, with a dual-track approach as described, 
will be no different. There will be contradictions and a need for 
coordination. When the original legislation to create the National 
Endowment for Democracy (NED) was before the Congress in 1983, a 
number of questions were raised in Congress and the press about the 
seriousness of the contradictions. A common concern was that if a U.S. 
private sector program were to aid the opposition in a given country, the 
incumbent regime might take umbrage, with damage to U.S. government-
to-government diplomatic relations.' 

Experience indicates that this problem is not as serious or as frequent 

as some expected. The West German political foundations have been 

working all over the world with many opposition rnovements, with no 

major negative results for Bonn's official diplomacy. Also reassuring are 

the achievements abroad of U.S. labor unions, using U.S. government 
funding. Most of the nations of the world are governed by dictatorships, 

and trade unions are often the natural political adversaries of authorita-

rian regimes. U.S. labor, through its regional institutes for Asia, Africa, 

and Latin America, has conducted training and other programs with 
opposition unions in El Salvador, the Philippines, South Korea, 
Paraguay, Chile, and elsewhere. As in the West German experience, 
there have been few, if any, cases in which the U.S. labor institutes' 
ptograrns have damaged U.S. government-to-government diplomacy 

the reiateci regimes. Even in the (eve instances in which the host 

country's government has expelled a U.S. labor program—Peru in 1971 
and El Salvador in 1973—there was little consequence for the warmth or 
frigidity of official diplomatic relations. 

The Soviet Union, it should be recalled, has engaged in assistance to 
communist opposition movements throughout the world since the days 
of the Comintern, yet Soviet embassies go right on negotiating trade 
agreements and maintaining normal diplomatic transactions with many 
regimes they are trying to subvert. Here, too, the contradictions between 
the two tracks—official state diplomacy and nongovernmental political 
institution building—are less than might logically be expected. Only 
occasionally has a government forced Soviet dual-track policy to choose 
between state diplomacy and political institution building. One case was 
Egypt under Nasser. In this instance, the Soviet Union was obliged to 
end support of the Egyptian Communist party in order to achieve close 
official alignment between Soviet and Egyptian foreign policies during 
Nasser's later years in power.' Most of the experience supports the 
conclusion that political aid, thoughtfully fashioned, to another regime's 
opposition does not necessarily upset official government-to-government 
relations. 

Aiding Democracies 

To find out why embitterment is tare, we must divide host country 
governments into dernocracies and dictatorships. The factors differ 
between the two types. In democracies the West German programs and 
the nascent U.S. program offer aid to the entire family of democratic 
parties and interest groups in these countries. This usually includes the 
party in power at some given time and so reduces the incumbent's 
grounds for complaining that aid is also going to the opposition. With the 
next throw of the electoral dice the governing party may well become 
the opposition, even more eager to receive foreign assistance. What is 
central in these democratic cases is that foreign assistance is provided in 
order to strengthen the entire democratic system in the host country, not 
simply to place a particular party into power. This is a principle that is 
readily understood by most of the foreign governments and parties in 
this category and explains their willingness to accept such aid. 

Difficulties, however, do occur. One worst case scenario has the party 
in power in the United States aiding the opposition to a regime in another 
country.' Can the two governments then have cordial diplomatic 
relations? An answer depends on whether or not the United States had 
been aiding the entire democratic spectrum, that is, the party in power as 
well as the opposition. Further, the U.S. political aid would presumably 
support programs of training, research, and organizing to enable all host 
country parties to become building blocks for a sturdy democratic polity. 
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it would be inappropriate for U.S. political aid to Fund a particular party's
election campaign costs.

Even in such worst case instances, government-to-government rela-
tions need not be altered to any great extent by the political aid activities.
For example, when West German Social Democrats were in power

under Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, this party's Friedrich Ebert
Foundation had close ties with Venezuela's Accion Democratica party.
When the Venezuelan elections were won by the Christian Democratic

party, Confite de Organizacion Politica Electoral Independiente (COPEI),
Partido Social-Cristiano, official West German diplomatic relations

with Venezuela were not seriously frayed. A major reason was that the
governing COPEI party had its own connection with the West German
Christian Democratic Konrad Adenauer Foundation. COPEI also under-
stood, correctly, that the overall West German aid program was aimed at

strengthening Venezuelan democracy in general, not at getting a

particular party into power at a particular time.

Providing political aid may cause inconsistencies in the aid-giving
country's own foreign policy more often than it damages relations with
other governments. In his article on the German party foundations,
Reinhard Meier notes that, in 1982, the Konrad Adenauer Foundation
was giving aid to El Salvador's Christian Democratic party under
President Napoleon Duarte while the Friedrich Ebert Foundation was
aiding part of the coalition supporting the leftist insurgency against
Duarte's government. "Since both foundations are financed from the
government coffers in Bonn, the German taxpayer finds himself in the
grotesque position of having his tax money channeled to two rival groups
locked in mortal combat."6 While it makes sense to aid all the competing
parties of a democratic polity, so as to strengthen the polity as a whole, it
does not seem sensible to aid both sides in a civil war and thereby
aggravate the war.'

What any political aid program, West German or U.S., undoubtedly
needs is a system by which all parties in a donor nation arrive at a jointly
accepted roster of democratic movements in each aid-receiving nation,
so that political aid may be confined to the groups on the consensus
roster. In the cases of Venezuela and EI Salvador, for example, all the
West German parties would probably have agreed that both major
Venezuela parties are democratic and worthy of aid, but there would
probably have been no consensus about which forces in the Salvadoran
civil war were democratic. In a decentralized polity such as the United
States, most government policies depend on some degree of bipartisan
consensus, and a U.S. program to promote democracy abroad is
especially dependent upon consensus. Therefore, while each U.S. party
should be able to aid its associates abroad, all such aid should be limited

to indigenous groups and parties that Democrats and Republicans,
liberals and conservatives, agree to be democratic in character. The NED
can serve as the forum for arriving at such democratic rosters.

Aidink Dictatorships

Giving political aid to oppositions under dictatorial regimes may prove
feasible for reasons other than those pertinent to democratic regimes. In
the case of dictatorships, too, government-to-government consequences
are less stormy than might be expected.

Many authoritarian regimes allow opposition parties to exist and even
to contest elections. The elections are, of course, "managed" so that the
opposition has little or no chance of winning. This does not diminish the
fact that opposition groups are tolerated and held up by the regime-for
the benefit of the United States and Europe-as evidence of its
"democratic" character. If it is trying to project such an image, a
dictatorial regime can hardly complain if the United States or West
Germany endeavors to provide political aid to opposition groups. Since
tolerating an opposition is a basis for claiming its own legitimacy, the
dictatorship's inclination to vent displeasure by disrupting government-
to-government relations with the foreign donor is mitigated.

Even more important is the fact that many dictatorships, particularly
those along the periphery of the Soviet bloc, need the United States more
titan the United States needs (hem. They are more directly in the path of
Soviet expansionism, certainly more vulnerable to communist sub-
version than, say, California or Maryland. These regimes may have little
choice but to accept U.S. political aid programs in support of democratic
opposition movements, just as they already accept-with more
resignation than enthusiasm-the AFL-CIO training programs for their
fractious labor movements. The communist threat to these dictatorships
affords political leverage that the United States can use to obtain
acceptance of responsible and effective U.S. democracy promotion
programs. Sound programs need not perturb official U.S. diplomatic
relations with such dictatorships.

In sum, for both democracies and dictatorships, the anticipated danger
that U.S. political aid to the oppositions to incumbent regimes may cause
friction in official government-to-government diplomatic relations turns
out to be more theoretical titan real. In contrast, a well-designed U.S.
political aid program can provide the United States with a degree of
access and flexibility in its foreign relations that has hitherto been
impossible through strictly government-to-government transactions. The
benefits of a dual-track program of democracy promotion far outweigh
the real but minor costs to U.S. state-to-state diplomacy. On balance, a
strong U.S. program of guvernment-supported private sector political aid
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to democratic groups and parties abroad can be effectively carried on in 
the short term and become overwhelmingly significant for U.S. foreign 
policy in the long term. 

NOTES 

1. On the West German Stiftungen, see chapt. 5. 
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13 ASSESSING POLITICAL 
AID FOR THE 
ENDLESS CAMPAIGN 
Ralph M. Goldman 

Political aid is a U.S. foreign policy concept whose time has come, 
particularly as it bears upon the promotion of democratic development. 
Arriving with political aid are all the issues attendant upon new 
concepts: definition of its meaning; operationalization of its compo-
nent features; tactics of implementation in the field; evaluation of 
program effectiveness; assessment of overall contribution to democratic 
development. In the case of political aid for democracy, the concept is 
further burdened by the usual resistance to new policies, modest 
practical experience, shortages of committed resources, trial-and-error 
projects and programs, intuitive rather than systematic evaluations of 
results, and large debates about "best" models of democracy. 
Nevertheless, the U.S. policy of political aid, particularly in support of 
democratic development worldwide, is in its incipient stage and, in time, 
may well replace in importance military and economic aid as the 
principal foreign assistance program of this nation. 

This expectation is currently difficult to support with evidence. Many 
will greet it with incredulity. Yet, we need only believe that major wars 
are obsolescent and that the world economy is rapidly becoming an 
integral whole in order to arrive at the realization that international 
affairs may well be on their way toward more familiar political forms of 
ideological and programmatic competition, that is, through party 
systems, organized interest groups, propaganda campaigns. elections. 



The International Centre for
Human Rights and Democratic

Development: Notes on Its Mission

Robert Miller

Résumé

Le Parlement du Canada "a adopté en août 1988 une loi créant le
Centre international des droits de la personne et du développement
démocratique (CIDPDD). Dans cet article, l'auteur qui a travaillé à
titre de conseiller pour le comité parlementaire ayant recommandé la
création du Centre, propose de définir quel devrait être son mandat.

L'article décrit l'opposition qui a surgi lors des discussions
menant à la création du Centre entre d'un côté, les tenants des droits
de la personne, et de l'autre, les tenants du dévéloppement démo-
cratique. L'auteur soutient que, plutôt que de chercher à éviter les
affrontements, le Centre devrait les aborder et tenter de les résoudre
par l'approche dite "démocratie et justice sociale" qui chercehe à
promouvoir la participation des peuples les plus faibles et Jes plus
pauvres au développement démocratique.

Avec cette approche en tête, l'auteur recommande que le Centre
établisse un programme pour l'Amérique centrale qui aiderait les pays
de cette région à réaliser les réformes démocratiques auxquelles ils se
sont engagés par la signature du Plan de paix Esquipulas. Il suggère
que le programme prévoie : le soutien aux institutions et critères
régionaux; la démocratie pour les moins bien nantis; et la participation
au développement. Il conclut en exhortant le Centre à mettre en
pratique ce qu'il prône, en étant ouvert dans ses débats internes et en
poursuivant son mandat avec courage et imagination.
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Introduction 
With the passage of legislation in August 1988 to establish the 
International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development 
(ICIIRDD), Canada's international human rights policy is about to 
enter a new and potentially more creative period. The centre offers the 

i promise of a more active and constructive Canadian human rights 
policy.  Canada will do more than pass judgement on the human rights 
records of other countries; it will also try to help strengthen practices 
and build institutions that provide some protection  for tho-iiiief..s. - - 

The centre's promise, however, requirei à hu-m--an rights develop-
ment strategy and a statement of mission for ICHRDD. Those are tall 
orders. It is difficult enough to agree on a definition of human rights, 
let alone devise a strategy for their development; moreover, the field of 
human rights is strewn with many ideological traps. In these 
circumstances, the first board of directors may be tempted to avoid 
trying to set a long-range course, preferring instead to get on with the 
"practical business" of devising programs and allocating budgets. 

Unfortunately, that sensible way of doing things might reduce 
the centre right at the beginning to confusion, sterility, and irrele- 

I vance. Without a clear and compelling statement of mission, ICHRDD 
might becnine just - a-  funder of competing conventional wisdoms, a 
human rights ambulance chiti-er in pursuit of the latest cause. 

I  Conversely, with a mission of its own, the centre can becotne a source 
- of fresh thinking and a catalyst for practical Canadian assistance in 
human rights and democratic development. 

The value of ICIIRDD will depend on its commitment to think 
through what it wishes to be and do. These notes are intended as a 
contribution to carrying out that task. 

Starting Points 
The need for a statement of mission arises from the fact that the 
purposes of the centre, as set down in the act of parliament creating it, 
are broad and diverse. Nonetheless, the legislation and some of the 
thinking behind it provide our starting points. 

The first thing to note is that the International Bill of lluman 
Rights is the touchstone of the centre's mandate. The objects of the 
centre, as described in the legislation, are to undertake various 
activities "that give effect to the rights and freedoms enshrined in the 
International Bill of Human Rights, including, among those rights, 
the right to an adequate standard of living, the rights of persons not to 
be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment, the rights of freedom of opinion and expression and the 
right to vote and be elected at periodic, genuine elections in pluralistic 
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political s,, ,-,terns." These and the many other rights enshrined in the 
bill suggest v.lty allegiance to international human rights is not, by 
itself, sufr■ cieat to pro% ide the centre with a clear mission. 

It is, however, a big step in the right direction. In citing the 
international bill, the legislation makes clear that the establishment 
of the centre is not intended by Canada as an act of ideological 
imperialism. It is not a thinly disguised attempt to set ourselves up as 
judges of otht:r countries or exporters of Canadian values and 
institutions. Quite the contrary, the legislation identifies Canada with 
an international rather than a bilateral or national approach to 
human rights. The centre's purpose is to provide Canadian resources 
and experience in helping to achieve widely-recognized, though often 
unrealized, international obligations. 

The centre is also to work in support of the full range of rights set 
down in the international bill, that is to say, economic, social, and 
cultural rights as well as civil and political rights. This may seem 
somewhat redundant in that the Canadian aid program already 
attempts to support the economic and social development of Third 
World countries and peoples. It should be recognized, however, that 
civil and political rights are often prerequisites for the achievement of 
economic rights. In a 1987 submission to the House of Commons 
Standing Committee on External Affairs and International Trade 
(SCEAIT), Dr. Susan Zurbrigg.of Halifax drew on her experience as a 
health care worker in rural India to illustrate this point: 

To be effective, medical technology has to be accompanied 
by very basic changes in the economic precariousness of the 
poor majority, working conditions, wages—not high wages 
but just wages that will provide minimal calories for a 
family. The link to human rights is that unless there is 
some manoeuvring room for villagers to press for some 
accountability within the overall economic and political 
situation, those more fundamental socio-economic changes 
will not occur. As a result, the dollars we send in medical„ 
aid will be essentially wasted. 

The notion of "human rights development" is the other important 
starting point in defining the mission of ICHRDD. In its 1986 report 
Independence and Internationalism, the Special Joint Committee on 
Canada's International Relations made a distinction between hurmin 
rights "protection" that seeks to expose and to punish the violators of 
human rights and human rights "development" that tries to improve 
the underlying conditions that give rise to those violations in the first 
place. The committee acknowledged that the methods appropriate to 
human rights protection—international monitoring and sanctions of 

1 
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various kinds-remain absolutely essential, but went on to say that
these should be supplemented by cooperative human rights
development programs as well, consisting of financial support,
exchange programs, research, and technical assistance. To quote the
report: "Canada should contribute to the long-term development of
political, civil and cultural rights as it now contributes to long-term
economic and social development through the aid program."

Human Rights vs. Democratic Development?

International in its orientation, inclusive in its mandate, and
developmental in its approach, these starting points take us some way
towards defining the role of ICHRDD. But the centre also confronts a
major stumbling block which, if not overcome, will slow it down and
make very difficult the development of a coherent and challenging
mission. Here we refer to the uneasy relationship between the two
sides of the centre's mandate, human rights and democratic
development.

Following the government's acceptance in principle of the parlia-
mentary committee's recommendation that it establish an Inter-
national Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development, the
secretary of state for external affairs appointed two,-ra,pporteurs to
provide advice on how the centre should be set ,4. After extensive
consultations, the rapporteurs issued a report, iC 1987, that strongly
supported the concept of the centre but took excèption to the term
"democratic development," recommending instead that the
organization be called the International Centre for Human Rights and
Institutional Development. The government chose to ignore this
advice, but it is worth considering why it was offered in the first place.

The rapporteurs wrote that many witnesses had warned them
that the word democratic had "acquired an ideological, political and
cultural meaning which differs profoundly from one region of the
world to another," and that its use runs the risk of "being interpreted
as an intention to impose on our cooperative programs in this area our
own concept of democracy." They went on to say that others feared
that democracy would "be perceived as indicative of the philosophy.of
the present USA [i.e., Reagan) administration." If these objections can
be boiled down into a single proposition, it would seem to be this: the
variety of democracy is so great that it makes impossible, or
unacceptable, the sharing of democratic experience. Is this so?

It is true that the word democracy is used and often abused in
many different ways around the world, although surely the same is
true of the term human rights. It is also clear that the institutional
expressions of democracy vary enormously and that it would be a great
mistake to confuse any particular system with democracy itself. But

human rights protection-international monitoring ana sanctions oi
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democracy also has a common, widely understood meaning-
government effectively under the control of the people. Such essential
elements of democratic government as frecdom of speech and assembly
and periodic and genuine elections, are contained in the International
Bill of Human Rights and referred to in the legislation creating the
centre. In short, there would seem to be about as much agreement
around the world on what constitutes democracy as on any other aspect
of human rights.

If that is true, what are the risks of the centre imposing "our own
[i.e., Caliadianl concept of democracy" on its cooperative programs?
Unquestionably, there is some risk because we all tend to assume that
our institutions and practices are the best way of doing things. But we
run this risk in every area of international development, be it
economic, social, scientific, or cultural. Canadians like to believe that
they have been partially inoculated against cultural arrogance by the
experience of fending off the embrace of their American neighbours,
but the best curb on Canada running a democracy export business is
the freedom of the rest of the world not to buy. Even if we wish to,
Canadians rarely have the power to overreach themselves.

That brings us back to the last objection to the word democratic
cited by the rapporteurs, that its use "will be perceived as indicative of
the philosophy of the present USA administration," This may seem a
passing problem, but in fact it is close to the heart of what many fear in
the term democratic development. Former President Reagan, as part
of his broader foreign policy goals, tried to mobilize the world in a
crusade for democracy. The crusade had its overt and peaceful
elements (for example, the establishment of the National Endowment
for Democracy), but it had less overt and less peaceful elements as
well, most notably the funding and managing of the Nicaraguan
contras, a.k.a. the "freedom fighters." In the eyes of many who were
not moved by the wisdom or the rightness of these latter policies, Mr.
Reagan's crusade amounted to hijacking the word democracy for
geopolitical goals.

So one is obliged to ask: Is democratic development ju§t a
modern, dressed-up version of gunboat diplomacy? Is it inherently
interventionist and hostile to cooperation in international relations?
It is not, although the Reagan legacy does put one on guard. The spirit
of democracy points in quite a different direction, to the principles of
self-determination and non-intervention in international affairs; and
certainly, those are the principles that should guide Canada's own
approach to democratic development. In practical terms, this means
that requests for assistance should originate with people in developing
countries, who should also determine the extent and forms of the
assistance. Cooperation in democratic development also means that
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all programs should be open to public view and debate, in both the 

recipient countries and Canada. 
This approach takes us sonte way towards reconciling human 

rights and democratic development, but substantial problems remain. 
The Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development is 
situated on an old and deep intellectual fault line where two sets of 
values meet, the values of individual freedom and social equality. On 

one side of the line are those who associate human rights with the 

basic needs of the poorest people and with an agenda of economic 
justice and reform. For many of these people, Third World democracy 
is far too often a sham because it is controlled by traditional elites and 

serves to protect the status quo. On the other side of the fault line are 
those who see democratic development as the only means of social and 
economic reform that avoids revolution. They see this possibility as 

threatened from the right by those who are opposed to reform, and 

from the left  by those who want solutions now to economic and social 
ills regardless of the consequences for civil and political rights. 

Given these divisions, there is a risk that ICHRDD's programs 
will be developed in two quite separate and distinct spheres, the one 
emphasizing institutional democracy (legislatures, electoral systems, 
the judiciary and so on) and the other human rights focused on the 

needs of the poorest people, or what might be called popular 
democracy. This would be unfortunate, because either of the two 
tendencies without the other is dangerously incomplete. Institution-
building can settle into complacent, legalistic tinkering that promotes 
democratic facades without much substance. Popular democracy, on 

the other hand, may mobilize people without strengthening the 
institutions and practices necessary to protect their civil and political 

rights. 
Just because each approach is incomplete, it should be a major 

goal of the International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic 
Development to build bridges between them. Rather than ignoring or 

trying to avoid the tensions between human rights and democratic 
development, the centre should derive strength from directly 
confronting and seeking to resolve these tensions. For want of a better 

term, we could describe this approach as "Democracy and Social 
Justice," the thrust of which would be to facilitate the participation of 
the weakest and the poorest people in democratic development. To 
illustrate how this might be done, we turn to the case of Central 
America. 

Democracy and Social Justice in Central America 

There can be few areas of the world where the debate among the 
meaning of human rights and democratic development has been as 

intense or divisive as Central America, where it presents radica Ily 
different versions of history and models of social and economic 
development. 

On the one hand, there is the Nicaraguan model which describes 
itself as a revolution for economic and social justice, and thus a true 
democracy for the dispossessed. Its critics describe it as creeping 
totalitarianism masquerading as the champion of the poor, and charge 
that its real goal is the centralization of power not the emancipation of 
people. On the other hand, there is the Salvadoran model which its 
supporters describe as reform through electoral democracy and defend 
as the only alternative to repression and revolution. Its critics are less 
generous. They charge it with fraud, the intent or at least the result of 
Salvador's sham democracy being the effective continuation of 
military rule, large scale human rights abuses, and economic 
exploitation of the poor. 

Until recently, there seemed to be little or no middle ground 
between these positions, or, if there was, it amounted to an ideological 
and political no man's land where people ventured at their peril. In 
those circumstances, there were few practical opportunities for 
bridging the differences, and certainly no opportunities which were 
attractive to a country as cautious in its foreign policy as Canada. 
What emerged instead was a two-track Canadian policy, with the 
government trying to be "evenhanded" in providing some aid to all 
countries (and therefore to all models of development) in the region, 
and the NGO community voting overwhelmingly for the Nicaraguan 
model while recommending an official Canadian boycott of the 
Salvadoran. 

There is at least a hope that this utterly polarized situation is 
beginning to change. In Nicaragua the revolution may maintain itself 
in power, but it is presiding over an economy and society collapsing 
into ruins. Reconciliation of the ideologically irreconcilable begins to 
seem necessary to all sides, save the most extreme. In El Salvador, the 
spectre of unending civil war has begun to concentrate minds on the 
possibility of a negotiated settlement. In these circumstances, Canada 
can begin to make a greater contribution to helping Central Am.  erica 
bridge the gulf between institutional democracy and social justice. 

The Special llouse of Commons Committee on the Peace Process 
in Central America recommended, in 1988, that the government of 
Canada seize the opportunity, risky as it may be. The committee saw 
the combination of development, democracy, and peace in the 
Esquipulas II Agreement as the most promising, indeed the only, way 
ahead for Central America. As the title of the committee's report-
Supporting the Five— makes clear, it is a road down which all five of 
the countries that signed the agreement must travel together. 
Virtually all of the committee's recommendations for Canadian and 
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international assistance pointed to the need for expanding regional
dialogue and cooperation in Central America.

Supporting "the five" means, implicitly, that no model of develop-
ment in Central America is seen as providing all the answers. It also
means that no model of development is excluded from the dialogue: the
Reagan administration, with its "four against one" policy, had tried so
hard to exclude Nicaragua. The conclusion follows: the Central
American debate about human rights and democracy, and the search
for solutions, must continue. That points to the work of ICIiRDD in
the region.

An Esquipulas Program
As the special committee was preparing its report on Central America,
the legislation to create ICHRDD seemed to be stuck in political limbo,
written but not introduced in the Parliament and in danger of
disappearing into the approaching storms of a federal election. The
members of the committee were convinced that the centre could play
an important role in Canadian policy towards Central America and so
recommended that "the legislation be introduced expeditiously." The
committee also recommended that the centre's board of directors
establish an Esquipulas Program "designed within the framework of
Esquipulas II to provide practical assistance for human rights and
democratic development in all five countries. Particular attention
should be paid to the development of women's rights." The committee
did not spell out the details of such a program, but having regard to the
principles on which ICHRDD was founded and what we have said
earlier about democracy and justice, an Esquipulas Program might
look something like this:

1) Regional Institutions and Standards
Central America has a long and unhappy history of receiving
unsolicited advice from the outside world, followed by coercion. The
Esquipulas Agreement expresses the desire of many Central
Americans to manage their own affairs. Canada is given considerable
credit in the region for recognizing and supporting that desire, and for
being sensitive to the needs of Central Americans as defined by
Central Americans. ICHRDD should give expression to that approach
by strongly supporting the development of regional human rights
institutions and standards.

The House of Commons committee saw a special opportunity to do
this by supporting the development oia Central American Parliament.
As provided for in Esquipulas Il, the parliament is intended to serve as
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a forum for legislators from all rive countries, but not as a replacement
for national legislatures. While lacking legislative clout, it is hoped
that the parliament will advance the debate about alternative models
of'social and economic development and, in particular, human rights
and democratic development. Looking further ahead, it is seen as the
embryo for institutions, such as a Central American Court for Human
Rights, to strengthen region-widc human rights practices and
standards. Elections to the parliament could serve as a model for free
and fair elections in the individual countries.

The initiative to create the parliament has progressed very
slowly, and there is little that outsiders can do to speed things up,
beyond words of encouragement. In the meantime, ICHRDD should
promote the goals for which a parliament would be created by
encouraging the formation of regional human rights networks. To
some extent, the human rights movement has fallen victim to the
polarization of Central American politics, as evidenced by the
proliferation of governmental and non-governmental human rights
commissions reporting very different versions of the human rights
reality in the region. While not entirely avoidable, this politicizing of
human rights can, if carried too far, destroy the credibility of human
rights monitoring. ICHRDD could address this problem by sponsoring
region-wide workshops and courses to debate, define, and develop
human rights standards. In time, the networks so developed might
have the capacity to investigate allegations of unfairness or bias in the
work of human rights organizations.

The same regional orientation should inform the centre's
approach to election-observing. While it remains important to send
international teams to observe elections, ICHRDD should concentrate
on the development of this same capacity within the Central American
region, with the observer teams made up of nationals of the rive
Esquipulas countries. The centre should also support the development
of Central Americnn standards and procedures for election-observing.

2) Democracy for the Poor

The holding of "free, fair and honest elections" in the rive signatory
countries is a key provision of the Esquipulas II Agreement, and at the
same time a matter of bitter contention in several Central American
countries. During the l'970s and early 1980s, opposition political
parties and popular organizations in Guatemala and EI Salvador were
attacked brutally by the military and death squads; their leaderships
and memberships were decimated. As a result, it is charged that
recent elections in those countries have been held in an atmosphere of
tacit if not outright terror, a fact which together with sheer danger led
the democratic left to boycott elections for some time. In the case of
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Sandinista Nicaragua, there has been no comparable degree of 
repression associated with elections, but critics say that there has been 
a systematic campaign of more subtle intimidation and coercion by  t he 

 government that renders elections fundamentally unfair. Here too, 
the opposition, or parts of it, has chosen to boycott the process. 

Recent developments suggest that Central Americans across the 
political spectrum may be willing to give elections yet another chance. 
In El Salvador, social democratic party leaders associated with the 
FDR-FMLN have returned to the country from exile to participate in 
the 1989 presidential elections, and the FMLN itself has indicated a 
willingness to participate on certain conditions. In Nicaragua, the 
Sandinistas have committed themselves to an accelerated schedule for 
presidential elections, and to sweeping new guarantees for opposition 
participation. ICIIRDD should do what it can to sustain this 
precarious revival of hope in electoralism by encouraging the regional 
monitoring of elections, as suggested above, and by supporting the 
effective enfranchisement of the poor. 

What that means, simply, is that there is more to elections than 
the marking of ballots. Elections can be technically proper and 
efficiently run and yet occur under conditions that seriously 
compromise, if not entirely destroy, their legitimacy. When that 
happens, elections become part of a country's problems, not part of the 
solution. While it is true that elections can discriminate against any 
part of the population, in Central America they are far more likely to 
work against the interests of the poor. In most countries, los pobres 
(the poor) are less likely than the more affluent and better educated to 
participate in the electoral process, but this has very special 
significance in countries where a large proportion of the population is 
desperately poor. If ICHRDD wishes to support the consolidation of 
democracy in Central America, it should concentrate on supporting 
effective participation of the poor in democracy. 

There is no simple, safe, or quick way of achieving that goal, 
although certainly part of the answer must lie in providing greater 
protection for the organizations—cooperatives, unions, and 
associations—that represent the poor. Peace Brigades International, 
for example, offers protection by supplying volunteers to accompany, 
24 hours a day, human rights workers, union members,  and  others 
whose lives are threatened. It should be the highest priority of 
ICIIRDD to support activities of this kind that aim to make electoral 
democracy a viable option for the poor. In this way, Canada will 
recognize the importance given to elections by the Esquipulas 
Agreement. 
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3) Participation in Development 
Inequality is not only economic and political. It is also cultural, part of 
the social fabric. The economic exploitation that is visited on whole 
classes of people by society is often passed on in the form of exploitative 
personal and family relationships that further victimize the weakest 
and most vulnerable members of society. Here we speak especially of 
women and children in Central America. 

In his report, The State of the World's Children 1989, the director-
general of UNICEF lists "seven sins" of development, including 
development without participation and development without women. 
Ile notes that the women of developing countries are responsible for 
producing and marketing most of their erops; and that they carry the 
main responsibility for food preparation and home-making, for water 
and fuel, for nutrition and health care, and for the education of the 
young. Yet "in development assistance efforts to date, most of the 
education and training, the technology and the inputs, the 
investments and the loans, have gone to men." The inequality facing 
women in Central America is as severe as anywhere in the world, 
buttressed as it is by powerful cultural traditions. 

What can ICHRDD do about such situations? First of all, it 
should demonstrate its understanding that human rights is an 
essential part of development, not a separate field of activity. 
Likewise, it should show its concern for the democracy of everyday life 
as well as the democracy of the ballot box. But how? The main 
responsibility for carrying out Canada's policies in support of economic 
development lies with CIDA. In recent years the agency has raised the 
priority given to the poorest people, to participation, and t,o women in 
development. Nonetheless, because development agencies have a 
multitude of competing and changing objectives, ICHRDD should 
develop a watching brief to help defend those priorities. ICHRDD 
should interest itself in the full range of Canadian aid activities in 
Central America to see that they remain, or become, supportive of 
participation in development. Similarly, the centre should be open to 
funding projects from "developmental NGOs" as well as "hunutn rights 
NG0s." 

Conclusion 
In drawing these notes to a close, we would first repeat the central 
message: it is vitally important for ICIIRDD to have a mission and 
equally important for that mission to draw together the two sides of 
the centre's mandate, human rights and democratic development. We 
have suggested what a "Democracy and Social Justice "program might 
look like in Central A merica. 
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There are two other points that we would like to make. The
centre's mission outlined here will not be the only one proposed by its
friends, or its enemies for that matter. With the establishment of
ICIIRDD, the debate about its future will just begin. Particularly in
the first months, the discussions of the board of directors should go to
the heart of questions about ICIIRDD's mission. As soon as possible,
the centre should establish a newsletter that reports candidly on these
discussions and invites the comments of readers. In this way, the
centre can practise what it means to encourage in others.

Finally, a comment on risk. Once the centre defines its mission,
it should be pursued with courage and imagination. A major goal, as
stated in the legislation, is to "help reduce the wide gap that
sometimes exists between the formal adherence of states to
international human rights agreements and the actual human rights
practices of those states." In other words, the centre will seek to
support only those things to which states have already declared their
commitment, but it would be naive to assume that those states will
invariably welcome ICHRDD with open arms.

Section 6(2) of the centre's legislation says that it can carry out its
activities "in any jurisdiction outside Canada to the extent that the
laws of that jurisdiction permit." That creates a gray area and leaves
considerable discretion as to how much risk the centre can or should
run. Whatever the answer, we think that ICHRDD should run more
risk that diplomats are willing to run, which is why ICIIRDD was
created at arms-length from government in the first place. The point
here is not to be bold or reckless, but to recognize that human rights
development is inevitably a disturber of the slacus quo. Otherwise,
why is it needed at all? It would be well, therefore, for the board of
directors to buckle themselves in and prepare for the occasional spell of
turbulence. They may be consoled by the words of an anonymous
writer: "That which most of all calls forth our noblest capacities into
action is always a hazard of some kind, never a certainty. It is when
we are ready to stake our lives on something, or to make something so
that is not so, that nobility begins to appear in human nature."

VI.

Canadian Parliamentarians on
Human Rights

Résumé conjoint

Les trois articles de cette partie prolongent le débat sur les droits de la
personne en direction des programmes d'aide du Canada. Les thèmes
principaux en sont le rôle et l'efficacité des commissions parlemen-
taires, abordant la question: le processus législatif doit-il être public
ou secret, ainsi que les difficultés que pose le fait de rendre l'aide au
développement conditionnelle au respect des droits de la personne.

L'honorable Jim Manly (NPD) soutient que le développement ne
peut survenir dans un climat de répression et souligne l'importance de
rendre visible publiquement les violations aux droits de la personne.
De plus, il indique quelques faiblesses des programmes d'aide du
Canada. D'abord, l'aide ne se rend pas toujours aux groupes les plus
démunis. Ensuite, accorder de l'aide à des pays qui violent les dro^s (le
la personne est un geste contradictoire qui mine la crédibilité de tels
programme. M. Manly reconnait des difficultés dans le fait d'utiliser
les programmes d'aide comme moyen d'améliorer le respect des droits
de la personne mais il demeure critique quant au secret dont le
gouvernement entoure sa politique des droits de la personne.

L'honorable André Ouellet (Lib.) explique brièvement comment
s'est élaboré le lien entre l'aide étrangère et les droits de la personne,
dans la foulée des récents rapports parlementaires et gouvernemen-
taux. Il renvoit à la notion de "modèle de violation systématique,
flagrante et continuelle des droits fondamentaux de la personne"
comme principal critère d'évaluation afin de guider les politiques
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ANNEXE "13" 

Draft for Discussion 

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS 
AND DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT' 

A NEW APPROACH TO POLITICS AND DEMOCRACY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES/ 

Andrea  Peres 
Department of Political Science 

The University of Western Ontario 

Introduction.  

On August 15. 1988. the Government of Canada introduced 

8111 C-I47 proposing the creation of the International Centre for 

Human Rights and Democratic Development.** The 8111 received 

Royal Assent on September 30. 1989. 

The rationale behind the creation of the Centre  is  explained 

in the Report to the Mehl Honorable Joe Clark and the Honorable  

Monique Landry of June 30. 1987.1 The report was commiesioned by 

the Secretary of State for External Affaire to «examine how the 

Government might proceed with the creation of an institution 

which would have as its objective , the development, strengthening 

and promotion of democratic institutions and human rights in 

developing countries...." 2 According to the Report. 

our discussions with Canadians and international 
interlocutors have persuaded us that while • wide range 
of activities in thie area lof democratic development 
and human rights) is being undertaken by Canadian 
organixations...,the possibilities for such activities 
have not been developed to their fullest....What oleo 
is lacking is  s focal point for Canadien  activity which 
would ensure the development of a body of experience 
and expertise. end the exploitation of the full range 

1 This paper deals exclusively 	with the "democratic 
development" dimension of the Centre's objectives. 
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of possibilities for the sharing of the Canadian
experience. Such a focal point would also serve a

networking role and provide for a
s^anedlensrinformation. experience and research amonga
developed

International. multllateral, developing
country orgenlzatlons. Institutions and centres." 3

The Report clearly states that the purpose of the Centre

should not
be to export Canadian Institutions-41 The original

proposal for the creation of the Centre presented by the Joint

Cosnittee
on Canada's International Relatlons0 also emphasized

that Canada should not attempt to transfer Its own political

institutions. However.
It is possible to conclude from the June

30. 1987 report,6 from the mandate received by the Special

-Rapporteurs that produced this document.7 and from the report of

the Special Joint Cosmlttee on Canade's International Relations.

9 that the purpose of the Centre will be to promote libaral

desocratte practices and institutions in developing countries.9

The operational strategy to be used to achieve the Centre's

objectives is not explicitly stated In any of the above mentioned

documents. Horever, it is evident that the Centre will

concentrate Its efforts on the provision of financial and

technical support to promote the advancement of desocrstic

Institutions and practices in the Third World. According to the

June 30. 1967 report.

s governmental u^^takeVeto^nmake ttsyor
In a
n refors^.dtô

country. ••.. may
strengthen Its own Institutions or to lmprove Its own

safeguards for human rights consistent with its

epproprlate for Canada,

3

international undertaking• if It needs human or

financial resources to do so^ ittr
seems
ustedto pertne^re;n

International development. and respected for Its non-
ldeological approach. to respond. Canada should be able

to offer financial assistance. It should be able to
share the technlcal expertise that It has developed
over the years in establishing Its own Institutions and
that It continues to develop detly to refining them.10

Three conclusions emerge from the documents pertaining to the

creation and organization of the International Centre for Human

Rights and Democratic Development. First, the objective of the

new Centre is to promote the political development of developing

countries along liberal democratic lines. Second, the rationale

behind the creation of the Centre Is based on the assumption that

the Canadian experience can be useful in guiding that

development. Third. the Centre will concentrate Its work on the

formal, technical aspects of democracy. That Is. it will

facilitate the establishment and development of democracy is a

legal mechanism for conflict resolution in developing countries.

Attempts to promote the development and consolidation of

democracy in developing countries are not new. Many efforts have

been made during the post-World Mar II period to lnduce the

political evolution of developing countries along liberal

democratic I1nes. This paper will not review the history of

these attempts. Rather, It will assess the main characteristics

of the concept of Political Development particularly as It was

articulated and promoted In the United States during the late

fifties and sixties. As Richard A. Higgott points out, this was a

period of optimism when it was believed that "the growth of

,scientific' social science would form the besls for rational

exercises in social engineerlna•"11 A similar optimism seems to
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lie  behind the rationale, objectives and strategies of the Centre 

for Human Rights end Democratic Development. An »»»»» sment of the 

concept of PolitIcel Development  ta. therefore. necessary to 

facilitate en understanding of the possibilities end obstacles 

the Centre will  face in its attempt to promote the development 

and consolidation of democratic institutions in developing 

countries. 

Political Development: An Amusement. 

Social Science is riddled with concepts that de not fulfill 

the requirements of appropriate "data  containers". 12 The concept 

of development Is • good example of this problem because no 

agreement has been reached about the nature of this process. 

despite the extensive litereture in this field. In  s  review of 

the concept of development. Kempe Ronald Hope pointed out that, 

despite the existence of a great body of literature on 
the concept of development, there is still a great 
degree of ambiguity surrounding Its meaning. 
Development has been defined in a number of ways 
incorporettng various elements of the social. 
political, cultural and economic system. As such. 
despite some consensus on what constitutes 
underdevelopment there is no real agreement on what Is 
meant by development.13 

It Ss clear that despite the difficulties encountered by the 

academic community to deftne "development", 	the concept 

represents an attempt to control end manipulate the historical 
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evolution of the Third World.14 This attempt is based on the 

assumption that "there Is a le* of historical necessity that 

impels every society to try to attain the stage occupied by the 

so-called developed or modernized societies.' 15 

The leck of a comprehensive understanding of development es 

a form of social change has not prevented the construction of the 

nebulous concept of "political development". The literature in 

this field is also extensive although our knowledge of the 

subject Is partial end contradictory.16 

The emergence of both 'development"  and  "political 

development" has to be understood In a historical perspective 

because new interpreletions of the world emerge in response to 

social and political circumstances rather than rho pure 

intellectuel  creations of innovative minds.17 

The developing world  vas  caught between the hegemonic 

tendencies of the United States of America and the Soviet Union 

in the aftermath of the Second World War. In these circumstances. 

the theory and the prectice of development were introduced into 

the Third World to facilitate its according to the polttical and 

economic Interests of the capitalist industrtalimed countries of 

the West. 

Development was simply equated with economic growth as it 

was measured by traditional economic indicators such as GNP and 

income per capita during the post-var years. J. a. Nugent and P. 

A. Totopoulos point out that this view of development rested on 

the classical-neoclassical view of the world in which 
change 	is 	graduai. 	marginellet. 	non-dieruptive. 



equilibrating.  and  largely painless. Incentives are the 
bedrock of economtc growth. Once initiated, growth 
becomes automatic  and  all-pervasive. spreading among 
nations and trickling down among cl  90 that 
everybody benefits  (rom the process.10 

Sociological, psychological and political 	"barriers to 

development" began to be identified in the 1960'8.19 Joseph La 

Palombera argued that external Inducements were necessary to 

facilitate the promotion of development "In the direction of 

freedom rather than tyranny".20 The theories and the practice of 

Political Development and Political Modernisation  vers  introduced 

as a result of this concern. According to S.W. Eisenstadt 

political modernization, 

can be 'quested w1th those types of political systems 
which developed Sn Western Europe from the seventeenth 
century and which spread to other parts of Europe. to 
the American continent ,  and, in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries to Asian and Afrlcan countries.21 

The concept of Political Wodernixation is used by Eisenstadt "as 

an attribute of history, as a specific historical transitional 

process and as a certain development policy in Third World 

countries."22 Political Development, from this perspective, means 

liberal democratic development. The objective of this process Is 

nothing less than to recreate in the ThIrd World the type of 

political system' that developed fortuitously in the West bY 

means of external inducement5.23 Furthermore, while the political 

evolution of the West shows that democracy  was  often the result 

of radical and violent proc eeeee of change. Political Development 

vas  fundamentally concerned with achieving democracy while 

avoiding disorder end instability. 24 Political Development was 
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then portrayed as "ts continuous process of growth which is 

produced by forces within the system and which is absorbed by the 

system."25 According to Eisenstadt 

the central problem of modernizstion in a modern 
polttical system is the abtlity to deal with such 
changing demands. They must be absorbed in policy 
making while assurine continuity to the system. 
Sustained political growth thus becomes a central 
problem of political systems.26 

Thus, system survival Is • central concern of the Political 

Development approach. This vill become more evident in the 

discussion that follows. 

Political Development can be characterised as an 

&historical, reductionist. voluntaristic,  and conservative 

aPPrnesch to political change in the Third World. In the social 

sciences, ahistoricism refers, to the study of social phenomenon 

abstracted from time.27 Two forms of &historicism are evident in 

the theory of Political Development. The first -te that the 

political systems of the liberal democratic countries of the 

world are used as normative models for the Thtrd World, without 

considering the historical factors that determined the emergence 

and consolidation of political process** and institutions in 

democratic societies. The second is that liberal democracy as • 

normative model  te lntroduced in developing countries without due 

consideration to the historical factors that have shaped the 

these societies, and that condition and 

for the emergence of liberal democrstic 

This &historical understanding of social 

intimately linked with the reductiontst 

political evolution of 

limit the possibilities 

institutions in them. 

and political change Is 
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view of politics that prevails in the Political Development

literature.

Reductionist form of analysis attempt "to reduce complex

events to simple prlnciples."29 In other rords. reductlonist

analyses attempt to explain "social reality by only one of its

parts. .•."29 The theory of Polittcal Development deals with

political
phenomena In Isolation from social- economic and

historical factors. This reductionist approach to the study of

polltics In the Third World accounts for the voluntarist nature

of the explanations provided by the literature in this field. In

social sciences. volunterism denotes any theory that stresses

"the invlolabillty of free will which In an independent capacity

of human beings to do as they please rather than react under

compulston."30 Yoluntarism.
in other vords. "denotes any theory

that stresses the place of choice. decision. purpose. and norms

in social
action. "31 Voluntarist explanations tend to Ignore the

role that structural factors play in condltionins and liattttg

human beings, freedom of action.

Political
Development theory 1s voluntaristic because it

lmplicttly or expilcitly regards political Institutions as If

they
were the result of consclous design. Political change is

explalned.primerily as the result of political and technical

Intervention rather than as the outcome of multiple political.

economic and International forces. Finally. the theory of

Political
Development is conservative because it attempts to

promote democracy within the existing social order. The promotion

9

of gradual
homeostatic chan=e is. then. the practical objective

of the Political Development approach.

The ehlstorlcal. reductionist. voluntaristtc and

conservative nature of the theory of Political Development has

had lestlnN effects on the pro4ram of International cooperation

in the field of pollttcs. This can be seen In the tendency that

prevails among many of the North American Institutions and

democratic development
protrams intended to promote democracy

through the Introduction of formal leNel arrangements in the

political systems of developing countrles.32 This approach fails

to recognize that democracy to both a formal mechanism for

conflict resolution and an expression of a political consensus. 33

Democracy is not only e political technology but also a socially

recognized
delimitation of the scope and form of legitimate

political struggle and dlssent.34 These two dimensions of

democracy are tntlioately linked to each other. T h e

effectiveness of democracy as a mechanism for conflict resolutton

depends
on the existence of a consensus regarding the basic

organization and nature of political life.

The existence of a political consensus in liberal democratic

societies does not lead to the absence of conflict in these

societies. it simply means that conflict 1s regulated and managed

within socially accepted boundaries.
From this perspective. It

Is Important to distin`utsh between two types of confllctss

political conflict
rithln the regisr. and political conflict

about the regime. 35 Maurice Duverger explatns that the
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difference between these two forms of political conflict

"resembles the distinction between a game played according to the

rules, and e contest that Is waged against the rules In order to

establish new rules." 36 Conflict within the retime, such as

electoral competition. Is marginal in the sense that It does not

affect the fundamental principles and Institutions of a political

system. Conflict about or over the regime, on the other hand. Is

fundamental In the sense that It questions the very basis of

social and political ltfe.

Elections and other democratic mechanisms for conflict

resolution deal with marginal rather than fundamental social

Issues. Elections are effective mechanisms for conflict

resolution when political disputes can be resolved with changes

of government. Hovever. elections were not designed as a

mechanism for conflict resolution when political struggle and

competition Is about or over the nature of the regime. It

follows that fundamental political disputes must be settled

before elections can be used effectively. Giuseppe 01 Palme

points out that in the European experience.

elections were never used as a tool to bring about
democracy. stmtlarly, they were never used to arrest
liberalization at the threshold of democracy. by
artfully constraining electoral participation and
procedures. Nor were they ever successfully used to go
beyond democracy. towards some kind of radlcaliztns
utopia. As a tool for democracy. they were not needed;
as a tool against It. they were late and insufficient.
Instead, elections were knowingly used to lesitieise
after the fact, and even with some delay, a democratic
choice that had already been made by and through the
revival of civil society and of state/tnstitutional
autonoeqr. 37

it

Elections, according to DiPalma. are democratic not because they

are about democracy, but because they are rlthtn democracy. 38

Put it in a different vay. elections and other democratic

mechenlsmg for conflict resolution are functional only when they

deal with conflict resolution within the regime. They are

effective as long as their legal and formal application to

sustained by a legitimized (and consequently socially accepted)

view of the fundamental nature of the reaim. Dahl explains:

In a sense, what we ordinarily describe as democratic
"politics" Is merely the chaff. It to the surface
manifestation. representing superficial conflicts.
Prior to polltics, beneath It. envelopins it.
restricting It. conditioning It. Is the underlying
consensus on policy that usually exists in the society
among a predominant portion of the politically active
members. Ntthout such a consensus no democratic system
would ton= survive the endless Irritations and
frustrations of elections and party competition. With
such a consensus the disputes over policy alternatives
are nearly always disputes over a not of alternatives
that have already been winnowed down to those within
the broad area of basic agreement. 39

In many if not most developing countrtes, polttlcal Instabtlity

and turmoil express the absence of a consensus regarding the

political organization and orientation of society. Terry Karl

explains that achieving this consensus requires agreement among

social forces and political actors at least In regard to "the

permanent rules governing the competition for public offices the

resolution of confllcts the reproduction of capital; and the

appropriate role of the state. particularly the military and the

bureaucracy." 40
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Conclusions 

The purpose of thts paper was to assess the concept of 

Political Development. This assessment had a practical and 

concrete obIective: to contribute to the identification of the 

potential limitations. possibilities. and opportunities for the 

promotion of democratic institutions by the newly created 

International Centre for Human Rights end Democratic Development. 

It has been argued that Political Development represents an 

ahistorical. reductionist. voluntaristic and cons ***** ive 

approach to politics in developing countries. The practical 

limitations of this approach are evident: while it ls possible to 

create end transfer the legal mechanism for the articulation of 

democratic proc eeeee and institutions ,  it is virtually impossible 

to provide these processes and Institutions with the legitimacy 

they need to effectively regulate and control social conflict. 

It is possible to argue that attempts to externally induce 

the political development of developing countriew can result in 

the establishment of elections and other democratic processes 

within illegitimate and socially unacceptable political regimes. 

In other words. it  I.  possible to estabtish democratic proc eeeee 

and practices that have a legal rather than a legitimate value 

and meanine. Hebert Adam explains in his analysis of legitimacy 

and ethnicity in South Africa that leeelity can become a 

substitute for legitimacy and an effective guideline for the 

enforcement of order. In South Afrlca. for example. "the 
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separatton of legality from legitimacy makes it possible to rule 

illegitimately with the aid of the law."41 

To avoid the limitations of the Political Development 

International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic 

should transcend the formalistic and technical 

political institutions that have characterized many 

of the post World Mar II efforts to promote democracy in 

developing countries,. A rich. intellectually and politically 

h agenda could be designed to study the 

poasibilities and limitations for the articulation of political 

consensus in developing countries. Knowledge of these 

possibilities and limitations is essential to identify, design 

and implement formal mechanisms of conflict resolution in these 

societies. Heedless to say a research agenda of this type should 

grow out of the developing countries themselves, and ,  more 

specifically, they should be prodUced and implemented by the 

political and the academic communities of those countries. 

Organizations are always pressed to prodUce clear and 

concrete results and organizations working in the field of 

international cooperation are not exempt from this requirement. 

The temptation will be strong to take the easy path of promoting 

and diffusing the political technology of liberal democracy in a 

new organization like the International Centre for Human Rights 

and Democratic Development. It Is  s  safe  modus  operandI and moreover, 

approach the 

Development 

treatment of 

relevant 
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the product Is visible. well known and it enjoys legitimacy at

home. The production of knowledge of the

for democretic consensus in developing

hand, can be a lonj, difficult.

results of vhich might never be

bureeucrets looking for quick and

The way the International

potentiel and obstacles

countries, on the other

and frustrating process, the

evident

visible

Centre

to many politiciens and

results.

for Human RiRhts and

domestic pressures and

creatlvity. and lonj-

tSesocrattc Development balances its own

constraints with the need for Imagination.

term Involveoent that the understanding of the difficult

political conditions of developlns countries requires, will

undoubtedly determine the future relevance of this new

oreanization.
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Executive Summary 

A.I.D.'s environment is changing. Accordingly, the organization must change. 
S,. This  calls for strategic marugement that affects all facets, from the 

Agency's mission to its policies, procedures, work force, structure and informa- 
tion systems. M.D. is intensely re-examining iu organizational direction, opera-
tions and structure. We are proud of the Agency's accomplishments during the 
last 30 years and of the staff who have made them happen. We also acknowledge 
that there are operational problenu to be corrected. My strategic scenario will 
show that A.I.D. in five years  will be a different organization than it is now. Our 
approach to management requires immediate steps to put our house in order and 
a broader agenda that begins with adjustment of A.I.D.'s purpose  and  strategy so 
that our goals are dear to  all who have a suke in our success. 

Clarity of purpose is the first requirement for effective management, and A.I.D. 
has issued an updated mission statement 

Within  that  mission, out program strategy will emphasize three major initiatives: 
(I) Democracy; (2) Partnership for Business and Development; and (3) Family 
and Development These initiatives are discussed in more detail elsewhere. 
They respect continuity in areas of success and call for innovation. 

To meet this program agenda, our striate nuritogrment goal or an organiza-
tion h to do fewer thine and do them Pay toelL We will  concentrate our 
energies in order to assure quality — of programs, of services and of operations. 

As A.1.D. moves to achieve this goal, we will ensure high-quality prognns results 
and a cornmiunent to excellence in stewardship of resources. 

This management Initiative focuses on near-term and long-tenn changes. Imme-
diate  management  targets are to evaluate the program. tighten controls on funds 
and develop and reward the work force. We will also work toward streamlining . 
the portfolio and structure of the Agency and obtaining and using the best infor-
mation technology. 

Over the longer terrn, we will funher focus the program strategy, establish values 
and rewards as driving forces for the staff and install a corporate management 
system that emphasizes qtubty programs and services. In each of these areu, we 
will draw from the best management concepts and practices in contemporary 
government and business. 



A.I.D.'s Changing Environment

The environment of the 1990s prorpises to be a complex and changing one for

A.I.D. The winds of change are blowing around the world, and nations are
experiencing dramatic transformations that have both economic and pofitial
dimensions. Economic and political freedoms are op the rise -- yet the specters
of poverty, insability, authoriarianism and environmental degradation still cast

-
long shadows. The 1990s will be a time of great challenges for our organization.

In the United States the oversll economic climate, budget deficit and scarcity of
funds will influence A.I.D.'s operations in the 1990s. A.I.D. will pursue close
collaboration and cooperation among the Administrstion. Congress, the Ameri-
can people and other donors to chart a course to meet the needs of s rapidly
changing world and the strategic role that U.S. foreign assistance will play.

A.I.D.'s world is now filled with additional opportunities and responsibilities in
Eastern Europe, the Middle East. Asia, Africa and Latin Ameria. Millions of
men, women and children depend on A.LD.'s programs for their rery existence.
Economic relations among nations are going through deep changes. A.I.D.
managers appreciate these realities. We acknowledge that, now more than ever,

strong leadership and effective management are necessary prerequisites for maxi-

mising the total impact of U.S. foreign assisance.

We take pride in what we have done. The Agency for International Develop-
ment, as an instrument of U.S. foreign poliry, has had worldwide succas over the
last 30 ycars. Copied and applauded. A.I.D. has made notable contributions to
primary education; health and child survival; administering Food for Peace pro-
grams; promoting food self-reliance; providing civilians with relief and stability

during natural disasters, wars and civil strife; aesting economic infrastrucutrec

and building democratic institutions, among many other achievements. We know

that these accomplishments arc due to the skill and d•diation of a talented,
aring and cortscientious work fora.

Assessing and Defining A.I.D.'s Role for the Füture

Against this backdrop, the Agency for International Development has been
undergoing intense, tritial self-assessmen: of its role, operations and manage-
ment processes. lriitially, the assessment addressed the operatiorulissues. With

the arrival of new leadership. and to meet our need to chart a direct course,
management has also been approached in broader tesms. The overall pwPose
and direction of the Agency are under review. A.I.D.'s existing pol'icies, structure
and practices are being revisited. This effort looks at A.I.D. as on organi ^oromnu
whole, to comprehend better the interactions among the strategic (policy

lation and priorities), tactical (►mplementation) and support (operational) environ-
menu. The Administrator and the entire senior management team have been

active in this assessment.

Basic factors stand out. First, the much-amended Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) of
1961, with its 30-plus objectives for U.S. assistance, should be «cast. It is simply

for assistance in thetoo diverse in its directions to prpvide a manageable framework
current and future environment. Second, in recent years. Congress and others have
been concerned about the effectiveness of the Agency. These concerns arise in

several Inspector General and General Accountir,g Office (GAO) reports. Recur-

ring operational problems with contracting methods, financial management and
aspects of project implementation have fueled the perception of A.I.D: s inability to
execvte effectively and efficiently the delivery of U.S. economic assistance.

It is clear that A.I.D. can strengthen its management in order to fulfill our mandate

as the principal instrument of U.S. foreign assistance implementation. The Admin-

istrator and the Agency's executive team are fully committed to management

excellence, both short• and long-term The A.I.D. mission statement, which

communicates s clear vision of the Agenc7^s long-term goals and direction, is

central to this mandate. This transcending vision is the basis for ail A.I.D. pro-
grams and is the overall framework within which the Agency will conduct its

business.

Mission Statement

The mission of the Agency for International Development is to administer
economic assistance prograau that combine an Amecian tradidon of inter-
national concern and generosity with the active promotion of America's
national Interests. A.I.D. sssists developing countries to realize their full
national potential through the development of open and democratic societies
and the dynamism of free markets and individual Iddsdve. A.I.D. assists

nations throughout the world to improve the quality of hua= life and to
expand the range of Individual opportunities byt reducing poverty, ignorance
and mnlttutridon.

A.I.D. meets these objectives through a worldwide network of country

missions which develop and implement programs guided by six prindplesr

• support for free ana:kecs and broad-based ecanosnic growthl

• concern for individuals and the development of their economic and social

well-beingi

• support for democYacyi

• responsible environmental polides and prudent management of natunl

resources;

• support for lasting solutions to transnational problems; and,

• humanitarian assistance to those who suffer from natural or man-made

disasters.



A.1.D.'s mission as a foreign affairs agency of the U.S. goverrunent is to 
translate Into action the conviction of our nation that continued American 
economic and moral leadership is vital to a peacefid and prosperous wodd. 

The mission statement encompasses the full range of A.1.D.'s present involve-
ment in international development Within this framework the Agency is launch-
ing the three program initiatives: (I) Democracy, with emphasis on strengthening 
democratic institutions to build equitable  socle des;  (2) Partnership for Business 
and Development. intended to engage private sector participation in sustaining 
free-market principles and broad-based economic growth in developing countries; 
and (3) Family and Development,  which focuses on the family as a huidamental 
element in social and economic development 

The rest of the suategic management initiative is companion to and supportive of 

the program initiatives but also cuts across all of the Agency's programs. 

Management Improvement Near- and Long-Term 

AID. is working on its ship of state in two ways: one will repait  and  remove the 

barnacles from the hull and tighten the rigging, revitalize the crew and polish the 

brass, while the other will adjust the navigadonal instruments and set the course 

for the right place on the horizon. Given the pace of change, we are doing both 

things at once. This agenda will be a muting point for our partnership with the 

recendy enacted President's Commission on Foreign Assistance Management. 

the GA0.1 General Management Review and our ongoing work with the Inspec-
tor General. 

Scenario of Change 

By the year 1996, the Agency for International Development will show better 

program impact, stewardship of resources  and  operational efficiency. Some 

planning assumptions being explored are that A.LD. will  be a smaller bureau-
cracy, with most of its staff overseas, running the same-sized or larger program in 

dollar terms. A.LD. may move toward °wholesaling° a set of tested development 

approtches in certain areas, through private, non-profit or university orpnita-
dons. We dim still retain the capacity to innorate and respond to new needs. 

A.1.D.'s staff will be more diverse culturally and in gender. Thee may be two 
main groupr highly skilled managers with a clear career path and technical 

specialists employed as their skills are required. Larger blocks of work may be 

run under contracts and grants. There wi ll  be greater autonomy for field opera-

dons within a system of evaluation and operational/financial auditing to assure 

accountability. Promotion, incentives and awards will flow to those individuals 

and teams who can show program impact, account for resources and find a 

productive balance between innovation and prudence. 

The central  goal of the management initiative is to do fewer things — and do 
them very well. We believe that only by clearing the deck of some of the clutter 
can we also achieve two operational objectives that guide our daily work: 
(I) showing high-quality program results and (2) demonstrating excellence in 
stewardship of resources. 

• 

Getting Shipshape: Near-Term Management 
Improvements 

Within the framework we have set, the inunediate management urgets are to 
evaluate the program, tighten controls on funds and develop and reward the 
work force. We will also work toward streamlining the portfolio and structure of 
the Agency and obtaining and using the best information technology to improve 
productivity. The.Administrator has charged the execudve team to take action 
on each of these under his direct supervision. While of immediate concern. - 
some of them will require sustained efforts before they show results. A brief 
picture of  each  of these follows. 

A strengthened evaluation  (miction in the Bureau for Program and Policy Coor-
dination and in our overseas missions will assure thst A.1.D.'s story gets told fully 
and honesdy, and that we more purposefully learn from and apply our experience 
u new programs are funded and designed. By better measuring and reporting 
on our program, we expect to gain both internal and external benefits. With a 
clearer purpose and strategy for evaluadon that is tied to our mission statement, 
A.1.D. managers will be able to channel funds and staff to key areas where analy-
sis and reporting are most crucial. With more and better evaluation information. 
the same managers can then more readily replicate success. With more frequent 
and reliable reporting on program outcomes, we can work  collabora  tively  with 
the Congress and with cooperating countries to assure that A.I.D. builds on its 
strengths and adapts its programs to changing needs overseas. 

ae 

A.1.D.'s ability to control adequately the use of its fiinds in the developing coun-
try context has improved steadily over the years,  but vulnerabilities remain. The 
Administrator is determined that continuing top-level attention svill Se given to 
this matter, both in terms of prevention and in taldng action on problems that 
may arise or persist He has charged the Deputy Administrator with chairing 
senior team on a condnuous basis to oversee audit results, make needed changes 
in systems and policies (for contracting, audit programs and follow-up, and other 
actions  as  needed) and to report Erequendy to him and through him to the 
President, the Department of State, the Office of Management and Budget and 
the Congress. In a related area, the Agency's primuy accoundng system is being 
replaced. Increased efficiency ,  security  and  reliability are expected. Billings, 
paymentt and reports needed by executives and external cooperadng entities will 
be improved. The plan includes related staff training and better management and 
regular assessment of controllers' offices. 
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The men and women who work for A.I.D. are its primary resource for achieving 
the Agency's mission to meet  the goal of excellent performance. The Adminis-
uator recognizes and reinforces the widely held values of dedication to service, to 
quality and to integrity dut exist among OW skilled personnel. In addition, he 
supports the career  staffa  growing commitment to open communications, two-
way feedback, anticipating and managing change and productivity 'improvement 
He has charged his executives with aniculatinrand behaving according to these 
values. The personnel office is charged with better planning cache deployment 
and professional growth of the staff and with adjusting the rewards and incentives 
to strengthen sccountability and to recognize program and management accom-
plislunents of succeuful teams. Recruitment will be more focused on both 
present and anticipated needs and will seek to tap the rich diversity of the Ameri-
can woik force of the 1990s.  Human resource management will be more inte-
grated and direcdy linked to achieving the Agency's strategic goals. 

Another product of senior staff working groups is to be a streamlined AID. 
This is expected to affect a number of  dimensions:  a leaner structure; simplified 
procediu-es and papenrork dearer roles and funcdons for Washington support 
offices; more focused programs at the mutiny or regjonal level; and better  use of 
information technology. 

The information system of the Agency is being upgraded to meet program and 

efficiency objectives, as well as to reduce vulnerability to misuse. 'ne informa-
tion resource strategy encompasses new hardware, software, user skills and user-

friendliness. In these way; and through  standardisation  of data  management,  all 

personnel will have accurate and reliable information. These actions are essential 
to meet other management objectives such as program tracking, accountability 
and productivity at all levels. 

Widi this agenda, the AID. Administrator and his executive  teins  intend to 
demonstrate that we have the capacity to  fia  what needs fixing, to strengthen our 
administrative creditnlity and, over the longer term, to become one of the best-
managed international agencies in the federal government 

Longer-Term Transformation: Navigating  the  
Nex-t Decade 

The actions described above are occurring or planned largely within past and 

current policy and statutory contexts. They will result in concrete improvements 

and build a new environment of trust for the Agency. 

But we must go beyond dist We must set bolder targets for transforming A.I.D. 

during this decade. If M.D. is to be truly relevant, to take a dear kadenhip role 

that builds on the Agency's successes and to become purposefid, flexible and 

innovative — more powerful actions may have to be taken. ln 1996 we will be a 

different Agency — more focused, leaner,  more  effective, with  heurt  develop-
ment res-ults. 

The Agency's program strategy will be more sharply focused in concert with 
Congreu. Our mission and our intention to do fewer things and do diem better 
will be understood by sll staff, and by all of our cooperating countries and end-
ties. The organizational values are to be translated into higher productivity and 
quality programs and backed up by.  appropriate financial and other rewuds for 
units and individuals whose performance warrants them. We will work toward a 
unifying management system that gets the program results, the stewardship and 
the flexible responses we seek — setting a new  standard  that  maltes  the people of 
the United States proud  supporters of this institution. 

Redirecting the organizational culture or climate through attention to values is 
essential, but not sufficient A.I.D. will reach out to the best management con-
cepts and practices of contemporary business and govemment to apply those that 
are most suited. As an example, the work of the Federal Quslity Insdtute, now 
being employed in several spades, has potential merit for A.I.D. Known u 
Total Quality Management (TQM) or under other labels, it incorporates top 
management support, brood employee involvement, effective communications 
and measurement, continuous learning, and rewards and recognition. 

Whatever management system A.LD, adopts, it will be *corporate," encouraging 
A.LD. staff to sec themselves as pan of the whole Agency, not as merely part of 
some organization within A.I.D. 

Conclusion 

The seas that the Agency must navigate during the 1990s are likely to be stormy. 
The leadership is commined to overhauling our ship of state to meet this chal-
lenge. With a well-chuted course, a skilled and productive crew and a deeker 
profile, we are confident that we can arrive at the right ports with programs and 
services that meet the needs of cooperating countrieund our supporters in the 
United States. 
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• CHAPTER ONE • 
Introduction: 

Persistence, Erosion, Breakdown, 
and Renewal 

LARRY DIAMOND 

The countries in this volume represent a wide range of experiences with 
democratic government. India. despite the steady erosion of democratic 
institutions and the two years of authoritarian emergency rule under 
Indira Gandhi. and the continuing political strains under her son and 
successor Rajiv Gandhi. continues to stand as the most surprising and 
important case of democratic endurance in the developing world. In its 
much briefer life as an independent nation, Papua New Guinea has 
manifested a remarkably vibrant and resilient democratic system, albeit 
highly factionalized and patronage-based. 

No other Asian countries—neither in our study nor in that wide, 
expansive region of the globe—have been as continuously successful in 
maintaining a democratic system as India and Papua New Guinea. 
However. Turkey has sustained a liberal democracy through most of 
the four decades since World War II. and after its second (or more 
correctly. "second-and-a-halr) military intervention, it has revived a 
competitive (though less liberal) democratic system. Today, Turkey 
appears on the way to democratic consolidation. Far less certain are the 
fates of the recent democratic transitions in the Philippines and South 
Korea. In each case, however, authoritarian rule has been decisively 
rejected through broad-based mobilization,  and popular and elite 
commitment to democracy has been reaffirmed through recent elections. 
Facing different challenges to democratic consolidation—(among 
others) a lack of political order in the one case, and an excess of 
bureaucratic authoritarian control in the other—these two countries will 
be important tests of the democratic prospect in Asia. 

Although its recent path of democratic transition has been more 
gradual and controlled,  and more vulnerable to interruption by its 
military president. Pakistan has been moving toward the transfer of 
power from military rule to elected, civilian politicians. Elsewhere in 
Asia, outside our ten cases, other movements toward democracy 
proceed at slower paces or earlier stages, with greater control and 
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institutionalized direction from above in Taiwan, and greater popu-
lar mobilization, political polarization, and government resistance
and oppression in Bangladesh.

Our four remaining cases present sharply differing profiles of the
semidemocratic and authoritarian regimes in Asia. Sri Lanka and
Malaysia are an interesting contrast in civilian regimes whose demo-
cratic character has been battered, eroded, and diminished by profound
ethnic divisions and the reality or potential of ethnic violence. The brief
experience and haunting fear of a violent ethnic convulsion led in
Malaysia to a political restructuring in which competition was limited
and fixed to produce a firm parliamentary majority for the Malays and
the broad party alliance they control, and freedom of expression was
constricted to rule out the explosive issues of ethnic conflict and
hegemony. While this restructuring has leveled parliamentary democ-
racy down to a semidemocratic status, it has also brought considerable
ethnic peace, political stability, and socioeconomic prosperity (although
these now appear less secure). In Sri Lanka, by contrast, the deterioration
of one of the developing world's most successful democracies has
occurred amidst a tragic slide into civil war, tearing apart the polity and
society and ravaging the economy in ways that will take years, if not
decades, to resolve and repair.

Thailand and Indonesia may both be considered centralized,
bureaucratic polities, in which the military continues to exercise the
dominant authority and to penetrate virtually every significant insti-
tutional sector of government and society. But here, too, one finds
important contrasts with obvious implications for democracy and demo-
cratization. In Thailand, a multiparty, parliamentary system (weakly
institutionalized though it is) offers some degree of representation,
competition, and check on military-bureaucratic authority, with con-
sidcrablc potcntial for (gradual) evolution toward fuller democracy. In
Indonesia, political parties and electoral competition are much more
rigidly controlled, parliamentary institutions appear to be more of a
facade for military rule, civil and political liberties are more severely
repressed, and the prospect for democratization appears much slimmer
and more distant. And yet, Indonesia is hardly comparable to China or
Vietnam. There are some real niches of pluralism. and as the economy
develops and state control loosens, these will mature and perhaps press
for political liberalization.

This enormous variation in democratic statuses and experiences
stems in part from the breadth of our grouping of countries (by far the

broadest of the three regional volumes* in this series), It would perhaps
be challenging enough to seek to generalize across the countries of East
or Southeast Asia, with their varying Buddhist, Confucian, Muslim,
llindui, and Christian traditions, not to mention the many religiuus
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mixes and divisions within these countries. In South Asia, particularly
India, we find different cultural and colonial legacies, and for the most
part poorer economies and less developed societies. Turkey, of course,
can only in the very loosest conception be classified as Asian, and is
included in this volume only because we have (as yet) no volume on the
Middle East or Southern Europe.

The list of other differences among these ten countries is indeed a
very long one, extending also to their structure of ethnicity, class,
economy, and state, and to their international threats and insecurities.
And yet, this tremendous variation presents us with a great challenge
and opportunity of scholarship. For it offers a wealth of data with which
to explore (though hardly to resolve) the question with which we began
this study: What explains the differing outcomes of democratic experi-
ences in Asia, and throughout the developing world?

• BREAKDOWNS OF DEMOCRACY IN ASIA •

All ten of the countries in this volume have had some experience with
liberal democratic government, meeting (at least in a very rough and
broad sense) the definitional criteria in our preface. Indeed, this one
common historical feature was an important criterion in our selection of
cases. Of these ten, only Papua New Guinea has not experienced some
interruption or breakdown of democracy. A look at the contexts and
processes of democratic breakdown or suspension should give pause to
those who take a deterministic view of democratic failures in Asia.

Whether we classify the loss of democracy by the gravity of the
phenomenon-from the reduction of civil and political liberties, to the
temporary interruption of democratic processes, to the complete dis-
placement of the democratic system-or by its agent, the military or the
civilian executive, one thing is clear. As a preceding four-volume study
of democratic breakdowns has demonstrated in compelling fashion for
Europe and Latin America,' the breakdowns of democracy in Asia have
not been inevitable occurrences. Rather, the choices, decisions, values,
and actions of political and institutional leaders have figured promi-
nently-and in many cases, quite clearly decisively-in the decline or
fall of democracy. Moreover, the decisive choices, actions, and decisions
have primarily been those of civilian politicians-even when the mili-
tary was the agent displacing the democratic system.

One should not neglect to begin with the obvious. As has been the
case throughout the ages and around the world, the onset of authori-
tarianism in post-World War 11 Asia can sometimes be traced to the
simple desire of a ruler to remain in power indef;nitety, at all costs.
Many interpretalions can and have hecn offered for rndira Gandh:'a

NTwnn
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declaration of emergency rule on June 26, 1975. But whatever the 

credibility of her dubious claims of threat to civil order and develop-

mental progress, or of hcr call  for political discipline and a strong state 

as the price for rapid development, the threat to her own political 
power by a judicial decision on her 1971 election and by recent opposi-

tion electoral gains must have figured largely. As Jyotirindra Das Gupta 

argues in his contribution to this volume, she opted for the seemingly 

sure path of seizing upon the constitution's emergency provisions to 

repress her opposition ,  rather than "a patiently dravvn institutional 

strategy to utilize her populist appeal in a manner that would strengthen 

both her party and her democratic authority." Ironically, her choice 
backfired resoundingly twenty-one months later. 

Perhaps because she did not need to, given the broad emergency 

powers in the Indian constitution. Indira Gandhi bent and abused but 

did not overthrow the constitutional system that brought her to power. 

Similarly, the less dramatic but more enduring erosion of democracy in 

Sri Lanka has come via the actions and choices of political party leaders, 

using the letter while violating the spirit of the constitutional process. In 

her chapter on Sri Lanka, Urmila Phadnis makes clear that the key 

turning point in the deterioration of democracy in Sri Lanka came with 

the landslide 1970 election victory of the left-leaning United Front. 

which then used  ils  overwhelming parliamentary majority to ram through 

a new constitution in 1972, while conveniently (and undemocratically) 

extending its term of office two years. At the same time, Mrs. Bandara-

naike's UF government was freely invoking emergency regulations to 
suspend the Bill of Rights and to limit the capacity of the legislature and 

judiciary to check the executive branch. 
This flouting of a previously longstanding democratic tradition-

which had seen a regular alternation in power between the two major 

parties since 1952 (theretofore a unique phenomenon in Asia and 

Africa)—set a dangerous precedent. When J. R. Jayewardene's United 

National Party (UNP) swept into power vvith an even greater landslide 

in 1977, it returned the favor, pushing through a new constitution of its 

own (equally unacceptable to the opposition), which again extended the 
ruling pariy's parliamentary term (this time by five years) vvhile switching 
to a presidential system and further eroding the independent power of 

the legislature and judiciary. As we will see, structural problems and 

opportunities contributed to these abuses of the democratic system. But 

to those who would or did argue that such actions were compelled by 

the imperatives of the situation, in particular the crisis of national 

integration, it is worth noting that the sense of grievance by the minority 

Tamil community did not crystallize into antisystemic, separatist senti-
ment until five years after the 1970 election of the UF government.  

whose sweeping policies of "affirmative action" for the majority Sinha-
lese pressed the Tamils to the wall. 

Malaysia's descent toward semidemocracy contrasts with Sri 
Lanka's experience in several respects. For one thing, it happened in a 
single period of deliberate restructuring, through the pursuit (heavy-
handed though it was) of consensus, rather than in a piecemeal and 
intensely partisan fashion over many years. Although deep communal 
divisions provide an important backdrop in each case, in Malaysia the 
constriction of the democratic system came more visibly in response to 
the problem of ethnic polarization and violence, following serious 
ethnic rioting, and was undertaken in order to preserve the hegemony 
of an ethnic group—the Malays—rather than a political party per se. 
I lowever, as Zakaria Haji Ahmad notes in these pages, in a system of 
ethnic parties, the issues of party and ethnic hegemony are inseparable. 
It was not just the ethnic rioting that led Malay leaders to change the 
rules of the game, but the fact that the showing of the ruling party 
Alliance (dominated by their own United Malays National Organi-
zation, or UMNO) in the 1969 elections "served notice that [they] might 
have to one day face the prospect of an electoral defeat." 

Looking back in time from the present, it may seem that no instance 
of democratic breakdown better illustrates the personal desire to retain 
and expand power at all costs than the executive coup by Philippine 
President Ferdinand Marcos. As Karl Jackson indicates here, it was 
Marcos' inability to win constitutional changes permitting him to re-
main in office beyond his second term that led him to deélare martial 
law on September 23, 1972. Marcos, too, had all sorts of rationales for 
his action, wrapped up in his promise of a New Society. Authoritarian 
rule, he said, was needed to "democratize wealth" and **revolutionize 
society"; to break the political culture of the corrupt status quo and the 
crippling power of the landed oligarchs; to defeat the renewed com-
munist insurgency; and to inculcate a new discipline that would foster 
rapid development. But in contrast to India and Sri Lanka, Marcos' 
action came in response to a widespread sense—not only in the Philip-
pines, but throughout Southeast Asia—that western-style democratic 
institutions were not working. As Jackson also demonstrates, the dec-
laration of martial law came at a time when the corrupt, oligarchic 
Philippine democracy did in fact seem to be breaking down (in part 
because of Marcos' own abuses), and initially his martial law regime 
achieved popular support and success. 

The Philippine case thus reflects two of the underlying causes of 
democratic breakdown in Asia: overwhelming personal (or in this case 
family) ambition, and manifest malfunctioning of the democratic system, 
particularly with regard to the performance of the politicians. This dual 
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causation has also been apparent in South Korea, though at different
points in time. The failure of the First Korean Republic-endowed with
high hopes and a democratic constitution in 1948--came through the
familiar instrument of a creeping executive coup. As Sung-Joo Han
writes in this volume, "Rhee was determined to remain in power-for
life-which required several constitutional changes, election rigging,
and repression of the opposition." By contrast, the failure of the brief
attempt at full liberal democracy in the Second Republic was a failure of
democratic functioning. As Han shows, this breakdown was fed by deep
divisions and difficulties in the social and political structure, but it was
advanced and sealed by the weak, indecisive, ineffectual leadership of
Prime Minister Chang Myon and by the rigid, uncompromising, and
often undemocratic behavior of civilian politicians and parties. The turn
of the subsequent authoritarian regime of Park Chung Hee away from
limited political competition and potential democratic evolution,
toward a much more authoritarian and repressive structure. owed
heavily to Park's determination to remain in power indefinitely, no
matter how the constitution had to be rewritten and the opposition
crushed.

The repeated failure of democratic experiments in Pakistan merits
especially close attention, for Pakistan shared the same colonial ad-
ministration and heritage as democratically successful India, of which it
was a part until the bloody partition of August 1947. From the beginning,
democratic politics in Pakistan suffered from major structural problems,
but as Leo Rose explains in this volume. Pakistan's political elite was no
less culturally committed to democracy than India's, and as Myron
Weiner has noted, in its first decade Pakistan did operate a"West-
minster parliamentary government characterized by competitive political
parties, elections, a free press, an independent judiciary and freedom of
association."' The breakdown of that system in 1958 revealed major
institutional flaws and weaknesses, but it also reflected the failure of
democratic leadership to resolve political differences and deliver stable,
effective government. It is important to remember that the Army inter-
vened only after President Iskandar Mirza had won his struggle for
power with the prime minister through an executive coup that ended
democracy. The failure of the second chance at civilian democracy
under Zulfikar Bhutto was preordained only in the sense that, in his
determination to consolidate, centralize, and perpetuate power in his
own hands. Bhutto never gave the system a chance to operate and
develop democratically. Again, when the military struck in 1977, it
displaced a regime that no longer appeared democratic or legitimate.

The latter point is of great theoretical significance, for it recurs
across a number of the Asian cases in this volume. Indeed, in all five of
ovr cases where the military has intervened (somctimes repcatedly) to
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overthrow civilian regime, democratic malfunctioning was painfully
evident and regime legitimacy severely croded by the time the military
struck. In addition to the 1961 coup in South Korea and the 1958 and
1977 coups in Pakistan, this generalization applies to all three military
interventions in Turkey (19h1), 1971, and 19811), to the 1976 military
coup in 'l'hailand, and to the Indonesian army's support of martial law
in 1957 and its displacement of Sukarno in 1966. Interestingly, it also
explains the unsuccessful military coup plot in Sri Lanka in 1962, when
"upheaval seemed to be coming from every quarter," in the form of
communal violence, labor strikes, mass protests, militant policies, and
emergency provisions that the military was given the distasteful task of
enforcing.'

As Ulf Sundhaussen writes here in his analysis of the lndonesian
case, "The army has not increased its political power by coups against
legitimate governments, but rather has stepped in whenever vacuums
needed to he filled, especially in 1957 and 1966. It has come to see itself as
the savior of the nation from rapacious and incompetent politicians. ..."
As Sundhausscn shows, the military supported or at least tolerated
parliamentary democracy through seven years of extremely unstable
coalitions, revolving and ineffective governments, recurrent ethnic con-
flict and revolts, and generally corrupt, inept, and selfish politics. It was
only when the parlimentary system finally ceased functioning altogether,
unable to piece together one more fragile coalition, that the military
acted against it. Hence, it was not the personal, institutional, or ideo-
logical ambitions of the military that defeated democracy in Indonesia.
nor the lack of mass democratic commitment, but, as Sundhaussen puts
it, -the actions and attitudes" of the political elite. "and especially those
.sections of the elite which purportedly stood for democracy." Ironically,
among the most ill-advised of these civilian actions was the attempt by
politicians to use the military for their own ends, a lesson reinforced by
the experience of Bhutto in Pakistan and the Sri Lankan coup plot as
well.

It is no( simply public disordcr, government immobilism, and polit-
ical polarization that the military ( no( to mention society in general)
find distasteful, but more especially the need or decision of weak,
embattled civilian governments to use the military to restore order.
When the military is dragged into the turmoil of civilian politics in this
way, its total intervention is often not long in coming. Thus, as Ergun
Oz.hudun observes in his chapter on Turkey, "a harmful side effect of
martial law is the seemingly inevitable pcditicization of the armed forces,
or the 'militarization' of political conllict, which may pave the way for
full-scalc military intervention. Indeed, all three military interventions
in recent Turkish history were preceded by martial law regimes insti-
lulcd by civilian govcrnmcntc.'• 1
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While there may he alternatives in such periods of crisis. the deci-
sion to turn to the military often reflects not so much the wrong choice 
on the part of political leaders but their mismanagement of political 
conflict, mobilizing it or permitting it to be mobilized out of control. 
Underlying each cycle of martial law and military intervention in 

Turkey  has  been a precipitous rise in political polarization ,  intolerance, 

and violence. Other failures of government performance have com-

pounded the sense of crisis: inept and authoritarian handling of opposi-

tion and protest; conflict between the politicians and the bureaucrats; 

serious cumomic problems; and by 1980, an alarming growth of terrorism. 

One can point, as ôzbudun does, to a number of social, cultural, and 

structural factors that fostered the polarization, but in none of these 

breakdowns can one deny the large measure of responsibility of the 

civilian political leaders, who proved unwilling and unable to bridge 

their partisan and ideological di fferences in order to rescue democracy 
from the polarization and immobilism that were destroying it. 

Chai-Anan Samudavanija's analysis of the breakdown of Thailand's 

democratic experiment in 1974-76 shows a similar failure of political 

leadership. To be sure, the flood of pent-up demands and the absence 

of mature political institutions imposed a difficult challenge on party 

leaders. But it is far from clear that these challenges could not have 

been met, and democratic institutions and patterns gradually developed, if 

political leaders had been able to establish some basis of consensus, or 

at least stable and effective patterns of interaction, amongst themselves. 

Instead, distrustful of one another and preoccupied with their short-
term and narrow interests, they produced a series of ineffectual and 

unstable governments that could not manage the underlying tensions in 

the society. The context of growing political polarization, violence, and 
indecision provided the familiar, fertile ground for military intervention. 

The Role of Leadership 

None of the contributors to this volume would advance a "great man" 
theory of history to explain the fat:: of the democratic experiments they 
analyze. Neve rt heless, the role of political leadership emerges in each 

case as an important factor. By leadership we have in mind the actions, 

values, choices, and skills of both a country's political elite and its one 

or few top government and party leaders. We have already mentioned 
the self-aggrandizing ambitions and authoritarian styles of putatively 

democratic leaders such as Marcos, Rhee, Bhutto, Bandaranaike, Jaye-

wardene, Sukarno, and Indira Gandhi, all of whom used the democratic 
process to erode or destroy democracy. Without denying the cultural 

and structural factors underlying their di fferent behaviors, it is worth 
noting that Prime Minister Michael Somare, and his successor Julius 

Chan, did not attempt to twist the political rules or structures of democ-
racy in Papua New Guinea in order to remain in power indefinitely. 
When their parliamentary coalitions fell or were defeated, they did 
something unusual in Asian politics: They simply left office. 

As David Lipset demonstrates in his chapter, this difference in the 
politics of Papua New Guinea is heavily shaped by the traditional 
culture, which has also given rise to a more consensual and accom-
modating style of politics among party elites. This pragmatic, comp-
romising leadership style contrasts markedly with the intransigence of 
the major party leaders, Demirel and Ecevit, that hastened Turkey's 
democratic breakdown in 1980, and with the fragmentation and inability 
to forge consensus of Thai political leaders during 1974-76. In this 
respect, the stubborn unwillingness of South Korea's major opposition 
leaders. Kim Young Sam and Kim Dae Jung, to compromise with one 
another or the regime in the electoral transition to democracy was seen 
by many as unfortunate. Despite its deep ethnic divisions, the more 
consensual style of political leadership in Malaysia has been a factor in 
its relative political stability from 1971 until the late 1980s, when a new 
prime minister upset the balance with his intolerance and drive to 
accumulate personal power. 

Malaysia also stands in contrast to countries such as South Korea 
and Indonesia for the clear democratic commitment of its founding 
post-independence leaders. As Zakaria writes, Malaysia's first prime 
minister at independence, Tunku Abdul Rahman, was committed to 
parliamentary democracy as a "priority principle," and the workability 
of democracy in those tense early years had much to do with his 
consensual style and stance "above communal chauvinism." The demo-
cratic orientation of Malaysia's early leaders kept the system from 
plunging into full authoritarianism during the period of democratic 
suspension in 1969-71, and helped ensure a return to some kind of 
competitive, constitutional polity. By contrast, the much less tolerant, 
more confrontational style of Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammed in 
recent years has subjected Malaysia's semidemocratic system to the 
greatest stress it has experienced since 1971 (see below). 

India (in the first two decades following independence) may be 
seen as a classic case of the contribution to democratic consolidation 
made by forceful but accommodating leaders, who embarked upon a 
conscious and deliberate strategy of political incorporation and expan-
sion of access to previously excluded groups. Pakistan's leaders, Rose 
maintains ,  were no less democratically committed in principle, but 
circumstances led them to a greater sense of political insecurity, and 
early choices had a large impact. In particular, the decision of the 
"Father of Pakistan," Mohammad Mi Jinnah, "to retain the position of 
Governor-General, with the broad powers concentrated in that office . . . 
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set the basic trend toward an authoritarian system (just as Jawaharlal
Nehru's decision to serve as prime minister in India's first postinde-
pendence government set a trend toward democracy)."

No less important is the contrast (though it can he overstated, in
that the fatal flaws of the latter were not wholly absent from the former)
between the leadership style and choices of Nehru and those of his
daughter. Indira Gandhi, who followed him into the prime ministership
in 1966. only two years after his death. It is important to appreciate that
the emergency she declared in 1975 was only an escalation of a decade-
long trend toward the centralization and personalization of political
power. which resumed and even quickened with her return to power in
19i11. Most contemporary analysts of Indian democracy heavily attribute
the decay of the Congress party and of the Indian party system, the
spread of mass protest and of ethnic separatism and violence, and the
diffuse sense of crisis and strain in which India's political institutions
find themselves today to the manipulative, coercive, suspicious, and
self-serving character of Indira Gandhi's rule from 1966 to 1977 and
again from 1980 until her assassination in 1984.' Paul Brass argues that
the "rclentlcss centralization and ruthless, unprincipled intervention by
the center in state politics have been the primary causes of the troubles
in the Punjab and elsewhere in India since Mrs. Gandhi's rise to
power."` But the trouble also involves the larger circle of political
leaders who have been chosen and promoted by Mrs. Gandhi, or at
least have taken their cue and borrowed in style from her. Kohli thus
suggests that institutional decay in India has resulted "not only from
increasing social pressures on the state" but from "the destructive and
self-serving actions of leaders who find institutions a constraint on
personal power."" Indeed, that conclusion is a fitting and valid one for
most of the cases in this volume.

• EXPLAINING DEMOCRATIC PROGRESS AND FAILURE •

Historical and Colonial Legacies

To say that leadership. bchavior, and choice has contributed to the
success or failure of Asian experiments with democracy is not to say
that all political elites in Asia inherited equally favorable or imposing
challenges. Across our cases, the democratic prospect has varied signif-

icantly with the historical and cultural legacies and the structural
inducements and constraints these leaders have inherited and passed on
to their successors.

Pcrhaps the most salient historical variable is the nature of the
colonial eXpefience. Anlung out ten Asian countcies ace tour turnmer

British colonies (India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Malaysia), two more
(the Philippines and Papua New Guinea) whose preindependence
colonial rulers (the United States and Australia) shared in the Anglo-
Saxon democratic tradition, one former Dutch colony (Indonesia), and
two that were never colonized (Thailand and Turkey).

Several students of democracy have observed recently that the
developing countries with the most successful democratic experience
since independence are, by and large, former British colonies.' Weiner
attributes this to "two components of the British model of tutelage": the
establishment of the rule of law through effective (and increasingly
indigenous) bureaucratic and judicial institutions, and the "provision
for some system of representation and election" that gave educated
elites some opportunity for and experience with limited governance.'
The resulting legacy. he (and others) maintains, was not simply the
presence of more effective political institutions at independence (both
in terms of government administration and political party mobilization
and competition), but also an enduring cultural orientation: a consensus
on and commitment to the procedures of politics and governance, and a
"concern with the rule of law as a constraint upon arbitrary government."'

India represents the most striking case of institutional development
under British colonial rule. Despite the very inadequate and often
superficial nature of successive colonial political reforms, the British did
begin to draw Indian politicians into the process of electoral competi-
tion and democratic organization well in advance of independence,
especially at the local and provincial level. Electoral success before
independence gave the Congress party valuable experience in demo-
cratic competition and governance and advanced the process of its early
institutionalization as a nationwide political force. Because of certain
accidents of geography and history (see below), this process failed to
occur in Pakistan, and had much to do with its democratic failure. But
in Malaysia and Sri Lanka as well, and in Papua New Guinea under the
Australians, preindependence electoral competition permitted the
development of political parties and coalitions and the acquisition of
democratic experience, which clearly enhanced the capacity of demo-
cratic institutions after independence.

Culturally, indigenous traditions and values may have been the

more profound influence, but the British colonial legacy should not be
underestimated as a source of popular and especially elite democratic
commitments. As Weiner notes, even when democratic leaders have
acted in an authoritarian fashion, as with Indira Gandhi's emergency
rule, they have felt the need to keep their actions within the letter
(however distorted in spirit) of legal and constitutional procedures.
Titus the erosion of democracy in Sir Lanka has been, strangely, a
cunstilulional one, and if this cnncern for constitutinnalism has not
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saved democracy, it may at least have blocked the descent into full
authoritarianism. A similar observation could be made for the period of
"suspended democracy" in Malaysia, in which the National Operations
Council supplanted Parliament "under the rule of law, with the appro-
priate proclamations by the king as stipulated by the Constitution," and
during which the NOC "concentrated its efforts on the restoration of
parliamentary democracy."'° Even in the least democratically successful
of our four former British colonies, Pakistan, Rose observes that "the
advocacy of democratic principles by most of the political and general
public has never wavered." Pakistani authoritarian regimes have
generally permitted some considerable space for political, social, and
regional organizations with differing views, and have not attempted to
"project alternatives to a democratic political system as their ultimate
objective."

The reason, Rose suggests, for this enduring cultural legacy of
British rule is the powerful and diffuse socialization in democratic
values that began under British rule and continued to a considerable
extent after independence. The educational system of the British Raj
was elitist, but it taught and praised British democratic concepts and
values of representative government and popular sovereignty. In all
four of the former British colonies studied here, this yielded inde-
pendence elites with a clear philosophical commitment to democracy,
and socialization agents--schools. the media, and democratic political
organizations-poised to continue the process of democratic en-
culturation.

Six decades of Australian colonial rule had a similar effect in Papua
New Guinea. Like the British, the Australians permitted some experi-
ence with electoral competition (in fact, three general elections) before
independence, and avoided the radical deculturation policies of some
European powers like the French. Indeed, David Lipset maintains,
perhaps Australia's greatest contribution was that it allowed "the
democratic features of traditional Melanesian polities to perdure into
the postcolonial context." Like the British, and even more explicitly
and extensively, American colonial rule in the Philippines schooled the
people in democratic citizenship. This left behind some important
developmental and institutional legacies-universal education, a high
literacy rate, a politically active elite, a feisty press-but the cultural
commitment it conveyed had to contend with the longer and more
structurally rooted legacy of Spanish colonial rule that preceded it.
This, Karl Jackson suggests, may help us to understand the persistence
of oligarchical control and corrupt, clientelistic politics beneath the
veneer of commitment to democracy. In addition, Lucian Pye argues,
because the party politics introduced by the Americans was based on
personalities rather than principles, it reinforced "traditional Philippine

,
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;attitudes of power as patron-client relationships, and hence did not
produce so great a change in Filipino thinking as might have been
cxpcctcd.""

If the commitment of democratic principles remains strong in
ln':Iki
cvert

st;l
hnc,less

the contrast between its democratic experience and India's
stands as one of the critical comparative issues in this

volume. After all, both countries experienced the same British colonial
admini.%tralion. Obviously their different paths cannot he explained by
reference to their common colonial Icgacies---or can they? Here we
must appreciate the dualistic nature of the British colonial legacy.
British rulc-like all colonial rule in the developing world-was highly
authuritarian. If it educated elites in democralic values and ways, while
permiuing quite limited but gradually expanding indigenous representa-
til ►

n and competition, its first and most important goal was the pres-
ervation of its own authority, which was that of a martial law regime.
Indeed, as Rose notes, Pakist;ln's first martial law regime (1958-1962),
like subsequent ones, "borrowed extensively from the British martial
law system." Thus. Pakistan and Bangladesh on the one hand, and
India on the other, have both built upon the institutional legacy of
British colonialism, but on different aspects of it: the former "on those
institutions that sustained the imperial state" ((he "viceregal" tradition)
and India on the competitive and representative institutions "that the
British either nurtured or tolerated."'t

It should therefore not surprise us that those countries whose colo-
nial histories were more uniformly authoritarian fared even more
poorly with democracy after independence. Here one may cite the
former French colonies, and still more so the former Spanish and
Belgian, or in this volume, the former Dutch colony, Indonesia, and the
former Japanese colony, Korea. Japanese rule in the twentieth century
heightened the highly centralized, autocratic features of traditional
authority in Korea, leaving it after World War 11 with no institutions for
checking and countervailing executive power. This helps to explain not
only the case with which Rhee overran democracy but also the persistent
"undcrdcvclt ►pment" of political input institutions such as parties and
interest groups. In marked contrast to Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and Papua
New Guinea, Indonesia's transition to independence was riddled with
intense conflict, violence, insurgency, and radical mass mobilization,
with relatively little preparation for democracy. Its postindependence
politics reflected these features of its colonial experience.

Ohvil+usly,
where there has been no conquest or colonization,

traditional values and political legacies tend to perdure into the present
with greater force. In this sense, the centralizing, statist tradition of the
Ottoman empire has been an obstacle to stable democracy in Turkey,
and ccntralized state authority has similarly persisted in Thailand with
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fewer institutional checks and popular demands and interest groups 

than developed in many former European colonies. One could there-

fore argue that where traditional sociopolitical structures were not only 

autocratic but centralized (in contrast to the feudal arrangements of 

Europe and Japan), and where these structures were not disrupted and 

reorganized by colonial intervention, civil society has remained weak in 

relation to the state. And yet, continuity and gradual evolution have 

their advantages. In the case of Thailand, they have helped to ensure a 

greater measure of political order and societal coherence than else-

where in Southeast Asia ,  partly by preserving the most precious source 

of political legitimacy and mediation in the country, the monarchy. 

These factors hardly predestine democratization, but they can facilitate 

it. In Turkey, the democratic, secularizing reforms of Mustafa Kemal 

probably had more immediate and enduring legitimacy than any that 

might have been imposed by a colonial power. 

Distinctive though their histories have been, the lack of a colonial 

experience has not entirely insulated Turkey and Thailand from the 

influence of global political trends and ideologies. The political de-

velopment of both countries in this century has been markedly affected 

by their elites' awareness of and fascination with democratic develop-

ments in other countries. The Kemalist regime, for example, was born 

in the prodemocratic spirit of the post-World War I era. The 1932 coup 

that ended the system of absolute monarchy in Thailand was executed 

by young military and civilian commoners, many of whom were "educated 

in England and France, and inspired with ideas of democracy and 

progress." Ironically, in the contemporary era of independent states, 

the power of international ideological diffusion and demonstration 

effects has significantly increased. 

Political Culture 

While the concept of political culture has been a controversial one in 

comparative politics and sociology, our Asian cases demonstrate its 

utility and salience for the study of democratic experiences and out-

comes. In each of the countries examined here, one can discern certain 

distinctive ways of thinking and feeling about politics, power, authority, 

and legitimacy as they relate to the modern political system, and the 

role of the individual citizen in it." These beliefs, ideals, attitudes, 
values, evaluations, and behavioral orientations have sometimes been 
heavily influenced by foreign rule and international contact, but typically 
spring even more profoundly from the political and cultural traditions 
°teach country. We are not inclined to think these elements of political 

a*-e  as knout.% acnessAizabbe acwoss Asia (or deven within indi- 

Pye's broad assertion that the generally paternalistic nature of Asian 
political cultures—with their psychology of dependency, distaste for 
open criticism of authority, and deep fear of disunity—make fully 
democratic government an unlikely prospect." Nevertheless, if one 
political leader after another is abusing and usurping constitutional 
authority in a country, it suggests a pattern that is hardly satisfactorily 
explained by reference to the values and ambitions of the individual 
leaders alone.  Ii  is hard to deny that many of the difficulties with 
deinocracy in Asian countries emanate from their political cultures. At 
the Sallie time, it is clear that democratic progress in Asia also has 
cultural roots and supports, and that political culture is subject to 
influence and evolution over time. 

To begin with the positive, Das Gupta attributes India's democratic 
success since 1947 in part to the consensual, tolerant, and accommo-
dating political style and strategy that evolved during the early phase of 
Indian nationalism. This feature of j)olitical culture owed heavily to the 
decisive influence of Gandhi in mobilizing mass support through a 
philosophy of saiyagraha, emphasizing tolerant, non-violent political 
activism and the peaceful resolution of conflicts. But as Weiner observes, 
it also has a significant traditional root ,  in the pervasive belief in and 
reliance on arbitration as the appropriate method for the resolution of 
conflict.> And even before Gandhi was born, it was fostered by a long 
tradition of liberal political thought, which spawned numerous asso-
ciations devoted to extending j)olitical freedom and defending popular 
interests. After Gandhi's death ,  the democratic, accommodating culture of 
elite politics was perpetuated, suggests Das Gupta, by a broad con-
sensus not only on the procedures of political competition and conflict 
resolution but also on the substance of developmental policies and 
goals. 

In Papua New Guinea ,  we may find the clearest congruence be-
tween democratic success and democratic features of traditional culture. 
The latter. Lipset argues, include an egalitarian, factionalized. 
exchange-hased traditional ethic; a natural hostility to centralized 
authority and arbitrary rule; and the "relentless" rise and fall of political 
leaders ,  whose authority was limited by a high level of individual 
autonomy and the "conditional and voluntary" nature of political sup-
port. If these traditions have produced a highly factionalized polity 
dominated by primordial, ethnic appeals and the politics of patronage 
and personality ,  they have also checked the concentration of power in 
individual leaders or the state. In democratic Papua New Guinea ,  the 
culturally entrenched "insubordination" of the electorate has produced 
a striking rate of circulation of elites. 

Many of the authors in  this vol call &littering,» to tIse cultural 
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leaders since World War II have agreed on the legitimacy of electoral 

democracy and a secular ,  republican state ,  they have been ambivalent if 

not actively hostile to the notion of political opposition. In fact, 

Ckbudun argues, this intolerance dates hack to the Ottoman empire 

and is reflected as well in excessive fear of a national split. Thus ,  he 

writes: "The line separating opposition from treason is still rather thin. . 

The tendency to see politics in absolutist terms also explains the low 

capacity of political leaders for compromise and accommodation." 

Cultural obstacles to political accommodation are even more strikingly 

apparent in South Korea ,  where compromise is seen as "a signal of 

weakness and lack of resolve ,  not only by one's adversaries but by one's 

allies as well." The resulting zero-sum nature of the political game 

makes democratic politics highly unstable, and very nearly derailed the 

recent transition to democracy there. In addition, the insistence on 

ideological uniformity ,  stemming from the traditional Confucian pre-

occupation with order, respect, and harmony as well as the modern 

preoccupation with security in divided Korea, has robbed the party 

system of meaningful debate and choice. 

In the case of Malaysia, Zakaria agrees with Pye that the strong 

curbs placed on political conflict and dissent may be seen as reflective of 

Malay cultural values, which appreciate strong authority and fear con-

flict and dissention. But the tremendous fear of opposition and division 

has also been shaped by the country's deep ethnic cleavages, and their 

traumatic explosion into violence in 1969. In Thailand ,  the powerful 

concern for stability and consensus has been the particular preoccupation 

of military and bureaucratic elites ,  whose narrow conception of dem-

ocracy excludes political conflict and independent interest groups. But 

these illiberal views have not been static. While they have followed 

from the autocratic nature of traditional authority in Thailand and the 

historical weakness of democratic values, they have also been deepened 

by the chaotic nature of multiparty competition in Thailand (itself 

partly the result of bureaucratic and military dominance of the polity) 

and by a threat comparable to the ethnic one in Malaysia, that of 

communist mobilization and subversion. In the case of Indonesia, it is 

easy to point to features of Javanese culture and society (e.g., the 

intolerance of opposition to central authority, the lack of moral basis 

for authority) that are not conducive to democracy. But there was ,  at 

least on the village level. "a developed sense of equality, social justice, 

and accountability." and ,  at independence ,  broad appreciation among 

political elites (especially of ethnic minorities) of the need for demo-

cratic mechanisms to manage ethnic divisions.'" 

Indonesia also raises the question of whether Islam is an obstacle to 

democratic development. This depends to some extent on the way 

Islam is interpreted and politically mobilized. While our evidence is  

hardly generalizable to the Islamic countries of the Middle East, we find 
in our four predominantly Muslim countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, and Turkey) little evidence of Islam directly obstructing 
democratic development. In Turkey, this may be due in part to the 
separation of Islam from politics and the state in the twentieth century. 
In Indonesia it may owe to the heterogeneity within the predominant 
Islamic community, which is divided between the fully devout santri 
(who themselves are split into traditional and modernizing wings) and 
the syncretic abangan, who mix Islam with pre-Islamic beliefs but 
nevertheless identify as Muslims. Moreover. in Indonesia, as well as our 
other three cases, Islamic parties have not fared well in electoral com-
petition (partly because the political system has been structured to their 
disadvantage). Pakistan might . be  considered a particularly crucial test, 
in that it was founded in 1947 as an Islamic state, with the expectation 
that Islam would be an integrating force, after the trauma of the partition. 
And yet, Rose finds that Islam has been largely incidental to politics 
and policy making in Pakistan over the past four decades, neither 
helping nor hindering democracy. Again, the separation of religion and 
politics, along with religious subcleavage, appears significant. Pakistan's 
founders were modernists who conceded no role in governance to 
Islamic organizations, and subsequent governments have continued to 
marginalize them politically. Islamic religious leaders and groups have 
themselves been divided between "purists" and "populists." 

The evidence from our various Asian cases thus cautions against 
drawing any deterministic linkage between political culture and demo-
cratic outcomes. That the latter have multiple and compFex sources of 
causation is beyond question, as we further demonstrate below. And 
political culture itself is determined not only by the past but by the 
present, through experience with the political system and socialization 
by it, so that culture also acts as an intervening and dependent variable 
in relation to political structure." Thus, during its six decades of 
nationalist mobilization and political functioning prior to independence, 
the Indian National Congress played a crucial role in socializing a 
growing political public in India to democratic values, rules, and norms. 
Similarly, the experience of operating a democratic system, even with 
interruptions, through most of the past four decades, has served to 
socialize new generations of Turks into democratic values, while military 
and bureaucratic control over the instruments of mobilization and 
socialization have had something of the reverse effect in Thailand, in 
Chai-Anan's view. Han finds that the extensive, deliberate efforts at 
mass "education in democracy" increased democratic consciousness 
among the Korean public after the Korean War, and rapid urbanization 
and modernization, with the growth of the mass media and the middle 
class, has accelerated this trend. 
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Another complication for cultural explanations of democratic out-
comes is that all political cultures are to some degree mixed, and many
if not most of those represented in this volume have some significant
values and orientations that press in a democratic direction and others
that press in an authoritarian one. Thus, the traditional clientelistic,
opportunistic style of Philippine politics-which views public service as
a means for private gain and pursues the struggle (or power with
violence, fraud, and procedural abandon-has clearly undermined
democracy; and yet, the widespread popular and elite value commit-
ment to democratic participation made it much more difficult to insti-
tutionalize an authoritarian regime in the Philippines than in Thailand
or Indonesia. India's substantial democratic values and norms coexist
with certain traditional values that are not particularly conducive to
democracy, such as "a passion for harmony and synthesis" that devalues
competition and conflict and has bred some intellectual cynicism about
multiparty, parliamentary democracy.m Political cultures are also mixed
in that the subcultures of some groups in a country may be less demo-
cratic than others (compare, for example, the beliefs of military and
party elites in.Thailand). Finally, there is the mixture that comes from
the ongoing process of change. Our cases tend to confirm Gabriel
Almond's observation that "all political systems . . . are transitional
systems, or systems in which cultural change is taking place.""

Given this substantial "plasticity" of political culture, we are not
inclined to think that it must necessarily stand in the way of democratic
development in Asia. As Almond has written recently, "Political culture
affects political and government structure and performance-constrains
it, but surely does not determine it."" Cultural values and beliefs com-
plicate the task of democratic development and consolidation in many
of our cases, but they do not foreclose the prospect of full democracy,
as we have defined it in this study. As democracy is assimilated in
different cultures, it inevitably is going to look and function differently,
but it does not inevitably have to be less democratic.

Ethnic Cleavage and Conflict

There is no shortage of evidence from our Asian cases to demonstrate
the negative effects for democracy of deep ethnic cleavage. In Sri
Lanka, it has been a primary factor in the deterioration of democracy,
and its explosion into violent insurgency and repression has ravaged the
economy, polarized the polity. embittered all groups, and provided an
excuse for increasingly authoritarian measures. In Malaysia, it has pro-
vided the overriding rationale for setting firm limits to democratic
expression and competition. In Pakistan and Indonesia, it has played a
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significant role in the instability and failure of previous attempts at
dcmt ►cracy.

But (he conclusion that democracy therefore is inconsistent with
dcep ethnic divisions is a specious one. India has one of the most
complex ethnic structures in the world, and its politics have been relent-
lessly divided by and preoccupied with ethnic and linguistic conflicts
and demands. Papua New Guinea is an utterly fragmented country
ethnically, and, like India, has had to contend with repeated secessionist
movements. Yet both of these democracies have survived intact.
Indced, one could argue. as does Rose in this volume, that the tre-
mendous social and ethnic complexity of a country like India makes it
"difficult to conceive of any system of government other than partici-
patory democracy that could work for such a heterogeneous society."
Moreover, relative national homogeneity has not prevented political
polarization and democratic breakdown in Turkey and Thailand. Clearly,
what matters is not simply the degree of ethnic division, but how it is
structured and managed.

With respect to structure, one of the great advantages of Indian
society is the cross-cutting nature of its complexity. As Das Gupta
explains, "major religious communities are split into many language
communities which in turn are stratified into caste and class formations."
As a result of these multiple and cross-cutting identities, various levels
of cleavage are in competition with one another, shifting in salience
across conflicts and over time. By contrast, in the most ethnically
troubled countries in this volume. Sri Lanka and Malaysia, ethnic,
religious, regional, and linguistic cleavages cumulate, and the majority
group in each country, the Sinhalese and the Malays, also feels dis-
advantaged socioeconomically. This coincidence of cleavages makes it
likely that the same broad ethnic division will be tapped, no matter
what-the specific issue.

This polarizing tendency is further enhanced by the centralized
character of the ethnic structure, a situation in which "a few groups are
so large that their interaction is a constant theme of politics at the
ccntcr."" In Sri Lanka, the Sinhalese and Tamils together constitute
most of the population (with the Tamils in a distinct minority), while
the Malays and Chinese are the main groups in Malaysia, with roughly a
half and a third of the population respectively. Thus, any issue regard-
ing the allocation of power and resources, or the status of cultural
symbols and media, invokes not only the same line of cleavage but the
sanie division between cleavage groups. By contrast, in a more dis-
persed or decentralized ethnic system, ethnic alignments are much
more fluid. For exampie, beyond the Itindi speakers, who are about 31)
rcrccnr of the population, no linguistic group in India accounts for as
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much as 10 percent. "Because of the large number of scattered groups,
it would be preposterous to suggest that politics at the center in India
revolves around the rivalry of, say, Gujaratis, Bengalis, Oriyas, and
Telugus."" The situation in Papua New Guinea represents perhaps the
extreme of ethnic fragmentation, with roughly 700 languages (in a
population of three and a half million) and "many, many more polities
than that," in that the village, lineage, or clan has been the more salient
unit of political identity. This incredible ethnic dispersion has had much
to do with the fluidity of parliamentary coalitions and the relative
absence of polarized conflict in Papua New Guinea.

But India and Papua New Guinea also call attention to the im-
portance of political structures and creative, flexible leadership in
managing ethnic conflict. Both countries have been plagued with in-
tense ethnic rivalries and serious secessionist movements. To the extent
these have been subdued or managed, it has been not with ethnic
chauvinism, resistance, and repression, but through negotiation and
substantive accommodation that gave aggrieved groups some sense of
culturaUpolitical security and socioeconomic stake in the system. When
the issue of the national language polarized into bitter conflict and
violence in the 1960s, Indian political leaders forged a compromise that
backed away from the imposition of Hindi as the effective national
language. When the fears and aspirations of India's smaller ethnic
groups have crystallized into separatist and militant regionalist agitation,
these have generally been allayed through the creation of new states,
which, Das Gupta observes, has not only given groups significant
autonomy but has transferred the target of political mobilization from
the national to the state centers. It is also noteworthy that Papua New
Guinea's most serious secessionist conflict was eventually resolved
through the decentralization of power, and, ultimately, the establish-
ment of nineteen provincial governments.

These examples of accommodation and relatively successful ethnic
management contrast sharply with the tragic experience of Sri Lanka,
where the repeated rejection of moderate Tamil interests and demands
in the 1960k and early 1970s transformed the Tamil sense of grievance
into a militant and ultimately violent separatist movement. In particular
contrast to the Indian experience were the refusal of the Sinhalese
ruling parties to enact satisfactory guarantees regarding the use of
Tamil language and the refusal to give the minority Tamils regional
autonomy. Also telling has been the difference within India between
the uncompromising, exclusionary, narrowly and ruthlessly self-serving
response of Indira Gandhi to the Assam and Punjab regional move-
mcnts, which drove them "to explosive proportions" of appalling
violence, and the more accommodating strategy of her successor Rajiv,
who reached accords that have at least relieved the ethnic crises

percent ui hic rx)pulauon. nt) unguisUc group in InUia accounts for as
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(especially in Assam).L' Similarly, the refusal of the majority Javanese
Politicians to recognize minority ethnic concerns, and to accommodate
them within it federal order rather than forcing them into submission,
"led to protracted internal warfare for more (han a decade" and seriously
eroded the potential basis for democracy, Sundhaussen concludes.

Accommodation has also restored ethnic peace in Malaysia, but
through the very different framework of a semiconsociationaf grand
alliance in which Malay political hegemony is entrenched beyond chal-
lenge.

The heavy dependence of this formula on the continued co-
operation of ethnic elites and on continued rapid economic growth to
soften the impact of educational and economic preferences for Malays
are important elements of vulnerability. But the fact that the Malays
have sought to secure their dominance not through outright hegemony
but within an accommodative, coalitional framework, and through an
ethnic division of political rewards, has brought an important degree of
ethnic peace.

The Malaysian situation calls attention to the important role of
political parties and party systems in structuring ethnic conflict. The
early failure of noncommunal parties, and the presence of a dominant
party within each ethnic group-along with the inability (at least in the
early days) of the leading Malay party (UMNO) to secure a stable
parliamentary majority on its own-were conducive to the formation of
a broad, multiethnic party alliance. By contrast, the presence of two
major Sinhalese parties, each outbidding the other in its appeals to the
majority electorate, precluded formation of an enduring multiethnic
party alliance in Sri Lanka, and has repeatedly undermined the willing-
ness and/or capacity of the ruling Sinhalese party to reach an ethnic
accommodation with the Tamils.'

No doubt, one reason why the Congress party has generally been
willing and able to accommodate ethnic demands is that its political
dominance nationally has (usually) been relatively secure, and through
most of its life it has not faced a serious challenger in the Hindi
heartland that might force it to fall hack upon ethnic chauvinism and
intransigence.

Moreover, even were that the case, the Hindi speakers
are not sufficiently numerous in themselves to provide any party with a
national majority. In neighboring Pakistan, the Muslim League lacked
the secure electoral base of the Congress in India, in large measure
because its leadership and much of its cadre were

muhajfrs (refugees)
from sections of the British Raj that became part of India after the
partition. Rather than seek to build a broad base of support
ethnic, social, and regional groups (as the Indian Congress had done!
albeit under the more favorable circumstances of decades of nationalist
mobilization), the leaders of the Muslim League pursued "antiinte-
grationist" policies that alienated several major regional groups. In the
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ensuing years, the continuing failure of a highly fractionalized political 

leadership to effect the integration of ethnic communities into the 

national polity led to political instability ,  the failure of democratic 

cspeninents and the disintegration of Pakistan into two countries in 

In brief ,  then ,  the cases in this volume point to a powerful general-

ization. rich with policy implications. As Das Gupta has argued from 

Intha's recent history ,  where the state responds to ethnic mobilization 

with strategics of inclusion and incorporation, often involving only 

modest concessions that are -more symbolic than substantial," social 

peace and political stability can be maintained or restored. But where 

the state responds with exclusion and repression, violence festers. 

tinderlying this is a simple but profound insight: **When ethnic leaders 

aie  allowed to share power. they generally act according to the rules of 

the regime.... Although access and mobility do not necessarily decrease 

inequality ,  they can make it more tolerable."" 

State and Society 

. 1 he e%idence from our Asian cases illuminates in varied and distinctive 

ways the importance for democracy of the relationship between the 

gate and civil society. As with many other factors, this involves some-

thing of a dilemma. If the state is too strong, centralized, and domi-

neering. there will be little to prevent its incumbents from exercising 

power in an authoritarian and abusive fashion. This is why many theories 

ol democracy emphasize the need for a dense, pluralistic structure of 

economic. social, and political organizations outside the state. On the 

tuber hand ,  if the state is too weak, it may be unable to deliver the 

social and economic goods that groups are expecting and demanding. 

and to maintain order in the face of conflicting group demands. Thus, 

democracy would seem to require some kind of balance between the 

-output" institutions of the state—most notably the bureaucracy and 

the security apparatus—and the "input" institutions (political parties, 

interest groups, associations) that are competing for state control, 

attention. and resources. More generally, there is a need for some kind 

of balance between the state and civil society. 

For many Asian countries, the supremacy of the state over civil 

society has been a major source of difficulty for democracy. The inability 

of Thailand to develop a stable democracy over the past half century 

must be understood in light of entrenched bureaucratic domination of 
the polity and society, with the military in an increasingly ascendant 

rote. the dominance of these central, and highly centralized. state 
institutions  has  precluded the development of strong and  aUtt)flOfllt)( IS  

viMsee 	 wrediti.cut em- licex. Wisc. fil•ceue  

have begun to emerge, they have been coopted or overrun by the 
ntilitary and bureaucracy. Over time ,  this has become a self-perpetuating 
cycle. Nascent, weak, and ineffective, emergent civil institutions have 
been unable to check the consolidation of centralized state power or to 
resist military-bureaucratic cooptation and repression. This failure only 
reinforces the institutional gap between state and society, enabling the 
state to expand its role further and to impose a certain vision of de-
velopment from above. Similarly, the weakness of political parties has 
fed upon itself in a vicious cycle: Parties (and the ultimate input insti-
tution, the elected legislature) have been weak because repeated military 
intervention has robbed them of the continuity and experience neces-
sary for institutionalization. A quite similar historical process has been 
at work in South Korea as well. The failure of civic institutions to 
perform effectively has heightened both the propensity and the legiti-
macy of military-bureaucratic intervention, to the point where these 
elites have code to see it not only as their right but their duty to guard 
and guide the political process. As the Thai military, in its growing 
suspicion of democratic pluralism, has expanded its influence over far 
reaches of civil society—the mass media, rural development, civic 
education—the challenge of developing truly democratic government 
has been further complicated. The same authoritarian corporatist im-
pulse of state elites to manage- and contain the autonomy of interest 
groups and the press is now an obstacle to the consolidation of a fully 
democratic system in South Korea. 

Of course, the highly centralized and militarized nature of the state 
in South Korea did not prevent the recent transition to democracy. But 
the preceding failures of attempts at democracy, the ensuing decades of 
authoritarian domination, and the current steep challenges to demo-
cratic consolidation have all been shaped by the supremacy of the state 
and the militarized nature of South Korean society. As in Thailand, 
historical and cultural factors (including the absence of autonomous 
social organizations), and external threats, contributed to the formidable 
power of the state and especially its coercive apparatus. Especially 
during the Park years, the increasing "militarization" of society and 
politicization of the military generated a climate conducive to authori-
tarian rule. Now that they have been so politicized, it is not clear how 
the military and state security services will be weaned away from their 
compulsion to dominate and control domestic politics. But few can 
doubt that their power must he circumscribed and firmly subjected to 
civilian control if democracy is to take root in South Korea. 

The difficulty of reversing military role expansion is especially 
apparent in Indonesia, where Sundhaussen sees no civilian elites who 
are ready and willing to asstimc pnaeer. and helca a.. asitcrelAtis,  •.e• rpm 
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mid-1960s and the "Dual Function" doctrine, the military has pervasively 
penetrated the state bureaucracy and, to quote Sundhaussen. "the life 

of autonomous social, occupational, and cultural organizations, trade 

unions and business associations has been gradually strangled." This 
pattern becomes resistant to change, because military officers develop 

an ideological stake in and financial appetite for political and adminis-

trative roles, and because the very civic associations and movements 
that might retrench this military state dominance have instead been 
enervated and preempted by it. Even where the process has not gone 
nearly so far, as in Pakistan, the lure of lucrative government positions 

for incumbent or aspiring military bureaucrats presents an obstacle to 
military withdrawal from government. 

That the movement for redemocratization in Pakistan has gone so 

far is due in part to the space that the Pakistani military continued to 
allow for independent organization and expression in civil society. 

Similar space for associational  lite and independent organization played 
a critical role in undermining and ultimately bringing down the dictator-

ship of Ferdinand Marcos early in 1986, after broad popular mobilization 
by associations of lawyers, intellectuals, students, businessmen, human 
rights organizations. and the National Movement for Free Elections 
(NAMFREL). supported by the Catholic Church. 

While military role'expansion has been a critical problem for demo-
cracy in Asia ,  it should  flot  be equated with the problem of statism. For 
the domination of the central state over civil society can impede or 
occlude democracy even when the state is essentially a civilian, bureau-
cratic one. In Turkey, this highly centralized, bureaucratic state 
dominance has prevented democracy from acquiring depth, in that 

intermediate structures (including those of the state, i.e. local govern-
ments) have been weak and lacking in autonomy. But beyond this, 
statism has contributed heavily to the polarization and violence that 
have plagued Turkish politics in the past. The enormous power of the 
Turkish state, including its substantial ownership and extensive control 
over the economy, has made "the costs of being out of power . . . 
extremely high," Ozbudun argues, thus making opposing parties un-
willing to contemplate defeat. 

Here again, Papua New Guinea provides a significant contrast with 
many of our other Asian cases. The traditional value of individual 
autonomy has served to limit state power in Papua New Guinea. The 
stakes in controlling the central government have remained limited, as 
power has been decentralized through provincial governments and 

private enterprise has continued to provide considerable scope for indi-

viduals to accumulate wealth outside the state. Moreover, the bureau-

cracy has developed a certain autonomy from j)olitics, rather than being  

manipulated and controlled for the benefit of whichever party might be 
in  powe r.  

In India, the bureaucracy has often been referred to as the "steel 
frame" of democratic rule, and we have already noted that the presence 
at independence of such an elaborate, largely indigenized administra-
tive framework—which developed alongside, rather than to the exclusion 
of, participatory institutions—was a major contribution of the British 
colonial legacy (although its independence and integrity have seriously 
eroded over the last two decades). A similarly balanced presence of 
effective output and input institutions served the early democratic 
development of Malaysia and Sri Lanka as well. 

Beyond this, democracy in India has been fortified by the early 
development and vigorous presence of a rich array of voluntary asso-
ciations directed to language reform, legal reform, educational modern-
ization, defense of press freedom, and women's rights. These associations 
began under colonial rule in the nineteenth century and developed 
dramatically in strength and sophistication during the the Gandhian 
phase of nationalist mobilization, with its philosophy of "saiyagraha," 
or nonviolent resistance. While strong trade unions, peasant, student, 
and business associations today often align with political parties, they 
also act autonomously to pursue their own interests, and this political 
autonomy has increased as new leadership groups have arisen within 
them giving greater emphasis to economic issues. Moreover, as Das 
Gupta observers in this volume, India's sociopolitical scene is also 
replete with a vast array of issue-oriented movements, "bringing 
together various parties, groups, and concerned publics" in aggressive 
campaigns for social and political reform. 

A good many of these movements have been ethnic in nature, 
seeking to advance or defend cultural and symbolic interests such as 
language and land, along with political interests of autonomy and 
control, often mixed with or superseded by economic interests of re-
source allocation, employment, and education." Others (often over-
lapping with ethnicity) have been caste- or class-based, mobilizing 
disadvantaged, "backward," or "scheduled" groups to fight oppression 
by landlords and the state, to raise class or group consciousness ,  and to 
struggle for land reform, minimum wages, and other elementary social 
and economic rights." A more recent and particularly important form 
of civic movement, which has arisen since the emergency in the 1970s, 
has been the civil liberties movement. It comprises several non-partisan 
organizations which struggle to expose and combat human rights vio-
lations concerning land, labor, urban housing, suppression of free 
expression, academic protest, and the mistreatm:nt of women. 
Such autonomous, nonpartisan movements and organizations serve 
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continually to check the relentless tendency of the state to centralize
and expand its power and to evade civic accountability and control. At
the same time, they broaden popular participation in the political
process by adding to the formal arena a number of informal channels,
and they may also through their action strengthen certain formal in-
stitutions of democracy, such as the courts. Moreover, by combatting
abuses of power and violations of civil liberties, the human rights
organizations directly improve the (deteriorating) quality of democracy
in India." Thus, if one effect of these various groups and movements is
to expose the superficiality of democracy in many areas of Indiâ s social
and economic life, another is "to open alternative political space out-
side the usual arenas of party and government, though not outside the
state," through which the struggle to deepen and rejuvenate democracy
may proceed."

Political Parties and Party Systems

The ten countries analyzed in this volume have had markedly different
types of parties and party systems. And while caution is certainly
advised in generalizing from their experiences, certain patterns of asso-
ciation emerge with rather striking clarity. In particular, three of those
countries which have had the least success with multiparty politics-
Pakistan, Thailand, and Indonesia-were all plagued by extremely
fragmented and weak party systems. Indonesia had more than Il)()
parties in the late 1950s; forty-two parties contested the crucial 1975
elections in Thailand. and between 1946 and 1981, 143 parties came and
went across the Thai political stage. Pakistan began with a single domi-
nant party. the Muslim League, but as we have noted. the ML leaders,
being refugees from India, lacked a strong political base among local
and especially rural elites. In pointed contrast to the Congress party of
India. the ML failed to incorporate the key elites of the differing social,
ethnic, and regional groups, and after the assassination of Prime
Minister Liaquat Ali Khan in 1951, the party slowly disintegrated. The
resultant factionalization of Pakistani politics produced the same fleeting
and weak parliamentary coalitions, and the same lack of strong, stable,
and effective government, that heralded the failure of democracy in
Thailand and Indonesia as well.

Such extreme multipartyism was perhaps the overriding but not the only
common feature of these failed party systems. In addition, most of the
panics in these cases failed to articulate and aggregate clear interests.
Moreover, they suffered from extremely weak organization, discipline, and
coherence, which brought upon them serious problems of internal factional-
,-- N. a ccault• %hece partier. (with a very few exceptinns) wera`. un:,hle to
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clectorai vehicles of individuals or narrow, shifting cliques than political
parties. And in each case, the fragility and instability of extreme multi-
partyism was compounded by the inability of these "parties" to co-
operate and work with one another.

One indication of the costs of such political fragmentation is the
ml ►vcment currently under way in all three countries toward a much
more slrcamlined party system. Paki-stan's ongoing political transition
has revealed an emphasis of huth government and opposition on party
consolidation. Of course, the task is always easier for a governing
group, which has the resources at its disposal to build a party hase. But
Rose sees 13cnazir f3hutto's Pakistan People's Party emerging as the
major opposition force, with other parties having to coalesce around it
or the governing Pakistan Muslim League in what could be becoming a
two-party-dominant system. In Thailand and Indonesia, the ruling
regimes are seeking to encourage such party consolidation as a matter
of deliberate strategy. While the 'l'hai political scene remains fragmented,
electoral provisions in the present constitution exert a bias against small
parties and a good chance of eliminating many of them over time. In
Indonesia, consolidation was accomplished by government mandate,
reducing the number of parties to ten in 1960 and to only three (including
the government-controlled GOLKAR) in 1973. But as Sundhaussen
writes, "l'arty politicians have been unable to grasp the opportunities a
unification of weak parties may afford, and have preferred to continue
with the bickering and infighting which had been the hallmark of coali-
tion politics in the 1951k." This has undermined the possibility for
evolution of a more genuinely open political system.

A different model of democratic failure in the party system is
provided by the case of Turkey. There, the problem (especially in the
most recent democratic breakdown) was the extreme polarization of
national political life, which was reflected in and exacerbated by the
strategic position of small radical right parties in Parliament, and the
activism of the extraparliamcntary left, which dragged the two major
parties toward the extremes. Again it is revealing that, in restructuring
the democratic system after the September 19811 coup, the Turkish
military adopted several measures (a If) percent electoral threshold for
representation in Parliament, and banning of communist, fascist, reli-
gious, and separatist parties) to try to produce a two- or three-party
system that would yield stable parliamentary majorities.

With its one-party-dominant but nevertheless democratically com-
pctitive system, India has been seen as providing an important model
for developing countries. I3ut as 1)as Gupta makes clear, a key factor in
the carty consolidation of democracy in India was not simply the
clcatn,r:,l damnins,nce of the (',sn^rrcv pnrly• hut its continuing %tralcKy
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a." 

tu %x, Ac a ce,sell. %he,. partie. (with a.very few elteeptions) were unable to 
electoral al ,,,,, inance gf  the Congress  • arty. Inn its continuing strategy 

preemptively coopting numerous popular movements into a broad, 

multiclass. multichnic. multiregional political front. 

But this is not the whole story of the party system in India, and 

increasingly since 1967, it has not been the story at all. Democratic 

incorporation has also been served by a partially decentralized federal 

system that has enabled both regional party challengers, such as the 

AIADMK in Tamil Nadu and the Akali Dal in Punjab, and ideological 

ones, such as the Communist Party (Marxist) in Kerala and West 

Bengal. to gain a share of power and a stake in the system by winning 

control of individual states, most of which are larger than the typical 

Third World nation (e.g., Tamil Nadu, with its roughly fifty million 

people). But democratic incorporation in India has been undermined, 

and decades of laborious institution-building seriously eroded, by the 

transformation of the party system since the coming to power of Indira 

Gandhi in 1967. 
Although the continuing electoral victories of Mrs. Gandhi's 

Congress (with the brief interruption of the Janata landslide in the 

massive 1977 rejection of her emergency rule) may have fostered the 

superficial perception of continuing one-party dominance in India, 

virtually all close observers of the Indian party system emphasize the 

institutional decay that set in after 1967. Mrs. Gandhi's response to the 

Congress's precipitous decline in the 1967 elections (from 73 to 55 

percent of seats in the national parliament , despite a drop of only 4 

percent in popular vote) was a growing personalization and central-

ization of the party (as well as the state), which fractured its unity. 

eroded its breadth, and undermined its organizational vitality and depth 

down to the grassroots. As voters became more assertive and new 

interest groups increasingly demanding, party politics became more 
competitive. Unfortunately, Mrs. Gandhi continued to respond--even 

after returning to power in 1980 supposedly chastened by her 1977 

defeat—with a still more determined and manipulative concentration of 

power, rather than creative institutional adaptation. This only reinforced 

what Das Gupta terms the "plebiscitarian transformation" from a party-

based state to a state-based party. No less disturbing, the post-I980 

phase of this plebiscitarian decay has seen the Congress campaign on a 

fiercely confrontational and intolerant stance toward opposition parties 

(somewhat but not entirely abated under Rajiv after 1984) and a cynical 

turn toward mobilization of Hindu chauvinism as the only electoral 

strategy for an organizationally decrepit party. This institutional decay 

of the ruling party has been accompanied by a general disintegration of 

the party system into fragmentation and instability, as not only the 

Congress-I but other parties as well have become more porous, ill-

defined, and yet mutually hostile. It is this general deterioration of the 

party system. probably more than any other single development. that  

has experienced students worried about the long-term future of Indian 
democracy—and with good reason, given the experience of other Asian 
countries." 

The importance of party institutionalization is also underscored, in 
the negative, by the cases of Thailand and South Korea. As we have 
already indicated, neither country has been able to develop a coherent 
and autonomous party system because of repeated and prolonged mili-
tary intervention. Parties in each country have been weak in their 
internal organization, shallow in their bases of popular support, and 
disappointing if not disillusioning in their performance. Thus, military-
bureaucratic dominance and party underdevelopment have become 
intertwined in a vicious cycle. With the emergence of new democratic 
opportunities (dramatically in South Korea, more subtly and gradually 
in Thailand), the construction of broad-based, coherent parties-
mobilizing and incotporating emerging popular interests, organized 
effectively down to the local level, and penetrating particularly through 
the countryside—looms as one of the preeminent challenges of demo-
cratization. 

The turn of the Congress party toward Hindu chauvinist mobiliza-
tion may be seen as especially alarming in lip,ht of Sri Lanka's experience 
of two major parties outbidding one another for the electoral support of 
the majority ethnic community. Malaysia, by contrast, indicates the 
gains for ethnic peace that can be achieved when a single party is able to 
maintain electoral dominance within the majority community, while 
using that base to forge a broad, multiethnic, multiparty alliance. Such 
a party system is highly dependent on party elites skilled in and com-
mitted to the necessary bargaining and accommodation at the top. 
Much of this semiconsociational function was accomplished within the 
Congress party during the first two decades of India's independence. 
But with the emergence of a more competitive electorate and a more 
fragmented party system, it is not clear that it can ever be reconstructed 
again. 

India. Sri Lanka, and Malaysia also demonstrate the strong link 
between electoral and party systems. In each case, the dominance of 
one or two parties has been encouraged, and the strength of the victorious 
party in each election dramatically magnified, by a single-member-
district , "first-past-the-post" electoral system for parliament. It is too 
often forgotten that in all its years of electoral dominance, the Congress 
party has never won an absolute majority of the vote. With the excep-
tion of the 1977 debacle, its share of the national popular vote has 
ranged from 41 to 49 percent, which has always been sufficient to give it 
majority control of the Lok Sabha (national parliament), often by two-
thirds or three-quarters (see Table 2.1 in the following chapter). The 
electoral data for Sri Lanka and Malaysia shows a similar pattern: 
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modest plura!itics or majorities of the vote producing massive par!ia-
mcntary majorities. In Malaysia, this tendency has been rcinfurced by
the rural weighting of the cunstituencics, which has henefittcd the
major Malay Party, UMNO.

Since India. Malaysia and Sri Lanka all had, at least for many years,
three of the most stable and democratic regimes in Asia, one might
argue that such an electoral systcm, in favoring the dominance of one or
two partics or party allianccs, favors democracy. But there is a fine line
between firm and stable parliamentary majorities on the one hand, and
the abuse of power that often follows on the other (particularly with
two-thirds or threc-quarters majorities). In each of the above three
countrics, democracy has been diminished by governments endowed
with landslide parliamentary majorities, which left the opposition too
weak to check the expansion and misuse of state power. Thus, it is not
clear if the presumed advantages of the singlc-memher-district system
in terms of stability and simplification of the party system are not
outweighed by this disadvantage of conduciveness to abusive majorities.
In the coming years. Sri Lanka's recent switch to a system of propor-
tional representation (not yet employed in an election) will provide an
interesting test. Certainiy, if the goal is a streamlined party system, the
case of Turkey suggests this can be accomplished with proportional
representation and a high minimum threshold for representation.

Poli t ical Institutions

What is true for parties is true more generally of the institutional
landscape of democracy: There is a need throughout Asia to develop
and reinforce thosc institutions that articulate and aggregate popular
interests and that check the power of the state and its tendency to
concentrate in the national executive. The chapters in this volume attest
to the importance for democracy of vigorous legislatures and judiciaries, as
well as such informal institutions as the press and popular interest
groups (see above). The problem of Asian legislatures has been. in one
sensc. similar to that faced by parties: In countries such as Thailand,
South Korca, and Pakistan, frequent military intervention has intcr-
ruptcd any sense of institutional continuity, and hence the capacity to
gather strength and depth through experience. In addition, in countries
such as India and Sri Lanka, and even more so in Pakistan under
Bhutto and the Philippines under Marcos, the autonomy and power of
legislatures has been deliberately eroded by executives hungry to amass
unaccuuntable power. Thus it is not surprising that Chai-Ans(n
ti:mwaf:w:an^ja sccs the graalual enhancement of the organizational
:,.ia....a...caucc_ cs.paaoity. aod auahoray ot ahe ta-^,ist:aanac :s - :.1

institutionalization that must lie at the heart of developing democracy in
Thailand.

It is interesting that in Asia, as elsewhere in the world, the strength
and autonumy of the judiciary is roughly proportional to the condition of
democracy. Of course, authoritarian regimes typically do not allow
independent and vigorously assertive courts. But those of our cases that
seenf to have the strongest judiciaries, with the greatest legal and real
authority to guard liberty, constitutionaiism, and due process, have also
had the greatest overall success with democracy. One would cite here
India. Turkey, and Papua New Guinea, although our cases do not
provide the data to substantiate this generalization. The key, as
Üzbudun notes for Turkey, is both the constitutional capacity of the
judiciary to declare an act of Parliament unconstitutional, and the
protection of judicial personnel from pressure or intimidation from the
other branches of government. In India, the Supreme Court has used its
authority over the years to hold more than 100 center and state acts
invaiid, even striking down part of a constitutional amendment that
sought to bar the Supreme Court from reviewing any constitutional
amendment! While the autonomy and credibility of the Court eroded
during the 1975-1977 emergency, and have suffered further from the
general politicization and deterioration of state institutions in the past
two decades, the Court has "taken important steps in public interest
litigation and in supporting citizens' rights against arbitrary encroach-
ment by the state."" A classic case of judicial enfeeblement accom-
panying and enabling democratic decay has been Sri Lanka. where the
constitution does not permit judicial review of enacted legislation, and
even an advance judicial ruling on the constitutionality of a pending bill
can be waived by a two-thirds vote of Parliament. This inability of the
judiciary to overturn antidemocratic legislation, along with the concerted
efforts of the executive to erode judicial autonomy, have been im-
portant factors in the deterioration of democracy in Sri Lanka.

Federalism and Decentralization

As we have already repeatedly suggested, democracy does not fit well
with a highly centralized structure of power. Not only is centralization
inherently in conflict with principles of democratic control, but it
appears to be at odds empirically with strong and stable democracy.
The experience of India underscores the value, indeed perhaps the
necessity, of federalism for managing deep and intensely mobilized
ethnic divisions. Real autonomy and devolution of power have been
indispensable in the resolution of successive waves of ethnic and scpa-r:list agitation in rndia, just-as InaNra Gandhi's relentlecc v7olaNon or
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peace in the Punjab and elsewhere. At a minimum, peaceful ethnic 

coexistence would seem to require at least the scale of devolution of 

power of Papua New Guinea's system of provincial governments. 

As Urmila Phadnis argues in her chapter on Sri Lanka, the scale of 

the largest unit to which power will be devolved is crucial. In Sri Lanka, 

the local district will not suffice, and the violent insurgency of Tamil 
separatists will probably not be ended (certainly not peacefully) until 

they are offered at least some form of aautonomous provincial gov-

ernment—short of the fully federal system that would be ideal in principle 

but unacceptable to the Sinhalese majority. In Indonesia as well, 

Sundhaussen observes that federalism "would have been the most 

promising constitutional arrangement to contain the evident anxieties of 

the ethnic minorities," but it was discredited early on because it was 

seen to be a Dutch design for weakening and dividing the country, and 

so is now as unacceptable to the majority group in Indonesia as it is in 

Sri Lanka. Nevertheless, even within Indonesia's current system of 

provincial government, there is scope for greater decentralization, by 

loosening central government control over appointments and finance. 

Similarly, even within a formal structure of federalism, the degree of 
autonomy allowed individual states may affect the intensity of ethnic 

protest and separatist movements. This would appear to be the case 

now in Pakistan, where the traumatic memory of the Bangladesh secession 

heightens the fear of further "Balkanization" of the country. In a 

situation where (as in India) the central government provides about 

two-thirds of the funding for state budgets, a key issue now is broader 

state autonomy on revenue collection. It is this type of real power that 

Pakistani "separatist" movements are seeking, writes Rose, and that 

would be most likely to assure the integrity of the federation. 

But  there is more at stake than ethnic peace in decentralizing 

power. The high degree of centralization of power in Thailand and 

South Korea was not only a concomitant but also a facilitating factor in 

the perpetuation of authoritarian, military-bureaucratic domination, and 

the development of meaningful and autonomous local government-

both in the cities and in the villages—will be an important factor in 

whether democracy can be successfully developed and consolidated in 

those two countries. Similarly, as we have noted ,  a primary instrument 

of the erosion of democracy in India and its destruction in the Philippines 

under Marcos was the assault on autonomous points of power outside 

the center. Plural sources of power act as a check on the whims or 

impulses of power at the center. Local participation and control is an 

important means for socializing people into democratic values. And, as 

the case of India attests, the opportunity for parties who lose out at the 

. 	center to gain a share of power at lower levels strengthens their overall 

- commitment to the democratic system and reduces the stakes in winning 

national elections. It is for these reasons of the quality of democratic life 
that Ozbudun calls for the strengthening of local governments in 
Turkey by giving them a greater share of public revenue and effective 
power. 

Socioeconomic Development 

Generations of theory have grappled with the relationship between 
democracy and both the level and the process of socioeconomic de-
velopment. The evidence from our ten cases cannot settle the spirited 
theoretical controversies that remain with us. Nevertheless, some im-
portant insights do emerge. The most obvious of these is the simple 
static observation that detnocracy is not incompatible with a low level of 
development. India has been a living anomaly in this regard for four 
decades now ,  and even if one secs the quality or stability of its democ-
racy to be diminishing, the sources of that regression have been heavily 
political rather than socioeconomic. Sri Lanka also maintained full 
democracy at a low level of development for many years (and still has a 
democratic constitution in place). while Papua New Guinea—the least 
urbanized ,  industrialized, and educated of our ten Asian cases—remains a 
democracy today ,  thirteen years after independence. Among the coun-
tries in this volume, one would be hard-pressed to find any clear pattern 
of association between the degree of democracy and the level of 
economic development. In fact ,  the rank order correlation for our ten 
cases between (1985) per capita GNP and Gastil's summary measure of 
civil and political liberties in 1987 shows literally no association between 
the two measures (or more precisely, an inconsequential –.04)4  

This is not to deny the general positive correlation between democ-
racy and development in the larger world. Nor is it to ignore the 
pressures and props for democracy that derive from a higher level of 
socioeconomic development, with the expansion it yields in income 
and education, and thus political participation. Particularly instructive 
in this regard is the recent experience of South Korea, whose extra-
ordinary economic growth rate of the past two decades (averaging 7 per 
cent annually) has brought profound social changes that have facilitated 
and hastened the transition to democracy. Among the most important 
of these changes, writes Sung-joo  han,  have been an increase in the size 
and political consciousness of the middle class; the growth of a more 
pluralistic ,  organized ,  and autonomous civil smiely; increasing circu-
lation ol people, information, and ideas; greater economic involvement 
with the industrialized democracies, and with it, the recognition that a 
newly industrializing country cannot win full admittance to their "club" 
unless it, too. is or becomes democratic. 

Although its socioeconomic development has been at a much slower 
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pace, Rose sees the significant socioeconomic changes in Pakistan in the
past decade-the emergence (as in northern India) of rural and small-
town entrepreneurs, the general improvement of the rural economy,
diminishing power of the traditional rural landed elite, rapid urbaniza-
tion, a belter organized and more active trade union movement-
exerting a similar type of pressure for democratic transition in the late
1980s. In particular, he anticipates that the movement of a new genera-
tion of educated men from rural elite families (replacing the older,
narrower, urban elite) will broaden the social and economic base of
political parties.

And yet, our cases also attest to the destabilizing consequences-for
political order in general, and democracy more specifically-that the
process of modernization can have for a country moving from poverty
to an intermediate state of development.)' The key problem is that
socioeconomic development tends to loosen or sever traditional ties of
deference and obedience to authority. New interests are generated,
new consciousness is kindled, and new political and organizational
capacities are acquired at the individual and group level. Demands
multiply-both for the right to participate and for tangible and symbolic
benefits-and political institutions must expand to make room for these
new entrants, or risk breaking down. Moreover, with the proliferation
of demands and interests, social and ideological cleavages may also
multiply or deepen, taxing the conflict-mediating capacities of state insti-
tutions. If the institutions are authoritarian, as they have been for the
last three decades in South Korea, these changes may profoundly erode
the legitimacy of authoritarian rule and press powerfully from below for
transition to democracy-while also presenting a new democracy with a
daunting agenda of pent-up demands, conflicts, and frustrations.
However, if the institutions that arc having trouble adapting and in-
corporating are formally democratic ones, as they have been in Sri
Lanka and India, then it may be constitutional democracy that becomes
strained and even delegitimated. The Thai experience indicates the
special difficulty awaiting a new democracy with weak, fragmented
participant institutions and exponentially increasing social demands. As
Chai-Anan explains, the lack of effective, coherent, and adaptable
party institutions meant that there was no channel in Thailand's short-
lived democracy (1974-76) for aggregating and expressing the demands
of rapidly enlarging and newly mobilizing student, labor, and farmer
groups. "As a result, political participation under the full-fledged
democratic rule in the mid-1970s was close to anarchy."

Sri Lanka demonstrates some of the ambivalent consequences of
development for democracy. On the one hand, its extraordinary early
achievements in improving the physical quality of lite-as reflected in
^ts ^mptessive adull hteracy and lite e-pectancy rates in the carly 1960s

((he highest of any of our cases then; see Table 1.1)-gave the demo-
cratic system considerable legitimacy and international prestige. And
yet, the dramatic improvements in public health also gave birth to a
population explosion (given the typical lag between the decline in death
rates and that in birth rates). Combined with the high rates of literacy
and education, this produced a huge bulk of politicized youth, who
were reaching maturity, with high expectations, just as the economy
was stagnating. That their frustration exph)ded violently-in the "JVP"
insurgency of extremist, rural, Sinhalese Buddhist youth in 1971, and
then in the Tamil separatist insurgency-should not be surprising. As
Phadnis writes of that first insurgency and Sri Lankan democracy's
subsequent tribulations, "with the processes of social transformation,
the more the realization of the socioeconomic assumptions of democ-
racy, the greater is the pressure on the ruling regimes to aggregate
popular demands. And the less is the capability of the leadership to
aggregate them, the more is the tendency to have recourse to populist
slogans and to assume the traits of emergency regimes."

Something of the same process has been occurring in India over the
past two decades as well. While the contributors to an important new
study of Indian democracy give fresh and welcome emphasis to the
autonomous role of political leadership in corroding democratic insti-
tutions, it is clear that India's very success in achieving "democratically
guided economic development," unleashing as it has "growing political
demands by both the privileged and the underprivileged," has also been
a major source of democratic strain.' Growing political demands and
organization by the less advantaged in society may nevertheless on
balance be a good thing for democracy, in pressing for both a more just
society and a more accountable and responsive state. But such popular
mobilization forces the issue of democratic evolution: political leaders
must either make institutional room for these new entrants-which, as
Kohli notes, requires some sacrifice of their own immediate power-or
the whole edifice of democracy could, as a result of the accumulated
wear of unaccommodated demands, eventually fall down.

Economic Performance and Legitimacy

It is commonly assumed that a brisk and steady pace of economic
development is an important source of regime legitimacy. From the
evidence in this volume, there is much to support that assumption, but
also much that qualifies it. Democracies do develop popular commit-
ment and legitimacy as a consequence of delivering the goods of de-
velopment. But we have seen that the process of development may also
produce new challenges to legitimacy, and that success(ul developmcnt
may ^pawn czpcctationc dif(icu11 to fadfîll. Morcover, what is t- fur
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democracies may not he true for authoritarian regimes, which may be
undone by their economic successes as much as by their failures.

An important theme of Das Gupta's contribution to this volume is
the insufficiently appreciated success of India in pursuing and achieving
what he terms "combined development." As a result of democratic
planning and relatively effective administration, India has made quiet
but impressive gains in agricultural production, eliminating famine and
dependence on foreigp food within a generation. Although statist in-
efficiency is an urgent economic and political problem, industrialization
in India has reached the point where the country produces most of what

it needs and ranks among the top five industrial producers in the
developing world. Most importantly, steady and substantial improve-
ments have been made in the physical quality of life, so that on such
measures as the infant mortality rate, the child death rate, life ex-
pectancy, and primary, secondary, and university enrollment ratios,
India ranks today with the average for lower-middle-income developing
countries, even though its per capita national income places it among
the twenty poorest countries in the world." These gains have come
through steady, prudent investment, avoiding the economic crisis and
crippling international indebtedness that gripped many Third World
countries which sought shortcuts to development.

If these achievements have unleashed new expectations, and if
some of them have been less dramatic than in China or Sri Lanka, they
have nevertheless purchased some considerable popular commitment to
the system. Overall, the experience of combined development-what
Das Gupta calls the "simultaneous treatment of multiple issues like
national cohesion, economic development, social justice, citizen efficacy,
and human development"-has done much to legitimate the democratic
systcm, or at least to neutralize challenges to it. While poverty and
inequality remain, despite the progress, humiliating in degree and
haunting in scale, it is significant that the movements against these are
primarily working through rather than challenging the legitimacy of the
democratic system."

Something of a similar argument could be made for the early social
and economic progress of Sri Lanka. But there is also another lesson to
be learned from that case, which is catching up with India as well. This
is the costs to economic performance, and ultimately to demoçratic

vitality, of statist economic policies. The sharp economic downturn

under the socialist-leaning United Front government (1970-1977) was
traceable not only to exogenous shocks (rising oil prices, declining tea
prices, fertilizer shortages, drought) but to increasing state control over
the economy that was often ill advised (with quotas and controls leading
to scarcit:es and long queues) and badly administered. And while in-
c.c^..e.acca w.cc,a\ we\(sct a^a•d:ng ti^t{s^d imr•rai..c. 0- a\ua\ity asr fifc. it
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alS- t ► contributed to recurrent balance of payments deficits. We have
already noted how the conseyuent economic travails have contrihuted
to Sri Lanka's acute political difficultics since 19711. Unfortunately, the
combined effects of internal war and plunging commodity prices appear
to obscure now the inili:► lly It,nic effects of the post-1978 economic
lihcralization policies.

The delegitimaling consequences for democracy of prolonged de-
vclupmcnl stagnation may fie seen in the case with which Ferdinand
Marcos was able to sweep aside democratic institutions in the Philippines
in 1972. Although it was he himself who had Failed, in his second
presidential term, to conle tu grips with the enduring and seemingly
unsolvablc problems of cconomic stagnation, agrarian oligarchy and
inequality, corruption and dcpentlency. Marcos struck a resonant chord
anlcmg many (if no( most) Fifipinos with his call for a revolution from
above to inculcate discipline, "democratize wealth," and impose
technocratic designs for rapid modernization. While he seemed to
deliver the goods in the early years of his dictatorship, the progressive
narrowing of his base through years of gross corruption, neglect, stag-
nation, mounting indehtedncss, and finally capital flight and impending
economic collapse showed the inherent vulnerability of authoritarian
rule. Still, Jackson argues, while declining real income for the popu-
lation may have eroded Marcos' mass support and fed the communist
insurgency, it alone did not undo him.

The economic decay only became
fatal for Marcos when if began to affect the economic fortunes of the
Manila business elite, who finally joined the middle class in actively
opposing him. It was in this politically strategic sense that economic
crisis "supplied the backdrop for a legitimacy crisis which terminated
the Marcos rcgime."

In his review of regime succession in I'akistan. Rose cautions against
the temptation to generalize about the relationship between perfor-
mance and legitimacy. The lesson of Pakistani history seems to be that a
giwcrnmcnt can suffer from a had economy but gets little credit for a
flourishing one. But this may also speak of the inherent difficulties
military rcgimes face in legitimating themselves. If they do not perforln,
they lose Icgitimacy, since performance is their only justification for
holding power. But as South Korea has shown, if they do perform
soc ►oectmt ►mically, they tend tu refocus popular aspirations around
political goals for voicc and participation that they cannot satisfy with-
out terminating their exislcncc. "'l'hux, no matter whether they perform
well or h;t/lly, they, in time, face demands for change.""

The "inevitable legitimacy crisis" for military regimes appears to be
coming in Indonesia as well, Sundhaussen argues. Although the ecu-
nomic stahility, reduction in roverty. and significant improvemenls in
per -pila ina'u•nc. lifo a_xr.cc,:•..cv. ....al cJ..a-.•.:an (- 'r.,e.1_ ,_,) .....,,.-
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Soeharto's New Order contrast pointedly with the economic failures 

and chaos «civilian rule (which, in fact, was a major reason for the loss 

of legitimacy of parliamentary democracy and the demise of Sukarno in 

the mid-1960s), Indonesia's military regime will, under a new genera-

tion of leadership, have to find some way to come to grips with popular 

restlessness about its legitimacy. 

The International Environment 

Economic dependence and vulnerability represent only one type of 

international influence on the democratic prospect in Asia. To the 

extent these factors complicate the quest for vibrant, balanced, and 

consistent economic growth, they may exacerbate the problem of per-

formance for a democratic regime. However, a more direct international 

impact upon democracy in Asia appears to come through threats 

(perceived or real) to national security. 

A perception of serious threat to the country's military security, 

from either external invasion or external support for subversion or 

insurgency, tends to strengthen the hand of military-bureaucratic forces. 

In particular ,  it legitimates the augmentation and centralization of state 

power. the militarization of society, and the restriction of civil and 

political liberties as matters of necessity for national security. From the 

days of the first Korean Republic under Syngman Rhee, through the 

authoritarian regimes of Park and Chun Doo Hwan, this effect has been 

most strikingly apparent in South Korea, as one might expect of any 

divided country in which military tension and readiness remain acute on 

both sides of the border. But it has been visible in Thailand, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, and Pakistan as well. 
In Thailand ,  communist insurgency during the 1970s heightened 

right-wing anxiety about mass political movements, and military-

bureaucratic dominance was further legitimized by the subsequent 

expansionist and threatening posture of Vietnam in the region. More 

recently. Pakistani politics have felt the pressure of the Soviet war in 

neighboring Afghanistan and the disrupting flow of millions of refugees 

into Pakistan. While this has not prevented a partial and gradual transi-

tion to democracy,  it has complicated and perhaps slowed it. Given 

Pakistan's vital geostrategic location, historic vulnerability to invading 

forces from the west and northwest, and legacy of previous wars with 

India, one might expect the issue of military security to remain a 

challenge to the democratic transition, a ready excuse for failing to 

complete it ,  and a serious problem for any future democratic regime. 

Pakistan's experience suggests  Iwo  other lessons about the political 

effects of security problems. First, palpable threats can have a unifying 

effect on a country's political elite. Rose contends that the Soviet  

invasion of Afghanistan may have saved President Zia-ul-Huq from a 
coup that was planned but then suspended. The external military threat 
from Indonesia submerged ethnic divisions during Malaysia's general 
elections in 1964, and the threat from expansionist Vietnam again 
induced greater internal political consensus and a stronger intercom-
munal coalition in Malaysia during the mid- 1970s  (while also inducing 
greater restrictions on democracy). 

Secondly. national security is a preeminent dimension of regime per-
formance. Few things can shake the foundation of a regime more violently 
than defeat or perceived failure in war, as Pakistan's Ayub Khan dis-
covered after his unsuccessful 1965 war with India. The rapid growth of the 
communist insurgency in the Philippines contributed to the growing dis-
illusionment with Ferdinand Marcos even within the ranks of the military. 
By contrast, the success of a previous Philippine president, Ramon 
Magsaysay, in defeating the even graver challenge of the Fluk rebellion in 
the early 1950s gave vigor and legitimacy to the democratic system. 

Of course, that military success was aided with considerable support 
from the U.S., and ever since Philippine independence the U.S. has had 
a significant influence on the politics of that country. But external 
political and military influence can cut both ways. In light of the aggres-
sive U.S. role in pressing Marcos to leave—both officially (finally, at 
the  time  of the Enrile/Ramos rebellion, through the threat to cut off all 
military aid) and unofficially (through media attention, Congressional 
visitors, electoral observers, etc.)—il is useful to recall that Marcos 
enjoyed warm (often effusive) and substantial American support during 
the bulk of his authoritarian rule, as well as tens of billions of dollars in 
international loans that gave his regime symbolic legitimacy and im-
mense, unprecedented powers of patronage. And even now, as the 
United States aids the democratic government of Corazon Aquino 
while she appeals for more economic assistance, some sympathetic and 
sober observers question whether the (gradual) withdrawal of 
American military bases from the Philippines might not produce a 
stronger, more confident, less politically ambivalent and polarized 
democracy. At least ,  there may be a case for changes in the structure 
of the bases agreement "that would make the bases, both symbolically 
and actually, a manifestation of a more equal Filipino-American 
partnership." In the same vein, democrats on both sides of the  U.S.

-South  Korean relationship worry that excessive international depen-
dence tends to breed radical. nationalist sentiment in South Korea ,  and 
thus to deepen problems of political polarization. And despite the 
obvious contribution to Papua New Guinea's economic (and democratic) 
prosperity of unconditional aid from Australia (which still accounts for 
nearly a third of its annual budget) ,  this dependence may also have, 
over the long run, certain psychological and political effects. 
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One can find conflicting effects over time in the close U.S. relation-One
with South Korea. Years of support for authoritarian rulers yielded

more recently to pressure for democracy, and U.S. diplomatic pressure
may have played a critical role in dissuading President Chun from
ruthlessly repressing the mass mobilization of opposition groups de-
manding democracy. But the greatest international pressure for democ-
racy may have come from the more diffuse and subtle global pressure to
be democratic in order to be accepted by the major capitalist indus-
trialized powers as one of them. Diffusion and demonstration effects
also play a role, as the Philippine lesson of "people power" was not lost
on those very groups that were mobilizing to demand democracy in
Korea (just as the Philippine and especially the Korean transitions
affect the more gradual political opening now under way in Taiwan).
But diffusion, too, can work both ways, as was indicated in 1972 when
Marcos seemed to be promising the same path of authoritarian stabitity-
cum-economic progress that many other bureaucratic polities of
Southeast Asia were embracing.

To the extent it is possible to generalize across such diverse effects,
one might begin with two tentative but relatively safe conclusions. First,
international effects on democracy (positive and negative) tend to he
greater the smaller and more vulnerableto e t^heo country.

g^ÿ ^^hernal (at
minants of democracy in India appe
least since the end of colonialism), but less so in Sri Lanka or Malaysia.
Second, international influence, such as it may exist, is more prodemo-
cratic when the regional or global trend is toward democracy, and when
the powerful external actors make the promotion of democracy a more

explicit foreign policy goal.

• TOWARD DEMOCRACY IN ASIA •

It is beyond our scope here to offer general conclusions about the
prospects or conditions for democracy in Asia, much less some over-
arching formula for achieving or maintaining democratic government.
As the above review indicates, there are many factors at work in
shaping political development in Asia, and many possible generaliza-
tions, but the weight one would give to different factors varies across
the markedly different circumstances of our various cases. We leave to
Volume One of this study any effort at grander theoretical synthesis,
drawing upon all twenty-six of the cases covered.

Ncvcrthclccs, we cannot ignore the question with which we are
incvit:.hly tctt at the end of such a study: ltow can the pursuit of
de--tic govcfnment be advanced and strengthened in Asia? It is
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countries now face: the transition to democracy, the consolidation of
new or unstable democracies, and the renewal or reequilibration of
democracies that have weakened or partially broken down.

The Transition to Democracy

Of our tcn cases, the transition to democracy is currently an issue (to
one degree or another) in three. In Pakistan the issue is how to com-
plete it, in Thailand, how to advance it; and in Indonesia, how to begin
it.

Of awrse, it always helps to have a leader who is firmly committed
to democratization, such as Mustafa Kemal and later President Inonu in
Turkey. Failing that, if there is a strong democratic movement from
below, it may help to have an authoritarian ruler who is politically inept
and unpopular, like Chun of South Korea, or manifestly unable to
manage political and economic problems, as became the case with
Marcos near the end. At a strategic moment, carefully focused inter-
national pressure may serve to hasten the exit of a dictator like Marcos,
or at least to limit his options, as may have happened with Chun.

Without question, the political choices and tactics of regime and
opposition leaders are of great consequence, as may be their own
internal divisions and maneuverings, particularly once the momentum
for a transition has begun. Pakistan's transition would not have come
this far. Rose argues, were it not for the "careful, sensible tactics
adopted by both the government and the opposition parties to avoid
violent clashes." The Philippine and especially the South Korean cases
would also seem to confirm the general emphasis of O'Donnell and
Schmitter on the importance of elite strategies and choices, and of
avoiding "widespread and recurrent violence" while seeking a nego-
tiated solution. Moreover, our case studies of Thailand and Indonesia
also support their emphasis on "a sequence of piecemeal reforms" as
the most likely path of democratic transition, and on the need for
democratic oppositions to be willing to play within the initially very
restricted games allowed them by authoritarian regimes early in the
sequence of democratization."

However, the Philippine and South Korean cases also call attention
to the importance for the transition of what O'Donnell and Schmitter
call the "resurrection of civil society" through an explosion of auton-
omous interest group expression and activity, and ultimately its con-
vergence from many points into a "popular upsurge" of mobilization for
denuxratization." In addition, these and other Asian cases suggest the
importance of a more enduring expansion of autonomous, vigorous
associational tife, independent of the state. Such a pluralistic infra-
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but the resulting organization, political consciousness, and vigilance of
the citizenry make the democratic transition much more irrcvcrsible,
and no less impurtantly, reduce the prospect that authoritarian forces
(uld or new) may overthrow or somehow capture the new democracy in
its vulnerable early days. All of this is vividly illustratcd by the Philippine
expericnce, with the striking success of the citizen-hased NAMFREL in
increasing the integrity of the electoral process during and after the
transition, the crucial role of the Catholic Church and its affiliated
organizations and press during Marcos' final years, and the proli(era-
tion of diverse forms of democratic popular organization since the fall
of Marcos. In a sense, the effect is also visible in the determination of
military elites in Thailand and Indonesia who oppose democratization
to preempt, coopt, manage, license, and permanently control poten-
tially autonomous forms of popular organization and interest expression.

It would seem that one clue to advancing democracy in Asia lies in
the wisdom to discern what is possible and press forward within those
constraints. In Pakistan, a transition to full democracy, by the end of
President Zia's term in 1990, now appears possible, but probably only
within the framework of the system and timetable he has crafted.
Political developments-the increasing independence, skill, and assertive-
ness of the civilian prime minister, Mohammad Khan Junejo, and the heavy
popular participation in the November 1987 Local Bodies elections-
showed the miscalculation of the opposition in boycotting the
1985 legislative elections and the wisdom of their belated decision to
take full advantage of the ongoing political opening. Continuing popular
mobilization, party development, and prudent political gamesmanship
(including credible guarantees of Zia's freedom from prosecution in
exchange for his exit) now seem likely to achieve a full military with-
drawal from politics.~

But no such development seems plausible in the near term in
"Thailand or Indonesia, and democratic forces must therefore have a
longer-term strategy that takes advantage of the possibilities that exist
in the near term. For Thailand, Chai-Anan argues that the major hope
for democratic progress lies in political institutionali7ation of participant
structures-civilian political parties and the elected parliament-through
the gradual development of their organizational depth, mastery of
information, policy innovativeness, and linkages with popular interest
groups and support bases. Until and unless parties and legislators im-
prove their capacity, performancea imagea and credibility, they will
have little hope of reducing, much less eliminating. The current military
dominance of political life. However, by pragmatically conceding for a
lime military preeminence in security matters and participation in
politics, committed democrats may find the space to build the infra-
structural base for future democratization. In Indonesia, which is

mqnnl:mcc ut a morc cnuunng expansion or autonomous, vtgorous
associationat tife, independent of the state. Such a pluralistic infra-
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can1illcrahly less dcmorratic. less appears possible.
But Sundhausscn

implics that some siKnificanl opcninK of the pt)litical systcm may beachicv:1hlc, under an cmcrginK new generation of military Icadcrship, if
dcmf)cratic politicians in thc opposition are able to forge a more co-I)c ►rnt and effective front while g iving

thc military no cause to fear anouthrcak Of unrest or a xurgc to the left.

Consolidating New Democracies

'l'hrcc of our cases face the challenge of cunsolidating new dcmocrsuic
sYstems. In each casc, the outcon)e will depend on the capacity of the
new pt)litical leaders to make the democratic system work in two senses:first, to

make it function dcmocratically, in a procedural sense: and
secund, to make it function effectively in coming to grips with the
econumic, social, and security problems facing these countries.

its
The prospects for success are probably most favorable in Turkey,hecause of

considerahle prior experience with democracy, and the
fact that it has now operated the new system without crisis for scvcralyears.

Moreover, the new constitution seems so far to be achieving its
aim of producing a more stahle, less polarized pattern of politics by
eliminating small, extremist parties and pressing toward party consoli-
dation. Its legitimacy--and the overall democratic character of the
systcm-would be increased, however, if the remaining limits on free
political activity (e.g. by trade unions) were lifted, civil liberties were
strengthened, and military influence on government further reduced.
Üzhudun argues that the foundation of democracy must be deepened
by "estathlishing a healthier balance between the state and the society."
This involves not only the reduction of centralized bureaucratic control
over the cconomy, but also the strengthening of local governmcnts
(which now receive more revenue) and the growth of autonomous
voluntary associations. At the same lime, he warns, the pursuit of a
new, export -oriented basis Of economic growth must not neglect the
need for a more equitable distribution of income.

South Korea and the Philippines face more difficult challenges, but
at least South Korea begins ifs new democracy with a healthy and
dynamic economy. I lowever, success in development, as we have noted,
hrccds its uwn troublcs, and the

(ale of the new democracy will turn
siKnificantly on the ability Of demucratie leaders to lower the pitch of
popular nlohilizalion by Kruups-in particular the large and growing
working clslss, but also its ideological aympathizcrs among students and
intcllcctuals--who feel deprived or excluded by the years of military
rifle. f)cfusing and precmpting such militant popular mohilizatit)n-
which could unleash a new, destructive cycle Of political polarization-
will require both the institutionalizatiun of effective channels of interest
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expression inside the political system, primarily through political 

parties, and the substantive satisfaction over time of aggrieved popular 

interests. That is to say, the system must become more inclusive, both 

politically and socioeconomically. It must also develop, as Sung-joo 

han  repeatedly argues in his chapter. more effective political parties, 

which, through their skill in mobilizing and governing and their im-

proving relations with one another, give the military no excuse to 

intervene anew but rather gradually trim back its influence in govern-

ment and society. 
By contrast with Turkey and South Korea, the gravity and multi-

plicity of challenges that have faced the new government of Corazon 

Aquino since its accession to  power in February 1986 lead many to 

marvel that it has survived even two years. The most menacing problems 

facing the new system were the persistence of armed insurgency, not 
only by the communist New Peoples Army but by the secessionist Moro 

National Liberation Front. based in Mindanao; the insubordination of 

dissident elements within the military, which launched three coup 

attempts in 1987 (one of which appeared to come close to success); the 

ravaged and severely indebted state of the economy; enormous in-

equality (especially in land ownership) and social injustice, with roughly 

60 percent of the population below the poverty line; and the lack of 

adequate democratic institutions. The latter problem has been the least 

intractable: A new constitution that limits executive power has been 

drafted and ratified, and elections have been successfully conducted for 

the national legislature and local governments (a part icularly crucial 

level of authority in the geographically dispersed archipelago). But the 

party system remains unsettled, Mrs. Aquino's government remains 

politically divided, and the new constitution will not have been put to 

the real test until the next presidential election, in 1992. Before then, 

Mrs. Aquino's government must revive the economy, firmly establish 

civilian supremacy over the military, and turn the tide against the armed 

insurgencies. 
At this writing ,  there are signs of progress on all three fronts: the 

first real growth in per capita income in four years during 1987; a 

tougher stance toward military indiscipline, coupled with tangible re-

forms (higher military pay, more professional officers); and a more 

aggressive military response to insurgency by better trained and equipped 

units, complemented by a program to rehabilitate returning rebels. On 

the social agenda—labor, housing, health, education ,  and the acute 

demand for land reform—progress has been more elusive, but is no less 
essential. As Jackson notes. the communist insurgency is not likely to 

be deteated without coordinated social, economic, and political reforms 
that address the manitest needs for access to land. social justice. and 
cticcOinmn •neenniment. 	wecluesnine  the  tnnts ni linvnIty 1,4etvve.en  

the people and their political system. Precisely the same is true for the 
legitimation of the new democratic system. More than any of our cases, 
the Philippines illustrates the laborious ,  painstaking, and often 
treacherous nature of democratic consolidation." 

Renewing, Reviving and Reequilibrating Democracy 

Of the four long-standing civilian, constitutional systems examined in 
titis volume, none is free of serious, even grave, challenges to its future 
viability. This may be seen as a rather sad and telling statement on the 
difficulty of maintaining democracy in the circumstances of developing 
countries ,  but it is not a hopeless one. 

The most important test is being played out in India, in the sense 
that its success with democracy has been to date the longest and most 
influential in Asia. But as we have seen, India's democratic institutions 
have been steadily deteriorating for twenty years, and it seems apparent 
to a growing number of Indians that Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi has 
neither the determination nor the vision to rejuvenate them. Little has 
been done to rebuild the grassroots strength and organizational depth, 
complexity, and autonomy of the Congress-I party, as was reflected in 
its electoral defeats during 1987 in Kerala, West Bengal and especially 
Haryana, which is part of the party's electoral base in the northern 
Hindi belt. Rather than use the prestige of critics and reformers and the 
investigative vigor of an autonomous press to begin to purge the gov-
ernment of the spreading cancer of corruption—with all its disillusioning 
and delegitimating consequences—the prime minister has turned 
vengefully against these forces of renewal, talking of foreigners and 
traitors trying to "destabilize" the country, raiding the offices of the 
crusading daily, The Indian Express, and forcing his most effective and 
respected reforming minister, V. P. Singh, out of government when he 
moved too aggressively to expose and punish corruption. As Bharat 
Wariavwalla explains, the problem Singh was attacking goes to the 
heart of India's decay: It is "the 'license-permit Raj,' an alliance of 
businessmen, politicians, and bureaucrats which, for the past two 
decades, had cheated the consumer, stifled incentives and production, 
kept the economy from growing, and above all, subverted democratic 
processes.' More than ever, democratic renewal in India appears to 
require political leadership with the skill and commitment to cleanse the 
system, rebuild political institutions down to the grassroots, and resolve 
festering ethnic violence (especially in the Punjab) democratically. But 
increasingly ,  it appears as well that such leadership will result only from 
the kind of mass-based ,  democratic movement of citizens that helped 
reclaim the country from the vise of Indira Gandhi's authoritarianism in • 	1./7(is 
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reclaim the country from the vise of Indira Gandhi's authoritarianism in 
• 	t./70s. 

A similar type of decay has been evident more recently in Malaysia. 

where the divisive and abusive administration of the country by Prime 

Minisier Mahathir Mohammed illustrates again the (potenlially lasting) 

(lainage that can be donc to democratic institutions by undemocratic 

political leadership. As the decline deepened during 1987 ,  the dominant 

party in the ruling alliance, UMW.). split amid a turbulent struggle for 

party control, which Mahathir won only narrowly (and, his opponents 

alleged. fraudulently). Ethnic relations between the Malays and 

Chine.  se also precipitously deteriorated as the tolerance, civility. and 

striving for consensus that have characterized the political culture visibly 

declined. These escalating tensions served (even, some believe. Were 

encouraged) to justify an authoritarian crackdown, which began in 

October 1987 with the arrests of government critics, closure of three 

newspapers. and a han on public meetings and rallies. Denounced as 

"undenuieratic" and deplorable by the revered founding father of the 

country. Tunku Abdul Rahman. these and subsequent actions destroyed 

the vitality of the party structure and weakened the (already con-

strained) infrastructure of democracy.  In  this light,  the arrests of several 

interest and reform group leaders and Mahathir's warning to the judi-

ciary—which has issued a series of recent decisions against the 

government-10 stay out of politics were also significant. With the 

scope for criticism and opposition increasingly constrained, it is difficult 

to  sec  the source for reinvigoration of the substantial democratic insti-

tutions that existed before Mahathir." 
Even much graver is the situation in which semidemocratic Sri 

Lanka finds itself after several years of ethnic bloodletting, terrorism, 

and civil war. As the violent struggle has continued, despite the inter-

vention of over 20,000 Indian troops, the problem of Tamil insurgency 

has been compounded by a resurgence of violent Sinhalese ethnic 

chauvinism,  as reflected in the revival of the extremist Janatha Vimukthi 

Peramuna (JVP). The assassination of moderate Sinhalese politicians 
by the JVP (emulating the tactic of Tamil extremists), the attempted 

assassination of President Jayewardene in August 1987, and the latier's 

warning that he might cancel the 1989 elections if the war did not end 

soon are only some of the signs of the damage that the civil war is doing 

to the country's political institutions, economy,  and social fabric. Its 

resolution through some kind of compromise agreement—if that is still 

possible—is the sine qua non for any kind of reequilibration of democ-

racy in Sri Lanka. But in a political climate in which the MPs of 

Jayewardene's ruling UNP "fear for their lives and do not dare return to 

their homes. many of which have . . . been burned to the ground by 

angry mobs." it is  nul  likely that a democratic election. even if il is held , 
 will produce a solution. The way out would seem to require some sort 

of temporary and historic united front of the two major Sinhalese  

parties that would negotiate and  self  to the Sinhalese majority a peace-
ful ethnic accommodation, before the formal structures of democracy 
come crashing down in an extremist takeover or military coup." 

Nothing like the same degree of crisis and danger is apparent in 
Papua New Guinea today, hut there as well the 1987 election revealed a 
serious erosion of the party system into a state of more severe frac-
tionalization. Collectively, the four largest parties lost twenty parlia-
mentary scats, of the 106 contested, as independents increasetl their 
scats from eight to twenty-two, while winning a stunning 40 percent of 
the vote. A local political scientist has observed, "the election results 
constitute a recipe for delicate coalition politics that could easily border 
on governmental immobility, instability or both." The problem was not 
eased by the increased incidence of fraud and violence in the election 
and the "unprincipled political opportunism" that dominated the sub-
sequent maneuvers to form a coalition government." Although Papua 
New Guinea is in many respects unique, the experience of party frac-
tionalization and government immobilism in dragging down democracy 
elsewhere in Asia is certainly cause for concern. With public dis-
enchantment with political corruption and opportunism growing, and 
public confidence in the political system declining, the pressure is in-
creasing on political leaders to produce effective, accountable govern-
ment and to rejuvenate political parties. 

Conclusion 

If there is any common thread running through the democratic prospects 
of all ten of the countries we examine in this volume, it is the crucial 
importance of effective and democratically committed leadership. To 
the extent that democracy is consolidated and deeply legitimated, it can 
survive corrupt, abusive, and woefully incompetent leaders. In time ,  
they will be replaced. But when a prolonged period of undemocratic or 
inept leadership is experienced, the system itself may begin to decay, 
along with popular commitment to il. And when democratic institutions 
do  flot  enjoy deep, unquestioned legitimacy, and the protection of 
complex and variegated checks and balances (both formal and informal), 
the damage that can be done by even a few years of abuse may be 
severe and lasting. Although the leadership variable tends to convey an 
emphasis on the head of government or the few top leaders of the party 
system, one should not ignore the damage that can be done by the 
spread among political elites more generally of behavior and attitudes 
that arc corrupt, opportunistic ,  and contemptuous of democratic rules 
and norms. While the structural constraints and possibilites vary 
enormously among our len cases, the scope for innovation or immobil-
ity, cooperation or confrontation, responsibility or greed, on the part 
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of the politicians is substantial, and will substantially affect the pros-
pects for democracy in every one of them.

At the same time, it is useful to reiterate once more that while the
truism that people get the leaders they deserve is overly simplistic,
pcople, if they organize, can eventually get rid of leaders they do not
want and achieve the kind of leadership they do. Deference to leader-
ship has long been regarded as a quintessential feature of Asian political
culture. But power that is too much deferred to can too easily be
abused. From the evidence of our Asian cases, it would seem that the
organization of the citizenry-autonomously, pluralis( ically, from the
grassronts-tx)th inside and outside the formal polity is an indispensable
condition for the development and maintenance of a secure democracy.
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India:
Democratic Becoming and
Combined Development

JYOTIRINDRA DAS GUPTA

Developing countries are not supposed to offer conducive settings for
democratic political systems. India's choice of democracy in a setting of
poverty, ethnic diversity, and immense complexity of developmental
problems must utterly puzzle any theorist of democratic politics. Anyone
can imagine how precarious was the prospect of Indian democracy at the
moment of its beginning. Four decades of continuous development of
constitutional democratic government in India may then call for two
kinds of interpretation. Either democracy in India is a misnomer and the
pessimistic expectation did not go wrong, or the theorists of democracy
were wrong in writing off Ihe possibility of democracy's compatibility
with the most stringent tasks of both economic development and ptdi-
tical intcgration in developing countries.

Before we settle for one or the other interpretation, it would be
more appropriate to examine the nature of the last four decades' de-vch ►

pmcm of democratic politit_s in India. This will call for, in the first
place, an understanding of some of the basic ideas permeating the
nationalist

movement. The unfolding of these ideas through organi-
zational practice in preindependence days covers a fairly long period.
Indeed, the fact that the national ruling party is now more than a
hundred years old may offer some solace to those theorists who worry
about immature players taking chances with a sophisticated game like
democratic politics in developing countries. For our purpose it is im-
portant to consider the inheritance of ideas and institutions that pre-
pared the foundation of the new state. We will examine how a set of
imported ideas were progressively indigenized to serve large-scale
movements and enduring organizations that contributed to the sub-
sequent development of democratic institutions. The second part of our
discussion will examine the evolution of the major democratic institutions
after independence. This will be followed by an exami:fation of the
performance of these institutions with respect to economic devck)pment,
plditirll participation, and national cohesion. Finally, an attempt will
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PAR ODILE FELGINE 

A l'IMA, on a beaucoup  
parlé de la contagion de la 
liberté. 

eux arts après son inauguration 
et alors que son succès auprès 
du public va croissant, l'Insti- 
tut du monde arabe s'est doté 

d'un Comité culturel consultatif rassem- 
blant une cinquantaine de personnalités 
arabes et européennes. Artistes, éditeurs, 
hommes de presse ou d'affaires, universi- 
taires, hauts fonctionnaires, parmi les- 
quels figurent les écrivains Tahar Ben 
Jelloun, Mahmud Darwish,  Jean-Claude 
Carrière, Franco Maria Rieti, les cher- 
cheurs Maxime Rodinson, Mohamed 
Arkoun. Marc Augé. les journalistes 
Jean Lacouture et Hervé Bourges, ont 
été invités à entamer pour la première 
fois en ces lieux le dialogue euro-arabe 

et à débattre des orientations de 
l'Institut. 

Cette première session du 
Comité s'est achevée par une 

journée d'étude sur le thème 
• Etat, société et individu 

t dans le monde arabe 
Abordant le délicat pro- 
blème de la démocratie 

dans le monde arabe, le 
rapporteur libanais Ghas-

san Salamé, directeur de 
recherche au CNRS s'était 

exclamé : • Nous revendi-
quons le développement et la dé-

mocratie. Beaucoup d'Arabes 
croient, à tort. que les régimes au-

toritaires ont été imposés de l'exté-
rieur. Avec l'explosion démographi-

que actuelle et les difficultés 
économiques, des frémissements popu-

laires se manifestent qui dissimulent ti-
midement une revendication antitotali-

taire. • 
Plus optimiste, l'historien tunisien Hi- 

chem Djait, considérant la démocratie 
comme • un miracle européen universa- 
lisable • rappela que le colonialisme oc- 
cidental, porté par des appétits mer- 
cantiles, avait détruit des équilibres 
internes mais aussi fait évoluer cer- 
tains pays vers • la monarchie consti- 
tutionnelle et le système représenta- 
tif • (Egypte. Irak à un certain 
moment). Ainsi, l'Egypte était 
semi-libérale lorsque l'Allemagne 
était nazie. • La démocratie est 

dans l'air du temps, en raison 
d'exigences internes et de pres- 
sions externes. Elle a existé et 
existe au niveau des élites ac- 

Tobie Ben Jelloun. 

tivistes affirme ainsi Hichem Djait. 
Propos contestés lors du court débat 

qui suivit. Les élites sont les premières à 
s'autocensurer car elles sont devenues 
- les conseillers du prince • en beaucoup 
d'Etats. 

Contrairement à ce qu'elles furent 
dans les années 30,40 et 50, elles ne sont 
plus issues de familles fortunées et ne 
disposent pas d'une véritable autonomie 
économique, estimèrent certains interve. 
nains. D'autre part, la démocratie est-
elle une invention occidentale ? Les 
structures politiques arabes ne sont-elles 
pas en grande partie héritées de l'organi-
sation tribale et clanique qui fut à la 
base des divisions régionales et du pou-
voir califal ? 

Cela n'a pourtant guère contribué à 
l'instauration d'authentiques structures 
démocratiques. Les régimes révolution-
naires ont emprunté au monde • turc» 
péen de l'Est • leur modèle, en pleine 
faillite aujourd'hui. Eux aussi ont oc-
culté la demande démocratique. au  pro-
fit d'un crypto-marxisme autoritaire. 
Mais si ces pays se sont ouverts aux 
idéaux extérieurs de révolution marxiste, 
pourquoi ne succomberaient-ils pas à 
l'attrait d'idées plus humanistes' Sur' 

tout si un mouvement mondial et dura-
ble les y aidait... 

De nouvelles solidarités  

Débat qui dut âtre éprouvant pour 
certains des ambassadeurs des 22 Etats 
arabes présents alors dans la salle. en rai-
son de la visite du président de la Répu-
blique française. François Mitterrand. 
Le chef de l'Etat français souligna dans 
son allocution l'intérêt qu'il prenait aux 
projets et aux travers de l'IMA en raison 
de la nécessité d'un véritable dialogist 
entre les cultures et les civilisations 
arabes et européennes. - Les reculs de la 
connaissance correspondent toujours aux 
débâcles de l'action. • Bien des ignoran-
ces constituent des barrières entre nos 
peuples. Il faut, dit-il, donner une Chance 

à de nouvelles solidarités. II en va de 
l'avenir du monde et de notre vie que 
dienne. Nous sommes dépendants les uns 
des autres. L'Europe ,  après tout. doit 
beaucoup aux philosophes. mathérnati-

ciens et autres savants arabes qui perte 
rent jusqu'à la sauvegarde de la Méeire 

de la Grèce antique, si capitale pour 
l'Occident. L'originalité et la force de 
l'IMA est, et doit rester. de contribuer 
cette approche - sensible  • des cultures 

arabes ». • 
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THE POLITICAL STATUS OF WOMEN
IN THE ARAB GULF STATES

J.F. Pelerson

1t)LITICS in the Arab Gulf states appears, on the surface, to be the exclusiv e
domain of men. According to one observer, "In the formal political system of the
Arabian peninsula women do not exist. They are not judges, police officers, army
commanders, ministers. tribal leaders or heads of state. They do not sit on tribal
councils ... , municipal councils, or legislative or consultative assemblies."t The
absence of overt status does not mean that women lack political importance now
nor did they in the past. Traditionally. Arab women have been a strong,
decision-making force within the family. Politics and family appear to be separate
domains in part because this is the way people of the Gulf present themselves to
outsiders, In a society that emphasizes the collective identity of the family and the
tribe over the individual, family and politics cannot, however, be separated on the
local or national level. Despite appearances, women and their networks play an
essential-if often sub rosa-political role.

In the few short decades since the beginning of oil's political and socioeco-
nomic impact in the late 1940s on the peninsula region, the Arab Gulf states have
undergone unprecedented transformation. Regimes have activcly promoted and^..

R.D. McChesney eds..kA W ry'Prrpa ^d, E:ays 1an
in
/.^lom/i+ir Culture

Oasis,"
/lnnoFaf Ri Kard R plyWinder (New York: New York University Press, 1988 ► , p. 199-

I.E. Petrrson it it Washington-hasrd writrr and consultant. His late.a huo,( is 7he Arab GulrSlates: Stept loward Political Participation (New York: PrarRrr, 1988, j„r the Crnrrr f„r Stratrgirand lntrrn,uinnaf Studirs, Washington. DC. Washington Papers, No. lJ/)• Rrsrorrh fnr this article inthr .ur roun)rirs ,Jrhr GuljCooprratian Council in 1983 and 1986 was rnndurttd with the assistancenja Senior Rrvrarrh (prant%rrrm ►hr Fafhright Islamir Cirilizarion Research Program, and researchin Saudi Arohia in 19M was made passible by a granr jiom the Earharl Fomndatinn. 1 hr outhar H-irhrsla thon4 Afd. Chris)inr Eir4rlman, Professor Sheila Caropiro, and /)r. Jnhaina al-F'asa for theirinraiuuhfr rnmrnrnu on an rarlirr draft.
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instituled a wide-ranging process of econnmic development while simultaneously
sccking to prescrve the traditional nature of xociety and, by implication, the
Ir;idilional structure of politics. Traditionally, public roles and activities of womenin (iulf Cboperatiun Council (GCC) societies have been severely restricted and
remain su even tuclay. With the onset of the economics of oil, some social and
political

change was inescapable and wumen's traditional roles, although certainly
not ab;mduned, have been modified significantly.

A requisite first step to increasing political participation by women in the Gulf
is

extending lot- breaking through) the traditional boundaries of the "women's
domain." Widc.pread direct political participation may not be attained until this
has occurred and more equality between The sexes has been achieved in the public
arena. The nature and extent of that participation will be determined, for men as
wcll as for women, by The structure of GCC political systems prevailing in the nextfew decades.

The extent of change in individual political systems will differ markedly from
one Gulf country to the next because of their varying degrees of urbanization, past
British and other external influences, the quality of leadership, the strength of
exisling religions inffuences, and the "staggered" effect of change according to
the length of time the communities have been exposed to oil income and
socioeconomic development. Because Kuwait and Bahrain have had the longest
exposure to development and social change, women there are more likely to
experience relatively more participation sooner than elsewhere in the Gulf. At the
sanie time. barriers to increased women's participation are also determined by the
degree and strength of traditions histurically present in each Gulf society,
Increased public activity by women, in Saudi Arabia and Qatar in particular, is
likely to lag behind the other states as a consequence of this factor.

There arc reasons to assume that the future course of social and political
change will find women playing broader and less restricted public roles in society
and wielding considerably more influence on the political systems of the Gulf. The
vast expansion ul'education has broadened the horizons of women as well as men,
and various cn)ployment opportunities for female nationals have sprung into
existence. Uirecl political participation, particularly in newly created institutions
such as national consultative bodics, has beeri marginal, but then Kuwait's
suspcnsiun of the last remaining elected national assembly in the Gulf in July 1986 •
places obstacles

in the way of more effective participation by either sex. Future
devclupments might well see greater proportions of female nationals in work-
forces, occupying senior government and public-sector positions, and exhibiting a
more inllucnlial presence in educational institutions as undergraduates, graduates,
and faculty.

The scope
of wt)men's public and p,)lilical roles is dependent on the future

balance between opposing social trends. On the one hand, developmenl-oriented
governmcnts have been eager to provide for. educate, and utilize the skills of their
pcople-hoth male and female. For example, every female national who is
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educated and employed conceivably means that the service of one less expatriate 

is required. This is no small consideration in states where the proportions of 

foreigners in the population range from 25 percent to 80 percent. On the other 

hand, traditionalists are hostile to any change in relationships between the sexes 

and their opposition is bolstered by a growing tide of neoconservatism. which 

seeks to make order out of the chaos and aimlessness of the oil-boom years with 

a return to traditional values. The Islamic resurgence felt in all these states, 

particularly in Kuwait and Bahrain, gives additional force to the impact of social 

neoconservalism on women's participation in the public sector. 

CURRENT FACTORS INFLUENCING WOMEN'S POLITICAL STATUS 

Although the political power of women has traditionally been very limited, it 

has not been entirely negligible. In the past, mothers and wives of rulers have on 

occasion exerted great influence. Shaykha Salama bint But, the mother of 

Shakhbut and Zayid, the past and present rulers of Abu Dhabi, was responsible 
for forcing her sons to swear to end the bloody tradition of regicide in Abu Dhabi 

and was regarded as an important "eminence grise" in Abu Dhabi politics.' ln the 

absence of shaykhs. decision-making and extending hospitality to male guests 

occasionally fell to wives and some are said even to have attended and played 
active rotes in otherwise all-male meetings. 

Changes in Traditional Roles 

Rather than a complete break between past and present, the modification of 
women's roles is most clearly seen in attitudinal changes between still largely 

traditional generations. Subite changes are evident in such situations as marriage 

arrangements, conjugal relations and household  rotes, divorce, control of per-
sonal properl y. and daily socialization. 3  At the heart of' these traditional socielies' 
view of women is their role as bearers of family honor. While women have 
benefited in many cases from liberalized attitudes on the part of much of society, 
uliimate authority over women's lives tends to remain in the hands of their 
husbands, fathers, and brothers. 

The impact of changing economic circumstances and variable social attitudes 
can be devastaling. The conveniences of urban life and the prevalence of domestic 
servants have robbed women of a rote al home, which the state has not replaced 
by other forms of work. Avenues of work after education are largely limited to 

2. Fraulte Ileard - fley. From Trucial States Io United Arab Emirates: A Si,, iety in Transi t inn 
(London: Loneman„ 19821, p. 150. 

3. tor. a Outrough discussion of these changes in one milieu, sec Soraya Attorki. Wonwn in 
Semali Ambia: Irdeology anal Rrhavi.., Amortit the Mite (New  \rock: Columbia liniversity Press. 19861. 
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leaching and nursing,  where contact wilh men is restricted. The few who have 
made il Ihrough universily face other problems in addition to finding a job. 
Mal riage for women often becomes more difficult after receiving a university 
education. Many educated  men  hesitate Io take on an intellectual equal as a wife 
and educated women are more selective about prospective husbands. An unmar- • 
ried woman must ()Main permission to work from her father and brother. The 
result is an educated female elite, frequently bored to the point of depression. 

The problem is further complicated hy the emergence of the social neocon-
servatism of recent years. This has persuaded the slate and society to introduce 
constraints on expanding women's opportunities, which the family or husband is 
then forced to implement. Many women have also been resisting movement 
toward nontraditional  rotes  although this phenomenon is certainly diminishing. 4 

 Even now, the passivity of trained and educated women is being eroded by the 
public activism of some. Women activists in Kuwait publicly protested their 
treatment as long ago as the 1960s when a demonstration was organized in a 
downtown square and the women present burned their 'ahayas. 

Closely related to the traditional roles of shaykhly wives is what might be 
called the "first lady" fonction, somewhat comparable Io the role played by 
presidents' wives in the United States although far more restricted. As in the past, 
some spouses of rulers and heirs apparent are capable of exercising considerable 
influence on their husbands and thereby on suite policy. A few have even taken up 
relatively prominent publie postures and have spoken out on government policy. 
although only on such "safe" issues as family and women's concerns. In Kuwait, 
Shaykha Latifa, wife of Heir Apparent Shaykh Sa'd al-'Abdullah, is well known 
for her support of social causes. Farther south, Shaykha Fatima bint Mubarak, 
wife of (ME President Shaykh Zayid, plays a visible rote as head of the UAE 
Wornen's Federation. She regularly holds an open mes for women in the UAE 
and her public appearances are echoed by several olher women from UAE ruling 
families such as Shaykha Nura bint Sultan al-Qasimi, wife of a former Sharjah 
ruler. 

Women's Org 	'zations 

Wives of ruling family members in nearly all GCC %tales are active in centers 
for women and children. For example, Shaykha Nura al-Qasimi established a 
literacy program for older women in Sharjah and helped to form the Women's 

4. h  should alco he noted that urfnan middle-clacs women have been affected by social change 
to a far greater degree than rural, small-lown, or hedouin women. nus. anthropological %indics of 
women in the Gulf may have greatly ditTerent %uhieels. The observations of Altorki. Women in Saadi 
Arabia. and 1.imla llso a Stein, The Women al the United Arab Finirait' (London: Croom Helm and New YOt k : Moites eti Noble, 1950) apply n ttttt accuratcly to wonten of the Gulf dites, white Christine 
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Society of Sharjah in 1973. 1  In 1962, the wife and several daughters of Saudi 

Arabian King Faysal founded al-Nanda Philanthropic Society for Women in 

Riyadh. Comparable women's associations in other Saudi cities soon followed. 

Women's clubs in all the GCC states play a prominent role in addressing 

issues involving women's concerns and social activities although it can he 

contended that their functions and influence are often limited. The Women's 

Welfare Associations in Saudi Arabia are involved in establishing women's 

libraries ,  collecting for the needy, training women in household tasks, sponsoring 

cultural events and lectures, and combatting female illiteracy. They are also 

instrumental in questioning traditional ideas about women's education and work. 6  

The fi rst women's society in Bahrain (and apparently in the entire Gulf), 

Jam'iyal Nandat Fatal al-Dahrayn (Bahraini Women's Awakening) ,  was formed 

in 1955 to provide a channel for the wealthier and better-educated women, mainly 

from well-established merchant families, to provide volunteer services to assist 

poor families.' Politically ,  the group supported women's suffrage for the consti-

tutional and national assemblies of the early 1970s. The next oldest and probably 

most active group has been Jam'iyat Rrayat al-Tafala wal-Umuma (Motherhood 

and Children's Welfare Center) ,  founded in 1960 by wives ,  daughters, and sisters 

of the Al Khalifa ruling family, and high-level civil servants and by middle-class 

women who wanted to play a more active role in community affairs by providing 

nursery school facilities. This is still the society's primary function. This group 

tends to be conservative politically ,  even to the point of accepting the govern-

ment's decision in the early 1970s to deny women the vote. 
The Jam'iyat Awal al-Nisa'iya (Awal Women's Society) was founded in 

Muharraq in 1969 and is composed largely of young ,  unmarried women, many of 
them teachers. This society has been particularly active on political issues and 
supporting women's rights ,  especially the right to vote, and other efforts toward 

building democratic institutions. In 1970, the 'Awali Association and the Rifa' 
Women's Association were founded. The latter, with many graduates and 
intellectuals among its members, frequently sponsors lectures and seminars. Ties 
are close between these groups and their Kuwaiti counterparts. 

The UAE Women's Federation, under the leadership of Shaykha Fatima, has 
publicly voiced concern over working conditions for women and the opposition by 

husbands to working wives. It has organized occupational courses for women and 

5. Soffan. Women  of the  VAE, pp. 95-96. 
6. Louay Bahry, "The New Saudi Woman: Modernizing in an Islamic Framework.** Middle 

East Journal. vol. 36. no. 4 (Aultamn 1982), p. 504. See also Catherine Parssinen, "The Changing  Rote 
 of Women-  in Willard A. Bang.  cd..  King Faisal and the Modernisation of Saudi Arabia ssadorv 

Croom Helm and Boulder. CO: Westview Press. 1980), pp. 143-170. Princes  Sarah hint Faysal, 
president of al-Nanda Society ,  recently pointed out that al-Nanda had established health clinic% 20 
vears ago in areas where the Ministry of Health had not begun to operate. Arid, News Lliddahl, April 
5. 1910t. 

7. On Bahraini women's societies. see Emile A. Nakhleh. Bahrain • Political Development in 
a Modernizing Society (Lexington. MA: Lexington Books/D.C. Heath. 1976). pp. 53-55; and John 
Whelan. ed., Bahrain: A NEED Practical Guide (London: Middle East Economic Digest. 1983),  p.42.  

lobbied the Ministry of Justice for changes in personal law.g Various other 
women's organizations promote the intellectual, artistic, and social interests of 
women. Television, radio, and the press carry serious discussions of women's 
affairs, and two journals ,  both with female editors-in-chief ,  are published for a 
wholly female audience. The UAE Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor has 
provided aid to needy families and divorced, widowed, and never-married women 
since its establishment in 1972.9  

Not surprisingly ,  the most important stimuli to changing roles for women 

have been the impact of development and modern conceptions of the state's 
purpose and functions. All the GCC stales officially encourage broader and more 
productive roles for women, even though they may cavil at carrying out their own 
rhetoric. Although the governments support women's centers and programs and 
hire far more local women than does the private sector, they remain reluctant to 
advocate women's rights forcefully or to appoint women to senior positions. 

Education 

Education has been at the center of change. In recent decades ,  education in 
all the Gulf states has been transformed from the prerogative of shaykhly families 
and others of high status to a right increasingly enjoyed by nearly all sectors of the 
citizenry. The first girls' primary schools in the area were opened in Bahrain in 
1928 and in Kuwait in 1937; the first secondary schools for girls in both countries 
were opened in 1951. Qatar's first girls' school opened in 1955 and girls' education 
in Saudi Arabia began in 1960. 1 " Despite initial opposition in all these countries, 
the numbers of schools and female students today is comminsurate with that of 
boys. Less than 4 percent of Bahraini women have no education, compared to 60 
percent in the Third World generally.o An added factor is the considerable 
influence of expatriate Arab teachers in shaping the outlook and attitudes of local 
women. 

Female students are admitted to universities in all GCC states. In all but 
Kuwait and Bahrain, the potential problems arising from contact between the 
sexes is precluded by the building of expensive duplicate campuses. Several 
faculties in Kuwait's university are coeducational. In Bahrain ,  where education 
generally is segregated by sex, the University College of Bahrain (UCH) ,  now part 
of Bahrain University, is coeducational. Many Bahrainis apparently do not 

8. Khaleej Times (Dubai). March 4, 1986. 
9. Malcolm Peck. The United Arah Emirates: A  Ventre in Vey (Boulder. CO: West view 

Press and London: Croom Helm. 1986). pp. 86-87; Soffan. Women of the IJAE. pp. 85-88. 
Sheikha al-Misnad, The Development  if  Modern Education in the Gulf (London: Ithaca 

Press, 1985). p. 37; Fadwa El Guindi. -The Status of Women in Bahrain: Social and Cultural 
Considerations" in Jeffrey B. Nugent and heodore H. Thomas. eds.. Bahrain and the Gulf: Past 
Perspective' and Alternative Flalerf., gl.ondon: Croom Helm. 1985), p. 85; and Abeer Abu Saud, 
Qatari Women: Past and Present (Burnt Mill. Harlow. Essex: Longman. 1984), p. 173. 

11. ALMisnad, Development of Modern  P.dua 'Won. p. 126; Whelan. Bahrain, p. 40. 
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oppose mingling among university students but do oppose it among younger
children. The newer Arabian Gulf University, however, will be strictly segre-
gated, presumably because most of the funding has come from conservative Saudi
Arabia. Although female education in Saudi Arabia is under the supervision of the

traditionalist General Presidency for Girls' Education (which operates a dozen

colleges of education around the kingdom), women's centers have been attached
to men's universities (under the supervision of the Ministry of Iligher Education).
Students are strictly segregated in Qatar, but faculty members of both sexes teach

men's and women's classes.
It is not unusual for female university students to outnumber male students.

Since Kuwait University was founded. 57 percent of its local students has been
women. Over the past decade. 64 percent of the graduates has been women, and
by the early 1980s. more than 4,000 Kuwaiti women had received university
degrees.'= Women constitute 56 percent of the university students in Bahrain and
in Qatar 68 percent.-' More than half of all Qatari university students, whether at
home or abroad, are women. The number of female graduate assistants at Qatar
University is roughly double that of men. More than 500 Qatari women have
earned university degrees.14 When the UAE University opened in November
1977, there were 185 female students compared to 300 males, and UAE women
comprise nearly a third of its graduates.ts Female students form the majority at the
new Sultan Qabus University, which opened in autumn 1986 in Oman.

Various reasons have been advanced for the high proportion of women
students in local universities, Conservative families refuse to allow their daugh-
ters to move from segregated secondary schools to mixed education abroad; it is
much easier for males to study abroad. Teen-age girls, having fewer permissible
activities and outlets, as well as fewer distractions from school work, tend to
study more and receive better grades and therefore are better qualified for
university admission. There is a tendency for boys to begin working directly after
secondary school, and thus a smaller proportion of boys eventually attend
university (which also means that male university students are often older than •
female students). Attending university is one of the few socially acceptable
activities outside the home for young unmarried women. It is generally impossible
for married women to study abroad unless accompanied by their husbands.
Additionally, female students may attend universities at home because of better
educational opportunities, such as admittance to the medical school of Kuwait

12. AI-Misnad, Dtrrlopment of Modem Education. pp. 263-267; The Middle Eirit. no. 132
(October 1985), pp. 7-9; John Whelan. ed.. Kuwait: A MEED Practical Guide (London: Middle East
Economic DiEest, 1985). p. 53.

It State of Bahrain. Council of Ministers. Srari.nicaf Ah.snacr. 1981 (Manama: Central
Staristice Organitalion. December 1963)i Stale of Qtlar. Preeidency of the Council of Ministers.
Annuol S\mis\i^al Ah--. July 19115 ID-hr. Cemral SrrtisUcat Orsanvaùa.n, lulv 19831.
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University where more than half of the first graduating class was female. The
importance of a university as a social venue should not be underestimated.16

Neverlheless, serious barriers to further advancement remain. While the
establishment of national universities undoubtedly has improved the scope of

higher education for women, it simultaneously has hampered the opportunities for

women to study abroad. Qatar has introduced restrictions on unaccompanied

women on scholarship going abroad for education; even in Kuwait. postgraduate

study abroad is made difficult by adverse family reactions and shrinking govern-

ment scholarships for women. Because not all of these universities offer study

beyond the bachelor's degree, opportunities for women to continue their post-
graduate education are diminishing as well.

For Saudi women from smaller towns, it is often not possible to board at
universities far from home because of social traditions. Furthermore, in all the
Gulf states, options for women to pursue technical education in such fields as
commerce and business studies are restricted because there are few opportunities
for employment in commercial establishments, banks, or offices. An increasing
number of female students at Kuwait University are said to be "retreating,"
envisioning their future as staying at home.

Employment

The small size of Gulf populations inevitably has meant dependence on
expatriate labor. It is obvious to these states that this dependence can be lessened
only by full employment of the female half of the indigenous work force.
Nevertheless, the governments have largely refrained from following this course
of action except when economics absolutely require it, as in Bahrain where both
male and female nationals must be employed alongside expatriates. The propor-
tion of local women among citizens in the work force ranges from 1.1 percent in
the UAE (1975) to 18.8 percent in Bahrain (1981).17

Social attitudes still prevent local women from occupying many positions in
the private sector. Businesses prefer to employ expatriate men to indigenous
women for skilled positions and, in such jobs as private secretaries. where women
are preferred, the tendency is to hire expatriate women before locals. In some
states, few local women have the financial need to seek such employment. When
women are needed to provide unskilled or semi-skilled labor, expatriate women
are hired. Local women may, of course, inherit wealth and be small property
owners of, for example, shops, apartment buildings, or taxis.

Consequently, the employment of indigenous women is limited essentially to
government. Most GCC governments theoretically are sex-blind in employment

16. See the commenta of Bahry, "The New Saudi Woman," p. 314.
^^4-r^^ M..1.w....n^d R...w^ihi^ N^r^...1 /^•A' (/nlrv o^J />r.^/.•n...^n. In ./.^ C:rU(r-rrn/<sn^ AI Saq1
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practices and pay. In line with offering bene fi ts to all citizens ,  benefits for women 
can be generous, often including maternity and "motherhood" leave. Nearly 
10.000 Kuwaiti women arc employed by the Kuwaiti government. Female citizens 
account for 22.5 percent and 8.9 percent of the Qatari and Omani civil services 
respectively.» 

Public sector employment throughout the Gulf is still fraught with problems. 

Even in the government, most women work in traditionally female fields, such as 
nursing, teaching, social services, and, in recent years, clerical jobs. Numbers are 
low, and there is little prospect for advancement. Women who apply for "men's 
positions" either fail to receive an answer or are flatly turned down, and 
foreigners rather than local women are hired even in sensitive security and foreign 
affairs areas. In addition, the dedication of some women to careers is  question. 
able.  Kuwaiti statistics suggest that the average woman works only for three to 
four years.» For some middle- and upper-class women, working may be a 
diversion, an acceptable way to get out or the house. 

Direct Political Participation 

Despite the authoritarian nature of GCC political systems with their narrow 
bases of decision-making and the low public profile of women, some activism 
regarding women's legal ,  educational, and employment rights does exist. This is 
especially true in Kuwait. Kuwait's only voluntary legal advice office for women 
was set up in March 1985 by Su'ad al-Tarawa, a Kuwaiti lawyer, at the Kuwaiti 
Women's Cultural Society and it has been highly successful in dealing with 
women's family problems, especially divorce.» 

Women's suffrage has long been debated in Kuwail. 21  Lu'lu'a al-Qattami, 

18. Slate of Kuwait, Ministry of Planning, Annual Statistical Abstract, 1983 (Kuwait: Central 
Sta 	*cal Office. October 1985); Qatar, Annual Statistical Abstract. July 1983: Sultanate of Oman, 
Development Council. Technical Secretarial. Statistical Year Book, 1405 A.11.. 1984 A.D. (Muscat: 
Directorate General of National Statistics, November 1985). A recent survey by Bahrain's Center for 
Studies and Research indicates that women graduates outnumber their male counterparts in govern-
ment ministries and that women form 53 percent of the public-sector work force. Middle East 
Economic Digest ,  March 28, 1987. 

19. Whelan.  Kuwait.  p. 53. As one observer notes. "The trend towards women working was 
purely formal in some Gulf societies ,  and was not based on any real economic need. Indeed, the richer 
these SocielieS became ,  the less need there was. At a  time  when the state is providing substantial 
financial aid to widows and divorced women ,  and the neo-traditionalists are trying to promote the idea 
that • woman's work is in the home, there is less interest among women in the idea of work as a 
constructive socioeconomic activity." Rumaihi, Beyond Oil. p. 121.  He  goes on to note that, "The 
claim made by neo-traditionalists in other countries (such as Egypt) that working women deprive men 
of jobs has no credibility in the Gulf,  forjobs there are both easy to come by and unproductive. Such 
people have therefore had 10 fall back on older ideas of modesty ,  seclusion, and the avoidance of 
'un-Islamic' practices, even in those countries /such as Bahraini in which the socioeconomi e  climate 
is favourable to women working." Ibid. Allorki. in Women in Saudi Arabia. (p. 23), points out that 
"women's seclusion varies. inter Mi.. with the extent to which they participate in the economy.** 

20. Arab Times (Kuwait), December 11. 1981 
21. The information in this section is based on A i-ab Times, Fehniary 20 and 21, 1984; 

Walhingom Post, April 14, 1984; New rod Times. December 17. 19134;  al-Salir  (Beirut). February 18, 
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head of the Women's Cultural and Social Society since 1966, has been at the 

forciront of the right-to-vote campaign. She has noted that Kuwaiti women 

participate in voting for the councils that head the cooperative societies in Kuwait 

Cily's 57 districts as well as for the councils of the country's 42 social or cultural 

societies. Furthermore ,  women students al Kuwait University are active in 

student politics ,  and even vote and hold office, but are then unable to vote once 

they  leave the university. 

Opinions run strongly on both sides of the issue, and there is considerable 

resistance to women's voting rights. In October 1984, leaflets containing a fariva 

by a Saudi 'aiim against coeducation in Kuwait were distributed outside mosques. 

The incident set off a furor in Kuwait and pitted liberals against Islamists 

(al-Islamiyun. or Islamic ideologues). The latter would be expected to oppose the 
issue, as they indeed did in blocking a 1982 bill, but a Kuwaiti fatwa against 
women voting was opposed in the 1985 National Assembly by a combination of 
Islamists, including the Social Reform Society (Muslim Brotherhood), and liber-

als. A 1985 poll of men eligible to vote showed that opposition might be broader: 

58 percent opposed electoral rights for women and only 27 percent favored them. 

Similar attitudes are widespread among male and even female university students. 

The voting-rights campaign was given an enormous boost by Heir Apparent 
and Prime Minister Shaykh Sa'd al:Abdullah's statement in 1980 that the "time 

has come to take note of the position of the Kuwaiti woman and her effective role 

in society and to put forward the matter of the vote for study and discussion." The 

amir is also said to be on record favoring women's voting rights, but, typical of 
divisions in Kuwaiti society, the heir apparent's wife. Shaykha Liar' ,  has come 

out against it ,  saying that few of the women involved in Political activities "have 

the necessary understanding in this regard." 

A majority of women is still either indifferent or actively against the idea. 

When al-Qattami led a group of women to the National Assembly in January 1982 
to push for the inclusion of the issue on its agenda, a better-organized counter-

movement sprang up among Kuwaiti women opposing their right to vote. 
Women's groups have stopped pushing the issue ,  in part perhaps because of the 

circulation of a petition signed by a thousand women at the time of the 1985 
election contending that female suffrage was incompatible with Islam. 

Attempts have been made to lobby the National Assembly to take action ever 
since 1971 when the Society for the Advancement of the Family, Kuwait's first 
women's association, presented a petition to the assembly. Assembly consider-
ation that year and again in 1973 went no further than discussion. A bill that would 
give women the vote but exclude them from office was introduced in the 1981 

19XS; he Middle East no. 132 (October 1985 ).  pp. 7-9; Nadia !Nab. Womanoincer: The Arab Debate 
on Women  ai  Work (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1988), pp. 150-131; and interviews in 
Kuwait. Newt Ramarani discusses some of the same points as this article in her "Islamic 
Fundamentalism and the Women of Kuwait." Middle Eon Insight. vol. .3. no. 3 (January.February 
1988). pp. 21-26. 
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assembly and blocked by Islamists the following ye:tr. On February  II,  1984, 

Kuwaiti women activists initiated a legal battle against the government, charging 

that the denial of their right to vote was a violation of the constitutional guarantees 

of democracy as well as the equality of all citizens and represented sexual 

discrimination, which is forbidden under the constitution. At that time, three 

leading members of the women's movement attempted to  gel  their names included 

on the electoral roll but were rejected by officials at election registration offices. 

Another 13 women tried a similar move soon thereafter. Although all 13 were 

rejected. 8 did manage to report the rejection to the police. 

During the election campaign, women's groups persuaded several candidates 

of the liberal Democratic Bloc to declare their intention to work for female 

suffrage if elected (though there was grumbling later that some of the elected 

candidates were ignoring their campaign promises). Nevertheless, after the 

election, a group of deputies brought fonvard a bill to grant women the vote. The 

assembly's Internal Affairs Committee, three of whose five members were 

implacable foes of women's suffrage, called on the Ministry of Altylaf and Islamic 

Affairs to rule on its validity. The ministry issued a fatwa declaring that "the 

nature of the electoral process befits men, who are endowed with ability and 

expertise: it is not permissible that women recommend or nominate other women 

or men." The committee consistently tabled the measure until the assembly was 

suspended in July 1986. 
The potential impact of women voters is considerable. Women could possibly 

form a majority of voters because they constitute about 52 percent of Kuwaiti 
citizens. Liberal women voters probably would be in the minority. Most women 
voters from tribes or conservative backgrounds undoubtedly would support 

tribalists or Islamists for election,  and the argument could be made to conserva-
tive assembly members that giving women the vote would serve their own 

electoral interests. 
If the assembly had not been suspended,  a plausible scenario might have had 

the issue of women's suffrage brought up again in the seventh session (to have 

been elected in 1989). possibly with a more favorably constituted committee that 

could have gotten a bill onto the floor. Even if rejected in that session, the 

resulting debate and attention conceivably could spur the subsequent eighth 
session  to pass a women's-right-to-vote bill, thereby giving women the right to 
vote in the elections for the ninth session (1997). 

Bahrain's short-lived National Assembly was also the focus of unsuccessful 

attempts to secure women's suffrage. Active protests over exclusion from voting 
were directed by Bahraini women's clubs, which organized pre-election meetings 
in August and September 1972. These resulted in the circulation of a petition 
signed by supporting groups (the government would not allow individual signa- 
ture...a. which  was  presented to the oiler on Nnvember 20. 1972. The petition 
.s.=roi-rio.=ss 	 scivirn sti.r • oms  555 .-nns-tic:ront.e •111. •15 ,n 	 n■ I 5.1,n ed  

country and rejected the reasons advanced for denying them the vote.  The 

assembly was dissolved in 1975 without the question of women's voting being 

se sly considered. 
The issue of women's suffrage loses much of its immediate importance if men 

do not even have the opportunity to vote. This is the case in all six GCC states 

since Kuwait's National Assembly was suspended in 1986. Despite the setbacks 

in prospects for democratic institutions in the Gulf, il  may be argued that the 

foundations are being laid now for a more equal claim alongside men for voting 

rights and political participation when the demand for elected representation 

emerges. 

FUTURE FACTORS INFLUENCING WOMEN'S POLITICAL STATUS 

The foundations for significant and wide-reaching changes in the status of 

womcn are being laid now although the full impact of these changes still lies in the 

future. Women's attitudes toward assuming new roles are changing, particularly 

among -middle-class" and "progressive" families, leading to a more strongly 

articulated demand for equality. Men's attitudes toward the equality of the sexes 

is also changing in middle-class and progressive families. Some husbands, 

educated abroad and occupying responsible positions in business or government, 

want educated and socially sophisticated wives. Similarly, some husbands accept 
working wives, and a few men speak and write in favor of equal rights for women. 

Penetration of Traditionally Closed Arenas 

In a superficial sense, the increased acceptance of female penetration into 
arenas that were traditionally closed to them can be seen in women's expanded 
public mobility. To varying degrees, depending on the country, women work in 

offices, shops, banks, stroll with children, drive cars, travel, and attend mixed-sex 
social functions. Often they do so in the company of men but increasingly by 
themselves. 

Politically more important indications of present and future change lie in such 
areas as higher education. Women are close to forming the majority of local 

student% in most GCC universities, and a small but significant number are 

pursuing postgraduate degrees. Most of these are in relatively liberal Kuwait and 

much larger Saudi Arabia but examples can be found elsewhere. A growing 
number of Qatari women have obtained master's degrees, the number of female 
graduate assistants at Qatar University is nearly double that of males, and 12 

22. The  r,,tionale for denial centered on the assumptions that 	a woman is veiled and thus il 
is difficult to ascertain her identity and ( 2) a woman is uneducated and has no independent opinion so 
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Qatari women had earned doctorates by early 1987.=1 By the beginning of 1986, 15
Omani women had received higher educational degrees, includinR two doctotates.
Of these, at least IO were "Zanzibari" Omanis who bcncfited from their headslart
in education.24 All IS were employed by the government in 7 different agencies.
These figures do not include female medical doctors in the Ministry of Health.=t

The trend for women to constitute an ever-growing proportion of university-
educated citizens, if it continues, is likely to cause enormous strains in the Gulf -s
traditional societies. The sociopolitical implications go beyond simple numbers.
The abundance of Kuwaiti women with advanced degrees, combined with a
shortage of academic positions, has led to the appointment of women to a number
of senior administrative positions at Kuwait University. There are several female
deans, and a woman has chaired the 16-member political science department even
though both her former professor and her husband were in the same department.

The channeling of women university students into a few traditional fields of
endeavor paradoxically is producing some surpluses in the acutely labor-starved
countries. Teaching is a prime example. In 1980, Bahrain took the unprecedented
step in the Gulf of employing female teachers in boys' schools to case a
dependence on expatriate teachers.2" In Qatar, the number of female teachers
already is in surplus of requirements for the country's girls' schools. At the same
time. Qatar is heavily dependent on expatriate teachers for boys. A short-term
palliative has appeared with the creation of five experimental boys' schools (up to
the age of 10) whose teachers are female Qataris. But the shortage, in the future,
is likely to worsen, particularly as few Qatari males go into teaching,21 Saudi
Arabia will soon find itself in a similar, though reverse, predicament. Saudi male
teachers can replace expatriates throughout the country, but it is extremely
difficult for Saudi women teachers to work at any distance from home.26

The crossover of women into nontraditional specializations is a controversial
but real possibility. The Gulf states already decry the reluctance of male students
to enter a number of fields essential for development plans. There is likely to be
+oo..

23. lNthe 12. 7 had been graduate assistants at Qatar University during the 1971_1971 year and
suhsequently went on to complete their Ph.D. degrees. All 12 continued fit he associaled with Qatar
University. Three have specializations in the liberal arts tEnglish literature. linguistics, and socioh,gyl.
two in education, one in.rhnrio and Islamic studies, and the rest in the sciences, including chemistry,
hildogy, and physics. Interviews in Qatar, 19glr,

24.
"7anzibari" Omanis are a resuh or the Omani colonizadon of Zanzibar and other points

along the East African littoral in past centuries. Their educational levels are considerably higher Ihan
most Omanis of their generation because of the near-total absence of educalion in Oman prior to 1970.
Following Oman's change of government in 1970, a sizeahle number or ()manis from Zanzibar and
other East African states returned to Oman where their education and ckills were in cnnsiderabledemand.

23.
Five of these women were employed by the Ministry of Education, three by the Ministry

of Commerce and Inductry, two by Sultan Qahus Universily, two by Petrokum 1)evell.pnlent ttlmanl.
and one each by the Ministry of Post. Telephone and Telegraphs, The Ministry of National licritage
and ('utture, and the (nslilute of Public Administration. Interviews in Oman. 1986.

26. Whelan, Bohrain, p. 11.
27. Interviews in Qatar in 1986.
28. Interviews in Saudi Arabia in 19911.
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considerable temptation to allow female students to move into such disciplines as
engineering or the sciences. Given the desire of all the governments to train
nationals to replace expatriates in as many jobs as possible, the state then would
he faced with a dilemma: whether to place a female national in a nontraditional
position or to retain an expatriate male in that position.

A stthtly growing toleration of female government employees in nontradi-
tional fields is already beginning to appear. Policewomen are required in all six

slates for such duties as searching women at airports, and they have been used for
administr,dive, hospital, and clerical duties as well.=+ Several states, including

Oman and Bahrain, allow women to join the armed forces; women have served in
the Bahrain Defense Forces (BDF) since 1979. As of 1983. there were 136 women

in the BDF, all but a few of whom served at the BDF hospital. Each went through

combat training and learned how to handle a gun. The highest-ranking woman in

the armed forces, a captain, has been matron of the BDF hospital since 1982,30

In the UAE, the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company hired the first native UAE
female petroleum engineer in 1977. At the same time the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs employed two local women, stationing one in Kuwait. Other UAE women

have followed in the ministries of education. labor and social affairs, information,

and in public health services and the police. The country's first female law
graduate was not allowed to join the Ministry of Justice, however, for fear of
dishonoring her prominent family.'t

Advnncrrnent to Nigher Levels

A few women in government and public-sector employment are beginning to
display the necessary qualifications and experience for promotion to senior
positions. Until recently, Dr. Ma'suma al-Mubarak chaired the political science
department at Kuwait University, When she first wanted to take a graduate course

abroad, her parents refused to allow her to go--a typical reaction for a traditional
middle-class family. Instead, she got a job at the Ministry of Planning and while

working succeeded in obtaining a diploma in social and economic planning. In

1973, at the age of 24, she married a Bahraini who insisted that she go abroad to
finish her studies, and shortly thereafter, with a newborn baby, they left for the

United States. She received her Ph.D, in 1982 and in September 1984, at the age
of 34, was appointed head of the department-the only woman to chair a
department in the Faculty of Commerce.'2

29. I)iRcolties slill remain. Women in the Royal Oman Police number only in the hundreds, out
of a total force of about 1101(1, because they cannot engage in combat or normal police work.
Interviews in ( hnan in 19g6.

!0 (Jull l)ailv Newar ( Manamal, July 29, 1994.
Al. tiodGm, Wirmrn of the fIMi. p. 75.
!:. Arulr 1ïmr.r, December It. I9gt; and interview with Dr. Mubarak in 1993.
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Shaykha Haya Al Khalifa became the first woman to reach the rank of 
assistant undersecretary in the Bahrain government when she was appointed 
assistant undersecretary of archaeology and museums in the Ministry of Infor-
mation in October 1985. She received her primary education at the American 
Mission School. followed by two years of intermediate school before being 
married at the age of fifteen. After bearing five children ,  she continued her studies 
with a private tutor and passed the examinations for a high school diploma. Later, 
she received a bachelor's degree in general history from Beirut Arab University, 
followed by a year in the master's program in archaeology and ancient history at 
Alexandria University. She joined a training program in archaeology in the 
Department of Antiquities in 1972 and worked her way up to the post of 
superintendent of archaeology (with responsibilities in the field supervising 
Bahraini digs and inspecting foreign digs), assistant director of archaeology, and 
finally director of antiquities and museums before receiving her • cun-ent 
appointment." 

In addition to Shaykha Haya, there are four female directors in the Bahraini 
government. The Ministry of Education employs two of these, as well as a number 
of section heads, and may appoint several female assistant undersecretaries in the 
near future. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor has five women as section 
chiefs but none as directors. There are only five male employes in the Directorate 
of Social Affairs (including the director) out of a staff of 180-200." In Kuwait, four 
women serve as assistant undersecretaries: Su'ad al-Sayyid Rajab al-Rifa'i 
(General Education, Ministry of Education), Fadda Ahmad Sa'ud al-Khalid 
(Social Services Affairs, Ministry of Education), Latifa 'Isa al-Rujayb (Social 
Welfare Affairs, Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor), and Suham 'Abd al-Razzaq 
Ruzuqi (Economic Affairs, Ministry of Oil and Industry)." 

Despite the conservatism of Qatari society, professional women in Qatar 
include a pediatrician at Hamad Hospital, a civil engineer working in the computer 
department of Hamad Hospital, a geologist in the Industrial Development 
Technical Center, and the head of the women's program of Qatar Broadcasting 
Service,'  In addition, 12 Qatari women with doctorates have taught at the 
university and two have published scholarly books on Qatari society and the 
development of education in the Gulf.” In the UAE, Dr. 'A'isha al-Sayyar was 

33. Gulf Daily News, December 31, 1985; and interview with Shaykha Ilaya in 1986. 
34. Interviews in Bahrain in 1986. 
15. State of Kuwait, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Department of Protocol. Prominent Person-

alities of the State and Official National Corporations (Kuwait. April 1983). 
36. Abu Saud ,  Qatari Women. pp. 185-190. 
37. The two authors are Juhaina Sultan Saif al-Easa. Al-tandith fi al-mujiama' al-Qatari 

al-mteritir (Modernization in Contemporary Qatari Society) (Kuwait: Dar Kazima lil- Nashr wal-
Tawzi.  wid -T6.300.• 1979): idem. Al-rnyjtant.e al-Qagori: dire.« tahlolivo 	 ..I•draghavyur • al-nneo.ir 	 S,rty  An  Analylicel Study on A‘peclls .4 Can-Olen-wawa. y Sncial Changc ■ 	■ .0‘21: mna M-Nhan.d. Devadop.....ne dal  

appointed assistant undersecretary for social and educational affairs in the 

Ministry of Education in the early 1980s." 
The highest-ranking woman in the Omani government is Rajiha 'Abd al-Amir, 

undersecretary for planning in the Development Council. During the oppressive 

rule of Sultan Sald b. Taymur, her family le ft  Oman for Baghdad, where she 

received hcr etlucation. She returned to Oman only  alter Sultan Sa'id was 

overthrown and has been associated with the Development Council since early 
1973.'9  In March 1988, she became the first Gulf woman to be appointed 

undersecretary. Other examples include a former female director-general in the 

Ministry of Posts. Telephones and Telegraphs, who has been promoted to the 

special grade of adviser, presumably because there were no assistant undersecre-

tary slots available for her: the Ministry of Social Affairs has a female director-

general (for women's and children's affairs); and there are several women in the 

Ministry of Education with the rank of director-general but not the job.40  
Increasingly, women are also assuming positions that might be classifiable as 

public role models. Conspicuous examples are television and radio announcers. 

Newspapers frequently publish articles and television and radio programs feature 

stories on prominent or newsworthy women who are often "career women," and 

more women voice their views on domestic politics and international affairs in the 

press. A book was recently published on Qatari women, based on the female 

author's interviews of Qatari women on the English program of Qatar Radio. 41  

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In part, the growth of women's rights and opportunities is a function of the 
speed and extent of social change throughout the society, in a sort of "push" 
effect. This is complemented by a "pull" effect derived from the unmistakable 

need for women's full participation in the developing economy and polity. It is 
also a function of changing attitudes of men (tolerance to broader roles for 
women) and women (insistence on broadening their roles). 

A positive scenario posits advances in this field progressing through three 

phases. The fi rst involves steadily increasing government employment over the 
next 5 to 15 years. This could be followed over the next 15 to 25 years by the 
gradual percolation of a growing cadre of women into senior positions as the 
present generation of male officials (still relatively young) reaches retirement age. 
Eventually ,  dramatically changed sociopolitical attitudes may lead to more 
insistence on constitutional monarchies, incorporating representative democratic 
institutions, in 25 to 50 years. Such a development is likely to include widespread 
acceptance of relatively equitable roles for women. 

38. Peck. United Arab Emirates. pp. 86-87. 
39. Interview with Mrs. Rajiha 	al-Amir in I956. 
40 Interview. in Oman in tome. 
4 1.  Ah.,  tiannl. 
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Nevertheless, strong caution must be introduced against any implication of
determinism in the above scenario. It is generally assumed that

socioeconomic
development and modernization will lead to increased equality of rights and
opportunities between the sexes. Several reservations regarding the inevitability
of such a positive scenario for the GCC states must be mentioned. Social changehas lagged far behind the physical transformation of GCC cities and the modifi-cation of citizens' lifestyles. These societies remain staunchly traditional and
strongly oriented toward the family.

One consequence of the oil boom of the
1970s, coinciding with, if notprompted by, the economic recession of the 1980s. is a renewed social conscrva-

tism. This trend bolsters traditional attitudes toward the restriction
of women to

the "women's domain." Such neoconservatism is reinforced by the renewed
emphasis on Islam by some Gulf citizens, as in Kuwait or Bahrain where social
change has been strongest. Whether this Islamic resurgence is limited to a
reemphasis on faith or embraces the utilization of Islam as a political ideology, the
implications for freer roles and activities for women arc the same.

The tendency toward neoconservatism among many women is clearly dis-
played in the return to the hjjab, or traditional confining dress. This return to
traditionalism occasionally produces an ironic elTect, as when a liberal minister in
the Kuwaiti government was introduced to a prospective female employee in his
ministry and reached out to shake hands-she refused to touch him. The
consequences of neoconservatism, however, are far more serious. The emergence
of a modern role for women alongside men in the developing

countries of the GCC
is in danger of being terminated prematurely. Women would not be the only ones
to suffer in such a situation; the entire development of the states would be
victimized as well.

111. Inte vi wc innman in19PR.
.I. AFn tirn.1. C>..-( W..,..,w

AFTER THE GUNS FELL SILENT:
IRAQ IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Laurie A. Mylroie

THE Middle East generally welcomed the cease-fire in the Iran-Iraq war, if
only because the bloody conflict threatened to engulf neighboring states. There
are also other benefits from the cease-fire that are not widely recognized. On the
regional level. Iraq has now moderated its position. It has strengthened ties with
its friends. Egypt and Jordan, and has moved to weaken Syria in part by backing
anti-Syrian elements in Lebanon. Moreover. Syria lost the card it long used to
blackmail the Arab Gulf states-its presumed ability to mediate with Iran on their
behalf. The weakening of Syria, the most rejectionist of Israel's neighbors, and
the promotion of an Egyptian-lordanian-Iraqi triangle enhances prospects for
Arab-Israeli negotiations.

These developments contravene the notion that the continuation of the
Persian Gulf war was somehow good for Israel or for the "peace process."
Indeed, verbal hostilities betweeen Iraq and Israel actually declined as the
cease-fire took effect. Few, however, are aware of this development because the
US press fixcd on the most alarmist statements from Israel. ignoring the calm
response of the highest Israeli authorities to the war's apparent end.'

Israel and Iraq, each for its own reasons, are reassessing their old attitudes
toward one another. Even before Khomeini's surprise acceptance of United
Nations Resolution 598, Israel's government had quietly ended its eight-year
E100000

Christian Scient 1orAloninreJuly20, 19gg^p. 7; Robert G^enbuaelr W
24.

aIlSI ^ rlaurnal^JuÎy 22
Moffcu.

988,p. I; and Geraldine Brooks. Wall Srrrrl Jlrornal. August 10, 1989. Major US publications asked about
Israei's position and were given an official statement welcoming the cease-fire. None mentioned it.
naruch ninah. I%racli consul for press atfairs, New York. to author. August 1988.

Laurir A. Mvliait is assistant projr.t.urr of g,lrrrnmrnl at Namard University 's Crntrr firr
itnddlr Ea.trrrn .Snidir.t.
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Initiatives for Deepening 
Democracy in the Middle East 

Mohamed Sid-Ahmed* 

The effects of the changes now sweeping through Eastern  Europe are 
bound to spill over beyond the region. In fact, they will probably prove 
to be the farthest-reaching since the end of World War II. It is imperative 
therefore to try to visualite what the world will look like  alter  things set-
tle down, with the aim not so  tutu-hi  to forecast the future as to probe the 
extent to which our project on the Coming Global Civiliiationi cati offer 
relevant options for a preferred new world order. 

One of the most critical ccmceptual difficulties facing the [inject is to 
ensure that it articulates not only the opportunities flow existing to 
improve East-West relations but also (so that it may be genuinely univer-
sal) whatever opportttnities may exist to intprove North-South relations. 
Obviottsly, one cannot claim to adopt a universal approach when that 
approach does not take account of the South as a distinct actor, if only 
because it represents over two-thirds of humanity. But how to avoid 
excluding the South in a world based on "decoupling," where the pro-
cess of development in the world is becoming more and more uneven? 
flow to ensure that not only the economic but also the social, institu-
tional, and cultural dimensions are taken into consideration in tiling to 
institute balance and evenness in development and progress worldwide? 

One critical challenge is to determine the tninimum  (lie  South is to be 
offered to ensure its participation in the establishment of this new world 
order. 1 shall focus on a particulatly sensitive area of critical strategic 
Importance,  the Middle East. 

General Principles 

I shall investigate the problematic of democracy in the Middle East, that 
is. the s)ecitkcity of this issue in a regitni of unparalleled historical depth 

•lagrnalga fat Al Ahrant (*.dal.", Egypt 'Elti• at ti. I, wan tit :a par.rtot.al  at tit, 	 «at sit 	 •I 	 .. , .. 	 ...... • : e ■ 	 . 	 7,,te. ,aatt 
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hint; al tlle• crossroads Ix•tween North and 14 nult. 1)urinl; the golden age
of :11:11b and Isl:uuic eivilir.ltion, the re•gion played it central rl,lc in 1)1c-
ser% ing and cleveloping the Irgacy of lite ancient evolid, which was later
tr:utacrred to Europe ( hence, the Middle East's desiKnalilin as the cra-
(lle ol Western civilization). Ever since the Renaissance, the Southern
\Icditr rrancan shore has been idt•ntiRc•d with the civilizations of the
Mrcliterranean basin, which by then included a significant portion of
Europe. Alter the Industrial Revol ution, the leading industrial powcrs in
kun,pc• rraliec•d tlr.ct their economit•, gc•opolitical, and crnhural expan-
sion ne•crssitated the "neuualization" of the Middle East. notably Egypt,
as a potential rival in a particularly sensitive area lying un the tradt•
routes to India and the wider, soon-tcrbctolonized world 1 ►c•yond.

Eg^pt's degree of development under Mohamccf Ali in the Frst
dccadrs of the nineteenth century was conmtcnsuratc with that of many
European nations. But with the Meiji'reforms a few decades later, Japan,
not Egypt. succeeded in making the breakthrough into becoming a great
pu^^rc lit I839, following Mohamed Ali's defeat at the battle of Navarin
(a defeat no less important, in historical terms, than that of Nasser's dur-
ing the Six Day War in 1967). Great Britain's foreign minister, Palmer-
ston, declared that a European state should be established in Palestine to
tMvart the threat of Egypt's growing power l it the Middle East. This
remarkable declaration preceded Ilerzi's "DerJudenstaat" and the birth
of pe ►litical Zionism by several decades.

Since Bonaparte's expedition to Egypt, Egyptian rulers have oscillated
bt•nween two antipodal perceptions of Egypt's identity and vocation: chal-
lenger to the European expansionist project (drawing its power from its
Arab environment) or part of the project (disconnecting from its envi-
ronment). This was the strategic debate that placed the Khedive Ismail
in opposition to Mohamed Ali in the nineteenth century and Sadat to
Nasser in the twentieth. But the creation of Israel clinched the matter, at
Ir,tst in trrnts of a bre,ad, historical tinte ft:eme. Satl:u's dream that Egypt,
through the Camp David process, could come to replace Israel as
Washington's main strategic asset in the Middle East never materialized,
if onh• because Israel's total assimilation to the North forced the Arabs to
renench into their identity as part of the So uth. Egypt can therefore not
become a second Israel by putting itself forward as an alternative outpnst
of N•t•stt•rn interests and values in the Middle East. In litct, Egypt's real
idcntitc cannot take shape outside the "three circles" that Nasser men-
tilmcll in his 1953 "Philosophy of the Revolution": tlte Arab, the African,
: ►nd the Islantic. At least two of thesc apply to all the Arab parties. Israel's
iclcntit} as part of theJudec ►-(:hristian North and the Arabs' at part of
the :1rab-Islamic South goes far toward explaining the intractability of
the confrontation between l'an-Arab nationalism and Zionism, where
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Ix'tlt sides pcrccivt• Ihrir claims as mntnally exclusive. This is Ixnuul If)
alli•c•1 'lie issue c ►f tlcmocracy in thc Middle East.

Rct'ent world rlevclupt ►
ICrnts are cornpelling evcrybody to critically

rcappraise previous assumptions, includiag the
dermocrac•y. But 1 ►eforr prt ►I►ittg lite

vcrv basic issue of
import;ntt to new dirneusions of dernocrat•y; it i,

remt'mlxrr that partic•ipatory Ix ► litics cannot be arlilic iclllvbcrosted and that lirtnt (as rcpresented in the creation of (lt?r

r

nuc r;ltic
institutions) fullows cun"Ill and canntlt replace it. l'rople must be

rradvand equiplrt d to actively take pal t in public life. <)uthursts of
popul:e

essarily Icad tn ge

l"
participation due tuemfrustration.austrati

gogueryon, and

alienati

fasciom

sr»,. and repres^ion nchc rd nor ncc-
democratir ronduct but tan, nnbreed pt ►pulisrn, d I conharv.

7i ►
what extent is democracy possible in underdeveloped societirs?

Are there objective limits in its implementation? 'l'here is, of crntre
otnse,

cos
the classical argument that democracy cart only be

ilhuiun
metics-as lorrg as thrre is not enough cake to goanrcnuul. A case in

point is Nicaragua, where democracy worked agaittst lite Sandinistas
because of the US economic blockade• lit addition to the econo

►nie•aspect, there is the cultural one: how cati genuine mass participation in
politics he made compatible with high illiteracy rates or with tribal alle•-
giances and sectarian loyalties that still exist in spite of the globalizing
effect of the miss media? (The case of Lebanon is typical.) Actttally,
democracy needs a certain level of social maturity to he genuineh'
implemented. Democracy is always a conquest, not a grant. It is irttplt•-
mented through a process. A distinction should lie tnade bc•teveerl
democracy and democratization.

The Experiment of Liberal Democracy
Imported from the Colonial Power

, ;

Demcxratic traditions have I><rn rstablished in a nuntlx•r of nomlcvcl-t ►ped
societies in countries that have sulli•rt•d fiom colonial rulc. •l'hc}•

seem to be flrmly cst.•cblished in Inrlia; but this lias not been the caa• of
Egypt or, for that "natter, Of Most of the Arab world, dcspitt• the fact that
respect for the constittuion hces Ix•en :t basic dt•ntand of, the F:hpI ►tianand tut lies At•ah national tnt ►vcmt•n,s in their earlier stages.

A foi in of "lihetal democracy" ple•vailyd uncle•r the ntonarchv in fg7'1
► t.Mt►

deled along the lines rd•M't•stern dcmoc•t;uic institutions, it protc•rl Its
he inadceluau , prccist•ly lx•cause• it was more a grant than a eonqurst. It
Ill the• rcqnircrnents of the p:darr and an nppcr IxwrRcoisit• that had
conte to terms with the impe•rial prnvcr:

()ne main ch:eracte•ristic• ol• thisso-called rlemocracy was that ntiuoritv partirs-brrakaways front Ille
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.\ctu.tll\, the nel;ative aspects of limited dc•mocracy are many.

l'rc ► lic.ut•d un the assumptiun that dcrnocracy. let loose (as it were), can
h'.ul to anarchy in one furtn tn- another and leave the duur open-lu

"imperialist plots" and "counterretulutionary activities," this brin of
democra(v aims at containing, rather than unleashing, mass participa-
tion in political life. Lintited democracy carries within it distrust in the

I ►roldt• and a patern:tlistic attitude toward ►hcnt.
lu retrospect, it would now seem that much of the national lihcration

1\rt ►ct•ss as it actually unfolded in contemporary history made the

as.umption that democracy was not an essential factor for national and

social em:mcipation. This is true at least as far as radical u-ends in the
Aral, national liberation movement are concerned. Dentucracy was
accepte•d only because its outright rejection could hardly be made com-
palible with the basic freedoms enshrined since the end of Wotid War II
in the United Nations Charter and Win by the peoples of the world in
their struggle against fascism. One-party systems were instituted on the
grounds that they embodied the will of the masses in the struggle for
national liberation and represented the "correct" ideology f^r achieving
such aims. Of course, it was up to the rulers in each specific country to
determine what that "correct" ideology was. But in actual fact, the
guided t-spe of democracy represented in the one-party system left very
little rootn for a plurality of views. These regimes, which described them-
sehes as progressive, drew their legitintacy from the fact that they identi-
lied thc•mseh•es with the cause of revolution, not from their adherence to
the principles of democracy. Revolutionary feats, such as Nasser's
n.ttionalization of the Suez Canal, gave his regime legitimacy not only in
tlre eses of his own people or of the Arab world but of the 'third Wdrld
.it large. This popularity, however, did not endow the regime with a

clemocratic character.
It is true that many of the revulutionary regimes in the Arab world

u•iied state power through military coups and started Ihe revolutionary

pruress with Ito specific ideology of tht•ir own but only a trial-and-error

appruach inspired by genuine nationalism and a craving for Aral) unity.

But gradually the revolutionary experintent, as it acquired a specific

ch;►r.tcter of its own. was given theoretical expression. In Egypt, the

National Charter that Nasser had the (atnstituent Assetubly uf' thc Arab

'tuialist IIniun cunsecrate in 1962, which, as such. bec aille the ideule ►gi-

cal pride of that une-party organization, proclaimed its method to be

.wlht•ntic cuc'i:disu\, thuuRh it was ntadc• clear that the ch:uler's socisdism

..as ntx Marxist-Leninist. Cradually. thc regime built its legitimacy on the

hrand of national and socialist ideol ►►}ry it attrihutecl to itself ittstead (if
dvri%iii}; it from den"ocraticalty run free elt•ctia ►ns.'l'1 ►is was very much
....p1.vA t.. Q.a sa-\4\.r..c\:.....a-d \r1,i.i...c.cY or sau ud:xa ..•^i.nos .•tsa•wl.a-rc.
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nanu•ly. Ihc• curunnrnisl rel;inu s, aud indeed was ct ►nside•re•d to ix• le•I;iti•maa li,r tuai rcasun.

The Impitct of Eastern Europe on the Middle East

The year I989 brouKht dramatic changes W the curnrnunist wurlrl that
call into question the very legitimacy of tite ccrmmunist re Rime s and,
with thent, of a wider range of political enterprise•s that devt•luped
thanks a ► their suplx,rt. It might appear paradoxical Ihat file Soviet Icatl-
ership has condoned demonstrations in Eastern Europe calliuK fi ►r the
duwnfall of cunununisrn. But the underlying concept of Ixrestroika is
that not everything that has attribttte(1 itself to the cause of socialism has
had a liberating efTect. (;omtnunist parties that have set themsehrs tip as
the embotliment ni a "scientilic doctrine" and as representative of "the
movement of history" have often been unable to prove that assertion
true.

Moreover, the postulated scientific truth cotttained in Marxist-
l.eninist ideology has often been used to justify building an instittnional
system that because its doctrinal soundness is bel•cmd qttestion, breeds a
process in which the need to c•ornult the people and verilj• the "con'ect-
ness of the political line" gradually becomes st(perfluuus :ind 1s Itt•_
glected in practice. This dissociation between ruling parties that portray
dtemselves as representing the people and lite actual implementation of
any form of representative democracy has been at tilt.; origin of ndstakes,
crimes, and even acts of genocide cominined by some (•,omnlttrtist pat;
ties. In tnany cases, such parties have Ixcome in the eyes of their Ix•oples
the incarnation of the very opposite of "historical truth." Liberty lias now
come to he perceived as emhudit.•d in social muventents that have arisen
against regimes created by these parties. A similar pl(enumenon has not
yet extended to lilxr.uiun tnuvements in the Third Wurld, but it is likely
to happen sexmer (Sr later.

What is ttuw happening in tFte Sttviet Union and Eastern Europe is a
glarinK example fit the people thentsch•es axstnninl;

power directly in a
violent reaction ag:rinst self-prtx'laimed reprt:sentativt•s of'the• will of the
people.

WitJt file exceptiun of the l':destinian bttililda, "people power"
has not manifi•sied itsc•If in III(- Arab world. In time nt•w global cunte•xt•
titis anom;tly c:u ►nt ►1 ce,ntinue indelinitc•ty:

Changes in the Soviet Union and I•:,slern Europe. are- Ixnmd to ha\t•
relx•rcttssit ►ns thrnughotu tl ►e tt•txitl, inrludinl; tht• Middle East. National
lilx•ratit,n in tli(• Ar:d ► worid e'annot Ise at le,tal t: ►riauce' sut ii the• mtnt-
mrnt lin lihrrtl• notv stvt•t•hinti attt,cs I:astern F.on,pt•. Onr-I,:nrt
reKi,nes, ^rncc ass1nni•t1 I.. e1nh.041)sn4 ialist I^rirnciplrs. I1a%o 1na..,•,1 i,
(•:ac^a-r,. 1•:wu^.a• I.. .a•,.......... .. .^... ... U.:.e r...- t ...... . . ...... .. .e ....- .... .....
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cipation  t u  die masses. is basically rein essive in nature.  SOI  ner Itr la ter, 

similal eginws in the  Middle East ale bound to appear in their  1111e  

coloi s 14)1 the peoples of that region as well. Attempts to distinguish 

twit% eel' the East European and Arab regimes ( in the g. 4411111  that the 

ideologs  of the former is communist and of the latter a national  libera-

ton bland of socialism, are not convincing. The similarity we are talk-

ing about lies in the logic of the one-party structIsre,  II )t in the ideologi-

cal content of the regimes. The rapptochement now underway between 

the .‘t at) states (nntablY EKVI" recent ternnctItaltnns with libya ;iii'l 

 Sit ia)  eau  be seen as bene ficial to the Arab cause as some renewed 

esptession of Aral,  solidarity. However, it could also be interpreted as 

the closing of ranks in the face of a common "threat," not only f • 

Israel (tt Welt has long been there) hut also frotn the possibility of popu-

l i,  uprisings now that the breakdown of the East European regimes  lias  

depu he(' their Arab counterparts of thè type of argument by which they 

justified their legitimacy. 
It is no accident that recent 	ths have witnessed the introduction 

in a number of Arab countries of some form of multiparty system to 

stand up to the growing threat from the street. Jordan, Algeria, Tunisia, 

and even Iraq are font:ruing the path Mubarak established in Egypt after 

Sadat's assassination. Recent events in Kuwait prove that even the conser-

smite Islamic states of the Arab peninsula no longer consider themselves 

immune to the need for some form of liberalization. klubarak deliber-

melt encouraged secular opposition, both on the left (the Tagarrunte) 

and center-right (the Wafd) in order to prevent the radical religious 

oppositi llll from becoming the exclusive force in the political arena. 

Pluralism in the Arab world is an instrument aimed at containing the 

street, rather than unleashing it. So far, ensuring the diversification of 

the opposition  lias  been a means to  (lis-ide  and weaken it, not enrich it. 

A basic difference between Eastern Europe and the Arab world i3 that 

the alternath e for the existing Arab regitnes is not liberalism btu funda-

mentalism. Upheavals aimed at rem•wing the Arab world are expected to 

acquire a fundamentalist ,  rather than a liberal. character. They  -are 

 especied to  be  still more radical in their opposir  to  die  liberal values 

of the West than the Arab regimes now in power. That is why it can be 

assullled that the eventual downfall of Ille current regitmys will bring 

about regimes more ,  hot  less, opposed to peace with Israel. This tvill 

remain so as long as the game Of politics in the Arab wot 1(1 is discredited 

and lias  failed to deliver on its promises (whether along socialist or lib-

c ral-capoaltst  hues)  in an areas, notably in the conform:11km with Israel. 

As  king as politics is identified with Imported values" (liberalism, social-

ism, etc.) assumed to be manipulated by alien forces abroad,  the issue of 

self-assertion  t  mains acute and the deep identity crisis finds expression 
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in extremism with a I eligil  ii us  fact% 
Fundamentalism in its set tat iats, exclusivist. fanatical expressiim an 

only he overcome if movements incarnating fieedoen (and therehne 
dives sification, pluralism, mid (legion-racy) can pu )st. to Ire vile( tire and 
genuinely represent new forms (tf grassroots (as opposed to "guided") 
democracy, where the aspirations of the masses are unleashed, not et in-
bitted or manipulated. In this way the lessons of upt isings now 
sweeping across F.astern Europe (-an Ire precious for the Middle East. 

In the short run, however, and with the activation of Jewish etnigratitm 
to Israel, changes in Eastern Europe appear to fawn- Israel rather than 
the Arabs. This is likely to deepen the North-South divide in the Aliddle 
East rather  than  help develop a mottos vivendi between the thief charm-
ters in the Arab-Israeli conflict. Shamir's arguments in opposing an 
Israeli-Palestinian settlentent based on peace in exchange  for land are 
reinforced by this massive influx of Soviet ami East European Je ts- s. 
It gives more credence, within Israel ,  to his argument that Israel can- 
not afford to abandon land that will be needed to accommodate the 
new inunigrants. 

East European developtnents are therefore likely to have two contra-
dictory effects on the Arab world: on the level of the regimes ,  such devel-
opments appear to favor Israel; but on the level of societies, they encour-
age new, gras,sroots forms of democratic action likely to drive the people 
to stanti up to the passivity and lack of' initiative of the regimes. In all 
likelihood, these two contradictory trends tvill interact to make conflict 
more acute in Arab societies and thmughout the region. It is  liard  tu  see 
how the Middle East can  as-nid  being affected by the winds of change 
sweeping through all parts of the world. 

• 

Much  lias  been said alxmt Israeli democraey. Rut the harshness with 
which Israel  lias  dealt with the leitilada has proved that Israeli democracy 

(t) the . jewish itopulation and dues  not extend lo the Allths of 
Palestine. On the contrary, it makes it all the more difficult to find a commun del ttttt tinalor between the two  forts  of  democracy. Attempts 
by radical pi-It-Palestinian Israeli activists to fraternize with the Pal- 
estinian Imilada are repressed by the :mama hies with the same degtee of 
violence used against the Illitirada. The discrepancy between the two 
foi 

 ins of democracy signals how deep the North-Staudt divide still tints 
between the . two. 

The acuteness of the Arab-Israeli confrontation still jeopardites i hie 
 deuxtcratization powess 011 either sic'  of the dividing  hue.  Grasseoults 

initiatives on eittler sic'  aie  required to ()termite Ilit• impasse. AI  us  Ira; 
pace and  tu)  what extent can chat eges sweeping the  l est of the win lal Ite 
effective its acl tiering that resull? 
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An Independent Society: Poland
, I Under Martial Law

Konstanty Gebert*
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On December 13, 1981, after sixteen months of an nuea.sy coexixu nce
between the commtmist state and the Eastern bloc's first-ever indelx•nde nt
trade union, Solidarity, ('.eneral faruzelski, as head of a sell=appointedMilitary (.ouncil of National Salvation, imposed martial law on l'oland,
Thousands of militants and intellectuals were placed in administrative
detention without a warrant; and thousands more were to be interned,
arrested, and sentenced. All trade unions-and almost all studenl and
professional associations-were suspended and later banned, newspa-
pers were seized, and military censorship was imposed. A curfew was
enforced, telephones switched off, and the borders sealed. Protest was
met with violence and the first dead (although the coup itself was blood-
less) fell several days later. In all, martial law was to claim over the years a
hundred dead and thousands wounded, over ten thousand jailed and a
yct-undetermined number harasied, fired, and forced Into emigr.nion.
For the Poles, martial law meant a brutal reimposition of the communist
system the country had been resisting ever since the outcome

of Wi,rkl
War 11 had brought it tinder Soviet control.

I shall relate the story of Polish civil resistance to military rule.
Political opposition, tinder conditions of martial law, was not an option;
and armed opposition had never been one. On thcsr grounds, the•
authorilices had presumably surntised that, once their rule was iirnlly
recstablislied, the Poles wuuld have no alternative but submiction-and
official propaganda said as much. What happened, in L•tcl, was the exact
opposite to their expectations: an entire society tried to go under-
ground, as it were, there to continue its activity not sn tnuch againct the
regime as ir1spite of its presence and goals. One could we its this the•realization of a slogan invented by leading opix ►sitionist Jacek Kunwi,who, mindliti of the frnal defeat of the bluexly riots of 19711, warue'd trsis-torv "Do not b - 1
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Many observers regarded Marto Vinicio Cerezo ArEvalo's as-
sumption of the presidency of Guatemala in January 1986 as a signal moment
in the history of Central America because it meant that, for the first time in
memory, all five isthmian nations had elected governments. This remarkable
`outbreak" of elected regimes in the region was pan of a larger process under-
way throughout the hemisphere, as many South American states had also
replaced military with elected civilian governments in the last decade (Drake
and Silva, 1986; Malloy and Seligson, 1987; Contemporary Marxism, 1986).

Political scientists have long igno'rcd the elections of Central America, except
those of Costa Rica, because they have so often been either fraudulently
manipulated or, if properly carried out, later overturned by military coups. It is
widely assumed that elections may promote democracy, but for decades dicta-
torial regimes in Nicaragua. Guatemala, and El Salvador have periôdically held
elections that merely reinforced of justified authoritarian rule. Indeed three of
the most brutal regimes in Central American history came to power through
elections: those of Nicaragua's Anastasio Somoza Ckbayle (1967-79), Guate-
malas Romeo Lucas Garcia (1978_82), and El Salvador's Gen. Carlos Hum-
berto Romero (1977-79).

Given the region's checkered electoral past, Central American elections in
the 1980s have attracted considerable and sometimes almost astonished inter-
national attention. Many nations and nongovernmental organizations, for ex-
ample, sent delegations to witness the elections in El Salvador in 1982 and

1984, Nicaragua in 1984, and Guatemala in 1985. Several nations and various
international political party organizationc contributed financial support and
technical advice to Central American election agencies and parties.

Among countries outside the region, the United States has taken the live-
liest interest in recent Central American elections. The Reagan •administra•

tion has encouraged and sttpported-using diplomatic, financial, and political



means--the holding or elections and the transition from military to civilian 
regimes in Honduras, El Salvador. and Guatemala. President Reagan has also 

taken some credit for what he calls the "democratization" of Central America 

and  ha  s sought to take advantage of this process of return to civilian rule to win 

support in the U.S. Congress for his Central American policies (U.S. Depart-
ment of State, 1987:12-17). The Reagan administration has also worked hard 

to block and discredit the Nicaraguan election of 1984 (LASA, 1984:28-32). 

The remarkable coincidence of so many elected regimes in Central Atnerica 
and the United States' active promotion of.some of these elections and opposi-
tion to others--all in the name of democracy—requires that Central American, 

elections be the subject of serious scholarly study. Opinions diverge widely 
among policymakers, political theorists, and students of politics, however, 
about the essence of democracy and the role of elections in democratic gover-
nance Key issues we must consider, tilen, are what constitutes political democ-

racy and what elections have to do with democracy. 

The Problem of Defining Democracy 

One problem with the relationship of elections to democracy is 
a chronic imprecision of terminology. Political scientists either sloppily or 
conflictingly define and use the term "democracy" almost as frequently as 
politicians distort its meaning for political purposes. It is instructive to exam-
ine three common misuses of the word before attempting to define it more 
precisely. 

First, the term "democracy" often carries immense ideological freight. In 

common political parlance the word has become so broad as to be virtually 
meaningless. Politicians ,  ideologues, the media, and scholars apply it to politi-
cal ystems as diverse as the United States, Mexico, the Soviet Union, and 
El Salvador. Democracy has become a word like those used by Ilumpty 
Dtunpty—employed to mean precisely what the speaker of the moment in-
tends it to mean ,  no more and no less. 

Second, many persons tend to equate democracy with elections alone. In 

this very narrow approach, the label "democratic" is applied to any political 

system in which citizens may take part in electing their leaders. In this under-
standing, democracy is akin to a state of political grace that may be attained 
solely by holding elections. Overlooked in titis approach are tlic kcy  lacis  of 

political power and the ability of citizens to influence decisions Central 

Atnerica has such a long history of militaries overthrowing elected regimes and 

dictators manipulating elections that no one should give credence to such a 

simpleminded equation. 

Two personal experiences help illustrate how vexing these problems can be 

to one trying to understand or explain the real political world of contemporary 

Central America. I served on election observation delegations to the national 

elections of Nicaragua (1984) and Guatemala (1985). By my estimation. those 

of the observer teams, and the assessments of other election observers ,  both the 

Nicaraguan and Guatemalan elections were technically and administratively 

very similar and virtually without significant fraud (LASA, 1984; Booth et al., 

1985). Nevertheless, President Reagan described the election in Nicaragua as a 

"Soviet-style sham" (New York Times, 20 July 1984), while the U.S. Department 

of State described the election in Guatemala as the  - final step in the reestablish. 

ment of democracy there" (U.S. Department of State, 1985:2). Thus, the U.S. 

government, pursuing different policy ends in each circumstance, displayed 

astounding disregard for both fact and the electoral context of each case in 

order ,to describe apparently very similar events in radically different ways. 

Such political distortions by the influential and powerful badly obscure the 

meaning of these particular elections and their possible contribution to democ-

racy in Central America. 

In a similarly confounding way, the 1982 and 1984 Salvadoran 'elections are 

always described by the U.S. government as very "democratic," even though 

others regard them as deeply flawed (Herman and Brodhead, 1984:93-153). 

To further confuse things,  some  observers contend that Nicaragua's 1984 

election consolidated democracy there, while Guatetnala's 1985 and El Salva. 

does 1982 and 1984 elections were merely manipulated from outside to 

permit the United States to send military aid to their governments (I lerman 

and Bro(l head. 1984; Jonas, 1986:i-v; Petras, 1986:1-15; Rabine, 1986:59- 

64). Indeed ,  in the Salvadoran and Guatemalan cases, some critics contend 

that their' recent elections actually solidified antidemocratic rule and under-

mined progress toward democracy. Titis contention cannot be easily disre-

garded ,  given the number of Central American dictatorships that have come to 

power or retained power through elections. 

The  virtual equation of democracy with elections is a posture that has 

becoine common in post-World \Mir II political science in the United States 

seioimperer (1043), lie, clsoo 10541. and Paid (1.-)56). oolong others. have 
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ateue.1 that allegedly inherent tendencies of mass publics to be authoritarian, 

irrational. antidemocratic, intolerant of civil liberties, and ill infottned about 
political issues require that mass participation in decision making be confined 
mainly to leadership choice in elections that are carefully tnanaged by plural. 
competing elites. Thus, for many contemporary pluralist-elitist theorists, elec-

tions constitute the central element of democracy: they are the main and 
pick' red vehicle for the participation of mass publics in politics. 

Third, some would equate democracy with particular types of regime  or 
constitutional arrangements, especially ones in which some emphasis is placed 
on the people. This equation occurs at two levels. 

In the vernacular of the nationalist, one's own system is "democratic." In the 
United States. for example, most of us view our own liberal, republican, 

constitutional regime with its periodic public election of leaders as the world's 
hest example of democracy. Supponers.  of the revolutionary socialist govern-
ment of Cuba, in contrast, with equal fervor regard their cnvn unelected 
government as democratic because it promotes popular participation in some 
decision 'flaking and administration and works toward distributive equity 
ainong the people. • 

Some contemporary political theorists describe panicular types of regimes 
or particular constitutions as "democracies," although they are sometimes more 
precise than the man on the street. But because it is the nature of political 
theorists to disagree with one another, they have produced not one but a 
plethora of contending typologies and models of democracy. Macpherson 
(1977, 1966) traces liberalism through various stages of historical evolution-

protective (or Lockean) democracy, developmental democracy, and equilib-

rium (pluralist) democracy—and contrasts them with utopian, panicipory, 

Communist, and Third World variants. Cohen (1982) identifies individualist 
and socialist democracies,  but describes Communism as nondemocratic. Prze-
worski (1985) describes social democracy as a liberal constitutional regime that 

would reform rather than replace capitalism, as would revolutionary socialism. 

Lflphart (1984, 1977) has studied both consociational democracies in 
plural societies and constitutional, electoral governments. In the latter cate-
gory he identifies two ideal types of democracy: majoritarian (parliamentary, 
fused executive and legislative authority, two-party dominance) and consensus 
(presidential, separation of powers, bicameral legislatures, multiparty). He 
fi nds, however, that real systems range across four actual types, two of which 
combine certain elements of each ideal type. Yates (1982) describes the mod- 
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ern U.S. system as a bureaucratic democracy, a bureaucratized twentieth-

century outgrowth of the pluralist system created by the framers of the U S 

Constitution. O'Donnell et al. (1986) examine transitions from authoritatian 

rule to liberal, constitutional regimes in Europe and Latin America. Diamond 

et al. (1988) explore democracy in the Third World, focusing on sociocultural, 

economic, and political factors that may foster liberal, pluralist, constitutional 

regimes. All of these studies treat democracy in general within the pluralist-

elitist approach that has constituted the mainstreatn of U.S. political science in 

recent decades and is perhaps hest epitomized in Dahl's Polyaray  (1971).  

Classical Definitions 

This pluralist-elitist conception of democracy has been sharply 

criticized as too narrow by Bachrach (1966), Pateman (1970). and others, who 

charge that irdistorts the original meaning of the term democracy. "Classical" 

democratic theorists,' who have had a clearer vision of democracy than most of 

the approaches just mentioned, may offer us a way out of this definitional 

thicket. 

Theorists over three millennia have identified the main characteristics of 

democratic governance. The key elements may be discerned quickly in the root 

of the word itself: demos means the people, herein means rule—rule by the 

people. Until obfuscation by the pluralist-elitist revisionists in the wake of 

World War Il, the essential characteristic of democracy had generally been 

defined as the participation in rule of a society by its general populace. One 

convenient formulation of this idea treats democracy as participation by the mass 

of people in a community in its governance (making and carrying out decisions). 

Political participation lies at the heart of democracy (Pateman, 1970:1-44). 

Such participation generally has been viewed as requiring equality of the right 

to participate for ail  sane, noncriminal adults. 

Aristotle, for example, defined democracy as that constitution in which 

those who are both poor and free form a sovereign majority and therefore 

exercise some decision-making power in ruling and in judging in disputes 

(Aristotle, 1962:74-81). Thomas Jefferson described the version of detnocracy 

that he most preferred as a "government by its citizens in mass, acting directly 

and personally, according to rules established by the majority" (Jefferson, 

1935a:83). John Stuart Mill described the "ideally best form of government" as 

one in which every citizen is "at least occasionally, called on to take an actual 

i 
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Nit in the government by the personal discharge of some public function,
local or general" (Mill, 1958:42).

The classical theonsts of democracy strongly emphasized the educative

effect produced in the citizenry by participation. Mill, for example, argued that

"among the foremost benefits of free government is that education of the

intelligence and of the sentiments which is carried down to the very lowest

ranks of the people when they are called on to take a part in acts which directly

,diert the great interests of their country" (Mill, 1958:128). The political ability

and civic values of the individual citizen are believed to develop through

participation in politics. Similarly, the political culture of the society becomes

more amenable to democracy and more attentive to the collective good as
citizens participate in public affairs.

The classical approach to defining democracy has several implications. First,
democracy involves public participation in decision making and administra-
tion, and this participation can vary in amount and quality. Democrary, there-
fore, is not a constant-not a condition defined by the possession of certain
traits, be they holding elections or having a particular sort of constitution or
having a regime of the correct ideology. Rather, democracy is a variable. There
may be more or less democracy, depending upon the amount and quality of
public participation in decision making and rule in any particular system.

Because democracy is variable, it is theoretically (and at least partly practi-
cail),) possible to measure how much or how little of it there is in a particular
society at a given moment. This can be done by measuring and evaluating the
amount and quality of political participation going on. One useful approach to
evaluating the amount and nature of democracy has been fonnulated by Carl
Cohen (1971:8-37), who identifies three dimensions of democracy. The frr$t is
the breadth oJdemorracy, or the fraction of the citizenry participating in making
and canying out decisions. Breadth may vary according to the type of panici-
pation, from wide in the case of voting, for example, to rather narrow (few
particip;tting) in holding public office in most representative systems.

The second dimension is the range of democracy, the array of issues and

decisions over which the public exercises decisions (for example, leader selec-

tion, areas subject to legislation, dispute resolution). Classical liberal polities

have relatively small ranges of participation because much economic decision

making is reserved for the private sector. Socialist regimes, in contrast, have a

much wider range of economic activity subject to public decisions because the
economy is subject to public ownership and regulation.

1•1 tohn it.
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Cohen's third dimension is the depth of democracy, or the potential for
efficacy and the autonomy of popular participation. Participation is deep when
it truly has the potential to influence public decisions, and when it is autono-
mous (that is, not manipulated or controlled by others than those participat-
ing). The person or grnup taking part need not be efficacious (achieve hishheir
goals) to have deep participation, but merely have had the potential to have
prevailed. One need not win in every contest or achieve every political goal,
but one must have a chance to influence policy

One critical problem of democracy is the size of the commitnity being
governed. A small community (such as a Swiss commune, a New England
town, or a Central American cooperative) may be effectively ruled by direct
popular action (Aristotle, 1962; Mill, 1958:213-14), but the larger the cum-
munity, the more unwieldy direct participation becomes. Larger systems re-
quire representative government in order to function efficiently (Madison,
1961a:81-84, 1961b:100; Jefferson, 1935a:83; Mill, 1958:212-28). Jefferson
argued that where it was impossible because of size for all to take part in
governance, in order to conserve the most democracy "the powers of govern-
ment, beirig divided, should be exercised each by representatives" (Jefferson,
1935a:83). There is a necessary loss in the breadth of democracy, however,
when a small number of representatives and administrative specialists make
and carry out decisions on behalf of the mass of citizens. There is a necessary
loss in the depth of democracy when citizens must delegate to leader.-, the
determination of public decisions instead of making decisions as a whole.
Depth of democracy is also sacrificed when political parties and other elites
mediate between specialized Institutions of representative government and the
mass of citizens by sclecting candidates for public office and.setting the agen-
das and terms of public debate.

For the purposes of discussion in this chapter, democracy Is treated in the
broader, classical sense of popular p:t, ticipation in rule, rather than the nar-
rower, electoral focus associated with the position of the pluralist-elitists.

Rights and hemtxracy

Certain rights are essential to democracy. First, the most ohvi-

ous and important, regardless of the type of political system in question, is the

right to participate in public dccisions. Citizens must have the effective free-
dom to ratticirate in Ieadeishir choice (eiections), txoiicy, decisions, auJ the
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irni,lcmenration of decisions. Second, it follows that the principal condition

miJcr whichlhe rights of one individual to participate in rule might he limited

^-houl.l be only to protect the fundeunental tight of other citizens to so partici-

p,tte ' Third, a constitution, an aFreed-upon contract among citizens specify-

ing the rules for political intercourse, is of fundantental importance to protect

rtn_ens' riKhts. To promote democracy, a constitution must establish theright

to participate and protect that right for both majorities and minorities (whether

malor subgroups within the community or winners and losers on particular
(1ccisions) from encroachment by each other.

In practical terms, essential democratic rights would include the right to

spr.tk freely and to publish political opinion, the right to oppose incumbents in

office and to remain safe and free, the right to associate and assemble freely for

political ends, the right to petition the government, and the right to seek and

win redress from abuses of authoritÿ by incumbents in power.

Regime Consolidation

The political culture of elites and masses can be critical factors
conditioning democracy: the greater the proportion of a citizenry supporting
and participating in public affairs, supporting key civil liberties, and agreeing

on the same participatory regime (rules governing participation), the better
sustained will be democracy. This saine proposition is particularly true for
sociopolitical elites: the greater the proportion of a society's top political, social,
and economic leaders supporting citizen panicipation, civil liberties, and a
participatory polity, the stronger and more stable will be democracy.

Peeler (1985) correctly notes that the emergence of Latin America+s three

long-standing liberal democracies (Colombia. Venezuela, and Costa Rica) de-

pended upon the consolidation of a"regime," an agreement among key elites to

abtde by a particular set of political rules.' P'articularly in situations of great

economic inequality or in times of societal stress, elite commitment to and

support for popular participation and for a participatory regime (the constitu-

tirnwal rules of the gatne) are essential. This is so because elites' control of key

cconomic, institutional, and coercive resources would in times of stress or '

disagreement tempt them to restrict or suspend the participatory rights of

majorities or of other minorities. To so restrict or suspend such participation,

of course, would diminish both democracy and stability.

A special sort of election, which may be called "democratizing," can help

dom to patticirate in Ieadeishir choice (elections), policy decisions, and the
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consolidate â stable and lasting "regime" or constitutional system. Such a

regime is a pattern of systematic expectations among groups-key elite and

mass factions--that interact within a particular set of consensual political

rules, both constitutional and informal. As Karl (19fi6:10) points out, An

enduring political democracy must rest upon a consensus which does not

require that contending forces have similar programs or visions of society. Such

consensus is founded on a historic compromise among major political actors

and social forces." In or around a democratizing election such a regime is

forged, largely among impottant nhinorities (key political and economic elites)

in the polity, when they agree to accommodate each other. The forging of a

regime among political and.economie elites requires them to embrace and

thereafter play by a set of rules of the game that includes respect for legitimate

compctitors; rights, acceptance of a certain amount of mass involvement in

politics, a definition of the role of the state, and agreement upon means for

resolution of conflict. The specific type of electoral system adopted may affect

the prospects for the stability of the regime (Nohlen, 1987:17-41).

Because a truly democratizing election itself is only one small aspect of the

forging of a regime, Karl (1986:9) stresses that "elections themselves do not
constitute democracy," and may actually impede the creation of a regime if

unfairly manipulated or if imposed by forces from outside a society. Arguing
along similar lines, llerman and Brodhéad (1984:5) see externally manipulated
elections as barriers to democratization. Theydefine "demonstration elections"

as "organized and staged by a foreign power primarily to pacify its own restive
home population, reassuring it that ongoing interventionary processes are
legitimate and appreciated by their foreign objects"Their demonstration elec-
tion concept can be extended to include elections held not under the aegis of
an external power, but staged by a government for its own symbolic purposes
(Booth, 1986:38-40). Both externally and fntetnally managed demonstration
elections would typically lack freedoms to organize, to campaign and speak
freely, and to vote without coercion. An election may also liberalize without
democratizing. That is, an authoritarian regime may relax Its usual repression
during an election for the purpose of legitimizing itself or refurbishing its
image, but without truly adopting lasting participatory notms (Middlebrook,
1986; Drake and Silva, 1986; Dillon Soares, 1986; Cornelius, 1986).
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Political Culture 

The extent to which elections build or consolidate a political 

culture favorable toward popular participation in rule is also central to their 

Importance for democracy In a polity in which tyranny has suppressed popu-

lar and elite familiarity with participation in politics, a fair and free election can 

encourage public commitment to participation in leadership choice, mobilize 

interests, inform opinion , and educate the public. A series of fair and free 
elections can, over time, nurture cultural commitment (among both key politi-

cal and economic dites and among masses) to participation, civil liberties, and 
an electoral regime ,  as evidence from Costa Rica. Venezuela, and Colombia 

demonstrates (Peeler, 1985). Citizens' commitment to democratic practice and 
.civil liberties can grow through civic education and political experience (Booth 
and Seligson, 1984:106-8). The greater the proportion of a nations  citizens 

committed to democratic practices and values, the less likely they would be to 

resort to undemocratic political means or to accept the blandishments of 
antidemocratic ideologues. Political culture evolves gradually, however ,  and 
will not change merely because of a single election (Paz, 1985:20). 

• -•••••.... 

Elections and Democracy 

Against this theoretical background, we may begin to assess 

more systematically the importance of elections for democracy. The previous . 
discussion can be summarized as a series of six questions that may help us to 
assess the contribution of elections to democratic gove rnance. 

1. What is the effect of the election(s) on the range of political participation? 
Elections in modern nation states afford a rather circumscribed range of 

opportunities for popular participation. An election provides a relatively brief 
and occasional opponunity to discuss politics, campaign ,  electioneer, and 
vote. Despite the sporadic nature of electoral activity, some partisan participa-
tion—militancy within a party, proselytizing ,  and so forth—may well continue 

alter  the election has ended among the minority of any populace that  engagei 

in partisan activism, panicularly if there are prospects for future fair elections. 

Especially where elections and partisan activity have been barred or where 
elections have been fraudulently manipulated ,  the holding of an oper election 
campaign and (air  h.alloting offers a marked expansion of the range of political 
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participation available to citizens. Moreover, taking part in choosing a leader, 

ruling party, or representative can provide a significant opportunity for pro-

tecting one's self-interest or for promoting one's political goals. 

Despite their potential to increase the army of participatory opportunities, 

however, elections and partisan activity constitute but a fraction of the political 

activity of any nation. The actual making of policy decisions ,  the execution of 

those decisions. , and the adjudication of disputes constitute vast arenas of 

ongoing public activity. In most countries, elections, party activity, and vot-

ing—even if highly efficacious— influence  these arenas only tangentially if at 

all. In some nations, the use of citizen initiative and referendum elections for 

making public decisions offers the public greater opportunities to decide 

policy matters directly (Magleby, 1984; Barber, 1974). but such practices are 

relatively raie in Latin America. 

2. What is the effect of the election(s) on the breadth of participation? 

The breadth of participation (fraction of the citizenry participating) in elec-

tions is typically greatest  for the actual casting of the ballot: voting in national 

elections by up to three-quarters of those eligible is common in many coun-

tries. Participation is customarily much narrower for campaigning and partisan 

activism (usually less than a quarter of the populace). Because citizens who 

have been forced to participate in consistently manipulated or fraudulent 

elections often become poletically: inactive ,  the introduction of open campaigns 

and fair elections can encourage 6 large increase in electoral participation and 

therefore broaden democracy. 

It should be noted, hcnvever, that many other forms of political participa-

tion—voluntary group activity, contacting public officials ,  discussing public 

affairs—may involve more of the populace more of the time than most forms of 

electoral participation. Citizen involvement in such other. nonelectoral activi-

ties may not be significantly altered by the presence or absence of elections; 

they appear to go on in many types of regimes. It should also be noted that. 

with few exceptions, citizen participation in formal governmental arenas tends 

to be consistently higher among those who are more  prosperous and better 

educated. Overall, then, elections and campaigns may broadest citizen political 

participation substantially, hut only within certain arenas, only for certain 

social strata ,  and typically only for limited periods. 

3. What is the effect of the election(s) on the depth of participation? 

The depth of participation involves its quality, the extent to which it has real 

potential for influence, and the autonomy of participation. In an open cam . 
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pig!' and free election, the outcome would depend upon the actual distribu-

tion of votes cast, and neither parties nor individual voters would be subject to 

coercion during the campaign or balloting. In such an open electoral environ-

ment ,  the mobilization of support by parties could educate citizens on issues 

and permit them to join the coalition that appears to offer the most advanta-

geous package of policies. 

However, electoral participation is shallow in most elections in modern . 

nation states for several reasons. First, the choice open to the voter is typically 

very small (for example, between Party A and Party B, or Candidate X and 
Candidate YI, and the issues to be decided or choices to be made have almost 

always been framed beforehand by elites. Such limitations are particularly true 

in proportional representation systems (the norm in Latin America), in which 

candidates are typically selected by national pany elites rather than by voters in 

primaries. Second, elections usually Convey limited information to candidates 

because secret ballots do not reveal how any individual voted or why. There-
fore, a conscientious winning candidate might study election results with care, 

>et  discern only with difficulty any trace of a mandate to guide postelection 

behavior. On the other hand, participation as a party activist or officeholder 

may bring a citizen closer to shaping these decisions. Such participation 

would thus convey deeper influence than the average voter would ever exer-

cise, but normally only a minority of even activists actually authoritatively 

shape decisions. 

4. Did the (*aim's) occur in an environment conducive to the free exercise of full 
participatory rights, and was the conduct of the election(s) fair? 

Such questions about the setting, procedures, and technical conduct of 

elections are the sort of issues typically examined by careful election observers 

to determine the quality of particular elections. By most contemporary stan-

dards ,  the central issue at stake is fundamental fairness, measured mainly in 
toms of equality of opportunity, so that each citizen's vote weighs equally with 

those of all others (Garda Laguardia, 1986:8-9). 5  Ideally under this principle 

of lone person, one vote," the context of the election and its procedures and 

implementation should afford the following conditions to each citizen: 

—free and equal opportunity to receive information about issues, parties, 
and candidates; 

—free and equal opponunity to speak on political issues; 

---Free  and equal opportunity to register to vote; 

--free and equal opportunity to vote;  
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—ballot secrecy, including the right to deposit secretlya null or blank ballot; 

—freedom from intimidation or coercion as to how tn vote; 

—equal weight of the counted vote. 

The obtaining of these conditions for individual citizens requires other struc-

tural and contextua l  conditions for the polity as a whole. 

—freedom for parties to organize, electioneer, campaign, and distribute 

propaganda; 

—absence of unfair advantage for particular minorities, especially for in-

cumbents; 

—mechanisms to adjudicate and redress grievances among contenders; 

—fair and free systems of registration and election administration and an 

honest count of the votes; 

—losers' respect for the winners' right to rule; respect for the right of losers 

and other minorities to continued participation. 

The,evaluation of such conditions by observers and participants is a fairly 

straightforward matter in an open electoral environment. There has arisen in 

Central America and Latin America overall a small legal-scholarly-technical 

, industry that studies ,  advises on, and promotes fair elections, including the 

Association of Electoral Organizations of Central America and thé Caribbean 

and the fmer-American Center for Electoral Advice and Promotion, a subsid-

iary of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. Many human rights and 

special interest organizations monitor and observe elections in Central America. 

5. Did the election(s) consolidate or help consolidate a. stable regime under 

democratic rules? 

The establishment of an electoral, constitutional regime can be judged only 

superficially by the criteria mentioned in the previous section. Such procedural 

standards are necessary but not sufficient conditions for democratization 

While the àhsence of open and fair campaigning and a free and fairly counted 

election would surely signal that a procedurallydemocratic regime was lacking ,  

the mere presence of such conditions might not rnean movement trnvard 

democracy. As moted above, authoritarian regimes can—without relinquishing 

a tight grip on power, accommodating other political forces, or accepting 

democratic norms—liberalize election procedures. External pressures can 

temporarily coerce warring elite factions into temporary and unstable coopera-

tion around detnocratic procedural nortns. 

A sufficient condition lor the consolidation of a regime may be reached by 

the establishment of a consensus among key elites to (1) accommodate each 
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other in the political game, (2) continue playing within democratic procedural

norms, and (3) accept popular participation in politics. llufortunatety for our

purpo;cs hcrc, such an interelite consensus may not be easy to identify in
practical terms, especially at the time in which a particular election is held.

Unless forged through an overt pact at a particular historical moment, those

involved may not be fully conscious of the emergence of consensus on those

criteria, so that evidence about consensus on a new regime may be âvailahle
only through hindsight.

Sometimes regime-defining consensus Is established through an overt pact

by negotiations among rival elites. Colombia's historic National Front pact of

1957 between warring Liberals and Conservatives was such an overt agree-

ment. Liberal-Conservative negotiations led to a national referendum on the

accord and national presidential-congressional elections. The new regime had

strong support from powerful national economic interests from the beginning

because the bourgeoisie was well represented among the parties' leaders. The

consolidation of Venezuelas democratic regime took longer and was more

tenuous. After sectarian conflict undermined an interlude of civilian rule in the

Lite 1940s. Venezuela's three major parties reached an accord in the late 1950s

to play by liberal democratic rules if the dictator f érez Jiménez could be

toppled. Support for the liberal regime by the national bourgeoisie developed

slowly in Venezuela, and forbearance from intervention by the armed forces
was tenuous at first.

6. Did the election(s) contribute to ►vard a political culture ojsupport jor participa-
tion and democratic rules?

The growth of elite and popular support for participatory politics and

democratic rules and liberties is likely to be fitful and to require the passage of

nt,my ycars, if not decades. Indeed, some commentators argue that latin

American political culture begins from historical roots in Catholic Spain and

has been so shaped by centuries of political history that the region's culture is

generally antithetical to democratic beliefs. Others have argued that these

traditions have recently lcd major Latin American elite and middle-sector

groups to forge antidemoctatic alliances with military authoritarians in defense

of their class interests (Wiarda, 1974; OUonnell, 1979). Despite such pessi-'

mistic readings, there is a democratic tradition in Latin American culture (Paz,

1985). Moreover, survey research has uncovered strong commitment to demo-

cratic values and practices in countries as diverse as liberal-democratic Costa
Rica and authoritarian Mexico .6
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Democratic values and support for civil liberties develop among populations
through participation. A series of fair and free elections could increase populir
confidence in elections per se, in participatory norms, and in a regime. It is also
true, however, that other types of political participation, particularly those that
are more continuous or relevant to ongoing and immediately important activi-

, ties in the everyday lives of citizens, may be more likely than electoral partici-
pation to build participatory norms and support for civil liberties. It has been
forcefully argued by Pateman (1970:45--11 l), for example, that workplace and
community participation offer greater potential for building democratic politi-
cal culture than do sporadic voting, campa+gning, and party activism.

Elections and Democracy in Central America

Based on the foregoing, one should obviously not conclude that
the mere election of civilian governments in Central American nations means
that democratization is sweeping the isthmus. On the other hand, if democracy
means participation in rule, the holding of elections in Central America could
well mean that there is more democracy, albeit perhaps not a great deal more.

In order to understand the contribution of elections to democracy in Central
America, one must examine each nation in the region individually. It is not
sufficient merely to look at each case at this particular historical moment; one
must evaluate overall trends in pôpular participation. It is necessary to go
beyond the particular technical aspects of elections and election systems to the
developing sociopolitical contexts within which they have been held. one
must consider over time how, if at all, elections may contribute to the devel-
opment'of pôlitical culture among elites and masses, as well as to regime
formation.

Costa Rica

All observers agree that Costa Rica Is a classical liberal, repre-
sentative, constitutional polity with a high degree of electoral honesty. The
contemporary Costa Rican political system has its roots in a colonial system
marked by (for Central America) relative economic equality and an absence of
both mineral wealth and an indigenous populace with which to exploit it.

Costa Ricans developed an eFaiitarian social culture that was reinforced by
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the need of agricultural elites to co-opt workers as the modern coffee export 

economy developed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries Concessions to 

workers that gradually extended political rights and a low level of civil conflict 

contributed to the emergence of a prototypical liberal regime in the early 

twentieth century (Booth, 1988). 

After growing economic and political unrest and intradite conflicteshattered 

that regime in the 1940s, an attempt by the incumbent government to fraudu-

lently manipulate the 1948 election led to a brief civil war led by José Figueres 

and the National Liberation Movement. The insurgents defeated the regime 

and armed forces, and the National Liberation junta ruled for a year by decrre. 

In 1949 an elected constituent assembly rewrote the Costa Rican constitu-

tion; it abolished the armed forces, established a fourth branch of government 

to guarantee electoral honesty, curtailed executive power with extensive checks 

and balances, restricted the Comm-unist party, weakened labor unions as well 

as certain privileges of the coffee bourgeoisie, and rejected many of the Na-

tional Liberation Movement's own pet projects. The junta then relinquished 

power to the real winner of the 1948 election, politically consecrating the 

principle of electoral honesty. The National Liberation Movement constituted 

itself into a political party (the PLU),  contested and won the 1953 election, 

then relinquished power after losing in 1958. 

The regime consolidated in the 1948-58 period has been characterized 

by the mutual accommodation and alternation in power of the social demo-

cratic PLN and its more conservative opponents, the preservation of a mixed 

econotny and social welfare policies that have modestly attenuated the ef 
fects of poverty for many Costa Ricans, extensive civil liberties, and govern 

mental promotion of certain types of popular participation through the forma-

tion of community development, health, nutrition, and economic cooperative 

organizations. 

I ionest elections in a climate of extensive political freedom for individuals, 

parties, most voluntary associations, and the press have been the jewels in 

Costa Rica crown for three decades. There dearly exist both an elite and a 

mass consensus about the regime that have weathered unscathed some difficult 

periods of economic strife. as Seligson and Gómez  reveal in their contribution 

• to this work.' 

It appears likely that several decades of honest, competitive elections,  a good 

human and civil rights climate, and social democratic policies have combined 

to nurture the commitment of most Costa Ricans to participatory rules and 
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fundamental civil liberties. In comparative  tenus, the breadth of Costa Rican 

political participation appears extensive and the range of participation is mod-

erate (due to the mind economy and government mobilization of interest 

groups),  but overall the depth of participation is rather modest. 

Recent trends of growing external pressures have raised some alarm about 

the future evolution of the Costa Rican regime. Because of Reagan administra. 

tion policies and Costa Rica's own, as well as Its post-1981 debt crisis, the 

country has been heavily pressured to curtail its social welfare policies and 

reduce the participation of the state in the economy. Such policies have mod-

estly reduced the range of political participation (that is, areas of national life 

subject to influence by public pressure) by expanding the Costa Rican private 

sector at the cost of the public sector. Despite expectations to the contrary, 

curtailment of social welfare policies since 1982 apparently has not seriously 

eroded support for the regime. Successful U.S. pressure to increase the size and 

strength'of Costa Rica's security forces in cooperation with American policies 

against Nicaragua has aroused fears of possible military intervention in politics. 

External pressures that have undercut constitutional norms and international 

neutrality, the presence of large numbers of anti-Sandinista rebels, increased 

paramilitary activity, and increased antileftist propaganda in Costa Rica have all 

contributed to some erosion of the governmentt respect for human rights in 

recent years (Mesoamerica, 1987:1; El Dia, 1987:13; Miami Herald, .1985:14A). 

El Salvador 

Centuries of profound economic Inequality and racist exploita-

tion of Indian and mestizo poor by a socioeconomic elite descended from the 

conquerors have bequeathed densely populated, modern El Salvador severe 

problems of economic and social inequity. Popular demands for redress of 

various problems have periodically surfaced, but have been regularly and often 

violently repressed by the national bourgeoisie and the government. A brief 

reformist experiment in 1931 was quickly ovenhrown by the dictatorial Gen-

eral Hernandez Martinez. When labor, peasant, and student groups assayed an 

abortive revolt in 1932, the dictator massacred thirty thousand people, mostly 

innocent peas:tnts, and thus snuffed out for decades any inclination toward 

popular participation. 

Hernandez Martinez ruled tyrannically until the 1940s, when he was re-

placed by a more modern regime of niilitary officers who ruled through their 
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own party, fraudulently manipulated elections, and repressed opposition. Eco-

nomlc policies of the 1960s and 1970s Icd to industrialization and urbaniza-

tlon and the growth of demands for change from labor and middle-class

groups. Growing labor and opposition party pressures placed increasing

strains on the military regime in the 1970s as an armed insurgency developed.

The government of General Carlos Humberto Rolnero (1977-79) mobilized

anti-Comtnunist paramilitary forces and death squads within the armed forces

it, tcrrorize the populace out of opposition, but this strategy merely further

inll.tmed and multiplied opponents.

In 1979 reformist military, party, and business elements collaborated in the

October 15 coup that toppled Romero; their goal was to bring about reform

before the opposition could erupt into rebellion, as had just happened in

neighboring Nicaragua. This reformism was strongly supported by the CartGr

administration, which provided economic assistance and restored military aid

to the Salvadoran government. Rightist elements, however, took over the Junta,

blocked its reforms, and accelerated repression. This drove moderates off the

Junta and unified the opposition-many parties, unions, peasant leagues, and

other forces-into a political coalition, the Revolutionary Democratic Front

(FDR). The FDR joined forces in late 1980 with five Marxist guerrilla groups

known as the Farabundo Marti Liberation Front (FMLN) in a revolutionary

challenge to the Junta. Armed rebellion gained force rapidly, and rebels had

soon captured significant areas of Salvadoran territory that the U.S.-financed

but inept armed forces could not recapture.

By 1982 It appeared to an alarmed Reagan administration that continued

human rights atrocities by the military and far right endangered the by then:

extensive U.S. military and economic aid going to El Salvador. Pressure was

thus exerted on the Junta to call elections for a constituent assembly. The 1982

campaign for election to that body took place in a climate of extreme human

rights violations and intimidation of citizens, parties, and the press. Observers

concurred that there were many procedural irregularities (e.g., Baloyra, 1982:

109-75: Herman and Brodhead, 1984:119-34), but some disagreed about

whether the count itself was distorted.

The resultant assembly was dominated by parties of the right, which blocked
most significant economic reforms proposed for the new constitution. U.S. aid
continued to Oow to the armed forces in a feverish, and ultimately successful,
etton to strengthen the government's mititary posture Christian Democrat José
Nap,.le6n Ou-te w"n president5a1 elections Iterat in tv84. Thesa• electinns,
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again conducted under U.S pressure and with U.S. technical assistance, were

reported to have been procedurally better than those of 1982, but the human

rights climate remained abysmal, and intimidation of participants, restrictions

on the press, and campaigning remained serious problems.

Did a new regime committed to democratic rules, mutual accommodation of

major elite elements, and mass participation emerge from the 1982 and 1984

elections? As Baloyra (1982:167-84) and Garcia in his contribution here dem-

onstrate, the answer is no. A very uneasy and unstable government involving

the Christian Democrats, radical right, bourgeoisie, and armed forces was

arranged with benefit of strong external pressure by the United States. From

1982 to 1984 the, radical right, led by the ARENA party, dominated the

Assembly; in 1984 the Christian Democrats won the presidency, to the great

chagrin of the right. The situation of stalemated mutual tolerance between

these highly antagonistic forces developed and persisted under the necessity of

helping persuade the U.S. Congress to continue economic support for the

government and the military in Its struggle against the rebel FMLN-FDR. Most

observers believe that this marriage of convenience would fly apart the instant

U.S. pressure for continued mutual tolerance among its elements was removed.

Garcia, however, in his chapter seems optimistic that a new and potentially

stable government can gradually be developed by the Christian Democrats.

In my opinion, however, the challenge of consolidating a regime with mu-

tual elite accommodation among the radical right, the bourgeoisie, the PDC,
and the armed factions of right and left is enormous. Moreover, it seems even
less likely that all these groups would tolerate popular participation. Economic
problems and the 1986 earthquake have apparently eroded the pôlitical sup-
port for the Christian Democrats and brought a renewal of some labor conflict
and other protests. The return to El Salvador of FDR political leaders under the
terms of the 1987 Guatemalan peace accord has spawned renewed rightist
terror and introduced great new uncertainties into the polity.

Have Salvadoran elections since 1982 contributed to the emergence or

reinforcement of a political culture of democracy? It seems extremely unlikely,

given the continuous abuse of human rights by public authorities and the

inability of the 1)uarte government to control the armed forces or restore any

semblance'of the rule of law. F'eaceful, legal political participation in the 1960s

and 1970s contributed to the mobilization and rebellion of the late 1970s and
early 19Aos. f^rustrated elites and masses turned to confro"litional and violent
means arainst a recalcitrant rer;itne, vvhiah lashed rback --th vicia+ns internra•r-
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an:c. l'rocrduraliy flawed election,,; conducted under external pressure have

lari;cly failed to address most of the grie mamces that led to popular mobilization

to begin with. If some Salvadorans may have miraculously learned values of

democratic fair play in that chaotic and murderous environment, no doubt just

as many leained the culture of intimidation and terror, while hundreds of

thouamds of others iled abroad to escape the political madness of El Salvador.

The overall breadth of political participation in El Salvador is very limited

for the bulk of the populace, recent elections notwithstanding. Mobilization of

popular demands through unions, peasant leagues. and parties involved a large

pan of the population in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The use of terror by

the state and far right to curtail such demands has had two effects: to convert

many of those demanding reforms into revolutionaries collaborating with the

FMLN-FDR and to alienate many Salvadorans from participation in politics

because of simple fear or disgust at the daily brutality of the nations politics.

Ultimately the civil conflict, in many ways a struggle over who may participate

and under what terms, has made participation more narrow and shallow for

most Salvadorans. It has also led thousands of others to intensify and deepen

their participation by violent means. '

Guatemala

Guatemala, the northernmost and most populous Central
American state, is roughly half Indian. Guaternalas socioeconomic history has
been marked by exploitation of the indigenous populace's labor to benefit the
creole and mesti:o politico-economic elite. The national political culture early
developed profoundly racist traits and a penchant for brutality in the polltical
arena. From Independence into the mid-twentieth century, Guatemala had
several long and brutal dictatorships.

In 1944 a movement based In the middle sectors and labor succeeded in
toppling the Ubico regime. The 1944-54 "democratic revolution" saw the
installation of a constitutionally elected civilian regime, considerable mobiliza-
tion of working-class and Indian groups into the political arena, and both a
broadcning and deepening of political participation, But the elected govern-
ment lacked vital consensual accommodation of many key economic and
political actors. When President Jacobo Arbenz's government sought to expand
the public sector through agrarian reform that would have redistributed land
held by national and foreign owners, the armed forces permitted, and the
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Guaremalan bourgeoisie applauded, a CIA-backed revolt by Guatemalan ex-
Iles. The 1954 National l.iberation Movement (MLN) shattered the dcmocra-

tizing experiment as the new Castillo Armas regime and army moved to curtail

the political participation encouraged by the revolution. Thousands of labor,

party, and Indian leaders were killed, imprisoned, or driven into exile.

In the late 1950s the armed forces wrested political power away front the

MLN and began to rule Guatemala outright. An abortive reformist coup from

within the army in 1960 eventually led to the establishment of Guatemala's lirst

Marxist guerrilla insurgency. A fairly elected civilian government from 1966 to

1970 provided a figurehead for rapid escalatwn of military control over the

polity, a violent counterinsurgency program, and intensive use of state terror

against perceived "subversives" During the 1970s the armed forces-domi-

nated regime aggressively promoted industrialization and economic growth in

collaboration with the national bourgeoisie. During that era "death squads" run

by the regitne killed thousands of labor unionists, students, development

workers, and political party activists. The reign of terror decimated the leader-

ship cadres of most parties and heavily suppressed political participation.

Voting in Guatemalas fraudulently manipulated elections dropped to very low
levels.

Under the regime of General Romeo Lucas Garcia (1978-82), state terror

reached horrific new heights when economic difficulties and the effects of the

1976 earthquake spawned economic unrest and labor mobilization, and reor-

ganized insurgents began to step up their struggle. Younger army officers

overthrew Lucas when he manipulated the results of the 1982 presidential

election; they installed General Efrain Rios Montt to begin a process of tightly

managed reform. Under Rios the army conducted a brutal counterinsur-

gency campaign in the Indian highlands that took tens of thousands of civilian

lives but did little damage to the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Union

(UNRG) insurgent coalition.

Rios's failure to progress toward return of power to civilians Icd to his ouster

in 1983 by the same younger offtcers, who replaced him with General Oscar

Humberto Mej(a Victores. As the Guatentalan economy declined rapidly, and

with the example of the Argentine military regime, which was embarrassed by

trials for its human rights abuses after the Malvinas war, General Mejfa moved

to preempt such problems for the Guatemalan armed forces by returning

formal power to civilians.

The armed forces conducted relatively clean elections (albeit in a highly
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repressive climate) for a constituent assembly that rewrote the constitution. 

The assembly then convened and held the 1985 national election for congress 

an à the presidency. Observers judged the 1985 election to have been proce-

durally fair and accurately counted,  luit  conducted in an atmosphere of crush-

ing tear of political repression that badly impeded communication. The Chris-

tian Democratic government of Vinicio Cerczo today rules with the advice and 

counsel of the military, which was exempted from prosecution for its past 

human rights abuses by the outgoing Mejia government and which retains 

virtually,  absolute control over military affairs. 

Recent evidence reveals that as of early 1987 in Guatemala City and other 

major cities parties, unions, private associations, and development workers-- 

once targets of fierce repression—enjoyed considerable latitude for participa-

tion, expression of their opinions, and organization.' Politically motivated 

human rights abuses had declined markedly,  but no official human rights 

organizations had been formed nor had any effort been made to prosecute 

human rights violators. The massive military presence and control over the 

. population and the counterinsurgency war against the URNG continued in 

rural areas, severely depressing opportunities for participation. 

Has  Guatemala "taken the final step to democracy," as the State Departmebt 

rhapsodized in 1985? Political participation has increased in breadth and range 

under the new civilian government, but evidence as to its depth, efficacy, and 

staying power remains to be seen. No lasting consensus on a regime has yet 

been forged, although there is evidence that key elements of the national 

capitalist class ,  some political parties, and some military elements are commit-

ted to the civilian representative government for the time being. labor and 

peasant organizations are mobilizing rapidly in the freer climate and iniend to 

test the range of their freedom. All observers agree that the tolerance' of the 

armed  forces for such participation is the key to the survival of the civilian 

government. Most Guatemalan political activists and professionals and some 

business leaders appear to prefer panicipatoty rules . and increased political 

freedom to the three-dec:ade reign of terror, but public experience with and 

commitment to such rules and participation will likely grow only very slowly, 

and then only if the civilian government and more open political environment 

persist. 

Jonas's contribution advances one very important interpretation of the Gua-

temalan situation. She argues that ,  though driven by deep contradictions in 

Guatemalan society. the new tegime is unlikely to promote true cletnocratiza- 

lion and the development of a system that will promote the interests of the 

majority of Guatemalans. The new civilian government will permit the  armed 

Forces and bourgeoisie increased legitimacy and will attract badly needed 

economic aid. Even President Cerezo  ducs  not believe that a.new regime has 

been consolidated; he refers to his own administration as one of "transition." 

Given the popular expectations and demands for economic reform that appear 

to be developing in Guatemala today, severe strains could soon he placed on 

the commitment to civilian government of that pivotal institution in the Guate-

malan polity—the arrned forces. 

There is clearly broader and wider-ranging rpular political participation in 

Guatemala today than there has been in decades. One effect of the 1987 

Central American peace accord was a'brief dialogue between the URNG and 

government and to bring some exiled igaliticians back to the country to chance 
the new political opening. We may nevertheless not know for many years 
whether the 1985 election truly contributed to a process of democratization. or 
merely to a liberalization of the old regime. 

Honduras 

Honduras has shared several traits with most of its Central 

American neighbors--high levels of internal conflict, dictatorship, and depen-
dence on export agriculture—conditions aggravated by its weak resource base 

and generally poor soils. Honduran national elites failed to consolidate and 
integrate the nation politically and economically to the degree of neighboring 
states, and Honduras remained the poorest Central American nation even as it 
developed a flourishing banana industry under foreign cnvnership in the twen-
tieth century. An ancient feud between liberal and conservative elements was 

marked by great turbulence in the nineteenth century, followed by Liberal 
pany preeminence between the 1890s and 1932, and then by National party 
dominion until 1949. The Liberals were resurgent in the 1950s, but in 1956- 
57 the military stepped in tu  resolve a political crisis. In 1963 a military coup 
led by Colonel Oswald° 1.6pez Arellano and backed by the National party 

seized power, intending to stay in control. 

Modernization and industrial developinent characterized the 1960s, raising 
demands for change among the emergent middle sector. Honduras's disastrous 
1969 war with El Salvador aggravated unrest. Although L6peis early years in 
power were marked by conservative policies, in the early 1 970s he assumed a 
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d.•v.lopmentalist posture and implemented a number of populist policies,

including a sweeping agrarian reform law The officer corps replaced L6pez

with Colonel Juan Melgar Castro in 1975, and then in 1978 replaced Castro

with Colonel Policarpo Paz Garcia. Each successive military president was

more development oriented and placed less emphasis on social reform and

populism. Despite efforts to promote economic development, Honduran eco-

nomic problems grew, and economic and party leaders becâme progressively

more critical of military rule.

The Nicaraguan Revolution and burgeoning domestic discontent eventually

convinced top military leaders to return power to civilians. General Paz con-

vencd constituent assembly elections in 1980; while the constitution was being

rewritten, a presidential election was held in 1981. Liberal Roberto Suazo

Ctirdoba won that relatively clean and fair election and assumed the presidency

in 1982. Liberal José Azcona Hoyo succeeded Suazo after another clean and

fair election in 1986.

Had Honduras experienced a regime-consolidating and truly democratizing
election in 1981? As Rosenberg points out in his contribution to this work,
evidence so far suggests that major political elites still lack commitment to
accommodating each other and playing by democratic rules. President Suazo
himself provoked a constitutional crisis in 1986 by attempting to impose a

successor on his party and the country by manipulating the Congress and
electoral system. National party leaders still speak wistfully of the L6pez
Arellano military regime and what they remember as days of "real national
progress" during the 1970s. National party leaders often seem far more inter-
ested in narrow and short-run sectarian advantage than in accommodating
each other for the sake of maintaining constitutional processes. In the ultimate
irony, the Honduran armed forces and the United States may have kept the :
constitutional processes from being overturned in the 1986 crisis.

Honduran mass political culture could well be developing increased com-
miunent to electoral and participatory rules under the Honduran civilian
regimes of the 1980s, but this would probably also be partly due to the
extensive peasant and labor organization present in the country. There can be
no doubt that the elections since 1980 have provided renewed opportunities-
for political participation that had been repressed in the previous decade.
tlowever, the period has also seen a marked rise in political terror by public

security forces. Although the death toll from political repression in Honduras

since 1980 probably numbers only in the low hundreds, in comparison to the

power were marked by conservative policies, in the early 1970s he assutncd it
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tens of thousands in El Salvador and Guatemala, it could well have had a
chilling effect on participation.

Nicaragua

Nicaragua has suffered more civil war and foreign intervention
In its affairs than almost any country in the hemisphere. The nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries saw frequent conflict between the Liberal and Conser-
vative parties, aggravated periodically by outside interference. Though small in
population and relatively rich in land and other natural resources, Nicaragua,
with its gteat lake and river system, has always attracted foreign meddling.

American filibusterer William Walker exploited Nicaraguan Liberals' desires to
take over the Conservative-dominated government and a struggle for control of
Vanderbilt+s trans-isthmian transit company. He Invaded in 1855 and seized
control of Nicaragua for himself. His ouster by Central American conservatives
In the National VIFar of 1857 established a three-decade period of Conservative
party rule.

In the 1890s the Liberals returned to power under the leadership of nation-
alistic, development-oriented Benjamin Zelaya. When Zelaya sought foreign
suitors to build a canal in Nicaragua to compete with the U.S.-owned Panama

Canal, the United States in 1909 helped topple Zelaya and Install a more
cooperative regi;ne. In order to protect its canal monopoly,-the United States
sent marines into Nicaragua to help the conservatives, who dutifully produced
a treaty giving the United States canal rights in Nicaragua. However, the United
States then had to keep marines in Nicaragua for most of the next two decades
to keep the conservatives in power. When the United States attempted to settle
yet another civil war in 1927 by switching sides to the liberals, an anti-
Intervention resistance movement arose, led by A. C. Sandino. The United
States escalated its military presence in Nicaragua and established a National
Guard to help 6ght Sandino, hut eventually withdrew in frustration in 1933.

The principal legacy of twenty-four years of U.S. military intervention in
Nicaragua was the National Guard, headed by Anastasio Somoza Garcla, who
used it to depose the president and rude as a dictator until his assassination in
1956. Control of the National Guard and the government passed to his sons
Luis and Anastasio Somoza Dcbayle, who continued the family dynasty while

promoting industrialization and economic growth. Increasing social diversity
and political frustration at four decades of dictatorship, eombincd with
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Anast,tsio Somoza Dcbayle's heavy-handcd repressiveness and corruption, re-

sulted in a dcstabilized country in the early 1970s. The 1972 Managua earth-

quake and its aftermath intensified hostility toward the government, which

bccame rapidly more repressive. A growing opposition gradually united and

demanded an end to the Somoza dynasty. Most opponents of the regimF joined

forces with the Marxist-Leninist rebel group the Sandinista National Liberation

Front (FSLN) as the National Guard made war on Nicaragua's population in

1978 and 1979. In July 1979 the FSLN-led coalition defeated Somoza's guard

alter a fight that featured, on the rebel side, widespread participation and.

support by much of the Nicaraguan populace.

The Sandinistas dominated the coalition government, but permitted more

moderate groups to organize and participate in ruling. As Sandinista control

over the revolutionary government grew in 1979 and 1980, other political

groups began to break with and criticize the FSLN so that elite consensus on

the regime broke down. The Sandinistas set out to establish in Nicaragua a

unique program for a Marxist-Leninist government; rather than full socialism

and a single-party regime as in Cuba, they promoted a mixed economy and

"political pluralism."9 A broad array of programs and services'was developed to

benefit the poor majority of Nicaraguans. Many of these programs sought

public input on policies and required citizen participation in administration,

particularly the literacy drive and health and neighborhood security programs.

The FSLN also built support for itself by establishing neighborhood, youth,

women's, labor, peasant, small farmer, and professional organizations M►alker,

1985). Opposition to Sandinista rule from former allies grew as the FSLN

continued to gain political power.

The advent of the Reagan administration led to U.S. efforts to oust tl^e FSLN

from lx-m--r. The United States encouraged former National Guard elements,

some Somoza allies, and opposition elements that had broken with the revolu-

tionary government to form a political-military counterrevolutionary ("contra")

movement. With overt and covert U.S. aid, the contra movement grew to a

peak of about 15,000 rebel troops based in Honduras and Costa Rica. Contra

forces conducted guerrilla operations in Nicaragua and sabotaged economic

and political targets in hopes of fomenting economic chaos and mobilizing an'

internal resistance to the revolutionary government. The United States also

placed a trade embargo on Nicaragua and conducted an energetic campaign

designed to isolate Nicaragua from the West, prevent a negotiated settlement of
the war, and cut oit trade and aid.
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The principal effects of these U S. policies and the development of the armed
opposition to the revolution have been several. Nicaragua has turned increas-
ingly to the Soviet bloc for military and economic assistance and has massively
built up its armed forces for a counterinsurgency war and a feared U.S.
invasion. It has curtailed civil liberties and restricted press and opposition
patty freedorns, deferred many social programs, and accelerated agrarian re-
form to build its political base. In 1984 Nicaragua restored most civil liberties
and held a national election under rules that the opposition parties had helped
draft. Virtually all observers characterized the election as procedurally fair and
free.

The United States sought to prevent the consolidation of a new consensus on

a regime by successfully pressuring certain groups to refuse to take part, by

denouncing the election as a sham, and by continuing Its aid to the contra war.

The Sandinista regime won a substantial majoritv of the vote_ but H.S. nrrc%nre

and the regimes own policies have continued to fan opposition to the revolu-
tion. With considerable public and opposition input, the new Nicaraguan
National Assembly wrote a constitution (accepted in 1987) that embodies
extensive civil liberties and democratic procedural norms. Despite this the
government of the victorious FSLN candidate Daniel Ortega Saavedra in 1985
and 1986 restored numerous restrictions on civil liberties, closed the principal
opposition newspaper, and continued to defend the revolution militarily.

The comm war presently bars Nicaragua from promoting its own, poten-

tially quite distinctive, model of democracy. The Sandinista Revolutions effort

to promote a broader, deeper, and wider range of democracy through mass

participation in policymaking and implementation has achieved some notable

successes, as Jonas points out in her contribution. As is common in revolution,

however, popular mobilization and some regime elements have olten been

intolerant of and intimidated opposition. The 1984 election created opportu-

nities for participation that had not existed for many decades, and the new

constitution•promised Nicaraguans a continuation of these opportunities. The

suspension of civil liberties becausè of the war, however, called into doubt the

permanence of such participatory oppin tunities and their potential for nurtur-

ing commiunent, to electoral rights and proccdures. The war, U.S. efforts to

disrupt the election and encourage the FSLN's domestic opponents, and the

deep ideological differences between the various contending factions in Nicara-

gua have so far prevented the emergence of a consensus that would permit us
to label the 1984 election as deiuociatizinR.
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Until peace can be achieved, Nicaragua seems unlikely to move forward 

toward achieving the potential of its participatory goals or establishing a cli-

mate of respect for civil liberties Slow and painful progress toward settlement 

of the war and restoration of civil liberties began in late 1987 under the terms 

of the Central American peace accord, but Nicaragua remained far from an 

emergent consensus on a new regime. Many observers believed that the Cen-

tral American accord provided at least a fratnework under which the govern-

ment, the contras, the Church, and the domestic opposition parties and groups 

in Nicaragua could begin to negotiate about their differences. As of early 1988, 

however, despite having commenced indirect negotiations with the contras, 

the Nicaraguan government remained adamant that it would not fully restore 
civil liberties until foreign assistance to the contras had been ended. 

Conclusions 

Although Central Americù (ive major nations now have civil-

ian governments and constitutions providing for representative government, 

extensive participatory rights, and civil liberties, one must not conclude that 

democracy has been enthroned in the region. Defining democracy as citizen 

participation in rule permits one to conclude, however, that recent elections 

have brought modest increases in the breadth and range of political participa-

tion in several countries. This cursory review and the following chapters, 

however, raise numerous questions about the procedures of recent Central 

ArneriCan elections and of their contributions to democratic political culture 

and the establishment of stable regimes committed to participatory rules of the 

game. 
As a general proposition, the advancement of democracy in Central America 

is obviously better served by fairly elected civilian governments than by dicta-

torial military governments. Nevertheless, progress in the 1980s toward fulfill-

ing the specific requisites of effective and lasting systems of democratic rule in 

Central America—systems potentially vastly different in structure and style-

has been uneven and halting. 
The Central American peace accords signed on 7 August 1987 at Esqui-

pulas. Guatemala, required that all the Central American countries negotiate 

with armed rebels who will accept amnesty and undertake a dialogue with 

domestic opponents, fully restore civil liberties, and hold democratic elections 
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for a Central American Parliament by mid-1988. The Esquipulas accord thus 
created both internal and international pressures upon the Central American 
governments to take steps that could move each nation toward greater democ-
racy. The constru' ction of both peace and more democracy in Central America 
remained highly complex processes, however, each beset by powerful enemies 
both within and outside Central America. 

Notes 

I. Pateman (1970) notes that "classical" democratic theory is a somewhat inaccurate 
designation because the theorists yie inciudes in the cuegory span three millennia from 
Aristotle to). S. Mill. 1 am using the terni  classical very loosely here, as did she, for the 
sake of convenience. 

2. This provision notwithstanding, ahnost all democratic models exclude from par-
ticipation persons incapacitated by youth, lunacy,  or criminality. 

3. See also RtIsenberg (1985:23-33). 
4.1 am' using this term as Paul Drake and Eduardo Silva do in Introduction: 

Elections and Democratization in Latin America, 1980-1985," (1986:2-3) rather than 
as Fttras (1986:1-15) and Rabine (1986:59-64) do. The latter approach suggests that 
the election of civilian regimes in Latin America can mean nothing more than a more 
effective mechanism by which an old regime continues to exploit the poor and block 
popular democracy. I would argue that if such occurred,  no true -democratization" as 
Intended here would have taken place. 

5. Note that not all democratic theories would weight votes equally. J. S. Mill, for 
Instance, preferred a system of unequal votes based on political kncnvledge and experi-
ence. Pluralist-elitists celebrate elite dominance of most choices because of distrust for 
the mass publics capabilities. The U.S. Constitution  gave electors. not Citizens, the right 
to elect the president; state legislators chose U.S. senaton; and the principle of "one-
person, one-vote` was violated by giving the votes of senators from small states a weight 
equal to that of senators from more populous states. 

6. See Seligson and Gémez chapter in this volume. Also see Catvahalliertera (1978) 
and Booth and Seligson (1984). 

7. See also Carvahal Herrera (1978). 
8.1 participated in an observer mission to Guatemala in April-May of 1987, spon-

sored by the Washington Office on t.atin America and the International Human Rights 
Law Group, to examine political conditions after the election. The team interviewed 
dozens of party, human rights,  and labor activists, as well as social workers, lawyers, and 
government officials. See also Booth et al. (1985) and Cadiner et al (1988) 

9. Their model has most of the traits of  Macpherson  "underdeveloped variant" of 
democracy: a heavy emphasis on popular participation and distributive justice issues 
(Macpherson, 1966:23-34). 
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it is not a passing phenotnetton; on the contrary, we are wit-

nessing a historic cultural change of profound significance. 
The decades of the 19505 and 196os were generally char-

acterized by an emphasis on development and modernization. 
In that context, transition meant the evolution from a 'dual' 
society that was half  modern  and half traditional towards a 
society which might be variously described as modern, ad-

vanced, developed, or industrialized, bearing in mind that the 

meaning of each of those terms can vary significantly. Begin-
ning in the 196os, the theme of development began to be ac-

companied or replaced by the theme of revolution or fundamental 
structural change, and in  • that context transition meant the 
movement from capitalism to socialism. Both themes possessed 
their own analyses of the existing situation and their own the-
oretical concepts and structures. Both brought to the fore cer-
tain social actors which were thought of as esnbodying or directing 
their respective processes. Each case offered its own compre-
hensive design for social change. ln the fi rst case, though it was 
not made explicit, the model was Western capitalist society; in 
the second it was one of the variants of socialist society. ln such 
far-reaching visions of societal transformation, ethical princi-
ples and future utopias co-exist with more concrete strategic 
and programmatic proposals. What is highly significant for our 

discussion, however, is that in both cases — development or 
modernization and revolution or the transition to socialism — 

the question of political régime appeared to be a sulxmlinate 
concern, as if it were merely a reflection of the deeper societal 
transformation. 

'Fite question of political democracy undoubtedly flows front 
these two themes, as we shall see, but it is also significantly 
different from them. First of  ail, the question of the political 
régime  that is, the instinstional nexus between state and society 
— is now given pre-eminence. This IIICallS the abandonment of 
overly deterministic structural laws that purport to account for 

the evolution of a society and their replacement with the less 
predictable and more fluid elements of politics, political creativity, 
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and collective action. In addition, the abandonment of such 

comprehensive societal designs leads to a conception of society 
as a field in which diverse interests battle with one another and 

in which there is no single directing social actor but a variety 

of social actors interacting with each other. 

terin po/itica/ dentorratv, or democracy pure and simple, 
is used in this article to describe a type of political régime and 
not a type of society. A political régime is designed to resolve 

the problem that every society faces, namely, the institutional 
relations between the state and its stMects. More specifically, it 

deals with how society is represented, how it is governed, and 

what types of relationships are to exist between the people and 
the slate, that is, the definition of citizenship. Democracy is one 
kind of political régime, and it seeks to resolve these problems 
through certain specific le:um -es sucs  as the enforcement of 
the rule of law which guarantees public liberties, the division 
of the powers of the state, and the principles of popular sov-
ereignty, universal suffrage, competitive elections, alternation 
of power, and political pluralism. 

In the Latin American historical experience, however, the 
question of political democracy is more ambiguous because it 

is contaminated by the question of democratization. Democrati-
zation may  lie  defined as increasing social participation and the 
equalization or opporomilies and benefits. The concept of de-
mocratization is used in two senses.  Oit  the one hand, it refers 
to what  lias  been called 'fundamental democratization,' that is, 

the integration of the people into collective life throtsgh what 
'ais lie  terme(l *social citizenship' (as opposed to p)litical citi-
zenship) or access to the social benefits ()I' a modern welfare 

slate. On the other haml, democratization also refers to orga-

nized participation in Ilse decisions that affect collective life, 
leading in the end to self-determination or self-government. 
Both senses of dentocratitation embody an implication of far-
reaching structural and social change. 

It is lisehil to point out, am  this stage, the dillerence between 
the concept o 1 .  demorralizalion and that of polltica/ transition, or 
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simply tramition. While the former is a process of deep social 
change leading towards what could be called a 'democratic so-

ciety,' the latter is only a change of régime, a shift front one 
type of régime to another which need not be accompanied by 

any substantive social changes. In titis article we are discussing 
the transition  from  a dictatorship or military régime to a dem-
ocratic régime, which has been common in Latin America dur-

ing the past decade; the broader problems of democratization 

are not our concern. Thus, transition in titis context refers to 
a movement towards political democracy or a democratic ré-
gime and not necessarily towards a 'democratic society.' These 

two kinds of transition may or may not coincide, depending on 

historical circumstances, but their relationship should not  be 
 taken to be either structural or causal. 

Thus, despite the current importance or the question of 
imlitical democracy in Latin America and the present priority 
being placed on the political dimension of these societies, it 

must flot  be forgotten that the question or democratization in 
these countries remains in the background. The ideal of de-
mocracy in this region is permeated by the question of democ-
ratization at every level, and it is only with difficulty that the 
two could be disentangled. 

Even though democracy is only a form of political régime 
and does not claim to resolve all of a society's problems or 

provide an all-encompassing vision of society and even though 

it is by no means an ineluctable historical necessity — which leads 

some to suggest that it is more often than not 'a second priority' 
— the establishment and development of democracy always rests 
on a speci fic ethical foundation and arises in certain conducive 
social conditions. Both the basic ethical principles and the social 
conditions that favour democracy vary from society to society 

and from one historical period to another. Yet it can be said 

that in the Latin American countries democratization is at once 

the ethical principle and one condition for the development of 
political deumx:racy although ,  as we shall  sec  later, the two must 
he clearly distinguished. In these countries, political de 	- racy 

escapes 'post-modern' disenchantment, and it is always beset by 

questions about its 'meaning' and its content which transcend 

the classical definition of 

The mutual contamination of democratization and democ-
racy lias its roots not only in the intellectual evolution to which 
we have referred but also in the complex historical relationship 

between the two processes. In a way, the recognition that po-
litical democracy is a legil ilium: objective in itself lias  emerged 
front a long and slow process of collective learning in which 
titis type of régime came to be understood as the condition or 
framework within which democratization can flourish. 

The experience of the  dictatorial military régimes of the last 
two decades  lias  been decisive —  al  least for the countries of the 
Southern  Coite — in bringing about a reconsideration of the 
problems of the political régime and in particular Lite recog-
nition of democracy as a primary objective of historical struggle. 
It was in also in response to these régimes that the dual pro-
cess of contamination and differentiation of the problems of 
democracy and democratization came to be acknowledged. 

Without analysing these military régimes in depth — some-
thing which I have done elsewhere — it is useful to recall that 
these coups d'état (beginning with Brazil in 11964, continuing 
with Argentina in 1966, Chile and Uruguay in 1973. and Ar-
gentina again in 1976) were, in varying degrees, generated by 

political crises characterized to some extent by popular activa-
tion and mobilization. The popular sectors of society were con-
fronted, in turn, by the dominant sectors of society and by the 
armed forces acting as an institution. The dominant sectors 
succeeded in drawing the middle sectors of society into their 
camp by perstmling them that the crisis was a terminal one and 
that their continued existence was also definitively threatened. 

Moreover ,  along with  titis  essentially reactive response to crisis 
— the military coup — Ihe opportunity arose for the dominant 
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sectors to.join with the military sector to resolve the proltln};etl

crisis of' leadership that had characterized Latin Altlerica since
the collapse of- the 'oligarchic state' and which had persisted
throughout the entire period of' the 'compromise stale.'" Re-

acting as they did against the previous society and to a particular

crisis, these military régimes also proviclecl the opportunity for

the 're-foundation' of national capitalism, its re-entry into the

wf ►rld ecunonty, and the creation of a new social order which

could be emlxxlied in a long-lasting authoritarian political model.

The military réginies failed on both counts. They were not
able to create a new economic order accompanied by a new
social structure and a new political institutional order. Nor were

they able to resolve their societies' most pressing probletns -
indeed, they made them graver and more acute. However, this
does not mean that there were no changes in these societies or
that they have simply regressed. ► In fact - and this is perhaps

a key concept - these régimes possessed a certain capacity to

dislocate the previous structure of'soc:iety. What these military
régimes achieved was not the annulment or replacement of the
previous socio-econontic and political order, but its fragmen-
tation. In some cases, partial modernization occurred which
allowed one segment of society to participate in the conteln-
porary capitalist world in a meaningful way. In these inst;uues,
however, this very modernization was accompanied by the in-
creasing marginalizatiott of most of the rest of the society. l'o-.
litical democracy must thus confront the challenge of bringing
about clenu ►cratizatit ►n in the l:rce of a perverse and exclusion-
ary modernizing prfwess. In other countries the social trans-
formations that occurred led in a sense to a shrinking of society

1-I lie 'cumprumix male, snccecdal Ihc otiR:ItcbN' auue ;Ind in v;nious ways drew

divcne Wrcial allors IoKelhcr in a runlpllmlise ccuucll :noumd Ihe issuc of in-

duuri:Jir:11N111. %IIIIP 4f/U11% 111 NMII'ly were l') IIIIIICII 1111111 1111t arranKeulcnl
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as se•en in the flecrcasinf; rt ► Ic n1- the State as .111 agent of Social
wellure and the emer};cnce t/f .1 sort ol-savage capitalism which
destrtlyefl old social relalil ►ns without creating new ones in their
place and in which the at-ttns tended to be the sanie although
their capacity to t ►rganize and exert pressure was greatly re-
duceel and weakened. In these situatiflns, the challenge that
political efemtx:rary must cf ►nfront is that of national recon-
struction. In both cases. pt ►liti(-al democracy and democratixa-
tion nleet once al;ain; as we shall see, the former is the
fund:nental task in the process of transition while the latter
comes to the lin-efrtmt during the consolidation of' the flemo-
cratic régime.

'I'hus Ihe ctn'rent concept f ► f dentucracy in Latin America
is coloured by the expcrience with the military régimes and is
opposed to the 1-ep)'essi1111 and time re-creation of file capitalist
orcler whifh were typical of Ihem. This means that in the strug-
gle againsl the ntilit:u-y n^};ime. in the changes 111.11 Ire brought
alx ►ut, and in time ntincls (01the actors whl) c:n-ry out those changes,
there are two distinct pro(-esses at work. The first is the trans-
formation ul* sfx-icty, the creation ol' a new social order which
is designed to end exploitation and oppression and to bring
about greater equality ancl the participation of'Krealer ntlmbers
of' people in the collective lite of the stx:iety. This is what we
have flcfined as global clelmxralization. The sec-ond process is
the limited or restrirted one rclating solely to the pc ►litical ré-
gime. Ihe• passage front a clictattlrship tu a denlr)-ati(- régime
as previt ► usly dclinetl. In the rec-ent terminatif)n of military
ctictattrrships, these two pn ►n•sses have been dissociated in tinte:
political transitions or changes ol'réginte are t)cctn-ring but the
question of-(Icnu ►cratizatit ►n has 11een left pending in the beliel-
th:(t that is a task to he unclertaken once the delm ►craiic régime
is in place. Neverlheless. not all stru};gles against ntilitat-y t-é-
f;imes of- dictatf ► r.hips (-;lit be explained frutn the pcrspective
f ► f a political u-ansilit ►n of. the building of pt ►liti(-:(I flelm ►cl:u:y.
Mammy f ► f these slrn}If;le.: ► re .i ► uply re;lctions of self-fleli•nce Or
sclf-:Iffirlnatiun; f ►thel:.:lre rel't ►hltit ►nary in ch:uactcr; still others
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reflect a drive for broad democratization. 'Fliese various di-

mensions are reflected in the diversity of Ilie opposition to these 

dictatorships depending on which dimension is emphasized by 

the social or political actors involved. 

III the past decade political democracy has been particularly 

important in providing a unifying principle for these very het-

erogeneous struggles against dictatorship, especially during the 

moments of crisis in the military régimes. This would seem to 

imply that in the consciousness and practice of the actors, this 

dimension of the struggle is given priority. Otherwise the pro-

cesses of transition would be delayed or paralysed. 

In summary, the historical experience of democratization, 

the problems of development and revolution in previous dec-

ades, and the recent experience with military dictatorships have 

led the democratic ideal to be associated in these countries with 

three objectives. The first is the creation of proper political 

institutions (state, régimes, parties, and so on) which resolve 

the questions of government, citizenship, and representation. 

The second is the re-creation of a civil society in which a variety 

of autonomous social actors participate. The third is the for-

mulation of a model of development which differs from those 

of the military régimes or their predecessors and which will 

therefore require substantive structural changes in society. All 

these goals are always associated with democracy and sought 

by the various actors in various ways, but the termination of 

the military régimes and the process of transition which follows 

require that priority be given to the fi rst of these  objectives.  

Political democracy appears to be a historical precondition for 

the pursuit of the other two goals which must therefore remain 

subordinate to it in the first instance; unfortunately that creates 

enormous future problems for the new democracy. 

This takes us, then, first to the question of transition and 

later to the question of consolidation. 

TIIE TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY 

Political transition is the process of régime change, in this par-
ticular instance the change Ur 	 a unitirtry dirt - mil- jai regime 
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to a democratic régime:. As I have argued elsewhere," the con-
cept of transition carries with it a certain ambiguity because 
although the point of departure is known (a military régime or 
(t ictatorship or authoritarian régime), the point of arrival is not 
historically pre-ordained. The outcome of any transition is Un-

certain, and to attribute a particular outcome or meaning to it 
when it is still unfolding may lead to a complete misunderstand-
ing of the significance of the process. For the end of a dicta-
torship or military régime can lead not only to a democratic 
régime but to other types of régime as well. 

Moreover, when we talk of political democratization or the 
return to political democratization, that is, of a transition from 
dictatorship to democratic  régime,  it is sometimes difficult to 
determine empirically when the transition begins and ends. In 
general, then, officially prescribed deadlines and mechanisms 
should 1101 necessarily define what constitutes a true process of 
transition. It is better 10 view a transition simply as the phase 
which extends from terminal crisis of the military régime until 
the first democratic elections are held, even though some as-
pects of political democratization may remain to be completed. 

A distinction also needs to be made between the process of 
transition which ends when democracy is inaugurated and the 
process of consolidation of the new régime. These two processes 
have distinctive problems and dynamics and often involve dif-
ferent actors who may be supportive of the one process but not 
of the other. While it is true that the problems of consolidation 
may well he in the actors' minds ,  it is also a fact that if a transition 
is to unfold and develop properly, these problems of consoli-
dation must he kept in the background in the short term. 

Finally, a transition defined as a change of political régime 
is clearly different front that of a revolution defined as a 'seizure 
of power': nor does such a change necessarily coincide with the 
overthrow of an  anvien régime and the building of a new social 

order by those who have seized power. In complex societies 
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with strong and cohesive modern armies and large and diverse 

middle classes, however, the likelihood of a revolution is sig-
nificantly diminished. 

Transitions can unfold in various ways. They  cari  originate 

' rom  above,' either as the result of an initiative by a régime 
which considers its task to be successfully completed or as the 
result of a crisis within the leadership. 'Fliey can  originale  'from 

below' through the actions of an opposition  winch  may be either 

insurrectional or purely political. Or they can be precipitated 
by factors 'external' to both the régime and the opposition — a 

war, a death, foreign pressure, or a third-party intercession 

between the régime and the opposition. In truth, transitions 
have historically tended m combine all three elements, although 
one is usually more important than the others. 

One factor which is crucial in the study of a transition is 

whether the end of the military régime or dictatorship is ,pro-

yoked by a collapse or military defeat arising from national or 

international developments or is in some way administered by 
the military holders of power. In the first situation there is no 

decision to retreat or depart on the part of those in power; on 

the contrary, they are expelled or eliminated. With armed forces 
such as those which installed the military régimes in the states 

of the Southern Cone, the likelihood of collapse, military defeat, 
or overthrow is low, save for an incident such as the Falklands/ 
Malvinas affair which involves war with an external power. In 

the second situation, in which the régime could be said to suffer 

a political defeat, the transition is a strictly political one. If the 
holders of power in such cases are the armed forces, there is 
an institutional decision to retreat or withdraw. Strictly speak-
ing, there is no overthrow, but the decision to withdraw from 

power is not a voluntary one; on the contrary, it is usually forced 
upon the régime by society at large, by the opposition, or by 

other types of pressure. Such an institutional decision presup-

poses a perception of isolation from society, the implicit ac-
knowledgment of a failure (due to an external war, an economic 

crisis, or an inability to govern), or the perception of a threat 

to the institution's integrity were tIte armed forces to cling to 
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power.  iii us, in this type of transition, which tends to be the 
dominant one among the recent military régimes in Latin America 
ami  which differs from the classical insurrectional model, there 
is no institutional vac:1111111:111d the opposition's problem is how 
to provoke the armed Inrces to lake the decision to retire by 
co-ordinal ing the mobilization of the various elements of society 
with  the pressures that are being exerted  (roui outside. 

In the transition hum military dictatorial régimes to dem-
ocratic  mies,  such as those in the countries of the Southern 
Cone, there are  two  converging dynamics. The first is the inter-
nal crisis or disintegration of the régime which is often linked to 
problems with succession or institutionalization. The second is the 
reaction or mobilization o l .  society, especially the middle class 
and the popular sectors. against the régime. This mass mobi-
lization, which lias  been called the 'resurrection of civil society,'7 
is facilitated in these cases by the relatively strong consensus 
that democracy is the only solution to the crisis because other 
non-democratic alternatives are seen to lack legitimacy. 

These two convergent dynamics can unfOld into four pro-
cesses: one relating to she régime, a second to the opposition 
or to  Society as a whole, and the remaining two to the relation 
between the régime and the opposition. Together they consti-
tute the basic components of titis  type of transition. These four 
components are the internai  disintegration of the régime or the 
isolation of the governing élite  (roui  its internal and external 
supporters; the mobilization of society against the régime; the 
negotiations between the titular holders of power and the op-
position; and the mediating  mole of institutions or third parties. 
The successfid co-ordination of these four components of a 
transition is the main task of the opposition ,  

internal crisis and popular mobilization 
The type o f .  political transition we are describing begins with 
an internal crisis or disintegration within the incumbent  régime 

 which is ()lien associated with the question of institutionalizing 

7 (Minim* mid St I ssss ittet I etitatitt• 	 
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the clictatc ►rship or with issues of succession. 'l'his (levelf ►pme ► tt
is characterizecl by the (lisengagement of* th( ►sr seclors uf sc ►ciely

which had hitherto suppc ► rtecl the régime ancl by the c( ►nsecquent

growing isolation of the governing élite. In [lie case uf military
régimes this leads, as we have nc ►ted, to a rational cakulatiutt
by the armed forces about the preservation uf their institutional
integrity. This problem is more complex if Lite milit:u•y réginte
is fused with a personal dictatorship.

'I'his growing isolation of the governing nucleus is a ne-
cessary but not sufficient condition for the transition. It involves
a loss of support both from the domestic civilian sectors which
had originally supported the military régime and from external
actors. The loss of their civilian support is directly related to
the latter's ability to overcome the traumatic memories of the
crisis which brought the military to power in the first instance,
to its perception that an opportunity to further its owu interests
will become available under a new régitne. and to the linkage
of economic and political class interests. The military régime
also loses the support of external actors, specifically American
ones. United States support for the dictatorships - based though
it may be on long-run geopolitical considerations - tends to
climinish once the high visibility of the crimes committed by the
dictatorship makes it difficult to continue to lend support, once
the situation is perceived to be threatening to divide the armed
li)rces of the country tinder scrutiny, and once a legitimate
alternative leadership or institutional order begins to emerge.

In the movement towards a transition, the internal disin-
tegration of the régime both affects and is affècted by the pro-
cess of popular mobilization, which I have described elsewhere

as the 'invisible transition.'"
In any discussion of the social mobilization undcr a military

régime or during a transition in Latin America, two particu-
lar points must be kept in mind. On the one hand, the var-
ic ►us types of mobilization must be clearly clistinguishecl, while

N l:a, ^a•^..^^. F:l I ...+... p..bb... .1u7.•..... ^ 1-1. -
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keeping in mind Ihal cach one has a specific r( ► Ie to play and
that favc ►►n-ing one over file cdhers can elclay Ihe transition,
parlirularly if a specific type of' mobilization should cc)me to be
idc ►uific(I with a specific sc ►c•ic)-pulitical actor. Thus, one can
identify an 'expressive-syn ► I>, ► lic' type of mubilizatic)n - gener-
ally elefcnsive and cnmmunit:ri:nt in character - which seeks
to allirm identity and express rebelliousness and which is im-
bued with a strong etltic•al and emotional content. 'l'here is, as
well, a lype of instl-tln ►cnlal-revindicative mobilization oriented
towards specific objectives- whether sectoral or political - which
will improve the econc ► tttic•, social, or political condition of an
actor. This type of mobilizatic ►n depends firr its success largely
on the institutional fr:ncwc)rk and on the autonomy and or-
ganizational capacity Of the actor concerned. There is, fittally,
what I would call a propcl• Iwlitical mobilization whose goals
and methods of "action are tied to the termination and replace-
tncnt of the military régin ►e. It is important to note that not
,just any kind of m( ►bili•r.aticm at any time will lead to a successful
political transition. One of the greatest problems which any
opposition faces is to bind thcse three types of mobilization
together in such a way sts to overcome the centriftlgal tendency
( ► f any mc ►vcment to break down into its constituent parts, to
prevent the fragmentation which allows its clemands to be co-
( ►pted by the régime, and to avoid the excessive politicization
which reduces the breadth of (lie movement's appeal.

The second point to keep in mind about social mobilization
in this type of political transition is that it cannot bring an end

to time mililary régime on its own. It is all indispensable a)m-
Ix ►ncnt of an oppc ►sition's su•ategy but it is not. properly speak-
ing, a slr:qegy. If this sc ►cial mobilization is not channelled towards
a concrete institutional alternative, the opposition may not he
able Ic ► control it and its actions may reinfi ►rce the 'bunker'
ntcntality of' thc rél;in ►e. '1•hus, a situation of ungcvernahility
pruw ► kccl by social Inl)I ► iliialif ►n may lead to the end of one
rq^};in ► c :uul the hc}lin ► lin}{ f11' :ul ►► Ihcv if :1 link lias alrc:lv hec•n
fm ),i-fl bi•Iwi•I•11 the .orial and I/olilical 1i614 i•s. Irut if 111;11 has
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not occurred such a situation may well lead only to the en-

trenchment of the military régime. 

Negotiation and mediation 

li tItere is 110 evident collapse or military defeat of  the  incum-

bent régime, any process of transition will require an element 

of negotiation or concertation between the holders of* power 

and the opposition (or some parts of it). The nature (explicit 

or implicit) of that negotiation will vary according to historical 

circumstances. It is however important to emphasize once again 

the indissoluble relationship between mobilization and negoti-

ation which requires that the dynatnics of the two be regulated 

so that they work in harmony rather  (han in contradiction. 

'Me two central problems in the negotiation of a transition 

are who negotiates and what is to be negotiated.  Iii the case of 

the Latin American countries with which we are concerned, the 

real negotiators are the holders of power — the armed forces 

as an institution — and the significant forces in the opposition. 

I say 'rear because it is possible that there may be formal ne-

gotiators who represent the armed forces. This tends to occur 

when the military does not wish to negotiate witlt some sectors 

of the opposition or when a section of the opposition abstains 

from the negotiation for reasons of principle. At any rate, the 

doser the link between the real and the formai  negotiators, the 

more viable an agreement on the transition is likely to be. More-

over, independently of who is sitting around the negotiating 

table or who is implicitly involved in the negotiation, the de-

mands and interests of all relevant social or political forces 

(present or not) must lie  taken into account in the negotiation. 

Concerning the question of what is to be negotiated, the 

agreement on transition must be centred on the terms of the 

transition. There are three crucial issues. First. an institutional 

framework for political democratization must be worked out, 

involving an agreement on a timetable and on the mechanisms 

for democratic elections and the future constitutional order 
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of the country. Second, agreement must be reached on the 
re-subordination of the armed forces to civilian political control. 

Third, the inclusiveness of participation of all political sectors 
in the new democratic system must be settled. The dominant 
sectors in society normally press for some guarantee that the 
current economic model will remain  and  that they will retain a 
dominant position in any future political system. The opposi-
tion seeks the satisfaction of a multiplicity of demands and 
aspirations that have been postponed or repressed under the 
military régime  ami a commitment  toi a prolbund social trans-
Ibrination. The armed forces are guided principally by a desire 
to preserve their interests and institutional privileges and, above 
all, to avoid any retroactive judgment on their actions while in 
power. The more the negotiation is burdened by issues beyond 
the three crucial  aimes  cited above, the more the transition is 
delayed and the snore restricted becomes the autonomy of the 
popular and opposition sectors which are already negotiating 
from a sulswdinate position. This  cati  lead to formal agree-
ments that will be abandoned once the inunediate transition 
has occurred — on the ground of the new democratic legitimacy. 
This confirms the basic distinction we have made between the 
processes of transition and consolidation. 

Finally, the confrontation between the military régime and 
the opposition beyond the immediate crisis will not  be  resolved 
in a political transition unless there are independent actors (for 
example, the king of Spain, a Ibreign government, the Church) 
who are able to exert pressure for such a far-reaching agree-
ment and unless institutional settings (plebiscites, elections, con-
stitutional relbrins) are established through which that conflict 

can be mediated. One of the immediate objectives 'of any op-
position, therefore, is to create such settings for the resolution 
of this conflict between regime and opposition by the use of 
both political mobilization and available third parties. 

Dependent countries are ahvays siqect to external pres-
sures and influences. II is therelbre useful to note some of the 
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effects of such external influences on political transitions. The
main criterion in assessing them is to judl;e the extent to which
they strengthen the autonomy and capacity filr self-deterlni-
nation of the country concerned. These influences are most
useful if they can be linked both to internal tàctors and to
multilateral actions which can minimize the interventionist weight
of any state whose relation of power with the country tu)(Ier
scrutiny is overly asymmetric. The principle that should guide
those exercising such influence, inevitable as such pressures are
in the contemporary world, is the degree of support they pro-
vide to the internal actors and forces seeking an autonomous
determination of the national will. It is this principle, for ex-
ample, which underlies the common acceptance today of ex-
ternal pressure in support of basic human rights, regardless of
a country's political régime. An external influence is generally
accepted as legitimate if it respects and supports the internal
dynamics which favour the emergence or strengthening of ré-
gimes founded upon a respect for human rights and for the
national will as expressed in collectively defined values and in-

stitutions (regardless of ideology).
Historical experience shows that external influences and

pressures more often than not have ambiguous effects which
were not always anticipated by their promoters. For example,
symbolic acts of punishnlent. censorship, or isolation which the
international community believes it is necessary to impose ()it
dictatorial régimes at certain times may in fact strengthen those
régimes and allow them to remain in power. Thus, the ethical,
p(llitical, and psychological reasons for these types of actions
must be tempered by an awareness that perverse outcomes may

Occur,.
At the same time, it is important to distinguish between the

actions of external actors whose purpose is to denounce and
end violations of human rights from those which ainl to bring
about a more profound change in the status of the dictatorial
ré};in)e. Actions on behalf of human riKhts cati lead to Ihe
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amclinration of' sOnle very grave situations and contribute to
the actnal survival of persons, };roups, and social actors. Ilow-
evct-. more uficn Ihall not the changes acccpted by the military
réf;imc or clicaatorship are ►►nly tactical shifts, an adaptation to
chan};in}; circ(uOstances which allows the régime to survive or
to wait for a tinle when it will be possible to restore things to
the way they were.

This is a dilemma front which it is dit'licult, if not impossible,
to escape. It makes it necessary to consider the use of external
influence, within the p:•anleters previously indicated, in bring-
ing about a change ofré};inle. Whether or not this is possible
will depend on the internal situation of the dictatorship, but in
any case such external influence, if it is to be successful, must
be linked to some aspect of' the domestic situation, to some
current or potential action which is supported by the internal

actors. I t should be pointed out that to the extent that the actions
of extern:ll filrces have an instrumental and not a solely symbolic
character, they may reyuire a symbolic price. Sometimes actions
which merely negate ur ignore the incumbent régime may not
be the best way to influence or eliminate it, and external forces
may find it necessary to grant some degree of recognition to
the régime whose conduct they are trying to influence. This
complex balance between the symbolic and the instrumental,
between mere denunciation or isolation of a régime and the
Ix)tential to influence it, c:ulrn ►t be resolved in the abstract; each
instance must Ile judged according to historical circumstances.
11-isolation or denunciation is not to produce the opposite effect
to that intended, it must take place in the context of a situation
which appears likely to allow change to occur and which has

been crcated and promoteO by internal democratic forces.

THE CONSOLIDATION OF DENIOCR«Y

The transition to (Iem(K-racy docs nOt solve flic many deep-
s(•:Itcd an(I I ►►ng-stamllin};1 ► 1.►►hlt•ms ofa socicly, althotll;ll il may
1)rovidi• flic f-ramework a ►►d conditions fi)r thcir resolution.
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The new democratic  régime  inherits an enormous crisis which 

goes far beyond the purely economic to the overall organization 

tif society. As well as the problems arising from the past, it also 

faces a large number of completely new problems which almost 

all contemporary societies now confront." •Flie one positive fitc-

tor is the general recognition within society that political de-

mocracy should not he subordinated to economic success. 

Nonetheless it is in an atmosphere of continuing crisis that 

political democracies, once established, face the question of 

ctntsoliclation. 

The consolidation of a democratic régime presents an im-

portant analytical difficulty."' It is not easy to determine when 

a denux:racy has been consolidated. There is general rule about 

this. It is not sufficient that the imminent risk of a new coup 

d'état be absent, for the problem of which conditions will  pro-

limbe the stability of the democracy remains. Indeed, the the-

orles put fin-ward about the conditions for democratic stability 

suffer from an enormous weakness because they rely on a single 

explanation which is held to be valid for all situations. In fact, 

the great diversity of historical situations makes it clear that 

there is no such unique explanation; on the contrary, what can 

be deduced about one case is contradicted by the evidence in 

other cases. 

How then should one approach the problem of democratic 

consolidation, particularly in countries which have recently moved 

beyond a dictatorial régime? Without attempting to develop a 

general theory, it may nonetheless be possible to develop a 

general framework of analysis for  t he  specific group of nations 

with which we are concerned, based on the knowledge that all 

were governed by a similar type of authoritarian  régime.  Such 

an analysis can lie approached f rom three perspectites. First of 

9 C.arreit»).  'lite  failure of ilk usi.irliipi in Ille 	 Cinw: 
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all, what were the conditions which permitted or prevented the 
existence of stable democratic  régimes in these countries in the 
past? Second, what caused the crises which overturned these 
earlier democratic régimes? And, third, what were the dynamics 
underlying the social and political trauslitrmations which oc-

curred Under the military régimes and what brought about their 

demise? 

Approaching the consolidation and stability of democratic 
réginies ficult these three perspectives — and limiting our ana-
lysis to the purely political realm — it is possible to tie this ob-
jective 10 three factors: the development model, the relationship 
between the slate and civil society, and the party system. It 
shotsld be noted. however, that all three factors may not be 
necessary; one may suf .  lice or a combination of two or more. 
None is, by definition. indispensable. 

The fit-st factor is the old theme of which structural con-
ditions or which model  of  development is compatible with a 
régime of political democracy. The conditions inherited  ('roui 

 the previous authoritarian régime and the position of these 
economies — already in a stale of crisis — in the international 
economy make  il  unlikely that the new régime can promise a 
great economic performance which might thus provide the ne-
cessary stability. Indeed,  il  is likely that these democracies may 
have to subsist in the midst of prolonged crisis, without the 
prospect of economic growth and with little redistribution of 
increasing wealth. In consequence the other  two  factors may 
become relatively more important. At any rate, the key element 
may be not so much structural conditions or a successful model 
of development as evidence of a progressive equalization of the 
(AIMS or the crisis. And  titis  should be mediated by the other 
Iwo  factors that we will discuss. 

•Fhe second factor to which the consolidation of a stable 
democratic régime appears linked is the relationship between 
the state, the political system,  and the civil society. This rela-
tionship differs both from Ilie one which die régime 
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established and front the one which was in place at the lime
the military régime came to power. t)emocr;tcy is tie(I no( so
much to a specific economic moclel nf clevelopment as to tite
autonomy and fud development of these three levels: to the
c•;tpacity of the state for action, to the capacity of the p;trty
system to provide effective representation, and to the consti-
tution of autonomous social actors such that their strength and
;iutonomy is effectively expressed to the state through the party
system. This participation implies the existence of (listinct spheres
of IN)wer at the level of local and intermediate instit utions. 'I 'hus
the issue would seem to be how to overcome the populist ten-
dency to blend all three levels (national, intermediate, and lo-
cal), the class-oriented view which polarizes the political system,
and the matrix in which the partisan political level and the social
actors overlap, making social actors dependent on the party
system - all problems which occur in some of the societies under
examination.

The third factor, which appears to be crucial once economic
determinism has been abandoned, is the organization of the
party system. Here, there are three interrelated elements. The
first is the degree to which the whole political spectrum of the
nation is included, so that no political or ideological group which
possesses support within the society feels excluded from pulit-
ical life. This means that the political system must offer a place
to Ix)th the political right and the 'orthodox' (eli. 'I'he second
is the legitimacy and priority given to political demcxracy by,
the élites of every party, which must not be related to a partic-
ular performance or result. The third is construction of political
majorities, composed basically of those key sectors whose con-
frontations in the past led to polarization of the system and
internal crisis and allowed the armed forces to take power.
Ideally, such a political tnajority should be capable of combining
political democracy and democratization as that appears to be
tlhe only possible way of ensuring that the military actors renluin
sulx)rclinate to the 1)c ►litical p)wer.

'I'hesc• factin•s ol consoliclation suggest a hypothesis - which
is still not certain - that the politicai democracy blossoming in
Latin America today is no longer simply part of the traditional
cycle c ► f;tulhurit;u'ianism and democracy, but instead represents
a new phase in lite political history of these countries."

1 i An cxlrmi%c dia ln-ion i,1 Ilrir i.ulc :Ipl/rus in Alaiu Tuurainc't La Imnoli el le
.mig: !nrl,I,.Iur rl vin Plr n,,linr,nlur lqhur• (1'ali6: FAilio,lS O,lill•INN"ô 1 qHH).
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132 	lin-  State Against Society 

he worked as a civil servant (rom  1927 on. This explains where the nickname 

originated. 

2. Hy 1946, Somoza was owner of forty-six coffee plantations and fifty-one 

cattle ranches (both breeding and fattening for market), all of them geared to 

exports. 

3. The anti-Somoza demonstrations provoked state intervention in, and 

eventually the closing down of, the National University, as well as the Conservative 

newspaper La Prensa. Those actions were timely evidence of the National Guard's 

capacity for repression. Conservative merchants, industrialists, and farmers ceased 
all of their activities, calling for Somoza's resignation. These were perhaps the 
forerunners of company work stoppages—also directed by the Conservative 

bourgeoisie—in 1978, after the assassination of Pedro Joaquin Chamorro. 
4. According to some analysts, Luis Somoza—an engineer—was converted 

into the "political animal" within the family's division of labor. He rose to 

become deputy and soon thereafter, by the age of thirty, had been elected 

president of the Chamber of Deputles—while his father held the same position 
in the executive branch. 

5. Anastasio Junior began his studies at the age of eleven at the Military 
Academy of La Salle in the United States  before moving on to West Point. At 
twenty-one he was granted the rank of major and named inspector general of 
the army; at twenty-three—by then a colonel—he became director of the Military 
Academy of Nicaragua; at thirty-two he was appointed commander-in-chief of 
the National Guard. It should be noted that the career trajectory of Anastasio 
Ill was even more rapid, though interrupted definitively by the FSLN. 

6. Jaime Wheelock Român, imperialism° y Dictadura: crisis de  une  formacidn 
social (Editorial Sigto Veintiuno, Mexico City, 1978), p. 82. 

7. In 1972, cotton amounted to 25 percent of total Nicaraguan exports; meat, 
15 percent; and coffee, only 13 percent. See Informe Banco Central. 1972. 

8. One might recall, as an example, that Somoza Ill's rise to become director 
of the Military Academy broke all the rules of army promotion, bypassing the 
authority, prestige, and seniority of tveelve generals. How does one explain that 
Anastasio 111, El Chiplin (the little kid), at the age of twenty-seven was a major 
in the National Guard, with two generals as his assistants? Hundreds of examples 
of this strange military loyalty could be recounted, and it is within such a 
framework that the National Guard's enduring loyalty to "the chief" must be 
examined. 

9, Heinz Sonntag, "Hacia una Teoria del Capitalismo Periférico," in El Estado 
en el capitalismo contemporaneo (Editorial Sig lo Veintiuno, Mexico City, 1977), p. 
67. 

Intrt- 	-i;on 

I .e reflections originated in the new course of political evolution 
recently under way in the various societies of Central America, for an 
urgent desire to establish electoral systems has appeared there. That 
urgency has arisen not so much from an extensive popular demand for 
subst... five democracy as from the need to legalize the leadership role 
of new authorities in place of ossified political regimes. 

An entire set of phenomena—each connected in one way or another 
with the causes and development of the regional political crisis—has 
made the problem of democracy the primary subject of lioth theoretical 
debate and civic practice. The particular development of the Nicaraguan 
revolution is at the center of that debate, with highly polarized forces 
producits contradictory definitions of that process. 

There is a paradoxical coincidence in this concern of both warring 
factions for the trappings of democracy. It is a deceiving coincidence 
because, on the one hand, among conservative and counterinsurgency 
strategies, there exists an interest in a simple identification of democracy 
with elections; whereas, on the other hand, among some ultra-left-wing 
sectors, a neglect of electoral practice has revealed a lack of compre-
hension. 

Throughout their struggles and in all of their programs, popular forces 
have cilways demanded the establishment of democratic forms of gov-
ernment. For their part, the bourgeois groups—who have never practiced 
democracy—nevertheless continue preaching it in programmatic fashion. 

îlien' once existed, in one of many evangelic visions of Marxism, the 
belief that democracy is bourgeois because the bourgeoisie depends on 
a democratic constituency. That fallacy must be discarded. M the same 
time, it must be recogni7ed that the starting point of any analysis on 
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the subject of democracy is to consider it as a historical process. That
democratic process evolves in order to establish some form of consensus
beta•1•en those who constitute the majority-occupying a subordinate
position in society-and that minority that exercises leadership functions.
I will therefore begin these reflections on Central America by recognizing
that the democratization processes of any society are historical processes.
In other words, social struggles to attain democracy can only be under-
stood within their historical context.

No universal model of political democracy has ever existed. There
have only been democratic experiences, which have occurred throughout
history. What must be referred to as a predecessor to current political
culture is bourgeois democracy, which has also been labeled "liberal"
democracy. Both epithets refer to a specific historical period: that marked
by the evolution of Western bourgeois society, the confirmation of the
capitalist economy, and the predominance of a secular global vision.

In the context of its historical development, liberal democracy was
able to appear only in the last phase of the contemporary period. That
is, democracy emerged once the modernization of economic life and
social relations had become generalized. That societywide evolution was
based upon the appearance of a class-the bourgeoisie-capable of
establishing an ideological vision of its economic and material interests,
thereby endowing private management with a universal dimension.

For the capitalist political order to be legitimate, it must be able to
obscure economic exploitation through the free exchange of the market,
for that order is based on the exploitation of the dispossessed classes.
That legitimacy also depends on the possibility provided by the economic
system of transforming the political sphere into one based on free
participation and democratic elections. Here it should be remembered
that in bourgeois democracies the organization and political participation
of the subordinated classes was the result of long and bloody struggles
and that the incorporation of the majority was a gradual, cautious process.

Once that incorporation was achieved, however, the political system
did not approve the permanent plunder of the exploited classes. Rather,
it concealed that exploitation behind the guises of a free labor market
and political participation. In addition, ideological and cultural control
had the notable advantage of being able to mask existing inequalities.
That control thereby veiled conflicts inherent to class relations-relations
that by their very nature are opposing and contradictory.

Obviously, liberal democracy has not always functioned so well, even
in those democratic societies where capitalism originated. Important
workc t•ritil on the supposed causal relatilln.hiti hrlwren irnlustrial
calailali^ul and da•maw•racy, as well as that ba•tweeri 1he eslaldishnirnl of
\+a+a,rKa•a+is political ysta•ms and tha• c-x-•wc ut d^...urrati, r..:•.a-:,+los.
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But particular conditions were necessary-some of them unrepeatable-
in order to attain the levels of popular participation, ideological pluralism,
and tolerance of political adversaries exhibited by the major democracies
of the postwar period.

There is a theoretical explanation for the emergence of democracy
that views that process in relation to exploitation-defined as the
extraction of the surplus from some people by others-and that can be
expressed in the form of a universal law. That law states that when
exploitation takes the form of an exchange of merchandise, assuring
freedom and formal equality for all members of the political community,
the "class dictatorship" tends to take the form of democracy. That is,
democracy serves as the political vestments of a market structure.

The development of capitalism has clearly been associated with the
appearance of liberal democracy. To put it somewhat more precisely, the
history of Western societies shows that the consolidation of liberal
democracy was associated in various ways with the expansion of an
urban industrial economy and with the parallel weakening of the
landowning nobility.

The bourgeoisie succeeded in making the principles of (economic)
freedom and (juridical) equality their own through the market. But, as
Pierre Vilar recalled, of all economic freedoms, the first were those of
enterprise and exchange. They were strongly advocated by the bourgeoisie
at the time as a means of arriving at "the truth of prices."' )uridical
equality, in its turn, represented a "dissolution" of inherited privilege,
thereby making everyone equal in the sphere of competition. Or at least,
it enabled and encouraged people to perceive their true condition in
that fictitious way. It is in relation to the above that democracy appears
as the political consecration of economic equality and freedom-of
principles first practiced within the framework of the market, within the
fertile kingdom of merchandise.

However, the preceding reflections do not provide the grounds to
assert that capitalism is necessarily associated with the triumph of
democracy. There are a sufficient number of events from European history
to illustrate clearly that the foundations of modern democratic nations
were only the product of lengthy struggles, occurring in the midst of
societies whose economic development had advanced well into the
nineteenth century. The existence of democracy is not only recent, it is
also geographically limited.

finally, within this set of introductory considerations, it would he
usehll tl/ lay out an additional .eries of general propositions of Ietiscr
thellrl•tical sc/,l.e. Thou};h they may %/•1•m tlt.vic/ns, the presentalit/n of
Ittosa• t+r,il.a+,iti,lns is worthwhih• is a cornrrstnne tn the clis^ussion rhat
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it becomes clear that they passed through a stage marked by conditions
favorable to political change. Those conditions also favored the gradual

establishment of more equal relations and the extension of both a
participatory culture and of more tolerant behavior-in other words, the

emergence (if a democratic authority.
According to some scholars, this had to do with the manner in which

the question of the peasant farmer and the problem of agricultural

modernization were resolved. They maintain that the resolution of those

dilemmas was directly connected to the way in which the social and
economic bases of traditional power had been modified. Others stress
the character of the social forces that led or opposed political change,
focusing on the effective strength of the absolutist tradition as well as
the manner in which it could be either broken or modified depending
on the relative strength of the new economic interests. Finally, there are
those who underline the importance of ethnic, religious, and linguistic
hnmogeneity, identifying the construction of the nation with that of
democracy beneath a rubric in which the two results converge and

interact.
The problems of liberal democracy-so often used as either a paradigm

or a goal-are useful as tools to explore the democratic experiences of
Central America. Here references to the great European and/or North
American democracies are inevitable, though it is necessary to clarify
two points before concluding this introduction.

The first point is that, given a specific level of capitalist development,
there are certainly moments in which democratic political relations can
be established. Those democratic relations are in each case supported
by generalized participation, the search for citizen consensus, and the
peaceful resolution of social contradictions. Less "asymmetrical" relations
come to the fore, as political subordination and economic exploitation
are either confounded or concealed, depending on the hegemonic character
of the dominant culture.

The second point is that this historical possibility is inscribed within
a wide margin of national variables, of diverse local traditions, and of
the nature of particular social struggles. The history of a given movement
is ultimately determined by the actions of men and women, limited only
by the state of development reached by the forces of production. Multiple
variations are possible and, in fact, each experience is unique.

The Conditions for Democracy
in Central America

As a consequence of the preceding reflections, those that follow will
be informed by the conviction that no historical experience can he used

clis^ussinn t)+at
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as a model ►o judge or suggest goals for Central American development.
At the same time, however, it is important to consider the conditions
under whit tt political democracy can he a historical possibility.

Today, the political structures that distinguish Costa Rica from Gua-
temala and Ll Salvador, for example, correspond to processes that have
not been easy to identify other than by their results. The objective here,
then, will be t(. analyze how those societies-from relatively homogeneous
points of deparlure-went on to differentiate themselves from one another
over the passage (if time.

In a generic way, the implantation of capital in the capitalist periphery
clearly facilitated the repetition of the historical experiences of those
societies with which economic, cultural, and political relations had been
established. 1-towever, the transfer of economic structures and functions
was more successful and profound-via various levels of articulation
with the international market-than was the transfer of political insti-
tutions and practices. An exception to that rule was the formation of
the national state, which emerged parallel to the consolidation of those
countries' dependent economic condition.

In any case, the reproduction of previous experiences borrowed from
other social orders constitutes a problematic aspect of the region's history.
For example, the institutions of the "liberal state" and the ideologies
that accompanied them were imitated in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. That duplication was in general unfortunate. The
fate of Central American liberalism was such that it did not succeed in
developing local ideals of democracy; in fact-and quite to the contrary-
it reinforced a number of despotic practices.

The above discussion is only meant to suggest the hypothesis that,
with the implantation of capitalism and its primary-export-led devel-
opment, specific modes and forms marked the establishment of an
agrarian bourgeoisie, and of a national state program. The accompanying
political structure was based exclusively on a game in which only those
who satisfied the prerequisites of citizenship could take part, that is,
those who owned land and/or commercial capital. Contradictory advances
were made, to a greater or lesser degree, in different Central American
countries, and today the results are obviously unequal.

"Real" history, as we know, is not determined merely by underlying
economic relations, like an inexorable blueprint. Rather, it is the product
of the specific, concrete relations that occur at different moments between
groups and social forces over a long period. In order to understand the

particudarities of that process in its current stage, then, the totality of
those social relations must be reconstructed.

In terms of this approach, then, the experiences of Central America-
despite its limited physical dimensions-include diverse examples of
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how "real" history has unraveled through a series of simultaneous and 

contradictory processes. But those processes—at the general level of 

universal laws guiding the system—have always had a specific character. 

The preceding methodological excursion, then, might serve as a good 

starting point in order to understand the problems of democracy in 

Central America. The chapter's main focus will be the persistent questions 

of why democratic political systems could not be established in four 

countries of the region and in what ways Costa Rica constitutes an 

exception. 
The best-known explanation of the Costa Rican case revolves around 

a series of phenomena stemming from the fact that small farms existed 

in the countryside, producing a supposed rural equality. The present 

liberal democracy is said to have been built upon that base. The other 

side of that explanatory coin maintains that the authoritarian tradition 

and the various dictatorial solutions in the rest of the region have their 

roots in the early establishment of the large estates (latifundia) and the 

corresponding social behavior of the landowners. 

That explanation maintains that, in a society based on ingrained class 

privileges, the rigidity of the system converted landownership into a 

monopolistic source of influence, prestige, and opportunity. Those priv-

ileges were sufficient to assure control over those who worked the land. 

The simplicity of that explanation assigns ontological qualities to the 

various actors: the small landowners, who possess nascent democratic 

virtues, and the large landowners, whose structural position in society 

makes them the bearers of a malevolent, authoritarian upbringing. 

The previous reflections have a certain fundamental heuristic value 

that is not contradicted by their concomitant superficiality. Costa Rican 

democracy, like that of its authoritarian counterparts in the rest of Central 

America, was founded through a complex series of factors that were 

indeed related to the way in which agrarian economies in general are 

established and develop. That process is particularly relevant in agrarian 

societies that consolidate themselves as commercial systems oriented 

almost exclusively toward foreign markets. 

Land, as the principal factor of production, also played an important 

role in that process. That importance was due, above all, to a relative 

abundance and availability of land in relation especially to investment 

capital, but also to labor. The diverse combinations of these productive 

factors were established—not always in accordance with economic ra-

tionality—during the course of the implantation of commercial capital 

in agriculture throughout the region. 

In Costa Rica the particular configuration of productive factors de-

termined that control of the beneficio—that is, the center for processing 
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coffee before export—would be crucial to the formation of the dominant 
class. That was so because control of the benefit- in implied effective 
control over the channels of intermediation with the mass of small 
producers, thereby assuring elite regulation of the links between the 
domestic market and foreign demand. The result was a bourgeoisie 
formed via control of capital, in the strict sense, more so than land. 

This kind of analysis has been made with varying degrees of success' 
and hardly needs further elaboration here. It is enough to remember 
that, in the rest of Central America, extensive landownership had long 
been the only available resource that could ensure accumulation; large 
estates had become "land banks" whose assets represented potential 
capital. Initially, however, land simply meant wealth and was not hoarded 
with an eye to financial gain. Control of land meant little more than 
control of the work force and the reconstitution of social relations, within 
which personal servitude had been confused with a minimal salary. 

In various ways, of course, the establishment of commercial agriculture 
in Guatemala, in El Salvador, and (partially) In Nicaragua prohibited 
some forms of extraeconomic compulsion. However, other means of 
coercion were present in the powers of the state, which arose and 
strengthened itself by taking up the role of, "gendarmerie" in defense 
of coffee-grower interests. 

In Costa Rica, an agrarian bourgeoisie was formed free of conflicts 
with the Catholic church or indigenous communities, and without the 
colonial legacies of either land grants for life from the Spanish crown 
(enfiteusis) or common lands (Sierras ejidales). This in turn facilitated the 
gradual creation of stable conditions that allowed politics to become a 
game betvveen contenders who tolerated one another. 

But this did not take place because everyone was socially equal, as 
if the campesino utopia of equality for all had materialized in Costa 
Rica's Central Plateau. Rather, it was possible because the social classes 
were able to sustain their conflicts and relations within the confines of 
a nascent communal identity and because mechanisms were gradually 
developed for the settlement of their differences. 

The various classes, as they formed, were thereby integrated into the 
emerging nation. Those exercising an as yet inchoate power did not have 
to resort to the constant use of force and repression in order to maintain 
control. Other significant factors in the Costa Rican process included 
the limited demographic and physical size of the society, its common 
ethnic origins, its relative isolation, and the absence of a colonial 
bureaucrat ic  tradition.  

An interpretation of the history experienced by the rest of Central 
America is not easy, because the evolutionary process was not homo- 
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geneous from one country to the next, despite apparent similarities. The
focus will therefore be on the particular conditions that fed the use of
force and the overall virulence of each conflict. The essential factor to
be analyzed will be the difficulties involved in the creation of a permissive
and tolerant culture.

In Guatemala and El Salvador the victory over the past was almost
Pyrrhic, given the human suffering that resulted from the reduction of
the power of the Catholic church, an essential step toward the consol-
idation of the liberal state. That suffering was due primarily to the
economic dimensions of the conflict.

And in those countries the coffee plantation did not expand by moving
into empty spaces, but rather by displacing precapitalist forms of land
tenure. That process entailed the disruption of indigenous communities-
local societies based on common landownership where campesinos
practiced pure forms of subsistence agriculture. Here, the state gradually
consolidated itself through the creation and deployment of forces relying
on coercion and violence. In the face of social conflict, that state always
responded with contempt, castigation, and brutal treatment.

Under these circumstances a paradox appears that has received little
analysis. The agrarian-export economy formed and grew slowly in Costa
Rica, but extraordinarily rapidly in El Salvador. Guatemala occupied an
intermediate position, while Nicaragua was well behind in terms of
coffee production. If the bourgeois state of affairs were to be judged
by levels of accumulation, the Salvadoran coffee-growing elite (followed
by the Guatemalan) would easily have overtaken the Costa Ricans.

However, what makes a producer more bourgeois, in the sense of
being more modern-independent of traditional bonds such as the rental
of small plots or obligatory worker loans-is not the quantity produced
but rather the means used to achieve those levels of production. Equally
important is the way in which the value of the product is converted
into monetary form and later distributed. In other words, it is not merely
a question of what is produced, but of how, and for whom.

At this point it becomes clear that explanations that focus on forms
of land tenure are insufficient in order to understand the bases of a
functioning democratic society. Other aspects must be considered, such
as the degree to which social classes take on modern bourgeois traits
and the extent to which the society is capable of integrating those classes,
the latter implying some form of ideological management.

Obviously, this has been little more than a sketchy attempt to contribute
to an explanation of the socioeconomic dimension of the subject at hand.
That dimension clearly lies at the base of the differing results that mark
the national histories of each Central American society.
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Process and Structure:
Authoritarianism Versus Democracy

f)emocracy, according to what has been said thus far, is a result of

fi
histor
rsty

to . If that
termiis
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dwhattrue, the following tasks become necessary:,
historical moments democracy appears as a

possibility; and second, to elaborate what meaning democracy might
have for societies like those of Central America. As far as the former
is concerned, it is only possible to offer a hypothesis. As for the latter,
it is worthwhile proposing a definition. Let us begin with the latter.

In order to avoid confusion about what is meant by democracy in
this chapter, we will use a commonsense concept. That concept is based
on historical regularities observed in a variety of countries at different
times and that are present, to a greater or lesser extent, in what C. H.
McPherson has called "liberal democracy" (in order to situate that formof democracy historically).+

From that approach, democracy can be recognized as much by the
form of its executive branch of government as by its legislative bodies,
both of which are directly or indirectly voted Into power through periodicelections

with universal suffrage. Electors are normally granted the
possibility of opting for different political parties. And all of this is
carried out within a framework of civil liberties-freedom of speech,
of the press, of association, and so on-sufficient to ensure that the
right to choose will be effective, that is, relatively free. There also exists
a formal, legal equality and some form of protection for minorities, as
well as general acceptance of the principle of maximum individual
freedom for all.

The previously mentioned hypothesis suggests that democracy as apolitical regime or as a form of political relations appears as a possibility
only when social forces exist that are capable of proposing it as a
program, in the sense of an elaborated, collective desire. The nature of
democracy as a historical possibility is determined by the concrete
conibination of at least two key elements: on the one hand, the presence
of a political program that is supported by and expresses class interests;
and on the other, structural conditions, which are an indication of both
the level and the general state of societal development.

A society's democratic possibilities become gradually defined by in-
creasing levels of social differentiation and integration. A minimum
degree of political equality combined with wide citizen participation
and orl;anization must be practiced regularly and in a genuine fashion.
In such a society democracy it%elf will he held up as an aim of great
political or ideological value. It will be appealed to in moments when
alliances or opposition movements form-or when conflicts occur-at
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a political level, whenever the question of political power is posed in 

either real or symbolic terms. 

This hypothesis supposes, more specifically, that the problem of 

democracy in Central America is a contemporary problem and that the 

oligarchic period cannot be included in the analysis. That is because 

the possibilities for democracy did not emerge until after a period in 

which a transition of state power—from a traditional, exalted oligarchic 

character into a more modern, bourgeois one—had taken place, and the 

need for a consolidated authoritarianism had become manifest. For the 

hypothesis assumes that a political structure is authoritarian only once 

democratic conditions exist, though that early stage may be nothing 

more than a preliminary challenge. The long period of oligarchic rule 

that precedes this stage of nascent democratic yearnings is nothing more 

than the despotism that accompanies agrarian societies deemed backward 

in terms of their social development. The preliminary conditions men-

tioned above are associated with the appearance of social forces capable 

of pressing for democracy as an interest of the society itself as well as 

a class interest, as an inherent aspect of their own development. 

Some important questions and an initial clari fication are pertinent 

here. In this perspective, could the campesino masses, mobilized by 

force as actors in an economic process, demand democratic rights such 

as freedom of organization and free labor? Was the political game 

necessary in order to mask class' exploitation? Which forces had the 

capacity to choose periodically between various alternatives or to act 

within a sphere of relatively free political competition? 

In Central America, democratic practices such as formal equality, 

group organization, and the competitive vote began to exist only within 

social forces or groups enjoying similar levels of economic and cultural 

privilege. For that reason rivalries and alliances developed almost ex-

clusively within the same class and oligarchical "democracy" was nothing 

but the initial stage of a process dominated by the authoritarian actors 

inherent to all forms of class domination. 

A second clarification is called for in order to explain the relevance 

of McPherson's proposal on liberal democracy to a discussion of democracy 

in Central America. For we do not intend to use the proposal as either 

a definition or a model. It can be useful, however, as a point of reference, 

in order to judge when and to what degree those rules of democratic 

behavior, public or private, have been followed and respected, or whether, 

perhaps, they have merely been demanded and proclaimed. 

Indeed McPherson's hypothesis can serve a double purpose within 

the framework of this analysis. First of all, elements thereof may be 
proposed tor comparison in circler to better describe the functioning of 
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amples, the various levels of a possible democracy, that is, to historically 
t ondit ion  that possibility. 

The risk that one runs using this approach is that of referring to 
those descriptive elements as integral parts of an ideal normative model-
implicitly, morally superior—a tendency related to the Eurocentric need 
of dratving comparisons. The risk, in other words, is that of creating 
paradigms for Central America composed of Western experiences. 

A third clarification refers to the terms authoritarian and deSpolic. 
Authoritarianism can be understood as any exacerbation of power beyond 
normal limits of control. Those extremes lead to the use of forms and 
instruments of compulsion; the regime invariably lacks both legal and 
consensual support. Authoritarianism is thus an intrinsic component of 
any system of domination. Despotism, in contrast, refers to those earlier 
stages of Central American history during which popular access to, 
participation in, or regulation of power—that is, the control and exercise 
of authority—were neither imaginable nor possible. 

When society "grows" vis-à-vis the state and questions it in such a 
way that the state ceases to be accepted as the primary and sole organizer 
of that society, forces arise and organize themselves within a new concept 
of social relations—a concept that presents a potential or real challenge 
to the existing system of domination and control. That opportunity to 
challenge the system's capacity for order and coercion—which had 
appeared to be a "natural" attribute of political or state power—is what 
gives body to the idea of a possible democracy. However, from the 
opposite perspective, that opportunity also stimulates the further growth 
of authoritarian elements within the structure of domination itself. 

The previous considerations have been preliminary forms of theorizing 
about Central American history. Dut clearly it is insufficient and mistaken 
to qualify the mid-nineteenth-century political systems and regimes 
(which arose in the wake of the civil war that broke the Central American 
Federation) as authoritarian, or the period of the "Conservative party 
peace" in Nicaragua (which followed the defeat of William Walker) as 
democratic. 

The authoritarian element is a dynamic, structural component of the 
preservation and defense of power, but only when the stability and 
permanence of that power is defied by political forces and when there 
exists the real possibility of a (democratic) alternative. In this way, 
democracy is not a stage superior to authoritarianism. Rather, the two 
together form a political structure that differs from the despotic manner 
of exercising power. 

This mode of reasoning is of the same argumentative nature as that 
which _makes it possible to distinguish between a "primitive" and an 
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to qualify the socioeconomic conditions of an isolated tribe-exhausting
its energies in food gathering, fishing, or itinerant agriculture-as under-
developed. In that type of society there are no foreseeable options for
change; the movement of history has a circular, repetitive nature that
serves to guarantee tradition. It is a backward, a primitive society. By
contrast, underdevelopment, judged in a historical sense, implies the
establishment of various kinds of articulation between societies with
different levels of growth. More specifically, that growth means a constant
alteration of productive forces. Thus in the latter case constant change
is

a condition of existence to the extent that capital is expansive by
nature.

Central American authoritarian structures and conduct are frequently
discussed. Those aspects of the system of domination must he understood,
however, in relation to the possibility of another structure and of a
different behavior-that is, the democratic possibility. These two theo-
retical categories, then, will be used to analyze Central American history
and to propose an appropriate interpretation of contemporary events in
the region.

A final problem is to figure out how and when the preconditions for
the establishment of a democratic society began to take root in Central
America. That question is as valid as the one that asks about the origins
of authoritarianism in the region.

No society is "born" authoritarian, as many Guatemalans imagine,
considering the horror of the current counterinsurgency as an extension
of Jorge Ubico, Manuel Estrada Cabrera, Gerardo Barrios, and Rafael
Carrera; that is, of a long century of dictatorships that succeeded one
another almost without pause. Nor is any society democratic-as an
extended Costa Rican myth maintains-that feigns amnesia when in-
terpreting various stretches of its own history.

The dichotomy is only valid when presented as a simultaneous
contradictory process, and not as two separate, replaceable models. Along
those same lines, it is hardly a useful exercise to contrast the two
definitions themselves, or to hold up the historical description produced
by one perspective in order to judge that produced by the other.

The Democracy Possible Today

The last point goes back to an essential, two-sided proposition: to
consider the question of authoritarianism and democracy not only in
terms of an institutional power structure, but also as social process, as
collective historical action. From that viewpoint, democracy is a

form
of organizing consensus, much as authoritarianism is a particular form
of organizing that consensus by force.

This mode of reasoning is of the same argumentative nature as that
whia-h makes it possible to dislin};uish hetween a"primitive" and an
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In the history of Central America, the authoritarian perspective as
well as the democratic one has its roots in the stage of the liberalrevolutions, which were i n

many ways the region's most important
prlecesse•s of change during the course of the nineteenth century.

'I•here is probably
nothing more in line with the tenets of liberaldemoc-racy

than liberal Central American constitutions, all of which
were drawn up during the last fifteen years of the nineteenth century.During

that era lines of economic exchange with the exterior, integrated
by commercial-export agriculture, were already functioning amid an
extended campesino subsistence economyr Between those two economies
were areas that produced primarily for the domestic market. The domestic
picture of the

early primary-export economy was completed by an
evolving transportation infrastructure and an elementary system of credit
and financing that served to mediate foreign interests.s In addition, the
presence of foreign

capital was already strong at all levels: in agricultural
production, in land and sea transport ventures, in the financing of
harvests and their sale abroad.

In any case, that economic and social base formed the foundations
of the emerging national state, which in turn sought to institutionally
encourage and incorporate those characteristics of the changing society
that pron,oted conformity with the concept of nationality. It was a
difficult, complex, and contradictory process that produced a system of
classes and a power structure most unsuitable to the establishment of
peaceful, democratic coexistence.

Nonetheless, the importance of the
period just described lay with the possibilities that arose

for the firsttime: the possibilities for a democratic organization of both society and
the state. That potential only became consolidated-gradually-in CostaRica,

making brief appearances but suffering repeated failures in the
rest of the region. Costa Ricas experience was different from that of its
northern Central American neighbors as much in terms of democratizing
processes-the surfacing of democratic traits-as in terms of the strength
of authoritarian behavior and culture. It was at that stage, then, that
the region entered the twentieth century.

It
should also be recalled at this point that the example presentedby the

American Revolution and its aftermath-the struggle against
coioniaiism, the construction of political institutions from below, dem-
ocratic communities integrating popular participation, the U.S. Consti-
tution and free elections-was the model that most inspired the idea
of imitating a republican, egalitarian, and liberal society. That influencehelps

explain the nature of Central American constitutions of the era:the svmboiic
flowering of an accentuated presidentialism, accompaniedby a c""l;rt'ss

or parliament, an independent judiciary, and elections(initially based
on patrimony, then direct, and finally universal). In
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general, those constitutions took into account both citizens' rights and
the duties of the state.

The international moment was also favorable, for in previous years
the influence of emerging ideologies and of the French Revolution had
taken on a widely endorsed, coherent form in the positivist philosophy
of Auguste Comte; the U.S. Civil War had defeated the backward,
traditional slave states of the South; and in Mexico the I.iberals had
defeated French imperialism, followed by the unprecedented successful
spread of tienito juârez's reforms.

Thus the antidictatorial, democratic spirit and faith in popular sov-
ereignty were engrained in every constitution written during the liberal
epoch. It is unclear to what extent the coffee-owning bourgeoisie was
itself conscious-through its intellectuals and constituent bodies-of the
program it wished to undertake. In any case, that bourgeoisie was
stimulated by the ties it had established with the expanding international
market.

In the final analysis, the bourgeois elite possessed neither the political
strength nor the nationalist/statist conviction necessary to create a socially
and politically integrated society. The societies that arose were therefore
geographically and culturally fragmented-at once separated from and
alien to one another-with horizons of political power limited only by
the outskirts of the nearest plantation.

In the context of these contradictory circumstances, conditions for the
unfolding of democracy were insufficient and unsuccessful, save a few
exceptions that ought to be mentioned. This was the period in which
that enduring paradox of Central American history appeared: In the
very moment that liberal constitutions were passed into law, decidedly
authoritarian practices raged beyond control. In effect, state power placed
the entirety of its arbitrary and repressive capacity at the service of new
opportunities for economic development. Authoritarian features, then,
continued to gain strength. They became consistent and organic with
the establishment of the political regimes that accompanied the im-
plantation of commercial-export agriculture. Whether Liberal or Con-
servative, the landowning oligarchy had only a legal conscience of the
advantages of democracy; in reality they practiced dictatorship and
intolerance with cynical ease.

That historical failure of democracy-an ever-present constitutional
objective-originated perhaps in the recurrent, insurmountable conflicts
that divided regional factions (agrarian/commercial, Liberal/Conserva-
tive) of the bourgeoisie. The dominant class never achieved a sense of
unity within its exercise of power.

"C1ass str^g^les' were prectemocratic at this stap,e. for they excluded
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growing ciass, conserving backward agrarian values, did not cultivate
any consciuus respect for the law, which they considered to be little
more than a higher form of their own particular designs, a matter of
individual will. They had a private vision of the exercise of authority,
whose primary function was to prolong their personal management of
the plantation. Consequently they tended to lack any real concern for
the reaim of "public and national affairs." The lack of an effective means
of distinguishing between the public and the private was as flagrant as
bourgeois blindness vis-à-vis societal contradictions between written law
and arbitrary practice.

As a result, the authoritarianism that accompanied the period of
liberal revoiutions-considered by many the most important stage of
the Central American process of economic development-was based
upon permanent political and cultural exclusion of the majority. It was
a contradictory period of positive law that was not in force, a period
marked by an absence of a tolerant political culture, that is, a culture
that would permit some changes without necessarily embracing them.
In fact, the essential characteristic of the authoritarian regime was that
those in command-the dictator, the governing team, the political party-
had the effective capacity to avoid political consequences contrary to
their own interests in any and all sectors of society."

The Central American practice of authoritarian liberalism was built
upon a number of temporarily important factors that together form a
collective tradition. First of all, at that time there was a strong desire
to leave behind the old Spanish colonial order, for by the end of the
nineteenth century a new era seemed at hand.

Second, the leading figures of the day enthusiastically adhered to a
rationalist social philosophy that substituted ideas about progress and
change for an outmoded social order and traditional values. Finally, the
rigid, aristocratic, vision was decisive, justifying the maintenance of old
attitudes toward the societal role of the popular masses, and particularly
of the campesinos. That elitist conception of politics-fundamental to
the liberal way of thinking-supposes, in its everyday expression, that
common people are like children: inexperienced and incapable of par-
ticipating in the game of democracy and freedom.

Why did the postwar era in Central America constitute the end of
a historical cycle? In fact, the popular movements that emerged between
1945 and 1948 did not constitute revenge against the past but rather
the initial moment of a new cycle that attempted to overcome the most
perverse political effects of nineteenth-century liberalism by denying
their existence.

It was alurint; that period that the authoritarian reatures o/ the cyctem
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groups. Their opposition in turn rendered that system vulnerable, as 

the downfall of several military caudillos—Ubico. Carias and Ilernândez 

Martinez—demonstrated. One might describe that preceding period as 

an extension of the nineteenth century halfway into the twentieth. 

The authoritarian tradition of Central American political life has found 

its contrast in the gradual, persistent establishment and evolution of 

democracy in Costa Rica. But fleeting sparks of democracy have also 

marked the experiences of the other countries in the region. It is 

worthwhile recalling them here, by order of appearance, because they 
illustrate both the possibilities and the limitations of democracy conceived 

within an oligarchical context. 

The mechanisms of Salvadoran oligarchic democracy were never 

especially clear; however, they were highly effective in ensuring elitist 

forms of participation. The internal power game took place among a 

small group of the major coffee growers. That period began with the 

government of Francisco Meléndez, (rom  1885 to 1890, which was 

followed by those of Carlos Ezeta from 1890 to 1894, Raphael Antonio 

Gutiérrez from 1894 to 1898, and Tomàs Regalada from 1898 to 1903— 
all of whom came to power via predictable, but tolerated, coups d'état. 

From then on, the mechanisms of self-regulation within a single 

family group permitted a long period of electoral predominance by the 
Meléndez-Quifiénez family: Carlos Meléndez from February 1913 to 

August 1914; next his brother-in-law Alfonso QuitiOnez, from August 

1914 to February 1915; then Carlos Meléndez again from March 1915 
to December 1918; followed once more by Alfonso Quitiénez from 

December 1918 to February 1919; then Carlos's brother Jorge Meléndez, 
from February 1919 to March 1923; he was succeeded by Alfonso 
QuifiOnez, in his third temi, from March 1923 to February 1927; and 

last, Pio Romero Bosque, the family's lawyer,  (rom  March 1927 to 

February 1931. 
Salvadoran democracy was finally put to the test by the election of 

Arturo Araujo, an aristocrat educated in England and considered an 
enemy of the traditional oligarchy for his ideas about the working class. 
Araujo's association with urban trade unions and campesino organizations 
helped him obtain over 60 percent of the vote in the elections of February 
1931. Ten months later, compelled by the dominant groups, General 
Hernández  Martinez headed a military coup that initiated the most 
authoritarian period in the history of El Salvador. In this case as in 
various others, the only limitation to democratic theory was its practice. 

Democratic possibilities in Guatemala first appeared with the fall of 
the dictator Manuel Estrada Cabrera and the election of a civilian, Carlos 
Herrera, who presided from April 1920 to December 1921. But a more 
extended opportunity came halfway through the century, with the 
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successive free elections of Juan José Arévalo, in 1944, and Jacobo Arbenz, 
in 1950. This was an important period because of its possibilities for 
beginning a new stage in the political life of the country. That period, 
of course, was violently interrupted in July 1954. But Guatemala had 
yet another opportunity to undertake the democratic path with the 
government of General Miguel Ydigoras Fuentes. That government was 
overthrown by another coup d'état in March 1963 when the second 
electoral victory of Arévalo appeared imminent. In the ensuing period 
the authoritarian forces—represented by the army as an institution as 
well as by business groups—prevented all attempts to renew democratic 
political activity. 

The irregularity and unfinished nature of attempts at democracy in 
Honduras make the possibility of building a deeply rooted democratic 
tradition seem rather remote. The first important period began with the 
government of Ramein Villeda Morales, of the Liberal party, from 1957 
to 1963. That bipartisan attempt to form a national, civil, and stable 
power failed, opening the way to a stage of military reformism that 
lasted until 1972. The results of the latter period were modest and its 
duration intermediate. In November 1981, in a nonfraudulent election-
but within a feeble Honduran voting process—Roberto Suazo Cérdova 
won. The event itself was nothing more than an attempt to return to 
a traditional elective system; meanwhile, the Honduran military responded 
by undertaking the task of discrediting those elections as inefficient. 

The example of Costa Rica is different. Higher levels of both tolerance 
foi opponents and respect for the law served as the parameters within 
which a small elite furiously disputed control of executive power. It is 
clear that fundamental formalities were increasingly respected and that 
Costa Rican democracy offers a notable example of gradual "perfecting." 
Indeed that experience was of the sort that can be qualified as a historical 
construction of a democratic tradition. It would be worthwhile here to 
recall some examples from the earliest presidential elections. In 1886, 
President Preispero  Fernández  handpicked his successor, Bernardo Soto; 
in 1890 popular mobilization prevented a fraud in favor of Ascension 
Esquivel, thereby making possible the victory of José Joaquin Rodriguez, 
candidate of the opposition. In 1894, only the resort to an electoral 
college produced the triumph of Rafael Iglesias. 

Despite an indirect vote that only became public after 1913, the 
participation of an important group of intellectuals and liberal politicians 
managed to reinforce the Costa Rican democratic process. A number of 
elections, such as the first election of Cleto Gonzalez Viquez and the 
last election of Ricardo  Jiménez Oreamuno, were by no means free 
expressions of the will of the entire citizenry. But between 1925 and 
1926, Jiménez Oreamuno introduced the secret ballot, voter registration, 
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and an electoral tribunal. Nevertheless, only after 1948 did Costa Rican
demt.cracV %ttlidify, in the form of a consensual system, behind elections
that had become a vigorous mechanism of legitimation.

In Nicaragua, the possibilities of a democratic course were substantially
reduced with the direct military and political intervention of the United
States between 1911 and 1933, despite the latter's efforts to carry out
and "supervise" free elections. From almost any perspective, Somoza-
a direct continuation of the U.S. Marines-from then on constituted the
negation of democracy in its most elementary sense.

Only after 1979 were paths opened toward the first reat experiences
of democracy, in a nation that at the time was hardly enjoying ideal
circumstances for the successful implantation of democratic forms of
peaceful coexistence. The triumphant popular revolution created con-
ditions for the direct participation of the masses, for moving beyond
the mediated forms of representation of the past. That is the contradiction
that separates the democratization processes that began after 1979 from
those that conservative forces have demanded from abroad.

The Central American political crisis, from this general perspective,
is the crisis of an authoritarian system. That system relied on the use
of repressive means and failed in the search for both democratic consensus
and integration through popular organization. During the postwar period
there was a rupture within the context of a continuing antidemocratic
tradition, as violence only exacerbated arbitrary, authoritarian practice.
Those repressive means were thus put to the test, defied, and-in the
case of Nicaragua-overcome. It was that defiance, in the end, that
produced rupture.

The political crisis of Central America, then-but particularly of El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua-has a democratic dimension in a
double sense: on the one hand, because it defies the continuation of a
persistent, vigorous authoritarianism; on the other, because it proposes
a new organization of political life. That latter point is important and
will therefore be emphasized in my concluding reflections on the pos-
sibilities for democracy in the region.

The problem in building a democracy during this critical stage is that
of establishing democratic regimes, that is, a democratic method of
government. This would be the first step toward a possible democracy.
Central American societies have suffered not only from a limited tradition
of law-abiding states but also from an almost total lack of pluralist
practice. Public opinion has atrophied without the regular calisthenics
of dialogue between rivals. There has been no enduring organizational
experience, only that of the great masses, who after years .,( propriety
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The difficulty of creating democratic political systems is even greater,
ht'causr societal heterogeneity has been based on the reproduction of
cultural, racial, and even geographic inequalities. Social segmentation
has left little room for citizen participation in public life, and therefore
formal equality has not had an adequate opportunity to express itself.

The prominence of social hierarchies and their corresponding cultural
specificities has been in slow decline, but it is difficult to know how
strongly the old forms of consciousness linger on. This uncertainty
pertains particularly to Guatemalan and Nicaraguan indigenous groups,
but also to subsistence campesino farmers in general-such as those of
Honduras-who are isolated or effectively "cornered" in a subpoiiticai
solitude. It also refers to those crushed by poverty, who maintain an
untempered distrust for political machinations, those who lost, or never
had, confidence in either organized militancy or in the arena of urban
politics-long held to be a den of cunning and deceit.

Authoritarian structures in Central America did not destroy democratic
institutions, nor did they corrupt the cultural values Inherent to that
tradition. At times, those institutions simply could not be established.
For that reason, the essence of the possible democracy in Central America
does not reside in conditions of "the transition to .,.," but rather
"the foundation of. ..." But that idea is a problematic one. There are
no previous experiences that can offer guidelines, nor is there one single
type of society capable of giving life and content to democratic ideals.
It is a problematic idea because it is posed at the practical level-of
action and pursuit-in societies wounded and impoverished by crisis.

The intention in airing these problems Is not to abandon a normative
vision within the bounds of theoretical analysis, nor to downplay the
necessity of strengthening the utopian dimension of praxis. Rather, it is
to recognize the need to plant the seeds of an enduring democracy in
the firm ground of reality. Here a return to preliminary propositions is
worthwhile in order to highlight some of the common operational aspects
of authoritarianism in the region:

1. The absence of reliable processes to elect rulers, and in particular of
the most elementary form: the appeal to an electoral process

2. The relative difficulty of clearly delineating between the public and
the private dimensions of civil society, much less of rendering public
conduct coherent and predictable

3. 'The undefined, and therefore exaggerated, margins for arbitrary action,
that is, the impossibility of setting legal standards of discretion for
public officials

4. Ageneralized intolerancr, wl,osa- nature- st alvo t.a ..r,la cdu...,. . . v. ,...,....a^et e.,e ......... .......^.- .-^_^....- ..^._.-_^^_ _^.._._...... ...
rrw
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the collective memory, and whose implicit "valor" is a by-product
of social inequality.

Within such a context, the parameters of political life have moved
closer and closer to the laws of war, fed by a kind of ideological and
political intolerance closely related to religious fanaticism. The former
could indeed he considered a mundane version of the latter, the Central
American strain of a "virus" whose spread can in no way he attributed
solely to those in command, for it has been contagious and endemic.

A political environment in which some of these failings were not
quite so prevalent would clearly be desirable. If the elimination of all
of them is desirable, then it is possible, because nothing in the political
sphere can ever he achieved unless it is fought for.

Democracy does not advance hand in hand with indicators of industrial
growth, nor is it an inevitable product of the modernization of agriculture.
Those economic changes only introduce a new set of conditions that
make democratic struggle possible. Those struggles for democracy, in
turn, carve out a political space whose dimensions are ultimately de-
termined by the distance between the desirable and the possible.

That political space has been created in Central America amid a
"diastolic-systolic" cycle of dictatorships that organize fraudulent elec-
tions, of civil and military governments that assassinate their opposition,
and of political forces that strengthen themselves via the negation of
all dialogue. Democracy, then, has been both a historical process and
a political space whose durability and perseverance have sustained its
possibilities.

The possibility of democracy is in itself the achievement of a possible
democracy. The word possible is used here in its limited sense of the
allainablr. The political crisis, since 1975 but especially from 1979 on,
has accentuated the contradiction between possibility and necessity. That
is, what was once posed as an alternative (to traditional authoritarianism)
has recently been posed in terms of the ability to take advantage of it.
What is necessary here is nothing more or less than the political will
to attain the desired changes.

In effect, and contrary to logical analysis, conditions of crisis and
war are not the most favorable ones for the successful pressing of
democratic demands. Remember that the social forces that suffered the
effects of authoritarian policies did not always oppose them with con-
viction. Though this is another story, the passion for democracy was
full of highs and lows, produced perhaps by the modernization hypothesis
linked to economic growth.

Expanding a bit on the above propositions, and without going to the
opposite extreme, if democracy is not considered to be necessary, the
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desirable will not be transformed into the possible. The democracy that
is possible today in Central America has been produced from the
rnuitiform experience of the crisis and resides in the consciousnesses of
its actors, culled from their political experiences of subordination, injustice,
arbitrariness, exclusion, fear, and death. For within the exceptional context
of the Central American crisis, democracy has come to mean the right
to defend life.

With the preceding discussion in mind, it is possible to delineate
three forms of democracy in Central America today. The first is the
Costa Rican, which due to its depth and durability remains exemplary.
At the same time it is important to point out that country's "original
virlues," which make it a unique and tlnrepeatable national experience.

A second democratic form is the Nicaraguan, result of a successful
revolutionary process. Democracy and revolution are not mutually ex-
clusive, but neither can their compatibility be assumed. The political
life of that country has not been built upon the ashes of the Somoza
regime, but rather atop its roots. Sandinismo is not democratic merely
because it denies the dictatorship's authoritarianism, but because it has
achieved where the latter failed: the organization, in a variety of ways,
of different social interest groups, their direct participation in a number
of civil functions, and other experiences of social mobilization.

The third form is that of Honduras. Guatemala, and El Salvador,
which are suitable to be joined in a single category because in all three
societies a military withdrawal has taken place, ceding terrain to newly
organized political parties. Since 1982, presidential and parliamentary
elections have been held and new constitutions have been drawn up.
Moreover, diverse conflicts have materialized that, in their development,
have inlimated the beginnings of a tolerated dissidence vis-à-vis an
opposition that has refused to perish.

Such is the meaning of the possible democracy in Central America.
Important factors, of course, effectively mitigate that passion for de-
mocracy in ►he region: Unfavorable political forces are many and powerful;
economic and social conditions are hardly ideal. Who will be the
guarantors of the process? Which forces will be willing to enter into
constructive negotiation? Is the present juncture but a fleeting one? There
are more questions, but there is also room for optimism.
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By Sir Ralf Gustav Dahrendorf

Roads to Freedom: Democratization and
Its Problems in East Central Europe
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L The Collapse of the Center

The road to serfdom has been mapped by many, but the
road to freedom jeads through largely uncharted territory. To
be sure, the language of such statements is not uncontested.
What Friedrich von Hayek called the "road to serfdom" would
have been described as emancipation by the followers of Marx,
who would also denounce as capitalist exploitation and bour-
geois rule the freedom of democratic government and market
economies. But one of the results of the events of 1989 is the
"reunification of language." Few today employ the rhetoric
of Marzism. Most admit that socialism, or at least communism,
has turned out to be a form of serfdom rather than freedom,
at worst a personal dictatorship, Stalinism. at best the leaden
hand of an increasingly corrupt nomenklatura, Brezhnevism.
Thas it is understood that the road to freedom is the path from
administrative centralism to more open patterns of goverrunent
and society.

This is what "we, the people" sought in East Central Eu-
rope in 1989; it was oftcn given the namc "dcmocratization."
Thc immediate effect of the revolution of 1989 was, in all coun-
tries that were swept by its winds, the collapse of the center.
This meant two things. First, the party lost its political mo-
nopoly. Secondly, the economic planning mechanism lost its
nerve center. (It is important to recognize that neither process
has as yet occurrcû in the Soviet Union, which rcmains, for

dlarch -April 199(1

this reason as well as for several others, largely outside t>x
scope of this paper.) The vocabulary used here is important
existing structures were lost, they collapsed. The process was
in the first instance a process of dismantling and desttuctioa.

The consequences were and are serious. In the politial
sphere, the changes left a curious combination of a ctumbling
local, and to some extent also central, nomenklatura with gov
ernments that desperately try, and often fail, to get a grip as
events. The East German case is extreme, largely because i
emerges that there never was an East German state that dcserva
the name. In Poland, the reverse is true; a strong national cul-
ture seems to sustain a government which has set out on a mu•
rageous course of reform. But everywhere postrevolutionary
governments find it hard to retain control. They are thwarttd
by problems of kgitimacy, by the absence of a new institutimul
infra.structure, and by the continued presence of many agerr
cies of the old regime.

The weakness of the political center is one of the cause
of the return of old regional, ethnic, religious rivalries. (^
is true in the Soviet Union as well, despite the fact that N
central machinery of party and government has not collapsed
to the same extent.) Impatience with the process of reform,
a sense of relief about the removal of phÿsical threats by N
ir:cmal securiry forces as well as the Soviet army, and the &
sexe ofauthoritative signals from the central government com
bine to encourage groups to try and go their own way. Sad1Y,
one has to conclude that the more homogetteaus countries an,
the more likely they are to succeed in the process of dema'
ratiration. Countries with an ethnically or otherwise dividcd
population will probably be preoccupied for some time to comt
with their territorial integrity, and with the maintenance of ha
and order.

The collapse of the center is equally serious for econo6t
developments. In an article in The Wall Street lournalP
cember 7, 1989), the finaruier-philanthropist George Soros lus
described a condition (in the Soviet Union) in which the pI11
ning machinery is still in place, but has lost its brains, as t
were. The heavy hand of bureaucracy prevents initiative, 2^
is at the same time incapable of doing its old job of ancr^
direction, however ineffectually, so that nothing moves gY'
more. The lesson is not a happy one. Removal of rytannY doa
not by itself release the energies of freedom. At any tate t
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* * * 

does not guarantee a constructive process of economic — or 
for that matter political — reform. In the first instance, it creates 
uncertainty, contradictions between remnants of the old and 
hopes for the new, and once the euphoria fades, misery and 
dissatisfaction. 

Democracy is  no:  just about giving  expression  to a 
wide variety of views, and creating a forum where 
all of them have their say. Democracy is a system 
of gove rnment. 

This is, as it were, the starting point of the journey along 
the road to freedom in countries which have shed the yoke of 
really existing socialism. It sets the scene for formulating the 
main problems, and for giving some indications of possible 
solutions. 

Il. The Democratic Deception 

One of the words that have returned to their old glamour 
in 1989 is democracy. Dcmocracy was not only the goddess 
of Tiananmen Square but the hope of the people of Gdazisk 
and Leipzig and Timisoara. It still is their aspiration. While 
it is not always entirely clear what is meant by democracy, 
certain features are generally recognized to be a part of the 
concept. Self-appointed leaders must be removed, the motsop-
oly of one party broken. Instead there has m be a plurality of 
political groupings; there must be elections, and parliaments. 
Even these things, obvious as they may seem to many, are more 
easily said than done. It is therefore understandable that reform-
ers tend to concentrate on the conditions for the first free elec-
tions. 1990 will  sec a number of such, in East Germany, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and probably Romania. But what hap-
pens after the magic dates? 

The first point to be made here is trivial yet important; 
it is Churchtll's familiar adage that democracy is a pretty bad 
system, except that all others are worse. Democracy is messy. 
Elections create as many problems as they solve, and sometimes 
more. Benevolent reformers in particular are likely to find that 
they do not command as much support as they think they de-
serve. -We, the people" may well wish to sweep away not 
only all those who are tainted by the old regime, but also the 
advocates of a third or middle way. On the morning after, a 
dreadful hangover may envelop not just the electorate but also 
the fledgling new political class. Coalitions may have to be 
cobbled together which have the seeds of their breakup built 
into their very construction. Some rnay even wonder — news-
papers report that Lech Walesa has already made such noises 
— whether it would be better to keep, for a while, a tighter 
rein than is possible once one has had free elections. 

It would not, I think. The force of democracy is unstop-
pable. But there is one critical point to be made about it which 
bas  practical consequences. Many spokesmen of countries which 
have embarked on the road to freedom seem to believe that 
demoCracy — dut is, parties, elections and parliaments — will 
give them signals about the future course to follow. Even activ-
ists think that it is sufficient to listen, and to listen to all who 
want to say something. Ln a number of countries,  a confusing 
number of parties, including some self-declared non-parties 
(usually calling themselves "forum"), compete for popular sup-
port. All this is understandable, and laudable if one seeks to 
replace administrative centralism by representative government. 
But there is an attitude about which overloolcs the second half 
of this phrase, govertunent. Democracy is not just about giv-
ing expression to a wide variety of views, and creating a forum 
where all of them have their say. Democracy is a system of 
government. It is intended to snake sure that those who govern 
have the support of the people, at least when they start; but 
by the same token it is about enabling people to govern. Par-
liaments are political institutions rather than mere fora for free 
expression. They must respond to proposals for change made 
by governments, or initiate such changes themselves. 

I have heard a leading Hungarian politician reply to a ques-
tion about his party's economic policy with the statement: **That 
is not for us to say but for the people." Such an approach will 
destroy democracy almost as quickly as it is created. Parties 
must provide the lead and try to persuade voters of their plat-
form. If they win a majority, they must pursue what they prom-
ised until the electorate removes them from office and replaces 
them by another party. If there are constellations of parties, 
coalitions, they too must be clear about their intentions. Con-
trary to the literal meaning of the word, a functioning democ-
racy is not the "rule of the people"; indeed there is no such 
thing. It is government put in place by the people and if nec-
essary removed by the people, but it is government with a sense 
of direction. 

Postrevolutionary governments...are thwarted by 
problems of legitimacy, by the absence of a new in-
stitutional infrastructure, and by the continued 
presence of many agencies of the old regime. 

The institutional consequences of this general comment 
are considerable. It is not surprising that a number of the new 
democracies are now introducing electoral laws which prom-
ise as much representation as possible. Aftcr one-party rule, 
people want to allow expression for every view, however small 
the minority may be which it represents. Thus here is a ten-
dency towards total proportional representation without a 
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threshold that kccps groups with less than S% support out. (The
additional question of giving voters the chance to reordcr party
lists is also relevant.) For the fust free elections, this may be
inevitable; but such elcxtoral laws should not be entrenncixxi
in any way, for soon after the first election it will be ncce.ssary
to consider the question of effective government. This prob-
ably requires either a threshold, or some form of electoral sys-
tem which introduces a bias in favor of larga parties.

Removal of tyranny does not by itselfrelease the en-
ergies of freedom... it does not guarantee a construc-
tive process of economic - or for that matterpolitical

reform.

The other institutional consequence of regarding democ-
racy as a form of government rather than tnere representation
has to do with the power of governments. Again, it would be
understandable if there was an initial tendency to check and
balance governmental power in every possible way. Again,
however, it will soon become evident that unless governments
are able to take the lead, stagnation and disenchantment will
follow. There are several ways of strengthening government
without endangering democracy. The German or British and
the French or American methods are both viable; in one case,
the head of government has certain constitutional prerogatives
(Richdinienkompetenz, or the right to dissolve parliament), but
emerges from parliament; in the other, the president is inde-
pendently elected to an office which entails real powers. There
may be other methods.

The important point in this connection is not just the need
to recognize that democracy is a system of government. There
are also the special requirements of countries that are passing
through a difficult period of transition. They may feel that they
have just shed hated leaders and now want a rather less per-
sonal rule; they may distrust all leaders. But while such com-
parisons are misleading in part, it is worth pointing out that
Germany's postwar transition owes much to the twin leader-
ship of Konrad Adenauer and Ludwig Erhard, or that Spain
after Franco would hardly have had such spectacular success
without the combination of King Juan Carlos and to begin with
Adolfo Suarez, later Felipe Gonzales. Transitions are immensely
precarious processes in which the vision and the nerve of lead-
ers can make a lot of difference, and constitutional arrange-
ments must not prevent such leaders from doing what needs
to be done.

Ill. The Economic Valley of Tears

The first substantive task of governments on the road to
frcedom is often cconomic. It is also extremely difficult and
indeed painful. As we look at economic reform, it is even harder

to generalize than in other fields. Each country has its own
history, institutional structure and current condition, its own

sources and realistic opportunities. One crucial point needs
to be made at the outset for this vcry rcason. Timothy Ganon
Ash mentioned in one of his brilliant descriptions of East Eu-
ropean developmcnts (he really is the great chronicler of 1989!)
that the main economic policy debate is one between Hayek-
ians and Friedmanites. This is amusing but not funny. For one
thing, the difference is important: Hayek is about economic
systems, Friedman about economic policies. Both may be
wrong, but it is easier to change policies than systems if one
discovers that mistakes have been made. For another thing,
it is critical to recognize that transition does not and must not
mean a journey from one system to another. It is even mislead-
ing to speak of a transition from socialism to capitalism. The
whole point of the road to freedom is that it leads from a closed
to an open society. An open society is not a system, but a mech-
anism for exploring alternatives. It does not predetermine eco-
nomic structures and policies but allows trial and error, mistakes
and their correction. The first warning is therefore: pleau do
not look for an alternative system!

To be sure, this does not mean that anything goes. Any
central planning system which claims total control is incom-
patible with an open society. It is also, as we know, and as
those who suffered from it have experienced at an enormous
cost, ineffective. Elements of the market, of individual initia-
tive, of incentives, of private property, are an indispensable
prerequisite of a working modem economy. For East Euro-
pean countries, this involves major changes. Minister Balcet-
owiez in Poland has tackled them with great courage and a clear
sense of direction. Perhaps, the group around Minister Klaus
in Czechoslovakia will follow suit. Hungary of course has em-
barked on this route some years ago, though a lot remains to
be done. Once again, the East German case is special in that
the option of economic and monetary union with West Ger.
tnany is now almost declared policy. -

An open society is not a system, but a mechanism
for exploring alternatives.

In all these cases, however, including East Germany, one
feature of the economic transition deserves attention: it Will
inevitably lead through a vallcy of tears. The transforrnariaa
of ill-functioning planned economies into growing market ccOfl'
amies is not an immediate positive-sum game. At the very lcast,
it requires a period in which wages remain constant if they aN
not falling, whereas hitherto political prices rise as subsidia
are reduced or removed altogether. Goods begin to get int°
the shops but people cannot afford them. The probability is
high that this process will be accompanied by unernployrnent,
and also by the discovery that the much-praised net of social
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security in socialist countries is in fact very fIimsy. Thus, things
are getting worse, in some cases much worse, bcfore they get
better.

This is one of the points where Western eooperation is crit-
ial. Indeed, the postwar Marshall Plan did exactly what is
needed today; it filled in the deepest thought (sic] of the valley
of tean and made the transition more bearable. If one wonders
bow long it is likely to take to get out of this valley, or at least
to reach the upward slope where people begin to sease an irn-
provement, it is once again doubtful whether there is a general
rule. Ludwig Erhard was under tremendous pressure in West
Germany three and even four years after the currency reform,
when many argued that the rich were getting richer and the
poor poorer. Felipe Gonzales took Spain through a period of
over 20 % unemployment and considerable suffering on the part
of those voters who had put him into office, the workers; but
in the end he just managed to win the second election after
four years because things began to get better. If the objective
is pursued with determination, four years may well be the pe-
riod which it takes to pass through the valley of tears - and
it is easy to see the conflict between this time span and the
electoral cycle.

An implicit, and sometimes ezplicit assumption... is
that once market forces are allowed their sway, de-
mocracy is bound to follow. This too has turned out
to-be wrong, or at least overoptimistic.

The critical conclusion from the two observations on eco-
nomic reform offered here is probably that each country has
to identify certain strategic changes on which it concentrates
in the first instance. Changing everything at once - the cur-
rency, the system of ownership, external commercial relations,
etc. - is likely to be too disruptive to be effective. It may make
a valley of tcars too deep for a country ever to reach the up-
ward slope. On the other hand, making only minor adjustments
is not good enough. Drastic changes are needed in particular
respects. In the case of East Germany, this probably means
monetary union with West Germany. In the Soviet Union, the
key might well have been agriculture, with a combination of
a price shock and private property; though the moment of change
has Pmbably been missed. I do not feel competent to judge
where the critical changes should be applied in the other coun-
tries of East Central Europe, but would insist that strategic re-
form rather than system change or mere piecemeal engineering
is needed.

IV Politics and Economics

One of the discoveries of the revolution of 1989 is that
all accepted assumptions about the rclationship bctwcen poli-
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tics and economics are wrong. Curiously, Marxists and cap-
italists were agreed in their belief in the primacy of economics.
Marx of course elevated this belief into a theory. He claimcd
that political revolutions would happen only if and whcti pro-
dnctivd forces were held back by existing relations of produc-
tion; revolutionary classes would draw their strength from
supprrssed ecooornic opportunities. "We, the people" certainly
wanted economic improvements in 1989, but the momentum
of change was largely political. An implicit, and sometimes
explicit assumption of defenders of capitalism is that once mar-
kct forces are allowed their sway, democracy is bound to fol-
low. This too has turned out to be wrong, or at Ieast
overoptimistic. Perhaps the students on Tiananmen Square drew
some of their strength from the fact that there had been a cer-
tain amount of encouragement of economic initiative in China;
but then the clampdown was sadly effective. The process of
democratization in the newly industrializing countries of South
East and East Asia is very slow and painful. At the very least
there is a time lag between economic and political reform, and
as long as it lasts, unforeseen factors can intervene.

This is than for East Central European developments as
well. The initial changes were political. Some leaders - pos-
sibly including President Gorbachev - may have hoped that
political liberalization would by itself release economic forces
of entrepreneurship and initiative; but clearly this was not the
case. (It certainly did not happen in the Soviet Union.) A sep-
arate set of policies was, and is, required to set the sleeping
forces of centrally planned economies in motion. I have argued
in a lecture on "transitions" (in Gothenburg on August 31,
1989) that in fact all countries which have undergone success-
ful transformations needed two leaders, one political and one
economic. "Economic reformers need the protection of polit-
icalleadership, and political reformers will only keep their open
flank protected if they have a champion of economic policy
by their side." Thus, it was Adenauer and Erhard, Gonzales
and Boyer who accounted for the success of their countries,
and we must hope that Mazowiecki and Balcerowicz, perhaps
Havel and Klaus can one day be added to this list.

The issue is not just that two different impulses are needed
to set the two processes of reform in motion. The deeper issue
is that their time scales are different. New political institutions
can be put in place within months, but economic reform takes
years. The difference in time scales is significant. New polit-
ical institutions need to establish their legitimacy; they have
to be accepted and gradually anchored in the firm ground of
a lasting political culture. Yet their first test is very tough. It
is the test of the valley of tean. People are asked to accept
that democracy begins with government policies which make
their daily lives harder. Now that they are able to voice their
grievances, they are asked to hold back and wait until the new
institutions deliver the goods.

Even mature democracies would find it difficult to cope
with such a condition. Indeed, if one follows the Arrow-Downs
line of democratic theory, frequent changes of government

Uncaptivc Minds
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would be a necessary consequence of thc demand for long-
deferred gratification. Thus, we must hope that Arrow and 
Downs, and Schumpctcr before them, were wrong, and that 
political democracy is more than a quasi-economic process of 
maximizing support. There can be leaders, and objectives, 
which compensate for the temporary misery of economic cir-
cumstances. Clearly, this is a tall order. The incompatible time 
scales of economic and political reform are indeed one of the 
reasons why democratic institutions are likely to be shaky on 
the road to freedom. Only the second, and perhaps the third 
election will tell whether the new order has taken root 

V. Prospects of Civil Society 

From one point of view then, the road to freedom is a race 
against the clock. It may take one year or less to introduce cer-
tain democratic procedures; it takes four years or more to grow 
the first fruits of economic reform; and tmtil ten years have 
passed, we will not know whether apparent changes have be-
come real. The French Revolution turned violent after two years 
and ended in a military dictatorship after seven. Those who 
prefer comparisons svith 1848 do not have much more evidence 
for comfort; the reaction set in almost immediately, and it lasted 
for decades. Perhaps the American Revolution offers the most 
hope, and of all the historical documents which one would wish 
to recommend as travel reading on the road to freedom, the 
Federalist Papers naay well be the most relevant. 

One concern which Alexander Hamilton, James Madison 
and John Jay had when they wrote their papers was the rule 
of law. They could see their way to a sensible structure for 
the legislative and executive powers, but they were wondering 
how one could establish the third great power of the judiciary, 
without delivering it into the  bands of the others. "The want 
of a judiciary power" was above all Alexander Hamilton's con-
cern (Federalist No. 22). How  cari  its independence be safe-
guarded? And how can it be given the power to make its rulings 
effective? There are two obvious dangers. One is that newly 
democratic countries begin their course with acts of revenge 
on those responsible for the tyranny of the past, and the other 
is that the judiciary remains prey to political bias and control. 
In Latin America, several elected governments have made both 
mistakes; indeed the inability of establishing the rule of law 
is the greatest single weakness of most transitions to democ-
racy on that continent. There are signs that Romania, and even 
East Germany, are making similar naistakes. I can but allude 
to the subject here; but perhaps we have written too much about 
democratic procedures and economic reforms, and too little 
about the rule of law and its preconditions. East Central Eu-
rope may have had too many visits by politicians and busi-
nessmen, and too few by lawyers. 

The second lesson from the Federalist Papers  bas  to do 
with James Madison's preoccupation with the real guarantees 
of individual liberty (notably in Federalist No. 10). Democ7atic 
procedures are all very well (says Madison) but as such they 
cannot protect rninonties and individuaLs against the tyranny  

of the  majority. What then can? Either a general acceptance 
of certain values — which however is too rosy an expectation 
considering the strength of self-interest — or the presence of 
numerous intermediate groups and agencies,  the  interplay of 
which prevents the ascendancy of anyone, even of political ma-
jorities. What is needed, in other words, in order to give effect 
to the intentions of democracy, is the pluralism of civil society. 

Perhaps we have written too nusch about democratic 
procedures and economic reforms, and too little about 
the rule of law and its preconditions. 

The word has become fashionable in Latin Arnerica, and 
now in East Central Europe WO. This is to be welcomed. In 
order to do more than just vnite constitutions, and to build in-
stitutions, what is needed above all is the creative chaos of civil 
society. Indeed, civil society is the common denominator of 
a functioning democracy and an effective market economy. It 
is only if and when a civil society has been created that polit-
ical and economic reform can be said to have credence. 

But the task is daunting. Ideally, civil societies grow rather 
than being built. Someone sets up Harvard College, scnneorie 
else establishes the Republican Party, someone different again 
starts publishing the New York Herald, and so on. In the emerg-
ing democracies there is neither the time nor the wherewithal 
to wait until this happens. A degree of deliberateness is needed 
to build autonomous organizations and institutions which nxd-
late between govermnent and the individual Foundations have 
a role to play in this process, and it is pleasing to see that some 
are emerging in East Central Europe with the help of their equiv-
alents elsewhere Small businesses are of course a part of civil 
society; it is therefore critical to provide the legal and fmancial 
space for their creation. Media are important features of civil 
society, and one must hope that the new monopolists of the 
Western media can be prevented from establishing their regime 
in the new democracies. 

It is =rally pleasing for Western intellectuals to Set their 
East Central European friends play such a prominent part in 
latmching their countries on the road of freedom. What could 
be better than a professor of medieval history as the leading 
parliamentarian in Poland, a playwright as the President of 
Czechoslovakia, a conductor as the hope of many in East Ger-
many? Yet it is not sour grapes which lead  me  to sound a note 
of caution. Independent intellectuals are also an indispensable 
element of civil society. In order to work, a free country needs 
critics who are not tied into the structures of power. During 
the process of transition, intellectuals may have to hold office: 
but only when they can return to their desks are we able to 
conclude that the institutions of civil society have been safcly 
established. 
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One further concept needs to be introduced at this point, 
namely, citizenship. The rediscovery of citizenship in the rev-
olution of 1989 links the new democracies with the old ones 
in the OECD world. Without the basic equality of citizenship, 
modern democracies cannot worlc. Moreover, this means not 
just equality before the law. Civil rights and political rights 
of citizenship have to be backed up by certain social fights. 
There has to be a common floor of chances of participation, 
and a clear  lirait  to the ability of those in exalted positions to 
control the life chances of others. Citizenship means the ab-
olition of privilege as well as the creation and maintenance of 
universal entitlements. 

As one listens to people in Eastern Europe, one hears 
nothing so often as the statement that "we have not 
left the East in order to join the West, but in order 
to join Europe." 

Civil society is not perfect anywhere, nor is it ever secure. 
Its creative chaos will forever annoy governments that will there-
fore try to impose a false sense of order on it or to destroy 
it. The rule of law is frequently under dareat. Ironically, in 
view of the fears of the authors of the Federalist Papers, it is 
not  the  importance of the law but its abuse for private gain 
which duzatens the rule of law in the United States. Citizen-
ship rights have suffered in a decade which has placed all the 
emphasis on economic growth and neglected those who did 
not benefit from its gains. In any case, civil society will for-
ever remain an unfinished task, as is right and proper under 
the conditions of openness which mark the road to freedom. 
But a start has to be made; and if there is a central thesis to 
this paper, it is that the single most strategic need for the new 
democracies is to back up both political and economic reform 
by the creation of the conditions of civil societies. 

VI. The European Challenge 

It would be wrong to conclude this brief analysis of some 
of the problems of democratization in East Central Europe with-
out at least a reference to the international conditions in which 
the process takes place. In the beginning there is the "Sinatra 
Doctrine": the Soviet Union has said (through President Gor-
bachev's spokesman, Gerasimov) that the former communist 
satellite countries of Eastern Europe must be alloy/ed to "do 
it their way." The Brezhnev Doctrine is dead. As one listens 
to people in Eastern Europe, one hears nothing so often as the 
statement that "we have not left  the East in order to join the 
West, but in order to join Europe." Thus the challenge of creat-
ing conditions that allow the process of democratization to con-
tinue is to no small extent one for Europe. 

In one respect, that diverse and somewhat amorphous en-
tity, Europe, has already taken up the challenge. One may sur-
mise that the way in which the European Community has gnt 
its act together in the 1980s has contributed to the plausibility 
if not the possibility of the  revolution of 1989. Even Europe 
1992, the project of the Single Market, was and is important, 
because it embodies the prospect of an alternative to the mil-
itary and political blocs of yesterday. 

It is particularly pleasing that the President of the Euro-
pean Commission and his colleagues,  as well as most heads 
of govenunent in the Community, have recognized that under 
the changed circumstances of 1989, the project of the single 
market by 1992 can be no more than a beginning. A door has 
to be opened wide first to the remaining EFTA countries and 
then to the .countries of East Central Europe. It is too early 
to tell how exactly the invitation to come through that door 
and join the party svill and even should be couched, but the 
fact that there will be such an invitation is clear. 

This is only the beginning. Two subjects are likely to dom-
inate the European agenda in the years to come: one is money, 
and the other, security. I have assumed that monetary union 
between the two Germanies will come about at an early date. 
The  process of monetary integration in the European Com-
munity is moving forward. Convertibility is likely to be high 
on the agenda of every single East Central European country. 
One can foresee a European monetary space of considerable 
economic and political significance. Some envisage similar de-
velopments in the field of security. At a recent symposium whkh 
I chaired (organized by Die Zeit in Hamburg on December 2, 
1989), Henry Kissinger put forward ideas which seemed to 
amount to the notion of a "Central European Treaty 
Organization," no less. This is probably sotne way away. But 
the factual dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, and the evident need 
to reconsider the objectives of NATO, may generate ideas which 
contribute further to the construction of a conunon European 
home. 

This will be a borne without superpowers. It will not ex-
tend to the Soviet Union, let alone from San Francisco to Vla-
divostok. Yet it will have to define its place in a new 
international structure. There are moments when one feels that 
we have once again reached a point at which there is a chance 
to reconstmct a world order. But as soon as one begins to em-
brace that idea, one also remembers the seriousness of the threats 
W this opportunity. The Soviet Union may well be too preoccu-
pied with its internal problems to have much time for the world. 
The United States has already developed a curious mixture of 
presence and remoteness so far as the events of 1989 are con-
cerned. And within Europe, much still needs to be accom-
plished, not least the completion of the map of, and above all 
the march along, the road to freedom. 
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lnwarair jrndan in Rrraria wili mi, be parikk wirh the

"P"- -foliewuw-Rruiwr naiars.

The changer of the law months in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union have
slready altered the course of histotT, and not for the East European natipa
atone. Thew changes will have a profound cA'ect on the attitudes and policies
of the Wert, and of Western Europe in particular.

The transformation of the political and social ordtr in battaM Europe cannot
now be hahed, though it will occur in dilferent forma and at a diQererit pace
from one uste to another. This is my own feeling and conviction. And thoughI

am aware•that my feelings and convictions have matured in awicted and
.+te-sided conditions. as I am aware that my personal tendcncy is to be
: atcRorica) in my stands. my aotvicttnw are 6rm and reliable for all tint. lhave
htrJ sin lift dritcrr M a pnaerlid rnalutiwmary energy, repelled by seeing
enrwhik revnlutionarie. pro* imnsacateJ with abtolutt power: I have
petu,nsllr ob.erved the I.:nK drawn out. painful and shameful disintegration of
the

ommnniu Utnrra-a Urnpra r.rasrive and brutal in its pngmatism.

Communirm•r ►evolutiorury crisis

The character
and final nutnmle nf the chanReq m Eastern Europe can be

vr.JrrnuoJ an.! rvaluateJ nnl% dthi•v are amce,ved oj af n•.•oluriona. For thetcr : iounditrum uf the .t.tenr. th.•re• - the .rruiturts of powtr and

J-- -, .ti- N a 111/N Sw. :-1 i-Mr1...M tbitw

16{

MiFbraw /)jirar

ownerahip-sre chanKinF. In vainc crarntriet-- I lunga ► I, Poland. Cmtho-rlovakia, and
y all mJK"atNMt Eau (;ermany and Uulgaria in the ncsr

futurr-thcre hbaa alrtady been a turnabout in the way the power urucrure is
formed. The Cnmmunirt Party bureaucratic o ►dcr in these countriet was alien
to them, impou•d with the advance of the fled Armr afrer the Second World
War: the preunr rwttpinl; changes occurrcJ thcrc thrnugh the more or leu
rponuneout moventcntt of entire natinm.

That democratic change in the Soviet Union and Yugodavia is Iagging
behind in relative tamt is largely attributable to the fan that the authority and
order in thne two ctnmtrin are the result of domeqic ►evnlutionf, which gave
ri+e to a self-rtyled Partr bureaucratic clat, that itself carried out tndurtrial
revolutionr and entrenched the atati a auronomy. Thert are however essential
differencer between thttie two states: though both are multinational, the Soviet
Union in an empire with a major role in world atTairt with the position of the
Runian nation will dominant within it. which cannot be said of Yugoslavia. It
would be a mistake, ►pwevet. to assume that it is the multinational structure of
the Soviet Union and Yugodavia that stands in the way of Jemocratie

,transformation.
True, ethnic dirputn, which are aniduoualy kntered by

national commtmiu ol3garchies, do disrupt the course of dcmocntic devebp.
menrr. but at the rame time they also tend to break up the centralized Party sure
and contribute to the dissolution of ideology

That explodon otdbeentent

Not even the most wper6cia) observer could fail to nott the dirutisfaaion of
all atrsa in the East European countries-•Of rutnr and ruled alike. This is a true
reActtion of rtvolutioy reaBty: There is no1 a tingk group. any a ringknation. pmy o^ rraroningnarindividual that could be satirled with this politica)order. Those

in power can no longer ruk in the old wayr, while tMMr who are
rvled no longer consent to be governed as they once were. This ir jun IM,w Linindescribed the revolutionary situation. and one «rtainlr eannot yrr,rMrn hisknowledge of such matten. The Qct that. with some exceptions its t•tlu►icallvmised arcaa, the rcvolutionary situations have been rebtirely frr• of uujor
violence or armed upritmg•t ir a clear indication of the timelipw%c sut thea
rerolutiorury charnRea and of . the preclatiorr of any return ta the pre-
rctolutirman• ord.r.

Revolutinnm are predrmdnanth the wnrk of I,ranE people-in tIN- ca.e ofthc.e newe» rates. r,P yrNnrR M.pk tagtrh• waiti•rR for the tiret Its cpread
through the rtlstndy 1ew and badly nrgamsed pohtical gr.wl- In thew
recolutrunm the ei.rnmuntur ohir-ireh• loti the battle with a future they hadbeen to turc of. Thr tempeN ocrnprrj,r ► Ibrt ri-ils- topples the ►rwrnrg rou en

• Th. aM : ww..wnrln.cJ.w p r\.r
MtYr 1Y.•1. A..1 t\•iw, •h1 0,111MrM nN,•t1r\M
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of bureaus ram- ideological improvisation: the: ruling clossti penitently 

surrender. relegated to the tanks  of  yesterday's opponents  wilhdiseing onlY 
to sum to furtive and els-speroe plotting. thus merely proving their lack of 
Integration with the 'plaque. material and existential values of the nation. At 

the time of writing it appeared thst Cesuiescu's communist dynasty ,  which 

built up  sis  tyranny  ovni  Rumania by playing the card dindependence  (rom  

the Soviet Union,  would manage to delay similar changes in Romania. But it 

V. 31 holding on by massacring its own people on a leak  and  using methods  fut 

 which ot ts difficult to find a precedent in hiuory, by means of 3 brutal. 
totalitarian cult of   and Party  power. The next popular wave will 

incintibly wipe out these last bloodstained vestiges of Stalinist Leninism in 
Eastern Europe. 

It is beyond question that national discontent is the prime cause—the  Most  
powetful motive force—of the Taunt revolutionary changes in the counuies 

which had been subordinate to the Soviet Union. To be more perdu,  there  wax  
a gradual accumulation and then  a final explosion of popular discontent with 
site  structures of power and ownership imposed by the ruling parties with the 
encouragement and nippon of Moscow, which had been feminine the 
strength of the nation and obstructing both in internal and its external potential. 

The roots of the crisis and discontent are the same in Yugoslavia. 
notwithstanding its tutus as an independent 'state ,  and equally  in the Soviet 
Union, although it is a eupetpower.  The  toot mutes of crisis  are  the  unie  
everywhere ,  just as the men« of the system is the same everiwbere--e Enters 
that consists of the Party's monopoly over the lute, over the ec000nsy, and 
over ideas. Political subordination to the Soviet Union intemified the Cillif and 
made discontent natutal and justified. 

The fatal flew of communist systems 

As long as the transformation  (roua  an agricultural to an indueeriei arum was 
soil in Totten in the Soviet Union.  and  to  a  knit degree in Yugoslavia, the 
Ming Party bureaucracies could to some extent juttify their dominant tole and 
'historic mission'. But all this was over some, time ago under Stalin and Tito. 
Monopolum changed from privikge into parasitism and Kneeins,  ineffectual 
vtolvtice. just as Marx had envisaged. the contradiction between the forces of 
production and production etlitione—between violent. profligate. inefficient 
management and real development potentul--emerged and intemified. The 
.ontradtrtion has emerged  all  the more sharply in that. because of Its-  rivalry 
is tth  a  superior and more dynamac Writ the Soviet Union now can and must 
muse  tram  an indentrial into the sci.eaned pc.o.:ndutteial society: into 
ekctromes and computer technology and the way of life they engendet. This. 
!moever. is impossible toad« a Party bureaucranc monopoly and in state and 
...WSJ! Pe blai iOn. 

In du5  situation ideology his lost  its meaning---disimegrated-- and  de- 

»Wan Onto, 

cumstiners have imposed a polity  of  appeatement with the Wen ,  perhart tven 

with external mittrial and political support, while political and ecoe.:mic 

plutolion have emerged as a cumunt, even a vital. inevitability. And 

paradoxically' the mou evident and incontrovertible proof of this u  the  

duintegrasion, the' fading. of the ideology itself. Though ideology wive.: the 
communists when they assumed power primarily In a means tu an end, va:.aut 

a coherent ideology no totilitsrian systMi—and the communist is the =an 

totalitarian of all—his sellicient kupirational. rationalizations' or c.:het 

preconditions for survival. However much 'Western' capitalism may have 

contiibuted to its downfall ,  it would not be justified to uke this  as a  basis to 

conclude  that  'Western'  capitalism has defeated  'Eastern'  socialism: the 

communist. 'teal tocialist• system has broken down ptimarily because of its 

own internal contridictiom said weaknesses. 

The hum of ovmershlp 

As in all revolutions, the mute issues in the dertioentie revoludon taking 

place in Eastern  Europe are  the muttons of power and owneultip: diqugh  In  

this revolution the question of oweenhip iciest  crucial and even le» complex 
politically than in tidier ones. Everything,  including ownenhip, bas been 

controlled and held by the Parry state. 
I do not mean to imply that this order  an  be removed without changes , 

 without abolithing to-called 'tocialist ovnienhip', which the  Party  oligarchies 
manipulated according to their' own power-Woking intetnes  and  ideological 

preference. 'Socialist ownenhip' it the source and foundation both of 
'militarists ideology and of monopolittic power. Once monopolistic power is 

overthrown the question of owrienhip, in bo;h political and econoenic terms,  

becomkt acute Tactically overnight. It is  as  that point that k takes tin  an  
. extreme complexity ,  primarily as an orgsMutiortal and economic knee. I low is 

property which has no owners,  and thus in this specific teme is not Totem at 
all,  to be invested with the varied forms °factual ownenhip? How is  thé'  tarbi 

ichiesed under conditions of 'tocialist• illusions. and deep-rooted  (car and 
 hatred of the tich  and  of 'capitiliun'i Most importantly. how is it to be done 

in the absence of sufficient resources foe the establishment and effective- n-vival 

of genuine formal and real ownenhip? 

But I leave the detailed eX3111P1311■ 1% of this issue to one tick , all  the ~IC 50 

as  I lack sudiceent knowledge of the purely rummest: aspects of this question. 
I do, however ,  veldt to point out the following: Mc question of selueveng 

genuine ownenhip has become  s  bunting issue facing the East Europein 

democracies. and Yugoslavia. For their ercitionnes—the  forma of ownetship 

ind ounigement- are etructurally nib such that they cannot stood. toy 
ugnitietnt injections of capital ,  frith« domestic or .external. geared ...um!. 
their Kunio ... i . tg. The bitviet Union us the furtheet behind in this trend. 
because  its  top leadership ft1113111Is ObSetled WIIII • 110liàliSt OWIXIShèr • as à 
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•highcr fiirm'—voth the bureauteatic/idesilogical illusion that the system can 
be made efficient through •reforms* which, in practice. buil clown to retreating 
beiure 	uill-powerful Party bureaucratic apparatus. 

Where wilt the transformed« lead? 

The question arises of how far and into 'what kind of socktiet 'ma! 
secialson"—that is. the Eau European countries undergoing ekmocratic 
revolutions—will be transformed. 

To add clarity and conviction to my answer. I would like to touch upon my 
own ch aaaaa enzation of the East European 'socialist' countries. one which I 
have given many times before. As far as I am *ware. this du/acted:anon haa 
not thus far been accepted. Only Mikhail Voslaisky. the author of Yfflenklaure 
(10°0 indicated to me on one occasion during a conversation that be held 
somewhat imilar views on this mane/. I would agree with than «rho contend 
that it would have been better both for Rinds and for the week, had the idem 

• and tendencies of the Runnel democratic February revolutions*.  um arrived 
onto the petiole. But we must draw out conclusions [TOM what has happened. 
and lions what it. The political and social «let winch emerged in Ronda under 
ter« and was *built up' under Stalin is, then, enentially unique form of 
anduitrial feudalism. This coder is common to all communist. •ireal socialise 
states—equally thoue bom out of revolutions and those imposed by the Soviet 
Union—and shows non-essoteial. specific variations from one state to another. 
Admittedly, this order is not completely !pure' in itself. just as feudalism keel!' 
was never pure and varied from state to mate. It is true in all commuting state". 
however. that the entire power structure ia largely feudal and slut everything 
ts subordinated to it. le it also true that this particulu permute of power 
'invaded-underwent •isisprovementa'. and moved town& a singular form of 
•oilightenee absolutism. The Soviet Union is still striving to shed this feudal 
and enlightened absolutist armour. 

In my interpretation the very nature of ouch industrial/feudal orders, in 
«Inch teals property has nos been established and kialited. genets.« the 
eiplanation as to why they are so (oily toppled under the °Waugh' of dle 
people. Of thcir nature time orden are such that they are beyond either 
salvation or reform. Any reforms that do not touch the mansce--that do not lead 
to free forms of ownenhip and a plunk*. multi-party state administration- 
•inls erve to prolong she agony. Communicm—'real socialism '—is not 
t arable of reform. h n diumegrating. nsd will and molt be replaced. 

The East European democratic revolutions are opening up prospects for 
arming societies similar to the democratic societies of the West. Communism's 
'enlightened absolutism' has a short 'liven. h is in area a mere hiatus giving 

Mewl %swine.. Newel.... (V.... 14emle.. tee  
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space for the democratic movements to finalize their programme' and to 

prepare for new onslaughts. There can be no other nod. There is no question 

of *socialism • venus 'capitalism • ; merely of the neentity of moving from Party 

bureaucratic monopolism into a pluralist. post-industrial society. 

I must refer here. if only bricAy. to the Soviet Union: both ben« °tits role 

and significance. and becaule of the specific features of its political and state 

structure. 

Democracy end the trensfornsetion of die Soviet empire 

The revolution under Lenin and the 'development of socialim' under Stalin 

transformed the tsarist bureaucratic empire into a Party centtalist inspire. 

Unlike the European empires, whose colonies were legally and admietioradvely 

"moue from the metropolis, the RIeSilt1 empire developed through the 
expansion of the Russian state, that it. through the absorption into leaf of the 

non-Runian peoples. some of whom were relatively highly culturally 
developed and had long-standing traditions of uatehood. Because of the 

different uructure of the European empires compared to the tiatist/Bohhorik 

one. the separation of the colonic' from the metropolises of Europe generally 

took place without long drawn out and bloody 'noggin. That Algeria ecquired 

its independence only after Imo and hasty fighting was pardy due eo the fact 

that it had been pan of the French mate. 
le cannot be denied that upon 'eking power the Bolsher*.s granted cultural 

and adminhtrative autonomy to many relatively more 'backwanl* »done* . 

even in some cites inaugurating this. Those who fared wont under totalitarian 
powet were the peoples with an akesdy developed 'eat, and cultural - 

heritage—the Ukrainians. the Georgians. the Armenians. and in particular the 
Baltic nations after Stalin's occupational annexation. Subsequently. bowent. 

shanks to a monolithic ideoloeical Party end a monotipical 'socialist • nonotne. 

the empire in effect became incomparably more centralist than had been the 

case under the tsars, in spite of the cultural/adminintative autonomy of the 
non-Russian nations. This feature is largely the source of the melons that 
block the transformation of the SOVIC1 empire into a community akin to the 
British Commonwealth or dse Poach Community of Nation". The Soviet 

republics are merely paru of politically centralized state in which she Party 
and the other bureaucracies of the largest. Russian. nation play a dominant rok. 

Every step in she direction of democracy will revive the striving of the non-

Russian nations fur true state autonomy. even mdependence. Thit dynamic will 

become the more pronounced the more the ideolodical, unitary Party by mint 

of which the nations were politically oppressed tenet to exist. not just at the 

general level of the state. but also ar the national level. It it certainly true that 
inter-ethnic relations in the Soviet Union cannot be regulated without 

democracy. But it is even more true. and more crucial. that without 

unequivocal recognition of the independence of the non-Ruuian nations thete 
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is mit. and tamHn bc, any tkmtrratic Ùcedom within the Ituuian nation itself.
Thr trMnuwcd cxntencc of hfc within a single entity is pm%ibk only on a
. ntuntsry hain-wr the baus of dn• demucranc. multi-party tclf<aprcaiun of
the m.n-Rusuan natinns.

Tlw prublcm is complicated livthec by the fatt that in the non-Ruwan and
c+pe.ullv the 'Mudim' nations there has been an upsurge of intokrance and
discrimination toN•ards the Ruaian minoritiei living on their territorier. The
preatcst danger to the democratic Russian and'other «formcrrand to
Gorbxhev himrelf--stemr from the anualist,.tatist Ruuian bureaurncy, for
.. hich the conservnive !'arty apparatus is will the ideologue and protector. To
put it in simple termt: the future of Russian democracy depends primarily upon
the suppression of starism, coupled with the growing independence of the non.
Ruttian nations. These are also the conditions for drawing the Ruuisn nation
doser to Europe. and for its psrticipation in the common trends of a modern
democtatic civiliration.

RelRioot with the wea

In the world at large and in the Was in particnlar, the awareness it rowing that
the East-Eaaern Europe-k undergoing a deep-rooted eevolutionuy
democratic change, a change different in tenm of in fornu and in case of
deveWpment from state to state. But precisely beouwe such a ssvohniaa is in
queuion, it would be iudequate and eotmterproductivtt to fornotdsle attitodn
towsrdt the Eut Europeao couotties in ternis of the elatiol fornra4s of
'relniona of forcer' and 'rpbeete of ioAuenoe'. Such fonntdn, admktedly, are
part and parcel of every policy, especially the policia of the Rreat pwen. But
they are not wfficient. They are inadequate when applied to revolutions: those
who have adhered only to such formul» in tbeir analysis of revohrdons
inevitably have met with failure and disappointment-for just as it is Impossible
to invent revolutiom, it is impossible to control them or to foreree their
consequences. The present Eau European revolutions are perhapa the bnt case
in st loch a degree of predictability has been even approriwately possible. And

that is because the revdutiom are an integral part of democratic acfiietYmenn
and democratic torms such as exirt prinsairily in the West.

That it why I tind not just unrealiaic, but counterproductive and 4cking in
t uion tho+e views according to which, for the price of ecorwmic and other aid,
the East European aatn which until recently were subordinated to it should be
cwxeJ an air from the Soviet Union. This is more or ku applicable also to the
iJes of forming a Central European grouping of -rates as some form of buffer
hetNren the Sosies Union and the West. Such views oburuct the ohmtenturn
oi ►rcolution• primarrily in the Soviet Union. upon Mitich a great deal depends,
tNtt the least the coune and momentum of the dernocratie revolution as a
whole.

For all its variation from country so countts•. communism in euentiallv the
'Amr tce►^%thcre in Eastern Europe: hence the tecolution is the am:

.N+ler.n Ujilu

evaywhcre. Cunxquently the wayr in which the revolutions rrlatc to the
West, and Western Europe in particular, are the "me in their a`ntialt.

Othn Gctors

The revolutions In Eastern Europe are developing in the direction of
rapprochement with Western Europe and the United States. and the Soviet
Union is no exception. Democratic trends in-the Soviet Union are moving in
this direction. The forms and pace of this rapprochement will larRely depend
upon the coune--ahe victory-of the demomtic revolution inside the Soviet
Union, as well as on the undentanding and support given to this revolution by

the West.
The direction and tendency of the fast European revolutions has been

demonttrued with greatest emphaw in the case of the East German revolution.

as much in its unexpectedncn as in its initial rewks. The German nation has

effectively reunited itself through the freedoms won in Eastern Europe and
above all in Eau Germany. Contrary to the cxpeustiau and standpoints of the
victorious Allied powers whoae aa»mptiar were formed after the Second

World War, revolutions wait foe no man: they do not calculate. but simply

follow their own coune. Truc. the formal stase mifintioo of tiu Cermans must
wait upon the approval of the Allied polveit, who seek itwrance tEainu the
German threat, regardlets of die fact that this tbreat Its nos (nor could it be) as
Vrest as is poruayed in the tragic reco0ectiorr of history and in inhetited

attitudes to German imperialism. Any indue haste in the formal suit
unification of Germany could complicate Ea+t-West rebtionr, could slow
down the course of democratie revolutiom tvetywhers. And what is most
rigni6cant and most erucial, it could even do an in edatiou to the Soviet Union.

Thert is a«aGstic prospect for the victory of the revolution. In any case.
Ruuia n no longer ' Stalinia': nor will it be Leninirt, no matter how strongly
the bureaucraa may ttrusgk. Furthermore. Russia will be dilrerent from, and
Iris aggressive than, the Leninist/Staliniu Soviet Union of the part. '

.

No one an remain indifferent in the (ace of the democotie revolutian in
Eastern Europe. Everyone, in one way or another, will be affected by it. Not.

at katt as far as the developed demucratic West is concerned. to the point of
chanRing the incumbent order: this revolution doe4 net force othen to tolMw
is. but in developing in the direction of values. idea+ and formt akin to those of
the democratic W ria. But with the vKtnry of thir revnlut•.wt. nev+ and hithertu
ntconceivabk possibilities are upeneJ up for erorwmic couperation iud
«otwmnc advancement. for the intetminltlinR ofpeopkt and culturer: and also
tix a new understanding for evnyone of ptoplen and nations tmJer (atR-term
dicutor.hips. of the irresistible forces and illusions of ret•ohnion.

The dcmorratic rewdwian us its Eaaent rtttar i• .N partwular atul vital
importance to Europe. It has the pn.emul to establirh its unitc. to inspire it as•ith
nets enertiv. to revitalise its creative poaen.

371
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Western Europe h power unto inert liut without cooperation and links 

ith Duos,.  as  well  as  with the Uoitecl States. Europe  sa  without wings ,  without 

ut fun ttrength and momentum. 

I he foreteeable future it not ,  and need not be,  either bitter or gloomy. The 
terwrobk future? The destiny even of individual nations cannot be deemed 

"roreweable, nor is it  tri  and predetermined for all time. But the age-nld dream 

of the  most  creative and mou profound thinkerr—of the emergence of s 

.nmmunity of Europe—can be made reality through the democntic revolution 
oi Eastern Europe. 

IS-31 DearrIbtf solo 
Translated by  Mais Samolov 
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Démocraties 
sans courage 

PoiCLAUDE JULIEN 

I)  RISES as dépenant. lu capi-
tales occideatales niante> 
test tue estrsordimire 
perplexité Mans Teffer•es- 

CeftCe de l'Europe orieatale (I ). 
L. ngtemps sceptiques. elles oat fina-
1 nt cess4 dis s'intirroser vu lm 
- -mat Mlles de M Coarbesclem. 

: am Tempéra des monuments 
, a nus in bruis. elles ne peuvent 

douter. mais ne semé que faire. 
Liginguem bita l'incertitude agalm 
rate. Tua de meilleure matinente 
teurs américains (2) Mit : • Je ;eue 
des ereettotu. II en Mime eue je 
Ail pal do 'épave. • La gammr 
ment de Meetings« s'en a pu 
Muante'''. 

DirtMtUr de limite français de 
t'Ilium internationales. M. Ttierry 
de Moulinai Mitai 04 SOI Cillé : 
• NOeu Mato ioder de soutes me 

logea le tidneetérensetIon dei peu. 
pies de l'Europe • el l'Est (3). 
Commet mettre en anime me ami 
bai Sattatiaa. par qffla Miffled 
;mer= faciliter ans su mi demi 
tualuffle ? 

Lm prermen eihnem do renoms 
ont tif fourmi par la disons@ aine 
M. Tramas Mitterrand e permood 
Meut le Partement eiropéest de 
Strasbourg le 22 octobre: mut el 
commun da aidas que les Doms 
prunes apporter à l'Europe de l'Est. 
lancemens d'un grasset emprunt de 
solidanté ntimpolossia, Criailla 
d'une banque peu l'Europe (à la 
gelhOn de laquelle fflirrffled part> 
:mer !a Pologne. la  Hongrie os 
l'URSS ■ el eliMt roseau» pour 
=ranimer 1 4 formation de cadres 
est-européens. plan d'urgence Ma 
certaines miles Mi rémora. 

De telles prommum «telles des 
Ounces d'étre s'ionien.' par 
l'ensemble de la Coeununamé ? Le 
souvernement de Bons n'14n1 pas 
quelque raison da nuira: Muet sa 
propre carte ace adukalreld en Alie• 
auget da l'Eas mis ami dam quoi-
que *Mme pays (4) ? Rem ce mas 
reassifeamet formes, mana croire 
que restituant. su coeur du Vieux 
Continent, d'us mu me nomes 
ale triple usâmes Ma la mature ger-
manique. d'uts mati  Ion et du d'Im-
mune des 'minore« d'outre-Rdin 
man sets prObliffla pat/ la CEE du 
grand • =MM • masque et pour Sts 
refat:crs avec TUR.0 mime avec 
.inse,...ele du monde slave? 

Carnmsaat rabans« rte Omet. 

M. Hem, Kimin-
set se borin 
émettre un ffla : 
• Lei Etete-Unis 
doivent prendre 
pelitioe 	t. 
NOMS deroso trou-
ver un (noutteenj 
imam polluent 
pour ITurope  4.  
ITst (5). • Plue 
facile à dire pan 
faire- Car c'est 
toute me aidastrt 
de uoir le mode 
qui doit aire 
Matin ta Ut«. 

Des prelpOlt• 
tiOn/ prieime oat 
kik ansades par tus Journaliste amé-
ricain. Midway LeMs (6). mit sow 
Mita que l'Ouest • aide Goebee-
dot*. A cents 11.. ü misère qes 

Illab mageade l'application da 
Tansendement JecksomVansl (Qui 
subordonna kt développement du 
ederfflarts iluee l'UftSS 0 la liberté 
d'Imignium des Juifs métiques). 
accélère les Mgociatioas Fur la 
réduction des armes aucifflella tt 
CoateafflelatIlea. 

Parce que le problème comme eu 
priorité l'Europe. c'est la Comm. 
muté ellename qui doss prendre 
T'immun, dans toutes Ists daim. 
bons : désarmement et dimintmoa 
des attiges nutitturtS. N'enclume 
des crédits ami épargnés pour ansé. 
limer les conditions de me de soutes 
les populations. aCts00.1 ConeertisS 
entre l'Est et l'Ouess du comment 
pour intensifier les coopérations 
iculture. mseeronnernent. dételoPlm• 
ment sotial. stc.h. Si souvent com-
mentés lissec jubilation. les édites 

(Il O. Plan Lem. •  Tb. Mas. tan 
un  Utofflarell fflemofflutar /MW 
/Mme Il main LM. 

Willitia Plan. Meneramat 
liderlf tramer. à acwan int 

(1) Sua IF freem da S moere 1141 
L'arme 0001 qu'il Mu • larrysler lev 
efrarredisaaffla le rgarefrualitme  55541, 
far •• MM.sun Mmgemt. • iMm Mulew. 
10 5igur4lore orreplea. si emai «muni 
es...ad...meus par per» k or «nom* les •u• 
flou • Ci Is guetter* du ente La 
mmienumtie O FE« membre ea ers 
(matou rfflubbre eureffla  I la (»tau. 
amassas et 4offletfflemew. IMMI imam 

nomANcta 
• L'adieu le pin .. 

Iconeasiques à Mu tons miner  isa  
vent de liberté. Les remues se peu -
nu pu hnt ondemeat écommi• 
mes; la libération di la protection 
si das 6c1anges se suffira pas L lies 
rimer Téekniee da Marmaratien. 

Quelle «Vas eatrepreadre S'il 
mbaite que l'Occident, tout es rem 
mais prodent. lame pleme d'imagina-
boa. M. Ki210104a so 00  
maigrir 	 Sun la moudre 
d'usina. il mu • Lee industnets 
eirelr•allonaru 	.1rUllfla 
ITuropy de l'Est pore manufacturer 
• bau prie le teennotore 
MI•mide (7). • Visais secrétaire 
d'Eu« déplore 	Noire pentes es: 
tellement ettlitarieee fre 40(.1 
diplomatie relu stem • Use pattu. 
glu &nui obsédée par sa calculs Mo 
nommes et militaires se trou•e 
court d'idées neuues deuant une 
aman« qua. d'évidence. requiem un 
tant son peu 

!Leu fa noie pope lé. . 

eilientemem. va remuas: es embua la 
aman bermiir dal afflowa 

(4) LM. 	Ren ILDA III ail- 
ler Annam) sffla urriesellefflat de 
raffle4. LS malaria de Man Le muf-
fin ned u trte superseur La Rfa smie 
mas he réforma larteffladiffl si  ii0,410 

Nenunt. la mua« IftIr 

(61 Natederg Leffl. • Melons Cerbat• 
cuir %lm •  luge Statuas For ' • . bue, 

 gemmé Trtruur.  
liii 

I 	Mer* .e trame ;1189 

UNE 

de 
L'hé ,  

plaident 
ernértrota 
moins un 

budgéter 
geais se 
43,  5500 

]) AN • 

prs 
réSurna air 
• A p• 4.  
Trop prude 
d'Aménca, 
administra: 
dans le do: 
gare. Corn. 
contredise,. 
clic • démis 
ion de ici 
• manque 
McNarnart 
p«crierr t 
démocrates 
une opp•sr 

dzpromatm 

rerfflrail 
raire Jr r.r. 

La drcr 
la Mals. 

• cornprer,  
1.14  • 	.1; 
puma 51,11 
:tarte de ,  

• s.tr, - 
 irer ■ •ue•e• 

It 

Le meilleur des mondes 
mammptime mamie 4. f Modem mima. ta Rilmelque 

dirmetor samares ms 1 mn 140 ea P'04is vent de 
mime une JI 4 mise me I album é net te Miné ae 
aergienent. r. ramenaidi  erneames à whow 
=Ire wowth muleta de tact lere naos Men. an Mas 
tons Menai dont me men 'n'orgie dit ots m da file 
tus Mpat I. 11Sa 171 

AMON cc miorifrrEs 
Postes nec ine antes m nottactm. narren de romangelsen. 

tri Mme e Pomme ou en en. sa narre ina dores du Indro. 
Sarre te mus Mme Me Ii notogre emimemelle matiefim scn 
domarm me ta me déti emenetio sam omis or 4 MW 
Op«4 w ii  TCWS cufflerd  lu 11444 des 0014ffle ercaffle 
raara-mcaca la arque mine et is FLU.  S:ta remet dm rrece 
rame ei rrienne s. w orée Ge dies el un d' edam, ms 

Ofse ken* 
PA 2136. 47$ .17,COF 	que OMIS per 

'PMI I Ill 1111P 111 	!" •  

tune Sa u  lekterrds 'Oeil 28 or 27). Slatt tee Ott Ion.  IlOrtrOM 
trallefflut 

DES PETITES GURUS 
S Is  Mime d« Camant* eu SOM Os  cfflifflat puys. eccaparee 

Psi une tfflamd  u Startifflie, le pue et la 14.554 n. mn pas ma 
tertelleem le mime comma k fam du renom Mine rime rime 
cre-canuaroe ru gombo *ardu Vivote n'ire eaprearn pos 
Mares. Si Mentle 3. MM. 1Perernms. la Moutetion am me 
adret sa IMMUN. 35W00 Men 12 fr 121. tends ai au 14100 
des 4141M4  uns MCM0O 411 5 3.015  *F95k• renneFte* , 

 (pipe 5I. L'am grerdionne ne Peut cannekte Mure Môme Or.ffle ' 
tun ob te tortkett te ameltt reine (papes 24 et 251. Et MW» ii 1.• 
encess dozerbeau car réer » are a PlexamOmni kami idm 
Mur Damne as omit. k mi faudra« Me 064 pat mou on 
'r14 44  panarabe/ (mu 22 «231. 

Le Mi./ di «MIL U s SI de flirtai IL ne sore sots tes 
mes. Peer le mina, tom« da lem Mons las menus dm ha carre 
— • • • • 
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Démocraties
:SYUr drf.Mr+anprpl

Faute de qem. la aacxres • 06m►
cmqs frWl►vss.. qrs aapem {
de.eYU dn démommues mu Mort.
rrou tmtdn cemme leu danois
psya dfnne médiocre mer. de clé.
ruW'mYrn bM moi Ici.

;
saaaika

M. de Iswlilud dn itYatrMwMtu
6tnKerL npau+mem da pofp►
D'e{ IeMtaea itlertea. agltatlot
sotv4, irulilitd ptrtrtew. ^ml►
a6a M rueWsm sueaM►

M. Kiaiapr S 'm itq.i6es' • C. qd

m pane Ywrntwalv. t'm k calma

*MW te re.yirc . Et AtJrf Le"
d'apuler M. eue perrtet w

twudr nrrpowud+lild a'!1 wr /ait noir

poYr aller V GDrMtAn. )nr da pt-

rl4Mlf Jn1 ru Yar ftlle aKYl04 (^

w+r poorrat, fin dNrvrnYa (8). •

E. effet. k clam 1 l'Ex r laurnil
P. l'OYat u+demte Deper r lory-
nmP obnubilés par la doubla cetva
au armemenu et aux profité. !
lprlle forent rmrd., un do nt-
soYrca. tom de prianpa ammrm la
Otaidenuu potfnrm-i4 adn la
Olmocnuaatnll { l'Eu ` LZ:RSS et
mi rwain commueista t6pdiea
Inn do6lna et enp{em fdbnfetwa
On rdformn dom Md te polit prd•ar
la conabquenue Ce elaMemett de
cap f espfiqr par lerr eoiaYtd de nt
pu dite • tKrs•mondiNa . %tau pour-
qua le IiOtnlumt qe'M tour plopae
et qui ta Mdwt leur rber.enn^l Ye
lruumcm plur favorable que cslui qui
at accord! l l'Amérique louis ou 6
l'Afnque' petit un monde te mwee-
ment, la dlmocntM a pesmm de cou-
n6t pwr, slk suM, remettre et qM•-
llon .ea do6mer. ee libérer de
l'kconomlams qut hypothéqué da
rNkaioa

hnttYli6nreMt cloqtas apptnlt
4 retard de•am oe qa n ptma q tels
pr. L'Oueet lut Ixtnt )9 mdlu,4 ds
doUan de prlu tant qi elk rwWt das
l'ariledaile COmatYn4n. aWa M a1a6
tn fart celclc mamtenam qYsüs tour

d'en sortir Val! an pays qw fui !or
IeYMTtet aEandonM en 1139. et I.
rdeenta • revdlattosn. eea.dtanmtat
mmmentw a 1•oeo..ls de eaYaYa►
:fmt anN.enuR et putts 6Yr+.aas
oaeuqYa ter.ent dasuulp !

le
uw4mrr Is anYluaaa q^ \:i iwn►

sur IlsecunMY rouble- il-,

nt prs In ddmaenYr Le

même M7$ r1, ► sauras aerneonad

se 19aa1947. Le aen.-J aalourd'!ul
une lnultme fou' L*Ousi Il
la 6autear da IapamaelUlr qm IYi
^nwmoent ^

L A prttm:nttlCt accordée au Cai-
cula stn,ejtqun st lCenomr
ques sapllque uos {raea
aMencc d'It7utyauon. uae dn-

mattque mpulwaes ! l'61ard da
dntna rdpmr du meeda. Comas
Pour l'Eunps go l'Est. ou le$ 6W
meau d'infonnalim som poenaet rv
sem0lda. claMda. aatiTMa, syetDlti4 ►
E. dd{aqe-ton pour autta, In lipn
dt terce d'une politique coNrenta !
l'ns cvkun poliuqr mulinriNe n

rrcluYdrde tr plat que, st rhdkr

pdnte dreaW da pvWmes qui aw
aunl axasta. rwaNt. cWtrslL ner

qwn. Lm tg" pu.-té fflfflMI»l
irwurbie. de mie etdnliY rrp-
rwt peertaw. u oaYp Pr ew►, tnp
modata a uap nNieat q•ryen r

tiauep MtYUtI]/nen drWrYa !
drmler le change: d'alrN { aer•
n6me : deesYMlMsrr au autta. ai

• aerott Pm MPt► L'It4ndauliaM

fa+ta la rom de etpuliar, petr-
pai rOeeder aenw+l pkr FNdrYYt
pvltuapMfrtaaM9r ras
pr M tiet►wtsda ! Et Art M p►
Irop^ie, iatierut-0 anMa7t d'et
e.mr deu aliffdnnat rMa. For 1.1-
u6r. aade aur k padu. racn fondée
eut 4 Widant6'

Comme r pdddcarun à la tête
de I. {enque .wduls. M. Weer
Coea►le nppslls qr'• w nr!!wd
l/+f1.Jrr Yrwl dwe id pwYrY,:
abaolr (9) • La Tom a r affwa
s '« ooYSUUem pu mmr de ,otrter.
La mnerro eaünetr de retamlle
M ptT - - ',11' Y• man b FM).
. e't» asflt par uY dd/int du 14.1 nrl-
ffrda de ddfan wt $988. Wa quTl
aman dir/d M asNdan 4 10.4 _&
0&-do 1'&./rYttNn+e t los . vol!
!qe la Pm" qYt N taptalome ast k
aeYl tYStMw qn tlarele aprds b
. upw . d'Aaq. bœ nombn 4 So•td-
tqua l'mt etvn canpm I I11

Alon que lean laam de aeamlr
matloe $0.1 st gra.di. *et
p►n•undrom-tk ! saponer! VaMn
wnt lot raaourem utunlla clown L.

d.p.m. mais la Men des Produit
de bue rattmMnt 4 i effoti0ra (de

12 % ce moyenne dapar )».w. aalot

la langue sYmduMl :- 13.2 S Pm
l'bY11s de ao)a. - 9.3 ; pour
l'dtaut (12)- LA FUI Motterait: Fleur bc
eeYl mm de ]eia att cloue lu colicts
du lartr 1- 16 S). da l'a4mmtn
(- I7 S). de 8c3tl (- Io %). Oa
etormpotc (- T%). au. 11)). Tor
m pradnu r oostrteal pu rURSS.
mou la mines mieanana de marc"
ddlennmem in coun de Maints

qY'r11e ponadr aa alondaece: for.
_.^_••a•• chame. rn.rY. Weme.
ems. roetaL lie-.. Sarr aYeVY mTr
tlre. ta mduarera ML faut tiarnr de
1! ! la pute dY ofd la erYmltre
Nnalee de IYtllet. ► la eellla de
l'Maallea 4 1*at/aY0a11 du t7Mar O.

qYOUa d'up^aum pli- vu l'accord
ialeraauaW qw a sapai k J0 aeptem-
t+n Ilal.

Emnr dam le tryst6me dootampM
mond+al. comme le •eu1-ni Moscou et
d'aulree uptawa ► I'Est, c'est nphsr
en lusr quelque annups: cat aussi
en subir La toi d'aitun. Tout comme la
uer7-monde. L. pan aotu4relopp4.
dit M. Barber Cenaele. • dtpraanY
Ch"- a--,- »0 de "Iffl
porr ltur Mitose .. amt plus qM Pm
I'6doettqt a la tut6, a qa • dm+Yt
d'a,awr loin po{ünri do 4nt tsN-
ntrrr . Le pMadem de 1a Banque
mmmdiale la etbene ! ee pu farter
da pre)eu P►uaosiqaa dwl Js s 'm
oeil bams a ► - ar pu^

fwe a.ofrutr Melwnn d!a farr-
raYY M/+rdY„t .M ltar d des anwyrs
mar.wna -. aorYlWYn de MntM-
sIb tmasreh dé" ut xtat 0e
n+ln 1171.

Mas gus detc IeY .n0 wa arwee.
errnr ca . dNPtab Mto .. Irr

iew en )a.OMa de tua ^ A fdprd
de rUR55 camr dt trraoada, k
rdd^ M af7tYa a MW chaaeea de
remperw ar l'rpratm. dlmocnt.
pe. Dawas q.a. Ours récite m
rutr wYit { I. 0»9& mu IMM.
^. d a. wetart ddrrre /t !iY-

frtfr.a dar.o9er w Nfaiqr *-

m me r 4 psr Mrt le peut de
reMd : 1)réee { cens mon. • lrra
Irt eerrrHnsoYe arNvava arM
naofYn .. h telle cent qM . tt qw
dewtrYrr. t Hf, rLrlrullrweY. !'Ke►

N heYYYl.qur (16) •. L'6coYemre M
%n pu de Montée.

Comité rfuàfY da ssnulw de
mdlion de CYusa Iruduaan k.r

rna. Mn Lien nup.. ra Mode
plieflrna a{ltstt awc ferYSV N
Yye^eYn. Oord rr trtYClq. dit ptr-
far pua IYMnL Sm tartefoo mette
da 1•ea In cwn Y tmloa av 1s
pslln da Yptwlsn dpaNYrw 11TI.
SoYdut. { dese ar liasnalfe. M
tarit de fnTSV Twloars au r+
d'tcmlre SYpaYtnwaa • voe. naon•

Yeb. ScrntrqM. la rYaeAlr ast !rn
rodh. Founam. M rev. elle umen.

Ea n1sY0an. que faut peur ie trn-

meedt 1161 • %4.% --a. 10V.Q. -il
assure M imtrnsn (lu nn de up•
uYanrebu Pays ^ebo+ Etpwr u
►ob{ne' 4ao evrma. l'setqn est
41{ cepph, aeYC ditarmirlwt . M
rerrce Otpeedsnt M 4 RapM teolti
diaY • fw+t dea eonn4 1 !^ Ia1a-

psr sr la plitiqsra d dapew prr

tltwr 1tt fYYea,uatYe►ara tfrYr
6Yw (19) •. D. as.mk... Le wpeta•

liame r r statue; )tr+ 7tdtffdrYSt a

r dhraa lamnas.

T ELLE at Mt a ptYdeur. wu
Miles Ma utxYM► Dom Ia
Pat" apdaaiisfn d'u quotr
dne penawa aY m.ua. M tpu-

evs.nnl aamtpa publie Yns
aYnenYS prr ,WarwlYr Iw aYwuM
d'alfaxr qM • M rry/fqrr o/►r-
rY^tea+Yr nrMYMa.Y+ Iw.rllaatWa
Jrawtw • 4rr cette rcpoe - en p/ttn
rtaor.. ai Ja peenet aaWler da
action . rnaunm !'rwtpla Ir eEAf.
COUI D'OLVRlERS •. La • pniinqrw
116drW . adeptY Pr to pays • l+-
km qa lawrlt+err7 wr boiser /wr-
rly do puceau n :wa+owsYt do
At-ficp. Clair mater. escoura•

. jeael. Qu'aneedet-wus'

Veto Me atln atnonee, pYllide.
aWC, dsn M 7oveal amtrica-
• Sarel. I.wdea. It hnJi 6 4_*".
to n1t.Yr M pna dene 4; +olwr aun
.wr : ieN,w. dqt O. Yuqr*rtn tlr.
an{ot of püorr, orwiw aeraw► 1 :
Gav1Y. dpd N naprJrra atr. M Ita
fnw/tnrr Itrtatn Ir lx,n: lawr,.
dot At H+•wrrf anr. aanflanr Onarn.
Caltwe pues f...l DaYr eus ee nnrt
acw psr dit h In+ npxllrr Moro

II/-r {is rwdn.w 6 ]t .wrt
,wr wYr,i rulyrYr. fr rYrpYa s ws
roua dr rndu. rn blMra p:nr wF
tdra. Mt^+Mta w aaqr et awe ha
wt/orarwrwla r/lrf. a ld roY•r.Yrr
des Yndelra (/r Iraa d'KIH d la
remet dm aebfeYn • Enrae du
.iwtul C-ofi^ M dm dY d decea►
bs It)2...

Duprs a trpa.l{. la mm" S eu
1YmtYlld... Q.e dvnl M C11Yna trr0

pW 4 amdncar es. de lr {]udln
dran. il atout l+ rt aYWn, ermae
r OMM de tafd. irra de )1 s^
Ma+, r Afrique. M AM. M Asad-
qds latine. In petits producteurs
eqmYq b eterrn du panda Pluie.
tnem. da tMta eY da n.na 1Mt
frappb de pleq twet par lu KnurOa-
uon r l'dcoYOwls rn4ak et par ses
fala spdealsuoYa.

CottnlnrYt aYa aaurda ewo
pdsm. do mm tweet. pends de tlrau
eTYdieaut. w te drpf:Yt que 4 t7a•
dinn AtMa. don la dun{4YU « la
raddaYU MM tapnL au mm ••o•

bottes M)rqrs Dleuurn a. •dlms
antYn• mYellb IYYr rdureM cn
dlau foadansnuYa qYe wm le üeend
d'saPrr a la libeni de rdueae

Une rir0'teYYn tdhaanqM. tou-
pen dupontlls pmYe 1n exreprlw.
fait pan sar W. salanb k menscs
prrnuarnte d'ttrs facliement «m.

Placés Dam do Islla cond:uom. :I.
bd-tom { prendre k ruqw de .'or{anl-
nr. M rs.sndqre lep.. an sreck.
ln bdmocnua occdseuka :nurdl-
sMt k t.-ad da rnfaeu. daes le
kerrlwMOe, du ornulen Oe millrn
d'eefaau de a,a l qlunts am son
empbyds pour du »i.- de
dar d'alomiu0la cadnlor d'insF
etnt! Lm padtctqt àfine loque
tau tm patelle IrPMa ! du pu
que la WMt6fa, deleeatuqMlestt.
atun ui nretttNa..

L. Intta e7tditaMS et Oendent
tqt obur Polir la aalanda des drmu
qn molette ptrf4teeqat :ewMUa dam
lest Pa" abmnYarw l ItiASS ernt {
rM 4 nenmltitre le dlat ds {rMl

dam te plYptn dn Peyo de utM1
eroetls. Depuis n crtatqe ee 1919.
l'OrpewtlM .aen:urrk et tn-
vall 1201 su pvwuYe ► OK.., da
. Iwmn . ditYOmtpYn. wcnta
e>t dam de Mmpn • fetotnman4-
tea.. ann 4m da . me.entlon •

qua Me fm nufids Vol force de
trutd ntruuaW. C. cotnentlons.
mi tY)o11rdÔY, aY nomtm et cent
fpuma-owc La Itou dtmxnuqua
fr tfumfntrnl P. tou7oun Ouucoup
d'emprwemeet { let nwnmitn L.
Euta•L'nts e'ell Mt nurié que neuf

Cu '--let et U.M.C.1
nYfflYtelent .lut- et nla:rn de
maln. Mauk os µnnlunnl dot dmut
emeekel& de ceeV,eYtllt { alYYe{lr-

da ut mtaimum de illimité et d,éq.lté.
a ila irutMm da mo7tly ds ncown
eewvs Ma a!u► A rF.« comm aY Sud.
dm du per ei I. aweprn 1 natlo•
IrW ot dvae66ral prdarent a bu
pru, ii i om pu cauqela dlat da ott.
• Dar dt wo:wareua eYhau. acnt ue

PEUGEOT SA, PREMIER GROUPE PRIVÉ FRANÇAIS

Erreurs de parcours...
LE caa-n^ ce ►jA Iarenw 9rap +rlrlrwl tY•Yi Irvearl col araedlYa

aa,- a 23% - 31% -Me., aes arwra 00 - osr Is lamna poupeor Si.
pY.warrr^. a rana ramnr Drotwur•te orll aqran0 ta erma eeOWlYli

Msn aD.a r sasoroa 9uena nw•bar r eratfim aMaetne a dea •aavr ou M

^o^•me..rcruta ron ea aYau. wccYaanamom MrYKe Jsean. aran0aa Gauuar.

^asn-Yaw panvn et oMw Jacouw CaMr La..lw de oY d.nrr fwafaw I'amw^

fwn aa hnar:crra al ta a:p.lca M nprrws.

Jr•a, w n.W M "Me do. W alretyY eY YY•nYYr ntrYY uY r.rlsY-
no.: dun s«r ^eerY u07. ao7. aW t.^•Yln•w Yarwt,wl`^. L-Ynwr. rnl•
ce.nw w•.ena.t r,•p .wY YY..Y .••Yta ^a wrr Inarrr^ naYra^..) w Fr
yr rl.r.ww um.wr.rY.

-Cw w r Yo,•nYr►s, a et-, .e t97a fa.r.. M swI-ra an_

w U•e Y,wa..a rr a.w rw rrw r w.^.Y r d.tY r aw dr OmdYY
^ .e.wr. w^.r. - u v r per. ►.sIw wm- r
r3.r. .a Ou.M M anr cité, ^ tw 9 rM relmrr MIN, r e-Rl.ld tw
sYiY es7.4 f rlr r dr awa r T1F7f 3&* 1& r t*F7L p11t9 e'r •
.rr Me air rad^ d. Or~ r•Or1a>r m 6AM6 tit11u
d~M o.n~ de avMtr-M d9t^p `aa rltm la fagiellisIe, 1.
9r. emtr^m a• Ormlrqla,^r rr 9111m^ rllr aa61.r6r arr
elaaata.ntldrt^falmfi^^md1•^4^^qtfn^oit M
tm:tr duaNt7lrr Oqp^^Ydl^ -. .

r^f9^ ^d^}+ ailf xit 41111 9181&r/ ama"^t...r.....1..^^..611a^
-- - -- -- - ^ &ilegisdisoplat 6arm rtrea. -

L'annwe w trlmr Jaeour CaM.w Yn Yrll 1982 d•ne r oeYnen de ►SA
sadqr r Irewea a nwuea wn caatau. an.wYa aew w a a rlua arY,eeYa
de pYrn. ►tA nr^/n Mpl.n/n OMMhC:aYe M 1Na 13at mM:pr ee
►.ta! eaur YnYwsY r rdwu, nead an tels 18J mauar4 r Mannt a.Yc
raeMCld dln Wtaraenrlw -Mot a r fw de talle.

tr rrrm M Inrew6 Mmqer r niYrrr 17d.2 % aw tfN eMVa 77,a %
w1N7,.

Mr r nrrn rwrlw Y. r• wr I^YY Y.wwt Mhera LA 1.•mY
weM.w.Y 1•Y a.w Wr M,3nYrY.rr N M.Me1rnY rt c. YMaw Ew
a- rM .••Y.r• 1M6 r Pa•:Y a fws.ws de wwYlnna-oan.ve
1Nd. e11a 1 rYa M 1•rr M r C/MMa.N.M M a.Mewa 4bYa ICXI O.aM.
eM^ e^Yr. Yr weeYO. IYr a r ePwyl.wla r ra rMr^ Yayeo, IVt
wys w r tiu wY r ar d wnPrw raYaara aw r qarswrM Ic1
C An9. et Il tYwr.lfflnH^Yytnrr ►r,(,rr yawY 'p7Sl

.m1 atYmu u aYrYr Ci ^re ^^ t~ Ta^t nrn nY M wnov.e
sn+^ rlm aa rYe erwrY taY.lw r

tFwlr tisMrs s,nasti Lm 0r:qett Ca-:ln w Taqn r r.,tors t9N a
ra>rur 1N:l. La s.M aMkeY=.,Y Iq rna r TatfwPaaY ldecw
^t r91i9>•d1 TNdI s.at Ioda enwyw.q O-wM.,m u naYr
dlt6inco` Ille (a. r eqarm tR nma d.rr wYl.sr

Ar t9 eeaa 9aYta tr .wwwr
w eirrsr M rrr s aYrwa

r tsammle tm da Mou, la rsert r pSd a MtYO/Y arW a rww^.l.y
• aArm. aarrt qr,r cette er a wfrtaww a e ow-a-... a twlrss-
ttw^ e 1aa nww wrr 3rY ^rr 61 aM.. nr:Y , etlYenl nmY rn.
lm Omm M e. I.rLL tu rYqYe. 1.1.111Yr r r, atra M r
Illicites enowmumr i`^r arlwr M DYdOar weaw r ta.Y.,r

^ dts A^ /r6 .'% aY ^r r^ ^ rnb r r aAa t7Mn : ar dr.Y 6r eMa M^7^Yt^`^d.tdoor► rt/ldrt Or mrt.mst mm mrarr r Iw

i! \ rt9lhow or t♦ r,rr` aal r.ttYma AL t'I.n rYn esne.^Y^It►irr
-
.daN.

atit aate...
^
^ -̂.^^^ _. _.._ r

{70y.Kf.Y

rre.a/ rwtonano+ebnr+l mo++arl-

ronl lo.irer .,a+ pudt dau tn
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« RELATIONS HUMAINES» 

Ocreuses pressions contre les grévistes 
:a g* ne. entes ou. s twere  r  wtenure 

ana.:. as crotta oe •Atelfterae  et  cle SOC.*. »MO 
ment...net but es ana.« 

ma ecce., a gobe.» o.  Plateionote OnIeleme ent 
*tees...  i.e  0.  trusattneure  n11 home. cor. clone. 
tete Oe 	 notnernee  t  enthelo te {flue t eut  •  
puerre s eirt Oe  ate...,  Centon. el »noie pesa 

ffle f pop w• ses poco.« manu le 1•10.011 paie 
p?nim.tm  n  nuonalon 

Couroonno noe  a.,  Munott iN lo Owen pue ou me., 

euiC ret11004 et elneoranetnn. Celt Meut • 1.111 wofflo 

oes *kens conetwea  si  nanffleass. heefflya fruit. 

1208 ellelelneet  L  010 COI« ealenolies  s rivetez ecce 
senne • • padanes *noue ».  s »anale é Orendlger b. 

CO. Oenuere Medan*. tretidtelub pumis elle eruesel. 

eellrisébee bu Centre d ne M0011010 OrlOtehltenon. 

MIMA n011ea On 00n011  t Qu'en( ennui  sOI  CaAmer A012 

Oe $eVn.a. d Pa t. .o*iia 1s5 Came enrounne sve 
rentreamosenr  t.. Oertbee • Aimer«, om lem umqq. 

CsOrette  a 55 11 perte on 000s pu• Dm.« S. eim 
entIoubetvn•S CO Castonerstees otte un Soude Mme* 1 
tompichet n 000vss•C~< mer« lm Mena eu 

Cent-. bOnt elOrs  s nownee • ennewur 	/tee 

• Orlions • teneelniele  S SI  Cennnm f.• Ou 09 Me magm.. 

ge••••••  On CM 	 •11000.11•11. • Leenew 
Cane s est  tan  • nerooner • et 11010at  40, eenerne eleteepqa 
• „eseor5 tomette e•Vieggelnem 

Ven. 0 »Me • V0.611..01 	0.. Vega/ fl••• / Me. • 

neoreenee. enbote Oeue 	o dot Ou•ner et. 

• V2 lbonee-Maono• r  Carreneemal 

sue *es l en,. menaces • (Mo ••• 
• ef••••■••«. M... «ou ho" os ella • 

• rem» oteonetarel 	è fente eartemest• 
net« be nuement. ou Miel« Ore • Ope" 

..s. MOI. ara eullemellOoeum. ••• 

0005  Montre  mentant%  Ou oteuverebent. ae  o sen. Oe 
CO.naue  e  SlIt  Pente nseionte.  titan.  •_S«. O nwee 

Pen ne eu 005 Mons hm un pro «nue. ta st. 
4/1 g/Me. Veglegg•VI•  si retendre se Mmes 00.0ent 

so ameute clone. verre a noat  entre et0O111.14.  lei rase 
«1  .• neura • Serras raw rat. sera. • ru 

Miellnere g.•••■• 141059e  ,0%.0 No Md 
battu • Conne ban a %none 

C ein eceionsent /I cerne* 0.ø,i eté *eue« e ope 
repollee quetOue mnertnauletre ms* Slerree onOnrelLenee On 
mienne moment  eds eseckeeene  00  lemmi leemeete lo ll  
rouets boume. mues« nase. Came  ol muneen... 
Aboli 4000 45 0:Ormonde,* euendre Aue »st MS enta de Ouen 
ponene os taon* oarteseasfflent à Sena* bayl Wore, 
ourou cerce rrerne pneu. MI COS »MM eneimelub et 
nenni.. La ciceesimaktik reurn end feu. I  teamenffl 
peu • e utues tomate. noteennem SsSls0. tellennow 

A dorme* mure on we  us. e buffle  ills,, lin  a 
• goya* efflerne vo» men fer à le manu • stot 
«wu e est amure*. tu.  •0011•MO pee  betbe  4.,  me, 
eb••• clsi  nOus «as 'Oran P-0 It psétaep. Inaal Io« 
Ode POMOR-11.11. if IfI•efene.f ama nt??. Men OR arem... 
MS Omet en Ment, Aneth/g Dora rare« nutterne. • 

LOS ruinent. Orneeene n Mme* MM 0. 11MM 0001 
but On* Muge lot Oted  t eles toelleigme tome efteete. 
Cano» »MM menée Sc IteenOMM au 5110041 cer 
Sache. ou avoue ••■•• Urne effl  a, ope A en** 
*mue. ese le eauo de g News 6c meut une vona byte,. 
g /en ffegg  e  Me".  sat  Celgav• is 0. g. • OCCLOII de M. of 
• 00_■•••••••11. • Campe foe ee  et  leneshernent • One 
~ange et rerr Me On lame Mo COMM. • Cartan. o'.- 
atassil 	ni•elern Asenste. orem sumt MIntetelboO 
ment t. Muette.. 	affliene eme Me meure des AO. 
Quand nomW errent Ma oie  trefflieut 

LES SALAIRES DANS L'AUTOMOBILE 

La France dans le peloton de queue 
L'induire amtornobes française ne se trouve pas particulièrement penalnée 

es matière Pe pneu satana« La *empattaient «rente« d'affectas saut 
peules par là. 

La performance globale du inienitnnteurs  ru... mesure Caillou?, pal In• les 
me canna des scats salon....  Ineerpenrent. de manière beaucoup ptus déc.. 
sa*, la quine di, *sein fabnquk, atendue de :a prame el la copiai de lent 
dans les délee Jusw Ob. leS 120roltruCtetill fronça:» ont lareernent rattrapé leurs 
issaffisances dan' ces tommes. Mals en pesant le pua punk sur les rémunéra-
pou. La exempla noeud et Japons» fou douter que cota. la ace de Faveur. 
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Une REVUE :ronestnefie et one LETTRE pons.... a 

Dans le n° 29 de la Revue (octobre 1989) 
- LE détente à rni-paroours 
- Une Men. Ces années quatre-vingt 
- CnOrnage el czonsance en France et au. Elats.un.s 
- Fusons et accuisi(ions Cano rIntlusIne eur0Deenne 

Dans le n° 67 de la Lettre (Septembre1989) 
-  L'Or?' des relormes fiscales 
- Oueüe croissance Quel partage / 
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Sa* • Cura. nle manne  

La syndicats ne soi pourtant pas 
ruât panai En 191. au ace de 
I'017.11 1 ut tenté de aire adopter On 
arnenteMtnt en lue.. de Convenue« 
COIrelrel itendueS eue efférente, 
sente, di  produCte COILlee TORA 
(Irtne trertInatenaleent omtsper  en  
Parer pays, enclusultsés ou sous-
otyp topes. possedet ou flot une fore 
tradition synd:cate.da  ta  sont heurtés 
su refus ibsoiu de représentants du 
enIce10,ettrs. qI unnreln que • /a 
M'enclin. colles.,  «air reposera 
o. «erra Internée...al 23 • Ruda. 
laine« déliait  , III halite an pays 
tedutnaleas. le ron du nana& wa 
la coups de Toue d'impanateas ai 

prenuance  na  pl Oui n'Inconel. Snel 
es rancie paripindi de sa Stleellnee 
dans les repens isencées • On il Sella 
ni ie pur_ 

Faim «cars que las  unpkepan  os  
Seteet «borna à bromes lu Coods  du  
trevoalleen, as pteet de leur obtenus 

ates Saba de Gnon (24 )  appel). leur 
• Marmara girmonwfbe •• et cela en 
refuser de recoasaine oe trend 
buffle • ro perde pi« raperiesi per 
topera as liera Feras« e copra ... 
Mais Ses geowereafflau dfflerati. 
qffl  1h renfflet la logeant sure 
rie nones 	«de IleaSeeSeal que 
Ne grange adesnaskon coffleresalos 
imereasanffle u *minou due le 
cadre de PAameed 'émana eu le leem 
Illene lm douma iDtarr).  La. end 
• bleuir de ante organisation eu 
Colmar la Idedirfflatare dans édefflay 
Damner, d* frentièrea, aue tenir 
aucun campes de medium sociales. 
koulak, dama lappullea.  b (Est  
COCHAS e• S.d ,  sont asseriles 
&enfle, productions se del psys od les 
drain panicaut sont bafoues 

Dertkir nanan.* ont été prou en 
ru d' • étable un Ira erare  f. Ara 
ara« ind••••1»•••1 • • kl bora des 
:rewriter'« 1231•. Les souvenu. 
1611•91 demsentanes Se la ayant pu 
résolumeat appuyées. tttttt ont 
*bau& L'idée osais à est/odeurs 
dam les une* commernaus tes 
• clataw mana • el *Pu de laquelle 
Io inapartfflos muent moduldes en 
tomettes de degré de respect des 
narines ken« par les pan afflue 
Inn (26 ) . Lee boume« d'effanes 
acedentaeut fora *puas longtemps dm 
commerce ans les pays commune« 
aus se préoccuper del libertés refuges 
put manieurs Deux objectas seule 
eaeut raffle tan chan 	souciée> 
noeuque da profitatebté. et  le saki 
stratégique de es pu boer à l'En du 
uelusaiagts.  11  Intitulera enalsteired 
Seurenla bonne offlbies d'entre 
dune dar bar strettgae une autre 
dises** qui afflatenut à fanes« le 
progrès bacaal  o.  deffleratew A 
Iraraere «ras de la Camossuenté. 
leu nenni da I reteter r•E•Ttepe 

"e" 9•90. 948  Pl« lte9 mânes. .  
L'Europe des affaira peau *am 
l'E  des eltoy••• Se 
dloteerunweede souffla un foutus 
eléminetIttitel Mena pente *n'il t'api 
de afflua do l'En T Le Wou* 
sonal Me aemereentents 11111M20111,- 
toms Ar pare credable ersepilla 
Ma.... lm elailemagab• glu 0 Ali.  •• 
(arum fi 0.• offleetnare Oe Y011. 

Comme oe pouvait s'y attendre. ka 
efforts en f  d'une • clause 
sonna • or SOM brante à la ferme naxe-
uldé den reprisentane dm patronat ,  
rue auo.. , du pan soued*Papples. 
Ces deniers lien pu marnait da faon 
remarquer que. face aux asletageS 
dOnl dalpebeet  n  paya lettnatnaltbe 
landau. teclanologeet ab:suées. 
etc.l. da d'aucun'. eux. un seul 
atout : une nue-0'one* bon marché. 
Da Sttrereit..  Ill  contelérement SAC 
• USUS! SOCOSSe • =Met Mt ineltre. 
ble ingereece dans leurs affaires ente 
nue*. us attente à leur sowene 
nue El les go ...... menas 
dfflerauquer de s'inclue" ressenmee 
amen Ornait une SleSai Pape  affin: .-
ose dan graada probffles... 

Dans la logique de os ranonnernent: 
lu pays soma-enyeleppés terrien' 
cornadérer qu'ils disposent d'un autre  

• alpe • . da produis de base aussi 
km mante pe leur eitatedku•re... 
Es let Pen démonsoffls, sedum* 
reffletuu de la ...m'apurant de Inn 
penenades Ifflomeounteet  phi fan 
bau.  Menue pner le F341. t'en* 
due puefflas. do rature« »eau 
Prune Peu afflue le refflumrse 
mat de leurs fflawas... 

La {Win aaggriven us illeequali• 
bru a ro phe rateraffluie layafflan 
sanas keitanks que. den* ew sens 
espace eaffleruelta. kt affloatetions 
s'embrume* Ma OMM Me demi> 
MORS du problffle : Menti« dan 
fflaffla, effleffle  4. 1. darse. mu* 
MM* tonner es ordwelle. *ogres 
eacietta. amuira efflarms. emb-
ues. Jugea plient. le decomn eeer la 
• glonalisauca • du probiffla rune 
sage en termes pomma géograple 
qua et este une autre • globaltse 
lace • quts aledela da la penne» et 
de ta coettinetualiestea cooteltetratt 
toutes le• consposamea d'as *ruant 
draelopposeet ( 37). 

I L s'es en pu wansion. Derme 
eeemPle sa date  ;c'est devant le 
0A17. au  rem de la liberté de 
commerce. pu ka Enta-Une 

pontet planta maire la directe* 
• Telemann usa frandes., adoptée 
par la CEE le 3 Moire danser. et  
Pâtre la eMeseeltell du Coron 6e 
l'Europe sur la nives* trunflon. 
tiares (28 ) . Le csounerce pare én-
denonent Mie ii culture (29 ) . 

Dam la conduite dan affaira pane. 
pan ce errais qua te enot rata:eue 
s'obsone à AMOS la parue do tout. 
Irae, 04112térelneitt 01 qbe MI aven-
Ciel Seletrillicistes Ott 11 90sort°9.1  sir 
Finterdtpendance du disephoes es des 
dament amusfau cffloorea  me ont 
aune comput lia la elexpeedkaula 
des plfflorndoss.  Es  découpant en 
nue« ta steltiphe camposeasee de 
lu p.  ea omet& et. dard Wu fret-
mestatee enflent ea dorai* edg• 
ment la pnant4 MU ellettlin comme 
CLIN. Si  theleduirOL elle enheedlee . 
• globaluetaon • parmi as es fl et au 
GATI de *non es bowe parue 
l'actes  si puis Meta* pas rOmS. 
11.1.410EF. la  FAO. l'UNESCO.  ('OIT 
en mute de sud subaig sui  de me 
eues des pneu. d'atamentanon et 
d'agracultur•. d' id 	a 05 tl 0. 
••••••leg, ee eau semaso  et hot 
Cana. Appliquée à rEsi =OMO as Sud. 
Celle dellsalMlw sape lu foodations de 
l'édifice, soufflut due ses uranium 
du radar paumelles d ne rétamera 
pas. Elle fut émerger de elerseette 
?lebel en des pays dong la poreilaten 
rut. plongée dans la amère Elk fan 
éclater en morceau tope penses et 
lette Straliete Elle ISCCelltne 1111 MM. 
Urne auquel ko dfflocraws et beur 
geteekrIld o. résisteront pas. 

En France, la aussance dm menu 
output s'est out renne • 0.2 9 
pour le trend sauné et • 1.2 % gour 
le :amui entre 1982 et 1983 : pue 
• 0.3 % pur le naval l  salant et 
• 1.7% pour le captal entre 19E3 et 
1981 ( 30). Si l'on additionnait le affle-
mem de ealexuatts. le ont de • nu-
ement foceal • et le nanti« à gagner : 
fixau  tour ('Eus. le nantais coûte t 
la France la bagatelle de 1 ( 0  milliards  
de francs par us 131)- 

Aex Euets-Lan,  d'aprea le manège 
conwerce. 4.7 alleu de satan* 

ene été liure.* au cours del we der. 
mars urées. Sur ce total. 33%  onl 

nue.* s.  tabplea. mass avec sa 
baffle diwan de 25%  . Si 25% boat 

seetkfflaarannalk ( 32) De mugit. 
Forefflesons ne ulule* pou  11 fine. 
In le l'appela éesberque Mn urane 
leen eplcafflds doms da but« 1331. 

Mar om mute» die Minou Wb 
• rfflere• pa faon* le terras& 
• ko pays de Flot Maksé Is  tapir  

froid de ladre& 13 ombre. 
I.. Mie& Mafflu preepfflu, be 
CAPA amenopss afflelleol dlefflue 
effluffl. qua Weber plue «des ed. 
Ion, Ille prisas aameffle du Rep-
eins mea afflua du affleakeu de 
(SO00 230 000 Iran,  se dos Mar 
Nous affleduree Pers 2 et S  MW-

lie,. pendant pu le endette carré de 
Fu da • nui. des nuréclule • à 
Pars.* vend 200 CCO nana Us mue 
tuteur ale vest Wu qu'un dente-M(1ft 

carré- Et M. Calvet propos de goner 
de 3 TCO à S 800 F le salon d'see 
ouner eu colère A. profit des we 
cama ke plu fortuales. M. Pub faut 
wur  n  aleiumbenc fiscal sur le plue 
Inieee (14) . 

AM a  imésslabie geoldleue sar. 
cannes. ^bananes Vialatte 1331 
leaufflue t • Ire d y« rare poor 
rai« les borriel. oraor MI« g« 
»Il les mers rames • 

A1104 Kat Won wu les engnehents 
de ce que naguère. ab eppe/att • lette 

tus kee * Gan,. De*  dv 11...••• 
amen ra fflolareel av. 	rem. Mt 
Fers 11.fflaffl. Deum muerumeen 
Perm 11ell Psem 11 as 26  0.a mena volt 
feeloneerber le robre te on motos 

120 1 Ira erra 141 at let 
1 231 Gort na Lm. win  un. var 

ms. eus S. ruante la Rom* Met 
«rra. erra.« rosas del 41. Serras 
• U  e_ _a 11.1e ne MAY et MO> 
Me • 

ne Cam afflua • et reafflffla 4•••• =,..1:ret• • Umm • Mme 
. amentere 1111 

C/ • gamba de •••4 • O Tneoes. 
▪ reernien Ment Jar (sit geflea.... 
▪ Imoombre 19111 

1281 te «rra  l.S.. 1111 
(ro) cf • Mamie de me • I. de Cen. 

••••••••••••nrons,  0.00.0  
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Cam barra« rare« eelbel 
taltble■ t, /Hi 

RFA 	  123.2 F 
Sede 	  115.1 f 
Effl•Lnie 	  1097 F 
Rie* 	  Ir F 
âme 	  1NJ F 
hW 	  116 F 
Fera 	  ILS  f 
Ilewee4 le ...... 	 643 F 
Imegee 	  431 F  

des nus« • fflailueure parmi T 
Certes. lu classes mules ou sut peu 
Co eie1142 ttatent. MM la kollt sacre 
Pat* el **ru ente dOeteilite. 
permanence. et  pIsu  qee 910111.1  mass ile 

crriet.etnekint Sentaalrietzretrelre. 

Fffloyank (» )  u gnome ounce. 
anast personnes ' • L'entelaseedl  Osa 
fora-Irai «rame« or /en la niole 
&won «  I.  aionra am «Aue rom* 
per per Mers • Il • purafflaer rae 
664  L canities da nyer. wu les 
manu de lent wiL tneefflog an• 
Inos de pauma dame rosi Me  Is 

gowereenem aranera. Ilbee en. 
ire sur* dianaw de afflua psi. 
contemplaet ane aimantée 	 Nu 
remballes forcenées ,  spot 	t la 
rageur monda a peut due la prie> 
nid économe«. 

Les tenu de Mende* dans ses 
relateras avec le wffl000de hu  luta- 
seas  pis de chues « sueoln dans ses 
rapporta *sec du pan qua. pour eat pas 
tan verbobendake, remuent h Murs 
trappes &attrape*. L'odeur ne eue 
penne que date la MeSare On HM 
rétames captaiees runtnerom 
obsessene économaques et embuera à 
leu pue place. les utemetuorn à sa 
dense gelant«. bures. Rament 
Flotow offre-4nd sa affl *salue« 
cens« permettre à mai moud de 
canule d'accéder à la latertt uns 
drematem cœnluora. Ab que le 
monde salent, dans as  teurfant 
rnmeletbatme. Pad dore murant 
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1101 Centre déluta Se mens et am 
olé,  tCERCI. • 1.• wu** le mena« 
MO. O mue  aol nmeatem tle Illuesunn 
Me• • . In.111mr ree••••••■••• m eue. 
▪ 19e11. IS GlertabeessoM hune. hem 

011 M_SaOh dcttieadiOtt.  714•01 
• r  00. Meuble raerar 1141 
L ande nain b I OCO !me fae mue le Mn 
mémo de none de 1.3 teMeee te in-  
..a ceiffst effeasiinasreasea. 

021 rime. 11 rime» Ille 
133 1 t 	Sal Ifer•Il T•■■•••• 
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Nr•ahl 

21 urptembre 1919 raie. 1 letesloe illee 
.sonuert. 9 moere 11111 

t 351 Al 	a ...islam. Vert Eu 
Mme at mn. ...rem *MO. lerarol. 
Pra. ;fil. pure 101 
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Le défi (le la démocratie
en Europe de l'Est

Jhnos Kis•

La naissance drs nu ►urrrnenls dFnu ►craliyucs en EIIroJ ►r ait- l'F.sl, il y
a quinze ans, n été runt•omitnnly du début titi de I'achèvcme•nt dr la
transition d!•me,r•rnli ►fur des régimes autoritaires d'ISun ►r du Sud ou
d'Amérique latine. Toutefois. jusqu'à présent. les mouvements d'Eu-
rope de l'Est sr sural arrêtés juste avant d'cnlnmer une Intnsfonnnlian
du système politique lui-même. Leur stratégie s iesl invariablemcnl
limitée à la reconstruction d'uni- sociEla civile dons le cadre tl'un
contrôle int-lialigé cite parti communiste tour le gouvernement et les
appareils tic coercition. I:ère d'une telle uldo-limilalion apparail
désormais close. En Pologne et en I longrie. le partage du pouvoir el la
dissociation entre ('Éloi et le parti communiste mont maintenant d'nrtua-
Ii1F. La Tchécoslovaquie pommait suivre très bientôt res deux exemple».

'l'anl en Pologne- qu'en I lungric, c i!sl le pouvoir communiste lui.
même qui a proposé aux mouvements d'opposition d'14m juriditfur-
menl reconnus cl d'rnan•r nu gouvernement. Je pense qu'il est crucial
d'analyser les motifs ri le sens de relie altitude. Ce serait trial l'inlcrprF-
ler que tir la comprendre comme une répétition tics négociations de
Gdansk tic 1980. A ce moment-là, les chefs communistes polonais
furent acculFa, par un mouvement de grève vigoureux, à accepter tic

négocier car ils ni- se arnleie•nl gens prêts à cxt•hlrr l'ofq ►osilion tir ln

' 1^ Ndrr dr I ntltwNNINNI ^IFIINN'MIMtIM M.nKnNM ri t.hllllwqrhr, rirnl dr tNddirr I. Ifnk

diRnilf, rrroi nn Irr fnndrrnrrnls drr dmibd Je I%/omn^r, Swlil. rNIN•l'IMm . F:rpril .• (prFtNlr Jr

1'Nld •IbilNludl. G. IrUr rM la IreJurlinn d•u1N• rwdPn•nlw INVmo1N'Fr rn nmi t!111!1 drr^nl Ir

A:nionol F:ndnNNlrNr /or l)rna.'rnr^; 1tn^binFhm 1)1:.

1.1• t1/di de lot dFmo ►•rnt ►r ►•n h:urnln• d ►• l'l':-t

sre`nr 1 ►nlilitlur flair (a furrr. Aujouni'luri, en revanche, ils J ►ropusrnl dr
nhg ► n•irr sous eau(- pression bien n ► e ► indrr, car ils souhaitent inclurr
l'ul ► I ►nsilion ► hu ►s la structure du potevoir. Avec la fin de rrlly décennie-.
► Iun1 Ir e unlnu nrrmrnl (tif ""'rallié jour la n•rumuliswn ►rr uffit•irllr puis
par lie mise hurs-In-loi ait- Solidarité. les ronummislrs polonais rummr
Irs I Inngruis ont d0 reconnaître qu'ils n'avaient pas d'nulrr issue h la
,Inl ► ilisnliun ait- leur rFJ;imr, en proie à tant crise économique grandis.
^anlr rI Il In t•urruplion sociale, qui- tic partager les rraJ ►e ►nsabililFs avrr
drs parlrnnirrs rFt•Ilrme•nl indépendants. Pour la pmmie`n• fois depuis
lit suviFlisnlion de l'Europe de l'Esr, les partis gouvernants uni besoin
d'une opposition IFKalr, en la cooptant dans In slrut•lurr de Ix ►uvoir,
pour user (Ir son autorité afin de légitimer les mesures d'auslFrilt• et
dFmuhiliscr la résistance sociale.

Mois jouer re iris en commençant par l'offre de négociations
comportr des risques majeurs pour les deux parties. Pour le leadership
ronununislr, le danger réside dans lit possibilité tout à fait envisaKrablr
que le processus engagé par leur initiative conduise beaucoup plus loin
qu'ils n'ont l'intention d'aller. La brèche ouverte dans le mur tir
l'F:Int-pnrli monocrnlrique pourrait s'élargir progressivemrnt, jusqu à
re qui, le processus trouve san équilibre dans la rompMilinn ouverit•
d'tutr vérifiable dFmorrnlie pnrlrmcutaire. Celte chance est par ailleurs
111 seule juslifit•ation que jouisse invoquer l'opposition dFnu ►t rnliqur
porter accepter le man-hé. Mais elle doit aussi considérer le risque rit
slnbilisrr par cri arrorel le pouvoir communiste ou au moins de priver
la société tic totale fore d'opposition crédible, au lieu d'engager tant
Iransiliun relativement ordonnée à la démocratie.

Mais tl'alre ainsi manipulées et d'endosser le rôle de fournisseurs
d'une légitimité à la domination communiste ne sont toutefois pas les
seuls dnnge•rs auxquels les oppositions polonaise el hongroise, doivent
faire face. La tr•ansilion, mtme si elle est engagée, ne sera pas un

pmrcasus stable. Dr part et d autre. le contrôle exercé par rhactme• des
parties sur au hase terra sans doute soumis i de sévères tensions. Des

apparntchiks communisles en position stratégique pourraient tenter de
ruinrr l'accord en le sabotant toit en organisant des provocations
dhlibhrltes. 1)e l'nulre c816, les Opposants radicaux pourraient engager
une rampaRnr visant à ôter toute légitimité à un compromis passé avec
Irs communistes. I.e contrat social pourrait bien se dissoudre avant
d'avoir produit quelque résultat tangible.

Un nulrc danger ntennÇanl le processus de transition est lié à la t•risr
Fcunumitiur. Les inévitables mcsun•s daustérité et la permanence de lit
corruption pourraient convaincre re qu'on appelle la majorité silrn-
cirusc qur la dFmor.ratisolion ne fait qu'empirer la situation. I: npposi-
lion pourrait être pt•rçur ctnnmc ruresponsnble tirs diffirtlltFs at•t•umu-
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lées. 	tel dé%eloppentent, qui diseréditerail Imite alternalise politi- 

que. pourrai( être eus isag• comme bénéfiolue • t de vue r  

niste. li bourrait en résuller titi ilésir d'orolre el de discipline de plus en 

'dos largement réjtanthi. iii mi liotirrail profiter run « I tttt me providen. 

fiel », se proposant de sauver ht patrie du chaos politique et économi-

que. Une réac('  en chitine d'explosi tttt s tle s itelence de masse peut 

aussi découler d'une délégilimation générale tle toute politique, qu'elle 

soif officielle Mi niquisilionnelle. 

D'autres risques al Mi eibehéS  r Ions l'envir 	•ment internat' 	d. Si 

une ttttt 'velte stabilisation cionservatrice en L t •  soviétique. analogue 

à celle que Mines fut capable d'instaurer après KrouchIchev. n'est 

guère probable; en revanche de fortes oscillations t'ans la politique 

soviétique ne sont itus it estime, qui pourraient aisément déstabiliser le 

processus interne de changement en Europe de l'Est. I.es conflits 

ethniques et tutti tttt aux Itourraieni détourner l'attention du publie de la 

question de la dé .ratie ri enrourager files leur lers autoritaires à 

mobiliser les fortes nui iii,,iiiisiea pour consolider leur pouvoir, coMille 

en Serbie. 

Ces quelques remarques eursives peuvent donner l'impression que 

les chances d'une transition ordonnée et pacifique à la dé •ratie en 

Europe de l'Est sont en fait très minces. Il faut toutefois noter que fa 

situation présente en Pt dogue el en I longrie ne résulte pas seulement 

d'une eunj litre fin orable. L'empire soviétique est entré dans Pm du 

déclin et de la dissolution. L'Étal soviétique a certes clairement la 

puissance militaire de restaurer sa domination sur la rég• par la force. 

Mais il a (lunein jansibilité de consolider économiquement un ordre 

restauré par la furie des armes. C'est la primipare raison d'une 

intervention militaire soviétique en Europe de l'Est de moins en moins 

probable. El c'est la prineiltale raison expliquant que le tiédit' écono-

mique et les remous fatidiques s'étemlent irréversiblement en Europe 

de l'Est. Il n'y a pas d'autre moyen de stabiliser celle région que 

d'établir des ér .s de marehé et des rée ,: ”; politiques démovrati- 

«mes. Il y a d 	• un espoir raisonnable que les dangers menaçant le 

proressus de Inuisilion si tient vaincus; mais afin de réussir, il 	 faut 

Ira antiriper. Tous les acteurs, tant internes qu'externes, intéressés à 

une transition démorratique, devraient avoir jmur visée stratégique de 

stabiliser te processus. 

Dans un souri de brièveté, et pOur User du privilège de parler 

Washington, permellez-moti de concentrer mon  !bravos sur te que 

pourraient  faire, à 	vis, les gouvernements occidentaux. D'altonl, 

ils ont en main le levier qui peut accélérer la transition (-t. 	• pie et 

en dimi tttt er les coûts sociaux. (Inc réductit in du fardeau de la delle qui 
f-troottle 	 " 	• pot 	,• nue cet 	• I 	turnise, 	si 
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que It. maintien (dans le ras de la Hongrie), ou la reprise (dans relui de 

la Pologne) des facilités de crédit semblent être absolument nécessaires. 

Je ne Impose toutefois pas de continuer à verser de l'argent facile dans 

le lamier perré de nos économies, qui produisent à perte. Les dettes ne 

devraient pas être annulées mais transformées en actifs industriels 

pouvant être renégociés. Des privatisations devraient être encouragées, 

des consortiums de rréanriers pouvant prétendre à les superviser 

ibn...tentent. 1:attribut . 	 de nouveaux crédits j ttttt rrail être liée à la 

t• 	Idiot' que les privatisations dépassent Une certaine vitesse. Contint. 

garantie de changements significatifs dans la sphère de l'économie, lit 

	 jaditique pourrait être liée à ces questions. 

En seemul 	l'Oxipolitik qui eonsisterait à ne coopérer qu'avec 

des gouvernements doit être rejetée. Mais dans les ras OÙ il y a une 

chance significative de transition négociée, l'attitude de guerre froide 

qui implique le rejet total de discussions sérieuses avet. les gouverne-

ments devra aussi être abandonnée. I xi; gouvernements occidentaux ne 

doivent pas soutenir un t'ôté rontre l'autre, mais favoriser un contrat 

social entre les deux parties. Cu' qui, cependant, ne veut pas dire qu'il 

faille abandonner l'opposition au bon vouloir de la soi-disant aile 

réformiste du parti etunnumiste. En reconnaissant de fario le pluralisme 

de la scène pteliiitjue, les gouvernements occidentaux contribueront à ce 

qu'il se tléveloppe. 

Troisièmement, les temps sont mûrs pour que change la perspeetive 

selon laquelle l'Ouest envisage la question de la paix el de la slabililé en 

Europe. On a l'habitude de eonsidérer cette question nutum. si  elle ne 

posait pas d'autre problème que relui des armements. En fait, l'asysné-

trie entre l'Otan el le parle de Varsovie n'est pas purement un problème 

de balance des forces militaires stationnées sur leurs territoires respec-

tifs. Il y a missi une balanee organisationnelle. Les gouvernements 

Est-ettropéens doisenl, dans une très large mesure, abandonner le 

contrôle de leurs propres armées tut haut conunandement soviétique; 

les troupes soviétiques d'otrupation se déplorent sans contrille sur les 

territoires alliés; rien ne penne, d'entrevoir entre les pays membres do 

parte de arstnie des relations excluant ln Mendier militaire ou l'inter-

vent' . Jusqu'à ee que eelle situation change, le parte de ‘'arsovit. 

demeurera un facteur de pouvoir dangereux et imprévisible en Eunme. 

Il est domr néressaire de demander Illle retrait des troupes soviéti- 

ques s'accompagne d'une réaffirmation de la souver .té nationale sur 

les armées nationales el sur les territoires au sein du pacte de %'arsovie, 

ainsi que du rt. pillent explicite de 11/1ISS à l'usage de la foret. tut 

à la menace 'tour influer sur le devenir intérieur de ses alliés. Plus tôt 

relit orrivera. meilleure sera In protection qui fissurera la transition à ln 

41( cane contre les oseilIntit nus I In politique sovielique. 
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1•:81 dernier
lieu. I. Our•SI Ili •% Fait f•#.rnu•mmnl snulrnir Ir-^+ minnrihé,%

nidirrnnlr•x uliprirui ^•. r•n I:rrrulrr• rIr• l'I•:xl. 1)rs nr•linns r•unlmr• fr•rnllir\.
Irnu•nl serbe sur l'urtlrrnnmir Ju husrr^o nl• rlr•%rair•nl Iru, rt•sli•r %m1%
réponse. (:t•aurl sr•u rlr•%rail î•In• isrrl!•: sl•s ^nrrr^sr Ins Irrd^ nlir Is
rlr%rnir•nl I^IrI• mol•lis allie In Ilounlanir ait- pourrit pas rejrrinrh•1• Ir
r•nnrt•rl des nnlion,4 ri ► ilisél•r .xns tllrttul nrlisrrfinn. qui tlr•o, Fil inr•lure lit
.saut l•Kanll• 1•1 la I ►rrrll•r•liun des druilv tll•s minrrril(•s. I: rllir•rnnli%r• il lui'
telle I ►nliliqur• de fermeté ra unr• hnikanizaliun. qui. ir snn luur.
ju.lifir•nril le., Irnloli% ►•s de réi•Inlrlir lis l'ar sorirliro r6urs In rhgiun.
Mais il ► i ) a Irlus de Inlr^t•n aie- n•% 1•nir à la Par xnrirliru. lanrli. qw• lis
halkiuli^alion 11'1•.1 fait, In .voile alternative.

.I+inrrs his

Uni, (forte dllrrl xxion m•n ► blr nrlw•Ile•Inl•nl afG•rll•r II• dhhnl biollhiqur•.
11 n'^ u Irnurlanl pnx zi lon^ll Inl ►a, an début titi printemps I!III!1• Inul
x'f r luirriv.ail : l'uvnnl pn ►jol Ilt• lui sur It•s Sri^nrvx do hi vif. rl Im dmifx
aie, /'hnnrnu• (dit pmjr•1 /lmibrrnl du nom de son rrq ►INrrt/ ur. 1 unsrillrrrl'1•aal). rFr•laln( par Alirht•I Ilrrr•anl, rruvn• fil- jnri%ll•x 1•1 sl il nlifiqlu•x
travaillant Noms l'ntrluril( 111• Chaude I•;vin 1•I dc I'irrn• Aliaillnnl l•, était
rtlinrlu Iruhlir . CI Ir^ll• IrTx rnml ►It•1 inquiétait par Irrlaint•s aie. %a-.%
I,lrrrsiliuns nlnix, Irri^ ilFl:innl nolnnlnn•nl 11•a drnilx de 1 r•n(ruN sur lesdrnilx ir I ri^jrrul. il -.-iqqln.nil radicalement aux pusiliuns Iluminanlr ^ en
coRw• saisis la- premier vl•plt•nnal 1•1 dlvl•luppl^l•s Jour (luln•rl Ilarlinlr•r
dans suai rélAhn• rliwnurx rla• 1 ir•nnr pn ►nnnf Il- r)roil inlli^irlw I à Irr
Inrrr ri rrliun. même 1•n 111•hnrx du raffolait-. II r;l•mI ►lail allant- annonr•t•r un
o, Fui déblai. Michel Rrrrnrll ,ouhnilail d'ailll•ura qur In ranlril ►uli,rn de lithianrr au (tir•r•nlr•nnily de la I)hrlaralion alma Ilroil% de l'Ilrrlmnl• suil
mruqul^• par ('arlol ►linn .r ►II•nnr Ilr• 11'9111l• lui insl ►ir('l• do' 1•r Ir•^II•, faicnol
ninsi rlr ln I rrrnrr• Iv Irn•nlir•r lem r au amende à se flotter d'Inu• Ir-giaafiorl
rrnrvrlutl I'rna•rnhlr• rlrrc Krrmllrv qnt•ainns 111• hin(•Ihiqnl• 1•1 inlrorlui-
•rurl rliu ► ^ le rlrrril Cranr_nix la- 1-nnr•tq ►1 inédit ril• . genre humain ».

II n'r•n fait rit-il : la- débat n luurni. rrrurl, (I• I'nrlr•mmsil 11,11 rien % rrli• r•1
lits joli ra l'hui le Irrnjrl Ilrnihnnl n'ra ^nudnint ml•nl plus aloi final tl'ar•Ina•
filé : moto .r•Irlr na nl il n't•.1 pas ( ►ré%tl ri l'arlw•III• sl•xsinn rl'aulrnma• rlu
I'irrlr•mr•nl. rnais tion insr•ril ► lion il fil srssinn rlr• printemps ait- fait l'uhjrl
que rl'um• maille rrssnrtmlr• rlr• l,r part rlr•x Innr ► uirs publics. l'Ins gris si'.
%u rli.r•ussinru publique, faut sur le IrrinriPr• d'nn ferle tonique (rrrluinx
rr•rvrnmutnilr•n1 Ir1111iî1 111•s Ir ^Ir. an'1 inliw ^ et sfluurs) ynl• cur le

111
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22. 1 lie sittimigra reported by Oil:ludo Fats llottla in Puerto 'Djada  (and  the 

People's(iS ic Mot villein of Nordic.' n Cauca. which gtew into a political front 

.N 	I est Ill  t  it  Ille local IP.NR expetiences in 1078) is %cold, went; tttt jug. I lere 	 

the dogmas eat tied bi the change agents weir those of the ''tanguattl left f  

Ill un  11 nu Nt oi the t atlres  mere di awn." The men ement, which slatted as a popu-

lat one.  sut  tered great'. "from the unexpected selfsufliciency of some of the 

lot tolling emit es  si lb.  perltaps tmeracting. began to create diificiiilieg and 

impOW  t titi s %kiss at all costs on the meetings. The movement no longer 

belonged to the people and became an arena for Byzantine  con flirts  at the 

indMidual and g. loup  Inds. The  ement became a vested interest created 

boot abtme and  troll,  outside the people's base organizations"  (Fais  Borda. 

note I  il. p. 42 ) . Anisur Rahman makes interesting comments on the "new 

hums of 41 lllll ination  oser  the masses" by the vanguard party approat It. See his 

11 glithil article. "The Theory and Practice of Participatory Action Research," 

in Orlando Fats Borda, The Challenge of Social Change (New Delhi: Sage 

Publications. P 185). pp.  107-133.  
23. Short of a better word, ''spiritual" has been used, here, to express the 

qualities described in the last part of titis article: sensitivity,  the art of seeing 

and liste tt i ll g to the world (the inner and the outer), without the "me' con-

stantly interfering in the process; the ability to relate to others and to do and 

act. without any particular *plan" or ulterior motive; and indeed those basic 
qualities of Ime ,  compassion, and goodness, now so rare in monetized societies. 

It matters little whether one has a religious, an atheistic, or a scientific mind. 
For a spit itual person, human beings, in their relations both with each other 

and with nature, arc not instigated by only material, economic, and worldly 

interests. There is a "sacred" dimension to their lives which transcends those, 

giving a meaning to such awesome phenotnena as life, death, love, beauty, and 

perhaps the gods or thegod in which they believe. As such, the spiritual person 

folic understands and empathizes with people's sufferings and concern for 

material or %%oddly things.  'let,  he does not believe that the answer to such 

problems can be prodded only through outward interventions of a material 

and fragmented nature. individuals and groups who are aware of the spiritual 

and sacred dimension In them are in a much better position to find more intel-

ligent and holistic answers. Free from the limitations of the egocentric mind, 

they cati go to die heart of problems and take the right action without chatter-
ing and philosophizing. A religious mind has generally that spiritual quality, 

incompatible with the ritualistic or fanatical belief in a particular religion as 
against another. The spiritual quality canntn coexist with the arrogant scientific 

belie' that the wot Id is nothing but matter, that all 1 	an al fairs can be tinder- 
stood and 'moped. ,  managed through science, and that no phenomenon is of 
interest that caumn be scientifically validated. 
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Special Featitre 

The Constitutional Promotion of 
Human Rights in Eastern Europe 

Radmila Nakarada* 	• 

Society is infinitely snore complex than we can express through our 
theories, educated pessimism, and romantic hopes. Life often chal-
lenges our theoretical' confidence, based on elaborate analyses, ami 
'confirms our half-thought, cautiously articulated intuition. Life demon-
strates the limits of our knowledge, the relativity of even undeniable 
values, and the play of forces front the past that incomprehensibly 
undermine the intentions of the present. 
• Against the backgrottnd of scientific breakthroughs--almost unimag-
inable accumulations of knowledge—a strong feeling prevails that . basic, 
fundamental questions remain unanswered. Furthermore, in spite. of all 
our knowledge, there seems to be an insurmountable discrepancy 
between our insights and the restalls of our actions. Unintended conse-
quences transform even the best intentions into their opposites. 

jtsst when we explain to ourselves that a more rational direction of 
developmesnt is evolving in a society, an »predicted regression, an 
involution, occurs. jtast when we convince ourselves  tuai senne  societies 
are hopelessly static and irreversibly petrified, unprecedented changes 
and radical reforms are initiated. 

In one moment the character of  th e  political system is the obstacle  to 
change: in allot her the economic crisis is a grave hindrance to political 
democratization. In one moment constitutionalism is of no relevance 
for the fitnctioning of reality due to the type of political power, in 
another its irrelevance stems from the type of power/mown of the soci-
ety. In the first case, it is suspended by the arbitrary interpretations in 
the fulled llll of political domination; in the second, by disintegrative 
tendencies, the »resolvable conflicts  lift'  produces. 

We assume that dramatic economic/political problems are directly 
and exclusively the result of an existing political s)stent, only to witness 

• St• 	 Rew.ut h lilt1  1W,  Itimittlie  loi  1.alm  ii Studic%. Mgt  aile.  
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that alter its radical dismantling. the saine problems are reimiduced. 

Sinn(' societies seem to be dramatically confronted with prtiblenis of 

modernitalitbill 110 111.1110* 01:11 political sySil`11) 1N 111N1:111e11. 

Stn i.11 truces and structures of domination, homogenization, and 

automation generate a feeling of human helplessness. And yet, individ-

ual  lutinait action. forms of 3olidarity, and dramatic sacrifices can ttnex-

plainabh become sudden energies of change inter vetting into the 

coldest and harshest reality. 

In other words, social change is as much a mystery as it is a rational 

1110ii•Cl. 111 Spilt' of a number of established regularities related to social 

de% elopment, change is uncontrollable. Once initiated, it  lias a logic of 

its own, producing unpredictable consequences. As desirable as it may 

be, change always entails unevenly distributed social costs and creates 

paradoxes that do not fit existing theoretical codes. The problematic of 

socialism—the  tale  of its utopian project, the attempts of implementing 

tel the status of Insman rights—in many aspects reflects these 

ambivalences. 

Old Theories 

just a year or two ago, a discussion of the possible contribution of con-

stitutionalism to the development of human rights in Eastern Europe 

could easily and coldly be absolved in a few sentences. Within the 

theory of totalitarianism, the answer would be negative, based on its 

interpretation of the inherent nature of the socialist societies. In short, 

the real existing socialist societies are totalitarian—the party state has 

captivated the whole of society and turned it into a monolithic entity. 

The party is the one and only arbiter in all spheres of life, from eco-, 

lllll tic, political, and legal to the spltere of art. The  iule of the party 

has been enacted in place of the rttle of law. In such a situation, consti-

tuti tttt alisin is a voluntaristic force, an instrument of control and stqu-

gation of the individual in accordance with the power interest of the 

party. Therefore, human rights are incompatible with the nature of the 

ss stem. and they cannot become a determining constitutional principle 

of reality witl t eradicating the system itself. In other words, these 

societies are petrified and unreformable. Any idea of evolutionary 

change, which would breathe life into rhetorical constitutional  florins  

pertaining to human rights, is an agonizing illusion. The roi'd to 

hulnan rights is the collapse of the existing system. 

The understanding of these societies as untnoving, monolithic sys-

tems, thrhing only on a combination of naked and subtle violence, 

iIi collapse being the only viable form of "social transfol 'nation," is in 

itx extremist form an oversimplification bin not a 	ph te mist eat-ling  

of reality.' The totalitarian description corresponds to a !dime of social 

develt 'potent (for exaM)le, Stalinist) and to sonie aspects of social lire ,2  

But it remains insensitive to evtblutionary  changes  of reality and the 

development of its pluralistic le:nitres. The theory itself is pen Hied 

within one image of these societies. Furthermore, the anticipated C1,1- 

lapse may become a reality for some of these societies in the future, but 

  nece .ssarily hit  ail. Due to imposed ideological I ttttt mgenization, 

insufficient distinction is made between socialist countries, their differ-

ent cultures..and transforntational potential. 

A 	te  subtle analysis would grant the possibility of constitutional 

pr 	tion  of  human rights, providing radical changes CUM' about 

within the ruling party and in the society itself. This viewpoint would be 

based on the ambivalent nature of the constitutional order and its 

internal contradictions. 3  Such an analysis would not deny the domina-

tion of the party, whit-h  lias  ascribed to itself the historical mission of 

creating "New Man" and "New Society" (an  itisane utopia, according to 

1.cszek Kolakowski). In the name of this, it  lias  suspended the  ruile of 

law, identifying the principles of party rttle with principles of justice 

and legality, but in fact depriving the citizens of elemental civil rights. 

Such an analysis would 1tot disregard the discrepancy between gen-

eral principles of the constitution and those applied in reality. Nor 

would it ignore the internal inconsistencies of the constitution. For 

instance, the constitution proclaims some of the universal democratic 

norms ("all power belongs In the people") and individual rights (free-

dom of expression, thought, association), but in their elaboration 

severely limits or suspends them. It does so in accompanying articles of 

the saine  constitution, or in articles of the penal code in the nanti'  of 

protecting collective rights, de fi ning obligations to the state ,  and build-

ing communism. As an illustration, freedom of expression is severely 

restricted by Article 133 of the Yttgoslav Penal Code, dealing with hos-

tile propaganda, and Article 190 of the Soviet Penal Code, dealing with 

the dissemination of slander. Freedom of associa  h severely limited 

by Article 100 of the Czechoslovakian Penal Code, dealing with incite-

ment against the Republic. Furthertnore, tItese restrictive articles are 

usually vague, allowing totally as binary interpretations. Under Article 

62 of the Soviet Penal Code, dealing with treason and espionage, many 

have in fact become prisoners of conscience. 

However, while not losing sight of all these features, a more subtle 

analysis would at the sanie time recognize the evohninn in Mr dire  nf cbn-

sistenry between the constitutional order and reality. It would distinguish 

total discrepancy, symbolized in the coexistence of universalistic, human-

istic norms in the constitution and the Gulag system in reality, [n un par-
tial discrepancy. symbolized in ci nstime al guarantees of iorial rights 
	ter mate luttn.ship and sew, e rem, iCiif uric  id 	 righm 
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fut ther more. stick an anal% sis %could perceive that the constitutional 

(II titi.  besides its repressive  11111(1 1(111.  con tains ingredients that can hi> 

iii il  i/ct  I  101.  St Itial ilillISf0rI1lati4/11. 'Ile fact that :ill Eastern European 

constitutions pay some tribute, albeit rhetorical, to universal, I ttttt tanis-

tic. libettatiatt principles makes possible (1) the constitutional legitima-

titn: or  pi  otagonists of democratic changes, and (2) the I Il il  mt Ittt of 

substantial social changes by demanding the consistent implementa-

ti llll or these articles. 

%Vitt: new social energies—pressures from below and reforms from 

abus  e--rarticles that are ai  present a mere decoration can corne to life. 

Until recently the appearattce of effective social energies and rerorms 

fi t:111 above was  tint  considered likely. The following  chuinte  illustrates the 

degree of disbelief in the reforms from above: 

On the one hand, the party leadersbip rejects every demand for 

trim in. no matier I • cleaily fin laird it may be (and often sup-

poi led hi street detnonstraii llll s);  il  resists all pressure from radical 

sto ps: ii clings desperately to its absolute power. lis 111:1ill fear is the 

erne' genre of a reformist caucus inside the party that might sweep 

auai the old gang; nothing is farther  Irons the thinking of the New 

Lidarists than the idea of Political reform."4  

New Realities 

Realits has again proceeded contrary to our theoretical assessments. 

The current ferment in some of the socialist societies is making new 

demands on our conception of their nature and the role of constitu-

tionalism.in promoting human rights. It is demanding unambiguous 

acknossledgment that socialist countries are not monolithic as individ-

ual societies, nor as a bloc. Under the frozen surface, tradition and his-

torical memory were actively surviving. t littler political captivity, an 

immensely transformed social and professional class structure 

emerged, accompanied by  the  pluralization of interests and conflicts. 

Under the iron curtain, communication with the world was established 

and nurtured. Under the veil of an ideologically homogeneous bloc, 

the existence of different civilizations and cultures—that is, historical 

identities and linkages—are being "discovered," such as Central East 

Etto opean, Euto-Asian, and Balkan. 

Fin thermore, the potential for change, the degree of commitment 

tu  change, as well as its direction and content differ among the existing 

socialist countries. One can distinguish frozen countries, which are 

straining themselves to remain unchanged (East (;ermany and 

Albania); those that are interested in very limited changes, primarily  

(TOM ) lll l 11111S 	./4 . 11 hiIUhl,%.sL 1.1); I 11 . 1.11 . iht,,i  .111 .  11111di • It ' t it i . 	11 	 j 

wirogiade ditection fltutimoia .fitti 	 am( 	111.11 Air aut•ifi l a 
ing s adical inlillit  il  aml em outtini• I kluges (tiovirl I lingo'. l'idatiol. 

I lung:try. and Yugoslavia). 

A broad range td (unlit:nit:its exists within the trim tit -tn ieturtl I ow: 
tries. In the economic sphere, orientations range  Ii omit sit),  moderate 
correctionK of the command et tummy to those demanding the   
plete adoption of the mechanisms and  institutions  of the market t'(011- 
only. In the sphere of politics, they range from limited democratization 
to a full transition from a party state to a state of law and parliamentary 
democracy, froth restricted pluralization to a full multiparty system, and 
from securing the leading role of the Communist party in spite of politi-
cal pluralism and competition to allowing the possibility of ilS stepping 
down from the throne of power and becoming an oppositional part

A particular feature of the present situation is the increasing impor- 
tance attached to die constitutional factor by the reformers from alose 
and the democratic movements from below. This importance is 
expressed in forceful demands for amending the existing constitution, 
modifying the bylasvs, or even completely rewriting the existing constitu-
tion. These demands are articulated within the framework of political 
reforms. To substantiate this, sve will extensively quote original sources: 
"All communist countries arc moving toward dentocratization, free 
expression and individual rights. These processes are painful. but they 
are necessary."  A year before, in the Resolution of the 19 Conference of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, distinct separation of party 
and state organs, constitutional refortn and strict respéct of laws and the 
constitution, and the independence of the judiciary were proclaimed as 
the principles of political reform." 

On the other hand, the Moscow Trust Group  lias  formulated its 
detnands in the following manner: 

In our country we consider the following to be essential: 

• irreproachable adherence to the constitutional rights and freedom; 
• c hanges in the legislative and . judicial-executive practices in tut'  

USSR with the objective or preventing opport llll hies  foi  pet settt-

lion of people for their convictions; 
• guarantee of the *iight to pacifism," that is establishment of alter-

native civilian service for persons who are  intaille,  for reasons of 
t muck:ice, to serve in the artny. 7  

In Poland, Adam Isfichnik tnices these demands in the billowing manner: 

'I he pi 'Mt is illat ai Miens, we in Mr democratic oppositig m don 't want lo 

ix'  irrand any longer as t hildirn or slaves. The tusk principle of du. ann 
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Irn(l. ► 1 m4)te•ment t,•as human riRhts, the idca that everyone Iras ril;ItLs
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Iwnh w rnim the wune tights asJrrwchl.i,.ecuted by the rule 411 IawN

.lt tl ► e• saine time, (uring a(:enlral Committee session of the PUWP

11'uli:h United \1i ►rkers' Party), Jarttielski expounded the transli ►rma-

ti(tn of file, Polish systetn into "socialist parliamentary democracy and
citil .ucicn,•' introducing in April 19%) the constitutional division of

Ic};i.L ► tiee, executive, and judiciary power.-4 Similarly, the Central
l:ummittce of the Hungarian Socialist Workers party hall in March
1989 fur ►nul:ued its program of political refi ►rm: establishing a truly
legal state, innoducing representative democracy, placing the decisions
concc•rnùtti armed forces beyond everyday political struggles, reinforc-
ing constitutionally a multiparty system, extçnding human rights, and
I;uarantee•ing the rights of minorities.10

:\n independent group, the Interim Ccntncil of the Network of Free
Ini ► iatite, defined its political demands in the following tnanner:

1. The republic needs a new constitution guaranteeing civil
and political rights:

2. Parliament should be renewed,... and it must regain its legisla-
tne powers;

3. The party cannot be above the law.11

The demands of the democratic opposition in countries lagging in
refonns are of similar nature. In the GDR, the Peace and Human Rights
initiative states: "We see two major sets of tasks in society: 1. the establish-
ment of constitutionalism, 2. demtxratization,"" and in (:zechoslovakia,

a leading Chapter 77 activist, Jaroslav Sabata, underlines: "1 am con-
cincrd that the primary aim of the struggle for human rights in our cir-
cuntstancey must be the reintroduction of civil liberties and political
dcntocrac^ With all its cla.ssic attributes, and that we will only be able to
:►chime political democracy if we manage to defeat the bureaucrats."ts

-The constitutional factor is gaining credibility and becoming one of
the determining instruments of change, a lever that enables civiliza-
tional transformation ►vithout destructive confrontations. It is provid-
ing space for organic links by translating decrees from above and
elen►ands front below into a transideological institutional order. This is
due to seceral reasons: ( 1) the type of crises these societies are con-
fronted tsith, ( 2) the new type of social actors that have surfaced, (3)
the general consciousness concerning the importance of htunan rights
and the rule of law, and ( 4) international pressure.

The acute crisis of the real existing socialist societies is general, perme>
ating all spheres of social life. It does not hetonR to the natural economic
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cycles of prnslx•rily ane) rcc•t•xsion, but llnratctn file- vcry cxis,cnrc e,t an i•
etics.'fhc• etld It(tlshevik li ►rnuda ofclcvelt ►pttncnl ise•xhaustcd. It is rmalrlc
to serctue Ihc cnntlili(ms fit -44-11 ► eln(Nlm 04110 Split '140110-1.4 file. to e-vJ • I^.,1
lengcs and i ►nl ►ct:nivcs (.I ► n(NI(• ► tt (1( vrbqnn( nt.'t lot ( ►► n ►n is uln1l.ly mu.
srlval ►Ie on the hasi.s of slcNW : ► n(I 1c1111•ssitn• enllre tivism. ') I t• r((,n(,nu(
crisis is particularly severe (shot tal;es, imlxwerishmcnt of masses. and fot-
cign debts), endangering the dominant principle of surcial consensus, tht•
authoritarian social contprotnise-that is, the satisfaction of some existcn-
tial and suxdal nccds in uxrhanl;c For relinqnishing civic. rights.

The existing political institutions are also in a crisis. Being institutions
of site party au() not the society, they are unable to rationally Channel
social energies and enable the articulation and re.udution utconllicts.

The roots of' the crisis lie, in part, in the captivity uf those rruci; ► I
driving forces of developmetlt-the creative potential of the socien•
and individual initiative.

The major therapy for the. crisis is sought in the economic realm, in a
manner that presupposes a radical change in the individual motiv:uion,
creativity, and, initiative-that is, the parallel introduction of ptinciples of'
entrepreneurship, economic autonomy, and self-management. I lowever,
the fruitful implementation of these principles is difficult withc ►ut the
democratization of the political system and without a consistent recognition
and legal protection of humatl rights. In this situation the intertlept-ndence
of econotny and politics is comit ►g to tifé in a rational tnanner, replacingthe•
previous irrational denomination of politics over economy. Also, the etr ►lu-
tion of this rational interdependence brings together the refcrrntist forces
from above and from below in a common endeavor: to rel'orm and
strengthen (lie constitutional order. This leads us to the explication of the
second l'actor contributing to Lite g ►Y►wing credibility of t•onstitutiunalism.

The dramatic crisis has, among all else, led to the retitalization of (lie
civil sexiety. This revitalization is the restait of a cnmhinatiun ol' factors. First
and foremost, it is the result of new seKial movements, parties, clubs,'and
groups, appearing in such nttntlx•rs that their repressive neutralizalion
seems highly impossible. As autoncnnous social forces they are able to exc ► t
sonie control over the state aph ►r.uus, lintiting its arbitrary intenrretation
of the Ic►w, breathing lilc into the tu ►appGed constitution:d acts pertinent to
human rights, demanding the eliminsui+ ►n of existing articles that tutdcr-
mine thcm, and seeking the intnHlnrtion of' new provisions that enlargc
the• scope of rights.

The Moscow Trust Croup lias suive•n to revitalize to the li ►Ilest the con-

stinuional right to tire•edum of nwve•tnent and choice of resiele•nce•.1e I'he
(:zechoslovakiau ► Indcpendent Peace Association has dett ► ande•d that
"those articles of the, (:zcchusluvak IA-gal OKle whicl ► can he abnsrd firr
p(llitical ends shoukl titi longer Ix' nsed to pta ►secute (:re•rhoslov;tk citvcns.
The-st- are tlle ltttICIPs (IPalillg %cith strlrve•tsiun .If the• repuhlie, ii ,c it,',,,,'i il
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and damaging the intert-st of the  republic abroad, obstructing state surveil-

lance of dn. chin  tues  and odiers."" 

Vii  ions independent groups in liegoshnia have also campaigned for du' 

abolishment ()I Article 1:13 of the letsgoslav Penal Code, dealing with the  'ver-

bal delta. -  Thes have succeeded in gaining official support, and the article is 

now mule' going legal plocedures of change. In Poland, the Freedom and 

Peace movement and the Orange Alternative have succeeded in 1988 in 

legalizing the civil military set vice for conscientious ohjectors and changing 

the text of the military oath  (leasing out mention of dœ Soviet Union). Civil 

ittilinus service has also been allowed in flung-an; and recently in litgoslavia 

as  die rest ill of peace movements activities. 

I lowever. novelty on the social scene entails  flot  only new movements, 

gimps. citizen associations, and forces of civil society, but also a new type 

of reformer within the ruling elite. Among the party reformers, usual fea-

tures are  • Table: elements of the  selelimiting principle, initiation of 

political competition, demonopolization, creation of democratic 

institutions and procedures of control over the police and artnyi  and pro-

motion of the rule  of  law.I 6  The party reforsnists in Poland and Flungary 

are tesponding to  tue  crisis in a manner that seems to put the future of the 

society. the  gale of the country, above the absolute security of their power. 

This is  flot  only the result of pressure and the bankruptcy of legitimation, 

but also of will and consciousness. Pacifications of society by massacres, à la 

Tiananmen Square , the introduction of marshal law, or the outbreak of 

civil war are all realistic, although tragic, options. The reason the party 

efinoners currently attach importance to constitutionalism is that they see 

their prolonged political existence in ils  democratic revitalization. As such, 

it is a means of countering and neutralizing the conservative, dogmatic Mc! 

tuons within the establishment. By promoting  the  rule of law, the reformists 

are gaining support of social movements, large numbers of intellectuals, 

and the working class:—support that cannot be erased easily by a  conserva-

tilt' coup. Also, the constitutional promotion of human rights is their 

titmice  for  renewed legitimation. 

Being universal values, the inublematic of Pitman rights  lias  its own self: 

propelling force. By  titis  we mean that dteir renaissance in the reforms-oti-

ruled socialist countries i3 the result not only of crises (deprivations) but also 

nt  sieci.d and cultural development (achievements). The crises gave vent to 

the accumulated resentment of the negati(111 of elemental human rights, but 

thev also gave vent to the accumulated aspirations in this realm, which 

estalled noun the development, refinement, and growth of peoples' needs 

loi  political and general consciousness. These aspirations are a social pres-

sure in themselves, independent of the  cuisis.  In accordance witlt fus,  the 

struggle fin. the recognition of human rights is not only focused on the  

immediate, most acute political deprivations, but also takes up the problems 

• all ini )(tern natioits are facing—dlose of et ology, peace, gentler, and yotult. 
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The growing importance of constitutionalism stems mu only from 
the chant(  tel  of the internal and external pritbletns—beltincl  the  Inn ks 

of hostile ideological systems an interdependence  lias  been created 
that, among all else, allows 111r mutual influences and pressures. In the 
internal recognition of hi man rights. the international (exterisal)  lai  - 
tor  lias  gained unite ecedented strength in reform-oriented socialist 
societies." Forms of pressure differ, limn political pi essure of individ-
ual governments and  governmental organizations on Ilse basis ol 
the I lelsinki accords, to eco lllll nic pressure of supranational institu-
tions, such as the EEC or F:uropean Parliament.  'lime  EEC severed eco-
nomic negotiations with Rumania because or the deplorable state of 
human rights in that country. Pressure is also exerted by the Western 
European lllll vernents ançl their support for the Eastern European 
human rights tnovements, as well as the mutual support of Eastern 
European movements. 18  

These pressures are today rendering results because the improve-
ments tree the realm of human rights have become a condition for gain-
ing badly needed economic support and aid. At the same time. 
pressures are an additional instrument for combating internally the 
conservative factions of the establishment. 

The international factor is also activated from widths, hymn those 
who legitimately demand the compliance of the national laws with the 
international human rights agreements, pacts, covenants, and charters 
that the state has signed. 

Uncertainties 

All of the ilidicated circutnstances are creating promising tendencies and evi-
dent improvements in the realm of human rights. However, in spite of 
improvements, in spite of dœ fact that the desired and needed democratiza-
tion is lœginning to lœ introduced, the linure is uncertain. This uncertainty 
is entailed by a series of alt cad>,  visible contradictions and paradoxes. 
Speaking in the most genentl manner, the core attic contradictions is in the 
fact that although individuals air gaining  more  lights, Ilse existence of soci-
eties (Soviet Limon, Poland, Wigoslatia) is duvatened. Instead of repressive, 
voluntaristic political powee now ilk itself may override the signifinutce of 
constitutionalism and the  tuile  of law, due tut the upstiege ufuu,tsolsahfe con-
flicts and priailents, the mi nt Wiping:tut being the failure to rem dye the en t-
'tonne crisis and ethnic conflicts in spite  of  all the political reform:. In sin le a 
situ  atii nu the self-evident ix  nit ive  connotatiint if .  human rights, denutcnniza-
lion, is tarnished, at least in the eves of the  victims of change-- those impov-
ensiled and deprived. Acc(Ildit mg  tus  scone estimates ,  titis  is all eady 30 pet tent 
of the in titillation in Ihe Siniel liiiiini and fill peteent in litg(nlacia. 

• • 
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.\n "4 1s1.1 Io.ul° (if' prohlenu is crcated hl• the eomhination of tl ►e• uncor-
rct t• ►h1r drlcrts anel ir► justices from the past, irr:uionalitic•x rtnl ►eddeel in

ueul ► le's n ► inr1: and relit ions, and thr space for rel;ressive e•nerl;ics :u ► c(
irf0fms uninte•ntionalh• createel. It opens uP space to nationalist, sepa-
r:rtist, and cariuus e•xtre ►nist political tettdencies, and to a disintc•I;rative
tspe of plnralis ►n tt•here instead of t•nerl;ies For change being enlarKed
tht•t .Ill. nnnoalit• extinl;uishin}; each othcr and e•nxlinl; the very mt•an-
inl; ut cuiutitt► tiunal promotion of hnman rights. 'l'hese tendc•ncies
thre•.urn lite crr\ existence uf uocirlv. In s ► tch .1 situation dt'mocratii:uion
m;n appear as a sc•If{lefeating tendency. Whether the constitntional pro-
truoticcn ol htm ►an rights will gain an irrcvcrsible ch: ►ractcr :unidst all
these cumplex cireumstances depends in part oit the fi ► Iluwinl;.

l'olitical and economic reforms sn•e neces.s:vy. but if impleu ►e•nted aith-

out c: ►rcli ► I consicirr.nion and a conscious decision to combat their possi-
ble ill effects, the^ may in the end rejucenate forces of restoration. For
instance. the solution to the economic crisis is sought in the introduction
ul' ntarkrt mechanisms. However, the introduction of market mec•hanisnts
can be realized in a rational manner, with careful plans for reduction,

reqt ►aliftcation, and social policy, or in a brutal. Darwinist manner.
Bru4ilin tcould have as a consequence mass tmemployment, astronomic
price increases, and an existential massacre of a large segment of the
vcurking population,19 as well as new social polarizations. All this would
lead to social unrest and the strengthening of antireformist forces.

The economic crisis is dangerous because it cannot be solved quickly
under am circumstances, and at the same time, the viability of the wholr,
reform rationale depends on its efficient recovery. Since Gorbachev
came to power, the economic crisis in the Soviet Union, for instance, has
become wurse in terms of shortages and market deficiencies. Poland is
experiencing a similar situation, and litgoslavia, although not suffering
so mucl ► from shortages in consumer goods, is suffocating tender hyper-
inflation comparable to that in some of the Latin American countries
(officialh• it is 800 percent, unofficially 1500-2000 percent). Judging
from sonie of the letters quoted in the Soviet press, an almost unsolvable
draina is taking place. For those spending endless hours in queues for all
essential consumer goods, the present time of reform is experienced as
being uorse than any period in the past, including Stalin's era. The soci-
ets has juct so ►nnch strength firr retx►Iution and reftnms, and it may (lie

jnst likr indivicluals from exhaustion, warns a desperate reader.r ►
The will for reform and the understanding that the present must be

changed is confronted with the lack ol• knowledge of how to gô ahout it.

Perhaps the draina of these societies has become loci complex, the

desn'uctictn of the social tissue too deep, and the conllicts too patl ►ologi-

cal for fruidul understanding and intervention. ('I'he ecumotnic sihtatiun
in lhe S.nict union. Polanct. autt Y11gotlavia it worse fr..,n d:ry to day, as
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ait- tlir national con(ticls i ► r the Srn•ict O rion and Yn1;osLnia. Only (l ►e sil-
tu:uion in I luul;:uy is It•ss dr:unsHic.) I lt ►w Nr change itulivid ► cd ix•h:n•irn,
how to trausccnel clislx'lie•l'ant) alratl ►y ( iu the recent l'nlish clef-lions, 3H
percent of the population dicl not lote, whic•h was inte•rprcled as loisirn%t

Ioth in the l'llltl' and the opposition), how to qui(kl) solve the existt•ntial
desperation and hu ► niliatiun Ill citirens, how to parilj• extremists, hote tr ►
gain the support of lit(- nr,mrlrrklnhtrr,, hnw to work out viable sodal and
political compromises, hrnv to ne•tnralizr the repressive apparat us. and
htnv to transcend the existing ortlt•r and not end ul ► in "totalinuian anti-
con ►munism" or nationalist explosions are questions not only of Ix,a•er
and will, but alsc ► ol knowlcdl;c.

With she nti ►ouncrment of Abe "iusanr utopian" dimrnsinns ol' tihe
socialist prujecl, many of the civili7atiU1lal achievementr previo ► fslJ nt ► I-
lilied as bourgeois have become ideologically Irgitim:ue. First and fore-
must among these are democracy and n ►arket. Howrve•r, the solution ill
the acute crisis in the socialist conntries cannot be liound in the simple
transplantation of the li ►rtnula "rlemorracy + market." The prc ►ble•m is
how to translate this formula into concrete political steps, institulinns,
and relations. The translation den ►anch a synthesis o('une's own exix•ri-
ences and the experiences of Western democracy; a comhining of
grassroots democracy and parliamefuary democracy; social.jtrstice and
economic efficiency; economic, social, and political rights; and new.
original solutions based on the cultural and historical specificity of
each country. Whether this will be altainrd by lite cttrrent reli ►rn ►s, pro-
viding they are not already too late, depends on many elements, but
not the least on the knowledge, insight, and wisdom o4the actors.

Constitutional pronlotion of human rights is also cndangerrd in
multinational cottntries ( the Soviet Union and Yuguslavia In particular)
by the upsurge of national conflicts that have become intensive to the
point of bloodshed. A number of'ulcl national conllicts and ethnic hns-
tilities are arising, and the spirit of revenge and uncivilized intolerance
is in lite air. The justilieel demands for national autonomy and indepen-
dence are speedily becoming chauvinistic and separatist movr.ments,
disintegrating the whole of soc•ie•ly. To illustrate how far these irr-ational
tendencies may go, we will mention only a recent example in I;uvia. As
one of the Baltic republics, L•ttvia has demattded greater autnnonty
fron ► the- c•enter, in the direction e,l'secession. lauc'ia is now internally
cnnfrontcd with the demands of 111,111111 Polc•s, living in the totvn ol•
Shalchiv^ski, For l'olish administrative autonomy and Possible fritille
sècessiorti

Every nationality in these Eastern European countries fcels in one t.:n•
or the other victimiwd by the p:rst, and all se•ek a st ► Iution for thcroseltes.
The integrity of the country as a tti ►ule is at this rnnn ► en1 an,: ►bst ► acl
pnohlem li.r whieh n....nr Ii-Os r<•sl.unsihk•. In sur Ir it xrttr:rti..rr a ()Ill.-
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yi blueing)  III  natitenal democracy is created. A democratic framework is 

cod% loi one's ono nation ill Mill& ill several cases.  loi  instance., 

the Sin jet l'ilion (in the Baltic s epublics and Ukraine) the equality  for 

 yle•s  w ii language was sought on the level of the whole country, 

diet ea. die saine principle was not respected in one's own republic." 

\alit walk, 	 ;11111d separatist movements are at the moment, the 

oost efficient instrument of mobilizing and legitimizing antireform 

Mites. pat ticularh since they are disruptive not only for the countries 

itnoketl. Intl also. according to Western analysts, for the global security 

, t Unripe. "I ligher state inteirsts" won't' again suspend the whole prob-

eniatic Id human rights and their constitutional 1)romotion. 22  

The irreversibility of the democratic reform, constitutional promo-

tion of Innualt rights being a part of it, depends also on how consis-

tent' s  the ruling elite and the opposition uphold the principle of 

selflimitation in practice. The principle of self-limitation is a mode of 

secin big time, this precious condition for transformation, so as to allow 

the seeds or comt hum llll alism to firmly root themselves. It is a means of 

pi es cluing a conservative coup before some major social institutions of 

transideological character are enacted. This could prevent tragic set-

backs  nul  enable the survival of any future crisis in a nonthreatening 

manner. 

Upholding the principle of self-limitation means, on the part of the 

opposition, the following: renouncing political revenge, tnoderation in 

demands sis-à-vis  the  dethroning of the ruling party, and consistent 

evolutionism in place of the idea of dismantling the existing system 

os  ernight. On the part of the ruling elite, self-limitation demands a 

higher degree of tolerance vis-à-vis civil society, readiness to share 

power. and consistent reform orientation, On the part of both,  ibis 

 demands compromise and dialogue, neutralizing the extremist faction 

on both sides. and a consensus concerning the reform program. 

Upholding the principle of self-limitation would he based on the aware-

ness of the rulers  that  the majority of the society is supporting the. 

oppositi llll . The victory via violence would be equally uncertain for 

both sides ,  and most probably bkmtly. 

file transformation from authoritarianism to democracy is an 

inimettsch  (III  cult task invoking many self-tnident and hidden determi-

nants both internally and externally. The transformation detnands bold 

compromises, sincere tolerance, practical e fficiency, and courageous 

patience. Constitutionalism is but one determinant, but a particularly sig-

nificant space or tuitional emancipation, social intervention, compromise, 

iransideological dialogue, and consciousness. It iS a firm demarcation line 

betueen the ills of the past, isolation from the world, and the irreversible 

conquering of pi  esuppositions of modern development, where the dig-

nin 01 the indnidual is upheld as a and  Mi  ategy. 
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Notes 

1. For a developed critique 01 the totalitarian them y. sec S. Cohen. 
Rethinking ihe Soviet Experience (Nrw 	Oxfortl ( Iniversity ess. 1)80). 

2. Accottling to an interview with Adam Michnik ("Dnvaids a Nets 
Democratic Compromise," Eaq European Reporter 3 (May 1988): 27), 	e 

'lute cla;sit al analysis of the totalitarian order presented by 1 lamiale 
Arendt no longer describes mer sienation accurately; it applies oath to 
stair   deernselves. The Polish system consists of a sot:dime-
hut state coexisting wills a society which ca Ile comic died doting's 
totalitarian methods. The state wants  tu  Lzercise totalitatian pones. 
Inn k unable to do so. It is lOrcrd to compromise with  titi-. 

3. Where not specified, my analysis represents a generalieation of shared, 
comtnon features c 	cr 	g the problem of constitutionalism and beentan 
rights in socialist societies attempting reform. 

4. Gabor Demseky, "Initiatives for Hungary," East European Reporter :1 (No. :1, 
• 1988):49; Eugene Fortitelwas, "Kadar Melted his nags...and Stayed Put."  fat/ 

European Reporter 3, (No. 2, 1988):59. 
5. M. Gorbachev, quoted in Newiemerk  (May  29, 1989):14. 
6. Resolinion or the 19 Conference of the lllllll lutist parts' of the Salim 

Union, Yugoslav daily, rolitika (July 1988 ):3. 
7. "Moscow Trust Group News." imu 1.krairrian rear, Nnet 1 (No. 3/4, 1987 ):8. 
8. Interview with Adam Michnik, note 2, p. 27. 
9. The position of PURP is quoted according to N. flurean, "Polish totalitar-

ian society is becoming civil society," Yugoslav daily, Dmita 6/7 (May 1989):3. 
ho.  On the 1 fungal  lait  Socialist Workers party, we used the artit le of 14 

Ramie, "Multiparty Pluralism," Politika 3 (February 19119):.1. 
11. "A Way Out of C u isis," statement of the Interim Cc 	il of the Netmenk 

of Free Initiative, East European Reporter - 3 (May 1 !»i8 ):55. 
12. "Selbpottrayal of the Initiative Peace and Human Rights." Bulletin erf the 

Eumpean Network  fur Ealt-Weit Dialogue 1 -2 (1988):32. 
13. "Invasion Our Own Coal?" (itsierviiw willi Jaeoslav Saletiat, rati En rop.enre 

Reporter 3(May 198/1):6. 
14. "Mou ow Trust Croup News." note 7. 
15. "Leave Us Alone," a pint lettri funn the Independent Peace AWN bedew' 

and the 14emocratic  initialise  Group to Milos likes, General Secretary of the• 
Ctecleoshwak (*.4 lllllll *mist Pally, Eat! Impopown firfrodei 3(May  1981() :21.  

16. To illtemate this, 1 11.11(1)  huas  been the first ( • 	'St  pat ty in liis., v me 
voluntaiily lllll re  iii powty numopoly. 'Ulm Hungarian pally is gliiog ill  the 
saner directie en. For the first lime in seven  • ecades. floe bead eil Ni  M. V 
Krychkov, lead  tu sendeogo a milli; meal) healing. At the end, he stated that 
the KGB should he nutlet the t /moo, of the gene' meat. At the Congiess ol der 

Snot-me Soviet, Gorbaches solute summated the idea deal • iiiertes should 
voice Ifni, opi ll i l net comer tang ail maim  hauts in the tiiituitiv  lis orleteseduan. 

17, These is, of cone se, a fleece tel le ■ peal isy and thetabie ;twinkleds peesrm 
in Westville  pi essure, concerning the Western stemma t of ono...site regimes  iii  
South  Ait ira  or Central Allirriia, Milt «per atkins  of  trstei  ii wile, sec  tilt.  
problems ol lie land and Spain, co quiesiion ol et ono lll i l lights in  ihtiji littll 
SofirliCS. 
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IS. to illustrate the I . :mein  Fun peau  solidarity we will  quitte  the Border 

I/eclat:10.m issued hdlowing a clandestine meeting of members of Polish-

Cit.& hoslos Solidarity on July 10. 1988 (Veal European Ilelmeter 3  (Mardi  

1958)61): 

Et en in the present circ ttttt stance we can work towards the implemen-

tal) tttt of basic human and civil rights. which include... 3. The right to 

a tt uk Lui lui  legal system, freed ttttt of association and freedom of 

speech. The pie-sent legal system sanctions lawlessness, allows for 

11.11:1•0•111011 of political adversaries and repres.• 	 of all examples of 

independent political, social and cc 	• activity. This system is just 

a tool in the bands of the  gus ci 	g elite; a new one 11111M be created. 

19. lite  failure to recognize that the working class is still a key social force in 

die Eastern European societies, suppressing the principle of self-management 

In suppot ling a  ialitiuiui of technocrats and frac  • s of bureaucracy, is also an 

undt r 	' g factor of reform. The recent miners' strikes in the Soviet Union 

m e'  rated their social strength and the maturity of their demands. 

20. letter f • 	Ôgyanok. quoted in Pohtika (May 14, 1989 ) :3. 

21. A 	lier  example of the inconsistency is the demand of the Baltic 

republics  for  economic autonomy, and requiring at the same tinie that the 

:osplan  scrutes  for them all the necessary raw materials. 

22. lieue  we disagree with the analyses of Catherine Fitzpatrick (*The 

Independent Scene in the USSR,"  Poire  and Democracy News 3 (No. 2, 

1988 1989):21-23), who states that the nationalist fault is that they only took 

peresuoika ttttt seriously. that the change of territorial borders is potentially 

(nth a bold tttttt emend. and that national struggles are all about people manag-

ing their own lises and making their own decisions. The problem is that the 

tlationalhts did not take perestroika seriously 	gh to incorporate the self- 

I 	• • g principle, that the change of borders is potentially a dangerous move- 

ment and managing one's own life is an unclear de finition when almost every 

tegion in the Soviet Union is multiethnic. Parallel with just demands , retro- 

glatle tendencies—anti-SI:trim, anti-Semitism, Neo-Stalinism, and relig* 	 

hind. 	.ntalism—are activated.  

Alternatives XV (199(1), 241-24,5 

Docutnent 

Towards Comprehensive Security 
Through the Enhancement of the 

Role of the United Nations 
(Aide-Mémoire) 

Vladimir Petrovsky* 

The purpose of the disctsssion within the United  Nation,  of the item 
"Comprehensive  stem of international peace and security" is to launch a 
broad international dialogue, above all within the United Nations,  on the 
ways and means of ensuring comprehensive security in unlit:try, politit-al, ere-
nomic, ecological, hurnanitarian, including httrnan rights, and other kids Inl 
the basis of strict cotnpliance with die Charier of the United Nations and the 
enhanced mle and effectiveness of the United Nations in the tnaintetrance  tuf 
International  peace and in the  sohitiout ofglobal problems. 

The fundamental position of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 
this subject is contained in the anicle by M. S. Gorbachev "Reality and safe-
guards for a secure world" (see A/-12/574-S/19143, annex). On the eve  olilue 

 forty-third session of the United Nations General Assembly, the St wiet Union 
is stating its approach  tu  certain specific aspects of ensuring comprehrossisr 
security, namely: enhancing the effectiveness  of the United Nations and of its 
main bodies, more extensive use of United Nations peace-keeping operations 
Mid  the aflirrriation of the primacy d international law in inter-State relations. 
At the  sanie tinte the USSR is  alto  prepanyl to discuss oilier aspects  of  inter-national secutity  as  t nay be pmpnser I  by  miter States. 

In the opinion of the Soviet t Illi(1111 . 1he Seat(11 by all States litr ways and 
to enhance the effectiveness of 'hest !lined Nations should be aimed  ai the hill 
and miselective implementation of the in nisions of the Charles; actiw use 
its machiner y  ai ni i'  ri-tut 	:mil in.  ii un  ni011 t et the uI milits  of the t ' 	 
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3. Women in Local
Communist Politics in
Romania and Poland

INTRODUCTION

Studies of women's political roles in many socicties have concluded
that women arc less politically actrve than men.' Although higher
educational levels close the gap between the sexes regarding thcir
concern for and interest in politics, it remains generally true that
women arc less likely than men to enter 'fully into the political
realm'." Such an assessment is valid as well in Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union. Ndtwithstanding encouragement of female partici-
pation in princi^le by ruling Communist parties, data at the national
level indicate that women arc not politically emancipated in Eastern
Europe; they constitute, at most, 30% of Communist party member-
ship, while one in four or five Central Committee members or
governmental ministers may be a woman. Even after the purposeful
recruitment of women into the Romanian Central Committee during
the 1970s. for example, a six-fold increase brought their presence in
the Central Committee to just 24.5%.3

To let our judgements rest on such aggregate portraits of
communist systems would be inadequate because, despite limitations
on the entry of women into the national political élite, women in
communist countries, as well as in other political systemsF appear to
be more active at lower levels of politics.' In both community politics
and workplace governance in communist states, women are believed
to have greater participatory roles. Because women appear to play a
larger role at lower levels of the political system and because the
forms and extent of local activity can enlarge our knowledge of the
relationship between regimes and citizens, I examine the political
roles of women at sub-national levels. My data and examples are
drawn from Poland and Romania - cases with historical, cultural,
and socio-cconomic distinctions such that one can regard generaliza-
tions drawn from their experience with some confidence. In the pages
to follow I discuss both how and to what extent women are active in

53
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the local political life of communist states, as well as what explains
that degrce and kind of activity.

THE FORMS AND EXTENT OF WOMEN'S POLITICAL
AC TlVI fY AT THE LOCAL LEVEL IN COMMUNIS'l' STATES

f3efore examining women's political activities, it is important to
undetaand the nature of citizen involvement in general in communist
,t:► tes. Political behavior can be autonomous, brought about by
coercion or produced by means of deception. When someone
engages in political activity such as voting, or attending a rally, one
might, as I will in this volume, distinguish among such behavior
following a typology proposed by Aspaturian. Arguing that a generic
term such as 'involvement' avoids biases of the West towkrd
autonomy of action, Aspaturian suggests that mobilized involvement
and manipulated involvement are most characteristic of communist
states. Participatory involvement, while not excluded from commun-
ist systems, is less frequent.s

Participatory activity6 thus denotes autonomous behavior - i.e.
that which is not produced by environmental pressures - being
performed by highly involved citizens. Participants, following such a
denotation, have entered the political realm of their own volition and
,%ith a sense of efficacy. Manipulated activity is deceived behavior
being performed by a citizen artificially involved whose autonomy has
been comprised by falsely being convinced that his or her behavior
has systemic importance. Mobilized activity is coerced behavior
performed by citizens who are involved little or not at all in such
heha% ior but who nevertheless obey when told to vote, join
organizations, or attend meetings because of actual or threatened
coercion.

It is thus accurate but too simple to say that men dominate political
activity in Eastern Europe and the USSR, since the kinds of political
behavior women engage in will vary. If one can identify a higher
proportion of involved, autonomous behavior among politically
active women in some areas or times than others, we need to account
for these differences.

Between 1973 and 1979 1 had several opportunities to conduct in-
depth interviews with local-level political actors in Romania and
Poland. In previous reports on this research, I have referred to
samples without distinguishing subjects by gender.7 For the purposes

. _ ,.;.-.A
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Table 3.1 Distribution of interviews with politically active women in Poland
and Romania

1973 1977 1978 Totals ByLevel* Romania° Poland° Romaniad I.evel
Judet/Wojewoclztwo
(country/province) 14 3 12 29
Municipiu and Oras/
Miast
(city and towns) 25 11 13 49
Commun3/gmina '
(commune) 14 5 7 26
Totals (by ycar) 53 19 32 104

Source: Author's interview, 1973, 1977, 1978.
Notes
a. Some individuals hold posts at more than one level, of course.
b. Interviews conducted in Timi), Cluj, Dralov, and lali judele.C. These interviews did not consist solely of deputies but also individuals in

local administration; they were conducted in and near Warsaw, Krak6w,
and Pozn3n. -

d. Some of the 32 individuals in the 1978 Romanian sample were individuats
interviewed in 1973. In this table, thcreforc, they arc counted twice.

of this chapter, I have tabulated the number of women in local
politics with whom I spoke during three periods of research (see
Table 3.1). Most of these individuals,were selected because of their
status as deputies to a people's council (consiliul popular or ►adanarodowe). Although randomness was compromised by many
factors, I am satisfied that I spoke with women who were distributed
over a wide range of educational, carecr, age, and other variables.'

'Me presencc of women in local communist politics has increased
substantially since The early post-World. War 11 period in both
Romania and Poland. As late as 1958 in Poland, for example, women
held fewer than 6% of all people's council scats and fewcr than 2% of
the sub-national leadership posts. At that time the most advanta-
geous environments for women's political activity appeared to be in
urban settletnents or. quarters and urban districts (the formertypically constituting new suburban apartment developments). A
decade later those figures had changed considerably, such that almost
19% of council scats and about one in twenty presidia posts were
filled by women. The rural communes (gromady), however, brought
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the mean down, whereas urban settings contintted to exhibit higher
levels of female political activity (e.g. 28.5% of inembers of councils
in cities with provincial status, such as X.odz, Krakciw, etc. were
women.v By 1977, one osiedle (urban settlement) outside Poznân
had a council in which women constituted 40% of the membership,10
and more than a quarter of all people's councils members in Poland
-Acre women.

Still: in Poland, the distribution continues to be skewed in two
principal directions. Women's political activity (as indicated in
people's council data) is higher in cities and suburbs; it is also higher
in less important roles (outside leadership positions). Female political
activity does not, therefore, vary merely with how local the setting,
since Polish communes exhibited the smallest proportion of council
scats and leadership roles filled by women. Within the narrow
confines of urban neighborhoods women were not active.

Romania also shows an increase in the proportion of council seats
held by women but does not exhibit such a dramatic urban-rural
cleavage in women's political activity. As with Rontanian Communist
Party (RCP) membership, central decisions mandated an increase in
seats held by women during the 1970s. Each election raised
somewhat the percent of women in councils at all levels. In Judejul
Timil, for example, the 1977 elections uniformly raised by several
percentage points the proportion of women in councils throughout
the country vis-d-vis the 1975 election (overall from a mean of about
29.8% to just above 32%)." Nevertheless, Romanian rural com-
munes do not exhibit lower percentages of council seats held by
women, in contrast to Poland. A highly urbanized county such as
Cluj, for example. had slightly lower proportions of council scats in
1969 held by women in municipalities and towns than in communes
(about 30% to 31%, respectively).12 The jude(-level council - the
highest level of local assembly - was 25.6% female. Almost a decade,
and several local elections later, women occupied 27% or judeE scats
and about a third of urban-based constituencies, while over 38% of
commune deputies were women.

These contrasts between Romania and Poland may be attributable
to the predominant authority of Catholicism in the Polish country-
side, which may encourage women to remain outside the political
realm due to familial values. Pethaps the demand for additional
labor sources in Romania, drawing heavily on rural women,
necessitates greater presence in communal organs. Put simply,
however, women have more opportunities to become politically
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active in Polish urban environments but slightly less in Romanian
cities and towns than in rural areas. In both cases the proportion of
council scats held by women has increased over time (a change
beginning somewhat earlier in Poland than in Romania), but such an
increase is not uniform cross-nalionally or iuternally.

As Tables 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate, women in local politics in
Romania are wcll-educated and rather young relative to men. 13
Overall, male deputies more often have only elementary (through
eighth grade) education, but about the same proportion have
university training as women. The ages of women in people's
councils are also generally lower - or were, at least, in past years.
The experience and educational levels of Romanian women in
national-levcl roles has also risen.

Table 3.2 Education levels of politically active Romanian women and men

University degree

m people s councds (%,)

1973 Sample 1978 Sample CumulativeMen Women Men Women Men tVona•n
N=145, N=53 N=57 N=32 N=202 N=85

or some university 34 30
Complete secondary
or some secondary
(lyceum)

Complete primary
( coala gencrala)

35 47 35 36

44 58 46 50 44 _ 55

22 II 19 3 21 a
Source: Author's intervicws, 1973 and 1978.

These Romanian data parallel the American finding that women
active in local politics are well-educated, differentiated from the
general popula. ion in that regard much more so than are male
political activists.'s In the smaller Polish sample, women were
likewise wcll-cducated, as almost half had university degrees, ('lltesc
interviews, however, included local administrators as well and are
therefore not directly comparable.)

Such political qctors among women are not, by any means, tess
qualified as a group in educational terms than men. With the
advantages of relative youth and high educational levels, there
appear few reasons for women not to have an equal chance for
leadership posts and broad responsibilities. But the roles women fill
in local politics remain, in several crucial respects, unequal.
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Women in political life also clearly tend to be recruited .for 

different reasons than men. While men are recruited due to their 

important socioeconomic roles, women are much more likely than 

men to have socioeconomic backgrounds outside the bureaucratic-

managerial élite. One Polish sociologist has identified two categories 

among people's council members (radni): the specjalisci (specialists) 

and the posrednicy (intermediaries). Specialists are defined as: 

deputies whose professional skills ... have been confirmed by 

holding managerial posts (at the  lime of election). These manage-

rial posts include ... director (kierownik) of an independent unit, 

%ice director of a powiat-level institution or director of a wojewode 

mo-level institution. Also included  are  members of professions, 

scientific workers, officers of the Polish Army and citizen's militia. 

Completed higher education .(wyksztatcenie wycsze) was an 

additional condition for deputies' inclusion in this caiegory. 16 
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the pre-1972 subdivision of  provinces), ta As Table 3.4 indicates, 
women are under-represented among specialists (only 15%) relative 
to the proportion of deputies sampled who wcre female and 
over-represented in a category of 'intermediaries' (32%). 

Another way to consider the same data, of course, is to look at the 
percentage of both men and women deputies who fall into the 
specialist and intermediary categories. As Table 3.5 illustrates, 19% 
of male deputies are specialists following the above-cited definitions, 
whéreas only 10% of women in councils can be so classified. Once 
again, women are seen to be under-represented. This perspective, 
which controls, for the proportion of women among all deputies, 
suggests that the rate of specialists among female deputies is about 
one in ten, whereas for men the rate is doubled (almost two in ten). 
As discussed below, these data also point to the much higher 
proportion et men than women in councils who enter the top 
leadership at the local level. 

Table 3.3 Ages of politically active Romanian women and men in people's 
councils (c/o) 

1973 Sample 	1978 Sample 	Cumulative 

Men Women Men Women Men Wonten 

N -
145 N=53 N=57 N=32 N=202 N=85 

Source: Author's interviews, 1973 and 1978. 

Intermediates are defined as: 
• 

• individuals who do not hold any managerial posts, and those who 

hold managerial posts at a level not higher than basic (e.g. 

foreman in a factory) ... these deputies usually are not highly 

competent, and by their ptesence in the council assure the desired 

configuration of characteristics . el  

In the reséarch that led to such typologies, almost 2200 deputies were 

surveyed of whom 74% were men and about 26% women (which was 

very close to the national mean among councils in urban powiats — 

Table 3.4 Specialists and intermediaries among Polish deputies by sex (%) 

Sex 

Source: Krzysztof Jasiewicz, Rok SpoPeczne Radnych Wojewodzkich Rad 
Narodowych (Wroclaw: Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossolinskich, 1979) p. 67. 

For the Romanian case, 1 had noted a similar dichotomy on the 
basis of 1973  research on people's council deputies, referring to 
categories of deputies who were 'the needed' and The 
former constitute, in my view, people who are in the councils 
'primarily as a recognition of their positions in state organs or in their 
careers.... These are the educated, the expert and the  loyal; 
managing and directing developmental/modernization efforts, their 
integration into local political institutions is essential'. 19  Fillers, by 
contrast, are 'needed by the local gmlitical élite as a group but not as 
individuals. Abstractly, they partly 'fulfill a requirement of govern-
ments everywhere — to legitimize rule through representation of a 
broad popular base'. 211  Of the women deputies interviewed, who 
constituted 28% of the sample, I found that about a fourth could be 

Age (years) 

65 and over 

46-64 
31-45 
30 and undcr 
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classified as needed or élites by my definition (see Table 3.6),
althuugh the proportion varied considerably among jude4e. A much
higher proportion of male deputies interviewed were élites or
needed. Both men and women in this sample, of course, were drawn
disproportionately from these upper echelons since the sample was
skewed toward municipalities. At first glance, this might suggest that
there are more opportunities for entry into political activity by
professional and managerial women in Romania than in Poland
(compared to the 10 to 11% of female deputies who are specialists
and leaders in the Jasiewicz sample). Again, however, these results
may be biased due to an urban over-representation in the sample. I
think that the differences between Poland and Romania are, in fact,
not as large as these samples would indicate; if Romanian people's
councils are an arena for more activity by professional women than
are Polish councils, the difference is likely to be marginal at best.

Table 3.5 Men and women among specialists and intermediaries (Poland)
(%)

Category

All
Men Women deputies

N=1,630 N= 565 N= 2,195

Leaders' 5

Specialists 19
Intermediaries 37

Others" 39

1 4

10 17

50 41

39 39

Source: Adapted by the author from Jasiewicz, p. 67.

Notes
'Members, People's Council presidium.
"Sec Jasicwicz's comments (p. 64) regarding deputies who fit into neither
specialist nor intermediary category.

Women, then, are less often than men political activists because of
their prior demonstration of competence or managerial experience.
This scems to imply a pervasive, unstated expectation that women in
political life are there, as Jasiewicz said, to 'assure the desired
configuration of characteristics' and, hence, to 'legitimize rule
through representation of a broad popular base'.21 Despite relatively
high educational levels, women who enter local political life have not
had the same degree of managerial and professional experience as
have men. In the 1973 Romanian sample, for instance, 30% of the
female deputies interviewed had university education (incomplete or

I
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complete), but only a fourth could be called needed by virtue of their
previous or current careers. That both of these percentages are
probably higher than the population of deputies, of course, does not
alter their relationship - that high educational achievement has no(
translated into socioeconomic roles similar to those of men or equal
types of activity in local politics. Such a fundamental inequality vi.s-d-
vis men is as pérsistent and pervasive in Romania as in Poland. It is,
moreover, an inequality apparent also in the United States where
women in political life typically have differed from their male
colleagues in terms of social background characteristics and, there-
fore, fill lesser roles in legislatures, etc. and at higher levels of politics
in Eastern Europe.22

Table 3.6 Eiites, needed, and fillers among male and female Romanian
people's council deputics (%) '

N=37

Elites +
Men

Elites +
Women

needed Fillers needed Fillers

Timig 44
Na47
Cluj 33
N=50
Bralov 37

N=64
lai 36
Cumulative 37

N=27

N = 33

Na40

N=45

56 20
N- 10

N- 14
67 21 79

N-10
63 20 , 80

N=19
64 32 68
63 25 75

Source: Author's judgments based upon interviews, 1973.

That women, more than men, tend to be fillers in local councils
does not mean that they cannot be participatory activists, but it will
be distinctly harder. People whom I identified as fillers were recruited
because their presence was useful, not because their participation was
needed. But the performance of certain tasks as a deputy -
committee work, constituency services, for example - offers the
potential for a filer (in the eyes of those in whose jurisdiction that
post is found) to be a participant. Recruitment in the status of a filier
does not condemn a woman solely to manipulated or mobilized forms
of political activism - but those are precisely the expectations of
persons (most likely males) who cuntrol recruitment for local
assembly seats.

80
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Politically aware women in communist states, however, may utilize
such expectations of males in order to conceal the forms and extent of
their participatory activism. A female deputy in Brasov who was a
rcrstrasive and efficient advocate for her constituency, for example,
had Ireld no managerial post and was given no high-level responsibil-
itv in the local council or party. She had been, I am certain, recruited
because the people's council composition required a younger woman
v% ho had completed higher education and who had taught at a school.
As a deputy, however, she took initiatives to improve her constituen-
cy's neighbothood and utilized intelligence mixed with savvy to get
quick action on requests by citizens in her district. In general,
however. once they have entered into the political life of their
community, town, or province, the roles played by women in local
Polish and Romanian politics are limited vertically and horizontally.
As in other political systems, women have proportionately fewer
opportunities to rise in the local political hierarchy; they also are
concentrated in a more narrow spectrum of duties.Z3

Among the roles in people's councils, a deputy can be a member of
a standing commission, a chairman of a standing commission, a
member of the executive committee, or a member of the permanent
bureau. The latter role (member, permanent bureau) is reserved for
local party 6lites, who are also in the executive committee, and some
of the needed (specialist) deputies. Those specialists and others of
similar background typically will chair standing commissions. All
ordinary deputies are in a standing commission, membership in which
connotes no special status. Of forty-two local members of permanent
bureaus (the highest local government organ in Romania) Inter-
viewed in 1973, however, only two were women. Among other
female activists interviewed ((hose in Table 3.1), only five were
members of council executive committees and only a few were either
presidents or vice-presidents of standing commissions.24 As noted
carlicr, electoral law changes reduced the number of deputies overall
in Romania, and greater emphasis was placed on increasing the
proportion of women on state and party bodies. After the elections of
1975 and 1977, the proportion of women among people's council
executive committee and local party committee members apparently
rose to about 25% nationwide.21 In 1979 women became, first
secretaries in two jude1e, and the Ceausescu regime's efforts to raise
women's representation at upper echelons of national government
were generally mirrored at the local level.

Nowever, it does not appear that top local leadership roles

I
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(members or party bureaus and permanent bureaus or people's
councils) are filled by women proportionately more often now than a
decade ago. Indeed, one negative way in which to view such changes
is exemplified by a hypothetical case based on the Romanian system.
If there are more activist women now than there were ten years ago in
local political life, the proportion of those activists who arc tapped for
leadership posts will have improved little and could actually have
declined, given the smaller size of the councils and the continued
over-representation of males generally. A male deputy in the late
1970s was slighly more likely to have an opportunity for leadership
duties than earlier, notwithstanding the greater proportion of women
in the council as a whole. Local organs can be expected to exhibit
similar trends. Were this circumstance to persist, the vertical mobility
of female activists would have increased little or not at all as the result
of or despite the greater, proportion of women in local political life.

Perhaps more noteworthy, however, are horizontal restrictions on
the breadth of responsibilities for women. In this respect, the
experiences of women as local-level Niles in Romania and Poland
resemble those of women leaders in the United States and Western
Europe.26 As at the national level in Romania and other East
EUropean countries, women are most frequently assigned roles in
one of several arenas - education, culture, or light industry. That
women in Eastern Europe (and the Soviet Union) constitute the vast
majority of those employed in such fields as education and textile
manufacturing, for example, is an official rationale for such assign-
ments. The uniformity with which such responsibilities are given to
women, hoM;;ver, is striking. In the Romanian and Polish samples
cited earlier, for instance, . almost half of over one hundred
individuals had primary responsibilities in education, culture, or local
commerce.2' This horizontal limitation on female political activity is
also evident in the standing commission assignments for pcopfe's
council deputierc that appear to exhibit the same tendency. Recalling
that women constituted perhaps 30% of most of Romanian people's
councils, women deputies are heavily over-representcd ( more than
50% of the members) in commissions concerning education, culture,
and sport and somewhat over-rcpresentcd (31 to 50%) on commis-
sions dealing with local industry and community services, health, work,
and social insurance. Women were under-represented (fewer than
30%) in standing commissions such as budgeting and finance,
construction, planning and roads, juridical-administrative, and
agriculture and animal husbandry."

I
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Fully developed explanations for differences between women's
politiral activity in Romania and Poland are, for now, bcyond the
reach of available data. I think it warranted, however, to expect that
urh:+n- rural differences in the political activity of Polish women
could he explained in large part on the basis of cultural variables (the
church) and economic necessity (the private ownership of agriculture
in Poland, which means that more women in rural areas must contend
full-time with household tasks, childrearing. and agricultural labor).
That a judc4 such as lai may exhibit a higher degree of needed (or
specialist) backgrounds among women who are political activists
perhaps can he explained on the basis of that region's rapid socio-
economic change. 29 It is at least plausible to expect that high rates of
s^^^ioeconomic change would relate to needs for greater activity in
local government by the professional and managerial stratum,
regardless of gender. Simply put, rapidly escalating needs for
expertise in regions where relatively little of it has existed in the past
may increase the opportunity for and the necessity of recruitment of
specialist women.

The fortins and extent of women's political activity in local
communist politics nevertheless have some generalizable characteris=
tics. Despite rising educational levels, women were denied for many
years even a modest presence in local political life. In Poland during
the 1960s, and in Romania during the following decade, the
proportion of people's council deputy and local party committee
posts held by women increased, trends evident in central party gnd
state organs as well. Yet women who enter local political life in both
systems continue, to a greater extent than men, to be intermediaries
or fillers (not specialist/needed). Furthermore, once active, women
enter into the local leadership stratum relatively less frequently
(although this, too, has changed to the benefit of women during the
19611: in Poland and the 1970s in Romania). Responsibilities assigned
to wùnrcn, whether in the leadership stratum or not, have been
weighted toward arenas traditionally defined as women's issues such
as education and culture or economic concerns related to industries
in which female employees dominate.

INVOLVEMENT AND AUTONOMY IN THE POLITICAL
ACTIVITY OF WOMEN

Thus far, I have not discussed either the psychological or environ-
mental dimensions of women's political activity. To what degre'e is
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local-level political activity among women in communist systems
autonomous?'fo what degree, that is, is women's behavior in local
political life characterized by the psychological involvement of those
who are active?

Answers to these difficult questions must be indirect and tentative
- indirect because data are not available with which to test the
subjective orientations of women regarding their political roles perse
and tentative because the longitudinal and cross-national inferences
that we can make are very restricted. As noted above, women who
enter local politics in Poland and Romania are, more often than
men, regarded by those who control recruitntent as fillers or
intermediaries. This finding raises the suspicion that those who
determine who will be nominees for local political roles do not seek
women who will be motivaled to participate autonomously. Neither
do such data mean that other women who enter as manipulated
activists could not, once in the political realm, undertake other roles
of their own volition with deeply felt convictions. The recruitment
to and replenishment of local political roles simply reveals systemic
biases across nations against women likely to he most capable of
participating fully, i.e. women who have already demonstrated such
capacity in professional or managerial roles.

Some women have entered political life without enthusiasm,
primarily because environmental circfumstances left them little
choice. Even women with specialist backgrounds can be mobilized
into political activity - the school director, enterprise accountant, or
physician who because of her professional or managerial post in a
community is nominated by the party's front organization to be a
deputy, is elected, ahd is then made chairperson of a people's council
standing commission. But in the same years I have interviewed such
individuals, I have also met women for whom political activity is a
long-term concern entered into out of deep personal commitment."
Although I cannot be precise aMrut such judgements, it seems likely
that a higher proportion of the needed women deputies have such
commitments and exhibit more lengthy involvement in politics, while
very few of the fillers are likely to view political activity as a long-
term concern.

A recitation of individual cases, however, is less persuasive than
are data regarding women's participation in enterprise governance.
Studies of this issue in Eastern Europe indicate that women are much
less likely than men to make complaints in the workplace; they also
less often express dissatisfaction, have a greater inclination to
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conform, and are more concerned than men about relations with
colleagues and bosses.3 ' As in the United States, it secros likely that
the explanation for such findings must combine socialization and
structural variables.

i)efcrential attitudes regarding governance at the workplace
appear to be related to stronger commitments among women than
men to familial and parental obligations. Although women arc
rnotirated by material rewards at the workplace as arc men, many
Fast European women regard the primary duty or obligation of
women as that of motherhood and wife, with obligations of one's
profession and of citizenship lower." Such attitudes may reflect the
impact of socialization to women's roles and the view that the
exercise of authority is primarily a male prerogative.

Socialization to more general female roles also appears to be a
strong impediment to autonomous political action on the part of
women in Eastern Europe as well as in the United States, for it may
lead women to defer to men in political life as well as in the
workplace. Given the stress in East European cultures that politics
and, particularly, the exercise of authority arc unfeminine activities,
East European women are less likely than men to have obtained the
necessary skills to be efficacious political actors. The impact of
socialization is further reinforced in Eastern Europe by the recruit-
ment patterns already discussed that channel women, more than
men, into filler roles in local politics.

Deference is not, of course, a quality simply measured. There may
be several types of deference tapped by questions addressing women
in the community or workplace - deference that deceives superiors
(usually men) and thereby manipulates them, deference that is task,
time, or locale-specific (outside of which, the subject will evince little
or no deference), and deference that exhibits subservience. I label
these. respectively, as (1) offensive deference, (2) defensive defer-
ence, and (3) submissive deference.

In all cases, deference is an attitude whereby decisions and choices
are left to others, for example, superiors. Translated into the
political arena, offensive deference could be invoked by a woman
who in local politics is a participatory activist. The mobilizcd activist
might utilize defensive deference; brought into an environment
where she is uncertain because of coercion, she defers to
authorities while in that activity but in no other behavior. A
manipulated activist might not, because of the deception that
brought her into the political realm, recognize the utility of offensive
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or defensive deference and may, indeed, submit entirely to prevail-
ing authority.

The relationship of East European women to authority found in
studies at the workplace may well be linked to the distribution of

I their political activity among participatory, manipulated, and mobil-
ized types. Were such defensive and submissive attitudes of
deference and familial orientations transferred directly into the
political realm, one could expect women more than men to he
susceptible to mobilization and/or manipulation. The transfer is not,
of course, direct since the subset of women engaged in political life is
substantially better educated than the Enttre population of women
(as are the male political activists). I?ducation will mitigate any views
and values prevalent among women in the workforce that might lead
them to be less participatory in enterprise governance, although data
reported by Jerry Hough imply that this effect of education is not as
great for womfn as it is for men in the Soviet case.ss It would be
erroneous, in any case, to presume that such deferential attitudes can
be erased entirely by education or political activity itself. The
socialization of women, which insists that they defer to men in
political life, is mitigated but not eliminated by education and
training. As in the United States, an important barrier to wonren
engaging in political activity 'is their own perceptions about what
they should and should not be doing in politics'.34

ISSUE ORIENTA11ONS

In Eastern Europe women and men seem to give different priorities
to public issues. Neither gender exhibits (at least as expressed to
researchers) broadly distributed concerns. Romanian and Polish
activists (people's council deputies) interviewed during the 1970s
were asked, for example, 'What arc the most important problems
facing your community in the next one to three yearsl' (sce Table
3.7). Women most frequently cited education, housing, and provi-
sioning. Although men also frequently cited such problem areas, they
outscored women in responses focused on industrial development,
tran'sportation, the pursuit of developmental plans, agriculture
mechanization, and a few other items. Women were almost always
the only activist5 to mention chitdeare and community aesthetics.3-. ,

Evidence front other communist countries also leads one to suspect
that political concerns vary by gender. Years ago, for example,
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Tubh 3.7 Views on 'What are the most important problems in
your community - Next 1-3 ycars?' (%)

N=232' N=1U4'
Men Women

Economicb
Quality of life'
Education
General dcvelopmcnt/modcrnization°

Others'

TOTAL

22 13

34 46

23 28

18 IO

2 3

99 100

Notes
"Rumanian samples from 1973 and 1978 combined with 1977
Polish interviews.
°Economie answers included those focused on agriculture or
industry.
'Quality of life answers Included those focused on public
ccrvices, housing, provisioning, health and sanitation, roads and
transportation, and urban planning.
°General devclopment/modemization answers were those that
used such terms without offering a specific substantive area.
`Other includes finance, parks, democratization, day care
centers, etc.

.

Inkeles and Geiger found that only a small proportion (5%) of signed
letters published in Soviet newspapers were signed by women
exclusively, while men (alone or with male co-signers) wore responsi-
ble for 89% of letters. Moreover, a majority of the female-signed
letters pertained to consumer items and public services 'with which
women are most intimately involved in their daily lives'.' By the
mid-1970s, women were somewhat more frequent writers, but they
still concentrated on a narrow band of socio-economic topics.37

From such results, one cannot infer necessarily that the issue
orientations of all politically active people differ by gender, or that
the male and female populations as a whole would reflect those
priorities. One could argue, for example, that women leaders pre
assigned responsibilities at the local level in part on the basis of their
ability or willingness to fit into the expectations of those having the
nomenklatura (the power of assignments and dismissal) for the post.
The restrictions on women's free time because of domestic responsi-
bilities also have been found to restrict the breadth and intensity of
their political concerns.38
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There is a rich literatttre debating the genesis of such differences
between the political interest and activism of men and women in the
United States. sy 7'hcre sue also sevcral possible explanations of these
differences in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. These indicators
may suggest that women are more concerned with the most
immediate social and economic problems - where one works, where
one shops, and where one lives - whcrr:as men tend to have a
different set of priorities. Such a portrait might be construed as a kind
of parochialism among women who are engaged in local political
activity in communist states arising from socialization or the
continued differences in men's and women's dnmestic roles. Alterna-
tively, it is possible that women chose to place emphasis on issues in
which they think their individual and collective influence can be
maximized. I

The same kind of data also suggests that there arc certain
structural explanations for these differences. 17tcre appears to be a
concerted bias against women entering local state organs compared
to workers' councils and against women writing about certain topics
to newspapers. Similarly, responses by women to questions about
problem areas can also be a reflection of systemic biases institutional-
ized by the procedures of recruitment into local politics. Until more
data allow testing of these explanations, we must remain uncertain
about these inferences. Whether one explains these data by
socialization or situational/structural model, however. it is clear that
men and women play different roles in communist political life.

CONCLUSION

The presence of women has increased in the local political life of
communist states, although there are differences across nations in
the timing of this increase and within nations in its extent at different
levels. But a rising proportion of well-educated and youthful womcn
in local state and party organs has not meant increased access to
leadership posts relative to male activists, equal recruitment from
managerial and professional career backgrounds, or broadly distri-
buted responsibifitics. Although women's participation in mobilized
and/or manipulated political activity increasingly has been sought
during the past decade and a half in Poland and Rontania, women in
local communist.politics apparently face continued systemic obsta-
cles to autonomous or participatory activism. These systemic biases,

t
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including lesser recruitment of professional women, limited commit-
tee specialization in people's councils, and lower rates of entry into
local leadership posts, may help to produce the lower involvement
and autonomy of politically active women. At the very least, the
perpetuation of systemic obstacles to equal political participatory
activity by women is reinforced by what appears to be greater
deference towards authority among women and issue orientations
among women that differ considerably from those of men who are

activists.
Women in Poland and Romania, then, have a higher rate of

political activity than they did fifteen or twenty years ago. But, as at
the national level, being a woman in local communist politics appears
not to imply equal participation. Surely, neither Poland nor
Romania are. themselves, typical of all communist states in that
regard. The fact that women's political activities at the local level are
similar in these two countries, however, despite the important
differences in their histories, culture, levels of socio-economic
development, and linkage to Soviet foreign policy, suggests that
women's roles in local politics may be similar in other East European

countries.

4 Charisma, Control and
Coercion: the Dilemma of
Leadership

INTROnUC 1'ION

The authority to lead does not necessarily accrue to those with
power. Nowhere is this proposition more evident than among nation=
states ruled by, communist parties. The drama with which such
distinctions became evident in Poland, culminating in 198()-81, beârs
witness to the dilemma communist parties face as they seek the
authority to lead rather than just the power to rule. The former is
sought, of course, because it is more efficient to govern when most
citizens obey willingly, and best when some are enthusiastic suppor-
ters of those who govern and their policies.

In this chapter, I offer a typology of communist leadership, i.e.
differentiating among four types according to the means by which
leadership authority is sought. As ideal types, the four categories -
autocrat, oligarch,'expert and populist - are not likely to be found in
a 'pure' form; instead, variation in the means by which leadership
authority is sought in communist systems is evident between states,
over time, from issue to issue, and among levels or structures of
government. As in foregoing chapters, my analysis is thus general
rather than specific. Here and in subsequent chapters, however, I
extend the discussion to élite-mass relations beyond the institutions
of local politics. I endeavor to make comparative observations about
the need for leadership authority in fegimes of Leninist parties, the
strategies used by such parties (from national to local levels) in
pursuit of the authority to lead, and the outcomes of such efforts.

COMMUNIST ELITES AND THE'Pl1RSU1T OF LEADERSHIP
AUTHORITY

That power and authority are not coincident in communist systems
was visible in Poland on 13 December 1981. A regime which had lost
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John A. A. Aycr.tde

The African Search for Democracy:
Hopes and Reality

Recent politic-:d developments in Africa have led a};txxl numher of obser-
vers to wonder whether denux•ratic exlxriments can survive there.' This
feeling ,untntarizes the di,tiappointn><nt with the prtxes.c of political leader-
ship change and with tenure of political utÏice-IKoIclers. By April 1985,
Iwenty-four countries were tinder military rtde and twenty-one under civi-
lian aclminiar:niun (Table 3.1). 1 k ►wever, ;urnml; the twenty-one countries
under civilian .alministration, two, Sierra Leone and Uganda, had previously
experienced military rule. Sierra Leone was under various military adminis-
trations from 1964 to 1968, while URancla experienced one of the most
notorious military administrations from 1971 to 1979. Furthermore, two
countries, Cape Vertle and Chad, are uncler militarized civilian administra-
tions. In the case of Cape Verde, the administration Is under Aristides
Pereira, who was a prominent member of the Party for the Uberation of
Guinea and Cape Verde (PAIGC) and a member of the liberation forces, al-
dx ►uKh he is nota regular soldier. Similarly, lli.c,ène Habré of Chad is not a
:oddier by profession although lie toppled General Félix Malloum from
Ixmer in Au};ust 1978.1 I IabrN was t ►nly a memlxr of the National Front for
thr I.ilx r:n i^ ►n t^f (:hacl ( f ROLINKI') hut,,incc Ic)t;l, ha.ti Ix•en prr•sident of an
cmh:tuletl Chatl, whose Rovernment is military ex(.viit in natne.

Ap:rn from direct militarysalntinixtr:nio^ns in the twenty-five countries
and the two militarir.etl civilian governments, there are al.at two civilianizecl
military }tovernments, in Algeria and li}typt. 'iltese are countries in which
the military has held pctlitical power fora long time and has transformed the
militttry offce-hulclers into civilians; therefe ►re, they:tl.utenjery military tracli-
tions.11111s a total of thirly cttuntries, including Sierra Ix-one and liKanJa,
have military tr;ulitioms; this makes up :dxwt sixty percent uf all the African
ro rntriex.

AnH ►ni; the rt•m;tinink ninetcen civili:m :ulntini.tr:uicros that have not
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experienced n ► ilit:tty rule onfy 1lfnxwana, G:m ►hia, Mauritius, Senegal,

tiw:v.il:mcl, and '/.indr,lhwe have cfmilx•titi ►'e party systents; these nations

camypfrtie f ►nly mch•c percent uf the African ruuntrieti that uffer electc ►ral

chuirc• ► ff sf fnu• kincl to the people. In the .inglc•-Ir.trty st:nes, Ixri(xlic elec-

tions are I ►clcl, Nil 11 ►c•y are suhhf ►secl a ► cl ►nfirn ► the views of the (x ►litic:tl

leaders rather titan tiller IH ►licy or Ix ►litic:tl alternatives.lhus both military

f;f ►%rrnnu•ntz and a majority of civilian }tfvcrnntcntti uffer little electoral

chuirr a ► the Ix•uple. In specific trrnt., using 198I IxujecteJ population fi-

gures, only I6,IR(1,(NN) Africans (0.03'X,) oul of .1 total population of
493,72(I,INN) rxerc•ise ndemlxr:nic choice in the sclectic ►n of their I{overn-

mrnts.'
In alklit iun tl ► the rlenial of Ix ►litic:d chf ►ice, or perhaps because of it, the

African countries exix rience a large turnover in government in the coun-
tries uneler tniiit:lry rule and a near permanence of governments under
sl ►n ►c militaryanl civilian admini..traNlfns. Some or the countries that had
the most frcquent changes of government were Ilenin (1963, 1965, 1967,
1969. and 1972); Burundi with two coups In 1966; Chad with three coups in
1979; and Ethiopia, two coups in 1974 and another in 1977. The Malagasy
Republic had three coups in 1975, while Mauritania had a coup each year
from 1978 to 1980. These frequent changes of government mean a low fx>lit-
ical stahiüty index (psi).' The psi for Benin is 0.51, includinK the thirteen-
year rule of Mauhew Kerekou, without which it would be 0.3. Similarly, the
psi of Chacl is (1.51; but, discounting the fifteen-year rule of Frano;ois Tombal-

hcl)•e, it wuuld only he 0.25. Ghana, since independence, has a psi of 0.39 but
only 0.3 sinc•e the coup that unseated Kwame Nkrumah In 1966.

By cunirast, the psi of the sin);le-han)' states ctnd monarchies tends to

exceed unit); thus resulting in a high/low Ix ►litical dc^partieipatiun index
(Ixli).` 71 ►e Ivc ►ry Gr.lst lias the highest Ixli at 2.1, followed hyTanzania at 2.0,
Malawi at 1.6. 7.:Imhia 1.6, and G:nhia at 1.5.11 ►e tenure of office of some
individual leaders xhows the level uf depart icipatic ►n nwreglaringly than the
Ix ►litic:d clehartirihation index itself. For examhle, William 7Lhman was
hre.illent of Liberia for twenty-eight yearr, the sanie length of time that
I I:Ihih Itf ►rtiuiha has been hresident 1 ►f'lilnisia ('able 3.2). tiékou Tiwré w:cti
lire.iclrnt of Guinca-Conakry for twenty-six years and UZélix Iloupltouet-
R► ritiny hn•siclent of the Ivory Coast for twent)'-five. Although all these lead-
ers can rlaim u ► have "constitutionally" held these positions in their respec-
tive countries, the constitutions, more I ►ften than not, were choreographed
ti ► .uit the wishes of the leaders.

'Iltr two Iarlf ►r. ffiwditic:d ittstahilily ancl Lldilir:d dehanic'iitatilm have

rf nuhincd to thrr;uc'n denuxraty in Afrira'llu•y have alsl ► Ixen rexix ►nsihle
for the initi;uinn of a se:trch for the means c ►f arhievin}; st more democratic
IHflitir:tl I ►rfKe...'11u• sc•arclt has Ix•c•n c4f111l ► lic:1Ic•11 by the fact that the leacl-
c•rs off the %-:u if,u% rf ►untrics arerl,t the I,ril•ill•),c•% rf fnl'errecl by Ihe Westc•rn
Iw ^litiral s).acm^ %% illlf nft the ctm-ctilx mclinji; i d,Ii}(atif ►n.. At cnher times, they

I
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TABLE 3.2 Rate of Po:1:;ca1 Turnover in Africa Since Independence

Country Average Tenure
per Leader (years)

Leader with
Longest Tenure

1. Algeria
7.72. Angola
5.03. Benin

4. Botswana 4.1

S. Burundi 9•5
6. Cameroon 5.8

7. Cape Verde 12•5

8. Central African Rep-blic 10.0
9. Chad 6.3

10. Comoros 4•1
11. Congo-Brazzaville 5.0
12. Djiboç^ti 5.0
13. Egypt 8.0

14• Equatorigl Guinea 10.0
15. Ethiopia 8.5
16. Gabon 3.8
17. Gambia 12.5

18. Ghana . 20.0

19. Guinea 3.1

20. Guinea-Bissau 13•5

21. Ivory Coast 5.5

22. Kenya 25.0

23. Lesotho 11.0

24. Liberiac 19.0

25. Libya 13.7

26. Malagasy Republic 17'0

27. Malawi 5.0

28. Mali 21.0

29. Mauritania 72•5

30. Maurlti&s 6.3

31. Morocco 8.5

32. Mozambique 14.5

33. Niger 10.0

34. Nigeria 12.5
3,6

35. Rwanda
36. St. Thomas 6

Pr:^ce Islands
37. Senegal
38. Se_cnelles
3°• Sierra Leone
40. SoTai:a
41. Sudan
42. Swazilande
43. Tanzania
44. Togo
45. Tunisia
46. Uganda

47. Burkina Paso (Upper Volta)
48. Zaire
49. Zambia
50. ZiTbabwe

Houari Boumedienne
Eduardo dos Santos
Matthew Kerekou
Seretse Khama
Jean-Baptiste Bagaza
Ahmadou Ahidjo
Aristides Pereira
Jean Bedel Bokassa
François Tombalbaye
Ahmed Abdallah Abderemane
Marien Ngouabi
Hassan Gouled Aptidon
Gamal Abdel Nasser
Francisco Macias Nguema
Mengistu Mariam
Omar Bongo
Duada Jawara
Kwame Nkrumah
Sékou Touré
Luiz Cabral

Félix Houphouet-Boigny
Jomo Kenyatta
Lebua Jonathan
William Tubman
King Idris
Philibert Tsiranana
Kamuzu Banda
Mousa Traore
Ould Daddah
Seewoosagur Ramgoolam
King Hassan II
Samora Machel
Hamani Dioro
Yakubu Gowon

77•5 Grégoire. Kayibanda
10.0 Manuel Pinto Da Costa

12.5
Léopold S. Senghor4.5
Frances Albert René6.0
Siaka Stevens6.3
Siad Barre4•1

8.0 E1 Nimiery.0
King Sobhuza II24.0
Julius K. Nyerere8.3

14.5 Eyadema4'5
Habib Borguiba3.8
Milton Obote5.0
Sangoulé Lamizana5.0
Mobutu Sese Seko21.0
Kenneth Kaunda5.0
Robert Mugabe

.Yamber of Years

it

10

21
8

16
15

16
14

24
18
28
9

14
20
21
5Notes

a Egypt became ir.depender.t in 1922, but
bec3ase 1952 1952 is used as the base year for this calculationNaguib coup.

bEthiooia

is the year of the

was not reall: colonized, and was a monarchy till 1974. 1974 is used as base forthe calculation of the rate of politicai turnover.

cLiberia, like Ethiopia, was not really colonized, so 1944 is used as the base year forcalculating political turnover.
d I

Morocco is still a monarchy. This explains why it enjoys long tenure of office.

eSwaziland is also still a monarchy.
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have also indicated interest in a return to precolonial African political math-
tit ins. 

These precolonial traditions have themselves undergone titange be-
cause of colonial influence. The changes vary according to either the resili-
ence of the traditional systems or the impact of the colonial administrations, 

which were of many varieties. Africa minus South Africa, which is under Af-

rikaner min% trity rule, has seven main colonial traditions. These are British, 
hunch. Pot -Ingest% lielgian, Spanish. Italian. and German. Liberia and 
Ethiopia did not have any significant colonial tradition except for the 
Americo-Liberian presence in Liberia and the Italian occupation of Ethiopia. 
Among the remaining seven political traditions, German political influence 
was of a very short duration, lasting from 1884  to 1919. After World War I, 
German territories were turned over to the League of Nations as trust ter-
ritories and administered by Britain, France, and South Africa. German con-
tributions to the political development of Africa were therefore limited, but 
assessment is complicated by the fact that these colonies undenvent a double 
colonial experience seriatim. In this regard, the experiences of Cameroon 
may be the most interesting. Eastern Cameroon was part of the German col-
tiny 4)1 Camen x in and tvas later governed as a trust territory by France. On 
theixlierliand, western Cameroon, also part of the German colony, was gov-
erned by Britain. tk)th now form the Republic of the Camenxin, bringing 
with them differing colonial traditions.  White  eastern Cameroon has a colo. 
nial legac-y of French republicanism, western Cameroon brought into the 
un kni the  ex periences ufa parliamentary  mi marchy,t1ms creating pniblems 
4 4 .  how to forge a mutually acceptable political system. 

Italian colonialism lasted longer than the German, but Italy also lost 
some of her colonies after World War II. Eritrea, which for all practical pur-
poses was administered by the Italians as a republic, was merged with the 
monarchy of Ethiopia to form a federation. It is no surprise that the two sys-
tems, which are opposed in principle, have  flot  worked too well together 
since 1962. 

The situatkm in Libya was very similar. In 1943, Libya was split between 
the Frendi and the !Wash to be administered under a United Nations trus-
teeship. The provinces of Tripolitania and Cyrenaic-a were administered by 
the British, while Ferzan was administered by the French till the independ-
ence of Libya in 1951. This meant that Libya, in addition toiler varied precolo-
nial tradition, at different stages and in different parts, experienced Ictlian, 
British, and French colonialism. Similarly, independent Somalia also has a 
hicolonial tradition, having been made up of British and Italian Somaliland. 

Former German and Italian colonies, therefore, experienced multiple 
ix flit ical traditions by having been transferred front one colonial 'timer to 
:mother, or even split between them. These countries emerged from coloni-
alism with a babel of political traditions that resulted in conflict. In postcolo-
nial Libya and Cameroon, the dangers of:conflict ing 'radii ions were  

minimized through the adoption of federal political systems. These were 

based on the implicit a.ssumption of the equivalence of anglophone and 

francophone  H )1itical traditions. In NM) cases, federalism  lias  been aban-

doned; Libya appears relatively quiet, but Cameroon still  lias  problems se-

curing her tinily Similarly, in the case I  mi  Filth >pia and Eritrea, the mistaken 

assiimptitni 4)1 the equivalence and et mipatiltility tif traditions re-

sulted in the Liana. of the federal experiment and in fratricidal war. 

Ii  is ma Intly in the othatial experiences that the African countries dif-

fentileir prect  h  mkt' political traditions also demonstrate wide differences. 

in the search for viable political systems, therefore, the African countries 

now have whims attention on political traditions that cut acrom the nuilti-

plicity of ethnic groups. The selection of appropriate political institutional 

arrangements nuist be based on widely accepted political philom )phies with 

which die ethnic groups can identify. Tins is sttrely neither an easy task nor 

a panacea because there may  flot  even be political consensus within single 

ethnic units. 
Colonialism retarded the growth of traditional political institutions in 

order to prevent them from competing with the colonial Institutions for the 

allegiance of the iteople. By undermining these traditional institutions, the 

philosopltical bases of duties and obligations regulating the relationship be-
tween the governing and the governed were destroyed. Furthermore, the 

denigration of African traditional religions undermined political duties and 
obligations by neutralizing religion, which had provided effect ive cult ic sup-

port for (Within:II political authority Traditional deities were believed to 

punish swiftly and sternly; Protestant isin taught that salvation can be gained 
through faith akme, and Roman C,atholicism preached forgiveness of sin 
through confession." 

The secular religions that were substituted in die form of national flags, 

anthems, and ple.,dges did not have the sanie  depth of appeal and compul-
sion evoked by the traditional religions. These modern-day constitutional 
incantations are hardly established and do not fully Inspire the people as 
effective substitutes. Perhaps It is because the.se .secular religkms are alien 
methodologies for mobilizing the people. Culture is a complex whole, and 
the recognition of the delicate balance between its parts is essential for the 
maintenance 4)1 cultural equilibrium.  lite ecclecticism that characterizes 
secular religions in the African countries ttxlay only makes them discordant 
ritual elements in dwItolitical system. 

In this connection, it must be pointed out that the colonial apparatus 

also succeeded  bec  ause it was not, hy and large, a consensual hegeinonic 
administratiint;  il was, in nuts( cases, a military government and,  ai best, a 
single -party system. I 'mil shortly belOre their depa rture (and that was true 
gaily in die case of Britain), the colonial rulers had never tried to exeniplify 

the practice of cleinticracy; the)'  were perlixtly content with ruling in a 
sirictly authoritarian manner.' While it is  truc  that the colt filial administra- 
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titms cre•:netl no fi ►untlatitms for gt ►vernment hy ctm.%c•nt, it is also true that
most of them had not experiencecl clemtx•rac^• fur long either. Full tk•m ► x-.
raty dates Kick to only 1918 lit Ilritain, while Germany had it for only fi ►ur-teen ccars Ix•fure Wt>rlel War II. France has enlt ►}•e•cl tlemtx'r;tty I ► mgc:%(,
while Spain and Portugal smartecl, until recentl}; untie•r authuritarian re-
};imcs.

To `';Ir)•inK deRrees, the colonial atlniinistratit ►nti ttmetl clown ;nltt ►cr.tcyh)•estahlishinK ItK•a1 le{lislatures in the c't ►It ►nies. ln the e:lrl}• xta^;cs, this It ►t ►kthe f►►nn t ►f a harndess close of panicihatit ►tt that ultinuuely resulteel in IeKis-
I:nit•c :ul executive inelependence. This approach to colonial development
was taken by the British and appeared to have ensured a peaceful transition,
except in Ken};1 and Zimbabwe.

The French ancl the PortuRete adopted the amhitit ►us ctncl visionary ap-
Itttr.u'It of incorporating what they saw as their uverseas provinces Into the
"metrt ►Ix ►lis.'•?ltis geographical illusion created operational problems that,
for instance, fi ►rcecl the French to change their pt>licy tt ► une of union, with-
out unit); with tlteir African colonies. Guinea, however, signalled that even

the relationship of union was unacceptable, and France was hersuaclecl to
ct ►

nctalc• irnleix•ntk'nce, alheit grud}{inuly. All in all, the relatively in'aceful
transition in the French colonies south of the Sahara can perhaps be

explained by the failure of her intransiRence in AlKeria :md Indo-China. The
P►►

rttlKest:, on the other hand, were not persuaded against their visionary
I.usit:,nian empire until, after two decades, attritional war threatened to rip
;11►an even the metroixtlitan soeiopolitical traditions.

it slx>ukl be noted that inJepenclence obtained through w:trs of libera-
ti ►►n often pnxlucti•cl radical regimes. This Is not because of an ickK ► It ►Ricaln ►nvic-titm; it is Ix-cause the nationalists helicweti that colonial capitalism
could not be ct ►nfrtmtecl by any variant of c:pitalism, but only by an equal
and opposite idcy ►Itt}ry. The consequence of this is that the un:cssintilated
tlemtx'r:nie• ideology is replaced byan equally unassi ►niL•ttecl socialist Ideol-
ogy The physical revt>It against colonial rule is accompaniecl hy an intellec-
tu:d revolt that clestrt ►}x f:lith in the learned pt ►litical traditions of the colonial
ix•ritxL Examples of such places Include Algeria, Guinea-Ifisxau, Angola,
i+1olamhiyue, ant l Zimbabwe. The survival of radical re};imes in tin ►se place.-,tlrlx•ntl.<t ►tt a ct ►uthinatitnt of factors, inclutlin}; the kind ul'Ix ►litical leadershilt antl whether or not the problems ►hat necessitatc'cl the radical choice
Ix•rsisl. In the case of the leadership, it is possible tt ► ;tesuntc that, when the};rner;nit ►

n which saw military action expires, the succeeding };ette•r.uit ► tt
will he less committed to the raison cl'ctre for the radical

option. Also, theIrustr•uit ►n, ► d' ulx•rating a,tstent in which the sucrc t tlin^ };t nt r:ni ► m did
11 4)( rt•teitr an)• prao tic:d training may force a rt•Ireat. Itttt, wh:uever choice is
matle. Ihditic'aI instability is the result.

The general picture of most of the African ctnmtricw cati Ite interhretecl
lit ternis t ►

f atlntini..trative experiments Ihruu};h which they h:lve gune. Firtit,
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thc•rc• Is th ►• U;ulitiimal IH ►litit':11 :1 "ran}enn nt that the colonial system dis.
rul ►letl in ►

•;u)üng tle};ree•s. In u+mc• Places the colonial (rnvers rrotec'tc•tI
,r;ttliliO m:tl culturc•n,:Is tue Ilritish tiicl with Ill(* s}•titcy ► t ()I' intlirecti rule. tiin ► i-I;trh; the I^rt•nch i ►racticeci inllirc•ct "'le iit 111`01114 centralixetl states likeA1urtKrt ► 'll ►t• I'nrtu};csc clitl thc N:In• cmu ►nf; the Fula of Guinea-lüssau,
wltilc the Itcl}ti:ts played IhelLtsi a};clin.tit the I lutu in Rwanda and Burundi.
Thr elfect of titis was an unevcyt sl,re acl t ►f ct ►It m ial :Idntinistrative educ.nit ►n.
This %Vns c( ntryilicatecl by the fact thal, where the traclitiunal rulers were in-
ct ►rlxn:neel int ►► the aJminititratit ►n, the educated elites were excluded. But,
at intlehentlcnt•e, it was the educated elites that inheritecl political power;

this cre:netl tension between Ihe nt nncl the traclitiunal rulers, who felt tlisem-
Ix ►wc•retl. 711i.% Ix•rt'eiveJ statux revc•rsal };enerauecl ct ►nllkYs in the fx ►stct ► It ► -ni:d Ix•rit nl. Such ctmflicts were t ►tien within the s:tnte elhnic• f;ruup. Antt m};
ethnic groups the• cunflict was often hc'Iween those accorded ad vwalurent
treatntent by tue colonial pttwers antl th ► .e that were less f;wt ►red. The Ixtitexaml ►le uf this is I. Ikancia, where the Kahaka st ►u};ht to ntcxkrltize their trael-itit ►ns lit urcler it ► hanicipate in c'im ► I ►c•titive party ixditics.

Apart frtmt the open conflicts resulting from the colonial experience,
the i,erh:yn I:mher-reachinK elTecy is Ihe mental ambivalence of the enter-
gent Afrie'an Ihditic:d class. At the intliviclual level, there is a du:dity of values
that results in sut n.r•}•ntmetrir.ll rel:ui ► mshih between the normative and the
legal order. This is the result t ►f alien:uiun front the state because most Afri-
canx have conne to herceive kt ►vernment as distinct anclclifferrnt from stxie-
ly lite Iteg:Itivt• attitudes of the nationalist era toward government have ixr-
si,tetl and, lin- a large numlxr of tite people, governntent remains the
"enem,v" of the ixt ►hle. Similarl); an the st ►c•ie1:11 level, there Is•a cultural
tlullism because traditional political culture.. rentain siele by side with the
Western Ix ►Iitic;d cultures. The Itrtx'ess of widening the Ixtliticll horizon
only ür► xluct•el a ntnr.ll cli.W ►rientani ►►n, and people oscillated Ixhwecn lit-
compatible Ir.ntcrns of hehavit>r.'11tis is principally Ix.•caur•e the dissolution
of the old ethics and elhnic st ►liti:u'it}• was not acccmtixlnied by thet•mer};enre 1 ►f nc•w nt ►rtns, antl thus it I ►n Kluc'ctl an anontic "

The We>tc'rn Ixditic•al c'ultures Nive not lxrn ahle 1t ► altst ►rh the Iratli-
linn:d cultures Ix•rhaltx because of, the c•xi.etc•ntY• of the duality of values :u
the inclivitlu;d levrl.'11tis often recuits in as}•nc'retic• articulation of values by
I>, ditic:ll Icwtlet., utiu;llly to Camouflage thcir desire to remain in Ixtwer. Sul-
ntitms lirescrilx'el by the people antl the•ir leaders in these circumstances
have varictl witlrlt: antl have inclutlt•tl: ( I ) inte}trattive Itnx•esses that reco};-
nize lu it tlct•mltlmsize ethttic' tlill't•n•nccx; t 2) a return tt ► a hierarchic [)ut;11111K hthom ► ►u. h► ;4t•ntt ►ni(' c't ►ntrt ►I; l i I;tulh ►•rn irily;.11 xl fi) insl itutiunal in.tt'gr:nilm ►►r nu m ► rlithir,ltiun.

The tlilli•rent variants uf intetiralive I ►r, ►h►►s;tts reevgnize the clisintc•};rn-t i ► 'e I>, ►tt'nt i:ll ► d' e•t hn ic' cü(ferences. M ► ►re t ►Iic•n t uan nt ►t, Ihe}' acct ►rtl recu};ni-tion tir all etl ►nic gt'1 ►uhs by retr ►gnizin•q Ihc'ir rif;ht toi Ixlrticiir,ue lit l;e ►vern-
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ment. This was the underlying principle (elite union government  proposais 

 of the late (:()Ionel Acheamp( mg of Ghana. It WAS heliCVed that the arrange-

ment w.s mid erase the leding of departicipation ;um mg mint %ones, and 

among prolessionals, and therefore reduce unhealthy criticism of g( went-

ment;  titis  was also the hope of the imp's:II of "deed( nt by select h  ni  

through representation" by Siaka Stevens of Sierra Leone. "Ile suggestions 

were admissions of problems, but they did not receive mass appnwal be-

cause they were seen as strategies for perpetuating the  political leadership 

in office. 

By contrast ,  proposals for hegemonic control often emphasize the right 

of the majority to rule. h develops an ethnic hierarchy that subordinates the 

minority to the majority and ma); in the short run, produce an enforced 

ethnic harmony Such  st-stems are usually repressive because they tend to 

establish a vertical relationship between the ethnic groups dominated by 

the majority ethnic group. Chad provides a very good example of this under 

Francois linnbalbaye (19604975). Chad, with a population of about 4.5 mil-

lion, has 192 ethnic groups "of which the most homogeneous are the 

1,300,000 Sara and related groups living in the five southern prefec-

tures   In the prt-colonial period, the northern ethnic groups raided the 

Sara country for slaves; but, during the colonial period, the Sara welcomed 

the French and quickly acquired Western education of which the people of 

the north did not avail themselves. In the postcolonial periotl, power de-

volved on the Saras, who took that opponunity to avenge themselves on the 

northern ethnic groups. The people of the nonh, particularly the limbou 

Arabs, s:iw Sara hegemony as a form of internal colonialism against which 

they then had to revolt. "  
In order to achieve domination, Institutional pluralism is abandoned in 

favor of institutional monism. Institutional checks and balances are neut-
ralized and power is concentrated in the hands of the leader and his 

nominees. The rationale is that, in postcolonial plural societies, it is only in-
stitutional monoliths that produce national integration, while institutional 

pluralism in plural societies simply confirms social pluralism, which ad-
versely affects the integrity of the postcolonial state. Consequently, single 

parties are established and people's political choices limited. Strangely 

enough, these are often claimed to accord with traditional political cultures 
and are usually accompanied by a deliberate creation of both the mystique 

of authority and charisma for the leaders. These messiah attributes develop 
int() personality  (-tilts  that usually isolate the heads of states front the people 
and produce a high political departicipation index (dpi ). there is an inverse 

relationship lx-tween the personalization  014 dike and the  participai  it  in of 

the pet Itle in the political process: the spheres of political participation nar-

row as the spheres of government activities widen. The progressive shrink-

age of citizen initiative (normally a countervailing force and a refuge agaiitst 

government) results in a monopolistic government. The  titi st  (must:ending  

example  t si such a phenomenon was Francisco Mac las Nguema, who ap-
pointed himself: "President (sir Tile, Major General of the Army, (lief 

Ethic:now  i t the Nation, Supreme Scientist, Master of Traditional Culture, 

t liii, iii.iii ( el the Patti  t  lnique Nat i( mal des Travailleurs," as well as the "only 

miracle that Equatorial Guinea ever ptoduced."" 

ity del init ion. monopolistic governments often close all options to the 
people. Party membership counts as c( ',lateral for the enjoyment of civic 
rights, and gs wernments become big and u i  ) iquitous. h is therefore not pos-
sible his :andide's  01)1 i(10 of akx dness because the wielders of power 
invade every citizen's privacy.  Paradoxically, it is the impossibility of opting 
out that aggravates political compethism because the stakes of defeat and 
victory are inordinately high. "lite consequent further deflection of =hi-
gh ins into lx 'Id les aggravates strife and minis irces the predati n'y  propensities 
()I the rules and their henchmen.' 'ibis undemocratk. situathm seals all 
hopes of dents wratic development as h mg as privileges obtained through 
political influence are indispensable for decent living. Political speechifying 
replaces political action, and leaders emit political solutions that camouf-
lage their Jacobin concept of power, in which an ultracentralized state 
makes all decisions. 

The pi dicy of authenticité, which lays claim to equality with traditional 
culture,  lias  equally restricted political participation. This experimental pol-
icy  vas  mined by Mobutu Sese Seko in 7aire as part of his effort to come to 
grips with the pmblem of building a virile, united country In the 1970s, Fran-
çois Tombalbaye of Chad adopted the saine policy of inculcating respect for 
tradition and obedience to elders." More recently, Captain Thomas Sankara 
of t ipper Volta (now Burkina Faso, "Land of I )ignity") adopted the same pol-
ity in 1984." In both 7.aire and Burkina Faso, the adoption of the policy was 
accompanied by the adoption of a local name for the countries. Except for 
Burkina Faso, where it is hx) early to pass judgment, these changes in Chad 
and 7.aire are th) ins  we  titan  cosmetic: the governments are in no way better 
informed by traditions. The  substantive  problems In Chad under Tombal-
baye and in 7.aire under Mobutu are left unattended to. It is perhaps no coin-
cidence that Ix )111 states have a high txli because of the long tenure In office 
of the prixagonists of this policy. 

It is true that all these approaches have failed, but each of them, in vary-
ing degrees, accepts that the solution to the African problems of wtvernance 
perhaps lies somewhere in the cultures of the people. The main problem, 
however, is that, with the exception 4)154)m:ilia and Basutoland, there is no 
moiulcultural African state in which culture means the same thing to all. A 
return is) the cultures and traditions tit the pet iple ilwrefore raises the prob-
lem of selecting the commix', aspects  nIds  ist- cultures. Perhaps, though, the 
cultural scene is not as et  mplex as it may at first appear. Generally speaking, 
all t radit mat African g( wernments were  ill iws ) twes--cei ral ized vertical 
and n( invent  rai  ized horizontal." These two types °lien c()existed in almost 
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:111 the Afric: ►n cuuntries and have an; ► luf;tus stx•i: ► I n ►cchani.ms Ihrt ► t ►};h
nfiich their integration ct>ulcl he aphru;tc•hctl.

\C'h:n are thcsc principal commun clrmrnts? 11 ►cy :ur unity, ►f churrh: ►ntl a:nc• inmitutit ►n: ► I pluralism, Kcrt ►nttx-r;uic leadership with mass lr. ► rtJci-
ixui, m, antl lifc tenure in office. Thcsc arc the factors that charactcrize tracli-
ti,m:d dcmtx'ratic practice in Africa. in essence, the systcnls guarantcc the
acct ►untahility of the rulers as well as tltc Ktlvernahility of the people. I shall
hriefly discuss each of them to show flow they collectively y;uar:mtee a har-
ticilr.rtt ►n• dcnu>cratic process and fx ►litical reslxmsihititv and rcakmtiive-
nc.s.

In I ►rcculunial Africa, there was no selxlratit ►n of church and state. The
church was an instrument of administration. The political leader was, in
thct ►ry, also the chief priest, and he determined the religious calendar of the
stx'icty hie close tic between church and state pnx.lue•ed a spiritual element
that governed the actions of governors and subjects alike. The transcen-
dence of the spiritual in all activities---suxial, pt ► litical, and ccont ►mic-had
the significant effect of producing only a single moral code for;dl relations.
(amsequently, econt>mic, political, and social relations, is well as private

and public livc., were regulated by the sanie moral ctxk. This :rvtriclcd the
Ix•rnicit ►us tlu:dity of value.-; that charactcrizex the ct ►ntcnyx ►r:uy Africanxrnc. Gt ►

vernment was shrouded in tnysticisnl, and the fear of .-mictions
elicited probity from leaders and obedience from subjects. There can he no
cnmplete return to that condition, but it brings attention go a vacuum that
has not been filled by the alternative of Western secular religion.

The second characteristic of traditional African Kuvernnlents was in-
mitutional pluralism. Different political institutions performing different
functions were established and guaranteed by the system. Each institution
checked the Iwwers of the cxher institutions uo that a delicate balance was
cstahlishcd between ail of them. Excesties were checked because each In-
st itutiun •cyvc•d as (lie ct ►nstittttiott:d w:ltc'hdt ►g Of the rights of the Ix•t ►Itle.
T11is arrangement therefore reinforced the mystique ofkt ►vcrnnlcnt and thenltatcry surrc ►undinR traditional Ixllitical leaders. Vie IxlstcultmialI ►hctu ►

mcnnn of single parties destroyed the traditional pluralism of rt ► liti-
r:d institutions and climinated the usual check•and-halaner role that these
inaitntit ►ns had Ix•rli ►rnled since tune inlnlcntorial. 'lhe cfTcct was an un-
usu:d Inflation t ►f ihe power of the leaders and a corresponding diminution
r ►fthc Ix•ultlc:tic•tmtn ►I over their rulers. Kulers now tlften justify thc n;trrt ►w-
in}; of Ix•tqplc:s participation by arkuin}; that institutional hlur, ► lism in thebrin t ►f IH ► litic:d parties is alien to Africa. Itt ►wever, Icf;itimate dissent and
I ►:uticilr.uitm wcrc alwa}x present.

The third characteristic of traditional African governments was gc•rt ►n-tt ►t•ratic leadership h:danced by mass participation. Africans have great re-
spect forage, which is used interchankeahly with autht ►rity; hut, leaders had
to continue to earn and deserve the respect of their subjects, failing which

r
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thc tr.uliti(nr. ►
I I1111ccss or rcc;dl ;intl inq"cachnlcrtt were invokcd. Rcslx•ct

"GIx
^r I

mtst
ar

• l tttr►
.. t;n

lit ul , d r1
►c
i ►r
dicncc tr ► 1111(1- I;itc^. ct•(•it• ')()I fi ►rcc•tI; they evtllvccl in rt-• Ix•nrmrc r ► f thc Ic„tlt•r. antl, suhjcc•t tr ► l;,xxJ hch:nir ► r,Ir;ult•cti Ilt•Itl (dlirt•ti f, ►r life.

Conclusion

( t ►I,mi: ► I I-litical fnrnudas :trc inal^l^r)l)ri:nc• to the Ir>^ttr ►Itlnial situatitmsjIc><'rcausc
►f,
thc uhjcrtives t ►fKt>vcrnmcnt.ti h:rvc c1 ►:ulked. WIHie the primary t>h-tive culuniai f;trvernments was III,. n ► :► intenance of law and order, lite.hurlk ►•tic t ► f ix rtitct ►

I, rnial Rnvernmt•nts is development and the crmsolidatit ►n
Of intlclVntlt•nre But the leaders of the various states have failed to keel)
time promises t ►f intlependenc'e, which they h ave replaced with new pronl-iscs.11 ►cy

firm cxc•ited the people and then incited them. It Is hardly surhris-in9, thcrcft ►rc, that a Kroupc ►f Z►mhi;lns cr>nqplained "T1mse Wilkes from theParty came tt ► see us and told us tc ► 'vt ►tc the right way.'T11ey made its all st ►rtti
(if hrunli.tics, hut they haven't been hack once sincc the electitms." This is
rcl ►rc.ent:n ivr t ►f rcac•tions in many African states.llu nryaiyuc:tnd crctlihil •ity td'};t ►vcrnmc•nts slre thus }Iraclually I><inl; crtxJcd.

It is u-tic that the manipulation Of thc sy-etem resulted from the inorxli-
nate ambitions Of the leaders, but the vulncr;dbilityof Ill-understcxxl systerns
also macle it possible. The leaders themxch•es have, strangely enough, con-
firmed the hr, ►hlcnls with foreign Ix ►I it ic•:d sy:.tems hy sugKest inR the Importof ullti, mal IH ►litic: ►

I systems. I lowever, they make no prolxlsal.,. for contain-in}I thcir t ►tvn :rrnhitiuns.

Thcre are ways Of curtailing the ambitions of the leaders hy situatinRIH ►litical sShtcnls within the mental horizon of the IxY ►ple; thus, manihulat-
inti the xyacms can no longer be seen as just h< ►ncst mistakcs. A witlcly
untlc1:C11 x 1lI St:\ter,l tends to n;trrt nv the IH nrc•r gah IxtweYn leaders and fc

►I-knvcrs.lhis will t ►hxtruct the growth uflx ►IiNcal nlotxlliths by not only en-
suring a division of authoritl; but also by what Mosca calls "the balance of
N K•i:d forces." Ril; and all-Ixrtading y(uvernnteme have an inverse relation-

.hili to cllicicnq; Ihcyxive the people thc inlprcxsicm that they do not have
In tlu anythiti>; because the gtwcrnmcnl ►vill do It all.lltc people are thustrn ►

hilizctl withuut their Ixllitic:d particih;niun, and the leadership is flot ac-
cr ►

untahlc Ix•r:u.c checks and balances are ncutralizcYl. Only snlall
:cc•alego I►

rrnmcnts c:m restore Ixllitic:d Ir,utirih:nirm and hind the stxiety to the
.talc by rcct ►};nizin}t the ftmctions (111)4 nl ► .

Nutcs

I tit; ►nisl;rv Antlrt•ski, 71u• ACrit.m !'rtYlr,i ►nrcnr: it S►utlt• in time of.111 007441riurrtNctv 1•t ►rk: Athennn l'rt....^, 12,i.
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28 	I 	1 	28 
— X — X — = — = 0.39 
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The general formula is 	x - 

ng 21 

vvhcre is = years of sovereignty 

fig= number of governments in years 

and 2:  = two terms 
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pation of tlie people in the political process. There are different f)rms of depanicipa-

tion. These include military rule, and one-pany regimes with or without elections. 

The frequency of change of such governments does n ot increase the political partici-

pation if tx_xple. The rate of political departicipation nitliese regimes is not quanti-

fiable  huit  absolute. The practice of mixed civilian-military executives under military 

regimes (kit.% nis confer any panicipation on the people. Neither di ies the frequency 

of change idsuch governments increase political participatk mi. In fact, in sonie cases 

it reduces political participation because it sometimes postpones the return to 

deem icrat ic civilian governments. 

It is easy to calculate the tipi  of governments only hy longevity. The dpi of a 

wwernment is the excess of tenure (et) over two terms (2t) divided by two ternis: 
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Rlrique : le pluralisme
est mal parti
Pressés par la France de démocratiser
leurs régimes, les chefs d'Etat africains
n'entendent pas mettre le pouvoir enjeu.

J
fin de complaire à
leurs « riches » protec-
teurs. devenus soudain
plus exigeants sur le
respect des principes
démocratiques. cer-
tains chefs d'Etat afri-

cains ont dti se lancer, voilà
six mois. dans l'aventure du
multipartisme. Dirigeants
usés de pays qui ne font même
plus semblant d'étre en voie
de développement, ils ont un
besoin vital d'aide. François
Mitterrand les a clairement
mis en garde, en juin, lors du
sommet francophone de La
Baule :« La France liera tout
son effort de contribution aux

Lors d'une manifestaitlen en tite-dIvairn.

efforts qui seront accomplis enchainé » en publie des
pour aller vers plus de extraits. Jugement terrible
liberté. » Mais comment porté sur la plupart des pays
exiger l'assainissement des francophones. Et condamna-
mo:urs politiques sans mettre tion implicite de la politique
en périlril des chefs d'Etat française. On peut y lire que.amis . Tout s'y oppose : à au Zaire, le président Mobutu
commencer par les rapports - selon une étrange concep-trop personnels entretenus tion du pluralisme - « tente
avec des présidents qui ont de créer des partis à sa dévo-
parfois plus de poids à tion par le biais de la corrup-
l'Elysée que les ministres fran- tion »; que, au Cameroun,çais. La disgrâce de Jean- « la contrebande, la fraude, la
PierreCot. en décembre 1982, prévarication et autres
en est l'illustration. Le comportements déviants. déjà
ministre de la Coopération sensibles ou patents, y
avant eu l'outrecuidance compris au plus haut niveau
d'exiger d'eux un peu plus de des pouvoirs publics », conti-
moralité, plusieurs chefs nuent à se développer. Même
d'Etat africains ont réclamé le Togo, en raison de l'« atti-
-et obtenu-sa tète. tude ultraconservatrice » du

La chute des régimes président Eyadéma et des
communistes a mis la démo- «pratiques gouvernementales
cratie à la mode. Mais on ne (clientélisme, préférence eth-
se débarrasse pas comme ça nique, corruption) », risque
des mauvaises habitudes. Ni une révolte tribale.
en Afrique ni en France. Neuf Autre sonnette d'alarme :
jours après le sommet de La celle de Stéphane Hesse].
Baule. Michel Lévèque, direc- ambassadeur de France à la
teur d'Afrique au Quai retraite. Dans un rapport
d'Orsav, remet au président commandé par Michel
un document confidentiel, Rocard et très diplomatique-
intitulé q( Scénarios de crise en ment intitulé « Les Relations
Afrique ». « Le Canard de la France avec les pays en

développement », il écrit que
la politique française devrait
être « revue dans le sens d'une
plus grande rigueur et du rejet
de toute complaisance clienté-
liste ». Et de critiquer la
conception des rapports avec
les chefs d'Etat africains. le
gaspillage des crédits et des
aides depuis trente ans.
Résultat : le rapport Hessel
est retiré de la circulation.
Enterré, comme toutes les
études sur la coopération
rédigées depuis les indépen-
dances. Le sujet est tabou : en
France, on ne touche pas à la
politique africaine sans l'au-
torisation de l'Elysée.

Les dirigeants africains
croient avoir trouvé le sens
caché du message envoyé par
l'ancienne métrôpole : s'il ne
s'agit que de changer de dis-
cours. ils sont prêts à tolérer le
pluralisme. Et même à orga-
niser des élections. A condi-
tion que leurs résultats soient
sans surprise. Après tout, elles
peuvent aider à calmer des
populations dont les condi-
tions de vie se dégradent sans
cesse et à donner le change
aux opposants.

Ainsi, le Gabon vient d'in-
venter les élections législatives
à trois tours. Le premier,
dimanche 16 septembre,
s'étant déroulé dans la fraude
et la confusion les plus totales,
le scrutin a été annulé. Mais
en partie seulement. Et deux
nouveaux tours sont prévus
pour le 21 et le 28 octobre. En
Côte-d'Ivoire, le président
Félix Houphouiét-Boigny,
qui, à 85 ans, brigue un sep-
ttème mandat, affrontera
pour la première fois des
concurrents. Qu'il accuse déjà
d'avoir voulu faire assassiner
le pape. Il ne leur a annoncé la
date du scrutin - le
28 octobre - qu'un mois à

connaîtront un jour.

l'avance... Le Cameroun n'en
est même pas là : le président,
Paul Biya, s'est contenté
d'avertir son parti qu'il devait
l< se préparer à affronter une
éventuelle concurrence ».
Quant au général-président
togolais, Gnassingbé Eya-
déma, il ne tolère aucune cri-
tique. Mais les récents trou-
bles, qui ont fait au moins
4 morts et 34 blessés à Lomé,
laissent à penser que le pays
« le plus stable d'Afrique de
l'Ouest » vient d'entrer, lui
aussi, dans une ère de turbu-
lences.

Car les guerres tribales.
telles celles qui ont ensan-
glanté le Burundi, qui rava-
gent aujourd'hui le Liberia et
déstabilisent le Rwanda, ne
sont que l'expression de la
révolte d'un ou de plusieurs
clans contre celui qui mono-
polise le pouvoir. Aucun pays
d'Afrique noire n'est à l'abri
de cette violence. En Répu-
blique centrafricaine, sous
contrôle de la famille du prési-
dent Kolingba. la tension
monte. Comme au temps de
Bokassa, quelques hommes
-dont l'impitoyable ministre
de la Défense. Christophe
Grelombe - bloquent toute
ouverture. Du jour au lende-
main. la situation peut
devenir explosive.

Dans ces conditions, le
multipartisme, même mani-
pulé, et les élections, même
trafiquées. constituent un
moindre mal, qui réduit les
risques d'affrontements
meurtriers. Et l'on peut
espérer que, à force de jouer à
la démocratie, certains pays la

Jacques Girardon n
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Colin l.eKum 18
Democracy in Africa: I-iope and Trends

Africa is very widely perceived in the Western democraciet
as a continent ofvirtualiy unrelieved tyranny, dictaa>rrhip, currulNlon, eccxtomic bankruptcy,

adminlstrative incompetenre. and violence. Some t><thcue
cl^ly en•KaKed in fi>Ih ►winf; African develt>f^ments will

trtore
usually quallfy this stereotype

ment
of present-day Africa by citing exceptluns to this overall gloomy assess-

No -such as

meaningfu

lvol ry Coast.

discussion

Kenya, Mtmtcct ►,

about

f3oLSw,dna, and

ditlo

Nigeria (exceptwhen it fall.ti under military rule). If that ls the image, what is the reahtyt

about the pre^nt.day
^n ofAfrica orthe future Prospects of^mtXratic government is possible without

reference to the major political and economic trends since the onset of Inde-
pendence less than a generation

ago. These aresummarized beiow.' First is the widespread breakdown of the
Institutions Inherited fromcolonial rule, and energetic experJnietnatiun with new political systetns-

mostiy adaptive rather than innovative. Despite claims about i
nstituting apeculiarly 'African form of governtnent,° therr have actually been very few

attempts at creating unique political systems. On the whole, the res
institutional breakdown has been atlalxaNon of the Institutions

d t hadfailed, usually by an Increase i n the centr.tli-r.ation of power, and often byincreasing the coercive nature of this lxrwec
• G^t^uitulil ►

nal adaptation and trxlx•rinti^ntatitm have been charac-
teriial by rclrctirism, rei)ective of and inspired by all the

known types ofmodern pulitical systems: free enterpri.+r cahit:dism (Ivory Coast, Kenya,
Senel;al, Gabon. Uunetton, ptxswana, etc.); state rapitalism masquerading
as socialism (in the majority of African countries); evolutionary democratic
st,ci:tlism (T:miania is [lie best, and perhaps tmly, model); Marxist-Leninists).`tents (Iahioüia, Angola, Mu•r.•tmhi(Iur); consNtutional monarchy( l.cNothu ); 7 itdur or I l:unoverian tnunarchy ( MI trt x'co and Swaziland).

•
Mere has been a breakdown of law and order, widespread security

prohiems and abuses of human rikhts in ntan)• of the new states. Mostly,
IhesV have Ix-en the direct restdt of (1) inxtiuqil mal hreakdown; ( 2) the raw
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tensions poxluced by the process of merging clans, tribes, submit ional and 

national continunities into new nations within a modernizing development 

system; (3) power struggles among competing elites; ( 4) economic failure 

to meet the heiglitened expectancy aroused by the end of colonialism. 

• Contrary to earlier predictions, there have been remarkably few 

major security problems over borders: a brief skirmish I tetween Algeria and 

Morocco in 1963; a short conflict between Niger and Mali; quarrels of low 

military intensity between Nigeria and Cameroon anti between Zaire and 

Zambia. The major border conflicts have been over Somali claims On 

Ethiopia and Kenya; over Morocco's stand on the western Sahara; and over 

the conflicts in southern Africa. 

• Emnotnic failure in most sub-Saharan countries is a phenomenon 

more remarkable because the first two decades after independence witnes-

sed an average growth rate of 6 to 8 percent, declining  alter  the mid-1970s to 

2.3 percent, and then declining further to zero, or even to negative, growth 

rates in the early 1980s. The most alarming aspect of titis economic failure 

has been the increasing failure of Africa to feed itself, with all that this means 

in terms of human misery, political disillusionment, and great burdens on 

foreign exchange reserves to pay for imponed food. This failure is brilliantly 

described in the seminal OAU document embodied in the Lagos Economic 

Declaration. 

• At the same time, population has continued to gmw at an average of 

about 2.6 percent. In common with other Third World countries, most Afri-

can muntries have experienced a gargantuan urban population explosion. 

Both these developments make demands on limited resources that are im-

possible to fulfill, and so grow progressively more menacing year by year. 

(Population growth can be healthy in some African countries, provided only 

that their human and economic resources have been effectively mobilized.) 

• A continuous but, as yet, elusive search for continental and regional 

security and economic answers Is exemplified by the creation of the Organi-

zation of African Unity, the African Development Bank, the Economic  Corn-

munit)'  of West African States, the Southern African Development C.00pera-

lion Conference, etc. 
• Finally, and crucially, there have been the liberation struggles to c-om-

plete the "unfinished African revolution," and the increasingly violent con-

flict situation in southern Africa. 

The broad developments described atxwe have had five major conse-

quences: an unhealthy build-up of arms and armies, with expensive modern 

weaixms of warfare; militarization of political systems; a huge refugee prob-

km, with over 5 million seeking succor abroad, and millions more inter-

nally displaced; economic disruption and misdirection of resources., insta-

bility of governments and the perpetual thtrat of political and military 

coups. 
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Table !Hi jeovides a useful way of k milting at the process of breakdown 
and experima nation, of fissitm and fusion, as described Atove. 

Some Myths About Democracy In Africa 

idyll: Perm )(nu 3. 1 las Collapsed in Afrint Since Intkrenclence. 

No single Africtit o tunny was a democracy at its independence. While most 
had a semblance of democratic forms of government, all lacked the content, 
or eVell a skeletal framework of a true political democracy. The outward ap-
pearance of a democratic structure was simply alien flesh awering old 
bones; when the bones were rattled  bard, the flesh proved to be only a 
flimsy covering lacking the muscle, fiber, and blood  nia viable indigenous 
political system. 

All the institutions of independence had been anificially created, and 
were sutt nxtted in the indigenous society. Most were simply adaptations (or 
distortions) of metmpolitan systems introduced to serve the needs and 
interests of a donial rule, which was itselflwavily centralized. (Compare the 
role and power of the old colonial gtwernor with that of his successor, the 
executive president.) What existed at independence, therefore, was a mix-
ture of representative and authoritarian institutions. Local government was 
mostly nonexistent. There were selck nu enough trained or experienced ad-
ministrators and technicians to operate government institutions--other 
titan  the legal system. A new political class nit* over from  the colonial ruler, 
with little or no experience of functioning alongside an independent civil 
service, which, in any event, was not itself independent under the colonial 
system; nor, on the whole, vvas the legal system. There were few internal 
checks and balances because the institutions were thetnselves in a state of 
imbalance. Some of the early postindependence consequences of this hy-
brid political system were: (1) institutional breakdown, e.g., removal tithe 
chief justice in Ghana and, later, of other judges; but  flot  yet a total break-
down of ilk. judicial or legal system; the oflicial requirement that civil ser-
vants sin mid be loyal inn to the gtwernment, but to the ruling pany. In some 
cases ,  civil servants were required to become members of the ruling party; 
(2) increasing distort ions within the institutions themselves while they re-
mained t ttwardly dent( icratic, in form, they were intrinsically undemocratic. 

Myth: Me It'esindirecT or French Alt )(leis of IttrliatnentarynernocracyWete 
Imp( tsed on the Ci inial Peoples at Indepentiencv. 

It is true dui the  cm )1( mial powers st mght to bequeadte their own democratic 
values and s%-stems (or version of it ) to their former colonies ;  but, thealmost 

1'8 	'lin I clean 
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unitersal n:uiurtalist
fur file clcmand ciurin); tht•ir stru}i;le for indefxnclenc•e was

Uansli r c,f Western institutir m.ti; tFtt•y rejcctetl
cti► n lintitalir 'Ils :(` a sil,n t ►f cunli rrinl; sr r .11)y hrrryxnrcl ('har,g

nt(•thiny; inferiur on them:"'d gr >tvrt% :moi hi};h tables in wigs anJu,titx r.,ilit^ti
iVkrurnah*.N (^han:r .111(1 tif the rn:rjr,rit). were a fe:uure tir tire practic'e 4)r

rrf ^uh-tiahar:m African titates. Siricetht
mr xlcrnüin} e lite-the natiunaüsts c>f

the intlelxntlt nce-haJ as their firsti^rinrity
ctit;,hli.tihment of mo<lern in,^titutitms, lhey initiallyaJ<

►ptecl thcunly onev tltt•y knew-Western mr rclcls.

flte reality is that none tif the l:urulk;rn cy,tems c
►f demt>cracy had ever

modern economic setcietiex, c^ixrially cince thcwe new scrcictiirti

heen clcvelcqxJ uncler colcmial rulc. Jeshite the ctaimvirtucs. Nor were they IntrcxiureJ Ih)• thc s made atxwt their
I:neJ ex("eiltir ms)- I lcrwever new ix,lillc:rl cias,ti (with a few isc ► -, u,ntc tric•cl 11 1 int•c ►rfxrrate axpe(.-tx uf
clenux'ratic institudr>ns wilhin linul:unertt;tll} untlcnttx'ratic Ix,litic:rÎtenÎ^.

M)yh: Tr.rclitiun:r/Afr/can S►xletir.c ltc rt
lhnuxr.rtic; Communallstlc, anc/O/teratttil

c,n n 13acis ofConsencu.c: IIe•n(r• Ille1 rrtrn•.Sr:rtc•. •lusti^caN► ,n fiv the.SlnR/e-
Thix is a kcneraüz,rti( ►n; there are examhlez r,f Ix ►rh authttritarian and Jemu-cratic x} ^temti in Premexlern times.

Murcuvcr, s)•stems approf)riate te) prenxxlern and crften shlftinKcx•etiï, ccmti^risinR nu>Stlysmall
prime tu nuntlx:rs 'if pe(rhle, are whally lnappn)-

:rrc hctc rr r^enrr rus and are only at an c:trly st:rge uf naticm fnrrnation.

M}rh: l.ilx•r.rtiurt fnrrn Colonial
Kule,licant lac•nux•raNc Fr^/c►m frrr theFc,rmc r Cnlr ►nial.tiuhj^^.

71tis view, hn,Ir.rtiatcJ by Ille allil
m

titru^l^, ctmfusctl Iwo JifTerent aslx•cts tir liberty and frt•^•clt>m: f^cbm
in 1111 alicn ride (the raist,n cl'être t,f flic IiI><•r;qit ►rt titrug{le), and fxtllNcalli^YCtum :

rfrc r intlc•i^cntlencr.l;<cause the natirrnalist
in the West le-'(ers and their cuh-

Ix ►rterti
were w,tR1nK their uru^;lc• al;;tinst derm>c r,ttic nations, il

was trnly natural 111`11 theyshuulcl h:rve hautl lheir caxe e ►n achievlnKJemtx -;'tic ri};hts for (01r)glial suhjea, . In raft`' ►r thr ►u}th. Ille centrjl ar^umcnt in' Of cnttin}t t'tdcmiali^nt w:r.ti tltat•
alrtn fnmt the riKht of self.cktc rntin;uicm, the enclinK of alien ru

le a;i^ ;rn esscyitial prereyuihuilcing trf 81M w JeintKratic site Io the
cn;u kxictic.; hut il was (ml ) the first step tctwartlsin}; new Jt•nuK•ratic ukieties. I)i.^al ►Ixrintmcnt in the early failure tuhuilJ .411(j cclr,mtl tlenux•r.ttit tit:ncti Ia.^ it i.s untler:wtNKl in Western
s^ K'it tit ^ ) r;uia tl tli..illti,itmmern I>, nlr in 111( .111(j

duc tu a lack in Afrir.t; but this tlix-illusiunntcnt ir
(if 1 ► iar ►rir:r) untlc•rstantlinf; and perspectivealx rtn tht• hrt x'cs t if t•re:Uinf; nrw natit rn• tit:nt ^.
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What Vknt WYong7

Virtu:dh• all thc• n:uiun:dist forces that emeri;ecl as the c( ►minant Ix ► lilic•al
go I MPat incleix•nclence were rc ►aliticros of widelv disir,u:ue iclet )k )} ie•al, ecc ►-

nmm ► ic• trihal, and regional interests. Alnxnt w•ithewt exception the rulinK
Ir.rnics split sqxm alter indepencience. 11 ►us, central I ►uliticnl I ►uwer was

tlire:uened at a crucial, early stage. 71 ►e hreakup resulted in fierre internal

Iw rwer arul;i;le., which frequently tcx ►k :cti one of its fi ►rnrs nihal :rncVc ►r re-

ytiun:ri riv:drics At tinns, it spilled (ver into violence and, if flot to hreak-
cluwn, then t►► a wcakeninguf rentral Ix ►litical auth►►rit}. A frcyuent resixwnse

was to resort to cc ►ercive measures (arrests, preventive cktcntic ►n, and inter-
fcrence with the jueiicial pr(x:ess) in an attetnpt to restore Iwlitic:d control
ancl authurity. Civil servants c ►ften t<x ►k sides in these power struggles, result-

ing in Ihcir di.mixsal and, in cxher ways, weakenin); and demoralizing file
public service.

This first Iwstindependence political crisis, not infrequently, resulted in
the uutlawink of one or more opposition parties, and marked the start of the
evc ►luti<m of the single-party state.

In those situations where the dominant win}; of the ruling party failed
a ► rally effective supixxt, or where its coercive measures prmiuced violent
I ►uliticd and/or tribal reactions, one outcome was army coups and military
rule. 11 ►is hhenomenun usually occurred in situations of violence and in-
stitutional cullapse and, especially, where economic hardship was an addi-
ticrnal factor.

African Political Systems

Me Single-1"ni) St;uc

Such states %:rry considerably in terms of their democratic content, aspira-
ticmx, and the levels of coercion, tolerance, and respect for human rights
within each of ihem. It is therefore imfx ►rtant to distinguish between such
states, and not to regard them all as fitting into a single pc ► litical c-ateKury.
F.xamples:

More Ik•mcxratic Less l)emrx-c+tic Autherrit:rri;tn

T:mzania Ken}a Zaire
AIgeria lvuryG ►ast Gabon

i^tmenxm Guinea(i n itier tii•krru'li ►uré)
ticmialia Malawi

► Nt (.ii/lirLrov im

/k•nuh,uc rinN'ric.► : llrqx•.cancl Tren(Ls IRI

!lrhricl l'ulitic. ►l,ti► ,^rrms

In al ►Ix:tr:mcc tJ ►r.ti^ are pluralist sv.^trnrs 11111, in practice, they are sin};Ic-►:n1^• .rat^•... Vt'Iiik• they permit c q ►Ix ^atif" n ix rlitic:rl };nxyis and Ix ►litic^l center:tin) c•xi%t in q,rn cqilxotiitic ►n to the ruling part), (and even to contest elec-
tiuns), thcsr• iq ►Ix ►tiitiun groups are suhject to differing degrees of con-
str: ► ints. It is therefore necessary N ► diffc•rentiate between: (:r)•Iltose th:u are
c•►►};:tl;c•d in cxix•rimc•nts with c•v/ ►:rnclinq the right crf parties h ► cqxrate inclc-Ixnclrml)--c.f.. 1?g)•1 ►t and Mc ►rcxrc ► . (tient•l;al has };<me farihest a1cmK thisrua(l r ►f r:tutimus rxlx-riment in le};itin ►atin}t a multiir.rrty s)•stem. ); (h)7lttne
that are c•n};a};ed in cimtr.ecYing the c•xistin}; rights of (ohlwsitic ►n parties-e.}t.. M:ttlag:tticar and I ►rnhahly al.cc ► Zimbabwe.

Alilitary RcKin ►c:s

Afric•a's military rekimes are usually a coalition between the army and civil
servants, who have generally become alienated from the political class.

t tnlike the earlier situaticm in mail), L•uin American countries, there is
ne ► evidence yet of a tendency to dcwelc ►h a new military ix ►liticsd class. Thearmy is, in fact, chnely allied to the supplanted ixrlitical class ( through famil-ial relations), and these two classes nuntly have similar interests and values.Only in a few exceptional cases (where the senior officer class has been re-placed by Junior officers or privates) have there ieen attemlxx bysoldiers to
make structural changes. When this has hahhrrted, it only began mostly with
a cummitment to improving the moral and disciplinary climate of the na-
tion. ( Ethii ►pia is currently an outstanding exception. Burkina Faso f Upper
Voltal nr;►y be engaged in making radical changes. 71te efforts of Rawlings in
Ghana have mit. as yet, brought about any siKnificant structural changes. )

The army rulers in Africa have, s►► far, se•en their mle as a transient one.
Army rule has evuh•ed in two directions: ( a) after a period, the army itselfsuffers front internal divisions, corruption, ix ►rular discontent with its rule
(reflectinR die sanie kind of pmblems :cs those of the fxolitical parties they
overthrew), and have voluntarily decided to withdraw to their barracks-
usually returning at a later stage to restore discipline and order, once again.
This has already

happened three times in Nigeria and Ghana, twice in Benin
(I ahomey ), Sud:tn, ctnd I Ipper Vi ►Ita; (h )11te arnry kradually (cxtsens its holdon ix ►wer, leaving a.r-mall military group ( often in civvies) to control an in-cre:csinRly civilinni•r.ecl government (e.g., lig)•rt under Nasser and Sadat,
Sudan, Niger, Mali, Zaire, Algeria, Burundi, and Benin).

1^kxne milit:uy n•};imes
are dccidedly less urtdemcxratic than others;again, it is nc•cessary to iclentify these differences in order to clarify the na-arre of military reKimes and the ixresihilities

of their acting as agents in aclcmc x•rat izink lirc x•ess.
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afttitiparty Parliamentary Democratic Systems 

There are now a few more multiparty systems in Africa than five years ago. 

Even defenders and diet >rims of the single-party mate are ni iw more ready to 
adopt more flexible attitudes. A notable exception is Prime Minister Robert 

Mugabe of Zimbabwe, who appears to be determined to swim against  titis 

 changing title, while still accepting the democratic constraint of observing 

legal treaty obligations and the need for consensus. Other developments 

sympathetic to democratic ideas are the growing tendency to divide the role 
and responsibilities of the executive president and a prime nUnister; fewer 

restrictions are imposed on opposition parties in elections, and there is the 
tiller of a more democratic choice of candidates. There is also a greater ten-
dency to allow the growth of new political parties. 

The following three categories of democratic parliamentaty states ob-

serve the criteria of continuity and regularity of elections, a degree of free-
dom for opposition parties, and some fairness in the conduct of the elec-
tions themselves: 

Akin» l)erntwratic 	More or  Less OCTI10(73/iC 	Ci  »IffOliCti ! kl/ it XTOC)' 

ik nswana 
Gambia 
Mauritius 
Zimbabwe (to date) 

Revolutionary Regimes 

Despite all the political rhetoric, Africa has so far spawned only five re-
volutionary regimes, i.e., regimes that have violently destroyed the old polit-
ical system and made some progress towards fundamentally restructuring 
social, economic, and political institutions and relations. 

In Guinea, Sékou Touré used state terror to impose his own authori-
tarian rule, but failed in the end to create a durable, alternative society.  Alter 

 effectively destroying the economic, political, and social structures if the co-
lonial regime.  Angola and Mozambique are still at a relatively early stage of 
creating viable new institutions. Libya, under Qadttaii, lus radically trans-
formed the old monarchical system and transformed class relations, as well 
as establishing a new Islamic-culture value system in the country; but, how 
far this goes is still hard to say. Ethiopia is currently engaged in what might 
turn out to be the first fully structured Marxist-Leninist revolution on the 
continent. Swaziland is the single exception of an African country that has 
remitted to the monarchical institutions of prenuxlern times. 

Not all regimes that came to power by violence subsequently pursited 

their revolutionary methods or proclaimed objectives. For one reason or  

another ( part lunar to each) the revt dut ionary momentum was arrested and 
diverted,  cg.,  Egypt tinder Nasser; Sudan bel .ore Nitueiry embarked on his 
new !slat -nit-Wang ni program; Guinea Bissau; Algeria, after the coup against 
Ben Bella. 

7yrannied Regimes 

Strictly defined, there  are no tyrannies left in Africa, since the overthrow of 
Amin in I tganda, Maclas Nguema in Equatorial Guinea, and Bokassa in the 
Central African Republic. Except for Mobutu of Zaire and Nimeiry (until his 
overthrow) in Sudan, there have been no other leaders who can accurately 
lie  described as dictators. 

Future of the Democratic Process in Africa 

Africa's post independence political institutions have been shaped largely by 
five major pre( x-cupations (tithe p)sto 'Ionia! regimes: maintaining and con-
solidating the power of the ruling party; defending the unity of the nascent 
nation-mate against fissiparous tribal and/or regional forces; safeguarding 
borders; promoting rapid economic and social development; lessening eco-
nomic and political dependence on the former colonial powers. 

These concerns still remain at the top of the agenda of most present-clay 
African governments; but, there is now a much greater preoccupatkm with 
economic development, particularly in the rural sector.The political system 
throughout the continent is still characterized by fairly rapid changes in state 
institutions. Virtually none of the states has yet reached the stage where it is 
possible  tu  define their political systems in terms of permanent state institu-
tions. Expel-intonation in constitut lint-making remains the order of the day, 
reflecting the frequent failure of earlier institutional refirrms to overcome 
the problems for which they were designed. 

The political debate over appropriate structures to achieve stable gov-
ernment and economic growth remains a lively feature of most African 
m whet ies. This debate revolves largely  an n Ind three cardinal  hautes: the need 
tu  establish and defend basic freedoms and human rights; the nature of 
democracy in Africa; and how to achieve a boter balance between the de-
mands of an expanding modern economic sector and its modernizing elite 
and the demands of the peasant rural economy. There is a much greater read-
iness than in the past to question the central as.sumptions underlying the 
imperative need for, and the efficacy of, the  single-party state. 

The current African debate reflects fairly general agreement that, while 
Western institutit ins and forms of government are not relevant to the condi-
tit ins of  eV  ilting  mut  it in.states, the principles and aspirations of democracy 
are universal and not peculiarly Western. 
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Il is possible to extrapulate from comtemixtrary African Ik ► litical state-
ments a Ltiriy generai consensus aix)ut the reyuirements of a nxxlern demo-
cr.uic stx•iety:

I. A form Of representative government that allows for participation of
: ►11 aciuit citizens.

2. A system of accttuntahility by the elected representatives tc ► the rlec-
atrate; 11 lis reyuires regular elections, a metht XI Off onflna( Ing candl-
cl:ttes for parliament through the popular choice < d vc ►ters, fu I I vt x ing
rights for all, and freedom to exercise the vote in secret.

3. Accountability by the elected government to the elected representa-
tivt_•s tl ►n ►ugh a parliamentary institution.

4. Accountahility by the president and/or prime minister to a cabinet of
ministers and to a parliament.

5. Acctiuntahility within political parties to their ntemlx rs.

b. Checks and balances between state institutions.

7. Separation of functions between the executive, the legislature, and
the judiciary.

Although the major emphasis in the political dehate is placed on the
question of institutions, there Is also a growing tendency to focus on the
ideological aspects of democracy. Ideology is held to be especially impor-
tant in nascent democratic political societies because of the Importance of
establishing aapirationai goals for the evolving political culture, and of pro-
viding criteria by which to )udge leaders-not just the politicians, but also
others In responsible positions. Insistence on observing such criteria is held
to he crucial to the promotion of democratic thought and practice. President
Julius Nyerere has defined democracy as a"hahit," which, like all habits,
takes years to form. 71hus, he argues, it is necessary to lay down rules of what
is acceptable and what is reprehensihle, which, in time, will produce an
etiquette of democratic behavior, provided that the leadership itself sets a
consistent example of such behavior. This concern over establishing rules
of public behavior Is reflected in the growing practice of drawing up codes
Of conduct. Even though these are not generally applied, at Ieast they estah•
li.h criteria which make it possible (and legitimate) to criticize the behavior
of thone in respxmsihie positions.

The creation of single-party states in Africa is generally justified on three
dif%rent Rriiuncls: that the multiparty system encourages trih:ti, see•tit ►nal, or

I

I k•►n1 k y;k .r it ► .Urk :►: Il► yx-S and Trends I HS

rel;ional Ir,utit•s, whiclt impede the prtx•es.r• ttf national integratitm; that it is
necc•ssar} litr nt;tintaininK pc ► litic•al stahilit); which is a prerequisite for,()untl ('0)111 mtic clevelcip ►nent; and, that it reflects the traditit mal African pat-
tern Of (lccisiom making by consensus. I low valid are these three as.tiump-
lions?

It is unir} uahiy true that In mult ip:trty states oppt)sition political parliesrreclue
su

dntly restm to expk>iting tribal or regional grievances k ► huild upelec-tur.pht tn; hut, it is also true titat i n sin}tlc lr,trly xt:nes the rulin}^ party haxusecl its power to promote the intert.:tits t ►f particuiar tribes at the expense ofotherx. Nor is there muchevidencetx ► suhlx ►rt theclaim that thesingie-partysr.qe has ix•cn more successful than multip;trty states i n promoting nationalunit),.
Nigeria is an outstanding example of a country where [lie process of

national inte};rcuit m has made progress t ►nder a multiparty federal constitu-
ti<m, even thuu}th the pat•ty system huas been disrupted for pericxls by mili-tary rule. Taniania,

on the other hand, is an example of a single-party state
where tribal politics have played only a very minor role. But, then again,
there is no evidence to show that, since becoming a single-party state, Kenya
has macle an)• more progress towards ending the alienatiun of the l.uc>`--thesecond largest ct ►mmunity in the ct ►untn•-than when It was still a nnd-tip:rty xtatt•.

hie second argument--that the single-party state helps to create politi-
cal stahility-ix liard to

sustain. One has Only to look at the political instahil-
it)' in ttr.my Of the single-party states to see that they are not more stable than
the survivin}t tm ►

Itipany states. Nor have the single•patty states been signifi-
cantly more successful than the muitiparty states in ptr ►mtxinl, ecemomicde-velopmern.llte case agait>.tit tht>.se whu seek to justify strong, even authori-
tarian, regimc, in Africa as being nececwtry for political stability and ectt-n< ►

mic clcvek>pnx•nt has been forcibly stated by 1 filary Ng'weno, the editor
in chic•f Of the tCi'c•klt• Neviewt ►f Nairobi:

This is no, time fi)r niceties of par ►lamchuary clemox•rtcy in Africa, we aretolcl, and 1 hose who tell us su are not c, tnrinc•d to leaders of reprecslve Afri-
cart rc7;imcw. W e hear the sanie view front lX c'aern commentate>rs and from
international airl rk miirs wht ►sr emphasis is for the sr ►-calleel 'basic needs'approach. (

a tvcrnmenta in Africa are judged thc•xe days not tm the basis Of
the stsqus of htnnan rights and inctivitluctl liberties chat theyactorel their
citizens, hut i m the cct mc mNc well-ix•in}t th;u d ►c y can a.xure thcir IxY ►plr.

Jtt%t ho«' lai titis criterit m iz renx tvecl fn ^m the yuc•sti^ m of drnxxrac7•
can he sec•n by thr litcI diat if woxdd place Smith Afrir. ►-with itc abhorrentrecord of human ri};hts-at the a ►p Of dtc• .cade of acrcyHahility Fliack Afri-
can lealcrs as wrll :cs their synqxtdtizcr% ahruati tdien s:q• chat it really
maketi no rlilü•rcncc what Kuvc•rnme ►tt is in I-Pitwe•r a. long as the peopleIx'nclit n ►

:nr•ri;dh: From this kind of vii•w it is tmly a short stc•Ir tu the
rlan}terous prescription that wltat Africa ne•crk isct slstem Of benevolent
ilict:wor.s. •Ilu•.a• ilict:uors, st) ►tte arl;uenrm pK•s, stunttcf Ix free to itrder

IH(, Liolinl.cWu ►r►
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affairs in their o ttttt tries in such a way that material well .being  tan  he  se-

cured Then. and only then, should the people cif Africa  w  wry abimt such 

luxuries as human rights and individual liberties. 

lile  tumble widt such views, wliether expressed by African leaders or 

by foreigners, is that they are blatantly paternalistic. Whereas the rest of 

mankind vvill m it settle for less than economic wellbeing and  individu  al 

I iberty, the African people are expected to seek no mi ii Lit)  material 

wealth. This, of course, is not the way the people of Africa—as opposed to 

their leaders—see things today. Time and again they have shown, in Smith 

Africa as well as in other areas of the continent--that their idea of demi 

racy goes far beyond the desire win. materially veell off.' 

The thinl argument—that traditional Africui societies operated through 

a system of consensus—is a distorting generalization. An examination of his-

torical evidence shows that premodern African societies v:ere governed 

under a multiplicity of political systems, of which the practice of decision-

making by consensus was only one type and, possibly, the least numerous. 

Besides, consensus was practiced mainly by small, homogeneous com-

munities, and not  by the larger heterogeneous societies. On the other l and, 

a country like 11(xswana—which is made up of a collection of sniall com-

munities, who traditionally governed themselves through the kgoda system 

of consensus—lias  maintained a lively multiparty systeni since independ-

ence. There is the additional fact that, in olden tinies, an option was open to 

a minority group that refused to agree to a consensus view: they could ex-
press their opposition by moving away to new lands, where they were able 
to pursue their own ideas and way of life; in modern Africa this form of "vot-

ing by one's feet" is no longer practical. 
Beyond all these arguments lies one inescapable reality: the existence 

of organized opposition political forces in every country in the continent. 
Despite every effort by the ruling parties of single-party states to eliminate 
them, opposition movements keep al ive and some even manage to flourish. 

One incontestable accomplishment of single-party states is that they 

spawn as !midi organized opposition as can he found in any of the owl-
tipany  stucs. The only difference is that in the latter they are, mostly, for-
mally recognized whereas; in the former, they exist "informally"—either in 
exile or as clandestine movements. 

At the first opportunity presenting itself, the sub rosa political parties 
sprout forth like flowers after raln in the Kalahari desert. When,  alter a dec-

ade of single-party rule in Senegal, President Diouf filially lifted the han on 
all political parties (Senghor having only partially lifted the ban), no fewer 

than seventeen active parties appeared in the political arena, including 

seven different brands of Marxist parties. When the dictatorship of "Ern-

peror" llokassa was ended in 1979, nine political parties lined up  tu  offer 

themselves for the new parliamentary elections. In Sudan, after the over-

throw of General Nimeiry in early 1985, a dozen political parties stepped  

i1111) OW arena - - most of them having maintained active organizatk  sis  de-
spite seventeen years of single-party and, latterly, dictatorial rule. 

Needless to say, hy no means all the ppi'silk in parties are themselves 
Iikchy  tut  behave more  demi  ter:Mc:Illy than those they seek to supplant ;  but 
the experience of living under nondenu )(Tal ie  systems does appear to have 
strengthened democratic spirit ami mg man' African political leaders, 
vvhile, at all levels of African society, there is evidence of support for liberaliz-
ing the pu  litical system, and, above all, for greater protection of human 
rights. 

ilk. turbulence and diversity( if political ideas and the mimerons move-
ments of dissent in the continent constitute p( issibly the must  striking evi-
dence that democracy in Africa ( in the sense of multiparty systems) is poten-
tially the wave of the future—in whatever form such systems finally take. 

Note 

I. Newsweek, Washington, D.C., H August 1981. 
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social inspiré des principes égalitaires de justice sociale, et apte à constituer
le cadre dans lequel les individus, assurés de jouir de leur dignité et de leur
liberté personnelles, pourront concourir à la vie morale, intcllectuelle,artistique et matérielle de leur communauté.

La justice sociale est ainsi indispensable à la reconstruction de toute société
en Afrique. Les individus appartiennent à leur communauté en tant que
membres constitutifs, et non comme des marchandises. Dans un Etal
moderne, trop de menaces pèsent sur la justice sociale si la communauté est
en grande partie analphabète ; car seul un peuple conscient et vigilant peut
imposer la justice sociale et se faire le gardien de sa propre destinée. Or,
sans la liberté individuelle - aujourd'hui assaillie de toutes parts en
Afrique - , il ne saurait y avoir de justice sociale.

/YII./T1QIlF: /•.'TRANCI'R/; l SX9

Instabilité politique
Peler ANYANG' NYON(:'O • et perspectives

de démocratie en Afrique

I I ne fait aucun doute que l'on assiste aujourd'hui à un regain d'intér@t
pour l'étude de la démocratie et dcs perspectives de démocratisation enAfrique. Cette fois, l'initiative n'en revient pas à des universitaires

expatriés cherchant là de nouveaux terrains d'essai pour leurs recherches,niais
à des spécialistes africains qui essayent, chez cux, d'apporter dessolutions à la crise actuelle 111.

La démixratie, peut-on lire dans unc étude déjà parue 121, est importanterit sui
pour le développement de l'Afrique. Si les Etats africains n'ont pas

réussi à tracer des voies de développement (ou d'industrialisation) viables,
c'est avant tout en raison de l'absence de toute responsabilité politique, et
donc de démocratie. Depuis l'indépendance, le rôle du citoyen dans lesaffaires

publiques a été systématiquement réduit. L'arène politique s'estrétrécic, la démobilisation politique est devenue la norme plutôt quel'exception
dans le comportement des régimes, et la manipulation des

structures sociales pour justifier cl
maintenir la répression politique a

constitué la préoccupation majeure de la plupart des gouvernements. Tout
ceci est venu renforcer une caractéristique notoire que partagent presque
tous les gouvernements africains : le mauvais emploi des ressources publi-ques et leur utilisation à des fins privécs, toute possibilité de voir s'épanouir
un processus viable de développement autochtone étant écartée ou délibéré-
ment étouffée. C'est ainsi qu'est apparue une corrélation bien nette entre
l'absence de démocratie dans les régimes politiques africains et la détériora-
tion des conditions socio-économiques 131.

De temps à autre, à la suite soit de tivalités pour les postes de direction deI'Etat, soit d'une pression populaire s'exerçant par le bas pour revendiquer
un quelconque changement. les militaires sont intervenus dans la politique
africaine pour essayer d'améliorer un peu les choses 141. Dans tous les cas
ou presquc, ccpcndant. les militaires n'ont rien pu améliorer. Bien au
contraire. les coups d'Etat militaires n'ont réussi qu'à rendre les change-
ments de gouvernement plus fréquents et imprévisibles, compliquant ainsi
encore davantage le problème de la responsabilité politique devant lescitoyens 151. En dernière analyse, les citoyens ordinaires, si mécontents du

'African Academy of Sciences. N•rinof+i (Kcnya).
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statu quo qu'ils puissent être, ont rarement l'occasion de décider s'ils ont 
besoin ou non d'un gouvernement militaire pour les sortir du pétrin. 

L'instabilité due à la répétition des coups d'Etat militaires n'est ainsi que le 

résultat de systèmes politiques antidémocratiques et non point d'une tenta-
tive populaire visant à remédier à cette situation. 

Pourtant, le contrôle exerce par l'Elat est très important en Afrique. car 

c'est de Faction de l'Etat et de la politique des pouvoirs publics que dépend 

beaucoup la vie de la population aujourd'hui et demain. Dans les pays en 
développement, encore plus que dans les pays industrialisés, l'Ela, joue en 
effet un rôle crucial dans le développement socio-économique. ainsi que 
dans la vie quotidienne de la société. Vu la faiblesse du secteur privé, seul 

l'Eut ,  agissant au nom de la collectivité, peut en principe procurer à la 
société toute l'infrastructure moderne dont elle a généralement besoin. Si 
tel n'est pas le cas, les investisseurs étrangers peuvent alors jouer ce rôle. 

11 est cependant certaines formes d'investissement en Afrique qui risquent 
de ne pas susciter l'enthousiasme des capitaux étrangers. La construction et 

l'entretien des routes, par exemple, ne peuvent être assurés que par l'Etat. 
Mais, pour y pourvoir, l'Etat est obligé de mobiliser les ressources néces-
saires en levant des impôts. Il s'ensuit alors que les citoyens doivent non 
seulement Cire en mesure d'acquitter ces impôts, mais aussi de pouvoir 
s'assurer dc l'emploi efficace et approprié de leurs maigres ressources. Cela 
n'est pas possible si le processus politique n'est pas fondé sur une culture de 
participation et de responsabilité devant la société. Autrement dit, la question 
de la démocratie se situe non seulement au coeur même des affaires 
courantes de l'exercice du pouvoir, mais influe aussi sur la capacité du 
secteur public de créer des excédents en vue d'une certaine accumulation. 

L'optimisme déplacé des théories de la modernisation 

A l'époque de l'indépendance, la question de la démocratie, du développe-
ment et de la stabilité politique n'était déjà pas considérée sous cet angle, à 
supposer qu'elle ait jamais été posée. Au cours de la première décennie 
d'indépendance, théoriciens et hommes politiques s'accordaient dans 
l'ensemble à reconnaltre que les « nouvelles nations » africaines se devaient 
d'être modernes. Edward Shils se montrait quant à lui plus catégorique : 
« Les nouvelles élites africaines », affirmait -il, « aspirent à la modernisa-
tion » 161. D'après lui, cela signifiait qu'elles voulaient des choses modernes 
comme celles que l'on trouve en Occident. La modernisation était, pour 
ainsi dire, assimilée à l'occidentalisation. 

Le concept de modernisation n'avait en lui-même rien de nouveau ; il était 
déjà à l'ordre du jour des missionnaires. En revanche, l'idée que cette 
modernisation avait besoin d'élites et d'Etats modernisants en Afrique était 
une invention à la fois des sciences du comportement et de l'idéologie 
développementaliste qui a prévalu après l'indépendance. Ainsi que la littéra-
ture des sciences sociales a essayé de le montrer par la suite, dans les 
années 70, les Etats étaient considérés comme quelque chose de salutaire et 

de nécessaire pour le bien commun et non comme des institutions de 
pouvoir politique dont certaines forces sociales pouvaient s'emparer pour 
servir leurs propres intérêts sectaires. Les nations, disait-on, certainement 

plus tangible de mobiliser des ressources humaines en une unité sociale 
suffisamment vaste pour pouvoir combiner les avantages d'une division géné-
ralisée du travail avec une conception universaliste des objectifs à at-
teindre » 

La formation des nations était donc devenue le mot d'ordre du politique 
Comme du théoricien. Le politique cherchait à la mettre en oeuvre au 
moyen d'orientations et d'idéologies d'« unité nationale », alors que le 
théoricien s'attachait à créer les modèles et les conditions structuro-fonction-
nettes de l'« intégration nationale ». En tant que processus de changement 
social, la modernisation contenait à la fois les paramètres de modélisation 
des théoriciens des sciences sociales el les objectifs des nationalistes aujour-
d'hui au pouvoir. Quand les objectifs n'étaient pas réalisés, les analyses 
finissaient toujours par rechercher les « variables manquantes » en suppo-
sant qu'un « arrangement adéquat » donnerait forcément lieu aux résultats 
escomptés. On distinguait alors les Etats qui avaient les capacités d'entre-
prendre des tàches de modernisation (par exemple, ceux dotés de capitaux 
et d'élites modernisantes) de ceux qui en étaient dépourvus. Dans ce 
dernier cas, il était toujours possible d'instaurer des programmes appropriés 
pour remédier à la situation. Au niveau de l'appareil d'Etal, on recomman-
dait notamment des programmes de formation pour les administrateurs, 
ainsi qu'un ordre politique fort comme cadre adéquat dans lequel l'adminis-
tration serait elle-même mieux en mesure de mener à bien sa tàche de 
modernisation. 

Pour qu'un gouvernement puisse être jugé sur ses actes, encore fallait-il, 
cependant, qu'il ait la capacité d'atteindre les objectifs visés. Dans Political 
Order in Changing Societies MI, Samuel Huntington présente de solides 
arguments « contre la démocratie » dans ces sociétés. D'après lui, un 
gouvernement qui s'attache à atteindre certains objectifs de développement 
ne peut s'offrir le luxe d'être en même temps stable et démocratique. La 
démocratie exige que les citoyens participent ouvertement au processus de 
gouvernement, que leurs préférences en matière de politique publique 
soient prises en compte par ceux qui gouvernent, que les gouvernants 
tiennent leur pouvoir, des gouvernés, qu'ils maintiennent des rapports de 
communication avec les gouvernés et qu'ils soient périodiquement prêts à 
répondre de leurs actes politiques el à être soit destitués soit confirmés dans 
leurs fonctions selon la volonté des gouvernés. Cela suppose que les 
gouvernants ont à la fois le pouvoir et les moyens de traduire les aspirations 
des gouvernés dans des politiques de nature à satisfaire ces aspirations. Si 
tel n'est pas le cas, cela implique aussi que les gouvernants peuvent encore 
expliquer et justifier leurs décisions, et que ces explications et justifications 
seront acceptées par les gouvernés. 

Or, Samuel Huntington fait remarquer que les régimes politiques des 
sociétés en développement opèrent dans des environnements très fragiles où 
la légitimité des décisions et la légitimité des non-décisions du gouverne-
ment sont perçues comme dans un jeu « à somme nulle ». Ainsi, lorsqu'une 
demande existe et qu'elle n'est pas satisfaite, peu importe l'explication que 
fournit Ic gouvernement : ceux qui sont concernés ne vont tout simplement 
pas s'en contenter. En outre, étant donné que les principaux objectifs de 
développement nécessitent des ressources considérables et que ces res-
sources sont rares, le gouvernement doit limiter l'éventail des demandes .par opposition aux colonies. 	 ' • • « représentent le moyen le plus efficace et le 

14=--  
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dont il fait l'objet, de manière à éviter le risque de perdre sa légitimité en
ne réussissant pas à répondre à un grand nombre d'exigences. Plus il perd
de son autorité et de sa légitimité, plus son pouvoir risque d'être contesté
par des contre-élites dans le pays. Comme l'objectif de tout gouvernement
est de survivre avant de satisfaire aux aspirations de la société, les gouver-
nements des pays en développement se voient contraints de fuir la démocra-
tie ; dans le contexte d'une société en mutation, la démocratie est donc
source de désintégration politique plutôt que de développement politique.

Cest en s'appuyant sur ce type de thèses que les gouvernements des pays
en développement ont donné leur préférence aux structures politiques de
contrôle plutôt qu'à la promotion de systèmes de participation. En perfec-
tionnant les instruments de contrôle, ces gouvernements se rendent compte
qu'ils font bien plus que sélectionner avec soin le genre de revendications
qui leur sont présentées : ils définissent eux-mêmes les critères de légitima-
tion sans courir le risque d'une contestation publique ouverte. De la sorte,
toute forme de participation populaire au processus de gouvernement prend
généralement l'aspect d'une approbation des actions et des programmes des
dirigeants au lieu d'ttre l'expression des divers intérêts qui attendent les
décisions et les mesures de ces dirigeants.

Certains ont toutefois fait valoir que, si ce type de culture politique se
développe, ce n'est pas parce que les é lites au pouvoir veulent atteindre
certains objectifs en matière de développement ; bien au contraire, le choix
du contrôle social plutôt que de la participation, en tant que culture
politique, s'impose lorsque les élites dirigeantes ont décidé de privatiser
l'Etat et de personnaliser le pouvoir politique de façon à faire passer leurs
intérêts strictement privés avant le bien commun. Si tel n'était pas le cas,
d'ailleurs, le bilan du développement en Afrique ne serait pas si pitoyable
un quart de siècle après l'indépendance. Les prémisses que semble invoquer
Samuel Huntington pour justifier la fuite devant la démocratie dans les pays
en développement manquent donc de consistance.

Frantz Fanon 19J a été le premier à en faire la remarque. A son avis, les
gouvernements africains ont commencé à mettre la démocratie sur la touche
au lendemain de l'indépendance, car les élites dirigeantes ne pouvaient se
permettre de répondre politiquement de leurs actes tout en agissant comme
elles le faisaient avec le pouvoir. L'Etat est alors devenu un moyen
d'accumulation privée à la fois de richesse . et de pouvoir, et cela bien
souvent sans tenir compte du préjudice causé à l'intérêt général. Dans son
célèbre chapitre sur « Les mésaventures de la conscience nationale », Frantz
Fanon donne une description socio-politique détaillée de cette nouvelle
classe dirigeante en Afrique, et la condamne pour son égoïsme, son côté
inhumain, son manque d'imagination, son inaptitude à gouverner et parce
qu'elle fait en définitive partie du problème du sous-développement et non
de sa solution. Ainsi, comme les institutions étatiques - notamment lespartis politiques monolithiques - maintenaient les citoyens à l'écart (le
l'arène politique, rien n'était fait pour promouvoir le développement poiiti-
que, c'est-à-dire l'institutionnalisation de processus de gouvernement suscep-
tibles de bien gérer et de résoudre les conflits sociaux. Au mieux, la
politique de contrôle ne faisait qu'enfouir sous terre ces conflits, au risque
de les voir éclater ensuite de façon incontrôlable et anomique. De tels
systèmes de gouvernement, caractérisés par l'absence de participation et un
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parti unique ou pas de parti du toul, étaient donc instables de par leurnature même.

Une attire thèse intéressante a été avancée plus tard par Abdulrahman
Mohammed Dahu dans la postface de

How Europe UnderdevelopedAfrica 1101 de Walter Rodncy. Dahu y fait remarquer que la politique deconl
faires

rii
»
le conduit de nombreux gouvernements civils africains à « être au^ori-,

c'est-à-dire à préférer émettre des ordres pour être obéis plutôt que
de chercher à convaincre par Ic dialogue. Très vite, une culture de peur
domine le système politique de sorte que, même quand les choses vont mal,
personne n'ose le faire remarquer puisque seul le chef a qualité et compé-
tcnce pour dire ce qui va mal. A ce propos, le « chef » est généralement à
la tète de l'Etat. Un problème se pose, cependant, lorsque ceux qui sont les
plus qualifiés pour commander - les militaires - estiment qu'ils ne
peuvent plus laisser le chef de l'Etat usurper leur rôle, et décident alors de
prendre sa place. Pour Babu, la politique de contrôle - ou politique
autoritaire

- est. plus que tout autre facteur, la cause première des coups
d'Etat militaires en Afrique. Encore une fois, c'est l'absence d'une culture
politique reposant sur la participation qui, au lieu de favoriser la stabilité
Politique, nourrit l'instabilité politique.

Nous avons nous-mbme soutenu que l'une des principales causes des coupsd'Etat militaires en Afrique tient au « mécontentement politique dans uneatmosphère de répression politique » 1111. Lorsque les masses populaires,
après avoir été fortement mobilisées durant la période de la lutte pour
l'indépendance politique, se retrouvent soudain démobilisées après qu'on
leur a fermé les portes de la participation ; lorsque, à la suite de cette
démobilisation, la responsabilité publique devient de plus en plus difficile à
maintenir et que les détenteurs du pouvoir profitent de la situation en
continuant, de manière flagrante, à utiliser les fonctions officielles pour
servir leurs intérêts privés ; lorsque tout ceci survient, il arrive tôt ou tard
qu'une partie de l'élite, se sentant exclue du pouvoir politique et donc de
l'enrichissement personnel, exploite ce mécontentement ambiant pour préci-
pilcr

un coup d'Elat militairc. El cela lui est particulièrement facile,
puisque l'épine dorsale du guuvcrnement. à savoir Ics instruments de
contniie, se trouve, en fin de compte, entre les mains des militaires.

Les hommes en uniforme, tout comme les civils qui occupent les postes de
direction de l'Etat, font partie intégrante de l'élite politique moderne des
Etats africains. Lorsque les structures politiques commencent à être organi-
sées selon des critères ethniques, dans la logique du mécanisme de contrôle,
elles ne peuvent que sombrer dans les conflits ethniques qu'elles ont elles-
mêmes suscités. Lorsqu'un régime en place se met à contrôler sévèrement
l'accès aux postes de commande. les militaires sont tout autant touchés que
les attires ou bien ils commencent à éprouver de la sympathie pour ceux
qui, parmi eux, sont victimes tic cette mesure. Lorsqu'un président ne fait
plus confiance qu'à sa famille. son clan ou sa tribu afin de garder la haute
main sur le régime, il ne petit manquer de mécontenter, tôt ou tard,
certaines fractions de l'armée ci (le les rendre hostiles au système. Lors-
qu'enfin il n'existe plus de moyens légaux permettant d'accéder aux postes
de commande et de changer le I;ouvernemenl, et que l'armée elle-m@me ne
bénéficie pas de la confiance du régime, il est alors très probable que les
militaires se regrouperont pour défendre leurs intérêts communs ci tenter de
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s'emparer eux-mêmes du pouvoir politique. Mais une telle prise du pouvoir 
dans l'intérêt de l'armée « en tant que caste » ne peut réussir que si elle est 
synchrone avec l'attente populaire ou avec le soutien populaire éventuelle-
ment apporté au coup d'Etat militaire. 

Nous pouvons donc postuler que, lorsqu'un régime s'aliène le soutien de la 
population et ferme les voies légales du changement, que l'armée voit un 
intérét corporatiste dans la prise du pouvoir ou qu'une partie de cette 
armée nourrit un tel projet, le coup d'Etat devient inévitable dès que k 
mécontentement est suffisamment étendu pour que les militaires pensent 
pouvoir y trouver un soutien immédiat et spontané. Si elle bénéficie d'un 
tel appui, l'armée est alors assurée de pouvoir élargir la coalition mise en 
place pour gouverner en se tournant vers la population civile. En revanche. 
si , après avoir pris le pouvoir, l'armée se rend compte qu'elle ne bénéficie 
pas de l'appui populaire et qu'il existe des différends dans ses rangs quant 
aux intérêts à défendre, il est alors probable que les auteurs du coup d'Etat 
vont se replier sur eux-mêmes, prendre une orientation militaire et chercher 
à résoudre leurs problèmes par la coercition et l'institution d'une dictature 
personnelle el prétorienne. Une fois de plus, c'est le contrôle, et non la 
participation, qui va devenir la culture politique dominante du régime 
militaire, le vouant à son tour à la fragilité et à une instabilité fondamen-
tale. 

Qu'il soit populaire ou non lorsqu'il a lieu, le coup d'Etat a généralement 
tendance à engendrer une culture politique qui fait que les élites rivalisant 
pour les postes de commande le considèrent toujours comme un moyen de 
résoudre leurs conflits. Même lorsque le gouvernement civil est rétabli, 
comme cela s'est produit au Ghana, au Nigeria et en Ouganda. les crises 
politiques ont toutes les chances de se dénouer plus par un nouveau coup 
d'Eut que par des moyens légaux et rationnels. Il ne faut cependant pas en 
rejeter la responsabilité sur les auteurs des coups d'Etat : la faute en revient 
principalement aux premiers gouvernements qui ont détruit la culture de la 
participation politique pluraliste, c'est-à-dire la démocratie. 

Démocratie el stabilité 

Nous voyons donc que les arguments invoqués contre la démocratie de 
participation n'ont pas été corroborés par les faits. On a pensé qu'en 
réduisant les exigences à satisfaire pour soulager le régime de certaines 
pressions, on atteindrait davantage d'objectifs en matière de développement. 
Mais l'histoire de l'Afrique au cours des vingt-cinq dernières années montre 
que le sous-développement ne fait que gagner du terrain, notamment là où 
la participation est faible. Il suffit d'un bref tour d'horizon pour se rendre 
compte que les régimes favorables à la participation ont obtenu de meilleurs 
résultais que les autres, en termes de croissance économique : le Kenya 
sous Kenyatta par rapport au Soudan de Nemeiry ; la Côte-d'Ivoire sous 
llouphouet Doigny par rapport au Zaïre de Mobutu. Toutefois, cette 
comparaison n'est pas valable dans tous les cas : que faire, par exemple. du 
Malawi dans une telle analyse ? Cela dit, il est quand même loin d'être 
prouvé que l'Afrique a mieux réussi en termes de croissance économique et 
de développement parce que les gouvernements n'ont pas eu à se préoccu- 

per de la pression populaire. Tout indiquerait plutôt que ces gonveistements 
ont agi à leur guise et anéanti l'économie de leurs pays précisément pince 
qu'ils n'ont eu de comptes à rendre à personne. 

Maltmood Martulani 1121 a récemment observé que, même lorsque la bour-
geoisie porte la question de la démocratie à l'ordre du jour des régimes 
africains et soutient qu'une culture politique démocratique est la seule 
source sûre de stabilité politique, elle ne le fait que de façon très restrictive. 
Elle voit la démocratie purement et simplement en terme libéral — au sens 
occidental du terme, avec son insistance sur les libertés formelles — de 
régime concurrentiel, c'est -à -dire sous la forme d'élections libres et démocra-
tiques. Mais qui, en Afrique, peul participer librement et démocratiquement 
au système électoral ? Ne s'agit-il pas ici essentiellement de ces classes 
sociales affranchies des contraintes extra-économiques que - l'Etat impose de 
façon à perpétuer certaines formes d'exploitation qui ne sont pas nécessaire-
ment touchées par le jeu des « élections libres et démocratiques » ? 

Si l'on veut que la démocratie soit un exercice qui ait un sens pour toutes 
les classes sociales, soutient Malimood Mamdani, et notamment pour les 
classes populaires, sa forme et sa portée doivent nécessairement être liées 
de façon significative aux conditions de vie de ces mêmes classes 1131. A 
quoi veut en venir en fait Mahmood Mamdani ? 

Tout k monde sait que la majorité des Africains sont des paysans qui 
vivent de petites exploitations agricoles. Très souvent, c'est l'Etat qui fixe 
les prix des produits agricoles commercialisés localement et des produits 
exportés. Lorsqu'il n'achète pas ces produits aux paysans directement par 
l'intermédiaire d'offices de commercialisation, il le fait alors en passant par 
les marchands, qui font partie intégrante de la bourgeoisie. De plus, le 
commerce d'autres produits de base, comme les biens de consommation 
courante vendus aux paysans dans les zones rurales, est aussi assuré par 
cette bourgeoisie grâce aux licences que lui concède l'Etat. Là encore, c'est 
l'Eut qui contrôle les prix et détermine les relations commerciales entre 
consommateurs et marchands. 

Mais la question des prix est secondaire par rapport à un autre  problème 
beaucoup plus fondamental : celui de la production et des conditions de vie 
des paysans. Or, on s'attend rarement à ce que ces questions, cruciales pour 
les intérêts des masses populaires, puissent être soulevées dans le cadre du 
débat démocratique. La bourgeoisie, imposant son système politique par le 
haut, voit uniquement la démocratie sous la forme d'une rivalité intra-
bourgeoise pour Ic pouvoir politique. C'est pourquoi les systèmes politiques 
pluripartiles — la forme — et non les politiques populaires — le contenu — 
représentent généralement la démocratie telle que la perçoit la bourgeoisie 
lorsqu'elle conteste un régime militaire. 

La démocratie, considérée sous forme d'« élections libres et démocratiques » 
au sens traditionnel de la démocratie libérale, n'est donc pas une réponse 
aux problèmes d'instabilité politique de l'Afrique. L'histoire du Nigéria 
depuis l'indépendance en est une preuve éclatante. Après les nombreux 
bouleversements qui ont imposé tour à tour un gouvernement militaire, puis 
civil, puis de nouveau militaire, la bourgeoisie nigériane n'a en effet à 
aucun moment pensé qu'il était nécessaire de donner un peu plus de 
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consistance au processus démocratique et d'impliquer par le bas les masses
populaires dans le jeu politique.

En contrepoint des arguments invoqués par Mahmoud Maindani. Samir
Amin (141 note qu'il est peut-être vain de penser que les classes actuelle-
ment au pouvoir en Afrique pourront un jour s'ouvrir à la démocratie.
« L'absence de toute vie économique autonome par rapport au pouvoir
étatique, ainsi que l'absence concomitante de toute liberté d'expression pour
les forces sociales vis-d-vis du pouvoir, prive de se►ts tout discours sur la
démocratie, car la démocratie est réellement impossible dans ces cuncfi-

rions - 1151.

Là encore, on pense à Frantz Fanon : si l'Etat est avant tout considéré en
termes d'accession au pouvoir et à la richesse, si le fait d'occuper un
quelconque poste de direction au sein de l'appareil d'Etat garantit cette
accession, et s'il y a une rivalité intense parmi l'élite pour arriver à ces
fonctions. un processus démocratique ne peut que mettre en danger la
sécurité de ceux qui détiennent déjà le pouvoir politique. Ceux qui ont les
moyens de défier ce pouvoir, par exemple par l'intermédiaire d'entreprises
privées, ne seront pas non plus tolérés. Si un individu veut réussir dans les
affaires, il doit alors se placer sous le patronage de ceux qui occupent de
hautes positions au sein du pouvoir politique ou conclure une alliance avec
eux. Telle est la raison pour laquelle les gouvernements africains ne tolèrent
pas du tout l'« entreprise privée » nationale : ils voient dans l'enrichissement
en dehors de leur contrôle une menace à leur propre stabilité 1161.

Pourlanl, le fait de refuser goule initiative privée aux nationaux ne conduit
pas vraiment à la stabilité de ces régimes. Au mieux, il donne lieu à un
faux sentiment de sécurité à ceux qui gouvernent. Peu à peu, le pouvoir
doit en effet faire de la place dans le secteur économique aux « commu-
nautés d'affaires immigrantes » et aux capitaux étrangers, dans un climat où
les hommes d'affaires locaux savent très bien ce qu'ils peuvent accomplir et
partant ce qui leur fait défaut. Au Sénégal et au Sierra Leone, les
« communautés d'affaires immigrantes » seraient libanaises ; en Afrique de
l'Est, elles seraient asiatiques. Dans un cas comme dans l'autre, mérite si le
gouvernement peut leur ménager une place dans le secteur privé « car elles
ne représentent pas une menace politique », ces communautés d'affaires
immigrantes se rendent très vite compte que leurs investissements pour-
raient ne pas être en sécurité dans le cas où un bouleversement d'ordre
politique se produirait et porterait au pouvoir la fraction de la bourgeoisie
dont les intérêts ont souffert du fait de leur présence dans l'économie.

Elles ont alors tendance à investir à l'étranger ou à monter des opérations
commerciales qui ne font pas d'eiles des prisonnières. De toute façon, elles
finissent toujours par se voir accusées d'exploitation, de comportement
mercenaire, etc. Elles détournent ainsi les masses populaires des problèmes
réels de sous-développement et des contradictions politiques majeures de la
société. El lorsque les crises éclatent, l'Etat est bien souvent incapable d'y
apporter une solution qui favoriserait la bourgeoisie dans son ensemble,
puisque celle-ci est si divisée dans ses relations avec l'Etat qu'il n'est pas
inconcevable que certaines de ses composantes voient dans la désintégration
de l'Etat une condition de leur réapparition dans un nouvel Etat qu'elles
domineront elles-mêmes.
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1,'F.tat el les mouvements populaires : l'avenir de la démocratie en Afrique

Quoi qu'il se passe au niveau tic L ► politique de la bourgeoisie en Afrique,
► m peul observer une autre tendance : les diverses tentatives des masses
populaires pour contester les Iaats ►stcoloniaux par le bas. Nzongula-
Ntalaja j17) et Wamba-dia-Wamba jlKcaraclériscnt tous deux ces tentatives
tic « mouvements pour ►oie seconde indépendance de l'Afrique ». Ayant
compris que l'indépendance n'avait pas vraiment apporté d'amélioration à
leur conditiun, et ayant remarqué que le pouvoir politique représentait une
menace quotidienne pour leur vie, les masses populaires, dans certaines
suciétés, ont pris leur sort entre leur-, mains en essayant de conquérir leur
propre indépendance. Toutefois, il nous faut tenir compte de certaines
remarques formulées par Waniha et Nzongola dans leur analyse des mouve-
mcnts pour une seconde indépendance, si nous voulons être en mesure de
suivre l'évolution probable de ces mouvements.

Prcmièrcment, ces mouvements prennent généralement naissance dans des
zones situées à l'écart des centres du pouvoir et difficiles d'accès pour les
forces gouvernementales. Ils sont pour la plupart dirigés par des individus
instruits, capables de convertir clairement les aspirations des masses en
programmes politiques communicables au monde extérieur. Comme les
masses -,ont tellement coupées du gouvernement et qu'elles recherchent, en
réalité, un cadre social différent « pour se sentir à l'aise ». elles sont tour à
fait prêtes à adhérer aux idées, aux principes et aux mythes de ces leaders.
Mais si les leaders ne sont pas eux-mêmes des partisans ardents du système
démocratique, ou ne sont pas prCHs, pendant la lutte, à laisser se développer
une culture démocratique par le bas, ces mouvements peuvent, bien sou-
vent, finir par ne plus être populaires que par leur forme et non par leur
contenu. Le culte du leader peut alors facilement supplanter le développe-
ment d'une culture démocratique de lutte dans la société. C'est pourtant par
cette culture, si elle se dévehippait plcinement, que se distinguerait la forme
de gouvernement que le mouvement mettrait en place lorsqu'il arriverait
finalement â« s'emparer du pouvoir ».

Deuxitmcmcnt, ces mouvements peuvent bien souvent se trouver confrontés
à des risques ou à des tàches qu'ils ne peuvent pas vraiment éviter ou
accomplir. Pourtant, pour survivre en tant que mouvements. ils doivent
essayer de créer et de perpétuer le mythe de l'invincibilité. Très souvent, un
tel mythe conduit à des pertes considérables en vies humaines dans la lutte
contre des forces plus puissantes. Le fait de défendre une cause populaire
ne dispense pas d'une véritable préparation avant d'aller combattre des
forces militaires armées jusqu'aux dents. Pourtanl, il arrive très fréquem-
ment que les mouvements populaires fassent des morts et en rejettent la
responsabilité sur les armées régutières, alors qu'ils avaient eux aussi mani-
festenient choisi l'aventurisntc.

Troisièmement, il semblerait que la vénération de la lutte armée soit en
train de prendre valeur de libération. Lorsque les gens sont vraiment
mécontents cle leur gouvernement, le fait - de plus en plus populaire « au
sein de la gauche » africaine - de prendre les armes et de s'engager dans
la lutte armée (ou tout simplement de se battre dans la brousse) est
considéré comme ('attitude !a plus progressiste à adopter. Il est pourtant
bien clair avec ce que l'on a connu sous la présidence de Ronald Reagan,
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que nième lit droite peut armer et financer ses propres « libérateurs »: la
gauche n'a plus le monopole de la lutte armée. Le fond de cet argument est
que le -impie (ait tic prendre les armes ne signifie nullement qu'un mouve-
n,cnt soit populaire ou qu'il mène la lutte pour faire triompher une cause
morale supérieure à celle des dirigeants en place. Ce n'est pas l'acte tic la
litige armée qui est important : il y a beaucoup plus vital pour les intérêts
des masses populaires cl la cause tic la démocratie en Afrique : c'est la
ligne politique de la lutte armée.

Enfin, comme la crise politique est en train de s'aggraver en Afrique, il faut
s'attcndre :► ce que la rébellion populaire contre les régimes en place prenne
des formes multiples. Les mouvements populaires ou les alliances pour la
démocratie se manifesteront ainsi sous diverses formes d'organisation : mou-
vcnients d'étudiants, syndicats. Eglises, sociétés secrètes, etc. 1191. Il est
important de prêter attention à ces mouvements populaires si l'on veut
essayer de comprendre la lutte pour la démocratie en Afrique et les
stratégies que les masses populaires appliquent, en différentes circonstances,
pour contester l'Etat postcolonial depuis la hase. Et du moment que ces
mouvements viennent d'en bas, du « ventre de la société » pour ainsi dire,
leurs huis et leurs exigences doivent nécessairement exprimer le contenu de
la démocratie du point de vue des masses populaires. C'est-à-dire I'avenir
tel que ces masses le voient : et l'avenir que l'Etat, tel qu'il est constitué,
essaiera soit de leur éviter soit de leur offrir d'une façon ou d'une autre.

Etat, démocratie et puissances étrangères

Nous ne pouvons conclure cet examen des perspectives de démocratie en
Afrique sans parler des puissances étrangères. Notre démarche n'est pas de
pure forme, elle se justifie essentiellement par le fait que la situation
difficile que vit actuellement l'Afrique est étroitement liée aux intérêts et
aux machinations des puissances étrangères. Certains prétendent parfois que
les Etats indépendants disposent d'une grande marge de manœuvre vis-à-vis
des puissances étrangères et que, sur de nombreuses questions d'ordre
national, telle l'organisation de la politique intérieure, les puissances étran-
gères n'ont guère voix au chapitre. D'autres soutiennent avec autant de
force que, de par leur nature même de sociétés dépendantes, les gouverne-
ments ou les Etats africains ne peuvent être tout à fait indépendants de
leurs « maitres étrangers M. Sur de nombreuses questions d'ordre intérieur,
telles que le type de système politique à adopter, ils sont obligés de tenir
compte des souhaits des puissances étrangères auxquelles ils sont subor-
donnés.

Il ne faut pas que le pour et le contre de ces deux écoles de pensée nous
retiennent trop longtemps. Acceptons, comme le veut le bon sens, que l'une
et l'autre aient raison dans leurs observations générales mais tort si l'on
.prend ces affirmations pour définitives el mutuellement exclusives. Dans la
gestion quotidienne de leurs affaires politiques, les Etats indépendants
d'Afrique possèdent en effet une certaine marge d'autonomie par rapport
aux puissances étrangères. Mais, quand il s'agit de questions touchant aux
intérêts à long terme desdites puissances, ces mêmes Etats perdent alors
pratiquement toute liberté de manœuvre.

I
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Le rôle des puissances étrangères dans le processus de démocratisation

Ics puissanccs étrangtres, qui ont des intérêts dans certains pays du Tiers-
Munde, peuvent exercer des influences déterminantes sur la formation ou
l'évolution des processus politiques dans ces sociétés. A des moments
cruciaux, ces puissances étrangères peuvent en effet intervenir, en jouant
sur les contradictions internes ou la géopolitique régionale de tel ou tel
pays, pour infléchir le cours de son histoire politique. Cela n'implique pas
cependant que les forces politiques de ces sociétés doivent toujours se
laisser

manipuler, menacer ou forcer la main pour prendre certaines initia-
tives favorisant les intérêts des puissances étrangères au détriment de leurs
propres intérêts. Dans le cas du Chili, par exemple, on peut dire que le
gouvernement de l'Unité populaire a fait de son mieux pour organiser une
force démocratique populaire de soutien à sa politique de transition vers le
socialisme. C'est tout simplement la puissance du dollar, la crédulité des
militaires chiliens et l'opportunisme des partis d'opposition qui ont entrainé
la perte d'Allende. Parallèlement, Allende a été accusé de n'avoir pas pris
soin de changer les chefs militaires afin de s'assurer le soutien de l'armée
nationale. Il s'agit peut-être là d'une critique justifiée ; elle souligne en tout
cas le fait capital que toute action visant à démocratiser la société, si elle
n'implique pas la démocratisation des organes de i'Etat, compromet son
propre succès.

La différence entre le Nicaragua et le Chili saute donc aux yeux. Au
Nicaragua, les sandinistes ont pris le pouvoir après avoir vaincu la garde
nationale et s'être complètement débarrassés de l'appareil militaire de
l'ancien régime. L'Etat sandiniste, de Masaya à Managua en passant par
d'autres grands centres du pouvoir, était bel et bien un Etat sandiniste.
Allende, quant à lui. s'attaquait à une tâche autrement difficile : essayer de
démocratiser un Etat qui, de par sa nature même, faisait encore partie de
l'ancien régime ci soutenait celui-ci et ses partisans étrangers.

Cela dit, les sandinistes avaient un autre problème qu'ils partagent, d'une
certaine façon, avec la Zimbabwe Ajrican National Union (ZANU) : celui
d'un mouvement populaire qui prend le pouvoir alors que plusieurs compo-
santes des masses populaires ne font pas encore. pour diverses raisons
historiques, partie intégrante du mouvement. Et c'est justement parce
qu'elles ne font pas partie du mouvement que ces composantes peuvent être
amenées par les forces sociales d'opposition à rejeter toute tentative d'inté-
gration. L'exemple des indiens Mosquitos au Nicaragua et des Ndébélés du
Matabelcland au Zimbabwe en est une bonne illustration. Ni les sandinistes,
ni la ZANU n'ont suivi, en effet, une ligne démocratique constructive et
cohérente pour vaincre la résistance des Mosquitos et des Ndébélés. Plutôt
que de chercher à comprendre « de l'intérieur . les points de vue des deux
groupes. les sandinistes et la ZANIJ ont adopté l'attitude qui veut que le
leadership révolutionnaire s'apparente à une œuvre missionnaire : les lea-
ders sont infaillibles et ceux qui ne suivent pas doivent être convertis, même
s'il faut

- en plus de la menace d'aller en enfer - les contraindre 1
abandonner leurs pratiques coupables. Une approche beaucoup plus cons-
tructive aurait consisté à former un large front démocratique au sein des
masses populaires. Ce front aurait, sans aucun doute, accepté et toléré les
différences politiques, sanç ptbur autant sacrifier son engagement envers la
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démocratie ni se couper de la société traditionnelle. C'est cette approche, 
plus difficile à mettre en œuvre que celle de la révolution à la mode 
missionnaire, qui a fait défaut à la plupart des soi-disant mouvements 
politiques progressistes en Afrique et en Amérique latine — les transfor-

mant bien souvent en dictatures de « gauche » et en régimes antidémocrati- 

ques. 

Conclusion 

Toute puissance étrangère décidée à faire avorter un mouvement progres-
siste qui a pris le pouvoir en vue de révolutionner la société, aurait 

davantage intérèt à exploiter les contradictions internes de ce mouvement 

qu'à lui imposer brutalement sa volonté. De ce point de vue, les régimes 
non démocratiques constituent le moyen le plus sûr pour créer des poches 
de mécontentement et des tentations d'alliance avec des forces extérieures 
afin de briser les tentatives d'instauration d'un nouvel otdre social démocra-

tique. Il est donc contraire aux objectifs d'un mouvement progressiste de 
prôner un régime autoritaire de préférence à un régime de participation. On 
ne peut pas lutter pour construire une société démocratique sans pratiquer 
la démocratie dans son propre système. Autrement dit, on n'instaure pas la 
démocratie comme on prépare une tasse de café instantané : pour que le 

mélange prenne. il  faut qu'il soit lié par des coutumes et des traditions 
sociales profondément ancrées dans la vie de la société civile. 
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Democracy in Africa

RICHARD SKLAR

I am often asked to explain what possessed me. a white American political
scientist, to undertake African studies. Usually. I reflect upon my state of
mind in the mid 1950s and mention the allure of a new horizon for
democracy, limned by the doctrine of self-determination for subject
peoples. Even then, however, realists warned that democracy in Africa, as
in Asia, would bleed and die on the altars of national consolidation and
social reconstruction.' But democracy dies hard. Its vital force is the
accountability of rulers to their subjects. Democracy stirs and wakens from
the deepest slumber whenever the principle of accountability is asserted by
members of a community or conceded by those who rule. Democracy
cannot be destroyed by a coup d'état; it will survive every legal assault upon
political liberty. The true executioner of democracy has neither sword nor
sceptre, but a baneful idea. Ironically, the deadly agent is an idea about
freedom.

In Africa today, free4otn.frqrst,yvant is.a universalBoal. Millions of lives
are bligfiiéa by the effects of p2Xcrt y-unemptoymenCmalstutriti,on-tmtejx-
dsdand .iuade4uate.educadon. h! aI! coutttriesl political leaders
dedicate.themselves tp the "use of econornjc aud.socKdevLlopment. Most
leaders also claim to respect the principle of,gecouetability to the people.
Howcver,1he imbdatives of development are.far marc_demaading than the

`tlaims qj: ^emoCrac . Appalled by the human condition and waste of
resources in Africa qnd other non-industrial regions, many intellectüâls-*
prôclaim the validity of arLanti-democratie.idea,,to which the term
idr,velQpmentaldictat,ntshiRlis aptly applied. .

According to A. James Gregor, the principles of developmental dictator-
ship were first formulated by Italian Marxists during the course of intense
theoretical debates before the outbreak of World War 1.2 Eventually, they
came to understand that orthodox Marxism was not relevant to the social
realities of their underdeveloped country. Left to itself, they reasoned, the
feeble Italian bourgeoisie, fettered by its dependence upon foreign capital-
ists, would not create an industrial society. Fatefully, they forsook the ideal

• This paper was first published in African Srudies Rrvfrw, 26,3-4 (September-December 1987).
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of proletarian internationalism and embraced statist nationalism in order 
to mobilise all talents and resources for a programme of forced and rapitl 
industrialisation. With heretical abandon, they entrusted responsibility for 
the direction of events to an 'audacious minority' or `vanguard elne'. 3  
Faced with a similar predicament in the 1920s, the post-capitalist regime in 
Moscow adopted a similar nationalist and statist strategy. Ever since, 
national struggles to overcome economic backwardness in many parts of 

the  world have been intensified  if  not actually led by proponents of devel-
opmental dictatorship. 

The hardships of developmental dictatorship are well known: liberty is 
suppressed; labour is regimented and exploited; freedom of movement is 
curtailed; personal choice is severely restricted. From his pre-
revolutionary vantage point, Karl Marx advised his readers to anticipate 
painful transitions or 'birth-pangs' during the creation of new social 
orders. 'The country that is more developed industrially only shows, to the 
less developed, the image of its own future.' 4  Must we, now, believe that 
Africa, rid of external rule but bowed down in social and economic agony, 
with burgeoning populations and a dearth of jobs, shbuld or will resort en 
masse and in extremis to developmental dictatorship? Shall we avert our 
eyes from an unforeseen alternative and disregard an abundance of evi-
dence for the thesis that Africa today is a veritable vvorkshop of 
democracy? 

— _Democracy in Africa is as varied as the ever-changing forms of govern-
ment in more than fifty sovereign states._Dentocracy in Africa is an experi-
mental process in a new generation of countries. 3  We should study this 
Frikess -iiiit billy- to- learn about Airica, but also to refresh our knowledge 
about the meaning of democracy itself. As the African philosopher, 
Edward Wilmot Blyden, might have said, in our time, these experiments 
in democracy constitute `Africa's service to the world'.6  

For this assessment of democracy in Africa, I have distinguished four 
existing types at the level of national government and one other which has 

been proposed. The first type is liberal democracy, wherein the powers of 
government are limited by law airecitilen-iajdY rieeeknii Of 'aisoCiatkin to 
çompete for office in free elections at regular intervals. Numerous liberal 
democracies were bequeathed to Africa by the former colonial rulers; all 

but a few of them, however, were .rudelY-ÇP.t1Way.t2y. FouliS; 
political.usurpations, and constitutional changes. shortly after (or witiiin a 
decade of) independence, 7  A few hardier breeds of liberal democracy have 
been planted and nurtureir by African statesmen themselves. 

At the present time, one person in five on the continent of Africa lives 

in a truly liberal democracy with genuine freedom of expression and 
freedom of political association. (Among Black Africans the percentage is 

higher: one in four.) The citizens of liberal democracies include an esti-
mated one hundred million _Nigerians plus the citizens of five other states, 
namely, Botswana, the Gambia, Mauritius, Senegal, ancLiinrbabwe._ 

Democracy in Africa 

However, the serious qualifications to which this observation is liable 
underscore the experimental and highly contingent nature of liberal democ-

racy in Africa. 
During 1980-2, ventures in liberal democracy have been aborted by 

paternalistic military guardians in Upper Volta, (arguably) the Central 

African Republic, and Ghana. At present, liberal democracy lingers in 
Zimbabwe, but the political leaders of that country have expressed their 

strong preference for a dentocracy without party competition. Until the 

electoral victory of Mauritian socialists in June 1982, no national govern-

ment in an independent African state had ever been transferred to an 
opposition by electoral means. Confirming the historic importance of this 

event, the Mauritian socialists have pledged to strengthen a constitutional 
guarantee of free elections at regular intervals. In the Gambia, liberal 
democracy nearly succumbed to an insurrection in July 1981. It has since 
been forti fied by the establishment of a confederation with a protective 

sister-republic, Senegal. Since the 'retirement of President Léopold Sédar 
Senghor in January 1981, Senegal has emerged as a full-fledged liberal 
democracy. President Abdou Diouf leads a moderate socialist party which 
enjoys a commanding majority in the national assembly. The party is also a 

haven for conservative and parasitical interest groups. To rejuvenate this 
party for the urgent tasks of economic reconstruction, and to defuse a 
potentially revolutionary opposition, President Diouf has opened the door 

of legality to all political parties. Inevitably, the opposition parties sparkle, 
like the fragmen t !. of a Roman candle, in splendid sectarian isolation. 
Diours open-air treatment of illiberal dissent is a milestone for democratic 
socialists in Africa. 

Given the large number of sovereign entities in today's Africa, and the 
preponderance of illiberal governments, the crucial accounting for African 
liberal democracy must be rendered in populous Nigeria.' Scholars have 
pondered and variously explained .the remarkable resilience of consti-
tutional liberty in Nigerian government. Without prejudice to the import-
ance of other explanations, notably the influence of indigenous consti-
tutional traditions, I am particularly impressed by the impact of federalism 
upon Nigerian political thought. While  the  number of states in Nigeria's 
federation has varied and remains contentious, federalism  perse  is an article 
of national faith, the virtually unquestioned premise of national unity. It iv 
instructive to recall that federalism was a shirred value for rival nationalists 
during the colonial era; 11  it was the indispensable basis for Nigerian unity 
under military rule, when the threat of national disintegration loomed 
large. At present, nineteen states accommodate a richly textured and 
wondrously complex tapestry of democratic political life. 

Truly federal governments are necessarily liberal governments, 

• 'Die argument given here still holds, despite the two military coups taking place (in 

December 1983 and August 1985) since this pare, was originally written. 
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predicated on the division and restraint of power. In Nigeria, the rights of
cilizcns and constituent states alike are protected by a staunchly indepen•,
dent judiciary. In fact, Nigeria is an exceptionally legalistic society; many
political issues of great moment are finally resolved in the courts; for
example, the outcome of the 1979 presidential election. Nor did the courts
lose their vitality under military rule. Shorn, temporarily, of their formal
constitutional independence, the judges still retained their authority in the
states, where, in the words of a legal scholar, they performed 'prodigious
feats of courage' defending the rights of citizens.9 Should constitutional
government in Nigeria be suppressed once again,* the potential for its early
revival would be preserved by federalism, the legal profession, and the
determined practice of judicial independence.

^ Despite its apparent vigour, liberal democracy in Nigeria is debilitated by
the effects of economic anarchy and social distemper. A sma(l inipority of
the population is cônspicuously.wealth}+ and privileged while the vast
thajority seethes with discontent. Keepers of the national conscience
frequently deplore the plunder and waste of Nigeria's wealth by corrupt
officials in collusion with unscrupulous businessmen.10 Scholars discern the
portents of revolutionary mass action, particularly in the northern states,
where class conflict is pronounced." Disillusioned intellectuals renounce
democracy and urge the merits of developmental dictatorship in one form
or another. Both the Leninist and the corporatist, or Brazilian, versions
have their advocates. In Nigeria, as in Senegal, liberal democracy is
democracy with tears and many reservations.

A second type of democracy in Africa accepts the principle that rulers
should be accountable to .their subjects. but. dispettselWUi1.tI1C..politicà)-
method of multi-pârty eÎectoral competition. I shall adopt the term'Weo
dem2c,jp_cy' for this type of government by guardians of the public weal who
insist upon political uniformity. Guided democracy is, to be sure, a form of
deyçloPrnental diétatorshipL it is classified separately because the othër
forms of developmentaÎ dictatorship make little or no pretence of account-
ability to the people on the part of exalted persons or national saviours.

The late President Jomo Kenyatta of Neqya was one of a number of
African presidents who have ruled beyond the reach of accountability.
When he died, in 1978, the barons of Kenyan politics and society could not
imagine, nor would they have tolerated another episode of such highly
personal rule. Kenya had become a de jacto one-party state in 1969, when
the sole opposition party was banned. Yet the one-party political process in-1
that country has been highly competitive; the triumphal party itself has been
described as a'confederation of arenas' where the bosses of rural factions
'collide' and 'collude' in their 'perennial struggle' for power.12 Survey
research on the electoral process tells of a well-informed electorate which
imposes the norm of accountability upon its representatives; for example, in

' Formal constitutional democracy was abolished in the coup of December 1987.
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1979,45 per cent of the incumbent members of parliament were defeated at
the polls. " Whcn, in 1982, Kenya became a one-party state de jure, her
commitment to guided rather than liberal democracy was decisively con-
tirmed.

1)uring the course of a purely formal parliamentary debate on the
establishment of a one-party state, the vice-president, Mwai Kibaki,
ex plained that constitutional change was needed to preclude the election of
persons who would favour economic experiments ba^ed upon Marxist
theories. Such theories, he argued, have been disproved by the poor
economic performances of colnmmnist systenrs." This kind of reasc ning,
from a different ideological perspective, is used by the leaders of those
authoritarian regimes which have socialist orientations to preclude the
practical advocacy of capitalist ideas. In such cases, political monopolies are
justified by persons who assert the moral necessity or scientific truth of an
official doctrine, for example, 'huma , nism' in Zambia, the'Third Universal
Theory' in Libya, and Marxism-Leninism in several countries.

The touchstone of guided democracy is the existence and operation of a^
political mechatlism.which canbe expecréd io ensuit: the nccountabililji Af
rûlers.tQ the people. Various developmental dictatorships in ilfricâ. bôth
capitalist and socialist, do not pass muster at 'guided democracies because
their leaders-rule wjtlwut regard to the principle of accountability. Those
which do qualify as guided democracies include a variety of political forms
and ideological orientations. Some, such as Guinea-Bissau, Tanzania_and
(arguably) Zambia, have mass-mobilising parties with open mcmherships.
Others, including Congo People's Republic, Angola, and Mozambique,
have created Leninist parties with doctrinal restrictions on membership and
statutes on the required accountability of leaders. In these and other
instances of one-party or, as in Libya, no-party rule, the degree of
democracy varies with the intensity of passion for political accountability
and its effective enforcement.

In socialist thought, the concept of democracy extends beyond the ^
precept of accountability to the idea of social justice. From that perspective,
democracy implies the effective pursuit of an egalitarian social ordeT in
addition to a governr^ter^t,whjçh is a ountâ61e to tlte peopÎe. For the
principal instance of tlocial democracy^mÿ thiï(r*typé for tiiis survey) in ---
Africa I turn, necessarily, to Tànzania.

Ever since the famous Arusha 'Declaration of 1967. the Tatuanian,
&overnment has endeavourcd in minimise social inequalityand to countcr-
act vari_ous tendencies toward class division.In. the commentaries of
President Julius K. Nyerere, two aspectsôf the quest.far.social equality are
strongly emphasized: first, the probltim of.priyilege, or differentials in both 1
personal consuming power and access to public services: second, the,
imr%tanctsf popular participation.in the decision-making processes oft
both political and economic organisuions." On the first count, impressive
achievements have been recorded in reclucing income differentials and
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.providing economic, educational, health, and other essential services to the 
uhlic at large. Furthermore, the conversion of public trust into personal 

wialth' has been checked by progressive taxation, kan_salary scales for the 
allministrators of public agencies, and the e- nfincement of a soeinliii code of 
conduct for leaders and officials. 

On the second count, that of progress towards popular and tlemocratic 
participation in governmental and econornic.decision making, .Tanzania's 
recordis more difficult to assess. In 1967, the sole legal party accepted an 
historic challenge: to build socialism ierragrarian country without resort to 
coercive methods of collectivisation. At the saMe time, every effort would 

"riiade to raise the standard of living and enhance the quality of life in 
peasant and working-class communities. However, the vast majority of 
rural dwellers did not respond favourably to the party's call for collectivi-
sation on a voluntary basis. Finally, at the end of its patience, the 
government used compulsion to move and resettle millions of peasants from 
their dispersed homes and farms into clustered villages between 1974 and 
1976. That process, known as 'yillagisation', has made it possible for the 

-goveinment to reach the entire rural population with basic services. 
Ilowever, the related aim of socialist farming - the collectivisation of 
production - was, at first, de-emphasised and then virtually abandoned in 
the face of peasant resistance, a food crisis, and the critical views of 
potential donors, notably the World  Bank,  at a time of dire need for foreign 

Suddenly, the socialist venture in Tanzania was awash in a sea of 
academic and intellectual doubt." Could  rural  socialism be reconciled with 
an acceptable level of agricultural efficiency? Had the socialist venture been 
sabotaged by non- or pseudo-socialist officials and their class allies in 
concert with anti-socialist foreign powers? Those who seek honest answers 
to these hard questions and still believe in the viability of socialist policies in 
Tanzania have set great store by the party's avowed commitment to popular_ 
and democratic participation in economic and political e. They also view 
With concern the lack of evidence to show that workers and peasants 
participate effectively in the formulation and adoption of public policies. At 
the centre of power, the ruling party itself sets a decisive example for all 
other institutions. In his empathetic assessment of party life, Cranford Pratt 
finds an 'oligarchic' and 'profound  lias  against any opposition to the 
leadership'." 

Jf, as Nyerere maintains, democratic participation is a cornerstone of 
social eq'uality, 19  sincère  socialists cannot disregard the inevitably repress-
ive effects of legal barriers to freedom of association. Socialists of participa-
tive conviction cannot sidestep a pluralist question: is demociatic participa-
tion viable in a one-party state, where political competition is severely 
restricted by the virtual elimination of group rights to pursue self-
determined political aims? This question, which reflects the liberal critique 
of guided democracy, has engaged the attention of intellectuals in scveral 
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other African countries where the search for social democracy is less 
resolute than it has been in Tanzania. An illuminating example is the 
constitutional declaration of a 'One-Party .  Partiei_patoty . Democracy".11 
Zambia. It signifies experimentatia With a fourth, familiar tint elnsive type 
of democracy, namely, partieipatoryclernocracy. 

The theory of participatory democracy is a ,product of the current era."It 
affirms the existence of a reciprocal relattonsfirp—Setw-  een democratic 
"piilitical institutions and participative social institutions, with particular 
etnphasis upon the educative effects of democratic participation in the 
workplace. 2" In Zambia, the concept of participatory democracy was 
introduced as a national goal by President Kenneth D. Kaunda in 1968." 
Subsequently, Kaunda construed the concept to connote déniiicrairell-
ticipation in all spheres of life, so that 'no single individual or group of 
individuals shall have a monopoly of politiCal, economic, social or military 
power'. 22  To his mind, the public interest suffers when politicians monop-
olise political power, or soldiers monopolise military power, or intellectuals 
and technocrats monopolise knowledge, or publishers and writers monop-
olise the power of the pen, or workers monopolise power through strikes, or 
chiefs monopolise the power of tradition. 23  In the near future, he forecast, 
participatory democracy would be practised in all Zambian institutions, 
including the civil service and the army." 

Objectively considered, however, the record of participatory democracy 
in Zambia has fallen far short of Kaunda's expectations. Careful studies 
attest to the very low levels of popular attachment to, or involvement in, 
participatory institutions in rural Zambia." The sole legal party has not 
become a truly popular institution. Membership in the party has dwindled 
to fewer than 5 per cent of the population despite its availability to 
Zambians without  restriction. 26  A 'commandist' and 'paternalistic' style of 
administration at the local level" is magnified at the national level by the 
domineering office of the president. As William Tordoff observes, 'Ironi-
cally, no one emphasizes the virtues of participatory democracy more than 
the president himself, yet his own style of increasingly personalized 

-.decision-making renders its_realization diffieult.'" As in Tanzania, the 
party-Slate in Zambia abhors  the  very idea of political pluralism. Yet the 
Zambian government, unlike the Tanzanian, musLcontend with a for-
midable and. resourceful -labour movement: indeed the tvlineworkers' 
Union of Zambia, 60,000 strong,  lias  never accepted the hegemony of the 
party in the sphere of industrial relations. Its long-term struggle for 
autonomy from an imperious government lies at the very heart of conflict in 
Zambian politics. 

Truly democratic participation is self-motivated and self-determined: it is 
not coerced. In Africa, participatory democracy implies a commitment 
the self-motivated assertion of peasant and working-class &acres-is- in 11 .■ 
political affairs..But the 7-ambian leadership has tried to induce popidar 
participation  into channels which would be controlled by a monopolistic 
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political party. From a democratic standpoint, however, induced participa-
tion comes close to being a contradiction in terms; indeed it is a form of
coercion. And it has been rejected by the `Lantbian workers and pcasants.

In 1981, following a spate of wildcat strikes, four leaders of the labour
movement, including the chairman and secretary-general of the Zambia
Congress of Trade Unions, and an eventually successful aspirant for the
presidency of the Mineworkers' Union, were detained for nearly three
months on charges of plotting against the government. Announcing this
action, Kaunda accused the labour leadership of capitalist deviations.z' In
1982, Kaunda turned a corner in his personal ideology. Much to the
amazement of Kaunda-watchers, most of whom were confident of his
apparently unshakeabie commitment to non-doctrinaire 'humanist' social-
ism, he decided that Zambia's official ideology should be Marxist (or
'scientific') socialism. But this is not, after all, an arbitrary choice. Scientific
socialism marks a strictly logical progression in ideology for a ruling group
of socialist inclination which intends to control the working class. It also
signifies the maturation of basic tendenciés towards an undiluted develop-
mental dictatorship in Zambia.30

As a result of Kaunda's ideological demarche, the beleaguered labour
movement has acquired a powerful ally in its bid for autonomy, namely the
interdenominational Christian Council of Zambia. Following his release
from detention, Frederick Chiluba, chairman of the Congress of Trade
Unions, is reported to have 'made a point of going to church almost every
day'.31 As in Poland, the struggle for participatory democracy in Zambia
has forged an alliance between two social institutions which are second to
none other in popularity, namely the labour movement and the churches.
Like his Polish counterpart, Lech Watesa, Chiluba stands for participatory
democracy from without, rather than from within, the party.

t;j^ In Zambia, as in Tanzania, the acid test for participatory democracy is the
attiiude of the national leadership towards self-assertion by the working
cÎâss'and the peasantry. Neither regime has passed that test; each has
èhosen to promote indriced, rather than spontaneous, participation. It may
be instructive to contrast these instances with the noteworthy practice of
worker self-management in Algeria, inaugurated spontaneously by urban
and rural workers at the end of the war for independence. For twenty years,
this genuine expression of working-class democracy has survived the rigours
of interaction with an authoritarian government. The vitality and lasting
effect of this participatory institution in Algeria is attributable to its
spontaneous, as opposed to induced, genesis.32 By contrast, a memorable
episode of induced participatory democracy under revolutionary conditions
in Guinea-Bissau, called by Amflcar Cabral 'revolutionary democracy',
appears to have faded in the post-revolutionary, one-party state.33

A fifth type of democracy as no 1e&ai guardiTn in Africa, byt its adoption
is often contemplated. Its name is;nsnçiâhonal Slçmocracy,iso christened
by a Dutch political scientist, Arend Lijphart, and widely celebrated by
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like-minded scholars. This type of democracy is prescribed by its advocates-
as a long- or short-term solution to the problem of cultural, that is, ethnic,
racial, or religious, group conflict in deeply divided societies. In fact, it is a
version of liberal democracy with the addition of special arrangements to
protect the vital interests of cultural groups. In culturally plural societies.
such as Switzerland, federalism and cantonal autonomy are exemplary
consociational devices; the principle of proportionality for both political
representation and the distribution of benefits is also important. In Nigeria,
the constitutional requirement that political parties must reflect tlie'federal
character' of the country in order to qualify for registration is one of several
consociational devices which have been designed to prevent sectional
domination. Consociational mechanisms and techniques are routinely used
by the governments of plural societies. According to Lijphart, however, the
hallmark of specifically consociational democracy, as a distinct type, is'
effective and voluntary political cooperation among the clites and truly
_representative leaders of the main cultural. groups.34

In South Africa, the banner of consociationalisr.i has been unfurled by
legal opponents of the ruling National Party, principally the white Progress-
ive Federal party" and Inkatha, a Zulu-based mass organisation, acting
through a multi-racial commission appointed by Gatsha Buthelezi, chief
minister of Kwazulu, in 1980. Drawing upon the ideas of Professor Lijphart,
who served as a member, the commission has proposed a consociational
constitution for the Province of Natal as an example for the country as a
whole. The key features of this proposal include universal adult suffcrage, a
legislative assembly elected by means of proportional representation in
electoral districts, and an executive body chosen in accordance with
consociational principles.36 These recommendations have been rejected by
the government. Meanwhile proposals for consociâtional democracy in
South Africa have also been criticised by rigorously democratic thinkers.
Heribert Adam, for one, notes that group idcntities and their ethnic labels
in South Africa have been imposed upon subject groups by the dominant
group. 'For example,' he observes, 'there are no enthusiastic Coloureds in
the self-perceptions of those i-lassified as Coloureds.'» Furthermore, a
growing number of black liberation leaders are social revolutionaries with
little or no interest in consocialional compromising. Incaca3ingly, the
liberation struggle involves collective demands for'redistributire' or social
and, in the workplace, participatory democracy.3"

In divided societies, like South Africa, where revolutionary action
involves a large and increasing measure of class struggle, consociational ^
democracy cannot fulfil its promise of stabilising social satisfaction. Yet it
would be mistaken to believe that the consociational idea of self-determi-
nation for self-regarding communities is counter-revolutionary perse. In so
far as subnational group rights command general respect, democratic
movements which disregard consociational precepts do so at their own
peril. In Africa, the value of consociational democracy would be more
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clearly apparent in countries, such as the Democratic Republic of the 
Sudan, where the nature of cultural cleavage is less ambiguous than it is in 
the apartheid republic." This type of democracy should  flot  be under-
appreciated because of its current association with moderate reform in 
South Africa. 

Democracy in Africa is widely approved but everywhere in doubt. 
Demo" cratic dreams are the incandescent particles of current history which 
gleam brightly in the sunlight of liberation only to fade beneath the 
lengthening shadow of grim economic realities. This survey of types may 
help to sort some of the problems of democracy in Africa. Liberal 
democracy founders in a rising tide of tears and social despair. Reflecting on 
two recent setbacks for liberal democracy in West Africa, an acute observer 
offered this judgement: 'It was only the appalling economic situations in 
Ghana and Upper Volta, and the impotence of the respective governments 
faced with this situation that led to the collapse of their parliamentary 
systems.'4°  

Social democracy introduces a standard for the just .distribution of wealth 
and material benefits; but its success and survival cannot be ensured by 

_ 	 . 	. 
redistributive policies a orrinn an age ôT social optimism, péople- w-ill not 
settle for the redistribution of misery and poverty. Everything depends 
upon the timely creation «national areatthandyealth-producing ssets by 
means of public and  collective, rather than private, enterprise. In many 
African -countries, hc-Wever-, statist economic policies, espouséd in the name 
of socialism, have discouraged or prevented the release of creative, 
wealth-generating energies. In Guinea, for example, the regime outlawed 
all private markets in 1975; private trading was made a criminal offence. 
State agencies were supposed to fill the void, but they were riddled with 
corruption and proved to be hopelesly inefficient. Economic collapse and 
starvation were avoided only because the law was erratically enforced and 
eventually allowed to lapse. 4 i In this and many other cases, statism has been 
mistaken for socialism. 

For reasons that are, in the main, historical and contingent rather than 
theoretical or necessary, socialism has often been identified with statism by 
friends and foes alike.lIncreasingly that identification discredits socialism as 
a mode of development in the eyes of the world on the grounds that statist 
strategies are plainly impractical and unrealistic apart from their troubling 
political aspects. In the past, a few countries, notably the Soviet Union and 
China, have constructed socialist economies with capital extracted from the 
countryside and appropriated by the state for purposes of investment and 
essential purchases abroad. That classic strategy is plainly unsuited to 

- conditions in the agrarian countries of Africa for several reasons, among 
them rural resistance to collectivisation, exponential population growth, 
the high cost of critical imports, and endemic problems of statist economic 
management. Furthermore, socialism is supposed to signify the democrati-
sation of economic life. Coercion is contrary to the spirit of socialism. 
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Statism, the most general form of coercion, is the graveyard of socialism as 
well as democracy. 

Participatory democracy is a logical response to the challenge of statism. -- 
Its appearance and reappearance in Africa should be a source of inspiration 
to democrats and, in particular, democratic socialists. However, the prac-
tice of participatory democracy cannot be regimented by the state without 
detriment to its integrity. Where participatory institutions have been 
created in factories and farms by self-motivated, and self-directed workers, 
as in the case of Algeria, they countervail the power of the one-party state. 
By contrast, where participative decision-making is narrowly restricted and 
subject to close supervision by a party-state, as in Tanzania and Zambia, 
participatory democracy succumbs to the assault of guided democracy and 
developmental dictatorship. 

Shall we conclude, with Gregor, thalkvelopmental_diclatteliR 
wave of the future for Africar 2  The empirical support for that viewpoint is 
s'iTaritriblifaticiriale--itie,presumed power to produce rapid economic. 
development is scarcery tenable. Demoeracy is a far more popular 
àlternative, tut_ democracy must take up the j_h_a4nge:' Ordeveloyment — 
where dictatorship has failed:I./Africa iieéds  a ilevelopmeniar déniii)cracy:a 
democracy without tears. developinental democracy could represent a 
synthesis of all that has  bien' le" arned from the many experiments with 
simpler  types. It woutil preably "lie - liberal add sociat-participatorrand 
consociational all at once. From guided democracy it could inherit an 
appreciation for the function of leadership. The core of guided democracy 
could even be refined and transformed into preceptoral democracy, or 
leadership without political power. 43  In a complex, developmental democ-
racy, intellectual guidance would operate by means of persuasion al&ne; its 
efficacy in Africa would be ensured by that immense respect for learning 
and scholarship which is a characteristic quality of modern African 
societies. 

Developmental democracy does not imply a specific formulation of 
democratic principles based upon distinctive core values, such as political 
liberty for liberal democracy, social equality for social democracy, popular 
participation for participatory democracy, or group rights for consoci-
ational democracy. The content of developmental democracy would vary 
with the views of democratic theorists. One such theorist, the Canadian, 
C. B. Macpherson, has introduced the term to designate a stage in the 
evolution of liberal democracy, marked by the emergence, in theory and 
practice, of equal opportunity for 'individual self-developmene." This 
advance was promoted by the political doctrines of John Stuart Mill and his 
early-twentieth-century successors. In our time, it is surely appropriate to 
broaden the meaning of developmental democracy so that it will accommt\- r 

 date the goals of social reconstruction in the non-industrial countries.' 
Developmental democracy today should, I believe, be enlarged to encomi 
pass the core values of social, participatot y, and consociational democracy', 
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as well as the specifically liberal elements of limited govermucnt and
individual self-development.

Broadly conccived, developmental democracy would cvoke fresh and
ôriginal responses to the problems of economic underdevelopment, social
!stagnation and political drift. Original thought is the hcart of the matler.
Gregor has shown, convincingly, that the essential ideas of developmental
dictatorship were formulated during the first decade of this century by
revolutionary syndicalists in Italy. By the ninth decade these ideas have
surely run their course. There is no good economic reason for Africans
today to propitiate the European gods of developmental dictatorship.

From the early stirrings of modern African nationalism to the onset and
consolidation of political independence, Africa has resisted foreign intel-
lectual domination. In all but a few countries, African governments conduct
their foreign relations on the basis of a deep and abiding commitment to the
principle of non-alignment in world politics.45 African statecraft reflects a
determination to formulate the challenges of international relations from a
self-defined standpoint. In the social thought of twentieth-century Africa,

^ intellectual self-reliance is a paramount theme; it spans the ideological
spectrum as indicated by its prominence in the francophonic philosophy of
Négritude, the Africanist tradition of Anton Lembede and his followers in
South Africa,46 the 'African' and democratic socialism of Nyerere, and the
revolutionary socialism of Amflcar Cabral .47 Students of social thought
should recognise the quest for an intellectual synthesis and transcendence of
capitalism and socialism in their classical and contemporary, or neoclassi-
cal, forms. In an essay entitled 'The emancipation of democracy', W. E. B.
Du Bois assessed the contribution of black people in America to democracy
thus:

It was the black man that raised a vision of democracy in America such as
neither Americans nor Europeans conceived in the eighteenth century and
such as they have not even accepted in the twentieth century; and yet a
conception which every clear sighted man knows is true and inevitable."

Might this not be written of Africa's contribution to democracy in our
time?49

Where shall we look for the signs of intellectual and political synthesis
which would signify the emergence of a new democracy? Where have the
forms of developmental democracy begun to take shape? Every national
workshop bears inspection, for each, in its own way, contributes to the
aggregate of democratic knowledge and practice. Consider Zimbabwe,
where revolutionary socialists in power prepare to terminate a transitional
period of liberal government in favour of a more restrictive, one-party
political formula. Their long-term objective has been described in an official
document as 'a truly socialist, egalitarian and democratic society'.50 Zim-
babwean leaders and theorists will be challenged by the fact that there are
no models for this kind of social construction on the face of the earth.
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In pace-setting Zambia, where wage labour constitutes a comparatively
large component of the total work force (more than one-third), the struggle
for trade-union autonomy is fundamental to the cause of developmental
democracy. But for the democratic vitality of the labour movement,
developmental dictatorship in the guise of 'scientific socialism' could not be
counteracted by other popular groups in Zambia. While clergymen, busi-
nessmen, intellectuals and professional people are, in the main, opposed to
the adoption of 'scientific socialism' as an official doctrine, they could not
resist it effectively without the firm support of democratic labour. In this
matter of ideological choice, the principal restraining force on Zambia's
political leadership is neither foreign capital nor the Zambian bourgeoisie;
it is the Zambian labour movcment.st

In the Sahelian nation of Niger, a military government has proclaimed the
institution of a new political order, known as 'the development society'.
Founded upon the twin pillars of traditional youth organisations and
village-based agricultural cooperatives, the new system of government
functions through a series of elected councils, culminating in a National
Development Council, which has been directed to frame an 'original' and
'authentically Nigericn' constitution.s= Here, too, the spirit of developmen-
taI democracy is abroad.

In neighbouring Nigeria, the prospects for developmental democracy are
enhanced by a federâl system of government which provides i.multiplicity
of arenas for social and political experimentatiorl. Federalism is also the
essential foundation of Nigerian national unity. The relevance of that
example to pan-African thought merits attention. Diçtpt9tship tnay.6e1he
most formidable barrier to pan-African unity. Pan-African federplism
would foster democracy at the expense of dictatorship in mân}r'GÔt.ptfies.
As a pan-African principte,7ederalism would also facilitate the .-xchange of
democratic discoveries among African polities and thereby promote the
growth of developmental democracy. Increasingly, African freedom woulit.
radiate African power.

Metaphorically speaking, most Africans tuday live under the dictatorship
of material poverty. The poverty of dictatorship in Africa is equally
apparent. It offends the renowned African tradition of community-wide
participation in decision making.53 By contrast with dictatorship, dernoc-
racy is a developing idea and an increasingly sophisticated form of political
organisation. The development of democracy in Africa has become a major
determinant of its progress in the world.
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